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The Chuck Wagon
Walt Willis
“I HITCHED MY WAGON TO A STAR
ONLY TO FIND THAT STARS ARE USELESS FOR DRAWING
WAGONS”
During his wartime service with the Royal Navy, HRH the Duke of
Edinburgh met Chuck Harris, a privilege you are now to share. It is, I often
think, a tribute to the great man that he has never forgotten his old shipmate,
although he has attained a status in fandom so far above that of Prince Philip.
Another thing Chuck encountered in his war service was the meningitis
virus, which made off with his hearing, leaving him marooned in the pop
music world of Duke Ellington and Hoagy Carmichael and tragically
depriving him of all the great wealth of modern music, from Barry Manilow
to The Beastie Boys.
Fortunately he already had a job in the accounting department of the
Ford Motor Company at Dagenham, a result of the fact that all his family
were great readers and his father had encouraged him to pass the examination
for High School, a rare accomplishment for a working class boy in those
days. (University education for helots like us was unheard of.) More
important was the fact that his father was able to introduce him to English fan
and collector Fred Brown, who was a workmate of his. Fred gave Chuck the
freedom of his vast collection of science fiction and of fanzines, so that
Chuck became familiar with names like Russell Chauvenet (curiously,
another deaf fan) before knowing any fans in Britain.
The Royal Navy had done its best for Chuck, paying for him to attend
lipreading classes for example, but fandom did more. Through it he
developed a new social life, though at first in a vicarious way....
He wrote once: I was trying to adapt to a deaf world. I was searching
for things in which I could compete equally with mundane people. As a
letterhack, I was on equal terms with most everybody and I got a lot of joy
from correspondence.... I found Walt’s trip reports fascinating and kept
questioning him about the country I’d never see.
While we are all contemplating with pleasurable awe this spectacularly
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inaccurate prophecy, it might be helpful to invoke another of his past selves
in aid of the present one.... Here is the advice he gave to Skel when the latter
was thinking of standing for TAFF: ...shyness is hardly a valid reason for not
standing for TAFF. All of fmz fandom is shy and inarticulate. You won’t be
expected to sing, tap-dance, or take your clothes off seductively on the stage.
It’s rather like sex – just get there, act naturally, and enjoy yourself.
Anyone interested in the early days of Chuck Harris and Sixth Fandom
can find more stuff like the above in Warhoon 28 and in the latest and
greatest instalment of Rob Hansen’s Fan History, THEN, being distributed to
you fortunate few at Corflu. I think it would be more constructive to direct
the fine minds assembled here to a problem which has perplexed other great
Thinkers down through the ages – namely, how to edit a Harris letter. This
problem involves complex considerations of artistic integrity, structural
coherence, esoteric comprehensibility, and the laws governing libel,
obscenity, and blasphemy.
Take for instance the remark: She had I GO POGO tattooed across her
stomach, just over a portrait of Bert Campbell. Coming as it does at the end
of a comparatively rational description of a lady member of Sixth Fandom,
this pinpoints with deadly accuracy her position in the fannish spacetime
continuum; but it also raises a number of awkward questions in the editor’s
mind. For instance, will the lady in question be offended by the implication
that Chuck at least has seen her naked abdomen? Will the full glory of the
mental picture invoked be appreciated by those who have not actually seen
Bert Campbell’s beard? After brooding over these matters the editor is likely
to do as I did and consign the sentence to the back cover quotes: Hyphen
bacovers are rife with such unexploded bombs.
For this distinguished postgraduate editorial seminar I have from an old
correspondence file taken at random constructed a typical Harris letter. It is
important to keep in mind that all those dots are not just quotations from Bill
Bowers, but a vast semantic jungle from which quotable remarks spring out
at you without warning, doing immense damage to your peace of mind.
So there I was, sitting there all alone and depressed, wondering
whether to read Sic Biscuit or the Harpic tin. I got my new dental
plate today, and it hurts like hell. Lately I seem to have every
bloody affliction except the seven plagues of Egypt and... Good
Christ! Look! It’s raining frogs....
I have got this new book on large scale catering skills... take
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three loaves and five fishes....
...I went off half-cocked as usual, a problem I have discussed
with several eminent medical advisors. That latter is DNQ: there
are at least two Trekkies in Patagonia who haven’t seen it yet.
“Lapwing” comes from the throbbing sound its wings make in
flight. If you think beaks are difficult to lipread you should try
wings....
Also my wife is in love with Arthur. “I have always liked
Arthur. He is a real gentleman (God save us all!) He is interested in
other things apart from bloody science fiction.” (Like apple pie.)
“He listens when you talk to him.” (You’re one up on me there,
sport.) “He doesn’t look any older.” (Ol keeps him in the fridge
during the week to save him from going off.) “He talks properly
too.” (She means he’s got the same South London twang she is
blessed with.)
...We older fans are elegant and courtly – but older than the
hills and not really pulling the same class of birds. About my
language difficulty, I think I am quite good on “Fuck” now. I use a
sort of languid drawl coupled with a little toss of the head just like
the Rats. As soon as I master the wrist flick I shall be able to hold
my own with the Radical Fairies and Earth Mothers.
...I see on the box that dear Brigitte is 50 this week, and I feel
and look twice her age. I thought she looked marvellous: mature,
content – and lovely fitting teeth.
I am returning the photographs to Vince. Altho I am told they
are artistically superb, the identification system has been found
wanting. I STILL DON’T KNOW WHICH IS AVEDON AND
WHICH IS PAM WELLS. I have made a photocopy and sent it to
Avedon. I trust she will tell me which is which. After she has
straightened me out (that’s a disgusting thing to say, Thomson. I
am old enough to be the child’s father and am merely showing a
paternal interest. Are you insinuating I have a touch of the Ken
Bulmers?) I will inform the rest of you. It would hardly do if you
lot started making Rude Bitch comments to the queen of the Soft
Toy Apa.
We’ve had Japanese golfers at Staverton, but we try to
discourage any sort of visitor at weekends.... Some people are not
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above shouting “Banzai” when they drive off and coming out with
the “Ah so” in the bar.... “And what about poor old Joss and Blind
Bea, answer me that. You killed Sister Urticula, you filthy yellow
swine.”
The attractive thing about chastity as one of the two RC birth
control methods – apart from its strong appeal to the innumerate –
is that it really works. Even the earliest data consistently shows a
99.98% success rate. I myself followed this method for more than a
decade, until I abandoned it at the age of thirteen due to burgeoning
lust and failing eyesight....
Trusting your ding-dong is merrily on high.
PS
From Buckingham Palace. Dear Subject, My husband and I
thank you for the subscription renewal reminder. Our Privy Purse is
Engaged for the weekend, but we will pop round to the Mint on
Monday as soon as they open. It seems ages since the last issue, but
wasn’t Chuck superb... almost Blochlike. We have no jurisdiction
over Hugos, but (in confidence) he will be ennobled in the next
Honours List as a Queen’s Beast.
Honi Soit etc.,
E2R.
PS God save me.
A nice idea, Ma’am, but Phil will tell you he’d rather be a Special Guest of
Corflu.
April 1989
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1989 photo by Geri Sullivan
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Foreword
Rob Hansen
Charles Richard William Harris (1927-1999) was “Charlie” to his family and
non-fan friends. In fandom he was “Chuck”, “Chuch”, “Chuchy”, “Charles
Randolph Harris”, and even “Charles ‘Randolph Hope & Glory’ Harris”.
The first contact he had with fandom was in 1949 via Fred Brown, a
friend of his father’s and an old time fan. From there Chuck joined the
International Science Fiction Correspondence Club and later, in a prozine,
came across a review of a certain fanzine then being published out of Belfast,
Northern Ireland. He decided to write off for it....
Slant was a fanzine published by Belfast fans Walter Willis and James
White. The first issue came out in 1948 and by this point the third had
appeared. Response to Slant 3 was disappointing but in March 1950 Walt
received a momentous letter – not that it appeared that way at the time. It was
a request for a subscription that began “Dear Mr. Ellis...”, and its writer was
Chuck Harris. The following month Walt received a fanzine containing a
story by Chuck that impressed him sufficiently to ask Chuck to submit one to
Slant. “You really startle me,” Chuck jokingly replied, “do you mean you’ll
consider publishing a story by me without paying me for it?” As Walt
remembers:
“The story when it arrived turned out to be about a werewolf who
picked up a girl in India who when confronted by a death worse
than fate turned out to be a weretiger. James White saw the
gimmick after the second paragraph and I told Chuck this when
rejecting the story, which was the beginning of the great
White/Harris ‘Feud’. At about this time Chuck had a regular thing
about werewolves and produced the first line of a story about a
whole group of them which was really a classic among first lines:
‘The family were changing for dinner...’”
In the autumn of 1950, Walt visited England. One of those he had hoped to
visit was Chuck Harris, but it was not to be. On 24th August, Chuck wrote to
Walt and revealed what he’d hitherto kept a secret:
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“...I don’t think you’ll be seeing me when you come over. During
the war I caught meningitis, whilst in the Navy, and it destroyed
both auditory nerves. Hence I am completely deaf. Lipreading is a
very exacting science (harder than Dianetics!) and I’m not very
proficient. Most of the ‘conversation’ has to be written down for
me, and it makes things rather difficult.”
At this time, Chuck was living with his parents in Rainham on the eastern
outskirts of London, a city that contained more than its share of fans – among
them Ken Bulmer and Vin¢ Clarke. These two had been sharing a flat in
north London for a year, known as “The Epicentre”, which became a
legendary fan haunt; they were among the capital’s most active fans. Though
respecting Chuck’s reason for shying away from in-person contact with other
fans, Walt nevertheless kept nudging him and the denizens of the Epicentre
towards one another and eventually this process bore fruit. On 27th January
1952 Chuck visited that hallowed place, and afterwards wrote excitedly to
Walt of his first contact with other fans:
“Last night!!! Hell, I just can’t describe everything that happened.
It was the most enjoyable night that I’ve had out in a long time. I
think Vin¢ and Ken are really terrific. Even Gold couldn’t have had
a better welcome. Almost all the time I was there Vince balanced
his portable on his knee and provided a sort of running
commentary.... Primarily, I went to see the duplicators but we never
got around to it... I’m going again Sunday week!!”
Looking back on this meeting many years later, Walt saw it not just as an
event of great personal significance for Chuck but the beginning of
something larger:
“And so it started, the nucleus of what later came to be known as
Sixth Fandom, the closest and happiest gestalt ever formed in
international fandom. It lasted until the Great Mackenzie War
[Willis’ own name for the interconnected series of conflicts that
were to afflict British fandom in the latter half of the 1950s], but
that was a long time in the future, and meanwhile fandom became
in one sense of the hackneyed phrase a way of life.”
Sixth Fandom as a group consisted of fans on both sides of the Atlantic and
its focal point was Lee Hoffman’s Quandry. Over here Sixth Fandom was
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made up of people such as Harris, Clarke, Bulmer, and the members of Irish
Fandom, while over there its main stalwarts were people such as Hoffman,
Bob Tucker, Bob Bloch, Max Keasler, and Shelby Vick. The name itself
derived from a system devised by Bob Silverberg for numbering distinct
periods of fannish activity in the US, the period they then found themselves
in being reckoned the sixth under his system. It was to be the most fruitful
and harmonious period in US/UK fannish relations there has ever been.
Being a letterpress production, Slant took a lot of time and effort to put
together, so Walt Willis decided to publish another fanzine, one which would
appear between issues of Slant. Chuck Harris was his co-editor and he and
Walt got the first issue out in time for Loncon, that year’s national
convention. The fanzine was called Hyphen. It would go on to be possibly the
most famous fanzine of all time.
Though he had now met other fans, Chuck still wasn’t yet quite ready
for a convention and so skipped Loncon, which was held in London during
May. However, after the con Walt Willis and James White visited Vin¢
Clarke at his house in Welling (to which he’d moved back a few weeks
earlier); so Clarke called Chuck to let him know they were there. Naturally,
Chuck rushed over to meet them. As he walked up to the house, James burst
out through the front door, squirting wildly at his “nemesis” with a water
pistol. This incident was written up from both sides in Hyphen 2, with
Chuck’s version being “James White Meets Me” in this collection.
Chuck’s first con was the 1953 national convention, Coroncon (so called
because this was the year of the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, and again
held in London), and he got involved in a major fannish institution that was
born there. This came about when con chairman Ted Carnell announced that
the Cincinnati Fantasy Group, having raised the money to bring British fan
Norman Ashfield over to the US for the 1953 Worldcon, were throwing their
offer open to any British fan who could make the trip now that Ashfield had
declined. Since there wasn’t time to make such arrangements by Worldcon it
was decided instead to use the CFG donation as seed-money for a permanent
fund to help US and UK fans to attend each other’s conventions. The
permanent system of financing trans-Atlantic trips and the organisational
structure needed to make it self-sustaining were hammered out by those at
Coroncon, among them Chuck Harris. Thus was born TAFF, the TransAtlantic Fan Fund. Though a popular fan by this point, Chuck declined to be
nominated for the fund, preferring instead to help raise funds for it and taking
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pride in his part in its birth.
In mid-1954, Vin¢ and Ken Bulmer created OMPA, the Offtrail
Magazine Publisher’s Association, British fandom’s first APA. Chuck was
drafted as its first treasurer and contributed greatly to its early success with a
number of fine contributions including Through Darkest Ireland with Knife,
Fork & Spoon, an account of his trip to Belfast to visit Walt and Madeleine
Willis.
Chuck continued to be an active fan through the 1950s, as both co-editor
of Hyphen and one of fandom’s funniest writers, but towards the end of the
decade disillusionment began to set in, particularly after all the fuss caused
by the result of the 1957 TAFF race. Chuck was among those who felt that
TAFF at that point was drifting away from those who had founded it in 1953,
and he was just as outraged at the result of the 1959 race. Coming on top of
the other troubles that were plaguing British fandom at the end of the 1950s,
this was too much for Chuck, and he quit fandom in disgust.
“You see,” he later wrote, “I had a sort of personal trinity in
fandom. I had a hand in founding three things: Hyphen, OMPA,
and TAFF, and I had a sort of weird parental affection for all of
them. They all seemed such worthwhile projects and I was very
proud of them. And I was especially proud of TAFF.”
Apart from occasional fleeting contacts (such as dropping in at the 1965
British Worldcon), two decades were to pass before Chuck returned to
fandom. During that time he married Sue Harris, fathered their twin children
Sean and Samantha, and moved from East London to Daventry in
Northamptonshire when his employer, Ford Motors, relocated there. Walt
Willis had certainly not forgotten Chuck when he published The Improbable
Irish (1969, as by Walter Bryan) with the dedication:
To Charles Harris,
my best friend and severest
critic (alternately)
In the early 1980s Chuck – now usually signing himself Chuch or Chuchy –
joined the ranks of “Born Again Fifties Fans” who had mysteriously
resurfaced in British fandom, and he was soon delighting such old
correspondents as Vin¢ Clarke, Arthur Thomson, James White and Walt
Willis with tales of his golf-mad family (Sue was Captain of the women’s
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team at Staverton Park, their local club), his job in the accounts department at
Ford, his alleged mastery of the arts of lust, and hilarious but often spot-on
observations on the contemporary fandom he was discovering at conventions
and through the pages of modern fanzines.
Naturally, his correspondents decided that such writing deserved a wider
audience, and before long it began to appear as the patchwork column
“Creative Random History” – first in an issue of Terry Hill’s Microwave
edited by Margaret Hill and Elda Wheeler, and later in Pulp, whose editorial
collective over the years included Avedon Carol, Vin¢ Clarke, Rob Hansen,
John Harvey and Pam Wells. For details of further column incarnations and
Chuch’s own 1980s and 1990s publications, see the “Publisher’s Note”
below.
Following his return to fandom he informally adopted Avedon Carol as
his fan daughter and Geri Sullivan as his fan mother, which may help explain
the complicated-seeming family relationships in some of the articles collected
in Creative Random Harris. His unexpected death on 5 July 1999 was a sad
loss to both his “real” family and his hugely extended fan family.
Rob Hansen, 1989
Updated by David Langford, 2021
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Publisher’s Note
As noted in the Foreword, Chuck Harris was the founding co-editor of Walt
Willis’s legendary fanzine Hyphen, where he wrote the “Random” column
and other material collected here. His one professional sale (for which he was
never paid) was “Omega” in the much-mentioned Vargo Statten Science
Fiction Magazine (Volume 1, Number 3) for April 1954.
Chuck much preferred to write letters rather than formal articles or
columns, and circulated his 1980s correspondence first as untitled bundles
and then in his round-robin fanzine Quinsy (so called from its initial
distribution to just five close friends) or Q, published 1984-1989. His
“Creative Random History” column for the 1986-1991 fanzine Pulp was
assembled from the best and most outrageous of these letters, sometimes
including editorial comments here identified by initials: AC for Avedon
Carol, AVC for A. Vincent (Vin¢) Clarke and RH for Rob Hansen. Because
of the usual jigsaw construction of “Creative Random History” from good
bits in multiple letters, the editors of this ebook thought it more sensible to
arrange the articles in rough chronological order of reported events rather
than of publication: hence column number 13 comes before 11 and 12.
Similar re-sorting applies to the 1991-1992 “C.Harris-ma” column in Folly
edited by Arnie Katz (continuing in the same editor’s Wild Heirs), where in
one case we have reprinted a long letter in full rather than the two excerpts
that were published as columns.
Further letters and letter extracts from Q that didn’t make it into Pulp
appear in this collection as instalments of “The Q Files”. In 1988, between Q
#18 and Q #19, Chuch tried to reboot the title as werty #1, but thought better
of this. From 1993 to 1995 he published fifteen known issues of the successor
fanzine or ’group letter” Charrisma, of which only the first three were
numbered. The subsequent numbering from #4 to #15 in this collection is not
necessarily reliable and depends on every issue having been traced. Most
issues of Q and Charrisma included a mass of pirated photocopied material
(clippings and cartoons from newspapers and Private Eye, extracts from John
Julius Norwich’s Christmas Cracker commonplace books, and so on) which
has for the most part been omitted. Some Wild Heirs columns consisted
wholly of Charrisma reprints and are not included here.
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“The Chuck Wagon” by Walt Willis, which appears here as a foreword,
was written for the souvenir book of Corflu 6, held in Minneapolis in April
1989 with Chuch and Sue as Special Guests. “Dear Arf”, addressed to his old
friend Arthur “Atom” Thomson, is his own account of that first trip to the
USA. Rob Hansen’s original Foreword first appeared in a special publication
on the occasion of that visit: CHASM, the Chuck Harris Appreciation Society
Magazine (1989) edited by Spike Parsons.
A few explanatory notes signed [Ed.] have been inserted by David
Langford in consultation with Rob Hansen. Unsigned footnotes and
interjections signed “CH” or “crh” are Chuck’s own; SMH is Sue Harris.
Some recurring abbreviations are defined below.
“-” – the fanzine Hyphen.
BAFF – Born Again Fifties Fan, one of the several older fans who
returned to fanzine and convention activity in the 1980s, including
Chuck himself, Vin¢ Clarke, Mal Ashworth, Walt Willis and Dave
Wood. Hence “Baffdom” in one Pulp column below.
BRE – British Reprint Edition of an SF magazine such as
Astounding/Analog, poorly regarded because interesting and important
material was often cut to save money.
COFF – Concrete Overcoat Fan Fund, a joke unpopularity poll at 1980s
Novacons which as Chuck indicates (in his Novacon 15 report) turned
sour and led to bad feeling; it was discontinued.
DNQ – Do Not Quote; traditional fan request not to publish a
confidential or potentially embarrassing or just over-hastily drafted
letter.
DUFF – Down Under Fan Fund.
FAPA – Fantasy Amateur Press Association.
EFR – Eric Frank Russell.
GATWC – George “All The Way” Charters – see IF below.
GoH – Guest of Honour.
IF – Irish Fandom, whose 1950s key members (the “Wheels of IF”)
were George Charters, Bob Shaw, James White and Walt Willis.
KTF – Kent TruFandom, an informal group meeting at Vin¢ Clarke’s
house in Welling. Named to annoy the no-holds-barred fanzine
reviewers (including Joseph Nicholas and D. West) whose motto was
KTF for Kill The Fuckers.
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LoC – Letter of Comment.
JWC – John W. Campbell Jr.
N3F – the US National Fantasy Fan Federation.
SFN – Science Fantasy News, a newsletter published 1948-1960 by Ken
Bulmer and Vin¢ Clarke.
TAFF – Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund. See taff.org.uk.
Several people are frequently referred to only by their first name, nickname
or even last name. Sometimes the context makes this clear, but occasionally
not; the following list may help.
Arf or Arfer – Arthur Thomson (Atom).
Arnie and Joyce – Katz.
Avedon – Avedon Carol.
Bloch – Robert Bloch.
Bosh, BoSh or BOSH – Bob Shaw.
Burgess – Brian Burgess.
D. – D. (Don) West.
Dave – Langford (also DaveL) or Wood.
Ego – Arthur C. Clarke.
Elda – Wheeler.
Geri – Sullivan.
Hazel – Ashworth or Langford.
Himself – Walt Willis.
James or Jas – White.
Joseph or Joe – Nicholas.
Judith – Hanna.
Lady Captain (of Staverton Park Golf Club) – usually though not always
Sue Harris.
LeeH – Lee Hoffman.
Madeleine – Willis.
Mal – Ashworth.
Ol or Olive – Thomson (wife of Arthur).
Patrick – Nielsen Hayden.
Peggy – White, née Martin.
Rob – Hansen.
Sadie – Shaw.
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Samantha – Harris (daughter).
Sean – Harris (son).
Shelby or ShelVy – Shelby Vick.
Sheryl – Birkhead.
Skel – Paul Skelton.
Sue – Harris (wife).
Teresa – Nielsen Hayden.
Terry or Terryll – Terry Hill.
Towner – Francis Towner Laney, author of Ah! Sweet Idiocy.
Tucker – Wilson (Bob) Tucker.
Vin¢, Vinnie or Vinny – A. Vincent (Vince) Clarke.
Walt or Walter – Walter A. (Walt) Willis.
Wod – traditional alternative spelling of (Dave) Wood.
March 2021
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The 1950s

Atom, 1975
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James White Meets Me
That grand old pro-author Vin¢ Clarke was to blame for the whole thing.
After I’d read the White Opus in the first Hyphen, I began to get the idea that
the Orangefanface No.4 rather disliked me. I couldn’t quite understand his
attitude – after all, I was the only person to make any comment at all on his
cover for Slant and it did seem rather ungrateful for him to start this new
fashion of biting the fan that heeds him.
When Vin¢ phoned to say, “Come over, I’ve got a couple of surprises
for you – both with Irish accents,” I was a little doubtful as to what kind of
reception I would get.
I needn’t have bothered.
I’d been on safari to Welling previously and knew the route. Two hours
later, after crossing the Thames and skirting the trackless wastes of Plumstead
Common, I staggered down Wendover Way and found the Clarke shack.
I rang the bell and stood naively on the doorstep trying to think of some
devastating greeting for Walt that would be worth a mention in the next
“Harp”. It didn’t quite work out like that.
The door was suddenly flung open and a great shambling lout attired in
a false beard and armed with a monstrous water pistol damn near drowned
me. “—— on you, Harris,” he hollered. For one dreadful moment I thought
that he had – Fortunately my shirt was Sanforised.
Behind this gibbering maniac there were other vague figures in various
stages of convulsions. After wiping the spray from my glasses I recognised
Clarke writhing alongside the fabulous Bulmer, editor and publisher of the
legendary Nirvana, and assumed that the clot howling in a McCormick tenor
and interspersing his shrieks with “Oh Bhoy! Oh Bhoy!” was my best friend
and co-editor, Walter Himself. I snarled “Hi” at them, stepped over the
squirming bodies and squelched into the lounge.
This is the room where Vin¢ keeps the best of his hard-cover stuff in an
unlocked bookcase. All I really wanted to do was to admire his bound set of
Vargo Statten but Vin¢ is rather a suspicious type and I got pushed onto the
sofa which stands desolately in the middle of the room and from which it is
impossible to reach any of the bookshelves....
For a moment or so we just sat and looked at each other whilst James
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removed the false beard and the dark glasses. I took an iron grip on my
nerves and another look. My shudder was hardly perceptible. In fairness, I
must say that Bob Shaw’s descriptions of him were a little harsh. I didn’t
think he looked in the least Neanderthal at all – except, of course, for that
gently receding forehead and the slackness of the lower jaw. And his hands
do NOT habitually brush the ground as he walks; this happens very
occasionally indeed. I am positive that it was nothing more than boyish selfconsciousness that made him assume a disguise on meeting me.
After almost everyone had applauded James’s BRE type Crusade To
Clean Up Fandom we just sat around and talked. Conversation was more than
a little strained. Vin¢ cannot understand Walt’s heavy brogue, Walt cannot
get more than one word in four of Vin¢’s Texan drawl, I do not know my
Erse from my elbow, whilst nobody, but nobody, can understand a single
word of James’s. We spent an hour or two happily shredding fannish
reputations, Vin¢ and Walt learnedly discussed whether vV was a Kafka
manqué and I squabbled furiously with James over nudes in Slant. In the
middle of all this Walt decided to write to Madeleine. “Dear Madeleine,” he
wrote, “I am sitting on the sofa between Chuck and James. I am stalling
between two fools.”
As Vin¢ said, Walt would be absolutely insufferable if he could draw
too.
We were getting around to real fan talk, about rain on Venus or
something, when we discovered that it was tea-time. It was a fairly quiet
meal, broken only by James whipping out his pistol and letting fly at the
Clarke cat. The pistol holds about ½ gallon when filled, and the cat was
definitely a non-swimmer. Another eight shots and the mice would have had
it all their own way in Welling.
After tea, we dragged the two largest of Vin¢’s telescopes out onto the
lawn, built a miniature Mt. Palomar of chairs and tables, and balanced the
three-incher on top. Every time the pile swayed, Clarke closed his eyes and
the sweat ran down his face to form a little puddle in the grass. Whilst he was
searching Luna in an attempt to spot Ego, the two Irish bhoys tried to focus
the other ’scope on the bedroom of a brunette opposite. Vin¢ took time out to
explain that it had an astronomical, not an anatomical, eyepiece. James
rushed to fetch a small Nelson-type ’scope Vin¢ keeps in his bedroom, but by
the time he got back the brunette had turned the light out.
And then, just as things were getting exciting, I had to get moving. I
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grabbed the stacks of fanzines and books that I was borrowing, shook hands
all round, made hurried arrangements to see them all next Whitsun, and did a
Dagwood to the gate.
“Goodbye, Chuck,” said that soft brogue. I half-turned and... you’ve
guessed it. That pallid clot had just re-filled his goddam pistol especially for
my benefit.
September 1952
James White also wrote up this semi-legendary encounter as “The
Last Time I Saw Harris”, published in the same issue of Hyphen
and collected in his The White Papers (NESFA Press, 1996). [Ed.]
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Random
Note: having been left to pick a title for this column, we opened the
dictionary at random. – BS & WAW [Bob Shaw and Walt Willis]
Once upon a time, when Vince Clarke still had hair, and Pogo was just a
stick, I was a Happy Fan. I felt at home. I corresponded with myriads of
nonentities, and, being a firm believer in the inherent destiny of Chuck
Harris, I was quite convinced that I was an embryo Bradbury. I was a
specialist too. He wrote Mars stories; I wrote werewolf stories. I could quote
three chapters of The Golden Bough, and I knew just about everything on
silver bullets, oaken stakes through the heart, and what would happen to
lycanthropes on Bbllzznaj – where there just happens to be a full moon every
twenty minutes.
Hell, I was an expert. I was ready for the Big Time. It’s true that I made
deprecating noises when my best friend and co-editor said, “You’re a much
better writer than I am, Chuck,” but that was due to my innate sense of
modesty. Hadn’t the Bhoy Himself told me I was his best discovery since
Clive Jackson? Hadn’t he enthused about my “breathless exuberant style”?
This was the sort of serious constructive criticism that I needed. At this
time, James White’s attempts at literacy had been confined to the deathless
phrase, “This is not the opinion of the type-setter, JW.” Bob was a BRE
expert, Vince was a mimeo cranker, and even the legendary Bulmer had no
other interests than Nirvana. It was wonderful. We all burbled along happily
just waiting for the pro-eds to discover me.
And then, it happened. By a tremendous fluke, Ken and Vince sold an...
er, juvenile. Before I could even make with the congratulations, James was
caught in flagrante delicious with a New Worlds cheque, Walt began writing
things for Peter Hamilton and money (mainly for money), and Bob Shaw
started sending Bill Hamling little 2,000 word novelettelets.
It’s different now. Instead of talking about s-x and similar fannish
subjects, we talk about word rates or “good old Ted”. I feel strangely alone –
rather like the ape that decided to stay in the tree whilst the rest of the tribe
ran around below rubbing sticks together and inventing the wheel. [An apt
analogy. – JW] It seems that any minute now Fandom will consist of me and
Ken Potter – and I hear that he’s thinking of doing reviews for Authentic.
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Please... couldn’t anybody use a werewolf story?

I Was a Victim of Proxyboo Ltd.
Before it happened, I never believed in the “Proxyboo” myth. I thought it was
just another fannish gag and that James White was just an ordinary opponent.
After reading “The Last Time I Saw Harris” I swore a mighty oath of
revenge – as well as the usual minor ones like “Fugghead” and flickering
blank and asterisked dash. I thought about it carefully and decided that the
most desirable “one-upmanship” ploy would be the tried and tested insulting
pun gambit.
If I could only tag him with one vitriolic phrase that fandom would take
up as a household word, it would have far more effect than a dozen page-long
articles.
It would have to be short, sharp and very very clever indeed. This was
well within my capabilities. I set down calmly and began to assemble the data
to form the skeleton of the pun that would laugh White out of fandom. I
didn’t have much to work on. I knew that he was a not-so-gay Lothario with
a penchant for unsullied Irish colleens, and that he worked amongst the
reach-me-downs in “The Fifty Shilling Tailors”.
It was hard going. I spent hours filling great sheets of foolscap with
material that Willis or Hope would have given cash money for. I invented
947 different puns on the word “White”. I scrapped every last one of them. I
followed them with 632 about keen, bespectacled BIS types and sincere
ACColytes. I burned them. I wrote 38 different limericks about the sex life of
cut-price tailors. I sent them to Ermengarde. I began to despair – as well as
run out of acid and foolscap.
I bought a new ream and a new carboy and started afresh. It became an
obsession with me. I gave up eating, drinking and wenching (well, almost)
and even began to dream about nuns instead of Bea Mahaffey. I was pretty
desperate. I was almost at the point of Giving Up when, glancing idly at the
Gigantic Reductions in the window of the Rainham branch of the 50 Bobsters
it came in a flash.
It was a pun to end all puns. A flawless scintillating gem sparkling with
the very essence of wit. Far, far better than the countless vulgar Harrisques
I’d previously discarded, it was slangy and yet pointed, it was catchy as well
as easy to remember. With a mere five words I jeered at his insensate
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philandering as well as his lowly occupation.
I stood there in the High Street and muttered it to myself. Every single
word seemed to be a tone-poem in itself. I felt like Einstein or L. Ron
Hubbard. This was my brainchild. Alone I’d created it.
“A wolf in cheap clothing.”
And every nuance of it would sound the death knell of White in
Fandom.
I was all set. All I had left to do was to lay the groundwork. The whole
effect would be spoilt if the hoi polloi and R.J. Banks were ignorant of
James’s satyriasis or of the Fifty Shilling Tailors. I mentioned the facts in my
Nirvana column and followed up with letters to Quandry and SFN.
I laid my plans carefully and decided that I would use my verbal Hbomb in the Whitsun “-”.
And then, somehow or other, Proxyboo got to hear of it. (Vince Clarke
was the only person I’d confided in, but I make no hasty accusations. It’s just
possible that the Orangefen really are telepathic.) The whole massive
organisation swung ponderously into activity. Willis was recalled from
America, Bob Shaw left London to return to Belfast, Slant was postponed,
and their entire forces directed against this attack on the base of the Belfast
Triangle.
The usual procedure was useless – this couldn’t be stolen for premature
detonation in “The Harp”, like countless other Harris gambits. The next two
Harps consisted of already stencilled conreports. There was one wild fleeting
hope that they would be able to use it in the January SFN, but I’d blocked that
by getting Clarke to appoint me as sub-editor.
In despair they called in their consulting semanticist, George Charters.
After 36 solid hours of analysis he came up with two alternative solutions.
The foundations of the pun had to be broken. Either James had to be castrated
or the cheapness implied by the Fifty Shilling Tailors’ name had to be
nullified.
The rest is history. White was adamant. An unknown shareholder called
an emergency general meeting of the Tailors’ Guild and within three days the
whole of the Fifty Shilling Tailors’ organisation throughout the country was
renamed as “The Fine Service and Thrift Co.” The Harris ploy was destroyed
and Proxyboo sank back into hibernation until the tennis courts opened.

Luck o’ the Irish
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I’ve always thought of myself as a Rational being. I’ve never invested in
lucky charms or zodiacal emblems. I didn’t even believe that a rabbit’s foot
was lucky... unless of course it came from a black doe or a white buck that
had been trapped in a graveyard at midnight.
But just lately, I haven’t been so certain. I’ve been thinking of the
peculiar contrast between what happens to me and what happens to Willis.
On his rubbish dump he picks up printing presses; on my rubbish dump all I
find are extremely dead dogs and bicycles even older than Bob Shaw’s. One
of his American friends sends him a print shop; this week, one of mine came
through with last April’s Amazing Stories (and minus Rog Phillips’s column
at that). He spends two shillings on advertising for a typer, and as a result
gets a Varityper (l doubt if there are more than a dozen in the whole of the
UK) worth about £80 for a lousy ten quid. I spend that much on a secondhand
duper and still can’t make the goddam thing work. (Willis of course picks up
a perfect duper at an auction for £3.10.) He discovers neophytes like Bob
Shaw; Rainham’s other fan is Harry Lincoln who collects first editions of
Vargo Statten. He gets a trip to the States... I even have to pay my own fare to
the White Horse (no gratitude in these London Circle types).
As an anti-Fortean I’d dismissed all this as coincidence, but, as I just
said, lately I haven’t been so sure about it. The last crushing blow is too
much. Listen.
This year London has been transformed into a fannish Mecca. Not only
have I promised to attend the Convention in person, but we have all other
sorts of tourist bait like Coronations laid on. We were confidently expecting
Everybody to attend.
And then, this week, we had a quietly jubilant letter from Belfast (that’s
something of an event too lately). In it he tells us that Bea Mahaffey – yeah,
the Bea Mahaffey – is coming to Europe this summer. I don’t have to tell you
where she’s staying.
If anyone has a secondhand Joan the Wad for sale, I’d like to hear from
them. Then, maybe, James White will small-pond me.
February 1953
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Random
Black List
“My advice to you,” he said, “you cringing neofan without the courage of any
Seventh faned, is to sit down at that new typer of yours, drink a glass of
whiskey, beat on your breast a few times, and write the first 2,000 words that
come into your head about the things you dislike most in SF and fandom.”
This is typical Willis cunning. He knows perfectly well that my Dad
runs the local Temperance Guild, and he deliberately omits to mention which
breast I should beat... still, if that’s the way “Harps” get written, I’m quite
willing to have a go. I shall beat both breasts, but if I finish up as an
Alcoholic Fanonymous, remember it was Willis who made a fannish martyr
out of me.
I don’t really know that I can write 2,000 words about my Black List.
Apart from the Rev. Calvin Thomas Beck, Ed Wood, Eva Firestone, Derek
Pickles, Brian Burgess, John Russell Fearn, Howard Browne, Ray Palmer,
Ken Beale, Kay Tarrant, Dr E.E. Smith Ph.D., Bert Campbell, Dave Cohen,
Howard Frobisher, Alan Henderson, G.M. Carr, Mrs Nellie Sollieback,
Richard Shaver, Michael Spillane, Philip Duerr (who owes me half a crown),
Mr and Mrs Rog Phillips, Mr Ziff, Mr Davis, Vivian van Damm, Bill
Venable, E.E. Evans, The Medway Mob, The Manchester Group, Capt. Slater
(when he’s writing fanzine reviews), John Gunn, and the whole of Seventh
Fandom en bloc, masse and in toto – apart from these I think I like almost
everybody else except Willis and James White.
Naturally, with even a small list like this I can’t spend much time on
each personality. Besides, the laws about libel and slander are far stricter in
the UK than they are in the States.
RAP is one of my bêtest noires, and it’s a sort of fannish custom to
crucify him before getting down to the hoi polloi. The Shaver Mystery is the
usual reason – and I see no point in getting all original and thinking up
something else. At a distance he seems quite a nice guy, but every time you
pick up his zine, there he is yakking away about deros* again. Sometimes I
even think that he actually believes in them. The last time I read Other
Worlds he was carrying on about how “he even goes to the Caves” in search
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of plots. He “listens for Voices”. From RAP’s usual style, I would have
thought the boudoir was more of his stamping ground.
* The bad guys of the Shaver Mystery mythos, sinister underground-dwelling
“detrimental robots” supposedly responsible for many ills of the world. [Ed.]

The logical thing to do here would be dismember Lemuria and Dick
Shaver. The hell with it – I’d much rather write about somebody who’s going
to read my stuff afterwards. There’s always a chance of goading them into
Writing A Letter To The Editor.
I think Beck is on the subscription list. If not, perhaps we can send him
an uncomplimentary copy. Once upon a time he used to try to impress us by
calling himself The Rev Calvin Thomas Beck, but either he’s been unfrocked
and cast out into the wilderness, or else he’s got all democratic enough to
drop the handle. He writes a mediocre column for ASFO. His news is usually
history, his forecasts are all... well, incorrect. At present he’s trying to peddle
his brand of Xtianity to fandom, and organise an anti-Catholic crusade.
Next.
F.C. Davis once offered some valuable advice to Eva Firestone. In the
letter column of Incinerations he said, “Eva, don’t be so goddam sincere.”
Unfortunately, she ignored him.
Burgess... is, I think, part of my fate. He is also a serious, constructive
fan, and wears a cloth cap to show that he belongs to the proletariat. He reads
Good Books and political autobiographies in the intervals between prozines
and he sold me a Slant 11 at the Boncon. Burgess is even lower than a
professional bookseller. Trusting fool that I am, I believed him when he said
it was a Mint Copy. I paid him 9d – the full cover price – and didn’t bother to
examine the magazine. After all the excitement had died down, and Bea had
fled to France, I looked through the mag before filing it away in my
collection. There, halfway down Page 5, was the biggest, dirtiest, damn
thumbprint I’ve yet seen. BURGESS, YOU TOLD ME THAT WAS A MINT
COPY.
That’s not the only reason you’re on the list though. You remember
when we held the first BRE type smokefilled room in 146 (and nyaaaaaaah to
the Northern Rustics who boast that their room was smokier or earlier than
ours)? It was a nice sociable little crowd, and everyone was on their best
behaviour because Bea, Rita Krohne, and Jesse Floyd were there, and we all
wanted to give them a good impression of Anglofandom. Burgess, why
couldn’t you make whoopee quietly, with that thimbleful of sherry and water
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that you were sipping? Haven’t you any decent fundamental instincts?
Whatever possessed you to start talking about science fiction of all things,
when everyone else was happily telling dirty jokes or quietly discussing sex.
Vivian Van Damm is really only a fringe fan. He is producer at the
Windmill Theatre near Piccadilly Circus. This is a non-stop revue and
burlesque house whose motto is, “We Never Closed”. This refers to the way
they kept open right through the blitz, when every other theatre in London
closed down. One of these days the Hays Office of the theatrical world is
going to push Vivian’s motto right down his throat.
The piece de resistance of the current show is a scene with a fantasy
bias, in which a beautiful nude virgin (or so it says in the programme) is
sacrificed to Ghu or some other pagan ghod. Naturally, as a Fan, I was
interested in all this. It’s the sort of newsy item I could use in a column
somewhere. I’m not a regular patron of girlie-shows – especially when the
admission ticket costs 14/- – but I thought this would be really regular
fanning in just the same way as stencil cutting is, so I went.
It’s a very small place. There are only about 200 seats downstairs, and
the whole lot are all at the same price. The clientele is exclusively male, and
completely uninterested in conjurors, trick-cyclists or anything else except
the dancing-girls. Everyone seems to suffer from astigmatism, and the
management have barred telescopes and binoculars. Consequently, all of the
customers are determined that they will sit in the first two rows or die in the
attempt. The performances are continuous from noon to midnight, and are
punctuated by a glorious informal game of Musical Chairs. Climbing over the
seats is strictly forbidden by another house-rule. The usual procedure is to
take any seat, no matter how far back it is, just as long as it’s on the aisle.
Then, when somebody ahead of you leaves his seat, you quit yours and rush
to take his. If you’re a slowpoke, and somebody beats you to it, you find that
somebody even farther back has taken your original seat, and you get stuck in
the centre, and have to start all over again. Also, the other customers, and
even the resident comedian, are liable to make crude remarks about your state
of health.
(You may ask what all this has to do with SF. That would be a very
pertinent question, and one that I would rather not answer. I can only suggest
that, if you are really more interested in science fiction than in girlie shows,
you ask Willis for your ninepence back, and take Operation Fantast or some
other high-class fanzine in future.)
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I got to the third row in 20 minutes, polished my glasses and settled
down to watch the show. It was all unfannish stuff – just dancing, and living
statues – but I stayed awake because I didn’t want to miss the sacrifice thing.
It was a swindle.
This blonde girl was spread-eagled on the altar in front of a volcano
whilst a gang of wenches wearing G-strings and great big smiles danced a
Polynesian fertility rite. The High Priest was in the centre of them doing a
sort of sword dance with an Army surplus machete. After about five minutes
of this stuff, the orchestra hotted it up, and the Priest bloke started waving his
chopper over the blonde. This was really something – she looked as scared as
a Bergey cover girl, and you could see that any minute now he was going to
chop her open right down the middle. He began spinning around as if he was
the late H.G. Wells finding out about Astron Del Martia, and throwing the
blade in the air. He always managed to catch it just before it went in the girl’s
tummy, but it was pretty exciting. The orchestra cut out except for a long low
rumble on the drums – all the other girls fell down, the priest grabbed hold of
the machete and very slowly raised it above his head. He gets right up on his
toes and then, just as the dissection should get started, Vivian van Damm
brings down the curtain. I tell you, I was never so disappointed in all my life.
Damn you too, Van Damm. Lots of the other people on my list aren’t worth
talking about. It just isn’t worth rehashing Spillane or complaining about the
way Doc Smith’s heroines remain so irritatingly chaste throughout the whole
eight volumes. But briefly, Mrs Sollieback seemed patronising. G.M. Carr
likes McCarthy. Frobisher is mercenary, and Ken Slater called Hyphen a
frothy fanzine. John Gunn had the nerve to publish an Anglofandom
directory that didn’t even mention me. Dave Cohen associates with Vargo
Statten, and Phillip Duerr never paid me for a prozine that I let him have on
tick. Seventh Fandom look ridiculously self-conscious in their first long
trousers, and Bill Venable plagiarises from Stephen Leacock. (Don’t worry
Bill – I disliked the original “What I Know about the Cow” too.)
Willis is an egoboo maniac with delusions about putting Hyphen on a
monthly schedule. He spends most of his time nattering about how
unenthusiastic I am and if you dare criticise him, he accuses you of race
prejudice. Is it my fault he’s a dirty Orangeman? Occasionally he seems
almost tolerable, but I have always found that the most attractive thing about
him is Madeleine. In fact, Tucker, Keasler, Vin¢, and I, are starting a
Madeleine Willis Fan Club. I’m afraid membership will be restricted – Bloch
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will definitely be barred. After all – Gentlemen prefer blondes. Walter
Alexander is the exception that proves the rule.
I think that must be around 2,000 words – the unmentionables will
probably keep until next issue. If they don’t... well, I can always review
fanzines.
Before I finish, though, I want to make one thing perfectly clear. I don’t
want you to come fawning around me, and buying me beers, just because
your name isn’t on the list. That is just an incomplete list. Perhaps you’re one
of the fuggheaded nonentities whose names escape me for the moment.
Possibly I shall publish a supplement sometime... providing I can find a
publisher.
Anyone like to secede with me to found Eighth Fandom?
To My Public.
In future My Work will appear under the Byline of Chuch Harris. I am
not responsible for the efforts of the New York Harris or of the Medway
Harris or any of the other Harrises who seem to be springing up underfoot. I
definitely do not draw diagrams of reaction motors or publish a hectoed
fanzine. Please do not even mention these people to me; they are Vandals,
Philistines, and blots on the family escutcheon. Insist on the genuine article
(name of me).
Signed,
Chuch (the old original) Harris
November 1953
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All Our Yesterdays
Chatham lies only about forty miles away from Rainham, but I hadn’t been
there for years. I spent six months there whilst I was in the Navy, and
afterwards swore a Dreadful Oath (yeah, that one) that I would never go
back. However, Dave Newman, liaison man between the London O and the
Medway Mob, had other ideas. He pointed out that it wouldn’t be a real
convention if I wasn’t there, that Shirley Marriott was coming up from
Bournemouth, and that if I intended to continue with my Hyphen column, I’d
better start getting some material quickly.
Nothing is too much for me to do for our Circulation, so I went. The
programme was supposed to begin at about 11 o’clock, but I’d learnt about
fannish traditions at the Loncon. I arrived at 12.20, and the only sign of
organised activity was at the cash desk by the door.
Inside the hall there were far more people than I’d expected to see. A
few were local yokels just rubbernecking but, along with the real Medway
fans, and a big arc of the London O, there were quite a few bloody
provincials from the hinterlands.
Vin¢ was sitting behind his typer when I saw him. I looked at his oneshot stencil, and saw “Edited by Vin¢ Clarke, Dave Newman, and Chuch
Harris....” I thought this showed touching faith – I’d told him that I might
come, but I never dreamt he’d be so sure I was really an actifan. I asked what
I’d missed, and he said nothing had happened yet. “Ah,” I said, “It’s just like
the Loncon.” With that, after I’d barely been in the joint for two minutes, I
was immortalised in stencil. I felt like one of those people who say witty
things to Reader’s Digest editors.
I thought I’d done my share of one-shot work, so I walked around
admiring the stands, and mingling with my public. The Medway Mob had
given their All to this show, and had made a really fine job of it. There were
lots of pro-publishers exhibiting too, but there was nothing I felt a burning
desire to buy. The nicest thing I saw was the Vargo Statten Magazine that
Scion Books are issuing in Jan. I picked up a copy, and found that, apart from
the cover and the contents page, all the rest of the book was just blank sheets.
This, I thought, was the best innovation in the publishing field since Mr
Street met Mr Smith. I got hold of Scion’s representative, pumped his hand
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up and down, and made with the congratulations. I told him that this was
much better than any of the Statten/Gridban stuff I’d seen previously, and
asked if he was extending the idea to his other publications.
He was quite lucid, had a good vocabulary, but no sense of humour.
How was I to know that it was just a dummy for the edification of us True
Faans?
I beat a strategic retreat and went over to talk with Brian Varley and Eric
Bentcliffe about S-x. Eric told me he was running a fannish Kinsey Report,
and gave me a questionnaire to fill in. This was a deadly serious study of
fandom, highly confidential, and as funny as all get out. I got down to the bit
where their professional statistician was asking me if I’d ever bought a Joan
the Wad, and started to laugh madly. In fact, I was so busy being a Character
that I never noticed everybody else sneaking off to lunch.
When I got to the dining room, all the places had been taken and there
were a dozen or so people left over. These seemed inclined to stand in the
doorway and let the others entertain them by eating. I didn’t know any of
them, so I went out to lunch by myself.
No sooner had I found a restuarant [sic] and sat down, than Ken and
Pam Bulmer, Pete Taylor, and another guy came in. I hollered at them, and
they came over to my table. The other guy turned out to be that Fannish
Legend, Abnorm Wansboro. For years I’ve been hearing myths of the starbegotten Wizard of Wilts., but never before have I had a chance of meeting
him in the flesh as you might call it. If I’m stuck for material next month, I
may write a short novel entitled I Had Lunch with Abnorm Wansborough, but
I haven’t room to tell you about it here. However, if 49 of you people want to
go to the San Francisco convention, and read all the latest prozines for the
next six months, perhaps you’d better write Norman care of O’Bleak
House....
Ken Bulmer’s wife is also fabulous, but in a much more attractive way. I
don’t know if I’m just susceptible or not, but I am already carrying torches
for Bea, Rita, and Madeleine. If I add them for Pam and Shirley Marriott I
shall begin to look like a mutation from Kali and the Statue of Liberty....
Afterwards, as we came out of the restuarant (that’s twice I’ve spelt it
wrongly. In future I will patronise cafés), we were assaulted. About 20 of
those who’d had lunch at the hall went out afterwards to explore the town.
They’d found a shop with water pistols, and bought the whole lot. By a
strange coincidence – probably called Newman – they happened to be
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passing the restaurant (spelt right), as we came out. I knew from bitter
experience just what happens to defenceless people at conventions (“Woman
and children first, then burn down the unarmed combatants”), so I walked
around and got myself a pistol before going back. I found Burgess (may the
staples fall out of his prozine collection) on a similar errand, but he was
buying some Dan Dare affair that wasn’t much more than a toy. In a different
shop I got a real spaceman’s pistol, in blue plastic, that was the same sort of
DeLameter as Vin¢ and the others had.
Back at the hall the programme was going along merrily, and there were
also six unscheduled running gunfights. I fought a duel at eight paces with
Bentcliffe and also discovered that Varley’s DeLameter was a special job. It
looked exactly like the others, but shot about 20 times as much water. I tell
you, Varley is a man to be feared.
The table holding Vin¢’s typer was declared Neutral Territory. Eric took
a shot at me whilst I was sitting there, so I got all stern and reprimanded him.
He looked sorry, so I followed up by shooting at him from where I was
sitting. He wouldn’t fire back because of the typer, and after wasting
ghlorious precious moments appealing to my Sense of Decency and Ethics, it
dawned on him that the only result was that he was getting wetter, so he
moved out of range.
The nonentities and fringe fans were horrified by all these goings on. If
this was Fandom, they were going to read Westerns in future. I was sorry
afterwards that I didn’t take them half a dozen copies of the Financial Times
to rustle at us.
Just before tea, Vin¢ introduced me to Shirley Marriott. Ken Potter had
previously introduced me at the Loncon, and two minutes beforehand I’d
been happily squirting water down her neck, but I never refuse
introductions... especially when they’re shaped as nicely as Shirley is. She’s
good fun, and does look very much like Lee Hoffman. Also, she is a mean
hand with a water pistol.
After tea we had a special battle with all sorts of refinements like picked
sides, a code of Honour, and quotes from Gunner Cade. Originally it was the
North against the South, but other people joined in, sides were forgotten and
it developed into a ghlorious free-for-all. Just before Ron Buckmaster
immobilised me by fouling up my lenses (evidently he’s studied White’s
Manual of Strategy), I noticed Vin¢ flat on the floor sniping at Bentcliffe,
whilst Shirley cowered behind one of the Union Jacks draping the walls. Pete
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Taylor was trying to get his pistol under the flag while she shot at him from
beneath it. It reminded me of that dirty poctsarcd in which a flag bedecked
prima donna is singing, “Many a great battle has been fought beneath this
Grand Old Flag”.
The greater part of the evening was taken up by a film show, but I was
busy Detecting and didn’t see much of it. Mucky Spleen got his original
inspiration from me, and when I’m really on form I make Meat Hamburger
look like a pantywaist. This page of my casebook is called “The Case of the
Missing DeLameter”. I found it, of course, and what’s more, it was all in the
strictly accidental tradition.
Vin¢ had lost his water pistol at tea-time. He’d put it on the table and
then, instead of keeping his eyes on his own property, he was looking at
Shirley Marriott’s (I mean her water pistol, of course), when his own
suddenly vanished. At first, I was inclined to suspect Vitons or little green
men (there was no butler at the Medcon), but this turned out to be a false
trail. I’d almost forgotten about the whole business, and was idly sniping at
Burgess, when my pistol conked out. The Worm suddenly turned at FTL
speed, whipped a DeLameter out of his pocket, and proceeded to let me have
it. Fortunately, Ron Buckmaster and Dave Newman were around, and they
took over until I cleared the block in my barrel. The three of us then
christened him. I only hope his new suit was Sanforised.
As we left him standing in his little puddle, I suddenly realised that he
had no business with a DeLameter. He was a Dan Dare man. It turned out to
be Vin¢’s pistol. Burgess had only borrowed it, of course, but we’d been
searching for the damn thing for two hours, and hadn’t dreamed it would be
in somebody’s pocket. We took it back, and decided that Somebody Would
Have To Do Something About Burgess. He has enough gall to be divided
into three parts, and all we lack is a volunteer.
The auction came next, but it was getting on for 10 p.m. and I had to get
home. I would have liked to have stayed later, but I had to get back across the
Thames before the ferry stopped running from Gravesend to Tilbury.
At Chatham station there was a train drawing in as I came down the
stairs. Two neo-neofans, hugging Vargo Statten illos, were on the platform,
so I asked them if the train went to Gravesend, and took their word that it did.
It was a bad guess on their part. If I ever meet the stupid little fuggheads
again, I shall stuff them with their own illos. It was a train that went almost
anywhere in Kent except Gravesend. Naturally, instead of watching the
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stations, I was busy telling these kids what a big fan I am... “Arthur C
Clarke? Oh, you mean Ego. Of course I know him... great friend of mine. Ted
Carnell?... yeah, buys my beer every Thursday night” (you can see how
innocent these two kids were)... “Bea Mahaffey?... ab-sol-utely crazy about
me, son. Do I write?... Well, not for a living.” Ghod, it was wonderful.
I swear they were on the point of asking for my autograph, when I found
I was on the wrong train. I got out at the next station – a place called
Fawkham Halt. I questioned the station-master/porter/ticket-collector, and he
said it would be better to catch a bus from outside the station to Gravesend,
instead of going right back to Chatham. He didn’t mention that the bus
service was half-hourly or that I’d just missed the 10.30 one.
Fawkham is another of those places where it would be best not to hold a
convention. From what I saw, it consists of a station, a Baptist Church and a
Gentleman’s Convenience. It was raining, there was no cover, and I stood at
the bus stop cursing the Eastern National Bus Company, and wishing I had a
box of matches or a lighter-fuel capsule. It’s a really desolate spot, and the
only person I saw turned out to be a non-smoker.
After half an hour of this, a bus came along on the other side of the road.
The destination placard said “Northfleet” – which I knew was even further
out. It stopped outside the station for a couple of minutes, so I went over to
ask the conductor if there would be any more buses from Northfleet to
Gravesend.
“This un,” he said.
I pointed out that the board said the bus was going to Northfleet, and he
had the nerve to say, “Everyone round here knows where the bus is going,” in
a condescending, pitying sort of way, as if it wasn’t my fault I wasn’t
telepathic. My Mind Was A Blank, and it was only my iron self-control, and
the fact that I realised I’d never driven a bus, and didn’t know the route to
Gravesend, that saved his widow collecting on his insurance policies. I was
really steamed up – if my shoes hadn’t been waterlogged, I’d have danced
with rage. It didn’t make me any happier when I found that it took 40 minutes
to do the trip either.
After a tour of Kent I managed a pierhead jump onto the last ferry. If I’d
missed it, I would have had to spend the night in Gravesend Workhouse
which is just as dismal as it sounds. I got to Tilbury, on the Essex side of the
Thames, just after midnight, and the porter told me that the last up-train had
just gone. He thought it was an enormous joke. “Heh, heh,” he said, just like
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Max Keasler, “you can still go to Southend though.” I told him briefly where
he could go, and what he could do when he got there, and walked away
praying devoutly that Sir Winston would denationalise transport, and fire a
few of these power-mad bastards.
It’s about 20 miles from Tilbury to Rainham, and next time I shall know
that it’s cheaper to buy the cab than hire it. It cost me 30/-, and I had to tip the
guy because I’d been bumming his matches. When I paid him off outside the
door, I told him, “I hope I never see you again in all my bloody life.”
I hung my clothes up to dry, stuffed my shoes with paper (fortunately
they were an old pair), boiled half a pint of milk, diluted it with rum, found
the aspirin bottle, cleaned my teeth, and went to bed.
Rum and milk is a lot pleasanter to take than anti-histamines, and just
about as effective. I’ve a hell of a cold this morning.
It was worth it though.
January 1954
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Random
Filthy Pro
Yes, it’s perfectly true. I have SOLD. It was, of course, a werewolf story, and
the lucky editor happened to be Vargo Statten. I hope you will all buy a
dozen copies of the issue in which My Work appears, and then write to Good
Old Vargo and tell him that this is an ultra-super, thought-variant, nova epic,
and that you want – nay, demand – more, much more of this astonishing
young author’s stuff. Don’t forget to admire my Prose, Characterisation and
Plot. Tell him that this is the best story you have ever read – even if this is not
strictly true. Lay it on pretty thick (this guy is a Professional Editor, and
you’ll get away with bloody murder), and enclose a year’s subscription.
Then, maybe, he’ll up the ante for my next Opus.
Personally, I thought this was all to be expected. I mean that Bradbury
and EFR, Heinlein, and all the other really good authors, all started in the
fanmags before graduating to the proFord Motor Companys, and it was quite
obvious that I would do the same. There was nothing remarkable about it –
any fannish genius would follow the same course. I would have thought that
subdued congratulations would have been in order, and perhaps a few
autograph albums. Instead, I get insulting telegrams from White, calling me
“colleague” and saying how much he was looking forward to doing the “-”
prozine reviews, a copy of John Gunn’s True Fan List (and it was addressed
to C.U.R. Harris) containing thirty pieces of silver from the O’Bleak House
Pilate, ornate sateen-faced Greetings Cards with “Congratulations on your
Big SUCCESS!!! WELL DONE”, and letters soliciting my opinion about
anthologies and reprint rights. There were no concrete tokens of their esteem
tho. (Pause here whilst Tucker parcels up one of his bricks, and Shaw rushes
out to buy me a necklace of mill-stones.) Even the thirty pieces of silver were
just tiny squares of tin-foil – Ken Potter flatly refuses to trade his field for
them. (Ignorant atheist fans should refer to the Gospel according to St.
Matthew XXVII v7 if they really want to appreciate this rather precious pun
– they may like to read the whole story too. The characterisation is good, and
to those unfamiliar with the plot, the conflict builds up into a breathtaking,
emotionally-gripping climax of the type that is not often found in an author’s
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first story. Altho the style is a little dated, I strongly recommend this Book
without any hesitation whatsoever.)
On top of all this, there was that deplorable lapse from good taste by Vin
¢ Clarke in our last issue. I do not intend to descend to argumentation with
the fan jackals who snap and snarl at my heels, but I must refute this
ridiculous idea that my next novel will be serialised in ASF and Galaxy. I
have no contact with either Horace or John – and any rate, I hear that the
slicks pay up to 20¢ a word for really first-rate stuff.
Furthermore, I am not a two-headed sex-obsessed monstrosity. I have
only one head.
I suppose that all Professional Authors are plagued by these fans who
cook up a sudden dislike for them. I’m fairly new in this racket, and apart
from Vin¢ Clarke, everyone seems to love me except Charlie Wells....
If anyone is wondering what to give me for my birthday, there is one
thing I want more than a bigger Studebaker than Tucker’s, more than
Beatrice Mahaffey, more even than a Walt Kelly original. I have simple
tastes. I shall be quite happy if you will just send me a few of Charlie’s nailparings. I’ll supply the rest of the impedimenta.
In my time I have said some harsh cruel things about Wells for which I
am now sorry – I lost the carbon copy and it was much better than this spur of
the moment stuff. It was the best attempt at a verbal crucifixion I have ever
read. Compared with this, Moskowitz versus Wollheim was just a friendly
discussion. Laney versus the LASFS was just a boyish prank. If I have my
way, in all future fan-polls Wells will rate as No.1. Pariah. Even Burgess and
Ken Beale will shun him. And I’ll tell you for why....
Naturally, as soon as I knew that I was to be Immortalised in Print, I
went up to “The Globe” to sign the fans’ autograph books, and to talk
learnedly about word-rates with my fellow Authors. I didn’t arrive until quite
late, and instead of the usual happy roars of delight that greet my Entrance, it
was all quiet and hushed inside. As soon as I saw the editor of Nirvana in full
mourning, and Ted Carnell sobbing bitterly in the armchair, I knew
immediately that Something Was Wrong.
First off I guessed that Tucker had died again. “Worse, far worse,” they
wept at me. I was shaken – this was really serious, and I wasn’t in training
for a Calamity. “Don’t tell me Bloch is coming over,” I screamed. There was
an ear-splitting crack as Bill Temple’s heart broke, and all the little rivulets of
fannish tears flowed together and formed a tiny lake. Ego looked at me with
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those soft limpid blue eyes of his (the ones usually contemplating his navel).
“Don’t... don’t you care, Chuck?” he whispered. He gets five cents a word
now, but was good enough to accept 3/6d in sterling because I’m short of
dollar currency. The waters were rising steadily and I discovered that my
shoes leaked. “What the hell goes on?” I asked. Slowly, inexorably, slowly,
Vin¢ pulled It out of his bosom and floated it across to me.
I saw that familiar limp green cover with a strange, sombre, dreadful,
black border, and Sixth Fandom crashed around my ears like an Epicentre
ceiling. You can imagine how I felt. Wells had sent everyone else final issues
of Quandry to keen over, but had left me out. They were all suitably dressed
for the wake (even Bert Campbell had a black band on the arm of his duffle
coat), whilst I was wearing my usual sports jacket and meteor tie. Only a few
short months ago they’d been envious because they weren’t one of Lee’s
Mad Geniuses, and now I had to eat humble pie and share Vin¢’s copy. It
was horrible. (The humiliation, not Quandry.) I was a social outcast. I even
had to pay for my own beer to cry into.
This was all due to Charlie Wells – the indignities as well as the beer
money. It will be a long, long time before I forget it. After I’ve gotten thru
with him, even the Shaver Mystery Club won’t grant him membership.
I have Qs 11-16, each in a manilla slip-cover, all lined up on my shelf
between the Heinlein and Sturgeon books. In future, when the neofen come
to Rainham to pay homage, I shan’t be able to boast that I have all of
Quandry from 11 onwards. My fan status will suffer. Gradually I shall slip
from this pinnacle down into obscurity. Within months I shall doubtless be
grovelling in the very gutter of fandom – perhaps even writing film notes and
book reviews for the N3F Manuscript Bureau.
There have already been results from this. When Dr Marie Stopes, the
contraception expert, came to the pub, I wasn’t introduced to her. The
married men carefully shielded her from us fan-bachelors and she spent most
of the evening with Ego and a few others. We were all quite disappointed.
Helen had a couple of books she wanted autographed, and I was hoping to
ask the Doctor about a new method she was advocating for the problems of
the teeming hordes of India. This involved the use of a handful of cotton
waste and some salad oil. So help me, I thought that this was a far, far better
argument against birth-control than anything the Churches have yet thought
of.
A peculiar type, Marie. So well-bred as to be almost indistinguishable
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from a racehorse, squat, distinctive, homely, old, and not in the least like the
strapping Nordic maiden I’d always imagined her to be. Bert Chandler said
she was probably after a sequel to the “Aphrodite Project”. If Arthur and the
BIS are conducting experiments on these lines, and can persuade their
Yvonne de Carlo to volunteer, I wouldn’t mind being a martyr to science
myself....
As you probably know by now, I am an indefatigable name-dropper.
You may remember that in our last stupendous issue I mentioned lunching
with Abnorm Wansborough at the Medcon. Norman has been active in
British fan circles for several years but, as far as I know, his only appearances
in fanmags have either been in the letter columns or in adverts about
convention schemes. I hope that the following poem of his, which was
originally intended for Slant, will be the first of many humorous verses to
come from his pen.
A Belfast Postman’s Lament
By Norman G. Wansborough
No! The Postman cried in Horror
As before his chief he stood
Anything but that sir,
I was sure you understood.
No! Again the poor man cringed
As his hands he madly wringed
Please don’t send me to that House
The bloke there must think he’s shooting grouse.
All I do is do my job,
What happens? Water hits me in the gob,
Some fellow by the name of Willis,
This is an SF fan I hear.
Empties Water Pistols in me ear,
Shouting Hoo! Hoo! Ha! Ha! Hee! Hee!
I dare you to do it back to me.
March 1954
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Con Report
Dear Youngfen,
I spent the evening trying to cancel my holiday, so that I could spend
two weeks really working on something TERRIFIC, on something that would
be worthy of Peri, on something completely original.
The enclosed opus is all these things and more, but I didn’t write it all
myself. Vin¢ Clarke did a verse or two also. If you are shocked, horrified or
just don’t like it, please send it back promptly, along with my unexpired
subscription, your deepest apologies and Dave Wood’s head on a salver.
(Please pack carefully).
I do not enclose a stamped, addressed envelope – this is not just due to
my superb self-confidence (altho I am that way, of course), or to my usual
lack of funds; the only reason is that I dislike making innovations. If I started
it, in no time at all, you’d have everybody sending stamps with their MSS.
This would be a Bad Thing.
This poem should not be taken as the truth. Two of the stronger verses
have no basis of fact whatsoever, and are included purely (if you can call
them that) on their artistic merit. See that my name is spelt correctly, and in
Large Letters.
This would be a lot longer, but it would only be wasted effort – nobody
(this includes me) has yet been able to decipher my handwriting and, added
to that, I’m perfectly certain that neither of you can read. S’all.
Ever Thine, “Chuck” (Harris)
PS. And what did 7th fandom die of?

Con Report
By – “chuck” harris, assisted by – VIN¢ CLARKE, himself.
It was a dirty, dull, and dismal-looking fleapit,
With an atmosphere to make the senses spin,
Just a den of dissipation, filled by the Imagi-nation
And their fifty-seven different sorts of sin.
From the dianetics session in the cellar
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To the paralytic drunks in one-o-three,
Through the Con-Committee’s failure, one gigantic saturnalia
Showed that science-fiction faans were on the spree.
Ken Slater held a Black Mass in the lobby
(The commissionaire was ankle deep in gore),
And in the mezzanine, there was something greyish-green
Squirming bonelessly upon the parquet floor.
Campbell was found with Cthulhu in the Ladies,
Preparing for a ghastly pagan rite,
– ’Tis said the horrid scheme was both unnatural and obscene
Involving Mahaffey and Willis, Wood, and White.
Ted Tubb was selling virgins at an auction
– And every one was fully guaranteed.
Above the frenzied bidding, you could hear the fakefans kidding,
That the innovation filled a long-felt need.
Fred Robinson was taking pics for blackmail,
The Medway mob were flogging filthy plaques,
And out upon the roof, Eric Bentcliffe (it’s the Truth!)
Was stuffing bodies down the chimney stacks.
Anthropophagy was reigning in the kitchen:
They served up Burgess with an apple in his gob.
(He was cooked completely nude – you could have him baked or stewed
– Or even in a Burgessburger for a bob.)
Willis was stealing jokes from Abnorm Wansboro’,
Duncombe was paralytic on the floor,
Whilst Bea Mahaffey, without shrinking, alternated drugs and drinking
With shouting bawdy ballads by the door.
There was murder, there was rapine, there was pillage,
– And a host of other things we cannot tell,
You may raise your hands in horror,
Neither Sodom nor Gomorrah,
Had a thing
Upon
The Bonnington
Hotel.
April 1954
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Random
Advice to the Lovelorn
This time, assuming that you’re a fully paid-up subscriber, and a True
Individual Faan, I am going to do you a favour. I’m going to let you join My
Crusade....
This latter came to me through the post (of all things!):
Dear Mr Harris, [“Mr”, you’ll notice – this is no fan.]
For some time past I have been going steady with a young man with
whom I believe you are acquainted, namely Mr James White. Until now I
always believed him to be very steady, quiet and restrained in his manner, but
now I’m rather confused. You see, on Xmas Night we were both invited
(myself for the first time) to an informal party with some friends at 170
Upper N’ards Rd. After we had arrived and settled for a little while, Walter
presented Jim with a present which it seems came from you. Jim opened it
and when he saw what it contained he tried to keep it away from me, but I
insisted upon seeing it and was rather surprised to find it was a nude calendar
of Marilyn Monroe. Jim seemed very embarrassed. At first I thought it was
all a joke, but the boys began to talk about Jim in Paris and the hectic times
he has at conventions, and he was beginning to sound like a character from
some of the books I’ve been reading lately – as though he changed to suit the
atmosphere of the different planets.
I asked George for your address when all the others were talking and
decided I would write to you, as I could not ask Walter or Bob or even
George because they are in personal contact with Jim, and may not like to tell
me the truth. I waited a few days before writing to see if Jim would make any
comment, but he has not said anything, so I hope you will tell me if there is
any truth in what the boys were saying. I know that it’s wrong to write to you
like this, but I do hope you will understand how I’m feeling, and favour me
with an early reply.
Yours very sincerely, Peggy Martin.
Friends, can you imagine what would have happened to this poor innocent
girl if George-All-The-Way Charters hadn’t been there to advise her to write
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to me? Well, can you... or am I the only sex fiend around here?
Naturally, I wrote back immediately....
Dear Peggy,
My first reaction to your letter was that it was a hoax, but after
considering it very carefully I have decided that it was a genuine enquiry. I
hope you’ll forgive me for these rather base suspicions, but, as you’ll
understand, I have to be extremely careful with all mail that comes to me
from Belfast.
I’m glad you decided to ask me about Jim, but I must point out that I’ve
known him for more than three years, and am naturally a little bit biased,
even though I see him only once a year...
Yes, I blush to admit it, but that Marilyn Monroe calendar did come
from me, but I am at a loss to see why you call it a “present”. In the note
which accompanied the parcel, I made it clear that I was returning the
calendar to James. Originally, he sent it to me for Xmas. Naturally, I did the
same as any other clean-living, decent, young man would do and returned the
filthy thing immediately....
I hesitate to say this in case you find it offensive, but from your letter I
imagine you as rather a nice girl who has had a sheltered upbringing and little
contact with men (if you can call them that) of White’s calibre.
I don’t want you to think I am running James down – as I told you, I’m
biased about this. I know that there are several attractive facets to his
personality – as no doubt you’ve discovered – but to me his whole mental
make-up is marred by the way he talks incessantly of S*X and Coarse Jokes.
I am broad-minded enough myself, but there must be a limit in all things.
Several times whilst he was staying with me last Whitsun, I was at the point
of ordering him out of my home because of his undue familiarity towards my
young sister – a mere girl still in her ’teens. And it is generally conceded that
he was the talk of the Convention because of his behaviour with an editress
of one of those lurid American magazines that he is so fond of. I wouldn’t
quote gossip of course, but I do know for a fact that he refused my hospitality
so that he could spend two Nights at the same West End Hotel as this
American Woman... a woman who on her last night in England went around
a Fleet St Tavern kissing all the men in the Saloon Bar....
I hope this letter proves to be of some assistance to you, and if there is
anything else I can do to help, I trust you will write to me again.
Sciencerely,
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Chuck.
Somehow or other White heard about this and managed to persuade her that it
was just a joke on my part. At this very moment, this unsophisticated,
innocent Irish colleen is still risking her reputation, and Heaven knows what
else, by associating with the Beast of Belfast.
That, Gentle Reader, is where you come in. You too can help save
Peggy from a fate worse than a fate worse than death. I may not be able to
convince her, but 50 letters or so from our Circulation ought to do the job
pretty thoroughly. The address is: Miss Peggy Martin, 333 Lancaster Ave,
Bangor, Co. Down, N. Ireland. In plain sealed envelopes please – and no
poctsarcds (her Dad has a weak heart).
I was quite gratified by the response to my little poetry experiment last time.
The only person who didn’t seem to care for Abnorm’s poetry was Colin
Parsons. Naturally, I wouldn’t know who the bottom poet is, but evidently
Parsons knows....
However, I don’t have any humorous poetry by the Wizard of Wilts
available at the moment. This time it’s more of a serious poem....
Our Home
by Norman G. Wansborough.
Terra’s mighty warships go out to meet the foe,
To battle as their fathers battled ages ago,
To save Terra from an alien foe,
Her men go blasting out.
All glory to Terra, the home of the free,
The mighty race that’s always known victory,
The might that spans the stars throughout the Galaxy,
And ever for the right.
The Terran spacefleet stands supreme,
In her spacemen’s eyes there is a gleam,
That broods ill for any foe,
Who think they can lick Terra now.
April 1954
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The Morose Coloured Spectacle
All those well-informed fans amongst the Circulation who read Hyphen will
know already that I have SOLD. It came out yesterday, and there, right on the
cover, in letters almost two-sixteenths of an inch high, it said: “OMEGA –
Short Story by Chuck Harris”. And again, inside on the Contents Page,
“Omega... Chuck Harris... Page 54”. Page 54 was the finest page I’ve seen in
any prozine yet. There was an illustration picturing either Jesus or St. Francis
along with a wolf-hound, and another “OMEGA by Chuck Harris” in great
thick black letters that even James White could read without glasses.*
* See “Omega” below. [Ed.]

I admit there were six typos in it, but Willis to the contrary, that was
hardly my fault – I did NOT have to set the type.
The yarn started: “Well,” said God, “Let’s finish it all off.” Pretty
wonderful, eh? You might even think this is the best opening since “In the
beginning, God created Heaven and Earth” – and if you do I’d like to hear
from you – and especially if you happen to be Horrors Gold.
Confidentially, it’s a pretty good feeling to see your own stuff in print
just like a real author’s – and even more so when you think of the cheque
that’s in the mail. Originally, I’d cut the Opus on stencils and sent it to Stuart
Mackenzie for his fanzine Space Times. Now Stu is a sort of embryo JWC Jnr
– a discerning young faned who can spot a genius first glance. He was
whelmed and overwhelmed by my thing, changed the title from “The End” to
“Omega” (this was either to cut my wordage or because “The End” seemed
rather too Californian a title), ran off a limited edition of one, and sold it to
Scion Publications – the Vargo Statten mob – on the usual terms, “Payment
on Publication”.
The first I heard about this was when Stu saw me in “The Globe” and
started apologising (!!) for selling it without permission. He wouldn’t accept
the usual 10% cut for agenting it, but settled for bitter instead.
The news soon got around the pub, and for the last two months there
have been hordes of people coming up to congratulate me, and tell me how
they always knew I could do it. They mostly drank bitter too. I was pretty
popular. The pro-eds, of course, drink Scotch, but they too seemed interested
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in me in a vague, nothing-definite sort of way.
Last night it was a bit different. Sure, they liked “Omega” but they all
seemed equipped with one of Walt’s special barge-poles for not touching my
proffered mss’s with. I got very small hellos from my Colleagues, and in the
corner the three pro-eds were whispering together and looking at me.
When I got home I found out why. There was a long “Scion” envelope
waiting for me. Instead of the overdue check there was a long legal form...
“Meeting of the Creditors under Section 293 of the Companies Act 1948...
deeply regretted that this course has to be taken... agreement terminated.”
No, don’t go away yet. I’m not quite finished; I have to review something.
Marie-Louise suggests I comment on Huxley and say something (preferably
intelligent) about his stuff, and especially about Brave New World. This,
unfortunately, is impossible. You see, I’ve worked for the Ford Motor
Company ever since I left school, and with them, Huxley is about as popular
as the Sales Manager of General Motors. Huxley lampooned the Ford
Mythos, and they’ve never forgiven him for it. I’d as soon flaunt a copy of
Das Kapital in the plant as carry a BNW. I read the book, natch – but since
then I’ve been doing my damnedest to forget it.
I doubt whether it’s the same at Detroit, but at Dagenham they do revere
His Memory just as Huxley predicted. Right outside the Front Office we have
a life-size statue of The Boss staring blindly up the Thames; in the Works
newspaper they regularly repeat all his little jokes about how history is bunk
and how you can have any colour you want as long as it’s black; and even in
the local schools the kids learn more of Henry Ford than they do of George
Washington.
And I’m indoctrinated.
Now Huxley, of course, didn’t satirise Ford the Man, but rather Ford as
a figurehead of The Machine and Mammon. As a True Individual Cynic Fan
I can applaud and admire this, but the unfannish Harris has been taught – and
believes – that Ford was rather more of a genius than Huxley himself. I do
praise Brave New World – but very very faintly.
After such a masterly job of not commenting, I think I’ll leave the rest to
Dean Grennell to finish up. Dean and I – along with Willis and Clarke, and
probably you, gentle reader – are founder members of H. Allen Smith
Fandom. This, without any excuse at all, except that I like it, is an extract
from Smith’s The Compleat Practical Joker (Doubleday $3.50), that Dean
copied for me.
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“As a dedicated historian, seeking the origin of the hot-foot, I have
gone back to the ancient times pictured by Geoffrey Chaucer in The
Canterbury Tales, specifically to the matters set down in The
Miller’s Tale. This is the story of a carpenter’s young and beautiful
wife, named Alison, a student of astrology named Nicholas, and a
parish clerk named Absalom. The significant action occurs on a
dark night when the student and Alison have, by trickery,
persuaded the carpenter to leave his bed and sleep elsewhere.
Nicholas then takes the husband’s place in the bed. He and Alison
are kissin’ and huggin’ and all that sort of foolishness when along
comes Absalom, the parish clerk, who is also deeply smitten by the
young wife. Absalom stands at the window and pleads with Alison
for a kiss, not knowing that she has Nicholas with her. Alison sees
an opportunity for a little joke, goes to the window and in the
darkness tells Absalom to step forward and receive his kiss, and
then she presents her bare backside to the window. Absalom kisses
it at some length, then realises that he has been tricked and goes
away, furiously determined on revenge, no longer stirred by love
for Alison. He hastens to the blacksmith’s shop and obtains a redhot coulter, which is a small blade belonging on a plough. Now he
returns to the window, and once again summons Alison and tells
her he has brought her a ring, which he will give her in exchange
for just one more kiss. Within the dark room, Nicholas the scholar
now decides that it will improve the joke for him to receive the kiss
from Absalom. Accordingly, he presents his bare bottom at the
window and receives, of course, a fiery kiss as Absalom rams home
the red-hot coulter.
“This was not, of course, a hot-foot....”
Ah well – if that’s not incentive enough, the cover of the book is by Chas.
Addams.

Letter
Look honey, whatever you do, don’t write to me and underline things like
“what I want is you” again. I just didn’t wait to read any farther... in thirty
seconds flat I’d distributed blank voting forms to all of the neighbours that
can write, phoned Walt Willis that I’d changed my mind about being
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nominated for the Transatlantic Fan Fund, informed the family that I intended
to bull my way aboard the first boat leaving for the States tomorrow (call me
early in the morning, Mother darling, for I’m to be mean on the quay) and put
down the first instalment on a wedding ring. And then (oh, the shame of it) I
read on. “On our contents page” indeed! I haven’t been hurt so much since
that time I told you about when Lee Hoffman jilted me for a gelding. I almost
wish I’d started off by proposing to Nancy instead of letting you prevaricate
with me. Look how she gets along with Al Toth – wouldn’t you like men to
start sending you cigars too? [NO!!] And another thing – you don’t seem to
realise what a Big Wheel I am. When you ask a fan of MY Calibre – you’ll
notice how modest I am in assuming that there are fans of my calibre – for
material, you don’t just pray solemnly, “God bless Mama and Papa and the
President and Chuck Harris.” First, I am past praying for – I was beatified
last week – and secondly, how does the President come into this? What gives
him precedence? Will he write a column for you? Will his name on the cover
double your circulation? And does he proclaim regularly every month about
how honourable his intentions are towards you? People have been dropped
from Operation Fantast for less than this. Don’t expect anything about
Huxley though. I suppose I do vaguely admire him, but I don’t think I know
enough to write critiques about his stuff. And I can never forget what Walt
says about scholarly reviewers and serious constructiveness... “Do you really
want to read fuggheaded accounts of fuggheaded fanclubs, or reviews by
people on whose opinion you wouldn’t buy a roll of toilet paper?” There was
a lot more in this vein but you get the general idea. When this sort of thing is
done by experts like Boggs, Atheling, and (especially) Bloch, they are
interesting and thought-provoking, but when an ordinary, vague-sort of fan
like I am attempts it, the result is invariably a godawful mess. Hodge-Podge
is as nice as usual, but I didn’t go for this swain song of Calvin T. Marsden.
What’s “white the gull-sheen in blue-sky” mean? If we must have fourth rate
serious poetry, the very least you can do is make it pornographic. Surely he
doesn’t need 500 words to tell Nance that it’s Spring and his fancy has turned
That Way. Notice that Al Toth doesn’t go all maudlin and starry-eyed like
Cal does... and I bet Nan enjoyed the cigars more than the poem, too. And
will somebody please tell me what the last line of “My Wild Irish Rose” is?
Look, if you really do have a yearning to visit Europe, why don’t you save up
for a year and come over? I have doubts about a girl who wants to “see parts
of England, Scotland and Germany” but makes no mention of Belfast and
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Rainham – the twin meccas of True Individual Fandom – but if you would
really prefer to see the Louvre instead of the Hyphen duplicator it’s no
concern of mine. The cost, of course, varies between one trip and another.
But if you didn’t stay at flossy hotels and don’t intend to go home loaded
with souvenirs, I should think you could spend six weeks here on say $500.
Rita Krohne, a friend of Bloch’s (imagine facing Anglofandom with a
handicap like that), came over last year and had a whale of a time cycling
through France and Germany and seeing London and part of Devon and she
was just an average sort of girl with no more dough than you could save up.
If it was possible for her to do it, it’s quite possible for you, too. If you’re
really keen on the idea Bloch or I would put you in touch with Rita and she’d
probably be happy to Tell You All.... Be interesting to see what Ed Cox
complains about when he gets this cover. Ghod. You can almost hear the
Purple Hearts clinking in Joe Gibson’s letter. I’d be sorry to spoil any tawdry
little egoboo he might collect as the only actifan who ever saw combat, but I
have an idea that there was an N3Fer with an even stronger claim than
Gibson’s. He was killed. I’ll be dammed if I’ll blow my own trumpet or the
collective trumpets of Anglofandom over this, but if he must specify artillery
shells, then the best example was Bill Temple at Anzio. Other fans saw
combat service in the Air Force and in the Navy. But what’s the point of such
an argument? If Gibson volunteered to stretch out in that subterranean
ranchtype, and always stepped forward when the Japs (or the Germans)
needed target practice, then I can only salute him. He’s a damn sight braver
than I am. If, however, he was there because he was damn well ordered to be,
then there is absolutely nothing at all to shout about. From my own personal
experiences and from what I know of other fans, I never had any feeling that
it was something to be proud of to go off to war and get shot at. When I was
accepted for the Navy the only feeling I had was a vast relief at getting away
from London with a whole skin and a vague worry about “if she’d write”.
(She didn’t.)
April 1954
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Random
A Small Con Report
Like almost everybody else I’d gone to Manchester with an outsize chip on
my shoulder. Anybody living beyond Lancaster was completely outside my
pale, and I firmly intended to be cynical at the Convention and vituperative as
soon as I got home to my typer. I was going to crucify Northern Fandom,
ridicule anybody who wasn’t a cash subber to Hyphen, and state explicitly
who got made. I was going to have two drinks each night, and spend my time
egging on the suckers to quote themselves all to hell and gone.
I wish I knew what happened to that chip and the good resolutions. Even
before the Saturday morning session was over, I’d gotten through my drink
quota for the whole weekend, was happily posed on the “Volsted Gridban
Fullsize Bedpan” for Fred Robinson’s candid camera, and was clasping to my
bosom all sorts of people that I’d been mentally reserving barge-poles. And it
was wonderful.
Northern Fandom was just about the biggest surprise of my life. They
didn’t have tails, they weren’t morons, and – Ghod help us all – they didn’t
want to trample on me or spit in my eye. Liverpool fandom especially
impressed me as a bunch of Trufans. I met John Roles, Norm and Ina
Shorrock, and hordes of other Liverpudlians whose names have vanished
along with the beer, and I found them all likeable friendly people who were a
pleasure to meet and to talk to. I came away from Manchester strongly
approving of Northern Fandom. It goes without saying that I approve of
Southern Fandom.
I mention this because since Whitsun there have been redoubled efforts
to split Anglofandom into Northern and Southern factions with each hating
the other’s guts. I strongly disapprove of this – Anglofandom is not yet rich
enough to be able to afford the luxury of a full-scale war – and Hyphen is
remaining strictly neutral.
But this is supposed to be convention impressions or something. Ah
well....
The actual programme was pretty horrible, but the Committee had done
their best, and they did at least have the good sense to pass their weary
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burden to Ted Tubb as soon as he arrived. Ted is not always scintillatingly
witty but he has enormous zest and such a rapid fire delivery that his poor
jokes get lost in the laughter at his good ones. Auctioneering is his speciality,
but he’s perfectly willing to get up and ad lib about any damn thing at all.
I didn’t see much of the official programme – I wanted to meet people
instead of watching movies or listening to talks that I couldn’t understand.
There were quite a few people attending that I’d been writing to but had
never actually met, and I’d asked them to look out for me. This usually
developed into a sort of ritual with each of us staring at the other’s namebadge and then simultaneously recoiling in horror like a couple of Ed
Hamilton heroines. Best of all the new fannish faces, though, was George All
The Way Charters....
After leaving Walt to guard the hotel entrance and keen for the London
Convoy, Madeleine, Bob, James, and I went off to mail some poctsarcds. The
Post Office was right next door to the Airport Terminus, and as we came out
GATWC’s bus drew up. (To save Archie Mercer writing in – George flew
over from Belfast, and the bus had brought him from the airport into the
centre of Manchester.) Anyrate, as George arrived he was so overwhammed
by what looked like a Reception Committee that, when Madeleine introduced
me, he stuck out his hand. My reflexes are pretty good and, before he could
remember I’m a Pariah Dog, I’d grabbed it and shook it. Yes, I shook hands
with George Charters, WHO HAS APPEARED IN HARD COVERS – and it
doesn’t make the slightest bit of difference that he wiped his hand on his
trouserleg afterwards.
George, of course, wouldn’t stay at a joint like the Grosvenor, so we had
to leave him for a while, go back and collect Walt and some others, and then
go to lunch. Willis tried to pass foreign coins at the cafeteria paydesk, but the
rest of us behaved quite normally. I make no apologies for the rest of us and,
any rate, when we got back to the hotel after lunch, the bar was open again,
the London Circle were in action, and we were all off helter-skelter down the
primrose path.
Quite sufficient has been written about the official programme already,
and I don’t propose to add to the histories. Besides, the only thing I can
remember is John Gunn and his conjuring tricks – and the only reason this
stood out was because of Wansborough and Paul Enever.... As Gunn worked
up to the climax of his act, I was hoping that he was going to ask for
somebody to be sawn in half. I had six fans ready to help me lift Burgess onto
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the stage, but Gunn just wouldn’t co-operate. Instead, he wanted to Read A
Mind. So, we gave him Abnorm’s. Natch, he failed utterly – but it was a fine
effort – Wansborough was esping like a slan possessed, Gunn was sweating
blood, and the audience were nearly in hysterics. After this, Gunn turned the
tables on us (figuratively) and decided to let us do the esping. Our Paul
Enever was chosen from the audience, climbed onto the rostrum and was
equipped with a Thought-Projector. He picked a card from the deck,
concentrated on it, and tried to “think the card across”. Paul was taking this
fairly seriously, and when Stuart Mackenzie suddenly shrieked “Eight of
Diamonds!” Enever nearly collapsed. His hand crept across his forehead as if
searching for sprouting tendrils and he seemed to be mentally composing a
thesis for Duke University. For almost thirty glorious seconds, Paul’s guard
was right down and he was “H. Superior, moving mountains with his mind”.
This alone was worth the fare from London to Manchester, and I think it must
have broken Paul’s heart when he turned the gimmick around and found a
large eight of diamonds right there in the muzzle that he’d been pointing at
Stu.
To hell with the official convention though. The parties were much more
enjoyable. I was invited to the London Circle’s party, paid over my £1 (I was
there for the second night too), and found a large glass and a corner fairly
near to the liquor supply. I thought it was a fine party, but I felt rather
uncomfortable because everyone seemed to make a point of showing me their
“passports” whilst I was the only person who didn’t get one. Childish
perhaps, but I got a sort of “gatecrasher” feeling every time people like
Burgess and Cathy Ouverton were around and flaunting theirs. Everybody
who wasn’t being unconventional (see Oopsla), though, were quite nice to
me and there was plenty to drink and plenty to watch. I think that in future,
fannish parents might dispense with the bees and the flowers line and instead
buy Junior a ticket to a London Circle party.
Just after midnight, Pete Taylor told me that they wanted to see me
upstairs in the Liverpool party. All the way along the corridor he was
shooting a line about how much they liked me and how much they wanted to
see me, and when we got to the door, somebody peeped out and said, “It’s
Chuck Harris! Come in Chuck.” I did so – and not less than twenty of the
fiends were waiting for me with their water pistols – I was drenched to the
skin long long before I could get to the soda syphon and retaliate. After this
fond welcome they gave me gin and beer and whisky, and then, tiring of
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running backwards and forwards, told me to help myself. All the liquor was
out on a long table, there was absolutely no check on who drank what, but
nobody was drunk or officious. I would have probably been both, but I just
didn’t have time – I was too busy talking to Mal and Ken Potter and trying to
keep water pistol experts from lousing up my drink. This, I thought, was a
very fine party indeed, so I went downstairs to the London party to fetch
Walt, Madeleine, and James. I was completely sober of course, and it was
just an unfortunate accident that on the return trip I knocked on the door and
gave the password: “This is Abnorm Wansborough” before making certain
that it was the right door. It was a genuine mistake, and there was absolutely
no need for Walt to rush me off down the corridor before the door opened,
instead of waiting so that we could make a courteous explanation.
After we got back to the Liverpool party, the rest of the London Circle
began to trickle up. Vin¢, Mackenzie, Carnell, Gillings, Patterson, and just
about everybody else who wasn’t otherwise engaged, rolled in and circulated.
This open-house policy made for a far more successful party than London’s
“closed-shop”. There was more than enough to drink in the London room –
apart from the admission fees, they’d been given £5 beer-money by the
permanent “Loncon” committee – and it would have been a nice gesture to
have invited a few Northerners in for a drink or two.
It’s possible that they would have done this on the Sunday night, but by
then most everybody had left except for themselves, so once again it was a
private, happy, straightforward saturnalia. It started in the same room as
Saturday’s orgy, but even before the bedroom athletes had gotten comfortable
the hotel management finally rebelled and threw us out. We wandered
vaguely around trying other rooms for size and finally settled in Ted Tubb’s
room on the top floor. Ted left early to spend the night playing poker and, I
am told, lost fifteen shillings. I found this a little hard to believe myself. I
mean, Ted is supposed to be pretty good at poker.
Compared with this, Saturday’s effort was just a girls’-school frolic. The
fan-columnists were strategically scattered around the room with open
notebooks and sharpened pencils, the Respectable, the Impotent, and the
Impossible, were sitting around drinking until the gin poured out of their ears,
and the remainder were interested in nothing but “good clean wholesome
sex”. It was all terribly, terribly Bohemian and so utterly blasé, with
everybody taking a strictly logical view of Homo Sapiens’ basic instincts.
There was even one guy sitting on the bed proclaiming his Innermost
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Thoughts. “The female epidermis,” he said, “Is a vastly over-rated spectacle.”
“Vastly, vastly,” agreed his audience as they reached languidly for yet
another pair of knockers....
However, who made who is no business of yours, Dear Reader. And
besides, space and time are running short. Vin¢ and I are off to Belfast in five
days’ time, and if this isn’t mailed out by then, the Bhoy Himself will
undoubtedly refuse even to speak to us – let alone help him to brew poteen in
the kitchen.
July 1954
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Random
On Fans
Eric Frank Russell’s letter (see the letter column) and the catalogue that he
mentions are probably one of the most important things that have ever
happened to Anglofandom. According to the guide to the exhibition that they
made of themselves there are over a hundred fans in Yorkshire alone that we
have never heard of before.
At first I thought somebody had either made a mistake or was trying to
hoax us. It’s incredible, it’s almost unbelievable, and yet, they are fans. You
just can’t get away from it. Listen to the cold, prosaic descriptions of some of
them as I quote from the catalogue.
No. 30. Fan hand-painted in gouache with sequins. Stick inlaid with
silver.
No. 53. Small pierced fan of bone. Pierced in Chinese fashion.*
No. 61. Brise fan of holly wood. Pierced and painted.
No. 62. Ball fan, decorated with music and words.
No. 69. Ivory brise fan, very delicately pierced. Made like fine lace.
No. 76. Fan in fine material with painted feathers with birds on top. Gilt
stick with silver design.*
No. 77. Painted marriage fan, a crest and initial on reverse.
The asterisks, incidentally, denote that “the fan was used by a Doncaster
family”.
Now, I like to think of myself as fairly knowledgeable about fans, and I
was shaken to find that although they were typical, they were still completely
unrecognisable. I had to face it – here was convention material that we had
never seen at Whitsun. Here, in Doncaster, is a fandom that has never heard
of Trufandom, a little star-besotten colony hopelessly lost in the macrocosm,
and still enduring that vile slavery from which Laney emancipated the rest of
us.
My heart bled for them, and I decided to do something about it. I knew
that I could rely on you, Gentle Reader, to help with some missionary work,
so I wrote to their exhibition organiser and asked for three hundred copies of
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his one-shot. I intended to send out a copy with every Hyphen and try to
shock you into joining me in a crusade. I told him I was very enthusiastic
about fans and shared his affection for them and mentioned that I was
something of an expert on the subject. I didn’t sign my own name to the letter
– there was just a faint chance that Mal Ashworth was playing OneUpmanship with me – I wrapped myself in a cloak of anonymity and signed
it as Charlotte Harris (Miss), and enclosed a couple of shillings to cover
postage on the catalogues. He replied cordially enough, but it turned out that
it had been published in a limited edition and that there were only half a
dozen copies remaining.
Well, I tried to save Doncaster. There seemed to be nothing else that I
could do, but I still had a lot of this crusading spirit left over. If there could be
a lost tribe in Yorkshire, it was probable that there were others existing
elsewhere. It was even possible that there were other fandoms co-existent
with ours, of which we knew nothing. I worried over this – potential sources
of egoboo are worth worrying over – but I lacked leads, and didn’t quite
know how to ferret them out. I found a vague clue in the British
Encyclopedia. I looked up “FANS” and found them listed as “an energetic
race, skilled in various arts, inhabiting the West Coast of Africa. They are
increasing in numbers, but are gradually giving up cannibalism.” This
seemed a rather drastic refutation of the Stopes principles, but apart from that,
it was a very sketchy description and one couldn’t be certain if this was
actually another off-shoot of the beanie-brigade.
Once again I was right back where I started, but this time my sister
solved the problem for me. She brought home another one-shot. This one was
called The Language of the Fan and was published by Cussons at 84 Brook
St., Grosvenor Square, London, W1. This address was not listed in the Fan
Directory and, like the Doncaster mob, it was about unknown fans whose
history antedates that of any group that we have ever heard of.
The first section of the magazine gives a detailed summary of this
history – aptly titled “The Intriguing Fan” – and although I haven’t room to
quote it completely, I think that parts of it will be of interest to our
fantiquarians....
According to this, “rigid fans have been known since ancient times, but
the folding fan [and presumably the folding fanzine] dates only from A.D.
670. The vogue of the fan in the Western World started in the 16th century
and special conventions [!] and gestures were developed to provide a code of
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messages – the language of the fan.”
To me, this seems an improvement on present-day fandom, and
something that we would do well to copy. It would be better, and perhaps
more dignified, if there was a universally recognised gesture that could, for
instance, be used as a reply to fans soliciting my opinion on the published
works of Mr James White.
To continue with the history, though... “Paris became the fan centre in
the 17th century and many famous artists were engaged in fan decoration.
The revocation of the Edict of Nantes (1685) drove a large number of
fanmakers to England and in London the Worshipful Company of Fanmakers
was given a charter by Queen Anne in 1709. [As soon as I find out if
‘charter’ is an archaic term for neofan I shall be writing to Towner.] It was
in this, the 18th century, that the fan reached the zenith of popularity
throughout Europe. Many exquisite examples of 18th century fans survive in
excellent condition to this day [they have an Old Fans’ Home similar to
FAPA?], unique for their extravagant and luxurious adornment. The vogue of
the fan continued throughout the 19th century, expressing in decoration the
sentimental and romantic tastes of the Victorian era, but fell out of fashion
with the Edwardians.... Today there is every sign that the fan may be coming
back into its own again – and not as a mere collector’s piece....”
Yes, it seems they even had completists.
The remainder of this fanzine is devoted to illustrations of six beautiful
fans and a list of the fan messages most widely used. I was captivated by the
picture of a rare Vernis Martin fan once used by Catherine the Great of
Russia, that had an ebony mount and grotesquely carved panaches of ivory
(both panaches were carved), but the main point of interest to me was the
section entitled “The Language of the Fan”. I give some examples below and
I suggest that it could be revived. As the book says, “it has an olde worlde
charm well worth recording....”
Gesture.
Touching tip with finger.
Carrying in right hand in front of face.
Twirling in the right hand.
Fanning slowly.
With handle to lips.
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Meaning.
I wish to speak to you.
Follow me.
I love another.
I am married.
Kiss me.

Carrying in the right hand.
Twirling in the left hand.
Open and shut.
Open wide.
Carrying in left hand, open.

You are too willing.
We are watched.
You are cruel.
Wait for me.
Come and talk to me.

I guess that will have to be all for now, but if my suggestions are adopted, we
should all have a high old time next Whitsun.
September 1954
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The Morose Coloured Spectacle 2
I am beginning to suspect that I am unique in fandom. It seems that when it
comes to duplicators, I am the only guy around here who knows nothing at all
about them. And – this is even worse – everyone else who makes the
pilgrimage to Rainham seems to suspect this too.
They arrive in a muted whirr of beanie blades and, as soon as I open the
front door for them, they crowd into the passage and say madly: “Where is it?
Where is it?”
Naturally, I try hard to misunderstand them. I hand them a copy of the
current Eye and show them the door of the can. It’s a pretty good ploy –
except for the fact that it never succeeds. They ignore my elfin sense of
humour, and explain carefully that they wish to see my duplicator.
“Duplicator?” I say – but I know already that it won’t do any good. I try
hard to look as if I’d never heard of the word before, but they are already
thrusting copies of one of the Willis fapazines under my nose and pointing
out paragraphs about “the unworkable Harris mimeograph”. I have to face it
then. I’m due for a repeat performance of The Ordeal. I take them through the
house, down the garden to the toolshed, and start the excavations.
They stand around and chirrup whilst I shift half a ton of seed potatoes,
three boxes of apples, the lawn mower and two dozen gardening tools until I
reach the duplicator and its protective layer of empty fertiliser sacks. I unveil
the relic and the audience go crazy.
It’s dark in the shed so I have to drag it out into the daylight and lift it
onto the top of a rabbit hutch. I stand back and they cluster around to identify
it. “An Ellams machine,” they say profoundly. I look at the big gold
ELLAMS painted on the side and I agree with them. The procedure never
varies; they nod wisely, “Yes, definitely an Ellams.” Then they like to churn
it around a couple of times and crush against the pressure-roller various
spiders and earwigs that had been living quietly on the drum. Then they begin
The Ordeal. They turn to me and they say: “Well, what’s wrong with it?”
In the past I have asked this question myself. Once I had ideas about
actually using this duplicator to duplicate with, and I have even shown the
machine to a highly paid technician whose life-work is to make Ellams
duplicators duplicate. I know by now that there is no answer to their question:
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that there is nothing wrong with the machine except that it won’t work. I have
formed an opinion as to why this is so, but I know just what happens if I try
to tell anyone else about it....
I try to avoid their eyes, but I know what’s coming and I know that I’m
not going to like it. “Nobody,” I tell them, “can say definitely what is wrong
with the machine. I have had it stripped down and rebuilt. I have gone to
enormous expense and have replaced virtually every part except the crankhandle. I have experimented with various inks, various stencils, and various
grades of paper. This thing has brought tears into the eyes of strong men, and
Mr Ellams himself had a nervous collapse after he had been told about it. I
myself have spent more hours than I care to think of trying to puzzle out
what’s wrong with it, and only one explanation occurs to me. I believe that
there is a malevolent demon nesting inside the self-feed mechanism.”
Then they laugh at me. I can bear that – people laughed at Charles Fort
too – but the next, and the last, thing is what gets me. They look at the
machine again and then they look at me, and they say: “IF I HAD MY
SCREWDRIVER WITH ME I JUST BET I COULD FIX IT.”
Yeah, I just bet I could too. Or maybe, as Normal George Wansborough
said, perhaps it needs some oil.
However, that’s a closed chapter now. I’ve just bought a new duplicator
– a Gestetner super duper that’s guaranteed to work. It was delivered
yesterday and Gestetner sent down a man to show me how it worked and to
explain the various gimmicks.
I didn’t worry much about the demonstrations – Vince Clarke has a
Gestetner and I’d seen him use it – what I was interested in was the
guarantee. The machine worked fine, but I wanted reassuring that if it did go
wrong, all I’d have to do was phone them up and hordes of mechanics, and
fleets of trucks loaded with spare parts, would speed to Rainham and fix the
thing immediately. And, let it be understood, they would do so for free.
“Yes sir!” said the salesman. “Gestetner service is as near as your
phone. We have a deep personal interest in all our machines and our
reputation depends on your goodwill. Six hundred Gestetner centres
throughout the world await your command and are eager and willing to help
you. Helpful, willing advice and guidance is our...”
I’d heard enough, though. I gave him the cheque, showed him out (the
butler is on holiday), and rushed to my room for a cut stencil.
I’m not superstitious, of course, but this machine cost me plenty, and I
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couldn’t afford to take chances. I went out in the garden for a sprig of wild
garlic to tie to the self-feed. It keeps away flies too.
Sure enough, the machine worked wonderfully. I turned the crank, a
sheet of paper was miraculously lifted from the feed side, flipped through the
wringer, and appeared perfectly printed on the other side. Beautiful even
inking, no smudges, every letter clear. Just like Hodge-Podge in fact. 25
times I did this, 25 times I got faultless immaculate copies.
I was brimming with confidence – some of it had slopped over and there
was a little pool around my feet too – until I turned the handle for the 26th
copy. Nothing happened. I turned again. The drum revolved but the feed
didn’t move.
I knew immediately what had happened. “Demons!” I screamed. My
father rushed in with the extinguisher full of holy water and began drenching
everything in sight, but I knew it was too late. My mother was on the phone
and yelling for Holborn 8700: “This is guarantee 784396 speaking! Send
them immediately! We await the hordes of mechanics and their vanloads of
spare parts! The feed has packed up! Bring a bell, book, and candle! We turn
the handle and nothing happens.”
“Ah yes,” they said with a brisk bedside manner, after we had explained
it had worked perfectly for 25 copies and had suddenly packed up. “You have
an instruction book?” Yes, we had. Yes, we would turn to page 8 and then
look at the little dial marked No. 18 on the diagram. The little dial says
00000. “Yes,” they said, “we expected it would. That happens to be the
automatic cut-off. If you will twist it around until the dial shows the number
of copies you desire, you will find the machine will print just that number of
copies for you before it stops again.” It does too. I think this machine is going
to be a success after all – but I shan’t be trying it without the garlic.
October 1954
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Random
First Contact
Tom White, editor of BEM, believes in flying saucers. He wrote and told me
so. I laughed at him; I told him it was just another aspect of the MSs.
hallucinations that are the chief of the faneditor’s occupational ailments. He
didn’t believe me. He was astounded and indignant about my cynicism. He
told me that he would not be in the least surprised if he woke up one morning
and found a flying saucer on his doorstep and on all the doorsteps throughout
the world. This, he implied, would be a Good Thing – even if only to serve as
a dreadful warning to the sceptics of the Rainham Society for the
Advancement of Science-Fiction and Imaginative Literature. He has visions
of me being confronted and confounded by swarms of little green men, and
dithering around not knowing what to do.
And he’s perfectly correct. Normally, as everyone knows, I am brash,
assertive, and so self-confident that I seldom bother to lift the seat up, but one
factor was missing from my education. I was never taught semantics.
Tom White has scared the hell out of me. It seems that everybody, but
everybody, is confidently expecting these saucers, and has planned what to do
on the day they arrive with the milk. Everybody, I mean, except me.
You see, it’s important that I should know what to do. These saucers
aren’t coming from the Depths of Outer Space just to visit the hoi polloi;
they’re going to concentrate on the more important Terrans. Namely, me. The
boss little green man isn’t going to waste his time swopping star-maps with
Ego or take leave of his reminiscences for the benefit of Authentic. It’s clear
enough that he’ll send his second-in-command to Trowbridge, Wilts., and
reserve my doorstep for himself.
And I haven’t had a single night’s sleep since I realised it. What’ll I do?
It can happen any time now. It might even be tomorrow; I crawl out of bed,
find I have fifteen minutes to dress, wash, eat, and catch the bus to work. I
effortlessly accomplish the first three in the usual 14 minutes and then whizz
through the front door to try to beat the bus to the stop sign. It’s just a usual
day – or seems to be. I begin my usual exercise with coat-tail and shoe-laces
flying in the breeze, and my mother bringing up the rear with my sandwiches,
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cigarettes, and the stencils I promised faithfully to mail to Walt ten days ago.
But this is LGM day. As I bound, lithe as any 200 lb gazelle, through the
door, I catch my foot on the sharp end of a hyper-spatial tube and the above
has arrived.
All right. This is it. This thing – it looks like James White with a few
extra tentacles – is powerful. He knows all about interstellar travel and that
gadget, swinging at where his hip would be if he had one, is either a Bergeron
or a Cobbe Z-ray. If I offend him, he’s not only liable to rub me out, but he’ll
do the same for the rest of humanity (this probably includes Seventh
Fandom) too. Dear old Terra’s fate is in my hands, and if I miss a trick, all
that backlog of Hyphen stencils that I cut will be wasted. A truly terrible
thought.
The first move is perfectly simple. I pick myself up, go back indoors and
change my trousers. Easy enough... but what comes next?
I have to get in touch with this creature. I have to exude amiability at the
bastard and convince him that Homo Sap is Grade A material for the Galactic
Federation. But I can’t impress him as a Lovable Character because he’s
never met any other L.C.s to compare me with; I daren’t grin at him in case
he thinks I’m feeling hungry; I can’t possibly offer to shake hands with him
because he hasn’t got the equipment and might even imagine that’s a fivebarreled blaster at the end of my tentacle.
Jophan never had troubles like this. I’ve asked almost everybody for any
ideas they might have, but their efforts are just as dismal as mine are. I did
hear that Dave Cohen has given up not running conventions to form a Flying
Saucer Club out of the debris of Manchester fandom, and I was hoping that
they would have some answer to my problem. But no – it seems that all they
want to do is spot the saucers before they land. This is a praiseworthy project,
but of no more use to me than if they paid a return visit to the biscuit factory.
I have less than no interest in spotting the things – my trouble is
communications.
The next thing, of course, was to call Science to my aid. I read all of
JWC’s editorials and all of the asf articles that didn’t have graphs or algebra
in them – but they were of no more use than Dave Cohen. The only idea they
have to offer is that you get a piece of paper and a pencil, draw nine
concentric circles and point to the third one. This, they imagine, is all that’s
needed. In one simple move you demonstrate that you are something more
than an artistically-inclined aborigine, and in no time at all you’ll be happily
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comparing snap-shots and discussing rain on Venus. Nobody (except me, of
course) seems to have thought that he would already know that this is the
third circle, and that after this brilliant interchange of cosmic minds we’d be
right back where we started from. The doorstep.
The only other alternative is completely unthinkable. Under no
circumstances will I cavort up the garden path, in full view of the blonde
across the road, with one hand raised in the universal gesture of peace whilst
I burble: “Greetings – me Chuck Harris. Welcome to Sol III.” The hell with
that, brother; we’ll mingle in a meteorite shower first.
But yes... there is still one slim chance. Everyone is assuming that these
are little green men. However, my luck is pretty good (Joan the Wad is
printing my testimonial) and there is a good chance, I think, that my alien
may turn out to be something straight off a Planet cover – an E.T. Gina
Lollobrigida in a brass bra. If this is the case you may rely on me to settle the
language problem. Your fate is in safe hands, son. But I’m worrying now
about that second-in-command....
November 1954
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Random
Bio Hazard
I had a letter from Dave Cohen yesterday. I think that he must approve of me
because he reckons I am a deserving case for some prozine egoboo.
Listen....
“...You may or may not know that I am running a regular column in the
British SF Magazine on Personalities in Fandom. As I do give you some
notoriety in that underworld called Fandom, I wonder if you would care to
send me some details about yourself – How you first came to read SF, your
first activities in the field, your activities in present day fandom etc. Your
present job, your favourite hobby and what have you. In fact anything that
you consider suitable for publication about yourself. With the info – if you
are interested – I would be most obliged if you could send a photo of
yourself. It would help if you could send a non gloss photo for reproduction.
Thank you.”
This made a pretty big impression in Rainham. This was no crummy
fanzine biography, this was the Big Time, and my family began to treat me
with new respect. Nothing like this had happened in the Harris clan since
Uncle Fred made page 2 of the News of the World in his scoutmaster’s
uniform. They were very impressed. My mother went out to tell the
neighbours about it, and I sat right down and wrote eight thousand words on
my favourite subject. Me.
This, I decided, would be no ordinary fannish personality piece. I
thought of how sickened I was when I read in New Worlds that James White,
that horrible little reach-me-downs peddler, was passing himself off as a
“sartorial consultant”, and I was determined to speak the truth. If the
circulation of the British SF Magazine wanted to hear about me, then I would
Give Them My All....
“How did I come to read SF?” – other people might have avoided this
question, but not me. I told them straight out that I bought a BRE Fantastic
Adventures because I was attracted by the cover, and because the lead novel
had “silken thighs” and “heaving breasts” all in the first paragraph. I’d
imagined it to be pornography plus and I’ve never quite gotten over the
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disappointment.
“Your first activities in the field?” – never had any, old man. I’m just a
home-loving boy, not one of those rustic Lotharios from Trowbridge fandom.
“Activities in present day fandom?” A very good question.
“Your present job?” That was easy – I told them about me and Henry
Ford, and how we’d tripled our production during the ten years that we’ve
been together. He looks after the production side, and I deal in human
relationships and serve refreshments to my fellow workers twice daily. And,
of course, it isn’t just anybody who can be trusted with 2 lbs of cube sugar in
his desk drawer.
“Your favourite hobby?” – Brother! I thought that everybody, but
everybody, knew the answer to that. I’m young and healthy, unmarried and
uninhibited, and naturally my favourite hobby is the same as any other fan’s.
I don’t go in for any of those dangerous obsessions like stamp-collecting, but
once I’m in the mood, nothing, absolutely nothing, gives me more pleasure
than to curl up in the old armchair and think of those wonderful letters I’m
going to answer just as soon as I get the stamps, the stationery, the
opportunity, and the inclination.
“What have you?” – Well... but I think we’d better just skip that. I’ve
got to be careful what I say around here, the “Post-Scripts” people are just
waiting to give me the treatment too. Poor old Harry Turner gets it in the
neck this time for saying “balls” when he meant testicles and I don’t want
anything like that to happen to me. But if you’re really interested, I could
write to you privately.
“And anything suitable for publication.” – Sometimes I wish that I did
do things suitable for publication. But not very often.
Anyway, you can see that it was a pretty choice 8,000 words, the fey
sort of stuff that would triple any prozine’s circulation and have the readers
hollering for a second helping. And there was a photograph too.
Actually, I wasn’t too happy about the photo because most of the
pictures are the glossy type. I found two non-glossy ones – the first showing
me stark naked and in an attitude of wild abandon at the age of six months. I
thought this was hardly suitable and decided to send the other one. This
showed me fully dressed but still with the old wild abandon at one of the
Stupormancon saturnalias. It wasn’t very good, but at least I was upright, and
with some careful retouching nobody would ever notice that Ken Potter and
Harry Hanlon were supporting me from behind.
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So I had everything ready to mail to Dave. Then, Arthur Thomson
arrived.
Arthur is our latest acquisition, a layout and cartoon genius and the Art
in the Art Department. He’s a nice guy – quiet, shy, and diffident (you’d find
it hard to tell us apart) – and this was our first meeting. He’s been reading SF
for years, but has only just discovered us people lurking in the background,
and is full of enthusiasm to learn about Fandom.
He sat on the sofa and I began the instruction: “Once upon a time in the
village of Prosaic in the Country of Mundane there lived...” Three hours later
he made his first comment. “Yes,” he said, “I understand all that and I
recognised this Jophan character as soon as you opened the door,” (cynics in
our circulation are at liberty to ask for their ninepence back) “but,” he went
on, “surely I would learn more about fandom by hearing about your real life
instead of gleaning through these old fanmags and stuff?” He gestured
towards the pile of Quandrys, Hyphens, VSM No 3, and Slants that I had
dragged out for him.
I considered this carefully and had to admit that he had a point. I put the
mags back in the safe and gave him instead the piece I had written for Dave
Cohen. He sat back and read it, laughing in all the right places.
Suddenly, he stopped reading, laid the thing down and stared at me in
astonishment. I leaned over, glanced at where he was up to, and then reached
for the MS, ripped it in half and threw the pieces into the fire. There was
nothing else I could do. I had spoilt something that was big and fine and
grand for Arthur, and my biography was better burnt. I was able to explain
and comfort him, but I wouldn’t be able to do the same for the readers of the
British SF Magazine.
You see, Arthur had been searching for fandom for a long time. He
hadn’t been aware of this search; he was just conscious that something was
missing – like a femme fan after her first convention. Ever since he’d left
kindergarten he’d lived our solemn stefnic life, denying himself everything
except the barest necessities so that he could afford to buy and read all the
prozines regularly. At Christmas he used to ask Santa for a slip-stick instead
of a cricket bat, and he spent his teens writing to JWC Jnr about astrogation
errors in asf. Naturally, he found my autobiography a bit of a shock, but he
had to find out sooner or later. He’d gotten up to “...I read Galaxy and M of F
& SF regularly and very seldom bother with any of the prozines...” and he
just couldn’t take it. The poor guy had imagined that science-fiction fans
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spent a large portion of their time actually reading science fiction! It took him
quite a while to get over it too, but I guess that 27 is pretty old to learn the
facts of life.
December 1954
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Through Darkest Ireland with
Knife, Fork & Spoon
18,000 words on a one-string harp
Written and produced for FAPA, OMPA, and my own amusement.
This is a long and rambling account of two weeks that I spent in
Ireland last summer. It seems to be mostly about what I had to eat –
hence the title.
The Duke of Rothesay sailed from Heysham on the midnight tide. Her
precious cargo was me. I’d been warned that even with good weather
conditions the crossing to Ireland was pretty bad, but I’d thought my
informants were just cissies. Believe me, they weren’t. The boat was jammed
tight with people, and I’d considered myself lucky to have found a canvas
chair to sit in and a little corner in the hold where I was out of the wind. In
place of the hatches there was a sailcloth awning; below it us passengers were
crammed shoulder to shoulder in a sort of open-air sardine tin.
Before we sailed there was a bar open and doing a brisk business, but it
closed as soon as the ship cast off. The bartender probably got out and swam
along with the rest of the crew – we didn’t see any of them again until the
boat docked eight hours later in Belfast.
As soon as we got outside Heysham harbour the boat began to rock a bit.
It was by no means a dark and stormy night, but it was more than sufficient
for the people who had been stocking up at the bar. As if by prearranged
signal, half of the passengers began to throw up. I’d been more interested in
hanging onto my chair and my corner than in fighting my way to the bar for a
drink, and I wasn’t sick myself. I just sat there, tried to ignore what was
going on, and read my Ogden Nash book. (I’m sorry it wasn’t Galaxy. The
only excuse I can offer is that I’d never intended to write this report.)
After the bad sailors had given us their all, Ghod took a hand. It began to
rain. This was no gentle shower pit-patting on the surface of the sea – this
was the sort of stuff Maugham based “Rain” upon. It was bitterly cold, the
rain poured in through and around the awning, and I began to feel like a
character in a Hitchcock film – the one who dies ignobly and messily just
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before the end. I looked around for a drier spot and was fortunate in being
able to edge my way underneath the edge of the hatch. There were three kids
travelling with their mother and father, and they squeezed together to make
room for me. The eldest boy, a wee kid of about ten, was crying with the
cold, but his parents had their hands full trying to keep his two brothers
warm. I felt sorry for him – I was damn near crying myself – so I shared the
rest of my thermos flask with him, and then had him on my lap under my
raincoat for the rest of the night. We kept each other warm, and he slept until
we steamed upon Belfast Lough and tied up at Donegal Quay.
After we’d docked, as I was going up the companion-way to get out of
the hell-hold, I found a brass plaque on the wall. It certified this poop-deck as
being “811 ft. square and accommodation for 90 third-class passengers when
not occupied by cattle.” Irish Fandom thought this was pretty funny when I
told them about it.
Walt was waiting for me at the bottom of the gangplank. I hadn’t been
able to tell him what time the boat would dock, and he’d been up meeting all
the boats since 6.30 a.m. We were very pleased to see each other. The Morris
– the one Bea Mahaffey rode in, that has space for a kettle under the bonnet –
was parked around the corner, and in a couple of minutes we were on our
way to Oblique House. The whole of the town was decorated with flags and
bunting, and there were triumphal arches spanning the road. Walt spent most
of the journey trying to convince me that it was a spontaneous demonstration
by readers of the Vargo Statten Magazine. I didn’t really believe him.
170 Upper Newtownards Road is a large terrace house built about 50
years ago. I recognised it right away because it had 170 above the door and
Madeleine on the doorstep. She’d been up since 6.30 too and had enormous
quantities of tea, eggs, bacon, toast, and mail waiting for us – along with
James White, who had travelled right across Belfast so that he could greet me
with “Hiya Claude!” when I arrived.
We did more talking than eating – although not much more – but Walt
and James both had to go to work and I thought I’d better get some sleep in.
I’d been up since 6 a.m. the previous morning and I felt pretty tired. They
took me up to my room and promised to waken me at lunch time. I undressed
and went to bed.
I stayed there for almost ten minutes. The bed was comfortable enough,
and Madeleine had slipped an electric blanket in to warm it for me, but I was
excited and it seemed such an anti-climax to arrive in Belfast and then go
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straight to bed. So I got out, got dressed and began a tour of inspection.
This was Carol’s room – Carol is seven – and on the Mickey Mouse
blackboard there was written permission for me to play with her toys. These
had been placed in one corner of the room and carefully labelled as a sort of
fannish museum. I thought it was worth the whole trip just to see the genuine
original bucket that had been kicked so recently by the late Mr Ziff, and a
heap of similar fan rarities.
Downstairs I found Madeleine and Carol. I hadn’t met Carol before, but
we’d heard of each other, and we got along fine. We went off upstairs again
to play bricks, but by the time we’d inspected the dolls and glanced at the
comics (Carol is also a Pogo fan), Walt was home and lunch was ready.
Along with dessert I gave him a note written by Carol. It said: CHUCK
HARRIS IS No. 1 FAN. {Signed} CAROL WILLIS. A perceptive kid is
young Carol.
Bob Shaw had gotten himself married a week or so before I arrived.
He’d gone down to Eire for the honeymoon, but had sent us a poctsarcd to
say that he’d be home that evening if he didn’t get lost again. (“We got lost
and had to ask the way to Bray three times – and nobody said, ‘With your
head back.’”) We went down the station to meet the Happy Couple, but we
missed them and met James and Peggy Martin instead. Peggy is a pretty
wench – most Irish women seem to be above average in looks (and brother!
those Connemara redheads!) – but she is far too nice to be a figment of my
imagination as somebody once suggested in Hyphen. I’d been writing to her
for some time, and naturally I was hoping that we would be able to spend
some time together talking and perhaps exchanging compliments on our
tastes in Valentine cards. Somehow, James couldn’t understand this though.
He has a nasty suspicious mind, and a big investment in the rock Peggy wears
on her third finger.
We stayed at the station for an hour or so until James, diligently
searching for Bob, peered into a taxi and frightened two inoffensive nuns out
of their wits. We decided it was time to go home.
When we got there, Bob was waiting for us on the doorstep. He’d come
back by an earlier train and had been standing there for three-quarters of an
hour. He’d left a message for us – he hadn’t a pencil so he’d pricked it out
with a pin on the back of an old envelope – and was on the point of leaving
when we arrived.
I was glad we caught him – he had Sadie with him (and I’m glad she
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caught him too). I’d been anxious to meet her ever since Bob showed me a
picture of her two years ago at the White Horse, and she’d heard about me
too. (Gad, I’m famous in Ireland.) We sat around and talked about the
wedding and looked at the photographs, but it was getting late, and they had
to get home.
It was quite dark by this time, but at almost every street corner
enormous bonfires were being lit as part of “The Glorious 12th” celebrations.
This, it turned out, was also the real reason for the flag-bedecked streets. It
was something entirely new to me – I’d never seen anything like it before in
all my life. In England, the only time I can remember bonfires in the streets
was on VE night, but that was just small stuff, nothing comparable with this.
Here there were crowds of people dragging up fuel. The flames were right up
to the housetops (Walt tells me that sometimes the flames are the housetops),
and everybody was singing loyalist songs and generally having themselves a
time.
The 12th, The Glorious 12th, is the big day of the year for the
Protestants in Northern Ireland, and the celebrations begin a couple of days
beforehand. It commemorates one of the victories of William, Prince of
Orange, against the Catholic forces of the South. Although this happened way
back in the 17th century, they still celebrate it as if it were only yesterday.
Religious feeling runs very high in Ireland, and in the North the
Orangemen – the Protestants – outnumber the Catholics two to one. They are
mainly of Scots Calvinist descent, and although they do not love the English
they dislike Catholicism even more. They prefer to stay as part of Great
Britain rather than leave us and join the South to form a United Ireland. They
take the British Royal Family and the Union Jack as totems, and even go to
such lengths as having their houses built with a special socket in the wall for
the flagpole they bring out for “the 12th”. I was quite astonished to see “God
Save the Queen” white-washed onto blank walls in the same way as
London’s East End Fascists daub up “Kill the Jews”. Truly, the whole
business was incredible. It takes an awful lot of fervour as well as timber to
build these triumphal arches across the streets and cover them with slogans
like “Protestantism is Our Religion – Tolerance is Our Faith”, “Civil and
Religious Liberty”, “Remember 1690” (!) and the ever-present “No
Surrender”.
But I know little of Irish politics, I have friends on both sides, and I
wouldn’t like to say which is right and which is wrong.
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On the Sunday we had planned to spend the day at Portrush, a coast
resort. Walt had booked a train compartment in the name of “The Oblique
Angles”, and we were going to start an annual excursion. However, there was
a poor weather forecast on the television (there was always a poor weather
forecast on the TV – Walt was so dissatisfied that he was talking of buying a
new set with guaranteed weather forecasts), so we decided to stay home. We
had already arranged to meet George Charters at the station, so as soon as
we’d had breakfast Walt and I went off to collect him and bring him home.
Somehow or other, I am always disappointed when I meet George. He
doesn’t look like Somebody Who Has Appeared in Hard Covers, and he
doesn’t say “Howdy pardners!” in the way you would expect from a real
fanatical Max Brand addict. Still, he tried hard – he wore his two-tone
cowboy shirt, and managed to mention Frederick Faust within five minutes of
meeting me.
On the bus home from the station I’d given the conductor a half-crown
for the fares, and amongst the change he gave me two foreign coins. I thought
he’d mistaken my accent and believed me to be a tourist from Wiltshire
instead of from Essex. It wasn’t until later that somebody told me that both
English and Eire currency were valid in Northern Ireland, and were always
used interchangeably. I was very happy to hear it.
The television had promised us cloud, rain, and an unsettled further
outlook. I guess that the set may have been at fault after all, because the sun
came out and it was one of the best days we had. We took rugs out onto the
lawn in front of the house, sprawled in the sun, and talked. This, on a Sunday
in Belfast, is Unconventional. James and Peggy arrived, then Bob and Sadie
and the affair developed into a Sprawling Championship that was judged by
the Respectable People who peered over the hedge at us on their way home
from church. It was a wonderful day. I admit that we did mention science
fiction once or twice, and we spent a couple of hours talking about Hyphen,
but nobody suggested that we got up and Did Something.
Except Madeleine.
Sometimes I think that the girl doesn’t realise that even Jophan must
have spent some time in the glades of gafia. Here we were, all busily
improving our suntans and doing tricks with matches when she came out to
ask us what we would like for supper. This was a good subject for a
discussion. I like chips (if Lee Hoffman can get away with cold mashed
potato sandwiches, I don’t see why I shouldn’t have a fetish for chips), and
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eventually everyone else thought they would like chips too.
“Shurely,” she said, and then quite calmly detailed us as a working party
to go to her father’s allotment and dig the potatoes to make the chips. Those
“Galway Bay” Micks are just a myth – if you want taties for dinner, then
brother, you dig them.
The allotment is just around the corner. We took the biggest baskets we
could find and all went together. Walt, Bob, and George had difficulty in
keeping up with the rest of us, so that by the time we arrived there was only
James and myself available to dig the damn things. James convinced me that
he’d never seen a garden fork before in his life and it finished with me
digging whilst he picked up the potatoes as I unearthed them. At first there
didn’t seem to be any – we’d been digging up the late potatoes instead of the
early ones – but eventually we found the right section and dug enough
potatoes to last them until they get another tourist who decides that he might
like chips for supper. After that we replanted the late potato plants whilst the
girls went off to look for strawberries. It was a fairly fruitless quest. Walt,
Bob, and George arrived in time to help us put the tools away, and we locked
the gate and fled as quietly as a herd of locusts.
Mealtimes with the Heels of IF is another of those Experiences.
Madeleine is a beautiful cook with a flair for extraordinarily good cakes. That
night, apart from the chips and other stuff, there was gingerbread, chocolate
sponge, cream sponge, cherry cake, flan, macaroons and pancakes as well as
oddments such as biscuits that I never got around to. James is on a diet and
has some sort of wholemeal biscuits that everyone else helps him to eat. He’s
liable to make disparaging remarks about food and scathingly refer to it as
“just fuel” – but as Walt pointed out, “All the resources of modern science
are devoted to keeping James alive. Hardly seems worthwhile, does it?” With
the rest of us, food occupies the same status as bheer does in other fan
groups. The others fall on the grub like ravenous beasts, and if you’re too
timid to take more than two pieces of each separate cake, they stop for an
instant to inquire politely about the state of your health. The conversation is
as good as the food and the whole thing is rather like living in a world
straight out of one of Walt’s Xmas cards.... It’s impossible to give any real
idea of what goes on, but here is a short (the whole thing is just a two minute
section of an hour-long affair), verbatim sample. For once they’ve been
talking about science fiction, and are now discussing Hero’s Walk.* Walt
mentions that it reads as if it were written with a ballpoint pen – all balls and
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no point – and Madeleine hastily asks George what he thought about it.
* A 1954 SF novel by Bernard Glemser. [Ed.]

George: “Crud. The only action that takes place is when you close the
book after you’ve finished.”
Peggy: “Well! It was much better than John Carter of Barsoom. I don’t
like bloodthirsty villains – except Chuck.”
James: “He’s sampled me. He knows good blood when he sees it.”
Peggy: “You’ve got blood?”
James: “Bite me and see.”
Peggy: (ultra-piously) “It’s Friday!”
While this is going on, Bob and I are quietly working our way through
the cakes. Bob shares my passion for gingerbread and Walt is teasing him by
moving the plate out of reach. He has already eaten eight pieces running –
two more than I have – and Walt has accused him of having a fifth
dimensional gut. Madeleine has joined in and is offering us little pancakes
instead of the gingerbread.
Bob: “No thanks. You gave us those wee things to put our cups on
before... but I’ll have some of that fake flan.”
Walt: “Your favourite dish... food.”
Bob: (indignantly) “I’m not really greedy, I only do this for fun. Think
of the material Chuck’s getting for his next column.” (He holds out his cup
for some more tea.) “I’m not hungry, I only eat the stuff because I don’t want
to offend Madeleine.” (Aside) “Note the steady hand with which she fills the
saucer full of tea.”
Sadie: (apologetically) “He’s off his food today.”
George, Peggy, James, & Madeleine: “He’s on Walter’s!”
Walt: (in a supremely sarcastic tone as he offers the plate) “Have you
tried the gingerbread?”
Bob: (stretching out both hands for it) “Yes, and found it not gilty.”
This is a fair sample of the chitchat and it goes on until the last biscuit
has been fought over – and then they start to squabble about who will do the
dishes. George is usually the first to leave because he has to catch a train
back to Bangor, and he invariably manages to miss the washing-up.
Madeleine and Peggy have told him that they saved him some dishes from
last night, but he is happily ignoring them. Peggy is determined that he shall
do them and decides to appeal to his chivalry.
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Peggy: (piteously) “Dishes are a man’s job. George, you wouldn’t stand
by and see us soil our lily-white hands, would you?”
George: (horrified) “Ghod, no!... I shall be upstairs playing
ghoodminton with the others.”
Madeleine: “Very well, Chuck and Peggy can do the dishes. You two
can be alone out there.”
James: (shocked to the core) “Him, alone with my dish?”
Bob: (who won the last biscuit) “Huh. Chuck is an expert at slavering
over Hot Dishes.”
In the end, all the men did the dishes. I bet I’m the first Belfast pilgrim
to return home with dishpan hands.
The next day was the genuine, original Glorious Twelfth and everybody
– both Catholic and Protestant alike – got two days off from work to
celebrate. The Big Event of the holiday is the mass parade of the various
Protestant Societies: the Loyal Orange Lodges, Total Abstinence Groups,
Total Drunkenness Groups, etc. Walt and I got up early and went downtown
to watch it. We arrived after it had started, and when we left an hour and a
half later they were still marching.
Contingents come from all over Northern Ireland, and there were one or
two groups from Eire too. There were no women or children in the
procession, partly because this is a male demonstration, and partly because
there has been trouble in previous years as they marched through Catholic
districts.
The men were dressed in their best suits and bowler hats and wore an
impressive purple and orange sash across their shoulders. They were formed
up into detachments, each with its own band and its own banner depicting
“William, Prince of Orange, of Glorious, Pious, and Immortal Memory”, and
they marched ten abreast to the old traditional Loyalist songs like “The
Protestant Boys” and “The Sash Me Father Wore”. I don’t go for this sort of
guff usually but I was rather impressed. There was no carnival air present,
and I couldn’t help but admire some of the old gaffers with a full set of Great
War medals who pulled their shoulders back and marched in line and in step
with their grandsons. They were a very determined-looking bunch. Grim.
Apart from the length of the procession, I think the most noteworthy
thing was the number of bands. There were pipe bands (with Irish pipers in
their saffron kilts and Highlanders in tartans), there were accordion bands,
drum and fife bands, mixed bands, concertina bands (!), bugle bands, and just
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about every thing that is portable and can produce music except
gramophones.
Their theme song is “The Sash Me Father Wore”. I copied the words
from a little book I found in Walt’s room:
It’s old but it’s beautiful, it’s the best you ever seen
Been worn for more than ninety years in that little Isle of Green
From my Orange and Purple Forefather it descended with galore
It’s a terror to them paypish boys, the sash me father wore....
Actually, “them paypish boys” are unlikely to see it. The only people on the
streets of Belfast are Protestants wearing an Ulster Lily in their buttonhole,
and the Catholics (or many of them) spend the holiday on a cruise to the Isle
of Man. But it’s a fine parade and afterwards, the taverns – and there are
plenty of them – have a field day.
The Oblique Angles didn’t join it, though. After we’d been home and
had lunch we all went off on a substitute excursion to Helen’s Bay, a little
place on the shore of Belfast Lough. We packed sandwiches and carried
thermos flasks of tea for a picnic.
Walt marshalled us down to the railway station, got us into the carriage
and counted us three times to make certain that we were all there. The train
was packed tight and I’d been warned to stay close to Bob and not get lost.
When we got out at Helen’s Bay, we held another census on the platform and
discovered that George was missing. Panic! We scurried frantically along the
platform looking into the windows of the departing train and bleating,
“George, ghodamn you, George.” GATWC is notoriously absent-minded and
we thought he’d been in his usual state of somnolence and had travelled onto
Bangor out of habit. Our day was spoilt and we were holding the wake on the
platform when George calmly walked out of the “Gentlemen’s”. We damn
near lynched him on the signal post.
We came out of the station and began to walk down to the beach. After
five minutes or so, through a gap in the houses, we had our first glimpse of
the sea. Bob perked up immediately. “Doesn’t the sea air make you feel
hungry?” he announced casually. James, the only person we could trust to
carry the fhood, quietly ignored him and couldn’t even be tempted to offer a
biscuit for the tapeworm.
Helen’s Bay is a very quiet place and a great favourite with courting
couples. Here was raw, searing passion and I was shocked. I tried looking the
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other way, but it was just as bad in all directions. I mentioned that I hadn’t
expected a race of saints and scholars to behave in such a fashion, but Walt
was good enough to explain that these were not Irish people but just London
excursionists. I suppose I should have guessed that.
We were in no hurry to eat – apart from Bob – and just ambled along the
shore towards the village of Carnalea. (Yes, I know it’s an apt name.) After a
couple of miles the excursionists became scarcer, and we came upon a small
deserted cove and, more important, an empty tin can on the sand. We
propped the can on a rock and for half an hour, instead of acting like the
intelligentsia of international fandom, we behaved like people and spent the
time throwing pebbles at it. I began to doubt if we were really star-begotten
after all.
After all this exercise, Bob was almost collapsing from hunger, so we
began to look for a picnic spot. We were all pretty ravenous. Even James
thought that “the mantle of Bob Shaw had fallen on our stomachs.” We sat
down and for the first and last time I can remember, the table talk – except
that we didn’t have a table – consisted of “Yes, please,” or “Are there any
more eggs left, and if not, kindly pass the cake.”
After we’d finished eating and had burnt the debris, it was time to start
our way back home. Helen’s Bay was miles behind us so we came up over
the cliffs to another station. It was fortunate that the rest of them were
familiar with the district because I would never have found the station by
myself. Neither Station Avenue or Station Road had anything to do with the
railway at all. The only route lay along a little cart-track called Station
Approach. It was an insight on the Irish Way of Life that the others should
seem startled at me finding something peculiar about the arrangement.
On the Tuesday I began to explore The Attic. This room is the nucleus of
Oblique House, and is something like the dear old Epicentre – except that it’s
a lot tidier. That doesn’t seem a very helpful explanation though – maybe a
plan would be better. It looks something like this....

Visitors’ Guide to the Shrine
(Neofen remove shoes on entering, but this is the sole restriction.)
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[This is a rough copy of a plan that had been prepared and pinned
to the wall for my special guidance. Intending pilgrims should cut it
out and keep it in a place of safety; it represents my first and last
intrusion into the Art Dept. – CH] • [Recreated 2021, solely for
legibility. – Ed.]
But a couple of lines with “Bookshelves” written between them doesn’t seem
to convey very much about what the shelves actually look like. Almost
everywhere in the room where it’s possible to get a shelf, he’s fixed one in,
and every single one of them is jammed tight. There must be at least a couple
of hundredweight of fanzines alone as well as shelf after shelf of prozines
(Walt is inclined to proziness), and bound books.
The main piece of furniture is the writing-desk. This started life as an
old-fashioned, marble-topped washstand until Madeleine bought it at an
auction for £2. In true stefnic fashion she placed the typer onto the marble
and the thing was transformed into a writing-desk. And a very fine one too. It
has more drawers, shelves and cupboards than would be found in a dozen
prosaic desks, and a large mirror at the back with a flattering “Fan-Face No.
1.” at its bottom edge. My face seemed to fit that mirror.
The rest of the furniture – four chairs, a small table, and two waste-paper
baskets – are scattered around the edges of the room so that the centre is
clear. There is no floor-covering, just the bare black and brown stained
boards. (The brown is oak-stain, the black is printer’s ink.)
The parts of the walls that aren’t covered by bookshelves are decorated
with pictures. The piece of resistance is a 3' by 2' portrait of a French poule.
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It’s a remarkably fine painting, and I was surprised and pleased to discover
that James had done it as a sort of fannish sublimation. I’d imagined that he
never drew anything except spaceships that resembled ball-point pens. There
is one of these too, but that’s just an ordinary thing of the type that any good
prozine might feature on its cover. I didn’t know before this that James had
so much artistic talent. If he hadn’t been having trouble with his eyes and had
to give up painting, I would have been after him for some serious artwork for
Hyphen. It’s a pity about his eyes, but he finds it easier and a lot more
profitable to spend his time writing.
Just to the left of the door there’s the fannish portrait gallery. Walt’s a
completist for photographs... Hoffman, Grennell, Mahaffey, Bloch, Tucker,
4e – they’re all here. I think the only fanface I couldn’t find was Burbee.
But this isn’t just Walt’s room though. I do not believe that Bob was
kidding when he said that he hated the way Willis walks around as if he owns
the place. I myself, even though I was only there for two weeks, had a sense
of “ownership” about it (as if I’d planned it myself), right down to the little
details like the Marilyn Monroe calendar between the windows, and the
rocket with a long exhaust trail that Bob painted on the other mirror to
disguise the crack.
Ghod, this is still Tuesday.
After lunch, we left Madeleine to do the dishes and went with James,
George and Peggy to Shaw’s Bridge. This was in no way a pilgrimage – it’s
just a local beauty spot and is not named after Bob. The Lagan, the river that
Belfast is built around, is a smaller more rural stream up here, and the river
banks are another favourite spot with the London excursionists. But all we
came for was the scenery.
Fortunately we seemed to be the only people there during the afternoon.
If it had been otherwise, I don’t know how we would have explained away
James. The rest of us leaned on the parapet of the bridge and watched
solemnly whilst James cut out a twig and then stood in the middle of the arch
with his dowsing rod and discovered the Lagan beneath his feet. We almost
came home to write to Manly Banister about it.
Once we’d found the river, the obvious thing to do was sail paper boats
on it. So we did so. I don’t know if we designed them wrongly or whether we
had unconsciously imitated a Bert Campbell invention, but our paper boats
metamorphosed into gliders as we dropped them from the bridge and went
sailing off on the breeze instead of on the water. We said to hell with it and
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began to walk along the riverbank.
When it comes to riverbanks, it must be admitted that the excursionists
have pretty good taste. The Lagan is a very slow, lazy river with a border of
trees leaning over to stroke the waters with their branches. It was very
pleasant, and it suited our mood.
Unfortunately the idyll didn’t last very long. Swarms of flies decided to,
well, swarm, and we were forced back into fanning again. We used bunches
of grass this time, but they weren’t a lot of help.
The others had brought some food with them, so we climbed a small
hillock and helped them to dispose of it. We built a small fire out of old
convention programmes (honest!), but it seemed to attract the midges and
repel us. Eventually we had to quit and fled down the towpath in retreat.
As we got nearer to Belfast, the river lost its rural look and the reedy
fringes were replaced by concrete banks. Less aesthetic perhaps, but a lot
easier to walk on.
For all I know it may be illegal to pun outside the city limits, or perhaps
it was the ferry that started it. This was just a rowing boat behind a house.
Walt made a gallant effort, but he didn’t get any further than “Ferries at
the...” before we chorused the rest of it for him. He looked subdued and
beaten. Peggy was slightly ahead of us and singing softly to herself. As we
passed some swans, George suggested that she needed a cygneture tune,
somebody else suggested follow-the-Leda, and everything was back to
normal again.
When we got home, Bob and Sadie had arrived, and we decided to go up
to the attic for a ghoodminton tournament. Ghoodminton is the sole reason
for the collapse of Slant and the irregular publishing schedule of Hyphen. It’s
played on every occasion when it’s possible to muster a fivesome (four
players and a non-combatant referee), and goes on for set after set until
somebody is maimed or collapses from exhaustion. It’s no new craze like
Scrabble or Canasta. It began years ago in Walt’s office, and he introduced it
to the others and formulated a set of rules. The others promptly changed the
rules to fit the attic and put themselves on equal terms with Willis.
Basically, the game is a little like table tennis. But not much. A table
tennis net is stretched chest-high between the printing press and a chair, and
the small table is placed under the net to keep the players apart. A badminton
shuttlecock in the last stages of moulting takes the place of a ball and the
racquets are squares of heavy cardboard. A set consists of three games. I
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sincerely believe that it is beyond the limits of human endurance to play more
than two sets running.
The rules of the game are as follows...
1. The score shall be kept as in table tennis.
2. The boundaries of the court shall be the edge of the mirror
at the North End and Marilyn Monroe’s navel at the South End.
3. Services must be hit upward. If in the opinion of a
noncombatant the service was hit downwards, or if the opponents
protest vehemently enough, the service shall be taken again. A
point shall not be lost for a low service, except that the opponents
may elect to play it.
4. It shall be illegal to serve the shuttle against the ceiling and
the server shall lose the point.
5. The shuttle shall be out of play only if it has struck the floor
or come to a state of rest elsewhere.
6. It shall be illegal to move completely into the opponent’s
court to obstruct his play.
7. It shall be illegal to throw heavy objects at the opponent or
to knock the shuttle out of his hand before he has served.
8. A service which strikes the opponent on the face shall count
as a point against the server.
9. (Amendment). It shall be illegal to hold the shuttle in one’s
hand during a rally or to cover it completely with the hand and the
bat to prevent the opponent from disturbing it. This rule may be
dispensed with in particular games in which George ATW Charters
is participating with the consent of those members of the
Governing Board present.
10. Apart from the above rules there shall be no restriction on
the initiative of players. The shuttle may be hit any number of times
in any position with any part of the body, and advantage may be
taken of any natural hazards in the opponent’s court, such as
bookcases (Note: a shot which lodges inside a bookcase is however
deemed to be out), pictures etc. Any means including physical
violence may be used to prevent the opponent playing the
shuttlecock, subject to the provisions of Rules 6 and 7.
[My thanks are due to the Governing Board for permission to
publish these.]
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It should be noted that this is not a jolly little family game. The rules are
strictly adhered to, and the players have a fierce determination to wipe the
floor, literally, with the other side. Every set is played with an air of grim
seriousness punctuated by spasms of hysterical laughter. We usually played
mixed doubles and there is no nonsense about gallantry towards the ladies.
The first time I played, I thought it was just a game where you patted a
shuttlecock from one side of the net to the other, and made sympathetic
cooing noises to the girls when they missed it. They knocked that damn
nonsense out of me whilst we were still playing for service.
If I could, I played with Madeleine as my partner. It was a lot safer
having her on the same side of the net. You haven’t really lived until you’ve
seen this sheltered flower doing her damnedest to knock her ever-loving
husband’s eye out with a shuttlecock or split James’s skull with the edge of
her racquet. You might say she plays an attacking game: not only does she
have an almost unreturnable service, but also has the enthusiasm to join me in
a little victory dance whenever we win a point. Even George ATW Charters
acknowledged our superiority at the game and our mastery at disputing his
decisions as referee. And it must be remembered that Charters is no tyro at
the game. It was George who threw himself into a rally with such abandon
that his behind went clean through the window and he would have followed if
it hadn’t been for the prompt action of his partner. It was nearly George all
the way to the crazy paving three storeys below.
Personally I never played in such a boisterous manner. The best I could
do was shove my hand through the yard-square glass top of the mimeoscope
when James patted me on the side of my face with his racquet. It was an
accident (I mention this because Willis has been telling his correspondents
that his mimeoscope was destroyed by foreign hooligans), and it was a little
disconcerting when nobody rushed up with iodine and bandages, but just
stood there and argued as to whether I should lose a point or not for dropping
my racquet (a “heavy object” – see Rule 7) on the wrong side of the court.
We took it easy on Wednesday so that I could recover from Ghoodminton
and the ill-effects of sitting up until 3 o’clock in the morning talking about
sex, politics, religion, literature and faans.
After breakfast we went downtown to pick up the Varityper and some
stencils and to try to book me a plane seat for my journey back home. I had a
return boat-and-train ticket but I was spending no more nights on The Duke of
Rothesay if I could help it. I’d been doubtful if I’d be able to get an air89

passage at such short notice, but fortunately they’d increased the service and I
was able to book for the Sunday evening plane.
The Varityper repair depot was just off Donegal Place, the Belfast Main
Street. As we got off the bus and walked down the road, Walt suddenly
darted ahead and I lost him in the crowd. I looked around for him and found
that he’d cornered a postman in a shop doorway and was demanding mail for
170 Upper etc. This, of course, was highly illegal and Walt was liable to be
clapped in the pokey for the next half a dozen fandoms, but he seemed to
imagine that it was quite normal to accost postmen in the middle of town and
extract mail from them. We stood over the docile little postman whilst he
thumbed through his bundle and handed over half a dozen letters and a small
parcel. “Is that all?” said Willis. The postman hesitantly handed over another
four letters addressed to me. “Thank you,” said Walt, and we left the postman
cowering in the doorway as we went on to the Varityper depot.
Typewriter mechanics are the same all the world over. The machine
wasn’t ready, so we had to come home with just the stencils and the mail.
Lunch was delayed until Madeleine had read all the letters, but it was worth
the wait. We had colcannon for the first time. I think that after I’d gone
home, Madeleine must have been pleased to see the back of me so that she
could alter her menu without me screaming for colcannon encores.
Although this is a remarkably simple dish to make, it seems to be almost
unknown outside Ireland. Basically it consists of creamed potatoes that have
had the chopped-up tops of spring onions mixed into them. It’s served in a
heap with about half a pound of butter slowly melting in a little hollow at the
top. Glasses of buttermilk are served separately, and you can have meat with
it if you insist on acting like a bloody bourgeois. Colcannon is wonderful.
The only fault I could find with it is that there seems to be some prejudice
against serving it for breakfast and tea. And, for some reason, Madeleine
insisted on giving us steaks and things on other days when it would have
been just as easy to serve colcannon. Women are peculiar creatures.
We spent most of the afternoon and evening discussing a one-shot that
we had thought of doing for FAPA, and congratulating each other on how
wonderful it was going to be. We drafted a couple of pages and then, about
10 p.m., we went up to the attic to begin cutting stencils. Madeleine was
appointed Art Editor and began to get a Rotsler illo onto stencil, whilst Walt
and I cut the rest and began to run them off. It took about four hours, but
most of the time was spent cutting the stencils and drinking tea. The actual
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duplicating took about 30 minutes for the lot. This, I thought, was the most
wonderful thing I saw in all Ireland. The stencils were just slapped on and
smoothed out, ink was poured into the drum – he uses thinned down printer’s
ink – and the crank was turned as fast as it could be whizzed round. I didn’t
have my Gestetner at that time and I’d never known that duplicating could be
so easy. I was quite sorry that we only ran off 100 copies. In no time at all, I
had progressed from a mere novice to an accomplished crank-turner, and I
was getting copies as legible as anyone else’s.
We didn’t stop to staple them up that night. I had difficulty in keeping
my eyes open and the other two weren’t in any better shape. We just left the
sheets scattered around and went to bed.
On the Thursday we borrowed the Morris, filled the boot with food, put the
kettle under the hood, and set off. Even apart from the scenery, driving in
Ireland is an Experience. Outside the main routes the roads degenerate into
cart-tracks flanked by high hedgerows, and they are only just wide enough
for one-way traffic. We drove for hours down these little twisty lanes and,
altho it was picturesque, it was occasionally nerve-racking. There seemed to
be a curve every twenty yards, and it was a more than even chance that sheep,
cattle, pigs, chickens or goats were lurking around the next bend. We saw far
more livestock than people on the roads, and my conversation consisted of
exclamations at ruined castles (the joint is swarming with ruined castles), and
“For Pete’s sake stop! We’re surrounded by pigs.”
Walt turned out to be a reasonable driver, but I’d learnt before I came
over that there is no driving test in Ireland, and that any moron can get
permission to drive simply by going into the Motor Taxation Office and
banging down the money for a licence. I doubted if this race of minstrel
bhoys were all born drivers, and I was apprehensive about my neck. I do not
hold a licence myself, but really I am an expert driver because I once read a
book about it. I sat beside Walt in the front seat and helped him along with
little hints like: “Take it easy,” “Change down,” “Slower,” “Start the wipers,”
“Careful,” “There’s no hurry.” This culminated in an episode on the main
Bangor-Belfast road. This has a much better surface, but is just as full of
bends as the others. I thought that he was pulling out to overtake on the bend,
and I mentioned in a perfectly normal scream: “For chrissake, there’s traffic
on the other side.” It turned out that this simple lovable character was just
pulling out for a look, had not the slightest intention of overtaking on the
curve, and was so startled that he nearly rammed the car ahead. He only
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looked at me, but that was enough. After that I stayed quiet, and prayed
almost inaudibly instead of helping him to drive.
Our first stop was at Downpatrick. We pulled up at the church and went
into the cemetery to see St. Patrick’s grave. It’s not very much to see, just a
huge, flat, untrimmed boulder with “Patric” chiselled into the granite, but
people come here on pilgrimage from all over the world. And not just
Catholics either – St. Patrick is claimed by the Protestants as the founder of
their “Church of Ireland” (on the grounds that he never submitted to Rome or
something), and they revere the spot too. And agnostics like myself turn up to
take a look... and wonder....
The thing I liked best about Downpatrick was the uncommercial attitude
to the sacred relics behind the church.
There were no vendors of religious trinkets, no clergymen waiting to
save us, no collection boxes for freewill offerings. It was just a quiet country
churchyard with the most simple, most effective gravestone I’ve yet seen.
There were no Floral Tributes on it, just the stone lying in the untrimmed
grass, with a small yew tree shading it, and surrounding it the graves of
unknown labourers who once lived in the parish. I am not usually a graveyard
addict – I can never forget what lies underneath the grass – but I liked this
one. It compares favourably with the English versions too; the last time I
went to Stoke Poges there was an itinerant photographer wanting to take a
picture of me beneath those rugged elms and another guy outside trying to
sell me a copy of the Elegy. (I told him I already had one.)
We left Downpatrick and carried on southwards. We stopped at the top
of the first hill, and there, a steel-blue shadow filling the horizon, were the
Mourne Mountains. Anything I said about these would be a cliché, but once
you’ve seen them you know immediately why the Irish sing so many songs
about them. It isn’t a very high range – Walt and Madeleine climbed most of
the peaks when they were courting (a damn queer technique) – but they are
very impressive and very beautiful.
They were still a good twenty miles ahead of us though, so we decided
to have something to eat before going any further. We found a small copse by
the roadside, and Walt and Madeleine unloaded the car whilst Carol and I
collected wood for a fire. We spread the car rugs over a fallen tree-trunk,
brewed tea, and had a picnic. It’s a lot more fun to eat in this fashion than it is
sitting behind a table – and there are no dishes to wash afterwards.
I’d borrowed my sister’s camera for the holiday and took a couple of
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pictures of them sitting in the glade with the sunlight dappling (I’m sorry, but
it was dappling) through the branches. I didn’t – and still don’t – know the
slightest thing about photography, but any moron could see that this was an
ideal set-up for camerawork. The results, I thought, would make Grennell
green with envy. I changed places with Madeleine so that she could use up
the rest of the film. But Dean wasn’t green after all – it wasn’t until several
days later that James discovered that the damn camera hadn’t been working.
After we’d finished and had stamped the fire out, we set off again. As
we went along, Walt was trying to explain the derivations of the village
place-names through which we passed. Downpatrick was easy enough,
Bloody Bridge was named after an ambush during the throubles, but others,
Kilkeel or Annalong for instance, needed a knowledge of Gaelic. Walt
doesn’t have this – all he really knows of the language is how to count from
one to ten, or wish people a hundred thousand greetings (“Cead mille
fealte!”) – but he managed quite well with the help of a little book that
explained prefixes and suffixes. Carol was being very quiet in the backseat
(because the dolls were sleeping), but as we passed through Hilltown she
joined in the conversation and carefully explained the derivation of the name
for my benefit.
Out here we were in the foothills of the mountains. The cottages began
to disappear, and the cultivated farmlands gave way to moor, bog, and
mountain. The peaks towered above us, and apart from a few sheep cropping
the lower slopes, there was nothing to take the edge of desolation off the
scenery. We stopped the car so that I could fool some more with the camera.
We had climbed quite high and behind us the whole of County Down was
spread out like an aerial map with nothing moving except the rapids in the
valley below the road.
As we stood there, Walt asked me what I thought of Ireland. I thought
about it for a few seconds, but there didn’t seem to be any adequate reply,
and I disgraced myself for ever by saying: “It’s... it’s green.” But it is, and
although it may not have been a very profound answer, at least it was true.
It was getting late now and we had to think about getting home to
Belfast. The only other road through the middle of the mountains belongs to
the Belfast Water Commissioners. We had intended to travel on this so that I
could see Silent Valley and some more of the peaks. Unfortunately there was
an enormous pair of iron gates barring the road. We stopped the car (there
wasn’t anything else that we could do) and Walt got out to see if they were
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locked. They were. There was a house just off the road on the other side so he
rattled the gates trying to attract attention, but nobody seemed to be home.
We were determined to get permission to use the road if we possibly could.
He managed to pull up the iron bolt from its socket in the ground, and when
he pushed at the gate afterwards the lock slipped free and it swung open.
Walt was very pleased about this but it didn’t help him any; he went over to
the house, but couldn’t find anyone to speak to. He came back, carefully
pulled the gates together again and reversed onto the coast road. Personally I
would have used the waterboard’s road without bothering for permission, but
apparently there was another gate at the far end and some comic official with
a warped sense of humour might have gotten a kick out of sending us all the
way back again if we’d tried it.
However, if we hadn’t come back by the coast road I would never have
spotted the Mountains of Mourne sweeping down to the sea, and Walt would
never have been able to suggest that I write to the National Geographical
Society about it.
Even after an enormous dose of undiluted scenery like the Mourne
Mountains, I was still far from satisfied. We were up quite early again the
next morning, and as soon as we’d finished breakfast and the mail, we were
off in the car again. This time we went northwards. I had decided that we
would probably survive if Walt drove the car all by himself, so I appointed
myself Navigator. This was a sinecure on the outward trip – the road skirted
the sea for 50 or 60 miles before we had to turn off – and I was map-reading
like an expert. I admit there may have been a few miscalculations but I can
hardly be blamed for cartographer’s errors or the whimsical peasantry who
switch town names just to bitch things up for the tourist trade.
Sure enough, Carrickfergus was right where it was supposed to be, but
we didn’t stop to inspect the Norman castle (it had been used as an air-raid
shelter during the war), but hastened on to Eden. There were barely a halfdozen houses here, but luckily one of them was a post office so we were able
to send poctsarcds about serpents and fig-leaves. Soon after we left Eden it
began – appropriately – to rain. Carol and I were pretty sore about this
because the car-windows had to be closed, and we were reduced to blowing
at the sails of the toy windmill Madeleine had bought for us, instead of
sticking it out of the window to make it spin. By the time we stopped for
some food, I had a stitch in my side as if I’d run a ten-mile marathon.
This, incidentally, was the Donegal Road, that Bea Mahaffey travelled
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along. Bea seems to have gone down into Irish history along with Brian Boru
and Mother Machree. Even the Ballgawley Castle Hotel’s sole claim to fame
is that Bea stopped there to ring up BoSh. I was half-expecting to see little
roadside shrines erected over empty Chesterfield packets that once littered the
gutter.
The next halt was at a little black full stop called the Blowhole. The road
here had been cut through the cliff and there was a steep embankment on
either side. We stopped the car and climbed up. From the road it was just a
20' ridge, but on the other side it was a sheer drop of about 300' to the sea and
the boulder-strewn base.
I know this is despicable and probably unfannish of me, but I am scared
rigid of heights; sweat breaks out on my forehead, I get butterflies in my
stomach and an undeniable urge to make tracks for the nearest Gentlemen’s
Toilet. I stood there for thirty eternal crawling seconds and I hated Ireland.
Neither Walt nor Madeleine knew about this thing of mine for heights, and
they were busy pointing out the coast of Scotland across the channel. I sat
down very very carefully, dug my heels into the scree and fought down the
impulse to be sick. I grabbed two handfuls of grassroots and concentrated on
appreciating the coast of Scotland. “That’s the Mull of Kintyre,” he said.
“Yeah,” I said. “Very nice too.” He stood there drinking in the view and
sniffing at the fresh air. Madeleine was right on the very edge of the cliff –
cliff, hell, precipice – and wanted me to join her and see the waves creaming
over the rocks below. “No,” I said, “I can see much better from up here.” I
shut my eyes tightly and tried not to think about the waves creaming over the
rocks below. When I opened them again, Carol was doing a creditable
imitation of a mountain goat. She’d found a dog-rose growing in a sheltered
nook on the cliff face, and wanted me to pull down the canes so that she
could pick the flowers. This was a hell of a time for botany. “Come here,
honey,” I said, “I’ll tell you a story. Once upon a time there were three bears,
Momma Bear, Poppa Bear....”
Walt said: “I suppose we’d better get...” and in two seconds flat I was
down the hummock and onto the road. I jumped the last eight feet.
We drove on a little further and then decided to turn off the coast road
and cut through the Antrim Highlands to return home to Belfast. The rain
stopped and the sun broke through again. We were pleased about this because
with four of us in the car, the windscreen steamed up if we couldn’t have a
window open, and as this was another of those rutted curving lanes, driving
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was rather an exacting business. 20 mph was good going under such
conditions, and especially so when I wanted to stop the car and admire the
view at two mile intervals.
But when we got to the main road at the top of the lane, Walt stopped
the car without any promptings from me. Below us, rimmed by the road, was
a huge saucer-shaped depression that was just as spectacular in its way as the
mountains we’d seen yesterday. This was one enormous peat-bog and we
could see across the basin for fifteen or twenty miles. It was a curious feeling
– both beautiful and yet horrible. Within this basin nothing moved. There, for
fifteen miles and more, there was no tree, no bush, no houses, people or
animals, nothing to break the rolling sea of swamp grass except an occasional
outcrop of granite and the geometrical brown patches where the cutters had
been at work. I said it was beautiful, but you could never say that it was
pretty.
Peat bogs, of course, are common in Ireland, but this one was much
larger than usual. They are not the bottomless swamps that are known to
every reader of Weird Tales, and although the mud would come up over your
feet quickly enough it’s improbable that you could ever be sucked right
under. The surface is covered with a brilliant green reedgrass with the peat
itself in layers below. Some layers are quite thick – 25' or more. I suppose the
thickness depends on the amount of moss and stuff that is available to rot
down and form the spongy peat.
The cutters dig it out in pieces about the size and shape of a house-brick,
and then pile it up by the roadside to drain and dry out. The cutting is mainly
done in the summer, because peat takes six weeks to dry and cannot be used
while it is wet.
I’d never seen the stuff before so I asked Walt if we might take a couple
of pieces home to burn. He pulled up at a dry stack and I jumped out and
threw four pieces into the boot. I went to get back inside, but before I could
do so, Walt gave me a few coppers to leave on the pile to pay for what we
had taken. I rather liked that – it hadn’t struck me that some poor devil had
spaded those lumps out of the bog, or that I was robbing him of a fire next
winter – but it was typical of Walt to remember. I upped the ante and put the
money at the bottom of the stack so that the cutter would find it when he
carted the rest away.
Then we went home, creamed the potatoes, chopped the spring onion
tops and had colcannon for supper.
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Up to this point my notes are pretty clear, but I’ve been dreading having to
write up this weekend. All the Wheels of IF are in occupation most of the
time, and Oblique House takes on every aspect of a three-ring circus. This is
much worse than conventions; to give a fair idea of what happened I’d need
to write a separate report for every room in the house.
It started even before I got up. I tottered along to the bathroom to get
washed and shaved, but James, Peggy and Carol were already in occupation
and were sailing boats in the bath. James had brought the plastic motorboat
that he bought in Manchester, and Peggy, with the help of a toothglass, was
christening it H.M.S. Egoboo. I gave up all ideas about shaving and appointed
myself as Chief Tidal Wave Producer with Carol as First Assistant – at least I
was getting a wash. Just after we’d discovered how to make whirlpools with
the facecloth, Walt arrived. He approved of H.M.S. Egoboo but only stopped
long enough to tell us that it had a “full compliment of crew” before he went
downstairs. Madeleine was the next to wade in. She didn’t seem to notice that
the floor was rather more than moist, but wanted to tell me that my breakfast
was ready. I appointed her deputy tidal wave producer, went back to my
room for some dry clothes, and then went down for breakfast.
The others also came down and were all in the kitchen along with Bob,
George, and the rest. James was guzzling away at his sixth cup of tea –
Madeleine brews the stuff by the gallon when she’s expecting him – and took
his nose out of the cup to tell me: “This is a delightfully infernal breakfast
today.”
The rest had been waiting for something like that....
“Don’t Faust that stuff off on us.”
“Sorry but I’ve Goethe.”
“I thought that was an infection of the thyroid gland?” [Goitre maybe? –
they never stop to explain.]
“No, bishops wear them on their feet.”
“No, that’s what Churchill was invested with the order of.”
“No, it’s a disease you pick up in narrow streets – old crocs succumb to
it”
I quit then and fled into the front room, but they came in there too for a
meeting of the Ghoodminton Governing Board. In the last tournament, Bob
had won a crucial point by serving six shuttlecocks simultaneously. There
was nothing in the rules against this so he appealed to their sense of
sportsmanship. This shook them. As James said: “In ghoodminton,
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sportsmanship is a dirty word,” so they added Rule 11: “Only one shuttlecock
shall be in play at once.”
The meeting degenerated after this. George had been demonstrating to
Carol how to skate little pieces of cardboard across the room by flipping their
edges with a fingernail. In nothing flat, everyone else had torn cards and
joined in and the room was full of spinning pieces of pasteboard. By the time
they’d finished it looked like Broadway after a ticker-tape parade.
But... my stencil supply is getting low and I’d need another couple of
quires to write up this weekend properly....
Tuesday was the day I’d been looking forward to like a kid anticipates its
birthday. We started off in the car early in the morning and went down into
Eire. I was disappointed with the actual crossing of the border. These Irish
can never have seen a spy movie in all their lives. Instead of armed guards
with bayonets ripping through the car’s upholstery and searching us all to the
skin, nobody seemed to take the least notice of us at all. Walt pulled up at a
little wooden cabin and got out to show the car’s papers and then went
through the same routine again after we’d crossed no-man’s land to the Eire
Customs Post.
But as soon as we were in Eire itself, things brightened up a bit. It
looked foreign. The sign-posts and all the public notices were in large
unreadable Gaelic script with tiny English translations below. Eire, of course,
has broken from Britain and the British Empire, and England is still a sore
subject with them. Gaelic is the official language and is taught in the schools,
but as far as I could gather not many of the people use it or read it, and it
seemed foolish and irritating to have these large beautiful roadsigns that
nobody could understand.
I don’t know if the news had been flashed across the border that I was
expected, but as soon as we were across we found a good dozen of the
legendary jaunting cars standing at the side of the road. I’d imagined that
these were just an obscure Irish joke, the sort of thing they keep for
Hollywood movie-makers, and I hadn’t expected to find a whole cab-rank
full of them. I would have dearly loved to have gotten out of the car for a ride
in one, but they seemed pretty frail things and I doubted if they would take
my weight. And besides, I was trying not to act like a tourist.
Carlingford was our first stop in Eire. It’s just a small village and, apart
from the tourist trade, its only industry is smuggling. There is no purchase tax
south of the border, cigarettes are half the price that we usually pay, and a lot
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of British “export-only” goods are freely available. Only a few of the routes
across the border have Customs Posts on them, and the roving mobile patrols
that serve the other roads are not hard to evade. Smuggling is a well-paying
and easy game. Penalties are high, but the profits are big and worth the risk. I
think it must be a one-way traffic though; I can’t think of anything to
smuggle into Eire except, perhaps, contraceptives. These are illegal in Eire.
We parked the car in the High Street and went shopping. We were going
to have a picnic lunch so Madeleine and Carol went off after food whilst
Walt and I made tracks for the tobacconist’s. I didn’t like to go inside myself
in case the “1/9 for 20” sign in the window was just a gag. It seemed ever so
criminal and something for nothing. So I kept watch outside whilst Walt went
in. When he came out he presented me with a packet called “Sweet Afton”.
These are the only cigarettes I’ve ever come across that have a stanza from
Robert Burns on every packet.
After Walt had attended to my tobacco supply, I decided to do some
shopping for myself. I went to the post-office – it seemed strange to see green
mail-boxes instead of red – and bought a couple of dozen stamps, and then
went down the road for some poctsarcds. It was only after I’d bought the
damn things that I discovered that all my addresses were in the diary I’d left
behind in Belfast. The stamps were useless unless used in Eire (it never
struck us that we might have sold them to Laney), so we finished up by
sending airmail poctsarcds to those few addresses we could remember.
Tucker and Ackerman must have been overjoyed to hear that it was a fine
day. Although Carlingford was just a little dump, the shops seemed to stock
just about everything. The place where we bought the cards was quite tiny,
but as well as stationery it sold sweets, tobacco, general groceries, nylons,
imitation jewelry and religious statuary. All of these were either heavily taxed
or in short supply in Northern Ireland. We didn’t buy any of it though, except
a sort of hard candy stick called Peggy’s Leg. It was very old, Madeleine
said. It looked positively neolithic, but Carol seemed to enjoy it.
Further on we stopped at a farm for some eggs and then came down to
Greenore on the shore of Carlingford Lough. This was a pretty spot. Behind
us was an abandoned hotel backed by Slieve Foy, the waters of the lough
lapped almost at our feet, and on the opposite shore was the magnificent
sweep of the Mourne Mountains tumbling down to the beach.
Whilst Walt and Madeleine unpacked, Carol and I collected dry
driftwood for the fire. Walt rather fancies himself at fire lighting (“Look! One
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match!”), so we left him to it and Carol and I went off to collect sea-shells.
We filled our paper bag and then went back to find lunch ready. It was a big
lunch – eggs, bacon, sausages, tomatoes, potato bread, homemade bread (but
no colcannon) – and we were all pretty hungry. We opened a tin of peaches
for dessert and ate them from the tea-cups. By the time we’d finished these,
the kettle was boiling. We brewed the tea in it, and lay in the sun to drink it,
watching a porpoise jumping out of the waters of the lough as it made its way
to the open sea.
Walt began to tell me about the abandoned hotel behind us. At one time
a ferry from England to Eire terminated just here, and the hotel was built to
accommodate travellers overnight. Behind it was a small railway station.
Trade hadn’t been too good, and the ferry and the railway had closed down.
The hotel was almost inaccessible by road and had rapidly gone bankrupt.
We went up to have a look at it. It was a ramshackle dump of no use to
anybody at all except – and this occurred to us simultaneously – fandom.
This was literally the Tuckerhotel – the perfect, permanent convention spot.
It had everything: cheap booze and tobacco, hundreds of rooms waiting to be
smoke-filled, no local inhabitants to be outraged, and even the lough for
throwing pro-editors into. We walked around noting all these points, and then
found some heavy metal gratings flush with the walls and overgrown with
weeds. That settled it. Obviously these were intended as dungeons for
Seventh Fandom. We rushed back to tell Madeleine that we were going into
the hotel business and wrote a card to Tucker to offer him a third share in the
business if he cared to supply the capital.
We’d brought our swimming kit with us, but there was only a shingle
beach at Carlingford Lough and we wanted to find some sand for Carol to
play on. The map showed a big, shallow bay to the south of us and we
decided to move along to it. There was a choice of several cart-tracks and we
decided on one that went through a hamlet called Whitestown so that we
could stop there and post a card to James. We came to regret this though. The
road was the worst we’d encountered so far, and when we reached
Whitestown it was just half a dozen houses and there was no postbox.
However, the bay was sandy and, although it was getting late,
Madeleine, Carol, and I decided to go swimming. Walt thought it looked cold
and wouldn’t come in. We sneered at him and left him by the car; I even
thought of kicking sand in his face, but he weighs twice as much as the
traditional 90 lbs, and probably wouldn’t have appreciated the esoteric
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fannish symbolism anyway. I ran down the beach – at least I could impress
Madeleine and Carol – through the shallows, and flopped down like a
pregnant hippo....
It was freezing cold. Never before in all my life have I found the sea so
cold, and I didn’t stop to acclimatise myself. I was out in nothing flat and
passed Madeleine and Carol as I pounded up the beach to the car. He didn’t
say, “I told you so” – he didn’t need to.
It was getting pretty late by this time and we still had a long way to go if
we were to reach Dundalk and the Customs Post before the border was closed
for the night at 9 p.m. We left the bay and were lucky enough to find a
surfaced road going in the right direction. This was fine, but another trouble
had shown up. We were nearly out of gas. Usually we filled up as soon as the
dial got low, but in the morning we’d bought just one single gallon north of
the border with the idea of getting the rest at a lower price in Eire. We had
forgotten to do so, and had already covered more than 20 miles on our gallon.
We nursed the car along, and coasted downhill whenever we could manage it.
We were all convinced that not only would we have to get out and push, but
that we’d have to stay in Eire for the night too, when we reached a roadside
pump. According to the pump’s indicator we’d been driving without fuel for
the last half-hour, but with Ghod behind the wheel anything is possible.
We stopped once more to load up with cheap cigarettes and to fill the
kettle from a roadside pump, and then shot through Dundalk and fled for the
border.
The procedure is a little different coming back. The British Customs
must know damn well that 90% of the cars crossing into Ulster have some
sort of contraband aboard, but they can’t stop and search every one. They rely
mainly on intimidation. If you’re caught it means confiscation of the goods, a
heavy fine, imprisonment or even confiscation of the car. But we were all
heavy smokers as well as Free-Traders, and were loaded down with
cigarettes.
The guard came out of the hut and began his patter. I tried hard to look
as if I’d never heard of tobacco, spirits, perfumes, purchase-tax items or
nylons. He glared at me so I told him that I’m very deaf and he said it all over
again. “No,” I said in my honesty-is-the-best-policy tone; “Haven’t got any of
those at all.” I clench my fist so that he won’t see that my forefingers are
stained brown with nicotine. He turned to Madeleine in the back seat and said
it once more. Madeleine has a couple of hundred cigarettes dropped inside
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her blouse and is just about the worst liar in the world. She blushes a deep
scarlet and admits to thirty cigarettes in her handbag. “That’s permissible,” he
said. Walt was standing outside the car so we had the routine for a third time.
Walt hadn’t any cigarettes on him at all – he had to get out of the car with the
papers and there was too much chance of him being frisked – but he still
managed to look far guiltier than anyone else. But the guard decides that we
are part of the honest 10% and tells us to carry on.
We tried hard not to look relieved and were away down the road before
he could change his mind. As desperadoes we hadn’t put up much of a
performance, but it was kind of exciting. We stopped once more to make
some fresh tea and to congratulate and exchange compliments about our
imperturbable sang-froid and then drove through the dusk to Belfast.
We slept late the next morning. Madeleine, Walt and I invariably sat around
talking until two or three o’clock in the morning and nobody ever seemed to
be in a hurry to get up the next day. When I did get downstairs for breakfast,
Walt had already arrived and was sitting moodily at the table. He wasn’t
actually crying into his orange juice, but he had the kind of expression you’d
expect to see after somebody had told him that Galaxy had folded and that
Burbee had also bought a stamp album. I gave him my usual pleasant
greeting: “Mail?” and he nodded towards five unopened envelopes on the
corner of the table, and pretended to be busy reading the paper. It looked like
a pretty black day. All the mail had been for me, and not a solitary poctsarcd,
not even a review copy of Authentic, had arrived for him. I was kind about it
– I let him read my mail and even offered to send him a poctsarcd when I
went down the road for some cigarettes – but he still glowered. Me, I
thoroughly enjoyed that breakfast.
Unfortunately, the idyll didn’t last longer than my fourth cup of tea.
Walt’s sister – a tall, good-looking blonde called Dorothy – arrived then to
tell Walt that there had been a phone-call for him at his parents’ house around
the corner. I wasn’t paying much attention, as I was busy teaching Carol to
count: “One letter, two letters, three letters, four letters, five letters...” but
then Dorothy said: “From a Mr Ellison, a Mr Ellison of Ohio.” It was still
early and I didn’t have my guard up. “Ohio?” I squawked, “Harlan Ellison?
Walt, you never told me you get transatlantic phone calls.” I knew
immediately I’d said it that I’d boobed on fansmanship again, and that I
should have said, “Yes, I was wondering when he’d call,” but it was too late.
Walt grinned until you could see his wisdom teeth on both sides. “They only
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phone me for important things,” he said.
I picked up my five letters and crept away to the attic.
It wasn’t until Bob, James, and the others arrived after tea that I
discovered the phone call was just another benevolent gesture from Roscoe.
There had never been a previous one, and it was just bad luck that it
happened just at the crucial moment when Walt most needed a oneupmanship ploy.
We had decided to stay home that day and mail the FAPA one-shot and
deal with some of the letters, and we made like a couple of Trufans until the
Ghoodminton Experts arrived. I was crippled in the very first set when Peggy
tried to split me down the middle with the edge of her racquet, so I crawled
away from the carnage and went downstairs to read Carol another instalment
of “Snow White”.
This was a regular procedure. Carol is too young to be able to read much
for herself yet, and gets a 20 minute session of bedtime stories each night –
and it’s hard to say which of us enjoyed it most. This is quite a confession:
Chuck Harris, the Terror of Seventh Fandom, the Scourge of the Elsie Horde
(it says here), was not only reading “Snow White” but was just as excited as
the audience when the girl bites the old apple and swoons. I had to sneak a
glance at the last paragraph just to make certain that this was the old upbeat
version that I used to read myself.
After Carol had been reassured that really and truly they lived happily
ever after, I went downstairs for supper. I collected as much food as I could
get on to a large plate and then sat in a corner with Peggy to talk about the
best-sellers we are going to write just as soon as we get the time. It was an
interesting discussion, especially after she remarked that I looked much better
with my glasses off. James didn’t like it one little bit and when he glared at us
and repeated for the sixth time that he thought I looked better with his glasses
off too, we decided to move a few centimetres apart. “I suppose we must look
like a two-headed monster,” she said embarrassedly.
“I wouldn’t say that,” said Bob, “more like two one-headed monsters.”
“And looking forward to the slither of tiny tentacles?” Peggy added
sweetly, “If you must know, we were talking about writing.”
Walt nodded. That was a reasonable explanation. “They’re
contemplating their novels again,” he explained to George.
I explained that we were only talking about writing for money and that I
had enough to do fulfilling my OMPA and FAPA schedules to keep me busy
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until we made the trip to South Gate.
“Why not,” said George, “why not write up something about your
holiday here for that. It might even turn out to be readable.”
“A fine idea,” said Walt. “It would make your name resound down the
fannish corridors of time.”
“A hollow empty sound,” added James.
And that, buster, is How It All Began.
The peat that we’d brought back from the Antrim Highlands was still
lying in the fireplace. We decided to burn it so that I could write about the
sweet, musty smell. At first, though, there didn’t seem to be any smell – the
stuff never flamed, but burnt with a glow rather like charcoal. It made a
pleasant fire, but there was no sweet musty smell, and I said so. Madeleine,
realising that the honour of Erin was at stake, helped change my mind. She
picked up a damn great red-hot chunk with the tongs and started to wave it
around under my nose. I tried to tell her that I’d got the full benefit, but she
wasn’t happy until the room was filled with sweet musty smoke, and you
couldn’t see from one side to the other.
Curiously enough, there was no ash or smuts floating around the room
as there would have been from ordinary coal-smoke. Nothing except the
sweet musty smell.
Saturday morning I went shopping for presents to take back home with me,
and I took Walt along as a guide. We inspected almost every shop in Belfast
and didn’t buy a thing, not even a packet of shamrock seed. Eventually we
finished up in the junkshops and secondhand bookstalls of Smithfield. We
discovered a very fine pair of mounted horns that would have looked well in
the attic with a little sign about the genuine, original dilemma, and a brass
bed with knobs on that almost certainly had belonged to Queen Victoria. I
rather fancied the idea of presenting somebody with a brass bed with knobs
on, but I was returning by air and needed something a little less bulky. James
had warned me about this: “You’re allowed to take 60 lbs of baggage, more if
you’re married to it,” so I had to leave the bed where it was.
After lunch we borrowed the car for the last time. I’d already found
Shaw’s Bridge and Whitestown so Ballywalter hardly came as a surprise. The
next stop after that was Ballyferris – also named after a big wheel.
Scrabo is a hill that just misses being a mountain. I guess it must be
about 500 feet high – and we climbed it. Or at least, we climbed the last 60 ft;
we found another of those cart tracks and got the Morris almost to the
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summit. There was a fine view from the top with the village of Newtownards
like a toytown directly below us, but we didn’t stay very long because I
wanted to see Tyrella.
We came down from Scrabo and set off southwards again. Enormous
tracts of the country here were walled or wired off. These were the estates of
Lord Londonderry, the Marquis of Dufferin and Ava, and other aristos, and
the walls went on for mile after mile until you began to wonder if there was
anything they didn’t own this side of the Dublin suburbs. But this poor
peasant got a lot of satisfaction out of being able to rob Londonderry of
sufficient brushwood to boil a tea-kettle.
The tea-kettle, incidentally, was part of the reason I was looking forward
to Tyrella. As this was my last day, I was to be allowed to light the fire, boil
the kettle and make the tea.
Tyrella is one of those places that would make an ideal holiday resort if
only it was more accessible. We took the car right down onto the beach and
then drove along the hard-packed golden sand until we saw a sheltered spot
in the dunes behind. We stopped, unloaded the rugs, fuel, and food, walked
over to the dunes, and just left the car standing in the middle of the beach.
We could see for several miles each way along the sands and there was
nobody in sight; the tide was on the ebb, and nobody was likely to pinch the
thing.
Back in the dunes I was presented with one match and the fuel. I built
the fire and with the one match and some surreptitious help from my Ronson
I got the thing alight, and found a couple of stones to balance the kettle on.
We sat back and waited for the kettle to boil. We waited. And waited. I
rearranged the stones so that there would be a forced draught. We waited. I
found a piece of board and sat down to fan an even better draught. And we
waited. Madeleine, overcome by pity or thirst, came to help me. We broke
the twigs into match-sized pieces, and placed each one carefully so that its
heat would play directly on the kettle. We decided there was far too much
water in the kettle, and threw half of it away. And we waited.
About two hours after we’d decided to have tea, the kettle finally boiled.
We made the tea whilst Walt instructed us in woodsy lore, and gave us a
detailed account of cooking-fires he had created in the past. If even half of
what he says is true, it’s a miracle that there is a single scrap of fuel left in
Ireland at all.
We hadn’t counted on such a leisurely meal and by the time we’d
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finished it was fast growing dark and was time to go home. We paused on the
road for one last look at the Mourne Mountains behind us, and turned north
for Belfast for the last time.
Sunday was horrible. I was flying home in the evening and suddenly there
were a thousand things we hadn’t talked about, a thousand places we hadn’t
visited and a thousand things we hadn’t done.
The inevitable goodbyes began early in the morning when Carol left to
spend the day with her grandparents. I’d already promised to come back next
year and we arranged to climb mountains in Donegal.
“Next year” set the mood for the whole day. When the others arrived we
sat around and made plans for The Annual Excursion in ’55, and I tried to tell
them what a wonderful holiday I’d had, and failed dismally. I found time and
space for just one more piece of gingerbread and then it was time to go down
to the B.E.A. terminal and catch the coach for the airport.
They all came down with me. Walt got my baggage weighed, and
Madeleine slipped me a phial of airsickness tablets. The other passengers
were already aboard the coach and I was the last one. I walked to the door,
and Madeleine said: “Are you coming back next year?”
“Yes,” I told her. “Yes, I’m coming back next year,” and I climbed into
the coach.
But I couldn’t wait that long and I went back at Christmas.
December 1954
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It’s Eney’s Fault
I was happy to see that there was a long letter from Walt, but I was shocked
at your variation of “A Horace of a different choler”. Surely you realise that
Walt is going to be struck all of a heap by this Dreadful Loss, and that it
would be completely out of character for him to say a thing like that:
...Finally there is a sound in the street outside, and Walt goes to the
window, parts the curtains and peers out to see a sombre vehicle
pulling up in front of the house but, painted on the sides, are the
words, “Digger O’Dell, the Friendly Undertaker.”
“Is that Murphy?” asks Madeleine.
“No,” murmurs Walt, “it is a hearse of another cooler.”
And you imagine that would be all? – Permit me to continue:
...A shudder coursed coarsely through the body, a wizened clawlike
hand reached for the bedroom utensil and made a last despairing
effort to heave it at the voice, but the fingers twitched, unclenched
and were still. Harris was dead. The Greatest Fan-ed had typed the
last –30– under the byline and pulled the sheet from the Eternal
Typer. Harris was dead.
Madeleine broke down and began to sob quietly. “Walt,” she
wept, “he was your friend. He deserved a better epitaph than that.”
Willis stared blankly from the window. “Yes,” he muttered, “I
suppose he did. I shall miss him. Hyphen will never be the same
without him. He was a good Joe and he nearly always remembered
the difference between its and it’s.” He brushed a tear from his eye
and motioned toward the Gestetner 66 and the Imperial typer
standing in the corner. “I think... I think he’d have wanted us to
have them.”
John Berry and the aged George Charters nodded in
agreement, picked up the machines and carried them off to the attic.
Peggy Martin and Sadie Shaw joined with Madeleine in a
traditional keening Gaelic lament and the wake was begun. Bob
Shaw, his strong jaws moving convulsively*, gripped Walt’s
shoulder in a manly gesture of sympathy: “Walt,” he said, “let’s
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leave him with the womenfolk for now.” Willis held a mirror in
front of the cold mouth, and searched in vain for the stilled pulse.
“Yes, I guess it’ll be okay to do that this time.” He picked up the
cigarettes and the ghoodminton racquet from the dressing table and
hobbled out of the room....
* (It was probably gingerbread, but it might have been emotion – crh)

Finally, after interminable delays, the sad day arrived and the
procession formed up and moved off as Harris was borne to his
Last Resting-Place on the shoulders of his friends. From all over
the world they had come, Tucker and Calkins, Boggs, Eney,
Silverberg, Grennell and McCain... even Bloch was there,
incredibly ancient in his wheelchair which he had draped in black
for the sad occasion. Only Elsberry was missing, having sent word
that he was long gone in gafia for one thing and besides nobody
could convince him it wasn’t another hoax perpetrated by Peter
Graham.
The womenfolk climbed into the carriages and the men
formed into ranks and began to pace slowly forward as the muffled
drums started a slow and solemn dirge. Another face was missed
from the ranks and the mourners passed with downcast eyes the
sodden gin-soaked hulk in the gutter. In the end James White had
run true to form.
Deacon Russwat and the everso-Rev Cal-Tom Beck marched
before the cortege reading the Case for the Defence. Behind the
pall-bearers a choir of neofans (sent as a delegation from 187th
Fandom) sweetly sang an epic lament that the Poet Laureate, Mr
Normal George Wansborough, had composed specially for the
occasion:
From Maple Ave to Montmartre (Paris)
Trufandom mourns the loss of Harris.
Weep, o weep, ye sons of fandom –
You’ll never see another “Random”.
He’s joined First Fandom in the sky,
Don’t write to him, he won’t reply!
Woe! Woe! Tiddlypompom Woe! Woe!
Newtownards Road and the main streets of Belfast had been closed
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to traffic and were lined with shocked and sorrowful crowds. As
the sombre caravan passed, bystanders beat their breasts (except for
the London Contingent, which never does things like that in public)
and keened for their lost leader. As the bier passed there was a
rustle as helicopter beanies were swept off in one last tribute, and
members of the Vargo Statten League tossed roses in its path.
Outside the town, as if the angels of Ghu were weeping too, it
began to rain. The massive coffin, undecorated except for the
symbolic mimeo-crank and phial of correcting fluid resting on its
lid, was placed inside the hearse for the remainder of the journey.
The cars jaunted over the ruts (naturally you’ve heard of Irish
Jaunting Cars?) and the red-rimmed eyes of the bereaved began to
look up the Order of Service and the Last Rites in Hyphen #649
(which had been specially produced with a border that was almost
black), as they drew near the Last Resting Place in the Mahaffey
Shrine at the top of Mount Errigal.
And then, as they forded the last peat brook, it happened.
Water had seeped into the engine and shorted the ignition. The
vehicle spluttered and stopped right in the very middle. Grayy
Boggs, with a pathetic attempt at levity, whispered, “Hearse today,
gone tomorrow.” Shaw raised his streaming eyes to the streaming
sky: “A hearse, a hearse, my kingdom for a hearse.” Grennell
winced and laid down his camera: “If wishes were hearses, beggars
would ride,” he said disapprovingly.
Suddenly, as if by magic, the missing hearse of Murphy the
Mortician drew alongside with Murphy himself at the wheel,
gesturing that the body should be transferred. Its motor clanked
sturdily, heedless of the water. Calkins rushed over to lift the
bonnet and peer at this marvellous motor but drew back sheepishly
when Bloch sternly admonished him not to look a gift hearse in the
mouth. Madeleine wound down the window to ask Murphy if he
had any connection with American Greyhound, Inc. for, indeed,
such efficiency was unheard of in Ireland. But Peggy Martin
shushed her and turned to Sadie Shaw with a murmured, “Hearse
not to reason why.”
Before anyone else could speak the window was slammed shut
by an angry Walter A. (for Alexander) Willis. His brow was dark
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with fury at what he deemed rank disrespect for the Dear Departed;
his eyes burned like the flickering purple flames of eternal ghufire.
He raised one spatulate-fingered hand and there was silence over
all Ulster.
“Never,” he gritted harshly, “never change hearses in midstream!”
From the lightless depths of the coffin came a low, muted
whirring sound, as if a long, bony object were rotating rapidly in its
echoing confines.
Harris had made one final protest. His was the last word.
You see what I mean? The English language is finite, and we just cannot
afford to make one single pun and then throw the word away. One really
ought to use every possible permutation before disposing of the original. You
dig me?
– Charles R. “Chuck” (Beware of Imitations) Harris
March 1955
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Random
Title Bout
The other day, whilst I was browsing through some of the Willis mail in
search of snide remarks by various jokers on my spit list, I came across some
of Forry Ackerman’s wallpaper. This, I thought, was the finest excuse I’d be
able to find for dodging the column for this issue.
Naturally, I wouldn’t sit here digging tiny holes in a stencil if it had
happened to be ordinary mundane wallpaper with one of those standardised
English designs of mauve inverted chamber pots or surrealistic barber’s
poles. This was special stuff and like nothing I’ve ever seen before at all. It’s
printed to simulate shelves of books with the spaces for the titles and the
authors’ names left blank. The idea is that once you’ve got it up on the wall,
you get out your pen and ink and exercise your fine fannish mind.
– Well, Forry decided to consult the leading experts on graffito (I looked
it up, Buster) and asked Walt and Bosh for any titles that may occur to them.
I thought their suggestions were nicely esoteric – and it gave me an idea that
I’ll tell you about in a moment. Here’s their list...
Forever Ember, Les Cole
The Madwoman, Otto Binder
Tar of Strength, Popeye
Life After Death, Bob Tucker
Down with Capitalism!, Damon Knight
A Century of Goat Stories, Captain Kidd
A Century of Aura Stories, Mme Blavatsky
So Tired, Joe di Maggio
The Sex Life of Birds, J.J. Coupling
Without Saucery, Palmer
That Hideous Strength, Charles Atlas
Slam! Eli Culbertson
With Mallets Aforethought, Mike Hammer
From Bard to Verse, Lilith Lorraine
Do You Dig Me? Sam Mines
The Colour Out of Space, Charles Dye
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The Dunlop Horror, Eva Firestone
More Than Humming, Singer
The World Below, Shaver
The Dreaming Jewel, Gem Carr
Greener Than New Zinc, Jules Verdigris
Odd John, A. Plumber
The Stirmaker, Olaf Tablespoon
Gone with the Wind, Charles Burpee
Real Gone with the Wind, Dizzy Gillespie
Last and First Men, Adam Shoemaker
Through a Glass Darkly, Arthur Blurred
Uranus, Bottomley
Cold Stern Life, Winterbottom
Just a Sawing at Twilight, Courtney
Mr Chips, Bloch
My Feathered Fronds, J. Rustle Fern
Victory Through Hair Power, Bert Campbell
Tales of Kehli, Hoffman
Humour in the Russian Capital, Moskowitz
The Diamond Lends, I. Borrow
The Liniments of Gratified Desire, Sloane
Country of the Blind, A. Venetian
Man’s Inhumanity to Man, Clive Staples Lewis
MS. Found in a Bottle, George O. Smith
The Stranger’s Greeting, Simak
I Send You Gratings, A. Nutmeg
Conan the Corncurer, A. Chiropodist
In the Abbess, Abbot
When the Sleeper Wakes, Chambers
Gladiator, A Cannibal
Fate, Journal of the Irish Pediatric Assoc.
Spice on My Hands, A Bankrupt Grocer
The Still Small Voice, Sam Moskowitz
The Incomplete Decanter, George O. Smith
Grim Fairy Tales, F. Towner Laney
The Origin of Specie, Gold.
You get the idea? I thought it would be interesting and perhaps fun to see
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what other titles might be cooked up, and decided to try it out as a sort of
competition in Hyphen. We’ll offer small prizes and lots of egoboo for the
best titles, and send the results to Ack. I know that contests in fmzs are
usually greeted with resounding apathy, but if this one works out perhaps
we’ll run others from time to time. (I was going to say “regularly” but that’s a
dirty word in the “-” editorial offices.)
Prizes are a bit difficult. I did think of offering Grand Surprise Stefnic
Parcels but, even with the capital letters, too many people know about the
bacopies of AS and FS that we’d like to unload. Besides this, with our vast
circulation being roughly 50% in Europe and 5% in the US, the same prize
wouldn’t be the same incentive to both groups.
So we’ll have two prizes. For US readers we’ll offer a New Worlds
anthology containing a good grade of English SF that will possibly be new to
them. For Europeans we’ll put up four of the new Ballantine pbs published
Stateside that they probably haven’t seen yet.
Don’t go away yet though, “-” caters to everybody. To celebrate the
forthcoming nuptials of our President and Founder, Mr James White, The
Union of Fully Certified Sex Maniacs offer the following consternation
prizes. For Anglofiends – a beautiful calendar portraying Miss Monroe;
Stateside – the current La Vie Parisienne and a French-English dictionary (if
our pornographer has been thrown into jail again, these prizes may have to be
replaced by something else). (Probably a Grand Surprise Stefnic Parcel and
an autographed copy of Vol 1 No 3 of the Vargo Statten Magazine.)
I think perhaps the prizes had better go to the best three titles – but the
longer the list, the better chance you’ll have of winning. Send them in either
to Walt or to me (it’ll be okay if you hide them on page 8 of your letter of
comment – we’ll find them quickly enough). They don’t have to deal with SF
subjects and they can be as esoteric as you please. We’ll publish the winning
efforts in the “-” after next.
March 1955
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Random at Kettering
Kettering, like Kew in lilac time, is not so far from London. It’s a sleepy sort
of place, and prior to this Easter its only real claim to fame was that the
Baptist Missionary Society was founded there in 1792. It’s just the sort of
place that you would expect the Baptist Missionary Society to be formed in
too – a rural market town full of sober-minded people all happily minding
their own business and living their quiet, uneventful lives. Nothing like the
Convention has ever happened to it before – and the local Watch Committee
are probably making plans to ensure that nothing like it ever happens again....
By the time I’d gotten around to writing for room reservations The
George Hotel had been completely booked out, but Denny Cowen had found
me a room in The Royal – a rather genteel place a few yards further along the
road – the most remarkable hotel I’ve ever been in. (I have been in six hotels
in my life and am speaking from vast experience.) There was a sort of
vaguely Victorian air about it, and I was fascinated to find bells in the foyer
for summoning the Boots and the Ostler... and I would have offered even
money that a Sam Weller character would have answered the latter if it had
been rung. However, I got a very fine double room with a good view of the
Corn Exchange and the Market Place, as well as a free tin of liver salts and a
copy of The Testaments and Psalms (courtesy of the Commercial Travellers’
Christian Association).
I didn’t stick around The Royal to read The Book though – I prefer SF to
fantasy, and anyway I had a date. Mal Ashworth was bringing his girl-friend
to the Convention. Mal’s Gal, Sheila O’Donnell (guess where she comes
from, hooley?), had arranged to meet me in The George as soon as she
checked in. I had never seen her before, but I was to recognise her by an Irish
sixpence that she would wear on a chain around her neck. Well, naturally, I
wasn’t going to waste time in The Royal when I could be out looking for
sixpences – I have my fannish reputation to think of. I dropped my case onto
the bed, polished my new glasses, and sprinted down to The George.
Sheila arrived just after the thirty-second crucifix and about ten seconds
ahead of the tar and feather brigade. She is a dish – just twenty years old and
as pretty as paint. She has a twenty inch waist and the damnedest
grey/blue/green eyes you ever did see. This was real genuine Hyphen material
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– the sort of talent us active faneds are always on the look-out for – but, for
some reason or other, Ashworth doesn’t seem to trust me. Before I could get
really close to those purty green-speckle eyeballs he’d caught each of us by
one elbow and was piloting us out of the hotel in search of food. “You look
starving,” he said as he wiped the drool from my mouth.
We got back from our meal just in time to catch Walt and Madeleine
checking in, along with the Manchester and Scottish contingents. Everybody
seemed to have arrived although the convention wasn’t due to start until the
next day, and the bar was just one big reunion scene with everybody holding
six conversations simultaneously. We all went in for a drink, but the place
was packed tight and it was impossible to sit down and talk. It was almost
closing time too so we went up to the Lounge and had our first encounter
with Boris. He was the Night Porter. We never found out his real name. He
had a spinal deformity and a heart as big as his hump. He delivered tea,
coffee, and drinks at all hours of the night, and although he must have had
more in tips during the weekend than he usually made in a couple of months,
he was worth every penny of it. He had a flair for conventions and there was
none of the nonsense that we had with the day staff, who delivered our tea
and coffee in small and fancy electroplated pots. Boris brought it up a gallon
at a time and usually had a dirty joke to go with it. He’s a far bigger asset to
The George Hotel than the hot and cold water in all bedrooms, and should be
certain of a job with Tucker if Bob ever gets around to building his joint.
Along with the tea that we ordered came the rest of the refugees from
the bar. It was better and quieter up here, and fans forgot their zapguns and
sat around to talk before trickling off to bed. Soon after midnight Madeleine
and Walt went to bed for the first time and I went back to The Royal.
I was up bright and early on the Saturday and back to The George as
soon as I’d had breakfast. Walt and Madeleine, my Sheila and Mal were just
coming down for their meal, so I trotted into the dining-room with them. The
waiter seemed quite eager to provide me with another breakfast, but I just
didn’t have the heart to let him serve me – I told him that I’d already eaten
and didn’t bother to mention that it was in another hotel just along the road. I
was very pleased with the service in The George; after one glance at my
transparently honest face and my name button, they accepted me as Archie
Mercer (who was booked in there), and didn’t hound me as a non-resident.
Arthur Thomson arrived soon after breakfast – he’d got up at 4 a.m. and
caught the first train out of London. The Official Programme was due to start
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at 11 o’clock, but after reassuring Sheila that it was just wishful thinking by
the Committee, we all went down to The Royal to book Arthur in (we shared
a room), talk, and send poctsarcds – “Having wonderful time, wish you
were.”
The Convention officially began just after 2 o’clock when Ted Carnell
and Bert Campbell started the balls rolling. Anglofandom owes a great deal
to these two and to Ted Tubb. I don’t think there would be any sort of
programme without them, and if they can’t make it one year there will be the
biggest godawful fiasco we’ve yet seen. I’m not kidding, these three carry the
convention programmes on their backs; without them, the rest of us seem to
do nothing except trek back and forwards to the bar.
Walt suggested last year that Tubb should be hired by the Concommittee
along with the hall – and I don’t think he was kidding either. Whilst Carnell
and Campbell handle the “official business” (and this has to be handled if
there’s going to be a convention the next year), Tubb keeps things moving
and provides many of the bright intervals.
Later in the programme Cohen made a presentation to Ted – a lighter
and cigarette gimmick for “The Year’s Most Popular Author” – and the
gesture got the biggest applause of the day. For the first, and probably the
only time in his life, Ted was almost at a loss for words. He managed one
crack about how he had refused to enter for the International Fantasy Award;
and then had gotten off the stage long before the applause had died down.
There were several of these presentations and I think it would be a Good
Thing if they were made annual affairs. Ken Slater (he’s out of the Army and
was wearing a very fine bowler hat fitted with a little propeller) was
obviously touched when he received the Fan Of The Year Award that Forry
sent over for him, and so was Vin¢ when he collected the New Worlds cover
painting that was the Fanzine of the Year award for himself and the other
editors of Eye. I think most of the audience finished this session with blisters
on both palms.
Soon afterwards Sheila made a private presentation to me. I was elected
“Fan Of The Year (1866)” by “The Bradford Society For The Care And
Feeding Of Elderly Sex-Fiends” and was given a mint copy of Dimension of
Illion – the very latest ninepennyworth in the Tit-Bits Science-Fiction library.
I was hoping that Mal would be carried away by the occasion and present me
with Sheila herself, but he seemed unenthusiastic about the idea even though
I offered him three part-worn paramours and a free sub to “-” in exchange.
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The next bit of the official programme was the tape-recorded play of the
Liverpool Group – The March of Slime!... a commercial broadcast sponsored
by the makers of Blog. Dave Newman and Norm and Ina Shorrock lent me
the only copy of the script afterwards. It’s wonderful, superbly fannish stuff
and I would have loved to have been able to publish it myself – but Eric
Bentcliffe got there before I did and it will be coming up in Triode shortly.
For me, the highspot of the play was the “entry of Willis into the Convention
Hall... a fanfare heralds the Maestro... he waves a hand in greeting as the
people bow and curtsey... and Bert Campbell steps on his own beard and
topples over.” I told Walt afterwards that it wasn’t a genuineflection – it was
just a false salaam... but somehow he didn’t really appreciate me.
Just before the bar closed in the evening Arthur joined the ranks of the
Vile Pros by selling some artwork to Peter Hamilton for Nebula. We all gave
him our congratulations and our empty glasses. I don’t know how much
change he’ll have left from his first cheque, but I doubt if it will be enough to
pay for a pair of corduroy trousers to go with his new status.
The parties began just as soon as the bar was shut. It was a very fine
night indeed with the emphasis more on fun than on drink. I can’t think of
anybody who was really high at all. I remember stepping over Paul Hammett
early in the evening, but whilst prostrate he was by no means paralytic – he
was still able to clutch a glass. I think that the con-atmosphere is far more
intoxicating than any booze and is responsible for the largest part of the high
spirits.
Our first stop was in Room 101 – a single bedroom with more than
thirty people packed into it... fifteen of them sitting on the tiny bed and the
rest squeezed in around the walls. Bert Campbell, crammed alongside the
washbasin at the far end, was pouring out drinks for anyone who came within
range, and everybody was doing their best to keep him fully occupied.
Even now, it’s still mercifully hazy, but I can remember finding Eric
Jones with a tumbler full of hock in one hand and an “Introduction to
Elementary Psychology” in the other, and then squeezing past him to find Ina
Shorrock sitting on the bed. Last year, dressing sensibly for the Mancunian
weather, Ina wore a bathing suit to the Liverpool party, but this year she was
much more cautious, and was dressed as a Viking in a winged helmet and a
shiny metal corselet. I found a tin opener attachment on the corkscrew and
moved in. It was blunt though... and anyway, Bert wanted it back to open
another bottle.
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Ghod only knows what happened after that – and His notebook isn’t
available. I can remember kissing somebody in the corridor, but I’m not
really certain if it was Ina Shorrock or Brian Burgess. (Altho it was probably
Ina – my critical judgement is the last thing to go.) I know that we stopped to
decorate Varley’s door with a “JUST MARRIED” sign, and then gilded the
lily with two more notices that we found in the Conference Room – “QUIET
PLEASE” and “PRIVATE MEETING” – but although I’d only had three or
four drinks it’s all very kaleidoscopic... something like living in a 3D world
without the red and green spectacles.
Next stop was the saturnalia in the Basket Lounge where the Kettering
Anatomical Society was convened upon the floor and everybody was
clutching a glass or a girl or both. Me, I had both. Pamela Bulmer was on my
lap and I was trying earnestly to convince her that the reputation I have
collected through “-” is strictly fictitious and that actually I am just a shy,
clean-living, decent, unassuming, honourable, chaste and modest boy. Ken
Bulmer was sitting right next to us, gazing thoughtfully into the brown depths
of his Guinness bottle and nodding emphatically at every adjective. The
others were either busy on their own account or, like Madeleine and Joy
Goodwin, doing their best not to look sceptical.
Unfortunately, I had to drop everything, including Pamela, when Pete
Taylor came up to warn us that we had to be back in The Royal by 4 a.m. if
we intended to go back at all. It was ten minutes to the hour and most of the
other Royalists had already left. I grabbed hold of Arthur and we ran off
down the road like a couple of Cinderellas – and found that The Royal was
already locked and barred. We couldn’t possibly get back into The George,
and, believe me, there’s nothing funny about being out on the streets of a
strange town at 4 o’clock in the morning. We saw a light burning way up on
the third floor and guessed it was Pete Taylor’s. We tried a couple of muted
shouts (one of us shouting and the other making shushing noises alternately),
but he never heard us. We walked around to try to find a tradesmen’s
entrance or something, but we couldn’t even find an open window to crawl
through. Eventually we found a bell-pull and hung onto that until somebody
came down to open the door – it was probably the Ostler. I burbled
something about a party and slipped him half a crown. For another sixpence
he would have carried us upstairs. We didn’t need his help, though – we were
able to manage on our own hands and knees.
I slept like a newborn babe for every minute of four hours. Arthur didn’t
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sleep at all – there were chimes on the church clock across the road and every
fifteen minutes they played a couple of chords to him. We got up, thought out
this issue’s cover and a couple more cartoons whilst we washed and shaved
(never a minute wasted on this fanzine), and then went to breakfast and on to
The George for the Sunday session.
There was an impromptu jazz session scheduled for the morning, but I
was in no shape for anything above the pianissimo ranges. I left the others to
it and went back to The Royal for another helping of aspirin. Pete Taylor was
there and had just had the bar opened so that he could drink his breakfast. He
asked me what I wanted, but the bar-tender never seemed to have heard of
Alka-Seltzer or Sheila O’Donnell and I wasn’t very interested in anything
else.
The only part of the programme that I attended on the Sunday was the
Auction. Most of the people in the hall didn’t have any money left to bid for
anything, but were there for the same reason as myself – to see Ted Tubb in
action. It’s all strictly ad lib stuff – he doesn’t have the slightest idea what
he’s going to say before he climbs onto the stage – but once he gets going he
keeps the audience roaring with laughter until he has to pause for breath or
beer. He has an infallible sense of timing, but it’s impossible to quote him
fully because he talks almost as fast as Danny Kaye, but our Joy Goodwin did
manage to get most of it down in shorthand for us... altho the audience
drowned a lot of it.
Ted is selling artwork... “A LOVELY ILLUSTRATION FOR YOUR
BACKROOM PARLOUR – OR OUTHOUSE – COME ON, PEOPLE –
HURT YOURSELVES, HURT YOURSELVES – WOULD SOME LADY
COME UP ON THE STAGE AND TAKE HER SKIRT OFF – NOBODY’S
PAYING ME ANY ATTENTION... YOU TIE IT TO YOUR STOMACH
LIKE A CHASTITY BELT... WHEN A WIFE BELITTLES HER
HUSBAND SHE BELITTLES HERSELF. WHEN YOU BELITTLE
SCIENCE FICTION IT BECOMES LESS THAN THE DUST BENEATH
YOUR FEET... DOUBLE ENTENDRE – THAT’S A SUBTLE WORD – I
MAKE A PUBLIC STATEMENT. IF EVER SHIRLEY NEEDS BOARD
AND LODGING SHE CAN COME TO MY HOUSE. WE’VE GOT A
SHED AT THE BOTTOM OF THE GARDEN – A LOVELY QUINN
ORIGINAL DONE IN ICE CREAM – I ONLY WISH YOU CRAWL HOME
ON YOUR HANDS AND KNEES.”
Ken Slater took over for a while so that Ted could get a drink and then
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he was back again and helping Norman George Wansborough onto the stage.
Ted had primed him with a couple of drinks beforehand and when he asked,
“Shall we castrate him and sell him?” we all thought our Poet Laureate was
the next item for the auction block. I told Sheila that I’d buy him for her, but
she wasn’t very enthusiastic – she had nowhere to keep him and she doesn’t
greatly care for poetry.
However, Norman George wasn’t for sale – his price is beyond rubies.
(I’ll tell you about Ruby some other time.) Ted had promoted him to assistant
auctioneer and was busy teaching him the tricks of the trade. It was fun to see
the stolid, earnest Wansborough with his broad Wiltshire accent trying to
imitate Ted’s quicksilver patter, but he did vindicate himself towards the end.
He held up six battered Amazing BREs, laboriously fanned them out like he’d
been shown, and then picked up the one that he dropped. “Ah’ll tell ’ee what
Ah’ll do,” he said. “Anybody offer me thirty bob for this lot and Ah’ll throw
in Shirley Marriott.” The Bournemouth Belle nearly fell out of her seat at
this, but she was laughing along with the rest of us. Too bad I’d read those
six BREs though....
After the auction we just had time for some tea before Walt and
Madeleine, and Arthur and I, had to leave. The others still had one more night
to go and a whole crowd of them came down to see us off. During the long
walk to the station I tried to persuade Sheila that any real Trufan girl would
just jump at the chance of coming back to Rainham with me and founding a
dynasty or something. I thought I’d managed to convince her too. We
climbed into the train, the others threw their confetti (I still don’t know what
the other passengers must have thought about Madeleine being with three
men all covered in confetti), and I leaned out of the door to say goodbye. I
didn’t want any more trouble with Ashworth so I waited until the train was
just going to move out before opening the door again and beckoning to Sheila
to climb aboard. But Mal was there before she could move. “Come back little
Sheila,” he said... and back she went.
June 1955
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Number Seventy Simmery Axe
or, It’s Agberg’s Fault
Many moons ago – perhaps even before Vol I, No 1 of Galaxy – Bob
Silverberg introduced me to John Wellington Wells. In Spaceship he
reprinted the words of “The Sorcerer’s Song” from the Gilbert and Sullivan
opera, The Sorcerer. I couldn’t ever remember seeing them before, and I
hadn’t the slightest idea of what sort of music Artie Sullivan wrote to go with
the lyric, but the words themselves fascinated me so much that I composed
my own tune. I don’t get up and sing it at smoking-concerts in the
Oddfellows Hall or anything like that, but I do give solos every bath-night. It
usually alternates with “Stardust” – a ballad I do very nicely with a little
twiddly bit at the end of each verse just like Bing Crosby.
Matinee performances are given whenever I’m in a good mood – when
Kteic arrives, when Ted Mason is rumoured to have dropped dead, when Mrs
Carr gets all indignant and as funny as hell. The words flip nicely off my
tongue, and the music I have composed is admirably suited to my bass grunt.
I do not give public performances, but when the job is going along nicely, or
the self-feed on the duper is working properly, the words sometimes pop up
into my brain, and I treat myself to a sort of mental rendering. I too
sometimes wonder if I am not so far around the bend as to be virtually out of
sight.
Now, although I plead guilty to casting Sullivan aside like a broken
reed, I have not tampered with the lyric. W.S. Gilbert, I am willing to
concede, is just as good a writer as I am, and some of his rhymes outogden
Nash:
My name is John Wellington Wells,
I’m a dealer in magic and spells –
In blessings and curses,
And ever-filled purses,
In prophecies, witches, and knells.
Love-philtre, we’ve quantities of it;
And for knowledge if anyone burns,
We’re keeping an extremely small prophet, a prophet
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Who brings us unbounded returns:
For he can prophesy
With a wink of his eye,
Peep with security
Into futurity,
Sum up your history,
Clear up a mystery...
Hell, read it for yourself somewhere else. You dig me though? The words
stand by themselves, and any tune is just so much gilt for the lily. There’s a
wonderful businesslike air about John Wellington Wells that’s reminiscent of
the characters that used to abound in Unknown. The brisk couplet
And if you want it, he
Makes a reduction on taking a quantity!
gives a daft but almost believable touch to the commercial wizardry racket.
You can begin to accept Wells just as if he were a grocer or haberdasher.
But then, as soon as he’d made his character realistic, Gilbert spoilt it for
me by using a forced rhyme when he didn’t need to do so:
If any one anything lacks,
He’ll find it all ready in stacks,
If he’ll only look in
On the resident Djinn,
Number seventy, Simmery Axe!
Why mar the whole thing by that damned nonsensical address?
At first I thought it might be Silverberg making a typo, but when I
checked the score at my local library, I found that Agberg knew it already. It
was Simmery Axe sure enough. Why “Axe” – “a cutting instrument of iron,
for hewing, etc.” – why “Simmery” – a word that wasn’t listed at all? It
didn’t really matter, but I’m a perfectionist about other people’s work, and I
wasn’t happy about it.
Well kiddies, yesterday morning I had to go to London. I was organising
the annual excursion of the Chuck Harris Appreciation Society and I wanted
four tickets for The Pyjama Game on Friday night. Arthur Thomson was
coming to Rainham for lunch, and I planned to go straight to the theatre for
the tickets and then come straight home. Arthur and I intended to work on “-”
(although actually we spent the afternoon dreaming up dirty cartoons), and
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there was no time to spend in the bookshops in the Charing Cross Road
searching for that King in Yellow that I’m going to find on the sixpenny shelf
one day. (Vin¢ Clarke has found two copies so far, and I’m certain that there
are others somewhere). This was to be a strictly business trip, and I would
walk past the bookshops like a Mad comics reader.
I was wearing my brand new National Health glasses that enable me to
see right across the road. The bus went up Whitechapel High Street, past
Petticoat Lane, The Minories, and then swung off into Cornhill. This, the
district around the Tower, is the oldest part of London, and the street names
are well worth a place on the lists of those fapans who collect them... Frying
Pan Alley... Green Dragon Yard... Seven Dials... Houndsditch... Robin Hood
Court... and ST. MARY AXE. It was just another narrow street, hardly more
than an alley with pavement, but my fine fannish mind immediately
extrapolated “Simmery” for “St. Mary” and Gilbert moved up three notches
in my estimation. I had fourpennyworth of ride still left on my bus-ticket,
Arthur would be waiting for me at Rainham, and I still had to get to the ticket
agency, but I could no more have gone past it than ignore a shop sign saying,
“We sell bottles – with things in them”.
I got off the bus and crossed the road. Past the church of St. Andrew
Undershaft (patron saint of the LASFS?), and down to Rooney’s Dublin Bar.
I bought a drink that I didn’t want and asked the barman why the street was
called Simmery Axe. He’d lived in Birmingham until last week, and didn’t
know anything more than I did. I came out and went on down the road, 58,
60, 62... all of them shops or bars – 64, 66, 68, 70. Number 70 was the only
ordinary house door in the whole street. It was between the wholesale depots
of Henry Marshall – “Ladies Clothing and Underwear”. It needed a coat of
paint, and looked a very ordinary door indeed except that there was no bell,
knocker, letterbox or nameplate – nothing except a plain white “70” on the
transom. I wondered if that extremely small prophet still had much future left
to peep into, and then I went back and caught the bus to the theatre agency.
And I’ll bet that Agberg and I are the only people in the ever-loving
world who give a faint damn for my contribution to the fund of human
knowledge.
Next week, 221B Baker Street.
February 1956
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Afterword by Arf
St. Mary was okay but the Axe bit still puzzled me a bit. So I asked Arf, our
lovely Arfer Thomson, born in Glasgow but who knew more about London
than any native Cockney like me.
“Church, Chuch?” he said. “Used to be a Church there, St. Mary Axe,
but it’s long gone now and only the name is still with us.”
“And the Axe?” I said.
“One of the church’s relics. They had one of the three axes used by
Attila the Hun to slay ten thousand Christian virgins in Cologne in the 5th
century. Dunno what happened to it after the church was destroyed. The
Pope’s probably chopping up firewood with it.”
“No, seriously,” I said.
“It’s true, dammit. Well known fact. You want to know about St.
Andrew Undershaft just around the corner from Simmery Axe? That’s the
real St. Andrew, patron saint of Russia, Scotland and the Gorbals. The
Undershaft bit comes from the neighbourhood’s towering maypole which
was slung out of season from the eaves of the houses in Shaft Court. Shaft
Court is still there but the maypole is not. During the Reformation the holy
pastor of St. Andrew’s condemned the Maypole as a heathen totem and his
pious parishioners, who had probably spent the happiest hours of their
blighted lives dancing around it, went right out and chopped it to bits and
burnt it. Funny thing, religion.”
“And St. Mary’s Axe did the chopping?”
“God knows, Chuchy... and he ain’t saying.”
Arf wasn’t just a gifted cartoonist. He was one hell of a lot more than
that. But you know that already too.
10 December 1992
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Lonconfidential
Loncon – held in the King’s Court Hotel in Bayswater, London,
over the weekend of Friday 6th to Monday 9th September 1957 –
was the first World SF Convention to be held outside North
America, and the first ever occasion on which British and
American fans were able to meet in significant numbers. [Ed.]

Introduction, Preface, or Something
Please, this is not supposed to be a blow-by-blow account of the Convention.
I know that I haven’t mentioned half of the people I met or reported a quarter
of the various incidents that took place over the weekend, and I feel a bit
guilty about it. I don’t want you to think that because I haven’t mentioned
your name and enthused about meeting you that I have written you off as an
unmitigated stinker. Ho no. It’s more probable that I didn’t remember about
the encounter until too late, or couldn’t fit it in with the rest of the stuff.
I get the activity credit for this thing (and brother! I need it!), but there
are a lot of other people who deservedly share any egoboo that may be
forthcoming. First, Arthur Thomson and Walt and Madeleine Willis. I am
deaf and it is primarily these three, armed with note-books, scratch-pads, and
a never-ending supply of pencils, who bring every convention to life for me,
and ensure that I get all the stuff that I would have otherwise missed. And,
whilst we’re expressing thanks about this point, the same applies to a whole
horde of others – to Vince Clarke (I wonder how many million words you’ve
written down in the last decade for me, bhoy?), Joy Clarke, Sandersod,
Bobbie Wild, Ken & Pam Bulmer, Mal Ashworth, James White, George
Charters – hell, I could go for ever and probably should at that. I have good
friends. I think the biggest compliment I can pay them is that I never feel deaf
when I’m with them.
Arfer deserves another loud cheer for doing all the artwork, and spotting
all the typos for me. (At least, I hope it was all of them.) And if Walt hadn’t
said kind things about my first rough draft I doubt if I would ever have
finished it. Finally, blessings on Joy Clarke who not only made lemon
meringue pie for me but hardly murmured when I swiped half of her two
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quire of stencils so that I could finish this off.
Written and produced for the FAPA/OMPA microcosm and a few
outcasts crying in the wilderness by: Chuck Harris, “Carolin”, Lake
Avenue, Rainham, Essex, England.

I Found My Sense of Wonder
I know now what Damon Knight meant when he referred to our conventions
as a sort of “love-feast”. No matter how disillusioned and cynical you may
get with fandom (and, after the mingy response to my last Hyphen, I was very
cynical, and very disillusioned), once you have checked into the Con hotel,
and gotten lost in the melee, all the resentment and feelings of ineffectuality
vanish and are replaced by a sense of contentment and, more important,
kinship.
Here were 268 people who shared my viewpoint, who accepted me as
one of themselves, and who were, in varying degrees maybe, pleased to see
me. Just like it says up there in Big Letters, I FOUND MY SENSE OF
WONDER. I discovered I was just a goshwow boy at heart, and I skittered
about meeting Big Names, getting people to sign my programme booklet,
talking myself hoarse, and, well, having myself a hell of a wonderful time.
I arrived Friday night and met my first Real American at the Reception
Desk – big, calm, competent Belle Dietz, who had been working there for
hours, and who must have been deadly tired, but who never failed to smile
and look genuinely pleased as she greeted each new arrival. Belle, I thought,
seemed to be the American equivalent of our Bobbie Wild – one of those
girls who slog their guts out to make the cons a success, and whose efforts
are seldom noticed by the mass of us, and almost never appreciated.
Registration is always chaos for me, but this time Norman Shorrock and
Ethel Lindsay booked me in, found my room number, took my money, gave
me maps, banquet ticket, registration ticket, programme booklet, my case
with the vodka in it, and directions on how to find my room and Walt Willis.
All calm and efficient they were too. Me, I was damn near frothing with
excitement, trying to carry on six conversations at once (which is no easy
thing for a lipreader as poor as I am), shaking hands with everybody in sight,
including the hall-porter, and drooling at the hotel receptionist who was very
blonde, very pretty, and very unapproachable.
I drew Room 42, third floor, sharing with my usual room mate, Arthur
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Thomson. His case was already there. I stepped into the corridor, hollered
“Arfer” in the Moskowitz manner, and he shot from the room next door,
looking excitingly dishevelled, along with Mary Dziechowski, and another
American lass called Jean whose second name I never did catch. Bringing up
the rear was Steve Schultheis and Our Boy Mal Ashworth, who used to be
one of my very special friends until he double-crossed me and married my
dreamboat, Sheila.
I said hallo to Mary (umm), to Jean, to Steve, and to Arthur, and then
turned to Mal.
“Well, where is she?” I asked.
He knew what I meant, and why I asked. I’ve been due to kiss the bride
since way back when, and I don’t like leaving these little jobs unfinished.
Women are not like vintage port – they don’t improve with keeping – and
Ashworth was quite capable of keeping her away from me until she was
drawing her old age pension.
However, he mumbled something about her arriving the next day so I
unpacked the bottle and, after a drink, we went off in search of Walt and
Madeleine.
Walter Himself was talking to The Press (Reuter’s, no less!), and I
wasn’t able to get to him. So, I met Forrest J Ackerman Himself instead. I
didn’t do anything, it just happened to me. I was just standing there, being
quiet, on the landing, when this burly great chap came up, smiling from ear to
ear, pumped my hand between both of his and said, “I’m very very pleased to
meet you, Chuck. I’m Forry Ackerman!” Well, I gulped and I guess I said
something in reply, but I’m damned if I’ll ever know what it was now.
Goshwow or not, brother, this was my Big Moment and if I had a tail it
would be wagging yet. This was the man who was directly responsible for me
being in fandom. The first fanzines I ever saw were VOM and Shangri
L’affaires which Ackerman had sent to Fred Brown. (Fred, one of Britain’s
biggest collectors, has always given me the run of his enormous library and
encouraged me to take an active part in fandom. He used to save the fmzs for
me, and patiently explain all the esoteric bits about poos and yobbers and the
rooster who wore red pants.) Dammit, here was the automatic choice of
World’s Number One Fan for all time, and he was pleased to meet me.
Is this naive? Is it gushing ingenuousness to say that I found him one
helluva guy – lovable, unassuming, humble and so wonderfully
approachable? He has no trace of that stand-offishness that afflicts many of
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the Big Names in the field, and he was just as pleasant and as courteous when
he talked to Peter Reaney as he was when he talked to Arthur C. Clarke.
(Which, incidentally, is more than can be said for Chuck Harris.)
Well, now I had to find Walt. I ran him to earth in the bar, chastely
kissed Madeleine’s cheek (a privilege reserved solely for co-editors of
Hyphen), showed them the very hand that had been shaken, and then bubbled
away about 4e until Ken Bulmer arrived with a bombshell.
Whilst I had been meeting Ackerman on the landing, Ken had been there
talking to the TV representative. Part of the jollity was to be televised and
various people were being selected for interviews. Now, the TV man – a
keen, perceptive type – had spotted me, fallen in love with my clean,
intelligent, star-begotten looks, and wanted me to enchant his eight million
viewers.
Cor! And, better still, he didn’t ask Walt Willis or James White. My cup
runneth over.
However, Ken knows me better than most people, and guessed that I
wouldn’t want to take part in the show. He told the bod I was deaf, and would
have to work from a pre-arranged script (my lipreading can’t be depended
upon, and nobody seemed to have thought of TV with sub-titles), but the man
was still eager and interested, so Ken came and told me about it.
Ordinarily, I would have politely refused to even consider such an idea
unless they promised me a ten-minute commercial spot for a Hyphen plug,
but under the circumstances ruling at this time, even Jayne Mansfield
wouldn’t have been able to drag me on the screen. I was away sick from
work and desperately holding the boss at bay with sheaves of medical
certificates stating that I had influenza, coryza, bronchitis, and just about
everything up to, and including, Stigwort’s Disease. If he knew that I was
even out of bed, let alone whooping it up in a West End hotel and starring on
his telly, he’d have fired me out of hand. The very thought of such things was
enough to send me into a decline, and it was fortunate that Eric Bentcliffe
arrived at the Crucial Moment with a free drink to revive my shattered
nerves.
The Con proper was due to commence at 9 p.m. and Good Old Ted
Carnell, a stickler for tradition, only kept us waiting for the minimum ten
minutes before actually opening the thing. Ted is awfully good at platform
work. He has a good relaxed manner, and a sort of authority which holds the
audience. After declaring us open, he introduced the Guest of Honour.
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Campbell, a huge man-mountain apparently consisting of 95% brain,
physically and mentally dwarfed everyone else present and earned a huge
ovation. He has an impressive personality, and he gesticulates like a
Frenchman, but it struck me that just below the surface, he was very shy,
nervous, and tense. I suppose it must be a bit of a strain at that – to be damn
near revered by 300 people, and to know that later on, each and every one of
them is going to get you into a corner and demand that Unknown is revived
by next Thursday week at the latest. As the Con went on, he grew more at
ease and seemed more relaxed, but the mere fact that he is THE Campbell
seemed to act as a moat between him and the rest of us that has not yet been
bridged. I suspect that this demigod would dearly love to step down from his
pedestal if only he knew how; that underneath that Editor of Astounding
facade there is an awful lot of Joe Fann just waiting to be discovered.
A paragraph in a recent letter from Walt adds weight to this surmise of
mine: (Quote) “Do you know Ellis Mills invited him to his room party and he
was delighted? So Mrs JWC said. Apparently in the US the fans never invite
him... and he was tickled pink.”
I wish now that I’d given him that free copy of “-” and a shot from my
bottle, instead of shaking hands so very respectfully and calling him Mr
Campbell.
Mrs Campbell was entirely different from John, and made a big hit all
by herself. She was so warm and so nicely ordinary that towards the end of
the Con there was a sort of spontaneous movement amongst everyone that
ended with her being presented with a little souvenir to mark the occasion.
Apart from Eric Frank Russell – who is scared of nothing except the ghost of
Charles Fort – she was probably the only person present who wasn’t
intimidated by JWC, and she was fun too. On Sunday morning the Campbells
went to Hyde Park Corner. This is where the orators, each mounted on a
soap-box or a pair of steps, preach total abstinence, total drunkenness,
salvation and bloody revolution to anybody who’ll stop to listen. Peg
Campbell enjoyed it all immensely and came back proclaiming, much to our
delight, that she was going to buy John a pair of steps. If you see any added
vehemence in future ASF editorials, you’ll know why.
After this session we sat in the lounge – Arthur, Ethel, Walt, Madeleine,
Bobbie, the Dietzes, Rayburn, Schultheis – hell, a big crowd of us, and talked
ourselves dry.
Hours later, after Belle had bought a great raft of coffee for everyone, I
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found Arthur (who had sneaked off to Bentcliffe’s room to swill Belgian
whisky with Boyd Raeburn), and we went to bed at 2.30 a.m.
We got four hours sleep and then awoke and groaned in unison. I felt
awful, but Arfer insisted that he felt fine, and that there were no after-effects
to the Belgian whisky of the night before. Personally I found this a little hard
to believe: he was bending over the wash-basin, gently scrubbing his teeth,
and had his free hard pressed firmly to the top of his head to stop the damn
thing falling off.
We phoned the desk to ask if they could send up some tea, but this was
refused because we hadn’t ordered it the previous night. Breakfast was still
hours away so we went out and found a transport cafe in a side street that was
open. It was a crummy fly-specked place, but the tea was like nectar, and
after a couple of cups apiece we began to feel more human and conventionminded again.
Back at the hotel most everybody were still in bed, but we found Mary
Dziechowski looking all fresh and vivacious in the lounge, waiting for the
restaurant to open. She had been up until 6 a.m. and then gone to bed and
found that she couldn’t sleep. (Convention insomnia is something new to me,
and something which I hope I never catch myself.) She’d gotten dressed and
came downstairs again, but found it lonesome. Forry had been talking with
her group all night and had gone to bed at the same time. Mary liked
Ackerman. She decided that he would make an ideal breakfast companion.
So, she picked up the phone, dialled his room, and told him to come down for
breakfast.
“Was he pleased?” I asked her.
“Well,” she said, “he didn’t sound very enthusiastic, but he’s coming!”
Personally I would have screamed obscenities at her, pretty as she is,
and come downstairs only to clobber her into insensibility with the bedroom
utensil, but American men are different. Ackerman came downstairs, almost
limp with fatigue, but still as courteous and as charming as ever, and toddled
off to breakfast with us.
This courtesy stuff was the thing that impressed me most about the
American contingent. They were all disarmingly friendly, polite, and without
the slightest trace of the brashness that I was led to expect from them. Arfer
and I liked them all very much indeed and spent most of the morning
circulating, and asking what they liked and disliked most about England.
They were all prompt enough to answer about the things they liked, but very
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reluctant to criticise anything at all. Most of them decided that the nicest
thing were the British themselves. They thought everyone was friendly and
helpful and far different from what they had expected. The things they liked
least ranged from the old complaint about the thickness of English toilet
paper to a criticism of English licensing hours (in N.Y. the bars are open all
day and you can buy a drink at any time), but I thought the most remarkable
one came from Rory Faulkner.
Rory, petite and near seventy, but still as pert as any teenager and not
the least bit flurried about travelling over half the world from LA to London,
thought for a bit, and then decided that the worst thing she had encountered
were the English flush-toilets. She is small. The pedestals were too high for
her liking and she said so in no uncertain terms. I suppose we should have
felt sorry for poor Rory sitting there with her feet dangling into space, but
nobody, unfortunately, was the least bit sympathetic, and we roared with
laughter.
Ackerman didn’t help any by drawling, “Odd Johns!” either.
After Walt and Madeleine had got up and had breakfast we all
congregated in the bar again. I don’t know why we became bar-flies for this
Con – perhaps Walt was expecting Tucker and Bloch to drop in, and wanted
to be the first to greet them – but it was a good place for meeting Legendary
Figures that have been just names to me for the last ten years or so.
Sam Moskowitz was the first one, and I liked him very much indeed.
Stocky, well-dressed, charming and affable, he looked anything but the tough
truck-driver that I’d been expecting, and he was one of the most fascinating
conversationalists that I’d ever met. He was full of his adventures in England
so far, and told us of his experiences the previous night.
He’d been out walking with Bob Madle and (probably in the Bayswater
Road) he’d been accosted by street-walkers no less than five times in three
blocks. SaM, an ex-editor of Sexology (the facts-of-life magazine), was
interested in such a phenomenon. New York streets, he said, were
comparatively free of whores, so he stopped to chat with the last girl who
smiled at him. “Stunning girl,” he said. “Face, figure...” he waved his hands
expressively and didn’t need to say any more. He went on to ask the girl what
she thought of the Wolfenden Report (a preface to some new legislation
aimed at cleaning up vice in London). She reckoned that all the men Should
Do Something About it – they should write in and protest!
SaM had a most wonderful attitude to the whole business as if, in a
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sense, he and the girl were sort of coworkers in the field, and he was all
serious and constructive about the business. A girl accosts him in the street
and right away he gets down to market research and analysis just as if it was
SF.
Anyway, after a long talk with this girl he eventually got a most cordial
invitation to her flat. He refused the offer but, courteous to the last, softened
the blow with a white lie about how it takes all his time to keep his girl-friend
serviced.
Oddly enough, though (and this possibly comes from working for
Gernsback), he had forgotten to ask what her rates were. Ever helpful, we
told him... about £3 to the natives, or £5 to the rich Americans. SaM was
silent for a split second whilst he multiplied by 2.80 to get a total in dollars,
then he looked up, grinned and drawled slowly, “Is that with or without
shower?”
These bloody hygienic, dispassionate Americans!
Bob Silverberg arrived and sat talking for a while too. Very dark, and, I
imagine, very attractive to women, he has the same sort of deadpan humour
that James White specialises in, and a sort of whacky style that cannot be
recaptured properly in print.
I had a heavy cold and my ever-present box of Kleenex was on the table
in front of me. Bob sat down and, whilst he was busily talking to Walt, he
leant across the table, took one of the tissues, folded it carefully and tucked it
into his pocket.
“Take some more,” I said generously, “there’s plenty there.”
He shook his head once, and tapped his pocket. “Completist,” he said,
dead-pokerfaced without even the suspicion of a smile, and carried on his
conversation with Walt without a pause. James, with all the years he’s been
working at it, couldn’t have timed it better.
The next person that Walt introduced me to was Bob Madle, the TAFF
representative. He was a nice guy, and I liked him. I think everyone found
him completely and utterly charming, and I think he liked us too, and that he
enjoyed his trip. But – and you are at liberty to call me a bad sportsman if
you wish – I still don’t think he should ever have been nominated, and I still
think that Eney should have won. Bob was very nice and very pleasant – but
we just hadn’t even heard of him before he was nominated, and we shared
little in common with him.
Apropos of nothing, does any of the audience believe that TAFF would
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have survived if Madle had fallen sick, and left Hoffman to make the trip and
to administer the fund next year, hmm?
The Convention Banquet was a new innovation for Anglo-fandom, and
one that I hope will be repeated at all future conventions. It was an enormous
success, and a complete sell-out. The only thing that marred it was the fact
that the hotel restaurant – a very long, very narrow, room – wasn’t really
suitable for such a large luncheon. However, the management and the
ConCommittee had done their best to overcome this by a clever arrangement
of tables and seating. The tables really sparkled with glassware and cutlery,
and were most effectively decorated with flowers and lighted candles (for
poverty-stricken fans without Ronsons) as centre-pieces.
I was sitting at a fine fannish table, flanked by Madeleine and Terry
Jeeves, and opposite some dark-haired dish who turned out to be Erica
Russell. I thought she was a bit of all right too – a bloody sight prettier than
her old man – and, after being introduced by Walt (who knows more pretty
young women than any married fan has a right to), was chock full of ideas
about showing her my fanzine collection etc. as soon as we’d finished eating.
Unfortunately, before my big, friendly smile had had a chance to warm up,
she remembered her father’s last words or something, found she was in the
wrong seat, and fled to the comparative safety of the H. Beam Piper part of
the table.
For 13/6 we had iced cantaloupe melon, soup, roast duck with orange
sauce, fruit salad, coffee and wine. I thought it was a most reasonable price,
and they weren’t mean with the wine either. It was a very sharp red Médoc,
and although I did not care for it with duckling, it was at least a drink.
Connoisseur Willis summed it up pretty nicely. He sipped it, rolled it around
his mouth in the approved manner, sniffed the bouquet, and considered his
judgement. “Hmmmmmm,” he said impressively, “imported.”
(This, mind you, from the only wine-bibber in the world who adds three
spoonsful of sugar to a wineglass of Beaujolais before he’ll even consider
drinking it.)
There were speeches after the meal, but neither Madeleine nor I stayed
for them. I wanted to go to bed for a couple of hours and she wanted to sew
sequins onto her fancy dress (a front and bacover by Atom: Arthur chalked
the cartoons onto a black dress, and then Madeleine carefully sewed tiny
sparkling sequins all over the chalk lines), and I went to bed for a couple of
hours.
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I awoke just in time to go to supper with Walt, Madeleine and Forry –
we had ravioli (a favourite of mine and Walter’s) at a little Italian espresso
bar in Queensway.
We had hardly gotten back inside the hall, when I found myself with
both arms full of woman, and myself being kissed from here to hell and gone.
Most enjoyable – even though I spent five minutes slurping away before I
managed to get my eyes focused, and found it was my Sheila who was so
glad to see me. Naturally I was just as enthusiastic about this as she was, and
I stood right there kissing back at her until we both had to break for breath.
Mal, who had been standing by doing his very best to look blasé about such
uproarious salutations, sighed with relief when we did finally unclinch, and
got a firm hold onto his wife again before we decided to make a habit of it.
A very lovely girl, young Sheila – if only I could break her of that nasty
habit of referring to me as “Uncle Chuck” whenever she sees me.
The fancy dress ball was already in full swing by this time. Madeleine
went to change into her frock, and then, typically, decided not to enter after
all. A pity because it was a restrained and clever costume, and I think it
would have stood a good chance in the “most fannish” category. Some of the
other costumes, though, were very wonderful indeed, and it must have been a
hard job to judge them fairly. I think though that the Dietzes, dressed as a pair
of E.T.s in red and black, complete with face make up and tendrils, well
deserved their win. And, for that matter, so did the Kyles and John Brunner.
The one that impressed me most of all, though, was that of Paul
Hammett’s exquisitely beautiful wife, Joan. It wasn’t stefnic – she was
dressed as a typical English schoolgirl in a gym tunic and sandals and her
hair in plaits – but it was so realistic that most everybody was completely
fooled by it, and didn’t connect this brat with the sophisticated, groomed Joan
that they all know. She had every childish mannerism right down pat – even
to the way she tugged excitedly at people’s sleeves before speaking to them –
and Paul was having a high old time going around introducing his child bride
to all and quandry. I offered to babysit for him, but he wasn’t having any.
There were no prizes for the worst costumes or I guess Peter Reaney in
his usual female impersonation would have won it. I’m not certain if
Lawrence Sandfield was in fancy dress or not, but he certainly looked ever
gay, darlings, with a ducky wisp of red chiffon tied around his neck.
Pete Daniels, of Liverpool fandom, was leading the dance band, and
blows a very hot horn indeed. I haven’t danced since I went deaf ten years
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ago, but I could feel the beat from the way the floor was vibrating and I badly
wanted to try again. Arthur persuaded me that I could, and Little Sister Ethel
Lindsay said she’d be glad to dance with me, so I trotted out onto the floor
for the next quickstep with her. She was good and patient, and after a couple
of false starts, I found my old groove again, didn’t tread on Ethel and had
myself a pretty big time. Afterwards, for the next ten minutes, I wandered
around happily asking everyone if they’d seen me, and being reassured that
they hadn’t missed a single misstep. Truly, I do so enjoy being told how
wonderful I am.
Unfortunately, before I could get back for a second helping, Pete
Daniels had packed up, and the guitarists had taken over. We left the hall
hastily. The others had had a gutful of Sandfield unamplified, and wanted no
part of him and his guitar helped by a microphone. Even Brunner (and he’s
reckoned to be good) wasn’t sufficient counter-attraction, so we fled to the
Writing Room.
We sat here for the rest of the night whilst Peter Phillips (Famous
Author Peter Phillips), entertained us with flute, harmonica, and weird
demonstrations of the art of Yogi. He wasn’t very good at any of them, and
the yogi was spoilt by his odd tendency to topple over as soon as he had one
foot securely behind his head, but I thought it a very wonderful performance.
He was, of course, on a par with any newt you care to name, and there was
some tsk-tsking because of this. Personally, he seemed just the same as he
always is to me – comic, gentle, and very captivating – and, stewed or not, it
didn’t stop him from playing cards later on with Bennett, Thorne, and West
and taking each and every one of them to the cleaners.
Things got a bit blurry for me too after 4 a.m. I vaguely remember one
of the American girls staring at me intently and informing all and sundry that
“Chuck has a halo.” I made a speech aimed at those who believed the girl to
be hallucinated, intoxicated or both. I decried the fannish lechers and
degenerates (amidst loud cheers from the lecherous and degenerate audience),
informed them that I have now sworn a vow of eternal chastity, apologised to
the hallucinated lass who seemed to think that I had decided to promote her
from the ranks of the vestal virgins, was ceremonially presented with a
placard that read LUNCHEON on one side, and “Have you got your
Wolfenden Licence?” on the other, and then went to bed at 4.45 a.m.
I was hoping to sleep until Sunday afternoon. I was dead beat and could
hardly stay awake long enough to get my clothes off.
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However, James, Arfer, and lovable Mal Ashworth had other ideas.
They had stayed up all night. Just before 7 a.m. they missed me. Instead of
doing the decent fannish thing and sending me a “wish you were here” card,
they decided to come up and see how I was getting on. There they were, three
happy smiling faces, all enjoying the struggle between fatigue and awareness
in the bed before them, and carefully waiting until I was fully awake before
saying in unison, “You needn’t get up.” I reached for Arfer’s wrist to see
what the time was, and then screamed in agony. It was just 6.45. I had been
in bed for all of two hours.
Still, once I’d dragged myself to the basin, splashed water on my face,
and brushed some of the garbage from my mouth, I decided I felt okay, and
we went out into the streets to search for tea. It was Sunday so we didn’t find
any, but it was good to get a breath of fresh air anyway.
Back at the hotel, breakfast was a quiet, subdued meal. Most everybody
else had been up all night, and were going to bed as soon as they had eaten.
Even the venerable George Charters had stayed up all night, and had only
been driven back to his own hotel by the empty feeling in his stomach.
(GATWC, for some reason or other, never stays at the Convention Hotel. He
always books at some place elsewhere. He said that this year he was staying
at our old Con Hotel, The Royal, but for all I know, he could have been
sleeping on The Embankment.)
So here we are, all shushed and quiet, and trying to eat breakfast. Wally
Weber – I don’t think he’d been to bed since landing in England – was so
tired that he couldn’t even shudder as he drank “the stuff they call coffee over
here” and just couldn’t summon up enough energy to attack the cereal.
At the other end of the table, Tony Thorne – specially resurrected from
the fannish dead along with Bert Campbell – was engaged in repartee (no
less) with the waitress.
“What would you like for breakfast, sir,” she said, “bacon and egg?”
Tony thought for a moment. “Is there any alternative?” he asked.
“Er, I’m afraid not,” said the waitress.
“In that case,” said Thorne, reaching a momentous decision, “I would
like bacon and egg.”
After breakfast there was a Musical Interlude. Along the street outside
the hotel there came a band of street musicians. These are a fairly common
occurrence in London – just four or five musicians and a couple of “bottlers”
who thrust collection bags at the passers-by, who are, presumably,
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entertained enough to drop in a penny or so. Evidently such goings-on are
unknown in the States, and the American fans flocked out onto the pavement
to watch as the band shuffled by giving their all to “When The Saints Go
Marching In”.
The Yanks seemed fascinated, but a wee bit puzzled, so I thought I’d be
all helpful to the poor bloody foreigners. I turned to the American girl who
was standing next to me and said, “They’re called buskers, love.” Well sir, I
had a heavy cold, and maybe my accent isn’t all that it should be, but the lass
recoiled in horror just like the heroine in a Tucker story. I was only trying to
be helpful! I smiled all reassuringly, and spelt it out for her. “B.U.S.K.E.R.S.,
dear.”
I was just trying to be helpful, but she gulped and was gone sharpish as
if I’d been demanding droits de seigneur or something, and I still haven’t got
the faintest idea whether she understood me or not. I would love to know
what she thought I was saying, though.
Back in the hotel things were stirring again. We stepped over Ray
Nelson – the originator of the beanie as a fannish symbol waay back in
Fandom’s Palaeozoic – who was prostrate on the floor of the lounge,
completely and utterly absorbed in Knight’s In Search of Wonder, and made
our way to the Writing Room again.
Here, Eric Jones had rigged up a couple of Psionics machines. Arthur,
Rory and I played with the things, and Arthur got a Definite Reaction. It
wasn’t until after we’d excitedly filled in a report form, and envisaged all
sorts of erudite and weighty articles in ASF, that we discovered that the
machine wasn’t plugged in to the power source.
At lunch time we went back to our ravioli place with Peter Reaney and
one or two others. We didn’t actually invite Reaney (you guessed?), but he
has certain leech-like tendencies and short of pushing him under a bus there
didn’t seem any way we could dispose of him. Unfortunately, Bayswater is
badly served by buses on Sunday mornings. However, once inside the place,
we picked our tables carefully and left him and his friends to sit at the far end
of the restaurant and leave us in comparative peace.
I chose my table with Steve Schultheis and Ellis Mills, and I enjoyed my
lunch immensely. Ellis, who has been in European Fandom so long that we
all consider him a native, was in strict training for the International TeaDrinking Contest that was due to take place in the afternoon, and was coating
everything with a thick layer of salt before eating it. By the time he’d finished
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preparing it, his omelette looked as if it had been frosted, and I was tempted
to call the waitress and order one coffee for myself and six salt cellars for Mr
Mills. This, however, turned out to be unnecessary when Ellis delved into one
of his capacious pockets, and brought forth his own tube of salt to add to that
supplied by the restaurant.
Ellis is back in the States now (for four years’ school under the G.I. Bill
of Rights), and we are going to miss him badly over here. He is one of the
most friendly and unassuming persons that I have ever met, as well as one of
the most generous, and the most thoughtful. For instance, a non-smoker
himself, he knows that most Anglofen have a liking for American brands of
cigarettes and, quietly and unostentatiously, he distributes packs to all and
sundry as if it were the most natural thing in the world to do so.
And, best of all, he listens, and he laughs.
When I am rich and powerful I am going to hire Ellis Mills as my Chief
Appreciator. He will accompany me everywhere, and under the terms of his
contract he will be required to laugh at one or more of my whimsies on each
and every day.
That laugh is a wondrous thing. It starts as a smile, gets wider and
deeper, starts off a muted rumble deep down in the chest, commences his
shoulders shaking and then gradually takes over the rest of his body until all
of Ellis is laughing, and I get a mental image of his toes flexing and unflexing
within his moccasins as they appreciate me too. And, of course, it’s highly
infectious. I have a dreadful tendency to laugh at my own jokes already, but I
try to be objective about it, and usually I give my poorer witticisms no more
than a perfunctory titter. But, when Ellis is around, I feel like Jack Benny and
Bob Hope and Tommy Trinder all rolled into one: I am then a helluva wit –
albeit a trifle corny – and such heady stuff gives even ravioli a new savour.
Again, back to the hotel, past the street musician aimlessly plucking his
battered harp (we’d posed Walter Himself against the thing on our way down
whilst Steve took a few pictures of the Harpist that once or twice), to arrive
there in time for The Ceremony of St. Fantony, staged by the Cheltenham
Circle. Walt, Ellis, Ken Slater, Bob Silverberg, Terry Jeeves, Eric the Bent,
Bobby Wild, Rory Faulkner, and several others were inducted as Knights and
Ladies of the Order of St. Fantony. They each got a parchment, a trophy (an
extremely well done replica of a knight in full armour), and a glass of “water
from St. Fantony’s Well” which turned out to be 140% proof white spirit. It
was all beautifully produced with the Cheltenham people in fabulous
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costumes, and apart from the quasi-religious overtones, I thought it very
impressive indeed. I guess now it will be Sir Walter who’ll be sewing sequins
on his bloody fancy dress next year.
This was followed by some fine fannish films made by the Liverpool
and Cheltenham groups – including the candid camera one made at the last
Kettering Con.
When I saw some of the situations which had been filmed without the
participants being aware of it, I was rather relieved that I hadn’t been present
myself. I’d hate to be caught like Shirley Marriott, for instance – shown
helplessly drunk on the floor, beaming vacuously whilst somebody near
drowns her with a soda syphon. On the other hand, I would have loved to
have held the camera, my breath, the crowd back, anything, whilst they
filmed Ina Shorrock in her bath. This, brother, was stupendous, terrific,
colossal, and in glorious technicolor too. Ina is a dish at any time, but clad in
nothing but a little LUX lather she’s enough to make strong men scream, and
even George Charters and the rest of the Oldest Guard lean forward and
quietly bite chunks out of the seats in front. I tried to ask Norman Shorrock
afterwards what happened to the pieces he must have clipped from the film
before showing, but he was vague, non-committal, and not interested in
trading for a mint set of Galaxy.
The only thing that marred the afternoon for me was the ever-present
Peter West and his bloody camera. I thought it was stupid and dangerous to
wait, as West did, until the hall was totally darkened, and then to stand up
and let loose at the audience with a high-powered electronic flash. If this is
the sort of irresponsibility we get from the “Official Convention
Photographer” then I think we’d be a bloody sight better off without him in
future.
The camera maniacs seemed to have turned out in full force for the Con,
and even Campbell’s speech was spoilt by some weirdie who writhed and
gyrated at the side of the stage in a sort of Presley imitation before reaching
the orgasmic stage of shutter-clicking. I know that photographs are a Good
Thing, and I’m all in favour of them within reason, but if the Dietzes,
Schultheis, and Weber could show camera courtesy, I don’t see why the
others couldn’t do so too.
Somewhere around here I was introduced to Eric Frank Russell. I was a
bit tongue-tied, but I managed to ask him where Willie Pumire was. He
grinned, but it seems that friend Willie the dirt-Christian hadn’t been able to
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make the trip down this year. Rory Faulkner reminded him that he’d
promised to throw her down and assault her if she was able to make the trip.
Eric glanced around uneasily, and said it was a bit too public.
“Hell,” said Rory, as she came back into the hotel, “Five thousand miles
I’ve come under false pretences.”
Anyway, I thought EFR looked like a Big Name Pro. He’s not quite nine
feet tall, but he’s well over the six foot mark, and has a build to match. He
doesn’t act the Big Name though. He was nicely approachable and seemed
genuinely glad to meet people. Too bad he had to warn Erica off about me
though.
On Sunday night I came home to sleep, but I was back at the hotel in
time to talk with Walt, Madeleine, and the insomniac Weber whilst they had
breakfast. Dave Newman came past our table sporting only one half of the
luxuriant moustache with which he’d started the convention. We looked at
him blearily but sympathetically. “Tough luck, bhoy,” I said. “These bloody
souvenir-hunting Americans will whip anything that isn’t nailed down.”
Along with 21 other early risers we managed to make the Business
Session at 11.00. The first item was the election of two new directors to the
WSFS – the organisation which runs the World Conventions. Belle Dietz and
Arthur Kingsley (N.Y.) had already been nominated, and Bob Madle then
nominated Dave Newman. Belle, of course, was a stone-cold certainty, but I
was surprised when Dave was elected to the other vacancy rather than
Kingsley. As Joy Clarke pointed out, Dave, living in England, could never be
much more than a figurehead, and she was agin the proposal. So was I, but he
was still elected by one vote.
In a way, the Big Thing of the Business Session was a bit of an anticlimax. We’d gone there determined to make it South Gate in ’58 or die in
the attempt, but it turned out that everyone else had the same idea. South
Gate was the only site proposed, and voting for it was just a formality. It was
fun though to see every hand in the hall thrust up for it, and all the heads
turning round to see if anyone had the temerity to dare make it anything but
unanimous. And – even though I shall never go – to scamper down the
passage afterwards to try to be first to register Convention membership for
next year. (We weren’t first – but at least we tried to be.)
After lunch, 4e, SaM, and Bob Madle put on a little quiz show of their
own. It was a three-cornered contest with each of them out for blood, and
deliberately making the questions as hard as they could think up. Truly, it
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staggered me at the way they did find the answers, but it would be unworthy
to suggest that it was cooked up beforehand. Anyway, cooked or not, I don’t
think I shall ever forget Forry rattling off the titles and dates of all the
Frankenstein films in sequence, or SaM, carefully and methodically, giving
title and place of publication of every Weinbaum story ever written... and,
after about six minutes, getting down to those that were published in
fanzines.
It finished as a draw, 9-9-9 points each, and I’d love to be around if they
ever hold a return match.
Campbell’s talk on psionics followed this, but I couldn’t stay for it. My
Convention was over and I had to go home. I collected my bag, said my few
goodbyes and left the hotel for the last time. I was dog-tired, I still had my
cold, and I’d spent far more then I’d intended, but it was worth it. It was my
first world con and I’d enjoyed all of it. I’d met people who had been nothing
but names to me before, and I’d made new friends. As I said to Forry before I
left, “It was a bloody pleasure, mate.”
And it was.
December 1957
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The Thirteenth Day of Christmas
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaand a partridge in a pear tree.
Dear Dorothy Dix,
My True Love wants us to get married in May.
And I would – except for his habit of doing things in such a big way.
I know that every girl likes to feel appreciated,
But his idea of Useful Gifts is vastly overrated.
I admit that the first partridge was both tasty and savoury,
But since then he’s turned my upstairs flat into an upstairs aviary.
You might believe that a pair of doves are a pretty swell love-token,
But not when it turns out that the damn things aren’t house-broken.
The gold rings were all right though (even if they were only nine carat),
But the calling birds turned out to be some weird species of parrot.
(Their conversation varies between the rude and the obscene,
And they are always “near the knuckle” if you follow what I mean.)
The bathroom looks like Swan Lake, and those goddam geese are
moulting,
And the mess beneath the hat-stand (where they roost) is quite revolting.
French hens are no bit different from the old Rhode Island Reds,
Except that they hate nest-boxes and lay their eggs in beds.
As for the drummers and the pipers – well, they’re worse than Guy
Lombardo.
It’s always “Flowers of the Forest” or tunes from The Mikado.
The worst thing though, Miss Dix, is these young scions of the nobility,
And their never-ending efforts for perpetual mobility,
Those landed-gentry boyos have been leaping every day,
– And at night they leapt my milkmaids and put them in the family way.
Now I’ve eight dishonoured wenches who never stood before a minister,
And eight little coats-of-arms each scarred with a bar-sinister....
Miss Dix, I’m not a prudish, animal-hating cynic,
It’s just that I don’t want this poultry-farm and ante-natal clinic.
Please, please, put on your thinking-cap and help rid me of this crew,
And then come round and shoot our postman before tomorrow’s mail
gets through,
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And my love-besotten dreamboat decides to send me C.O.D.
The corpse of Tutankhamun and a full-size Sputnik III.
– Hepzibah Snoopwhistle.
December 1957
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Swan Song
As some of you know, I have more or less finished with fandom in general. I
have already quit Hyphen and I shall be quitting my FAPA membership
shortly. Swan Song is a sort of dying ember of the sacred stefnic flame, and I
expect I shall do a couple more issues of it before I run out of material. This
leaving business is all involved and complicated and nothing to do with you,
Dear Reader, but I would like to make a couple of things clear about it. First,
although I am still infatuated with the car, it had nothing whatsoever to do
with my decision to quit. Secondly, Walter and Arthur and Vin¢ and the rest
of my special friends have been as amiable and as understanding as they ever
were about it....
But, you know, it’s not half as easy to get away from fandom as you
might think....
Sue and I – Sue is my new dreamboat – had just been to see Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof and were on our way through Leicester Square to The Corner
House for supper. We got almost up to Wardour Street and there was
Burgess, bestriding the pavement like a Colossus – if you can imagine a
Colossus wearing a shaggy black fedora – patiently queuing to see Blitzkrieg
or Call Girls or some such thing.
Now, apart from diving into the traffic stream to cross the road, there
was no way I could avoid him, but I didn’t want Sue to meet him if I could
help it. She has had a gentle sheltered upbringing, and there was no way of
knowing how she would react to Burgess and his latest gladtomeetcha routine
which I had witnessed in The Globe during my last visit. The performance
begins with a magnificent flourish which sweeps his hat from his head and
which is guaranteed to upset any glass within two yards. He then rises on his
toes and clicks his heels together. Then, simultaneously bringing over the hatholding hand to his chest, he firmly grasps the unresisting hand of whoever is
being introduced (sex immaterial), and bows deeply from the waist. At the
very nadir of this bow he places a light, chaste kiss upon the knuckles of his
victim. Then, after a momentary pause, he lithely swings himself erect, flips
his free hand into his pocket and, withdrawing it, proffers his calling card to
his new acquaintance.
“My card,” he says proudly. Brian J. Burgess, 138A Kenley Road,
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Merton Park, London S.W. 19, England, LIBerty 3419 (After 6 p.m.).
This business is quite startling enough in the pub, and I had no intention
of becoming the focal point of Leicester Square whilst Burgess ran through
the act again. I grabbed Sue by the arm, steered her around a hot-chestnut
vendor, and shot across the Burgess prow without slackening my pace. He
looked up, wearing that mournful expression reminiscent of Nebuchadnezzar
grazing, but by then I had dodged the hand automatically reaching for my
shoulder. I waved cheerfully: “Hallo, Hallo, Hallo,” I cried through my Judas
smile, and then reached cover in the crowd behind him.
“Friend of yours?” says Sue.
“Not really – just somebody I know.”
“One of those science fiction people?”
“Umm. You think it’s going to rain?”
“Does he always wear that hat?”
“No, sometimes he wears a green job with an ostrich plume in it, and on
special occasions he dons a deer-stalker.”
“Like Sherlock Holmes?”
“Far worse.”
“With ear-flaps?”
“With ear-flaps.”
“Honest and truly?”
“Honest and truly.”
“Good God,” says Sue reverently.
The Corner House is a favourite haunt of ours. We’ve tried all the
speciality restaurants there, but usually settle for spit-roasted chicken
downstairs. It’s fairly fancy, but there’s an orchestra, and that helps to soften
the fact that – remember I’m deaf and have to lipread – we can’t really talk
and eat at the same time without letting the food get cold. Gipsy Pedro and
his Hungarian Violins saw away in the background, I do my little party-piece
of pretending to conduct with a bread-stick baton, and then the chit-chat waits
until we’ve finished the food and are ready for the coffee.
This time was different though. Sue had been a little intrigued by
Burgess and wanted to know more about him. It meant raising my voice to a
half-shout so that she could hear me above the violins, but it was an easy
subject so I gave her a few of the highlights from the Burgess Saga. It was
just unfortunate that the band finished their piece just as I was telling her
about the Mancon business... dead silence in the restaurant except for Harris
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half-bellowing “...ENTRAILS AND GUTS STREWN ALL OVER THE
FLOOR.” I stared fixedly at the chap at the next table, hoping that everyone
would believe it was him (a trick I learnt long ago from Bob Shaw), but it
was more of a despairing hope rather than a real ploy, and I doubt if anyone
at all was deceived by it. The maître man came bustling over to enquire if
everything was satisfactory, and, after a couple of hours, people sat down,
stopped staring, and turned back to their plates again.
The rest of the meal was quiet – very, very quiet – and uneventful, but
Gipsy Pedro hadn’t quite finished with me yet. By the time we reached the
coffee and conversation stage, the orchestra had left their platform, and Pedro
and a couple of other violinists were wandering around the tables, fiddling a
little bit for each of the cash customers. This time, though, I was ready for
him, and, sure enough, when they reached us, he fiddled just a couple of bars
before reaching the end of the tune. I’d had this business before and knew
just what to expect.
“Ees zere anytheeng M’sieu et M’selle would care to hear?” asked
Gipsy Pedro humbly in a French-Hungarian accent.
M’sieu cannot distinguish between the Dead March from Saul and the
“Cow-Cow Boogie” but he’d rather die than let on about that to the fiddlers
three.
“Er, yes,” I said, searching my mind for an appropriate fiddle song. “We
would like ‘The Blue Danube’, please.”
“Mate,” says Gipsy Pedro, indignant and accentless, “that was ‘The Blue
Danube’ that we have just finished.”
“Tonight it bloody well would be,” says M’sieu elegantly.
Spring 1959
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When Gillings Published
Steffniscope
I found a song lyric about ballet in a book by Herbert Farjeon, and I’ve more
or less pinched it wholesale as a poem thing. I’ve kept lots of the original, but
added bits here and there. It’s lots less than a parody – it’s more plagiarism
than anything else – but it was awfully tempting. Anyway, here it is: the good
bits are Farjeon’s, the lousy bits are mine.
Scene-setting first: Try to imagine you’re a neo on your first visit to The
Globe on a night when the fannish dinosaurs are losing their reminiscences
over The Good Old Days. You’ve met Frank Edward Arnold and heard about
The History of Science Fiction project that he has been writing for the last
nineteen years and three months, and just brushed off some aged Character
who stencilled The War of the Worlds and published it in a very limited first
edition. Ignoring the squeaks... “imported papyri”... “fourteen carat staples”...
you make your way to the corner where two relics of First Fandom are
holding court before an enchanted teenage audience....

When Gillings Published Steffniscope
Of fandom fans we are the cream,
We never miss an ish.
Trufandom is our only theme,
Our yankee accent is a dream,
As BNFs we reign supreme,
– Exactly what we’d wish.
Trufandom is our meat and drink,
It is our staff of life.
Our prop, our safety-valve, our link,
Our vice, our passion, foible, kink,
Trufandom is, we really think,
Our mistress and our wife.
It’s true that many lesser clans,
For fandom also thirst,
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But they are merely nouveau fans,
It’s us who loved it first,
And us who know it best, because,
Ask any connoisseur,
Trufandom isn’t what it was
When we were what we were.
Oh! the glee!
Shared with Lee!
What a pill!
What a thrill!
Such a spree!
And when Gillings published Steffniscope in August 1910,
What a fine fannish fanzine that was, in the fan-Pleistocene that was!
We are positive that nobody has ever really wrote since then.
How pellucid, how light it was! Like an angel in flight it was!
Written sweetly.
Nothing rotten.
Quite completely,
Starbegotten.
Published quietly and discreetly,
And yet still not quite forgotten.
When Gillings published Steffniscope in August 1910,
How his rhyming elated us! How his timing prostrated us!
When Gillings published Steffniscope, as we keep on saying, when
He was just at the peak of it! Oh, we can hardly speak of it!
The sort of prose you’ll never, never, never, never see!
So don’t talk about those others, but apply your mind to me.
And although we’ve told you before, we must repeat again –
When Gillings published Steffniscope in August 1910!
Though today this Aporrheta does for Sandy and all those,
It’s not good enough for us! It’s rather too rough for us!
The thing is merely wonderful, it’s never deathless prose.
When Gillings did a piece for Shaggy, or for Grennell’s early Grue,
Each paragraph was gem-like, each phrase rang hard and true.
You understood The Message, felt the sacred stefnic fire,
And the Cosmic Mind pulsating in trufandom’s own Messiah.
Oh, when Gillings published Steffniscope in August 1910,
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How poetic! How lyrical! What a feat! What a miracle!
Oh, the sighing of the neos and the swooning of the fen!
As he stencilled out each page for us, he created a new age for us,
How we shrieked and screamed and hooted, how we hollered, how we
howled!
We were ravished and uprooted! We were frankly disembowelled!
You’ll never know the throb, the glow, the bliss that we knew then,
When Gillings published Steffniscope in August 1910.
Spring 1959
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The 1960s

Atom: Arcturan Kama Sutra
The Cloud Held by the Willow Tree
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Fright Train
I am a sick man. I have influenza. Let us pause to give thanx to a benevolent
Roscoe who arranges such boons for poor faans who are behind in their
correspondence and disenchanted with working for a living. I saw the Doc
yesterday – fortunately he noticed my hands shaking just as he reached for
the pad of Death Certificates – and after I’d convinced him that I’d been alive
all the time he told me to go Straight Home And Go To Bed For Three Days.
He gave me all the latest boons of modern science with the single exception
of radioactive cobalt and – oh joy! – a Medical Certificate. Since then I have
been sticking things up my nose, spraying my throat, inhaling noxious
vapours with my head under a towel, and waging unceasing war on any
histamines that may be lurking inside my head and chest.
Never felt better in my life.
Today I went out to Barking, about twelve miles away. I decided that I
could walk down to the station and catch a train. I did so, but it was a near
thing. It was just like one of those comic poctsarcds. I was 50 yards from the
station as the train drew in at the platform and I nearly killed myself racing
down to the station, up and over the bridge and then using the suitcase I was
carrying as a battering-ram through the people who had just alighted. The
train was just moving out, but I pulled open the last carriage door, threw in
the case and then dived in on top of it.
I was dripping with sweat so I pulled off my raincoat and sat panting in
the corner. There were three Maiden Ladies in the compartment and I tried to
smile my reassuring smile at them. They carefully moved up to the other end
of the seat.
The next stop was Dagenham Dock. When we got there the Guard came
up to the compartment. There was a lot of palaver. I couldn’t understand him,
wouldn’t tell him I was deaf, and thought he wanted to see my ticket, I was
busy telling him that I didn’t stop to buy one but was willing to pay. What he
was actually telling me was that this was a LADIES ONLY compartment and
I would have to move to another. I finally understood him. It was horrible. I
was still panting and sweating, and he must have thought that when I offered
him half-a-crown (for the fare) that I was trying to bribe him to let me stay in
the compartment along with the three vintage virgins. Then he finally pointed
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to the minute sticker on the window and it dawned on me what it was all
about, I grabbed my coat and my case and crawled out. George, these women
looked at me with loathing. You could tell by their expressions that I was a
moral leper. I often joke about being a sex-fiend but never before have I had
four strangers accuse me of it with their eyes and do such a good job of it.
The guard escorted me along to an ordinary carriage, and I tried to pass the
whole thing off as a joke. I said: “Ha ha, what’s the matter, mate, you think I
was going to rape all of them?” It failed dismally. He didn’t say a word, he
didn’t even smile, but turned on his heel and went back to his van. The next
stop was Barking, thank ghod.
My nerves were shot to hell and gone, and I badly needed a drink. I had
two cups of tea and a rock cake in the caff opposite the station....
February 1965
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The Q Files
KTF Meeting – Sunday 8 April
1984
“Come,” said Vin¢, “to the inaugural monthly meeting of KTF this very
Sunday.”
I shrugged off the idea. I would have liked to see them again –
especially Arfer – but I had a match in the morning, and various jobs lined up
and this, that and the other. Sue, almost hidden behind fifteen unironed shirts,
said I might just as well go... so I borrowed the milk money for emergencies,
topped up on my Barclaycard and off I went... full of caution, and promises
not to drive fast and watch the dials.
And fucked it up right away. I drove about 40 miles on the motorway
between 60 and 80 in third gear instead of top. Of all the bloody stupid senile
things to do this was about the worst. I don’t hear the engine over-revving so
periodically I touch the gear shift knob to feel the vibration. This time I
didn’t. I know I should have a rev counter fitted, but I change cars fairly
frequently and it just doesn’t seem economic. Fortunately Sue thinks the car
sounds okay – but my self esteem is in tatters and I feel a complete perfect
oaf. I can’t even remember the last time I drove more than five miles alone,
but here I am, wrecking everything the first time out.
Still, eventually we got to Welling. There’s a new motorway connection
now, and it’s virtually door-to-door. I did the obligatory Getting Lost Ritual
at Dartford, but still arrived in just under two hours.
Find doorstep; stand out of range in case Vin¢ has water pistol loaded;
door opens and Lo! a beardless Terryll, staring at me in incomprehensible
bafflement. Over his pointy head is a little balloon chonk full of
?????????????????????. Either he is fuddled by drink or out of his skull on
pot. Then, slowly, slowly, slowly (Lord Christ Almighty), recognition dawns
all over his unlovely bare chops, “Er... er... er... CHUCH!”
I tell you Walt,* it’s marvellous being a BNF at Welling in this day and
age. I felt like giving him a small tip or a karate throw or something....
* This was a letter to Walt Willis. [Ed.]
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They’ve been doing the place up since I was last there. The new fanroom upstairs is just the right size for a clubroom. Very nice too – carpet,
ceiling tiles, white walls, enormous duplicating table, collating shelves (“He
forced me to collate on our Honeymoon.” – Mrs L. Kettle) (also “I had to
crank his Dick all night.”), lots of drink and seven bodies.
Arf instantly recognisable and unchanged; no hair loss (not that it was
ever abundant), no weight loss, everything still in place just as if he’d been
freeze-dried twenty years ago. I was really pleased to see him; instant
reassurance that some basic things are immutable and unchanging. And Arf
can certainly be basic. It was lovely to see him though; I wished afterwards
that I’d let him know in advance so that Olive could have come too, but you
can’t have everything. He said perhaps next time though.
He seemed pleased to see me too. He thought I Looked Well. He didn’t
like my beard. It is a Sean Connery clipped affair, and I never grew it to
tickle Arfer Thomson’s fancy and you had better believe me.
Sit down, glass from hyperspace, somebody’s elderberry and raisin.
Wish I’d thought to bring some homemade plonk myself. Sip, find bird at
feet. “Ah,” I said, “Joy Hibbert,” chastely embracing her, knowing quite well
that this was Miss Elda.
And Jophan found that it was so.
Elda is about 22. Very good hair, pleasant-looking, shy and sort of
vulnerable. I confess that, with Miss Elda, all my impressions are shaded
because I feel rather proprietor-y... just as if I’d invented her. As if I took the
cold clay, fashioned it, breathed life into it, omitted the bolt thru the neck and
set her on the golden pedestal. I told her I’d give her a badge to wear at the
Seacon: “Chuch Harris made me.” She smiled nicely, but didn’t actually
agree to wear it.
She fits in very nicely with the other idiots, and you don’t notice the age
difference. Vin¢ is a sort of father figure, and I suppose the other two are sort
of elder brothers. Given half a chance, Arfer teases the life out of her. She
was unwary enough to ask him what “thoats” were and more or less made the
afternoon for him.
I would have liked to have sat down and talked more to Elda, but you
know what I’m like in this sort of meeting... a sort of barely controlled riot
with me trying to carry out five simultaneous conversations whilst everybody
else scribbles messages. I finish up with snatches of everything and nothing
properly completed. It really is a sort of five-ring circus. Next time I will talk
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more sensibly to everybody... but we all know that I won’t; it will be just the
same as it always is.
The nicest thing about Elda is that she is really sunny and bubbly and
could breathe life into a funeral party. I’d be happy though if KTF could
recruit a boy around her age to share the interest with her.
She doesn’t mind me writing her up as a golden raver either.
Next, little shrunken gaberdine heap in the corner turned out to be Ken
Bulmer. Age and trouble have seared him, but he was still sharp and pleasant
enough. After all, 24 years is a long time; he must have thought I’d aged a bit
too.
We talked a bit about books. Oddly enough he has written the series of
Napoleonic Sea stories in pb called Fox and the... (another Hornblower
derivation), and Arfer and I were far more familiar with them than we were
with any of Ken’s SF stories. Vin¢ sometimes defers just a little bit to him as
if he were the eldest brother, in the same way as I might defer to you. Who do
you defer to, Big Brother? “And the Bruces talk only to Cabots, and the
Cabots talk only to God.”
Opposite Ken was a plumpish florid completely white-haired chap who
sort of rang a bell (insert Quasimodo joke... far up) but whom I just couldn’t
place for about fifteen minutes. And then, Jesus Christ Almighty! Up came
the famed memory bank synapses and Lo! Ted Tubb Lives!
Every little bit was completely unrecognisable except that long lower
jaw and that tight smile on one side of his mouth as he talks. He looked very
well, but I’d suspect hypertension there too. He is still very good company. I
liked “I’m suffering from snow blindness from the empty white wastes rolled
into my typewriter.” and “They stopped asking me to be auctioneer after I fell
off the stage twice in twenty minutes.”
Last body was genuinely unknown, but I recognised him from his self
portraits on the Epsilon covers. I checked with Arf first in case I’d cocked it
up, but it was unmistakably Rob Hansen.
This is the one you would really like: Trufan incarnate. The biggest
fannish [line missing at the bottom of a page here, to Mr Hansen’s
annoyance. “Isn’t it bloody infuriating when the egoboo runs out!” – Ed.]...
he could quote me on a book jacket... but a really nice guy and a credit to
you, me, and Joe Sainsbury.
He had a copy of the current Izzard with a letter by McAvoy that is very
good. You will blush nicely when reading it. We talked about this and his
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letter to Wiz and finally about Brunner. I thought it was John Manley
Houston Brunner, but they assure me it is Kilian Houston Brunner.
Brunner seems to be despised by all of Rat Fandom. Arf thinks he’s the
Tops. I always thought him a bit of a condescending idiot, but I admired him
for his uncompromising stand against nuclear weapons.
I don’t go on protest marches or lie down in the road at Greenham
Common, and I feel that anybody who does do these things demands my
respect. I wouldn’t slag Brunner – but I’ll never warm to him.
Rob made a neat point. He does go on protest marches, so he is at
perfect liberty to say Fuck Brunner with absolutely no sense of guilt or
betrayal. So he does so. Frequently.
I tried to ask Ken’s opinion on this but he was busy giving Miss Elda a
grandfatherly cuddle, and Ted wasn’t really interested. He had his Want List
and was hopefully waving it at me and asking for old Galaxys.
Refreshments are now being served. This is a radical new departure and
one to be applauded. At the Epicentre you used to get a peculiarly vile cup of
tea if you hung around long enough and could find a cup, but now it is all
very haute cuisine and lettuce. Chicken last time and pizza today. I am very
fond of pizza so I ate two pieces, leaving Arf to assemble an enormous
cornbeef sandwich. I did offer him some lettuce... having no use for it
myself... but he spurned it as rabbit food. Personally, the way he carries on, I
would have thought him eminently qualified, but we’ll leave that for now.
Nikki popped in briefly with husband Alan. I got the name right,
promised not to say “My, how you’ve grown,” and thought her a credit to A.
Vincent, flawed only by a complete disinterest in matters stefnic.
They didn’t stay very long though (well, would you stick around in an
ophthalmologists’ convention?), but it was interesting and nice to see how
she’d grown up.
Ted found a Harrisquote card – “All ejaculation is premature” – and
wanted to discuss this with Miss Elda. I no longer find it the captivating
subject it once was and preferred to talk to Rob about Wiz, and why he is
pissed off with Bergeron. Ted gets onto vasectomies he has known and loved.
I donate “gelding the lily” and thought I was being highly original, but I now
find the phrase in a batch of limericks I’ve been copying.
A. Vincent Clarke, you berk, it was not my beloved Dorothy Parker who
said “Me no Leica.” I thought my memory was failing again. It was Clare
Booth Luce. I also liked “Loved Ben, hated Hur.”, “The House Beautiful is
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the play lousy.”, and “The Shoemaker’s Holiday is about a load of old
cobblers.” None of these originated with Mrs Parker, so don’t quote them
back to me in 20 years time.
What’s posterity ever done for me?... you wake a thoat up in the middle
of the night and he’ll talk proper English just like the rest of us... just because
I’ve joined the British Legion is no reason for referring to me as Charles
Randolph Hope and Glory... he was certainly recherching for something, but
it’s unlikely he’d find the temps perdu up there... dancing is the perpendicular
expression of horizontal desire... the future is not what it was... I read part of
it all the way through... we have all passed a lot of water since then... what’s
the prose for God?....
I snatched the Tappen file, borrowed a Dell Universe for Sean (who was
interested in the Joe-Jim concept), dropped it on the drive on my way out and
headed for the hills.
Two hours’ journey again, I’m hoping there will be a KTF safari later...
altho Ghod knows what I can show them... I’ve no collection now except my
O’Bleak House file.
And that’s it.
April 1984
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The Q Files
Novacon 14 Report
I thought vaguely that it would be nice to go to a Convention again, but it’s
so long since I took a real interest that I didn’t know where it was being held,
let alone when.
On Wednesday Vin¢ sent up a couple of Novacon booklets and a map.
Friday he phoned Sue. I was working on Saturday, but Sunday I was up and
away at sparrowfart with sweater, beer money and Barclaycard for petrol.
It’s not very far... about 50 miles and mainly motorway. Vin¢,
reasonably chipper for a Con Sunday morning, was waiting at the reception
desk.
I think he must have been waiting quite a while too. It was
Remembrance Sunday and I’d got trapped behind the British Legion Band on
its way to the cathedral. I drove slowly past the Grand Hotel hoping
somebody would rush out, “Chuch, they’re playing your overture,” but no
bliss. And no parking space.
And no time to tell Vin¢ all about it either. I recognised Dave Langford
from old photographs... another king-size trufan nearly as tall as I am... by his
characteristic pose with his head tilted to one side like a newly wrung rabbit,
and asked Vin¢ to introduce me. I still think I’m terribly poor value in
person-to-person encounters. I’m okay on paper... sometimes witty, always
dirty... but hopeless on ordinary conversation. Langford was good though –
cool, dispassionate, easy to talk to, sharing your liking for the tight little
smile rather than the guffaw. Mind you, I am all for him at the moment. He
stood up for Avedon when she needed friends and, even more important,
parted up with a couple of rare Twll-Ddus last week (which I will lend to you
and Boy Ashworthless after I’ve had a bit more of a fondle... and
Hooboy!!!!... you wait until you hear about my good friend Leroy in a
minute).
His wife Hazel is a bit of an Enigma. She reckons she isn’t a faan – but
I’m sure she met him at the O.U. SF Society and she’s certainly au fait with
all of Dave’s fanac and mail. (Still, I remember Madeleine never thought of
herself as a faaan even when she was pubbing her ish twice weekly.)
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Interesting to talk to though and moves her mouth when she speaks so I was
able to pick up bits from her.
(Vin¢, bless him, was backing me up with three clipboards and a battery
of ballpoints.)
We’d moved into the lounge by now with Dave Wood. This was a sort
of vintage Wood – as if he’d been bottled and hidden away in the dark,
maturing for all these years, awaiting Perfection and The Moment. You’ll be
really proud of Our Lad. He gets on marvellously with Mal and I could have
stayed with them for ever... but we’re getting ahead again.
Dave introduced me to D. West. He looks a bit like his own self
portraits... very quiet, very self-effacing, but continually watching the whole
assembly to see what’s going on. I’ve got a lot of time for D. and would like
to know him better. I offered to buy him and old mate Rob Hansen... putative
son-in-law... a beer.
The Wests had travelled down with Mal and Hazel. Mal is still Mal but
just a bit more rumpled, but Hazel – Jesus! Walt... she’s fantastic. I think
somebody said she had been a model and I can well believe it. She has the
posture, looks and elegance you associate with girls on a catwalk. She’s got
super hair and everything... look at the photograph and multiply by 3. And
she’s quick on the uptake. “How did you recognise Eric Bent after all these
years?” somebody asked. “Only by the suit,” I said to a group of blank faces
and the lovely Ashwife smile.
All this and a typist too. I could quite understand why Rob Holdstock
(and his mighty emission) tried his luck at the last con. Twenty years ago...
days... minutes... if only Sue would stop force-feeding me those Relaxogeld
hypertension tablets before I leave home every morning. (I keep telling her
they are exactly the same formula as those caponising implants the vet uses
on battery chickens.)
(Could this be the reason for my current fondness for the missionary
position, with arms outstretched and flapping and a triumphant cockledoodle-loo at the moment of bliss? Is this why, instead of sexy underclothes,
I am buying Sue an Emu outfit for Christmas.... “Well,” I told her very
comically indeed, “You ain’t no chicken.”
“I ain’t no Thuvia, Maid of Mars, you rotten filthy dirty pervert,” she
cried... forcing another Relaxogeld down my gullet)
Do you remember the ending of that Denver fannish pantomime?
And now our tale is over,
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Your pardon, sirs, we beg.
John Carter laid a Princess and...
The Princess laid an egg.
Well, I’m working on a sequel.
(Starring Avian Carol, of course.) Ho bloody Ho.
Bar is now open so I have a couple for breakfast, hoping that it’ll help
me unwind a bit. Elda arrives with her nice Scots boy-friend – Mike Malloy?
– badly in need of a cooling Coke. These two show up at regular 90 minute
intervals throughout the day. After a bit it gets embarrassing; I mean you
don’t know where to look, when they suddenly appear to, well, change ends
as it were. I know all about coitus interruptus but this is ridiculous with Elda
looking more and more radiant whilst Mike looks paler and more determined.
After the sixth appearance I wondered if the Coke was the answer. Has it
some secret ingredient like ginseng or Spanish fly, or was it just a trendy
method of avoiding brewer’s droop? Purely in the interest of scientific
research, I slipped into the other bar where nobody would see me and called
for a double Coke. With ice.
Don’t bother.
Was beginning to feel my brekkie by now so went off with Vin¢ to meet
and mingle a bit. Going thru the main hall, Vin¢ stopped this chap in a black
windcheater and scribbled “Leroy Kettle” on the clipboard. Wow! Yippee!
Good old Leroy! Pump arm up and down. Rave incoherently, about stealing
his True Rat jokes for Microwave. Goshwow, have another handshake Leroy
mate; you’re a fucking marvel in my book; Wow a bit more.
Leroy finally disentangles himself and escapes so we go into the other
bar, and Vin¢ introduces me to Leroy Kettle. You bastard, I thought, you’re
having me on; you think I’m Charley Newt and it’s barely 1 o’clock in the
afternoon. I have just met Leroy Kettle Esquire, and he is NOTHING LIKE
YOU AT ALL MATE. “Leroy Kettle,” says helpful Hansen, pointing at the
name badge. Ghod! I could see the San Andreas Fault opening up at my feet
with everyone ready to push me in and scream Fugghead, Fugghead,
Fugghead as I vanished for all eternity. I reached for the clipboard and
Surprise, Surprise, the first imitation Leroy Kettle was actually Malcolm
Edwards and what he ever made of the brief conversation I hope I shall never
know, and who cares about Gollancz anyway when you can always sell to
Omni.
I calm down a bit, try to get over my fit of the goshwows to tell Kettle
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how much I enjoy his stuff. It was still the booze talking though so I thought
I’d better get some blotting paper on top of it before people started
speculating whether or not I was Burgess’s old Dad.
There was a pretty good £2 buffet – quiche, turkey, ham or chicken
salad with a freebie on the greenery, or pork goulash with rice. I had the
goulash... it was more of a backlash than a goulash... and started hollering
right away about the minute helping, advising All Present to shun it and tell
Egon to get his arse and his notebook over here right away. Servile
manageress lackey throws on another couple of spoonfuls to calm me down.
Ashwife, more streetwise than me, and having sussed out the free salad,
had the quiche – which looked nice enough except for the minute slices. (I’ve
seen Mother’s Pride cut thicker.) Still, she made up for it with a mountain of
greenery; if you can imagine Kew Gardens on a plate you’ll have some idea.
(This was mainly for Mal. Apparently he is now three stone lighter than those
terrible Tun tum pictures that made you wonder if he’d swallowed the
fermenting bin as well as the Real Ale inside it. He looks quite healthy now –
altho, of course, not half as active, vigorous and full of bezazz as I am (Advt.)
(And I know about vigorous, thank you). (Trouble is, I find the low calorie
sauce like Pils is so revolting that even the Camra oatmeal soup seems
preferable. Next time I think I will get lift-off on gin and then cruise on
Perrier water for a bit.)
Vin¢ points out familiar face in nosh queue so edge up behind and
whine about getting the cold shoulder and not an inch lower from old and
cherished friends and Lo! there is Pam Buckmaster around my neck showing
her delight and incredulity. Anyway, her incredulity. I thought she looked
great: short, very well cut hair, trim shape, still attractive face, nice legs...
looks about fifteen years younger than she is. I suspect she works her arse off
at exercise classes, but it certainly looks worthwhile. (I thought she had a
bloke with her but she said he was just her business partner and she wasn’t
with anyone at present. I was hoping to see her again later in the afternoon to
talk, but it never happened.)
Next time – well, Yorcon at Easter?????? Mal was indoctrinating us on
this but Vin¢ was hesitant because of the expense. I tried to persuade him to
do a Dick Turpin... such hilarity; ho bloody ho – until Hazel gently pointed
out that Yorcon is at Leeds, not York. Fortunately everyone else pretended
they hadn’t heard me. Sometime I think that what Born Again Fifties Fandom
needed was a good abortionist.
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Con Badge Thoughts
That’s a good point Our Vincent makes about the micro-elite name badges at
the Novacon. I had a dreadful problem. My new reading glasses are useless at
anything much more than five inches, and zooming down to get the names
into focus tends to lead to misunderstandings. I got slapped four times,
collected two whispered room numbers, and had a spiffing crème de menthe
and a new quiche recipe from Adrian. (Who thought Fandom fey and
enchanting.) (It is! It is!)
And that was just in the lobby en route to the Reception Desk.
I agree that we must, at all costs, avoid exposing ourselves to the
unstefnic Public Eye, but doubt that the suggested limp badges with a sort of
velcro jockstrap are the real answer. For instance, do you think that D.,
halfway through his fifth pint and wondering where the bloody hell the waiter
has got to with his cornflakes, would take kindly to the news that his
identification has gone soggy and detumesced?
I certainly wouldn’t tell him.
There must be some reasonable answer, though, apart from badges the
size of saucepan lids – complete with matching curtains – or body paint
stencils across the forehead. (I know that the Trekkie horde and the comix lot
have such tiny foreheads that they’d certainly be better off with the current
type badge, or one of those Japanese head band things, but I was thinking
more of us cultured intellectuals at the moment.)
I did think that the incredible Hazel Ashwife had stumbled across the
answer. She had that skirt on... not the minuscule black leather homewrecker, the one with enormous Chinese ideograms running from waist to
hem, all down one side.
Not being conversant with Chinese, I asked her for a rough translation.
She blushed, cast her eyes down prettily (the blue one rolled straight across
the table into Bent Eric’s goulash and was never seen again), and whispered,
“Chuch was Superb.”
In Chinese yet. You don’t get egoboo like this at the takeaway. I preened
a little, humming a lone spaceman’s song, whilst Vin¢, Bent and Terry Jeeves
looked at me with a new respect... and yes... envy in their eyes. Behind us
there was the snarling, tearing noise of eavesdropper Holdstock eating his
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heart out.
“It was fantastic, Chuch,” she said. “Unforgettable... the very very best
ever. Migod... the earth moved for me. It’s never done that before... anyway,
not just for a letter of comment on Rot 6. Superb was the only word.”
Yeah: homage to Hemingway, and the egoboo all ashes in the mouth
like a Dead Sea fruit. Still, Adrian thought it a spiffy skiffy idea. “Kaftans,”
he said. “Embroidered kaftans... names on the front and Babycham adverts on
the back, just like a football team. I’ll run them up on my sewing machine.
Wow.” And away he went with his little tape measure, measuring everyone
in sight.
I must say I rather fancied the idea of Vincent in a kaftan – but after
Adrian had taken my inside leg measurement for the eighth time I began to
doubt if this was the right solution after all.
26 January 1985
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Creative Random History
Today, Fords offered me £20,000 and a half-pay pension to piss off out erf it;
to sling my hook and desist from touching up the tiny Work Experience girls.
They would like, to put it forcefully and bluntly, to dispense with my
services. It’s a lot of money. I could buy a new house, a new car, a new
woman, and some new erectile tissue... but I turned it down.
I rationalised it to Sue with horror stories of years on the dole for the
kids, and the diminishing value of a fixed pension halving its true worth
every eight years – but really I’m staying because I’d miss the social life.
The computer has taken most of my job – leaving only the most boring
bits like numerical filing and such-like. I am seldom fully occupied and spend
much of my time on the chat circuit. Every day, the Ladies’ Auxiliary –
Charlie’s Angels of course – arrive one at a time to discuss their brutal,
stingy, dirty, drunken, feckless, ugly, odorous husbands and what was on the
telly last night. Also which secretary is currently having it off with the Parts
Sales Advertising Manager (a vile lecher who makes even A. Thomson in his
heyday look like Chuck Wesley). The chat, a little work, and a litre flask of
hot coffee helps the day along reasonably well.
Look, last week the Daventry monastery (actually it’s a nunnery, but for
some unknown reason it is placarded as a monastery. God knows the
difference and he is the only one vitally concerned), the monastery was
invaded by Chicken Libbers. These, in case you don’t know, are very sincere
crazies who wish to free the poultry from their penal servitude. They like to
concentrate on the nuns’ chickens because the local commercial battery-hen
farmers have picked up a nasty habit of firing large charges of buckshot into
their denimed arses. Anyway, in they went, chanting their slogans, “Uhuru,
red rooster,” etc. and ripping off the doors of the battery cages. They had a
problem. Once the doors were off, the idiot birds still stayed in their cages,
clucking away and laying eggs galore, instead of dashing for freedom.
I know now exactly how they feel. “It’s a bloody horrible place, but I
like the company.”
I have written to Joy Hibbert and now wish that I hadn’t. I wanted to say how
I went “deaf in my youth from the constant susurration of knicker elastic
abrading the auditory nerve system”, but I can’t find susurration in my
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bloody dictionary and am wondering if I invented the word. (Though, come
to think of it, I may have had a narrow escape. I don’t want her round here,
coming the Anne Steul*, and snapping her Marks and Spencer dreadnoughts
at me and hoping for a miracle.)
* See “Political Fallout*” below. [Ed.]

Hospital Day. They changed my hypertension tablets a month or so ago.
Since then, along with the other side effects, I’ve been puffing badly when
pulling my golf trolley up Thrombosis Hill. The Doc thought I should visit
Northampton General and see the Consultant.
Weeks ago they sent me an appointment card for 9.15 – bring
documentation and Urine Sample.
So, last night I ask Sue for a bottle for the sample. Predictably, the only
empty bottles we have in the house are a little brown aspirin bottle and a
gallon demijohn recently emptied of Dry White Nerdsteiner. Once again I’m
Chuchie Churchmouse without even a pot to piss in.
Eventually we find an almost empty screw top jar of Confiture de Fraise
du Bois that Sean bought us on his school trip to France. We scoff the last
couple of spoonfuls and wash it out ready for the morning.
Now, Sue has a theory that if we get up at sparrowfart and get to
Northampton by 8.45 we will miss teeming thousands of other puffing people
who will all arrive at 9.15. I point out that attendance times are now
computerised to obviate queues and waiting about, but compromise at 9.00.
Place pisspot, Steps to the Sun, The Love Dove, and the Daily Mail all into
Sue’s big handbag and away to the Big City.
Arrive to find Waiting Room S R O, but find two chairs in passage and
shift them to the centre of the room. Overcome stagefright and goldfish
feeling, sit down and nod genteelly to the congregation.
Sue mouths, “Give peepot to reception nurse.” Comprehension dawns
on the third mouth. Reach into handbag and – here we go again – the bloody
sodding pot has tipped over and the whole thing is awash in cold clammy
piss.
What to do? What to do? Ignore little bright pink wife mouthing “O
God; O God”, grab handbag and dash for cubicle in Gents. Abandon soggy
Daily Mail, pat books dry, mop out bag with toilet paper, and inspect jamjar.
About two teaspoonfuls left. Try to top up but discover I am suffering
from Gobi Dick. Flush lavatory, think hard about Niagara Falls but still no,
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er, end result. Consider and reject daft ideas like filling up from tap, or asking
Sue to help out (“Congratulations Mr Harris... from your urine analysis we
find that you are two months pregnant.”).
Decide from vast lob-lollyboy experience that two living spoonfuls is
ample. Return to waiting room, avoid all the interested stares, and furtively
pass bottle to the reception nurse – who promptly holds it aloft as if it were
the bloody F.A. Cup and hollers, “It’s not very much, is it?” All the Big
Drippers in the audience look pityingly at Fairy Dew Drop in the middle.
Sue, who has now decided that this is all very comical indeed, inspects
her bag for flotsam and jetsam. She decides The Love Dove is for the deep
six. She tucks it under her chair and dries her fingers on my blazer. She also
finds my half a bar of Cadburys Dairy Milk. She offers it, but I know where
it’s been and suggest saving it for Sean. Instead she pops it under the chair
with the pocket book.
“You could write this up for Terryll,” she says to me and the six adept
lipreaders in the audience. “You could call it ‘Chuch Harris – Piss Artist’....”
That’s not quite the end of it though. Three hours later after we’d
finished the circuit, X-Ray ECG Record Scan Pharmacy Documentation etc.,
we returned to the Waiting Room to fix the next appointment and check out.
Helpful nurse-receptionist-lost-property-custodian presents us with a damp
Love Dove... and one quarter bar of Cadburys Dairy Milk....
I’ve discovered that I am 11 lb overweight so Sue’s promptly put me on a
diet. I almost envy puny Thomson even though only a matter of ounces stand
between him and sand in his face. There’s a man who doesn’t have to stand
up twice to cast a shadow – oh no – he’s up and down like a fucking yo-yo
before he so much as makes a flicker. Mind, you always were a poor
starveling wretch Arf, but this is beyond a joke. I realise that part of the
reason is to wheedle CARE packages from kind tourists visiting the Tun, but
you are fast approaching transparency. One careless move and you’ll find
yourself a Slowglass panel in Bosh’s next double-glazing saga.
When it comes to the crunch you can never really trust Arfer... or Vin¢... I
was thinking about going to a small convention later this year. I have never
seen Miss Elda, and would dearly love to rest my eyes on the goddess
incarnate and understand why Father Bridge resigned Holy Orders after 40
celibate years.
The only problem is that this is just the sort of scenario Vin¢ and Arf
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delight in. I can just see my good friends setting me up, priming me with
strong liquor and then introducing Ms. Hibbert as Miss Elda. Great Sporting
Moments: I am crushed to that all so capacious bosom whilst she hollers,
“You male chauvinist Pygmalion, you – warm, golden loveliness indeed!” I
die on the spot and my trusted friends... yes, including Terryll and Miss
Elda... have hysterics on the sidelines. With friends like this....
Right. I can warn you all this very instant. If I have the slightest doubts
we will ALL be down on the carpet whilst I, Charles Randolph Harris,
personally check for the sacred paddle-of-Roscoe birthmark. None genuine
without warranted trademark... and phooey to Dave Rowley breathing on my
glasses.
[As soon as we told Miss Elda about all this, she sent Chuch a
photograph right away. No inscription; no message. Just one word on the
back. “Promise?”]
Budgies are always a sure bet. Sue is obsessed with budgies. The only bit of
Microwave 7 that interested her was LeeH’s mention of those wild budgies of
Port Charlotte. She thought she would like to see those. I’d certainly like to
see LeeH again. Perhaps we ought to fly to Florida for our hols and then she
could look at her birds and I could look at mine.
Happy Harry Harris is the current incarnation – a clean-mouthed star
elocutionist and last of a long line descending through Pretty Joey, Dobbin,
Budgieboy I and Budgieboy II. Unfortunately, he is a very sick bird. Two
weeks ago Sue was so worried that she took him to the Daventry Vet. He
nodded wisely, diagnosed phylloxera or something, prescribed
Chloromycetin birdseed and charged £2 for the performance.
Anyway, Sue wasn’t very impressed with him, and her bird was no
better. She thought him a quack and a charlatan. He didn’t look like a vet. He
smelt of gin and wore an anorak... not a bit like Tristan or Siegfried or that
other crafty little bugger who was having it off with the home-help. Why! he
didn’t even drive an old pre-war motor. Certainly not the real vet type.
Nobody in their right mind would allow this chap to stick his arm up their
cow’s bottom.
She decided on a Second Opinion and took the bird to Rugby to see a
much Higher Up Vet. This one was obviously the real thing – vastly more
experienced; wore a tweed suit and smoked a pipe – smart and handsome,
kindly but wise.
So, wisely, he asked Sue what she thought was wrong. She thought the
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bird had a tumour.
“Indeed he has,” said old wise vet making with the instant diagnosis. “A
nasty tumour. Your budgie is not long for this world. Give him this fantastic
– but very expensive – millet impregnated with Interferon and all known
vitamins. Pay £4 to the receptionist and come back next week. Thank you.”
Sadly, she comes home to break the grim news to the family. Our dickie,
little Happy Harry Harris, has the Big C. He is due to fly off the mortal coil at
any minute now, to hover over the Elysian Fields crapping on Cherubim and
Seraphim instead of yours truly.
So I asked the obvious question. “Why do you have to take him back
next week?”
“He needs care.”
“Supposing he’s dead by then, does he still get another consultation?”
“You mean sod. You’ve never loved him. You hate birds. I’ll never
forgive you for Budgieboy II after he had his heart attack. You’re rotten thru’
and thru’. Just like all your family. None of them loved birds. You were all
the same. You were all vile to those poor chickens at Rainham.”
“They weren’t pets, love. We kept them for fresh eggs and Chicken
Maryland. No one was cruel to them.”
“Yes, breaking their little necks and pulling out all their feathers instead
of buying eggs and chicken portions from Sainsbury’s like any normal decent
family.... You... you psychopath. And what about Budgieboy II and my poor
Mum and the nasty dirty way your father used to wipe his finger around the
top of the ketchup bottle before putting the cap back on. So there.”
Well, Budgieboy II had a heart attack whilst we were out getting awash
at the Captain’s Day pissup. Home at sparrowfart... Sue making shushing
noises... dire warnings about The Neighbours... nasty threats about Wait Till I
Get You Indoors, whilst I softly sing a lone Spaceman’s song... haunting
refrain from beyond the asteroids:
PUT YOUR ARMS AROUND ME HONEEEEEY,
HOLD ME TIGHT.
SNUGGLE UP AND CUDDLE UP WITH ALL
YOUR MIGHT.
OH! OH! I NEVER KNEW, ANY GIRL
LIKE YEEEW.
Mother-in-law had been budgie-sitting that night. She was waiting at the
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door, full of tears and self-recrimination. When the bird fell from its perch
and lay on its back, feebly kicking its tiny feet in the air, she felt that she
must do something. The poor creature was obviously in extremis. She
decided to administer half a teaspoon of brandy. The bird still died, of course,
but it had a sort of happy budgie smile on its little face at the end.
Sue comforted her mum and promised a proper budgie funeral in the
garden later in the day. (We like to do things with a proper ritual – nonsectarian, natch – no flushing away the cadaver in this house.)
I added further words of solace. “Never mind, Mum. You Did Right.
I’m glad you remembered the brandy in the larder.”
She smiled bravely through her tears. “I was so worried,” she said. “I
got the bottle from the drink cupboard, and a teaspoon, but he could only take
just little sips before... before he Passed On.”
Comprehension dawned. “The drink cupboard... Mum, you didn’t... you
never... not the cooking brandy from the larder... you didn’t use my worth-aking’s-ransom Martell VSOP ***** Special Liqueur Napoleon Cognac that I
smuggled past the Customs and Excise at Dover? You didn’t use my liquid
gold, my certified genuine elixir of the gods, on the bleeding budgie!”
Almost incoherent, I screamed: “Get a saucer. Wring the little bugger out.”
I got the Dreadful Silence... the full three weeks in Coventry sentence
for that lot, and I can’t say it was worth it. Even with ice and ginger ale, there
was no subtle bouquet, no tang, no frisson reminiscent of the true Cognac
grape in that murky little saucer.
Whatever you do though, DON’T have tortoises. We have two of them. They
wake from hibernation at least two months before the garden is warm enough
for them so you have to keep them indoors and feed them on very expensive
lettuce. It would be far cheaper to keep Walter. Most of our hall is fenced off
now to form a vivarium (I think). Their excretory habits are vile (cleaner to
keep Walt too).
Sean likes them though. He has originated an elementary form of
communication with them. He hisses and they hiss back. All very interesting;
he tried waving a little piece of paper with nine circles on it but the results
were inconclusive. They appeared to study it carefully and then pissed all
over it. Would this indicate an origin outside the planetary system we know
and love?
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Readers’ Letters Dept
(To clear some of the “-” backlog)
Dear Mrs Harris,
I understand your husband has taken up stamp-collecting. If he pesters
my old lady again I’ll tear his tiny balls off.
Yours faithfully,
(Mr) T. Stamp.
(Elstree)
Buckingham Palace,
London Wl
Dear Subject,
My husband and I thank you for the “-” Subscription Renewal
Reminder. Our Privy Purse is engaged (Hah Hah) for the weekend, but we
will pop round to the Mint on Monday as soon as they open. It seems ages
since the last issue, but wasn’t Chuch superb... almost Blochlike.
We have no jurisdiction over Hugos, but (in confidence) he will be
ennobled in the next Honours list as a Queen’s Beast.
Honi soit etc.,
E2R
P.S. God save me.
Dear Uncle Chuch,
My husband is a commercial traveller. At Brighton I overheard him at
the bar saying that he was into oral sex. He assures me this is only his present
sales territory... one of the new counties lying between Sussex and
Middlesex. Is he trying to make a sucker out of me?
Yours,
S. Marriott.
P.S. Chuch was superb.
March 1985
This first-ever Creative Random History patchwork column ended
with an extract from Chuck’s account of his first KTF meeting,
which appears in full above as “The Q Files: KTF Meeting –
Sunday 8 April 1984”. [Ed.]
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Creative Random History 2
We have had an addition to the family. A little slant-eyed bitch called Ziggy
Wu... I asked Sue what she would like for Christmas. She would like a
sweater – so I bought her a couple of sweaters. She would like a pair of black
cords – so I bought her something called F.U.2’s. But all along what she
realio, trulio wanted was a puppydog. “Of course you can have one,” I told
her... remembering I’d seen a couple wanting Good Homes in the Rugby
Advertiser classified. Alas, there are an abundance of Good Homes around
here, and the dogs were already fixed up before we arrived. There were also
some “adorable little bundles of fluff... KC registered, good pedigree... Shih
Tzu puppies.” (Pronounced “Shit Zoo”.) Very rare Chinese dogs... smuggled
to Freedom by the less peckish Boat People... little rat-sized creatures
weighing about 2½ lbs with the collar on and their dinner inside. Leaky as a
sieve, of course, but sharp to recognise a Good Home – even tho’ there is one
born every minute.
So we phoned the kennel woman up, and put the phone down quick
when she told us the price. “Jesus,” I told Sue and the twins, “I could buy a
Gestetner for that. I could buy Dave Langford’s picture and still have enough
left over to pay the psychiatrist and buy 246,895 copies of Space Eater at
today’s Special Price. No Way. Think of something else.”
I am still the Boss in the house. So they took me to the Golf Club
Turkey Lunch. Plied me with Macon Superieur and the Remy Martin VSOP
and Had Their Way with me. They took me to Banbury (where the cross
comes from), held my little shaky hand as I signed the cheque and thanked
the kennel-lady for the free tin of Pedigree Chum she threw in gratis. (I’m
going to serve it, along with a little sage and onion stuffing, to all the Harris
clan on Christmas Day.)
Lately I seem to have every bloody affliction except the seven plagues of
Egypt and... Good Christ! Look! It’s raining frogs! My hair, my tawny mane,
my lovely crowning glory, is detaching itself in great handfuls. This is
particularly desolating. I am not narcissistic or vain – Ho No – but the sated
hordes of female fandom always reckoned this as my most attractive feature.
No longer will they run their little sweaty hands thru it afterwards. If this
goes on they will bring their polish aerosol and a duster and give me a quick
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refurbishing instead.
O Woe! O, Calamity! O Silvikrin! I blame my flat hat. Originally I wore
it only for golf, but lately I’ve been tending to put it on every time I venture
out. I will stop it immediately (this is known as decapitation, have another Ho
Ho... it’s worth it), and let Ghod’s fresh air, rain, snow and thick yellow fog
seep back amongst the roots. If this doesn’t work I will consider Liquinure,
goat dung, or finally prayer. Yes, I’m that desperate.
Rich bro-in-law took us out for a meal. It turned out to be Harvest Supper in
the Village Hall instead of the bistro I’d been hoping for, but it was good fun.
All the worthy village ladies cook something for the supper. Everyone pays
£1.25 a head plus 50p a glass for wine (bloody awful plonk too. I think it
must have been left over from an old altar somewhere) and noshes away like
mad on endless steak or chicken pie plus veggies and fantastic... really
super... afters. It is a country village, but I doubt if any of the people there
worked on the land or helped with the harvest. They are brokers, advertising
execs, managers and similar hard-faced bastards, but their wives all seem to
be marvellous cooks. I had three helpings of pies and each one seemed better
than the last, and when I got to the afters I would have written to Egon Ronay
if I could have remembered his address. I had this gateau affair, layered
sponge, cream, pistachio nuts, thin slices of mild ginger and more cream and
brandied fruit... a real heart-attack gateau if ever there was one.
I was so overcome that I even bought Vicar a drink (No, truly) even tho
I was aware that the 25p went straight to the SPCK lot... and usually I rate
them only one step above Frank Sinatra and the Mafia.
It struck me afterwards that I have never seen Vicar sober. The last time
I met him was at my niece’s christening. He had already been at the sherry
and had problems wondering which end to christen. At one point I thought he
was going to play safe and try total immersion. I was all ready to dive in the
font to rescue and resuscitate, but Alan forestalled him by taking tight hold of
his offspring at the crucial moment.
Saturday was no better. He was so overcome with my munificence that
he drank my health three times (it was a large glass), and when my newtlike
bro-in-law confided that I was an oil-rich Moslem and unable to take part in
Grace, but would have to sacrifice a goat in the car park in lieu, he was most
helpful in deciding the rough direction of Mecca. (Apparently you have to
point the poor beast in the right direction or you are liable to finish up with
Thor instead of Allah. Try to remember this. It may be of great help to you
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one day.)
After the awful coffee from the tea urn a lady and gentleman sang Il
Pagliacci and Cosi Fan Tutti.... But Alan had found a St. Bernard and
borrowed his flask so I zizzed off until it was time to go home. Vicar asked if
I’d be able to come next year. I told him I’d arrange a coach party from the
mosque. And a goat. Alan has ideas about me wearing a fez.
All the moneyed mob at the Club have flown to Spain this week on a
group golf holiday. It was a very up-market thing, far beyond the means of
Charley Church-mouse. So, the Lady Captain, a pleasant decent charmer –
and her husband ditto (if you can imagine a pleasant decent charmer who is
also a detective superintendent in the Northants Constabulary) – asked Sue if
we would look after their parakeet for a week.
We’ve had Pepe before. He’s an odd-looking creature – pure white
except for his tiny orange cheeks and an absurd lemon-yellow topknot
sticking up from the top of his head like a tiny fountain. I always feel a bit
sorry for him. I don’t think he’s ever seen another parakeet in his life. He sits
there in his shiny cage, staring disconsolately out at the wild birds on the
lawn, daydreaming orgiastic visions of miscegenation with the sexy starlings,
with nothing to look forward to except another sunflower seed.
Sometimes he does piercing wolf-whistles and bits of imitations from
TV adverts, but he is no great chat-up artist compared with the late
Budgieboy II.
Sue likes to let him out of his cage so that he can fly around a bit to
stretch his wings. He flaps round the room (astounding the puppydog who
gets so cross because, try as she might, she can’t fly) and, exhausted, swoops
down to land on Sue’s thumb.
Then, staring fixedly at Sue with his little beady eye, he starts to rub his
genital area up and down her arm. Slowly at first and then, as the rhythm
quickens, the strokes get longer and forceful. Eventually – well, instant
gratification as Mr Gonzalez says – he shudders to a stop.
Now, here comes the curious bit... or did you think this was avian
pornography?... as he finishes, he preens himself up and whistles the chorus
from the Colonel Bogey March.
Every single time. It’s like a stage show, a music hall act. One on the
wrist and then Colonel Bogey. Sometimes he can do two evening
performances and a matinee in the afternoon – first ecstasy and then the
musical interlude. It’s a veritable wonder that he can still see.
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The worrying thing is – birds only learn by imitation. You do wolfwhistles ad infinitum and the bird eventually whistles back. You feed in
Mobius tape, “Once upon a time in the village of Prosaic in the country of
Mundane, there lived a youth called Jophan...” and eventually your bird is as
good as Berry’s. You teach them to ring little bells, ride little bicycles and
sell them to the circus.
So who taught Pepe? It certainly wasn’t the demure, well-spoken Lady
Captain. Could it be that we have a kinky copper in the Northants Pride? And
could Esther Rantzen use this talented bird as a replacement for all those little
doggies who play football on her TV show?
Last night... “tiger, tiger, burning bright, in the middle of the night”... as
a divertissement, a sort of unrehearsed happening to bring novelty to the
predictability of the marriage bed (I’ve been peeping at Forum again), I
whistled a bar or two of the melody. Sue, after nearly falling out of bed
laughing, said that if I really preferred Hop o’er My Thumb, I could take my
custom elsewhere.
But...
The Super Super is 3 handicap, and I’m still stuck at 26. There must be
some reason... or am I just whistling in the dark again?
Great excitement up at the golf club today – quite apart from my appearance.
Gentlemen may now wear “well cut” fairly short shorts – instead of the old
Eric Morecambes that have been permitted for years. But, to avoid unduly
exciting the lady members, we must wear knee socks with them. The proshop promptly sold the only two pairs of knee socks they had. So I borrowed
a pair of Sue’s tennis socks.
I didn’t get on the course before the Men’s Captain arrived. “Those
socks are All Right for Ladies, but MEN MUST WEAR KNEE SOCKS.”
He is somewhat Hibberty and I really ought to know better, but I
couldn’t resist it. “Will they be okay if I shave my legs?”
He looked kind of baffled and walked off, but I’m sure the chap thinks
I’m a pooftah.
Later, we had an intruder. No shirt, shorts made from an old pair of
jeans, plimsolls, handful of clubs but no bag.
Dave the Captain goes over and throws him out. When he came back to
the bar I thought I’d have a grovel back into favour. “Ho, Ho!” I said. “I
thought it was Lord Greystoke,” thinking all the old boozers would be au
courant with the Greystoke film if not the Tarzan books.
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It was unbelievable. Not one of them made the connection... “Greystoke,
is he here?... Waggers Greystoke... Old Carpathian... jolly good chap... really
outstanding fly-half... colonelcy in the Leicestershires... Lord now, I thought
he was an Hon; pater must have kicked it... really sound chap... glad to
second him for membership... blah, blah....”
I couldn’t credit it. All these ignorant old buggers knew Greystoke.
They’d been to school with him, won wars with him. The fucker will be
Chairman of the Greens Committee by the end of next week, and criticising
my bloody socks by the week after.
I had a bloody awful Christmas but things are improving now. Sue, bless her,
gave me Trivial Pursuit; I gave her an elegant jumper which didn’t fit and
wasn’t liked so we took it back, got the money and bought lots of other things
she did like from horrible down-market Marks and Sparks. She is sorry she
doesn’t share my exquisite taste and discrimination (this happens every year)
and trained me long ago to retain All Till Receipts and never never never
remove labels and open packets.
Pepe’s owner came with us to Northampton. Her husband (the cop)
bought her a sexy negligee (from M&S) but it was an inch too long and she
didn’t care for it. She got her money back (Marks are very good like that),
saw the girl mark it down to ½ price and put it back on the racks, decided she
liked it after all, and rebought it – at half price – there and then. That left her
with £10 in her pocket and a lovely story for her husband about how she
couldn’t bear to part with it.
You are perfectly correct – I wouldn’t like to do a column for a new fanzine.
In fact I wouldn’t like to do a column for ANY fanzine, up to and including
Hyphen Revenant.
Well, not unless Walt asks me VERY nicely indeed and promises to
work on my golf swing.
Yes, sure you can use anything of mine from anywhere just as long as
you correct the spelling as you go along. No, not “subject to my prior
approval” either. I write it, you print it and gawd bless yer guvnor for the
egoboo.
August 1986
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The Q Files
Doghouse
Sue quite likes the fancy Lee Trevino golf cap (emblazoned NY) that Arfer
gave me (is this a New York Yankees baseball cap?). It might solve my other
big golf problem... if rain speckles my glasses the refraction buggers up my
swing and makes it impossible for me to track the ball if I do happen to hit it.
I will wear it on Saturday with my elegant Le Coq Sportif shirt (anything
called The Sporty Cock is so obviously me), and report later.
Pause for another dog story.... It was Ladies’ Open Day at the Golf Club
yesterday. All of the Top Northants Ladies swanning around in their Jaeger
sweaters and elegant Hermes scarves as worn by H.M. Ladywife Harris is on
parade along with the rest of the Staverton Ladies’ Committee to make with
the Big Hello and flog a genteel raffle ticket or two.
Sue, sweaterless and scarfless, gets on famously with the bon ton. Her
husband is A Poet (and would like to be A Wit). She was The Power behind
the aborted Ladbroke bid for the Staverton Club, and was on Intimate Terms
with dear Lord Hailsham. (Well, he used to snarl “Mornin’” at her in the Inns
of Court 25 years ago, and how intimate can you get?). And, most of all, she
is Good With Dawgs.
So there she is, praising Ziggydog to the skies and openly speculating on
his application to join MENSA.
“Fantastic, adorable, full of energy, bounces like a little rubber ball. A
little Tibetan dog, although many people think he’s a puppy of one of those
Durex dogs you see on TV.”
“Pardon?” says the Northamptonshire President of the English Ladies’
Golf Union. “The Durex dogs?” cackles my lovely idiot. “With the paint
pots.”
The group splits and drifts apart. Realisation dawns. “Like. A. Little.
Rubber. Ball.” When you see her, don’t forget to ask if she is suffering a
misconception about the advert.
April 1985
For US readers: Old English Sheepdogs had appeared in
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Australian and UK TV ads for Dulux paint since the early 1960s.
[Ed.]
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The Q Files
Pre-Yorcon III
KTF meeting – Sunday 31 March 1985
Dear Arf,
O King, live for ever. I didn’t realise you have been so ill or I would
have had a requiem mass said.
We missed you on Sunday. Patrick and Teresa were everything we’d
hoped for. All TAFF candidates come with a built-in charisma, but these
were really exceptional. Interesting – no, more than that – fascinating,
captivating and absurdly young... as I get older, girls are getting prettier and
younger every day and I really must stop this habit of hugging and kissing the
nicest ones before people think I’m some sort of sex maniac. Nobody else
seems to do this. They all seem happy enough with a manly handshake and a
pleesetermeetcha whilst I’m making a public exhibition of myself and
delighting in it. “I just can’t help myself, Your Worship. I shall probably Do
It Again on Saturday. And Sunday too if I get half a chance, so there. Take
me away and lock me up.”
I do hope you get some time with them both before they go back home
too. This, for me, is what fandom is all about: the same sort of meshing of
minds and sense of affinity that we used to find on the front lawn of Oblique
House. I always feel sort of wary and full of trepidation beforehand because –
well, suppose they turn out to be Yank Burgesses... and then the relief and, all
right, delight when you find they are everything they should be and more.
We seem to have chosen “delight” as our key-word this week.
Mind you, Sunday started out as a right sod of a day. I wanted to get
away early but first we overslept, then Sean wanted a lift to the Golf Club,
then Samantha was ill and wanted a video from the shop to help her thru the
misery, and then Sue got cross and I got a trifle niggly about the delay so we
stormed off without even a pad and pencil for people to write on, and then
got lost in Welling again. Sue dropped me off and then everyone arrived with
drink and food whilst I stood there with nothing except my boyish charm.
Not that anybody seems to worry, but I do feel it’s about time I pulled my
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socks up a bit.
Teresa, incidentally, still tends to collapse into a jointless rag-doll heap
when she’s laughing and excited. It’s disconcerting but not worrying –
especially as she doesn’t stop laughing for a single second on the way down.
I mention this so that you don’t start on your joke repertoire in the middle of
the Oxford Street pedestrian crossing.
Letter to Avedon Carol
You know, if you’d been there, if Arf had been there, and if I’d had a drink a
little earlier it would have been perfect. Sue dropped me off at Welling and
then drove off to visit her very rich and very childless relatives near Dover.
She was due to pick me up again in the early evening and then I’d drive back
to Daventry. I’d promised to stay off the sauce. The M1 motorway is like a
race track on Sunday evenings – a death and destruction derby with St.
Christopher on overtime rates. Drink slows me up a bit, and Sue worries
about it.
On the other hand, here were people I’d been looking forward to
meeting for months and months and months, and here am I all shy and
withdrawn instead of making every minute count. So I compromised...
spurned the gin and had two cups of Valpolicella to get lift off.
P&T overslept by three hours and even cool hand Rob was getting a bit
worried.
And you know, dear daughter, I loved Teresa. Metaphorically of course
– but further bulletins might be issued. She is what we used to call A Doll.
She is wonderfully bubbly and fun and – I must say this – really American.
English women – as well as some of us chaps d’you know – are cursed with
shyness. They are reserved and dumbstruck and after a formal howdedo they
don’t know what the fuck to say to anybody except their Old Mums. Elda...
who I am fond of... and for that matter my other daughter Samantha are
reserved and inarticulate whilst desperately wanting to join in and be the life
and soul of the party but never seem to be able to break out of their shells.
Yet, almost invariably, the American girls are chonk full of social graces. I
haven’t even met Linda Pickersgill yet but I’ll bet you another bottle of Asti
Spumante that she can talk too. I can’t really think of even one exception;
Ermengarde Fiske, LeeH, Bea Mahaffey, Rita Khrone... Christ I nearly
married her... Ellie Bloch, and now Teresa. It’s a bloody good thing Jackal
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never made the trip or we’d all be compromised. (And Jesus, I just
remembered. Some time ago I quoted a bit from one of Arf’s letters where he
was saying the very same thing about you.) I shall send Samantha Stateside to
be “finished” and then she can come home and hook Prince Andrew and get
me a Civil List pension.
And this wasn’t just me either. Even John Harvey – who, they tell me,
hasn’t drawn a sober breath since he was weaned – was more besotten than
sodden. He looked like an intellectual (but plucky...) Millwall supporter
(damn, no time now – ask Rob) discovering there is more to life than another
can of Foster’s lager. Even whilst polishing off the bowl of Trifle “A” (he’d
heard the rumour that it was laced with sherry) he was pausing between
mouthfuls to talk to her.
Patrick talks well too... a master of the art of five simultaneous
conversations... but I didn’t really get a chance to talk properly to him or Tom
We`ber. There were a lot of other people trying to get a word in too but I
shall get more chance next weekend. Same with Rob too. (Dave tells me
we’re getting you married prolly on 22 June with a prenuptial pissup for
Fathers on the Friday evening. I fear they are trying to cancel my invitation to
the honeymoon, but I am determined not to let a little thing like marriage
come between us.
John Jarrold – good man there – arrived with Prevert. Eve Harvey hit
me for £1.50 for a BOSHzine, but I’ve left them behind somewhere. Jarrold
and Eve are standing for GUFF. I shall vote for JJ.
Apart from all of Kent Trufandom there was another chap who “used to
be a fan” along with his plain wife and plain voracious daughter. I asked Rob
who they were. He said, “Fuck knows” – which might not be elegant but
lipreads easily.
I had a quick word with Rob who said it is only a matter of weeks until
you are back here again. I was concerned about nothing being done to your
thyroid, but he said the test was okay and nothing more needed to be done. IS
THIS CORRECT????? You were so apprehensive about surgery before –
you’re not being silly, I hope?
Teresa says we must find a congenial typewriter at Leeds – but I shall
take sufficient scrap pads to keep going... must ask Patrick why he wears
That Hat. I thought perhaps it was a touch of the Elton Johns but, on
checking, there didn’t seem to be anything wrong with the thatch.... I
wondered too why Teresa wore her wedding ring on the “wrong” finger. No
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mystic significance... that’s the only finger it fits. I am a fund of useless
information.... Dave L... and Teresa... were impressing my Sue about the
Chuch Harris International Fan Club, and it worked. On the way home she
said, “Have they really got a fan club named for you?” Wow! Fame at last.
More after the Con, of course.

April 1985
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The Q Files
Yorcon III Report (1985)
I thought I’d better get in a quick early version of how Teresa took me to bed
before anyone else does. We’d been almost inseparable from the minute I
arrived, with me, like Mary’s little lamb, about half a pace behind her, whilst
she flexes her aching fingers and reaches for yet another pen and scrap pad. I
had guilty feelings about this. I was blatantly monopolising her. Eventually,
40 hours later, I suggested that perhaps we should mingle a bit, but she
looked so astonished at me suggesting such an odd disruption that I forgot the
idea completely. I don’t think I’ve ever been to a better Con.
Back to Sunday night though. Really it was the fault of Famous Dave
and Martin Tudor. I’d opened a bottle of gin earlier on, but we’d run out of
tonic and it was a chore to keep fighting your way to the bar for more mixer.
M. Tudor produced two large mixer bottles. “This one,” he said,” has a
yellow top and is full of nasty cheap gin. This one has a red top and is full of
tonic water mixer.”
Great. Fine. Gawd bless yer for little bottles. David looked a little oddly
at me when I topped up my fancy Gordon’s gin with red top but nothing was
said. It tasted a bit off, but I thought it just might be flat or something, and
anyway, somebody had borrowed typewriters for us so that I’d know what
was going on and I couldn’t have cared less about the drink. We’d had to
shift our table so that we could use a power point and finished with Dave,
Teresa, Me, Madeleine, Walt, Vin¢, Terryll, and half a dozen other people.
Suddenly John Brunner arrives and sits down to talk to Walt. Really,
this was nothing to do with me, but I decided he was trying to spoil my
evening. Fortunately, I knew exactly what to do. Grab Teresa and rush off to
find Rob in the pork pie race room. Not realising that this was one hell of a
lot quieter after the party room hubbub, I forgot to re-pitch my voice. “Rob,
will you please come out here NOW and tell John Brunner to Fuck Off”
boomed out across the hall and I was a focal point once more. This is always
the bit I really hate. Teresa tried to warn me, but it was too late even though
there were a surprising number of people in the room nodding agreement
with the idea.
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Back to my party typer – just in time to see Chuck Connor in full
evening dress – including carnation, bow tie, and white gloves, catching the
lift (TNH: “Why does Connor dress like the assistant undertaker?” DL:
“Death hasn’t released him yet.”)
I’m slurring very badly by now and don’t want to make an oaf of myself
so, after brief goodnight, stagger into the lift and go to bed. Get out of the lift
and decide this is an idiotic idea so go back down again to DL’s “Death
hasn’t released you yet?” and “The pause that refreshes” and “Had a nice
sleep?” from everyone else.
Dave is on the typewriter now. Fortunately I kept all the scrap sheets....
“The guy who has just arrived and looks like Joy Hibbert’s spiritual partner is
Mike Cule, who is going to write the entry on me for the second edition of
20th Century Science Fiction Writers. So... please use tact....” Then Bryan
Barrett, who’d lent us a portable before we got the electric IBM, bitching that
the wine I’d given him was cheap rubbish because he’d found a pip in it
(some people wouldn’t recognise a vintage pip when they saw it)... and Jesus!
I’d bought this big bottle of wine outside and then couldn’t find anyone with
a corkscrew. I took it to the bar. They took the cork out in three seconds. And
charged me £3 – three bleeding quid – for doing so. Thank christ the gin
bottle had a screw top. (This is called “corkage” and is supposed to deter
smartarses from bringing in their own drink. It does too.) Eve Harvey arrives
with the promised copies of Wallbanger... lovely title... these had a Kettle
speech that I wanted to see – I think Kettle can be fantastic... far, far, funnier
than Bob Shaw when he’s on form... and really wanted this badly. She also
gave me the final instalment of Dave’s US trip report: “I was a Worm in the
Big Apple”. I’ve got a couple of the other instalments and will write around
for the rest to see if they’re still available. I like the Harveys. John is always
quiet and pissed, and Eve talks to me a bit and seems glad to see me, and
hardly seems pissed ever.
In fact, I was really impressed with the girls in fandom nowadays.
In my time the majority of the women were a bit odd or desperate.
Nowadays they are sharp, bright and normal. I met Linda Pickersgill for the
first time and really got on with her too. And Pam Wells, Anne Warren...
sharp perceptive girl who wrote the best analysis of fandom I’ve yet read.
Hazel L. was there but I don’t think she really enjoys the pissup party scene
so I only saw her fleetingly across the rooms. These are the sort of people I
feel at ease with.
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Teresa is bearing up well and drinking Cointreau and soda, but
everything is blurring for me and I can’t focus on the paper any more. This
time I’m really going to bed. I’ve discovered I’ve confused the red top with
the yellow top and have been diluting Gordon’s gin with Tudor’s gin. I can
still stand up, but it ain’t easy and I’m glad for Teresa’s steadying hand.
Remorseful statements like “I was only trying to keep up with Dave
Langford... Avedon will be ashamed of me...” get brisk answers like
“Rubbish. You were magnificent. She will be PROUD,” and “Nobody can
keep up with DL.” She can say that again, keed.
She pours me into the lift, takes me upstairs and finds my room, points
me at the wash basin with instructions to drink lots and lots of water, grins
happily and kind of disappears like the Cheshire Cat until only the grin
remains and eventually that goes too.
I remember about the water and pour down half a gallon or so then fall
into bed to sleep like the dead for a solid eight hours. Awaken all bright eyed
and bushy tailed; no hangover at all, no little problems except a sore throat
thru talking too much. Downstairs for ENORMOUS heart-attack breakfast...
juice, grapefruit, bacon sausage scrambled egg tomatoes hashbrowns (I think
that’s what they are called) mushrooms toast rolls coffee marmalade and then
more juice. Breakfast was included in the room charge, of course. I wondered
about a bacon butty for lunch to take away but decided against it.
Outside, they tell me Teresa went onto the Queens hotel after seeing I
was all right on the previous night and flaked out for a good fifteen minutes.
Fortunately DL was there and walked her back to the Dragonara afterwards. I
do try hard to be all flip and casual, but fundamentally I am an old worryguts.
I am concerned about the little spells where she just hits the deck and then
gets up again, but fifteen-minute sessions scare the shit out of me. She is tiny
and fragile and Rob tells me she has left her gamma stuff at Pickie’s. Thank
god the convention is nearly finished and she’ll be able to slow down a bit.
Rob is cool and reassuring, but he’d be cool and reassuring if someone told
him Christ Crucified was in the Mezzanine – actually He was earlier on in the
Masquerade too – and I dunno whether to believe him or not. Fortunately she
seemed to sleep well too and came down about noon. I think she’s as relieved
to see me alive as I am to see her. And I was very relieved.
Another photo-session. Walt has already shot off more than 100 pics and
none of the others can be very far behind. This time I’m with DL who is
gazing tenderly into my eyes whilst... I find out all too late... he holds Woofie
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Bear from the Soft Toys Apa in an extremely compromising position in front
of me. Typically the hotel shop has no postcards of Leeds at all but we find
something to send to you. Ask Rob to add a bit, and then take the card back
to see what he’s said. He smiles complacently as I read, “Dear Avedon – he
said formally, knowing who will be reading this next....”
D. adds a line but he is pissed off with me at the moment. Earlier on he
challenged Rob to dominoes for £5 over a set of 11 games. D. is very good at
dominoes, and I wouldn’t play him for fourpence let alone a fiver. Anyway,
on the last domino of the last hand Rob won!!!! D. was not pleased. He forgot
his dour Yorkshireman image, slammed down the last domino so hard that
the ashtray and everything else jumped into the air, and swore a mighty oath.
There were a fair amount of Stateside people around. Don and Elsie
Wollheim were there. Don founded FAPA a hell of a long time ago, but has
now come to his senses and is making a lot of gelt from DAW books. Walt
had a word with him but me – heigh ho – I was off with Teresa again. I did
see Greg Benford – who used to be a fifteen-year-old twin when I was still
around and “-” hadn’t gone irregular, but I was well in my cups by then and
found myself kissing his hand like a bloody fool, or a typical Harris. I think
Norman Spinrad was somewhere and I remember Bryan Barrett because he
said something nice about my Microwave bit (I have to be really paralytic
before I forget egoboo). I think Linda Strickler James was an American girl
too. She was more or less boss of the Dragonara and did a hell of a fine Job.
If Leeds ever ran another con I think I’d try to split the attendance into
trufen and the rest. Even though the hotels were only a couple of hundred
yards apart the two groups seldom seemed to converge. We are happy enough
with a skimpy fan-related programme. We’ll turn up happily for the Nielsen
Hayden talk or Linda P’s chat-up, but we don’t really want to know about
“Amateur Fiction”, “Fandom Whither?”, or even the BSFA AGM.
But – I dunno – they do try to cater for different tastes and personal
preferences will always be different. I was outraged when they dragged
Teresa away to some bloody platform just as we started to talk about free
health care... leaving her with the entirely erroneous impression that I prefer
private health care where the doc cleans out your wallet as well as your
innards.
Walt had brought over a special weighted golf club for me to practice
with. John Jarrold was there so I was showing it to him when I remembered
I’d promised to vote for him in the GUFF election when I saw him at KTF
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last week. That may not seem a problem but sometime around midnight I’d
promised Eve Harvey I’d vote for her.
So I voted for both of them.
We found a surprising number of people suffering some hearing
impairment. Walt was wearing an aid, Madeleine has had problems for years,
Vin¢ has started having trouble and so has Teresa. Famous Dave suggests we
start Deaf Fandom. I will be President. Honorary members will be admitted
to meetings as long as they wear a handful of cottonwool in each ear.
We’re getting down to the scrappy notes now... liked Dave Richards*...
when Teresa collapsed he knelt down beside her and unconcernedly kept on
talking....
* Almost certainly should be Dave Bridges. [Ed.]

People ask Teresa if she’s English because she articulates her words.
Evidently her mother was an English teacher. (I find almost all women
articulate better than men.)
Rob auctioned off some RAT fmz... mainly to Patrick. Trouble is there
is little chance now of ever getting full sets... and I’m determined I will never
collect again. The dealer prices in the bookroom horrified me with books still
in print priced £3 or £4 above list price just because they are autographed.
I’m sentimental about all the stuff from Oblique House so I shan’t part with
Slant or Hyphen, and I keep some other stuff because I want to read it again –
all right, yes, Blatant, and we’ll get to that sooner or later too – but I swear
I’ll never circulate another Want List or dash into the bookroom as soon as
the doors open to check the stacks against my little black looseleaf notebook.
Vincent doesn’t agree; he’d spend his last quid on a book, I’d buy a pie and a
pint. Or skip the pie and I’ll have a gin and tonic.
(And Christ, the bar prices were skyhigh at the Dragonara too. You
could tell the hardened drinkers by the clinking bags they were carrying
around.)
Patrick had half a dozen different editions of The Enchanted Duplicator.
I have a spare copy of the first edition that I’ll take down to KTF if I’m to see
them again before they go home.
Was shaken by “old flame” from the 50s who turned up for the Con. I
remembered her as a fairly smart woman... all right, another one I might have
married even – and here she was pathetic and frowsty in a stained green
trouser suit with no pride in herself, looking about 96, and interested in
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casting horoscopes. Blimey! what to do? I ducked. Put Walter and Vin¢ in
front – both of them are good with kind words – and made a sharp exit. I felt
a mean shit – I could have bought her a drink and been a little pleasant – but I
am a mean shit. Anyway, the old love stood up later to complain about
“Language” (ho ho) at the Pickersgill “do” so perhaps she didn’t want to
associate with me either.
I think we had a TAFF meeting on Sunday in Patrick’s room. We agreed
on the minimum vote from each country – host and visiting – and to hike the
UK contribution.
The Fancy Dress was mostly rubbish, but I liked the berk in a square
black polythene sack who came as 2001’s obelisk, and another entry – one of
the pair in a gorilla outfit and the other, beautiful, boyish in skimpy, yellow
briefs and a copy of Gay News billed as THE LEGEND OF GAY STROKE.
Disgusting; I nearly fell off the chair laughing. Another middle-aged lady
with mauve hair, mauve make up, mauve lurex leotard about three sizes too
small barely containing the biggest most protruding nipples I’ve ever seen in
my life, came as the PURPLE PEOPLE EATER. This was so bad it was
embarrassing; it was like seeing your aged granny dressed up in a cancan
outfit. Somebody did a fair Christ – but it isn’t really imaginative and relied
mainly on shock value.
It was a pity I couldn’t get to Leeds on the Friday. I saw hardly anything
of Mal or Hazel, Dave Wood, John Jarrold or Tom Weber. I had none of the
time I needed to talk to Madeleine properly, and regret that I didn’t speak to
the Wollheims. I did have a word with Malcolm Edwards... and I got the
name right this time too. He is always very nice, very pleasant and civil, but I
always feel sort of uneasy with him. Remember I’ve talked with him for
nearly two minutes so far in my life so I am fully qualified to make a
complete character assessment right away.
...Bosh story for Arfer: Sadie rang up to say the car had stopped. Bob
asked her which little light was glowing on the dashboard. “The watering
can,” she said.... “It’s a hard way to make a living – like being Eric
Bentcliffe’s tailor.”.... Bosh, discussing non-fen audiences, said he spoke to
one once, mentioning the deprivations of the Shah as a result of the loss of
his courtiers and advisers. He was, Bosh, pointed out, “suffering from a
detached retinue”. No laugh.... Walt introduced himself to Greg Pickersgill.
GP said, “What do you say to the man who changed your life!”.... “Literacy
has street credibility in Britain.” (TNH).... “The best way to introduce
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yourself to Don Wollheim is to shake his hand and say ‘Hello Forry’.”
(TH).... “Beside the bed in the guest-room is a copy of The Enchanted
Duplicator marked ‘Gideon’.”.... Bloch once advertised an autographed copy
of the Bible at $70. We thought the price was just right.... The more I think of
DAG the more I admire him – he reminds me of Rod Stewart (not the
popstar... the film actor).... Avedon is nice. She is indiscreet but it is part of
her utter honesty.... Who was it described something as nasty, brutish and
short – like sex with Harlan Ellison (Philip José Farmer or?????).... Was just
thinking P&TNH fitted in with an almost audible click....
I’ll transcribe the rest of the notes later – the rest of the sheets are
downstairs. I have some photos in from Walt and will forward them to AVC
who will pass them around. In the second mail delivery I had this super A4
size enlargement of me, Teresa, Rob, and Greg Benford. I look a trifle ginfilled but it’s a lovely picture; I only have to look at it to feel all chirpy and
happy again. I will put it up on the wall In My Study, and look out for a
frame to fit it.
I had to leave just before the Con finished to catch the train. “Bloody
hell,” says Famous Dave. “So many neofans as yet unhealed, and you never
did do the loaves and fishes act.” Maybe at the Novacon....
Looking back it was one of the best conventions I’ve ever been to.
April 1985
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The Q Files
Brunner, Hibbert and Parker
We’ll start with John Brunner. I don’t think it was just boorishness on my
part when I sounded off at Leeds.
I’ve felt antipathetic towards John for years – all the way back to “-”. At
best I think he is a supercilious poseur. At worst I think him a cretinous nerd.
I quite see this is purely personal prejudice. King Arfer – a keen and
respected judge of character – speaks highly of him. Himself finds him
congenial, and I’ve never heard Vincent say a word against him. But you say
he makes a hell of an effort to get on with people – yet he’s never said a
fucking word to me. I feel that he deliberately tries to draw attention to
himself, that he hopes to be seen as the presentable face of fandom rather
than the pimple on its arse. If he is such a lovely person, why has he been a
butt of fandom for so long? Could it be that Kettle is right?
“...that was the first time I was ever nauseated by John Brunner – it
was the first time I’d met him... he got up and ponced around in
front of everyone. When he was on a panel with anyone he had this
routine with a cigarette lighter so attention was drawn to him,
flicking away with it and beaming at people and talking about his
own books. If he was introducing someone, say Brian Aldiss, he’d
say, ‘Here we have Brian Aldiss who is a friend of mine and I’m
John Brunner and I wrote this’ (holding up a copy of one of his
own books) and Brian Aldiss would be sitting there thinking
‘cretin’.”
You can almost recognise him as the bloke I was writing about in “-” 25
years earlier!
Mind you, it doesn’t worry me. It’s more of an entertainment than a
worry. Fandom would be a dreary old place if we all turned into stereotyped
trufans. It’s the diversity of fandom that makes it so attractive. I have this
family of 2 or 5 hundred people and everyone of them has some sort of
endearing trait to fascinate and enchant me. Some of them make puns, some
of them make pork pies, some of them make Joy Hibbert but all of them add
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to the kaleidoscope pattern and I’d be sorry to see any of them leave me.
They ain’t much – but they’re all I’ve got. Usually – when I’m not pissed out
of my skull – I check my surroundings and try to pitch my voice accordingly.
Notwithstanding the inexplicable Dr Fell Syndrome (clever, ennit?)
mostly I am polite and courteous to All.
Even Joy Hibbert. I know I make these deplorable remarks about her
weight and her merkin, but it’s a bit more than that. It’s more the obtuseness
than the obeseness. She may well be extremely praiseworthy as a faan, but I
find her hilarious when she gets going on the length of sheep’s legs and that
mysterious haven in America where men are made pregnant and carry
children to term.
For years I imagined that Ella Parker was lesbian solely on account of
the bookcase full of dyke books that she once showed me when we went into
her bedroom. It’s only recently that I heard from an unimpeachable source
that she was One of Us and not One of Them.
I’m a bit niggled now in case I missed an opportunity. I quite liked Ella
and she was always very nice to me. Once I went over Kilburn to meet Walt
and Madeleine, and she fed us magnificently on roast goose and all the little
bits.
Very good too – and even better in the middle of the evening when a
knock on the door heralded George Locke. He was promptly directed
gooseless to the nearest fish and chip shop and if that’s not decadent elitism
you tell me.
May 1985
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The Q Files
Letter to Dean A. Grennell
Dear Dag:
Just the other day I was lying on Bob Shaw’s bed whilst the rest of the
congregation were Talking About You. Walt was saying what a Great and
Good Man you are (Again!!) whilst Madeleine nodded emphatic agreement.
Vincent wrote down all the conversation for me and Sadie poured a little
more gin into my glass.
And if they gave Hugo Awards for “reader hooks” I’d be well in the
running, hmm?
Mal Ashworth was around somewhere (with his stunning wife Hazel
and his resurrected Rot 6 fanzine), along with Dave Wood, Pam Bulmer, Ron
Bennett and Nyarlathotep. Atom had been excused attendance on medical
grounds – he damn near died of flu with pneumonia complications but is now
okay – James and Peggy White aren’t due to materialise before November,
and Eric Bentcliffe and Terry Jeeves just fell by the wayside and missed the
splendiferous occasion.
Once again we are a faan phenomenon. We return periodically to the
stefnic scene like Halley’s Comet (but without the startling cloud of
luminescent gases trailing from the nether orifice). “BAFF!!” they say,
awestricken. “Born Again Fifties Fandom walking the earth once more like
ordinary mortals.” They genuflect and tug their forelocks whilst all the tiny
Sabine women hang about hoping to be chosen.
Where? This was at the Leeds Eastercon and Resurrectionist Outing.
I wish now I’d been resurrected a little earlier. I would have loved Nutz
1 and Nutz 2, Wallbanger when it was still GHAS, True Rat, Fouler, and even
the first fabled issue of Tiger Tea.
I get so confused with everybody. What I really need is a Who’s Who of
fandom instead of my outdated Who Was. I thought that after my Novacon
debacle, when I confused Leroy Kettle with Malcolm Edwards, I’d make a
real effort to get the names right at Leeds. I was fine with Linda Pickersgill,
Teresa, Anne Warren, Lilian Edwards, unbelievable Jenny Kiesel, Joy
Hibbert... with or without the merkin on her head... all tucked away snug and
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secure in my memory banks. I remember doing something illustrious and
illegal with dear Woofie Bear, and I have a vague recollection of Cath
Easthope. But whatever happened to the men at Leeds?
...But we had a lovely time. It must be 20 years and more since we all
met up with Walt and Madeleine and some of the others, but it seemed like
nothing. We all looked older, but nobody looked old. The magic, the old
camaraderie, the almost tangible feelings of affection and belonging were still
the same as ever.
And not just the Old Guard either. One of the reasons we all attended
was that we wanted to spend time with Patrick and Teresa Nielsen Hayden –
this year’s US TAFF winners... two of the nicest US fans it has ever been my
privilege to meet. They were really fine; a credit to me, you and Hugo
Gernsback. They could only have been half the age of us boring old farts but,
as Walt said, “They fitted in with an almost audible click.”
We never did see much of the Official Programme. How could we with
20 years chat to catch up on?
It’s quite a strange thing, but lots of the BAFFs are coming back to take
an active part in fandom again. We fit in fairly well with current fandom but
still find the old friendships unchanged. Next month when Avedon Carol flies
over to marry our Rob Hansen I’m going to be Fanfather of the Bride – real
dignified collar and tie job too. I never thought I would, but I get enormous
pleasure out of fandom again. Sometimes I even speculate on starting a fmz
again.
Anyway, I passed your letter around and everyone was delighted for and
with you. I really do think you’ll have to consider a visit even if it’s only for
a second helping of Madeleine’s steak and kidney pie. Britain is trying hard
to get the Worldcon for ’87 and if we are successful... and we stand a fair
chance... it would be an ideal time to visit us. You certainly know, or should
know, that you’ll be more than welcome.
Guns; we liked the one with your name on it... and Walt has sent over
the Gesundheit picture. I’ll try to copy it later on. I’ve a little confession to
make too. I’m so short-sighted that I doubt if I’d see the bullseye, let alone hit
it, but Sue is a BRE Annie Oakley. At the travelling fairs that move from
town to town during the English summer, there is most always a shooting
gallery. Usually they suspend coconuts on cotton threads. Cut the thread with
your airgun pellet and you win the nut. Sue invariably won the twins a nut
apiece whilst the most I ever won was a goldfish on the hoopla stall.
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Sometimes, in her cups, she calls me “geek” and insists it’s a term of
endearment. She hasn’t served me chicken heads for lunch yet, but
sometimes I worry a bit.
Soon after your letter had gone the rounds one of the congregation was
looking at the ample rear end of a neofan lady. “And I thought Gluteus
Maximus was a Roman Emperor.”... I think you deserve half the credit for
that one.
Walt, you’ll be glad to know, is very deep into photography. He took
more than 100 photos... marred only by the fact that he tried to change films
in the bar-room, missed the sprockets and lost a whole roll. Personally I
thought it just might have been my guardian angel working overtime.
Apparently, after a tedious mix-up, when I thought I was diluting gin with
Schweppes tonic water I was actually topping up one sort of gin with another
brand.
And as for Teresa... “Randolph sweetie” indeed. You’ve been reading
too many old Willis fanzines. I thought Randolph was long forgotten. You’re
bang to rights on philatelist though. I agonised over that card. Was the dear
girl tweaking me gently, or was this a proof-reading hangover from her
mundane job? She knows well enough that I can tell a philanthropist from a
philatelist (or even from a philpalmer) but... okay, so I guessed wrongly and
now you’ll gloat gloat gloat over humourless Harris all the way to the ’87
Eastercon.
Smartarse.

September 1985
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Creative Random History 3
I don’t get lost in Dartford now; M1 – M25 door-to-door in 1 Hour, 55
Minutes, 8 Seconds (incl. 1.3 minutes for a pee at the Toddington Service
Area). Unload gourmet noshery, give Vin¢ traditional fannish greeting: “So
where the fuck is everybody?”
Woe! Calamity! Arf has a hole in his radiator and will be a couple of
hours fitting a replacement. Avedon, Rob, and Pam are lost in transit. I am
determined to see my long lost daughter today even if I have to search every
bloody street between Welling and East Ham. Pausing only to put soothing
note on front door announcing our imminent return and fit trembling native
guide (with clipboard) in passenger seat, off we go to Woolwich to see if they
had come across on the ferry.
And Jophan found that it was so. I spotted Rob alone in the Mitre* car
park. He was so pleased to see us that – image momentarily forgotten – he
smiled and waved his hand. Wow!
* A pub-joint.

Avedon and Pam were inside taking a cure for sea-sickness but erupted
out onto the pavement to prove once more that it’s a wise child that knows its
father, or vicky werky, and how clever I am with its and it’s. Ever since I was
raped by that supposedly nymph-like German lady who turned out to be
Hackenschmit in winter-weight knickers, I have been wary of these moments
of truth because the fantasy image must invariably differ from reality. It did
too... but that was okay... how could I relate to a long-haired blonde elegant
in Beardsley leather or a short-haired girl sitting in the Tun or the blurred and
misty photograph of Arthur C. Clarke that Rob flaunted at me during
Novacon? She is small – but perfectly formed – with enormous brown eyes
that are almost black in some lights, long jet-black wavy hair and such short
tiny arms that her fingertips barely meet when she encircles my slim boyish
figure. She might be a fraction shorter than Teresa. I reckon it would be no
problem to tuck one under each arm and carry them off to my lair... they
could cut stencils, Vin¢ could turn the handle, and I could open the incoming
mail.
Seriously though, I shall have to stop this fascinating habit of embracing
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every girl I meet*. It’s becoming a reflex. Even Pam Wells who at this time
barely knows me (and who has lovely little freckles... and you know what
I’m like for freckles and/or red hair) gets enfolded and kissed. Sooner or later
somebody is going to misunderstand my motives and take a swing at me and
I’ll go gafia in disgrace again. And don’t say I’ve always been lecherous and
on the make. True, I am off the Relaxogelds at last (I think Sue is crushing
them up and sprinkling them on my All-Bran, though I haven’t been able to
catch her at it yet) but satyriasis is just a wishful dream. (I’m working on it.)
* This is bullshit. I haven’t the slightest intention of stopping.

Anyway, there we stood hugging each other in mutual delight and
eventually broke off to go back to Welling. Rob and I nipped off to the local
off-licence and then came back to find Arf had arrived complete with
atomomical drawings. We had a jolly interesting discussion about his
religious mutilation. It isn’t everyone whose foreskin ends up in a royal
reliquary in Westminster Abbey. Mr Hansen – who still hasn’t shown me his
credentials – assured us that “ain’t nobody done peeled” his “banana” either
and for one second I thought that his faulty zip combined with a touch of the
Greystokes... but modesty prevailed.
We moved over to the fan photos. Avedon found a good picture of Walt
with his hands about eighteen inches apart. “The Rob Holdstock Joke?” she
enquired.
Trouble is, this sort of afternoon flies past before you know where you
are and it’s time to go home. I suggested that I dropped Avedon, Rob, and
Pam off on the way. Usually I go through the Dartford Tunnel but Arf said
the Woolwich Ferry would be much better. I am not a cool hand with ferries.
At Newport (Isle of Wight, not Noo Jersey or Gwent) I lost an exhaust
because the gangway formed a steep V with the jetty, and on the Holyhead
ferry I was glad to let Sue take it aboard because it helps if you can hear
whilst slipping the clutch up and down the inclines. So when Arf starts
offering solicitous advice about checking that the planks are the same
distance apart as my wheelbase, I can only be 90% sure that he is piss-taking
again.
It turned out to be a great time-saver. We were in mid-Thames within
ten minutes of leaving Welling. Floating dock, no trouble, no planks (fuck
you King Arfer), no charge, last car allowed on board, view of Thames
Barrage a little way upriver, and enormous sparkly-clean dish aerials on the
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North Bank where Rob says all the satellite communications are received. A
bit bemused that the Welsh wetback and my Ammurrican daughter are now
far more au fait with London than this born-and-bred Cockney from the
Whitechapel Road.
Ten minutes through Dockland and then we are at Greenleaf Road. I was
prepared for a sort of igloo chiselled from the eternal ice but really it’s a
lovely flat, all shiny paint and clean walls. There’s a lot of bookcases – well,
there would be – big rooms, good light, nothing at all like The Epicentre. It’s
right in the middle of (I think) an Edwardian terrace and shouldn’t be a
problem to heat. It’s the upstairs flat. This is always a bonus because the heat
the people downstairs pay for seeps up to you as a freebie.

The Wedding
Avedon wore her Good Black costume and a ruffled blouse. Rob wore a grey
suit and a slight air of apprehension. The weather... ah, the weather. It pissed
down, of course. Any girl choosing the summer solstice for her wedding day
(the first day of summer, the first day of Wimbledon, heat-wave weather from
time immemorial) could at least hope for clement weather. Instead it had
been drizzling and miserable since dawn. Obviously, God is on Their Side –
another recipient of Joni’s Peach Preserves – and Lo! He chastiseth us with
Torrents.
Not that the Happy Couple – and yes, they were, and yes, they looked it
– gave a faint damn about the weather. They looked young, happy, and
smitten and when we came to the you may kiss the bride bit I felt we should
all stand, clap hands, and shout “Encore! Bravissimo!”. Avedon evidently
thought so too because she eventually broke off to kiss the registrar too...
who, going through life as a simulacrum of Marty Cantor, doesn’t get this
sort of gratuity very often.
I’ve never been to a civil marriage ceremony before and I must say I
quite enjoyed it. I guess there were about 25 of us there. R&A were on a
bench at the front together with Greg Pickersgill and Hazel Langford. Behind
them five Hansens, two Carols, and Trufen of varying degrees ranging from
Chuch Harris and Ted White Incarnate to Alexis and Dolly Gilliland. Also
Dave Langford (who named a nuclear physicist after my golf club in The
Leaky Establishment), pleasant little Malcolm Edwards in his red leather tie,
Chris Atkinson in a Boy George hat and Colourful Ensemble, Pam Wells,
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Anne Warren (now Hammill), and all the fan paparazzi with an abundance of
expensive cameras. (I could hardly wait for the ceremony to finish so that I
could edge Rob to one side, get my arm around Avedon and pose like... well,
like a poseur, I guess.)
Afterwards we walked to the Tube, pausing only for Dolly to buy roses
as a gift for Avedon, and went back to the flat for a drink. I’d chickened out
of taking the car down to London and went by train instead, so it was a quick
beer, reassurance about the reception at Reading, and then away to Euston to
get the train back to the Midlands.
The next day I drove down to Reading, dropping off Sue and son Sean –
they were attending an aged uncle’s 80th birthday – and got to the Langfords’
just a little way ahead of Arf and Vincent.
Embraced daughter – this is something I never tire of (but I notice Pam
Wells, after her traumatic experience outside The Mitre when she got swept
into the action, now tends to put distance between herself and a newly-arrived
Harris) – said “Hi” to John Harvey as I edged round him to get to the beer tap
(Eve was rumoured to be present but I never did see her), and then up, up, up
to the library on the first floor.
“Christ Almighty,” I said to A. Vincent Clarke. “Ditto,” said A. Vincent
Clarke to me. It’s a very very good Collection and I find it incredible that
he’s gotten so much in such a short space of time. Apart from the SF there’s a
lot of top mundane stuff too.
A fair amount of crime novels, lots of modern humour, some poetry – I
saw a lot of Auden but never spotted Dylan Thomas which must be in there
somewhere. A professionally bound copy of Fanzines in Theory and in
Practice. All the Travis McGee pbs and Wine of the Dreamers, which must
be quite scarce now. The Dorothy Dunnett Macbeth opus, but none of the
Lymond series... a helluva lot of stuff. Vin¢ and I were crawling around the
floor checking titles, happy as pigs in shit.
Really, I’ve seen little to compare with it. Fred Brown’s wasn’t as
extensive and his taste wasn’t half as catholic and was aimed as more of an
investment than a working library. I would love to see a really big US
collection sometime: 4e’s or Julius Unger, or somebody like that.
The set-up was impressive too: floor to ceiling shelves on all walls of
the large room with more shelves bisecting it across the middle. Then, just as
we were preparing to go downstairs again, Dave opens a door... and there’s
another room full of books. I never did see the fmzs... I’m wondering if he’d
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care to ask me back for my two week summer holiday.
Downstairs for food. Hazel had ordered curry for fifty. No sweat, no
fuss... breadbins full of boiled rice, cornucopias full of curry, platters of kingsized communion wafers, heaps of hot pitta bread. Even Arf – to whom
anything lacking Bisto is immediately classed as Foreign Muck – was
scoffing away at an enormous plateful and thinking about second helpings.
(Mind you, the Arfer appetite was somewhat stimulated by toking up with
Ted White and Abi Frost out in the garden. The roach – supported by Abi’s
bra-strap pin – was another experience I never got to.)
Arf introduced me to Joe Nicholas, who was nothing like I expected. I
would have thought him a thrusting, tough, grubby Marxist and not the gentle
and Christlike person he turned out to be. Judith Hanna was there too, but I
never did get introduced.
Rob’s people gave them a very nice microwave (the oven, not the fnz)...
but I have a lurking suspicion that dear daughter would have been just as
happy with a couple of reams of twiltone. I remember Walt telling me that in
LA people even went out to breakfast rather than cook at home, and I
imagine A&R will prefer to eat out when they can. It will be pretty easy
around there, too; there are fish shops, pizza heavens, food-pubs, caffs,
Kentucky fried chickens, and – best of all – a pie and eel shop. I used to love
eels... gristle soaked in ambrosia... but you don’t get that sort of real nosh
when you’re north of Watford.
And then it was time to leave. I told Ted about Langford’s quaint old
English custom of letting US visitors choose up to ten books from his
shelves, and cautioned him not to dream of trying to thank Dave because he
was easily embarrassed, and then off to pick up the family and drive home
again.
Looking back on it, I was so pleased to see them married. I even had
rice in my pocket and only forbore to throw it in case someone wrote me off
as a crazed loon practicing eldritch (this word used courtesy of D. Langford
Esq) fertility rites. As I get older I get even more sentimental and magdalen. I
am a sucker for happy endings. I feel that the late lamented Greater London
Council should have installed an organ in every Registry Office so that it
could crash out a triumphant HERE COMES THE BRIDE after the
ceremony. This is an odd outlook because I will never be 101% convinced
that monogamy, for all its joys, will ever be half as much fun as the hurlyburly of the chaise longue.
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My Kingdom for a Norse
I’ve always felt a bit niggled that, all those years ago when he was handsetting type for Slant, Walter could make a perfectly ordinary pun, “...my
grandfather was a printer and I reverted to type...”, and send Ray Palmer into
paroxysms of delight and make the whole of fandom simultaneously wet
themselves. I quite fancy some of the applause and egoboo and – you wanna
be famous, just follow the signs. So for 20, 30 years I waited and then SF
Chronicle printed that squib about Ahrvid Engholm’s war with the rest of
Swedish fandom.
At last! Bid for the Big Time! Plan it carefully; check with the tame
American at work. “Yup, we say it all the time. You just can’t walk down
52nd Street or Hollywood’n’Vine without somebody telling you about this
horse of a different colour. Genuine American proverb like ‘23 Skidoo!’ or ‘I
love my wife but Oh! you kid.’” So, send off the nice clean poctsarcd with
the Harris bid for immortality, “Obviously Ahrvid is a Norse of a different
choler”, and sit back to await the plaudits and adulation.
No plaudits but a free copy of SF Chronicle. No pissing about, turn
straight to the letter page and, sure enough, here I is!
And Ghod, how I wish I wasn’t. Six bloody words and they manage to
cock up the only one that matters so that the whole thing becomes
incomprehensible: “... a Nourse of a different choler.”
“The Alan E. Nourse syndrome”, as Dave Langford said when told.
2,000 people paying cash on the counter for SFC and every single one of
them wondering what the fuck this Limey twit is talking about. A NORSE, a
NORSE, my kidneys for a NORSE. For chrissake, I mean, how can they do
this to me? Honestly, I checked the masthead to see if Jackie Causgrove was
listed as Contributing Editor or R. B*rg*r*n Esq as poof-reader. I don’t even
get the satisfaction of cancelling my subscription because I haven’t got one.
The shame! The ignominy! I shall never live it down. Eventually – in
ten or twenty years, or so – I might be able to forgive Porter, fuddled out of
his wits after years of poring over tit artwork for adverts aimed at the sexy
pbs for one-handed readers market, but that’s about all. What, I ask you, was
our good friend, that cackling idiot Gary “I’m much better now” Farber,
supposed to be doing? Posturing on the masthead as Editorial Assistant,
flaunting himself to vile prodom (when not dossing on my mates’ floor)
instead of looking out for trufandom interests. I’ll teach him what Editorial
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Assailant means when I get my hands on him.
All that sweat, blood, and an airmail stamp and all I get is an honorary
life membership in the Alan E. Nourse Appreciation Society and an
application form from a computer dating agency. (Not for me, squire;
women, goats, bisexual hairdressers, maybe – but how do you get a legover
with an Amstrad?)
It was a lovely pun too, but you wait and see; we’ll get you, Gary
Farber. Don’t ever think one of Terry Hughes’s paper sacks over your head
will save you. There’s not enough gin and tonic in the world to buy
forgiveness. We’ll replace COFF with the Norse’s Ass Award and guess who
we’ll nominate...?
“My grandfather was a printer...”
Bah.
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Atom and Stu Shiffman: Pulp 3 cover, November 1986

Letter
Pulp, I thought, improves with every issue (well, it would, wouldn’t it?). I
noted the silvery Willis tongue hadn’t lost its cutting edge over the years. I
almost bridled at “...doing their thing so exactly as they used to, now faded
and dated. I was reminded of the recent re-emergence of the Fifties fans...”
So now we know why I was wahfed from Pulp 1. Oh, the shame of it.
All that expense – new jeans, new truss, half-a-gallon of Grecian 2000, and I
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still stand exposed as a wrinkly, with nowt to look forward to except an
armchair, a toothglass and a dusty corner in geriatric fandom.
The trouble is, I’ve been mixing with the wrong class of people. You
have to remember that I was co-editing Hyphen with Walt when I was barely
seven years old. I can remember standing outside the old White Horse with a
glass of lemonade and an arrowroot biscuit waiting until closing time so that I
could help Uncle BoSh back to his hotel, and at Loncon 1 when Uncle
Malash wheeled my pram up and down the corridor until Aunty Shirley took
pity on my fears of the dark and let me snuggle safe into bed with her.
Sometimes I think I’ve been in fandom for ever. I can remember the chariots
running down the cobbled streets, I can remember... Hell! Vincent, I can
remember when you had hair!
But I tell you true, squireen, the last time I felt faded and dated was
never.
Fortunately I was delighted with the cobble job you did on Creative
Random History. I wish I could write like that. [Most of the stuff was
collected for Microwave by Terry Hill. – AVC] No, seriously; I can write
obscene letters till the cows come home and, according to the ten-millionmonkeys-writing-Hamlet-if-only-they-keep on-long-enough theory, there will
inevitably be bits that might stand reprinting. But ask me to write An Article
and all I produce is puerile nonsense.
“The Prying Fan” was as good as anything Walter has ever written. It
didn’t seem the least bit faded and dated, said C. Harris kindly.
Arfer was well on form again with the fine in-group cover. I know there
are other fan artists but to me Arf typifies fanzine artwork. I wonder
sometimes just what the hell fmzs would have looked like over the last thirty
years if I hadn’t invented him.
November 1986
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The Q Files
The Fates
Dear Q:
As soon as I got up I began to wonder if The Fates had learnt it was KTF
day and had already stepped up the invocations and the burnt offerings.
Samantha suddenly announced she was Going Out instead of dog-sitting
whilst Sue and Sean played golf. I thought that the dog probably knew as
much about skiffy as anyone else likely to be present so I popped her in the
car and took her with me. Score: Chuck 1. The Fates Nil.
I got to Welling just in time to park the car and find an off-licence.
Return to car, off-licence bag splits and road is washed in Asti Spumante.
Indignantly return to off-licence bearing split soggy bag to find that it was
now closed due to idiot Sunday Observance law. Score: Chuck 1. The Fates
2.
Vin¢ delighted to see me, and not worried about surprise dog visit.
Quick chat and coffee before deciding ETA of Rob and Avedon at ferry.
Drive down for them, but no bliss. Return to Welling. Next ferry due in 45
mins. Back to Woolwich. No sign of them. Decide they have caught bus.
Back to Welling. They weren’t on bus. They were searching for unvandalised
phone box. Back to Woolwich and Lo! there is my raven haired beauty
propping up the wall whilst reading her missal. Rescue Rob from phone box
and return to Welling in triumph and new motor car. Enchanted to see dear
daughter. Decide score is now 2-2.
Greg and Linda have arrived with Arf and Pam. Tel has brought
Margaret, Elda and young Keith.
Just to cheer me up they let me guess who has been irrevocably chosen
(by Colin Fine) (one of the head honchos of the Worldconcomm) as our fan
GoH.
Surprise! Surprise! Hot Shit! Surprise! Captain and the Captain’s Lady
Ken and Joyce Slater because they Saved Fandom for Posterity in the ’40s, or
the ’50s, or the ’60s, or maybe it was last week. Not many people know that.
Few of them profess gratitude.
Naturally, Up, Up, Up goes yrs. truly. First stage, second stage, orbiting
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like a bastard, screaming who the fuck is Fine and how dare he try to bring
fandom into repute? I personally would have preferred Walt or even Woofie
Bear, and Linda was so cross she was thinking about resigning from the
Committee (she is doing the fan programme) in protest. (I sincerely hope she
doesn’t because it is vital that we have somebody fannish on the Committee.
If the Copier cash doesn’t come from LA we might stand a chance of getting
it from our own people.)
Somebody suggested Rob Holdstock, but, as I pointed out, there’s only
one thing outstanding about Holdstock and he’s unlikely to flaunt that during
his GoH speech. I wonder now why they never asked Kettle. I know he’s
unpredictable, but he can make outrageously funny speeches after a couple of
pints. And he’s done a lot more for my fandom than KFS ever managed.
I think we are stuck with it though. We get “Science Fiction... Whither?”
and 10% off the bookstall.
Score: The Fates 93. Chuck Nil.
Meanwhile Ziggy had taken over Ben’s job as status indicator. She had
been hanging around Linda for about half an hour and decided to award her
The Ultimate Cachet. She (Ziggy) rolls on her back, sticks her little feet in the
air and lets Linda scratch her belly. Wistfully I mentioned that I was very
partial to that sort of fondle, but nothing came of it. I mean nothing happened.
Nice girl, Linda. Apparently it is a Very Good Thing to marry inside the
Faith. R. Hansen is in full agreement with this statement.
Arf was at the other end of the room with Margaret and Elda, and I
hardly got a chance to talk to them at all. He worried me a wee bit because he
thought my idea for a Q cover cartoon was too esoteric. Now, as you well
know, I am adult and quite happy to accept criticism about anything. I am not
one of those people on permanent ego-trips. I am always tolerant and
thoughtful... but in actuality this was a fucking marvellous idea that he turned
down and I hope the evil sod wakes up during the Novacon to find Brian
Burgess sharing his monogrammed sleeping bag. So there.
He brought his St. Fantony certificate along to show us. If I’d thought of
it at the time I would have borrowed it to run in place of the cartoon, but I did
manage to get a nice bitchy crack home: “... Very nice – I see you’ve taken it
out of its frame...”
Avedon brought the wedding photos for me to look at. The Happy
Couple looked radiant. I looked old. And sober. However, they have a very
nice one of me and Avedon on their mantelpiece. Framed. Eat your heart out,
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Your Majesty.
Next, loaves and fishes and then it was time for me to go. Drop off
Avedon and Rob and then, fortunately, get lost as I was trying to get through
North London onto the M1. It was pretty hopeless so I went all the way down
to Brentwood and picked up the M25. If I hadn’t got lost I would have been
at Tottenham at just the right time for the riot.
Score: Chuck 1. The Fates Nil.

October 1985
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The Q Files
Novacon 15 Report
By the side of the Cathedral car park there is the Bishop’s Bookshop.
Vincent, who has never passed a bookshop since his Janet and John days, led
us in to check the stock and right away found Something Special for Chuck.
This time it was the Kama Sutra Pop-Up Book. Years ago, after the double
hernia, Sue had given my dreary two-dimensional edition to St. Augustine’s
Bring and Buy Sale. This seemed an ideal replacement – Fully Illustrated,
Meticulously Detailed, Adults Only. Inside there were earnest Indian
gentlemen doing absolutely incredible things in a manner startlingly different
to my familiar missionary position. And, due to the cleverly contrived
cutouts, if one opens and shuts the book rapidly, the little chaps bob up and
down in a remarkably realistic fashion.
I was standing there, happily opening and closing the book, faster and
faster, half expecting a little white speech balloon to pop up saying, “Scream,
you bitch,” or a minute ejaculate splattering the bifocals. I wondered if Sue
would be happy with it as a convention present. £12.95 seemed a bit more
than I could afford, and the cover was grubby and the spine was pretty bad
(the book, the book, my spine is fab thank you), and the manageress was
moving towards us and I could see she wasn’t going to stand for “Only
browsing, dear.”
Us? Us is Vincent, Terry, Mike Molloy, Miss Elda and me. This is
Godivacon ’85 weekend at the De Vere in Coventry... past the cathedral, past
the University annexe, into the foyer, just in time to see Mike and Miss Elda
heading sharpish for the lift. Everyone has their own priorities.
Check in with Eunice and then off to the Huckster Room “before
everyone else gets there first.” Zilch for me. Ron Bennett hopefully thrusting
tattered Unknowns at me, but after seeing the £20 apiece price tags I didn’t
want to know. I found a Triplanetary autographed by Doc Smith for Bill
Rotsler at £100, and Weinbaum’s The Red Peri (yes, of course it was
unsigned, clever-clogs) at the same price. Suddenly the £8,000 that Fantasy
Book Centre paid for George Charters’ collection seemed a very reasonable
price indeed.
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I fancied The Anubis Gates but the car instalments are hurting a bit
(Fords are dragging their feet on my salary increase tho I should get it this
month) so I left it until the next Con. Rob Jackson (I think) sold me The
Transatlantic Hearing Aid – the best two quidsworth in fandom since Shirley
Marriott forsook us – so I sat down to read the two instalments I’d missed
previously and then turned back to the beginning to start all over again. All
the proceeds of this are going to TAFF. There should be nearly £1,000 if they
manage to sell the other 499.
Into bar for First Today. Have forsworn gin for the weekend on account
of wifely anxiety, but bitterly regret decision when I find beer prices vary
from 99p to £1.07 depending on how well the punter chats up the barmaid.
(I’ve no small talk and usually paid top whack.) Quick word with Dave at the
bar, spot Hazel on the other side of the scrum and mouth “Wannadrink?” and
get back a perfect lipread of “No thanks I’ve just had one.” She then vanishes
from sight and doesn’t reappear until just before Dave’s speech on Sunday
afternoon.
John Jarrold had a seat and a new Prevert for me. Pam and Avedon and
Rob were all with the group, and we sat talking happily for an hour or so.
Mal, Hazel and D. arrived and sat with us. They had just heard the bad news
for themselves. “99p a pint,” said Hazel, white and shaking. Mal was on
form. I haven’t quite sussed out why, but he can inflame me to fury with his
letters (Sue dreads the Embsay postmark... “It’s not that I mind the occasional
sod or bugger but THERE WILL BE NO MORE FUCKING IN THIS
KITCHEN.”) and then be sheer delight in conversation. Hazel frequently
inflames me too, but that’s a different story.
Pop into lavatory to unload some of the beer. Standing there, holding my
own in full flow, savouring that wonderful sense of achievement when you
just know you could pee forever, I found the jet wavered a little as the
flashbulb went off. Evidently I have been chosen to star in Microwave’s new
“Points of Interest” feature. I think I am to be a BRE of Uncle Dick’s Little
Thing or Privates on Parade or something.
“I’ll be blowed,” said Our Hero hopefully... but on subsequent visits he
stands a little closer to the porcelain, barely escaping immolation in the waste
hole, as he guards the family jewels from voyeuristic paparazzi.
Coherence runs out about here. I’ve got about 40 pages of notes from
the three clipboards, two spiral-bound notebooks, one jotter, six Mexicon
flyers, a heap of paper scraps – and I’m damned if I can remember which
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came first.
Eventually, about 2 a.m., Terry, Vin¢ and I drove back to Daventry for a
couple of hours’ sleep. Soon after that, Arfer left London and arrived in
Daventry just in time for breakfast before we all set out for Coventry again.
Terry was doing the driving – he gets a mileage allowance from his
firm. He’d been dickering with Howard Rosenblum (son of J Michael) for
three Pogo books. One of them included the four frames shown on the Kelly
original that Walt gave him. They cost him £5 apiece but he seemed happy
enough. I worry a little about Terry. He is drifting from Trufandom to
trainsets. His car was littered with books about steam trains and I fear for his
fannish soul.
Along with the Pogo books he got us an invitation to a party later on...
but I have reservations about Rosenblum and may add him to my shit list.
Vincent gently approached him about borrowing some of his father’s fmzs to
photocopy and Howie was very cool and unenthusiastic about the idea. I
think he may be worried that a flood of copies would decrease the value of
the originals. He stinks of Mammon and I hope his staples corrode and all his
pages go mouldy. Miserable git – I just bet it was him letting off stink bombs
in the lifts.
So we were sitting in the Hall waiting for Jas to start The Speech when
Brunner arrived with a cute little elf-like girl and sat down in front of us. She
must have been about 25 – attractive, sleek and very good value in a tight
black jumpsuit. I looked at Vincent, Vincent and Arf looked at me, and an
almost palpable speech balloon formed above our heads: “Where’s
Marjorie??????”
What I wanted to do was enlist Avedon.... “Hi, John baby. My daughter
Avedon would be glad to introduce your little girl to some of the younger
fans....” but I’m chicken.
Vincent – blessed are the pure in thought – said, “She might be an
acolyte. Brunner has always had acolytes.” (As opposed to Arthur C. Clarke,
who had accolytes... which are more or less the same thing but nominally
masculine.) And acolytes don’t get sacrilegiously fondled from scalp to
fetlock in the middle of James White speeches. Arf and I begged to differ.
We think he’s bonking her. I can’t think of the last time I approved of
Brunner’s fanac.
Rob mentioned that Avedon was despondent because she hasn’t been
able to get a job yet. She is down with three agencies but has had only ½ a
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day’s work in three months. Vincent wasn’t happy about things either. He’d
been hoping for something now that he’s been out of work for a year. Whilst
we were talking Peter Weston arrives. It seems that one of the many
businesses he is interested in was underperforming. So he borrowed £350,000
from the bank, bought the factory, reorganised it and now has it running
profitably at Redditch and employing 52 people. “Peter,” I said, “you could
be the answer to our prayers. A couple of little jobs in the Weston empire....”
“No, no,” he said, perfectly seriously, “I never employ faans.” And
there’s fannish sensitivity for you, hmm?
Bentcliffe arrives looking frailer and older than he did at the last
Novacon. “Isn’t it amazing,” he said, awestruck, “how many of us are still
Here.” I thought for one moment that he was about to sell us supporting
memberships for The Great Convention In The Sky, but it was just his odd
Northern way of giving thanks for still being Spared. I don’t care for this
creepy talk about Man’s mortality. I believe that if you go around asserting
you are eternal and here for ever then it might stick... every day in every way
I’m getting immortaller and immortaller. The Lazarus Long lifestyle will suit
me down to the ground.
(And any codgers who share my viewpoint should consider taking out
their Conspiracy memberships. £19.50 now, god help you after next Easter.)
Off to view the Joe Nicholas crewcut. In truth it is more of an off the
shoulder bob but Joe keens as if he’d been scalped by the Singapore junta. I
thought it an improvement, but my opinion wasn’t asked. Joe, they say, is
bored with fandom. He is being nominated as a J.P. This seemed hilarious at
the time... anyone wearing a red tie in the dock is found not guilty, given
costs against the Bill, and a pound out of the poorbox – but in reality you’d
get a lot fairer, more understanding treatment from Joe than you ever would
from the gang of Tory diehards on the Northants bench.
He never lets up with the ideology though. They were making a cocked
hat for Woofie Bear out of the newspaper. “Don’t knock it,” said Joe. “At last
somebody has discovered a use for the Sunday Times Business Section.”
This was the first time I’d talked to Joe. I liked him a lot and was really
struck by his wife Judith. She’s not really outstanding but when she smiles it
is as if someone has switched a light on inside her skull and she is
momentarily beautiful. Realio, trulio. Transfigured... and I bet Arf is the only
one who knows what I’m talking about.
I dunno, I used to have pretty definite ideas about what I found attractive
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in women, but nowadays I seem to find all of them attractive. I was saying to
Sue that I liked the long thick hair that the girls had (“Dear heart, inside this
lady golfer’s crop there is a long-haired siren waiting to leap out. And leave
by the front door. Tact was never your strong point.”), and that it made little
difference whether they were tall or short, plump or skinny, plain or pretty.
The hair was the only prerequisite. (“Time for your Relaxogeld, dear.”) Joy
Hibbert, you will recall, has only tiny pincurls.
Avedon had just introduced a Texan girl who I hadn’t met previously –
Cherry, Sherry, or something (it must have been Sherry. No girls are cherry
in Texas nowadays). “And this is my father,” said Avedon, saluting me
fondly. The kid looked a bit puzzled, but that’s Avedon’s problem.
I’d promised to go out with t’lads for curry during the evening, but Rob
and Avedon and Pam were going out to eat so I went with them for the
company and cadged a cup of tea from Pam. In the queue for the service we
saw The Illustrated Man – tattooed on every visible inch. Covered, absolutely
covered, face, neck, arms, and the bit of his chest on show, without a trace of
white flesh visible anywhere; flowers, acanthus leaves, Paisley swirls. It
looked vile, grotesque, nightmarish... and in about ten years’ time the sun will
have faded and spread the ink and he’ll look like a human crocodile. Apart
from that he looked so ordinary – not punky or half-witted; ordinary chap,
about 30, pleasant young wife and a little girl and... Christ! why? what makes
him tick? what’s he get out of it?
Rajah, the curry restaurant, was fun and novel. We don’t have this sort
of exotica in Daventry. I haven’t been in an Indian restaurant since I used to
take Sue to Veeraswamys when we were courting and solvent. I didn’t find it
as good as the curry Hazel Langford didn’t make, but I enjoyed it and would
like to go again.
Back to the hotel for the disco. Kate Davies was wearing her new outfit.
This is a scarlet every-nook-and-cranny body-stocking/leotard with a rigid
perforated plastic carapace over the er-er, and a belt hung with two furry
balls. It was based on The Invaders – a TV epic which I haven’t watched. The
furry balls worried me a bit so I consulted dear daughter Who Knows All.
Apparently these invaders are amphibians (Fancy! Whatever next on our
telly), and the belt is a sort of lunch box because they eat a mouse or a
scorpion every day. I have never seen a furry scorpion, but no matter. Kate
looked delectable and can have me for lunch any day. Or breakfast.
I don’t really go for role-playing or masquerades, but we’ll make an
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exception for Kate. Indeed, I was so appreciative that daughter had to point
out that she was happily married. It must be nice sometimes for Mr Davies
after a hard day in the office, to come home, have his briefcase and his brolly
replaced by a large G&T whilst Kate asks what he fancied.... “Thuvia, Maid
of Mars, Uhura from Star Trek, or Chewbacca...” And I was daft enough to
mention this to Sue.
Sure enough, briefcase and brolly whisked away and replaced by a very
small G&T.
“And what do you fancy, Prince of my Dreams... Desdemona, Lady
Macbeth, or The Lady of Shalott?”
“No problem... the Lady of Shalott of course.”
So she shakes her head in mock sorrow and gives me back the briefcase
and the brolly. “Too bad,” she says. “The Curse is come upon me, cried the
lady of Shalott.”
The trouble is, dear, my wife understands me.
Where was I... Kate wasn’t the only star of the disco. Pam looked nice in
a sort of black net dress covered in millions of tiny sequins that gave a Milky
Way on-a-dark-night-effect... I will never be a fashion reporter... and Hazel
had a greeny-blue dress that was all little lacy holes in the wrong places and
very tight knitting indeed in the right ones. She was dancing with P. Weston
and his £350,000 factory. ½r, having heard about it, was hoping to dance
with him next when Hazel moved on to D. West.
Vincent mentioned that it was time for the Rosenblum rave-up, but Arf
didn’t care for the idea. “Let’s stay here and look at Kate’s bum,” he said
elegantly. It seemed a very sensible idea so we sat on for a while, voyeurishly
lecherous, The Men Who Loved Kate Dancing.
I’d promised Vin¢ though so eventually, with many glances backward,
we set out for Howie’s room... to find we’re the first to arrive. It didn’t look
as if it was going to be much of an orgy so I ducked out. Unhesitatingly
abandoning dear Vin¢, “I’ll get some glasses,” I said... and pissed off
sharpish to the disco. “I thought you’d be back,” said Arfer... never once
lowering his eyes to the scrap pad.
Avedon said that there was a party in Kate’s room after the disco so we
all went off together... just in time to find a seat, instal Avedon on lap and
position Arfer and Rob on each side. Avedon doesn’t drink (well, not much)
but is tolerant. Dave Wod is on the floor engrossed with Alison... the dishy
little Scots girl with the giggle who kipped down in the Clarke/Wod room last
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year. Most everyone was there or fighting to get in the doorway. Some
bloody idiot who was going to wish he was dead in about three hours’ time
was chugalugging a bottle of Drambuie, but nobody was pissed or obnoxious.
Room parties have improved a lot in the last 30 years.
Dave Langford had been talking to us and, as he turned away, caught his
foot and fell down with one hell of a smack right across Dave Wood, saving
himself from injury with a strategic hand on Alison. No harm done but Wood
and Alison, wary of further Fortean phenomena, left shortly afterwards.
(The first people we saw when we arrived back at the De Vere on
Sunday morning was Alison and the badly bruised Wod. He was not about to
show us the contusions, but they seemed to be pretty painful. We were
concerned and solicitous... and Arf had his notepad handy.)
Just as we were going the previous night – well, 3 o’clock in the
morning – who should we see but Mike Molloy and the ever radiant Miss
Elda. This was our first sighting for 32 hours. They’d just got up. Sue (who
thinks they are wondrous children) had taken them for walkies with the dogs
before they left Daventry and, remembering they were vegetarians, pressed a
bunch of bananas on them as emergency rations. I wondered if they’d had
anything else to eat since then, but didn’t like to ask. They would have found
very few vegetarian restaurants open in Coventry at 3 a.m. Sunday.
Just before Dave Langford’s GoH speech (I noticed afterwards that long
after everyone else had stopped applauding, Bosh and James were still
clapping enthusiastically. This is peer judgement?)...
Anyway, just before all this, Phil Probert got to the mike and dug his
own grave with the Great Corkage Oration. He blethered away happily about
Increased room rates Next Time, Corkage charges to penalise recidivists who
bring in booze, and all the other puerile management crap that they always
trot out.
I can never understand this viewpoint. This is a businessman’s hotel –
booked out from Monday night to Friday morning and then empty for the
weekend. The con is a hotel manager’s dream; we book the place right out
and spend ten times as much at the bar as anyone else he’s likely to get. He
should be buying us drinks – not encouraging his little wimp in a bottle-green
suit and brass buttons to stand there and look down his supercilious nose as
we barge in and out the lobby.
And how about that cow in the upstairs bar who wouldn’t serve anyone
without a room key on Saturday night? Twice I had to walk the whole length
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of the ballroom to get a drink at the other bar.
You could see that Probert had it coming to him, but he had worked hard
to make the con a success, and the COFF award seemed a bit harsh for a
natural born lackey.
I keep telling myself that COFF raised £60 for TAFF, and that we need
the money, but I’m uneasy when harmless sillies like Probert get savaged by
affluent berks. Pam told me that a rumour was circulating about Avedon
being victimised in exactly the same way; that Someone had paid for 100
votes naming Our Kid. Rob checked it out, but if it had been true I would
have been just as sore as Probert was because it is unfair. And it could have
been true. It could have been unforgiving Scots fans or Twisted Dick with a
ten dollar bill or any other nasty-minded meathead with a grudge and some
money.
So okay, it was Joy Hibbert they were voting for, and COFF can be very
comical indeed when we’re dumping on Some Other Lot. Apart from Mal, I
don’t think any of us has a good word to say for Hibbert... but we say it out
loud and leave her in no doubt as to where the slings and arrows are coming
from. Silly old cow or not, she struts her stuff, pubs her ish, and is more a fan
than a lot of the people skulking round the COFF box with their dirty little
10p pieces and their sneaky little halfwit minds.
Was it Ted who pointed out that all these people have their place in
fandom? If you drive out Hibbert, you escalate to Burgess and Connor and
Bentcliffe and Terry Jeeves and in no time at all there’ll be fuck all fans left
except me and you. And frankly, now that we’re alone at last, your
credentials look a bit dodgy... and I don’t like the way you spell
“independent,” D.
Sorry, this started as a conreport and metamorphosed into a sermon. I
had a marvellous weekend and, originally, wanted to jot down a few notes for
Walt, Patrick, Teresa and Ted. I am fortunate that Vincent, Arfer, and most
everyone else scribbles away incessantly so that I will know what is
happening. I keep thinking of them, driving home down the motorway,
flexing and unflexing their hands to try and get the cramp out of their fingers,
and muttering darkly about lazy sods who won’t learn sign language. Thank
you. Next time I’ll buy the drinks.
One last run through the scrap pads though:
Atom says it’s his wedding anniversary so he did well to get away... we
signed our contracts, trying not to notice how the red ink tended to clot... he
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stood up and screamed “Absolute bloody nonsense” at your daughter on the
platform... Mal is far better talking than writing. When he’s talking you can
interrupt... he had his hair cut in Singapore, but only a foot off... Young men
are reading books which are sterile, stupid, role-playing... What would you
call it – the Man-hating Bitch Press... I think everyone up here thinks this is a
totally stupid point of contention... A beanburger, that sounds nice... You
don’t get the occasional frenzied buffalo in Southall... Boy, Hazel looks
pretty foxy, hmm... don’t stumble over Joy as you go out... I woke up at 5
a.m. last time to find Ian Macauley vomiting all over me and James injecting
himself... that grey area between pleasantly relaxed and legless... when you
said bareback riding I thought... Yes, he’s got a decent lot of Badger books...
Ashley thought you were going to grab his tits... Vote for Probert, he’ll be
sick... At each other’s throats like a pair of raving butterflies... Pay attention
and marvel... if she were a thin girl she’d be 14 feet tall... Rowley is the
squashed-looking one... goddamn rampaging dykes... should we practice our
formation heckling now... I was starting to count how many pages mentioned
D. West but I ran out of patience... They have piped music in the loo – you
were peeing in strict tempo to James Last... Next time we will wear our
“...but we love Hazel” badges... all I am waiting for is when he finally says
“And fuck you too, Thomson”... there is a long queue outside the cemetery
gates and we’re in it... I was marginally briefer than Ted – and more
interesting... you say the basic idea is to expand the market for SF in the UK,
but you’re in it for the cash... The Transatlantic Hearing Aid is available for a
mere £2.25 including postage from D. Langford 94 London Rd Reading
Berks RG1 5AU with absolutely no obligation to read the thing....
Whaddyamean, am I going to do another one for Mexicon?
December 1985
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The Q Files
The Strike
There were a couple of year-end conferences attended by everyone who Is
Anyone in Fords and ensuring that nonentities get uninterrupted access to the
copiers for a couple of hours.
Not that access is all that much of a problem. Vincent is a little worried
about unauthorised users being stomped on by the brutal management, but
there’s no real need to worry.
The only Real Problem at the moment is that the downtrodden povertystricken proletariat (i.e. Me) is gearing up for a BIG BIG strike. The
Thatcherite lackeys on the Ford Board tried to fob us off with a tawdry 15%
rise against our JUST DEMAND for 25% and a mid-morning sex break. In
Fords, “On the job” has a finer, more basic meaning and we will rise up
against the capitalist Yankee oppressors who are trying to starve us into
submission (and keep us away from the copying machines).
And don’t quibble about what a daft idea it is to have a midwinter strike
when nobody has the least intention of buying a new motor until the Spring.
If I go on strike now, I doubt if anyone will even notice until the beginning of
April. And quite possibly never.
It’s all very difficult. I can’t walk out on strike just like that because I’ve
got my backlog of unused 1985 vacation to finish off first. Then the firm is
closing down for two weeks over Christmas and New Year due to lack of
demand so there doesn’t seem much point in getting out the banner and the
armbands until the middle of January... and that’s the time I usually have my
annual bronchitis spell so that I can catch up on reading all the Christmas
present books.
I suppose we could have a little bit of a strike right now just to start
things off, but that wouldn’t be very fair on all those punters who pour into
Daventry each day for the next five weeks all eager and willing to carry me
off for lunchtime libations. You can hardly expect them to lay on gin, tonic
and little bits of sausage on sticks for the whole bloody picket line, can you?
I mean I’m quite happy to make sacrifices for my Brothers and sisters
but there’s no point in turning the place into a fucking gulag is there? Festina
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lente, as I said to the Convenor this morning. He said, “Wot?”
Blimey. Nearly down the bottom of the page already. I’ve got another
blank page inside the back cover but in the meantime can some erudite smart
arse tell me about copyright. I put “Copyright Reserved” in the fond hope of
stopping unauthorised reproduction. (I wonder if the Pope has thought of
this?)
December 1985
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Creative Random History 4
The day started off marvellously. Chuch: the Fanzine arrived just as I was
getting ready to set off for Birmingham and the Mexicon, and you just
couldn’t think of anything that would please me more. I’ve always secretly
hankered for something like this. I could hardly produce my own Chuch
Harris Appreciation Society Magazine... altho I did wonder if I’d get away
with CHASM... and anyway, like the massage parlour, it’s a hell of a lot more
fun when somebody else does it for you.
The weather had been pretty bad up here so we revised the original
plans. I phoned Pam on Friday night at the Angus but the hotel was booked
out and we couldn’t get a room. Vin¢ was happy enough to let Arfer and I
sleep on his floor, so it didn’t seem to be much of a problem. He was sharing
a twin room with Wod and there was plenty of floorspace.
Arrived, found Vin¢ and Arfer. Arf is on the steroid tablets and looks
wonderful. Nobody will ever kick sand in his face again. He reminds me of
one of those dreary, worn out tyres that come back all sparkly, clean-cut and
new-smelling after they’ve been away for a re-tread. It’s a veritable
transformation... all chubby cheeks, tight belly button and a little hint of a
paunch again. Of course, the tablets will shrivel his balls to pinpoints in
another three weeks, and he’ll finish up wearing a Maidenform 36 D-cup
before Easter, but RIGHT NOW he looks terrif. I think that if I was his wife
I’d have him simonised now and pop him on the mantelpiece (or wire him up
to a 12-volt battery as a kingsize vibrator).
The other outstanding thing about him is his FAME. I could hardly
believe it. All sorts of perfectly respectable young people come up all the
time to chat about his Artwork, beg originals (“Do you think you could
autograph it on the back, please?”) and look through his (excuse the word)
portfolio. To tell the truth, I’ve always thought of him as fandom’s leading
exponent of my favourite art-form – the captioned cartoon.
I like his Other Stuff – some of the space debris stuff is superb – and
that strange shell-shaped transportation full of those gentle black buggers
from the Asteroid Belt – but I’m still quite sure that the top price at Sotheby’s
in 2086 will be for the Hyphen cover originals rather than The Artwork.
It’s a little worrying that a great many younger fans disagree with me.
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Vincent, I think, was simonised long ago. He never changes, never looks
a bit different – delighted that Arf and I had made it, concerned, solicitous
and quite happy about handing over his room key every two minutes so that
we could pop up for something we’d forgotten. The thing I like best is the
automatic reflex that makes him reach for a pen and scrap pad as soon as he
sees me. I don’t think he puts them down once until it’s time for me to leave.
Vin¢ and Arf field the questions, warn the newcomers, and try to keep me au
fait with what’s going on... and finally have their notebooks stolen so that I
can write pieces like this one.
Naturally, as soon as we arrive we immediately go out again to eat – and
to recover my car which I’d parked in a fantastically expensive multistorey
on the other side of the town. I have never liked Brum ever since I fell down
the stairs at the airport when I flew back from Belfast years ago. (I broke my
ankle but not the Waterford crystal bowl that I was carrying.) (I still have the
bowl and the ankle to this very day.) Anyway, A & V also think it’s a bloody
horrible town. There are no fast food outlets, no nice shops, no restaurants, no
night life and even the whores were on Cheap Lay Returns from Coventry.
There was one woman at the Con wearing a T-shirt with I LOVE BRUM on
it and every time I looked at her she seemed to be frothing at the mouth.
We were hoping to find cards for absent friends, but the shops don’t
stock them. This is probably because there is nothing in the whole damn place
deserving immortality on a picture poctsarcd.
We finally found a greasy spoon called The Lite Bight peddling those
nasty little oblong pies full of gristle, salmonella and E numbers. They
invariably make me feel queasy and ill so, of course, I had one. We could
have eaten cheaper and better in the hotel, but it always seems foolish to
travel away to a Con and then not venture out of the hotel.
Collected the car – £1.25 for 2¼ hours!!! – and left it at the freebie
Angus car park instead.
Off to meet people. First, Linda and Pam – predictably manning the
registration desk. The thing I like best about the women today is that they all
seem so genuinely pleased to see me. I get kissed and hugged and I really get
a big lift out of it. I have always liked women – I understand them better and
find them kinder and (usually) witty and bitchy, and I wouldn’t mind in the
least if all the men (except Arf and Vin¢) stayed home. It certainly seems as
if the women do a better job in staging conventions than men. Especially
Linda; she is Earth Mother to the London Mob and I think the whole group
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would fall apart without her. You never see her – or Pam for that matter –
sitting around gabbing or drinking. The Novacon people could have learnt a
lot about how to run a convention if only they had bothered to attend.
Found Avedon for a quick word about Chuch: the Fanzine but broke off
when she introduced me to Bill Gibson. I thought a lot of Neuromancer and
hope that he holds the level in his new Count Zero, but left him more or less
in midair because there was Dave and Hazel Langford and I wanted to tell her
that the language lesson was the best bit in the new Ansible (I wander if these
would ever collect up as a sort of Meaning of Liff type book or do we find
them fascinating as a sort of cult thing?), and seek confirmation that Dave
wooed her with The Snark. (Personally, my rival for fair Susan’s hand (and
everything attached) was a nasty little bit of work called Donald, so I was
able to invoke that lovely Belloc thing “Lines to a Don”. I still rather hope
that she imagines I wrote it.)
Dave was distracting me with offers of free drink, but I thought I’d save
him till later. I had a bottle of gin in the bedroom, but I was being careful this
time. Teresa wasn’t there to put me to bed. I’d brought two sleeping bags to
share between me, Arfer and D. West. I didn’t want to wake up on Sunday to
find D. asking if the earth moved for me.
I never did get another chance to see Dave and I’m not too sure about
Hazel. I have long suspected that she drops him off at Conventions, does her
own thing for the weekend and then comes back to collect him late on
Sundays, but I think I saw her again late on Saturday night. If it was Hazel
she was all elegant and soigne – I’m not sure about soigne but I’ll look it up
when I go downstairs – in a long and very expensive-looking black dress.
Real top of the shop stuff; none of your cheap tat out of the window. Looked
really nice too... altho knowing my tunnel vision it will probably turn out to
have been Joyce Slater or Malcolm Edwards.
A lot of the girls wore long dresses in the evening. Well, three or four of
them. Including my lovely Kate Solomon in black velvet. I have always
fancied fair-skinned women in black. Or any women. Sue thinks I am a sex
mad adolescent who needs another Relaxogeld and was deeply suspicious
when I bought that black lacy wisp to replace the striped rugby jersey she
insists on wearing to bed. She says I am only trying to involve her in smutty
sex fantasies (and what the hell is wrong with a smutty sex fantasy when my
dotage is due to start at 10.30 a.m. next Wednesday?). Honest, sometimes I
get this odd feeling that I’m having it off with Bill Beaumont. Please, please,
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help me, Aunt Agatha. The studs on our rugby boots are playing hell with the
new duvet cover.
Next, Jerry Kaufman and Suzanne Tompkins. I didn’t connect Suzanne
until later when I read the fanzine and realised that it was Suzle, but everyone
expects far too much of me and what the hell was she doing with a dud badge
anyway? I don’t go around flaunting myself as C. Randolph Harris, so why
does everyone else piss about so that I have to write to them afterwards and
say what a dreadful pity it all was.
“It’s about time we go out for our traditional curry,” says Arf. At
Novacon it was an innovation. Now it’s a tradition. We consulted Dave
Rowley who recommended The Houseboat Tandoori. We immediately
decided to shun an establishment with such a low class clientele and went to
The Kohinoor.
This was a serious error.
We asked BoSh if he would like to come but his fanclub was about to
wine and dine him after a photo-session in the lobby. He looked very much
the Pro-Author in a bespoke camel overcoat – rather like Orson Welles. (But
more lifelike of course.)
Anyway, off we go to the Kohinoor – £1.20 in the taxi plus 20p tip.
Arthur does the ordering because I’m not very fluent in Gujarati. We have
tikka chicken – which was nice – and then Chicken Biryani. I didn’t like this
very much but at least it was better than Arthur’s King Prawn Biryani (we all
had a taste) which was vile. I hate those ludicrously named King Prawns
which look like tiny maggots embalmed in Bisto, and I swear I will never eat
another. For me, prawns are noble crustaceans from the icy northern seas, not
suspicious warm water fleas from the mouth of the Ganges.
Back to the hotel. Minicab with Indian driver and no meter. £2 plus
20p... but we were too disheartened to argue about it. We’ve all got to make a
living somehow.
I hadn’t been feeling right all day. I got a couple of aspirins from Arthur
and then went downstairs again to see Mal and Hazel Ashworth. Hazel had a
plasticine sculpture she had made for the Best Steenken’ Gringo Fanzine
Award that was really good. She’s a little bundle of talent and has previously
sculpted an obscene figurine for D. West. If I were Mal I’d give her a
limestone boulder for Christmas and see if she turns into Barbara Hepworth. I
think I met Nigel Richardson about here, too. Or maybe not. I am always
impressed by the Leeds talent though; the Ashworths, D., Ounsley,
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Richardson... the best fanzine writers in Britain today and then all that team
behind them who run the Conventions.
We went into the fanroom to talk quietly to Avedon. At least it started
out like that but Arthur wound her up on Feminism and the rest of us just sat
back and enjoyed the fireworks. She knows quite well that Arthur is setting
her up and it’s more bicker than fight. She doesn’t take him apart and inspect
his innards for auguries like she did with Ted Tubb.
Rob had just told me that Teresa had a small heart attack but was
progressing okay and out of danger. We were talking in general and I
happened to mention this because all the others already knew about it. Except
Kate Solomon who went white as a sheet, reared back in her chair saying No,
No, as if I’d smashed my fist in her face. I was sorry I’d been so clumsy, and
Rob reassured her that she was really getting better, but it was touching to see
how the people we like in fandom are the people who care.
By this time I felt so ill that I thought I’d better go home rather than
sleep on the floor. I didn’t have my tablets with me and was getting a bit
worried. I didn’t want to spoil everyone’s evening so I told Vincent quietly,
said I’d be back in the morning, and went down to the car park.
I was sober enough – I value my driving licence – and after I’d
negotiated Spaghetti Junction and found the M6 just where I left it, I pulled in
onto the hard shoulder and threw up the basmati rice, the chicken biryani, the
poppadums and the nasty coffee and felt a lot better. There’s nothing like a
good upchuck, Chuck.
Got home about 2 a.m. and found I had a garage key but no front or
back door keys. Some time ago I knocked a wall down in the groundfloor loo
and put a door in so that I could get into the garage without walking outside.
(This is strictly verboten and the Council will insist on fire doors and God
knows what if they ever find out.) There’s no lock but I put a bolt on it so that
it can be bolted overnight. I didn’t want to wake the whole house by
knocking at the door so I reckoned that if I pulled really hard at the door the
four little ¾" screws that held the bolt would pop out so that I could get in.
And it was so.... Except that I hadn’t reckoned on Ziggy yapping her
head off or Sue on the other side of the door with a cricket bat prepared to
sell her virtue dearly. And yet... well, she was really glad to see me. Absence
makes the heart grow fonder and all that. I am seriously considering staying
out late one night a week from now on and then breaking into my own house
early in the morning.
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Back to Brum the next morning, but I was still subdued and wretched. I
did so wish I wasn’t like this; I wanted to zip around and giggle and laugh
and chat instead of feeling sorrowful and useless like a spare prick at a
wedding.
Anyway, back into the fanroom. There were about 300 or 400 lbs of old
fanzines all free for the taking and I wanted to check them over. I would have
liked you all to see these. They completely refute Walt’s axiom about never
destroying a fanzine. They were garbage. I was checking by contents, not
titles, and they broke my heart. A large part of them were University zines;
utterly worthless and deserving nowt but a sack and an incinerator. Trees
have a lot to hate fandom for.
Looking back, the programme was mostly fan-orientated stuff and
zipped along nicely. I don’t think I have ever seen quite so much of an
official programme before. Avedon, Greg and Ted White spent a lot of time
on the platform... Linda ran the desk and kept the hotel sweet, and Pam ran
just about everything else. It was a very good hotel – friendly tolerant staff
and a management who were happy enough as long as the money poured into
its pockets. They almost ran out of beer on the Friday night and had to run in
special deliveries for the rest of the weekend.
All in all, the Mexicon was fine and we got a handsome FARCE FROM
THE PAST certificate for Hyphen. A pity I wasn’t my usual incandescent
self. These Relaxogelds are ruining my fanac and I could barely manage a
leer for Ms. Ashworth and Solomon. I tell you, the male menopause is HELL.
After the debacle I thought I’d get Professional Advice so I took an hour
off work to see Doctor John Justice. Not that he was sympathetic or
understanding.
“35 is much too young for the male climacteric,” he said. I told him that
I’d always been precocious. (I wrote Through Darkest Ireland when I was 3
years and 5 months old.) “RUBBISH,” he said (and I must say I agree with
him although it did get some pretty good reviews at the time).
“Doc, I mean I can’t...”
“Not at all?”
“Well, not as much as was usual, not once since Saturday...”
“Mr Harris, this is perfectly normal. It has nothing to do with
Relaxogelds. THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH YOU. YOU ARE
BECOMING OBSESSED ABOUT ALL THIS. Try to find other interests.
Play more golf (...there’s a foot of snow on the course...), take long walks
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(...huh...) think of other things.”
“Okay, Doc, I don’t want to be silly about this. I’m sorry I bothered you.
Er, in Stud magazine it says about this cantharides lotion... do you think...?”
No, he didn’t think, but I’m thinking of changing him for a more learned
counsellor. I haven’t seen him so angry since I asked his professional advice
about bute. I bet he wouldn’t dare speak to Dennis Thatcher like that.

The Joy of Brum
I guess you know now why Birmingham doesn’t rate a mention in Fromer’s
England and Scotland on $25 a Day. Brum is a Dump and a Plague Spot, the
pimple on the arse of this sceptred isle, and The Royal Angus Hotel is the
only reason for not razing the whole place to the ground and turning it into a
sewage disposal plant or a bowling alley.
This is not just my opinion either. We spent part of the Saturday
trudging around the shops searching unsuccessfully for view cards to send to
Walt Willis and Patrick and Teresa. The storekeepers were amazed at such an
odd request. There are No architectural wonders available for photographic
immortality unless you include the Municipal Gasworks, the Texaco Filling
Station, and the statue of Brum’s Greatest Son, Neville Chamberlain. And
who, in their right minds, would want people to know they were in
Birmingham anyway?
May 1986

Letter
You know Vince, there seems to be some sort of haunt or Fortean phenomena
dogging my footsteps. I don’t mean frogs falling out of the sky on me... tho’
that could happen any moment now I guess... but it’s a bit more subtle. You
remember during our first fannish incarnation? In all those years there was
just the one memorable typo when Walter hit the wrong key and gave us
Funk and Wagballs dictionary for all eternity.
I can just imagine old Charley Foot Up There saying, “Watch it buster,
you’re next and it could be a lot worse.”
And nowadays it is. Maybe it’s gremlins or Jackie’s Revenge or
something. It started with the typer refusing the double tt command. Then it
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escalated to SFC and the nourse of a different choler, but now there is a
continual fuck up on my prose. There are THOUSANDS of the little sods
and I tell you ducky it is HELL out here.
Take Pulp – preferably far far away. You’re barely into Creative
Random History before you’re falling over catastrophes right and left....
My passive “proof-reader Richard Bergeron” becomes “poof-reader
Richard Bergeron” and my legal department resigned en bloc as soon as the
“...be informed that our client R. Bergeron Esq. is sueing you for ten million
nicker for libel, slander, frottage, etc....” letter hit the doormat. (I thought,
unworthily, that this might be artistic Robbie gilding my lily – and with
fucking cheapo iron pyrites yet – except that the same typo occurs in The
Times last week.) (Altho The Times, thank God, makes no mention of Puerto
Rican fandom, just poof-readers in general.)
Still, I love you all and we’ll nod that one through this time as a bizarre
accident... but how about this “grubby Marxist Joseph Nicholas”. Joseph, the
most immaculate and squeaky clean person in British fandom – altho that’s
not saying much when you look at the rag tag and bobtail of the rest of you –
will roast me for this. I said “gabby”, you numb bugger – meaning voluble,
loquacious, talkative, possessed of the gift of the gab, you detumescent
dickhead, GABBY.
So okay, you’ve been a mate for half a lifetime. Maybe it’s the gremlins.
We’ll overlook it. Forgive and forget and all that. One of these days I’ll be
senile and useless and so far into my dotage that I can’t proof-read worth a
damn. We’ll overlook it. It’s only my heart’s blood put on to paper and
offered for my dearest friends’ approval. It doesn’t matter if they jeer and
laugh at me or sue me for every penny I’ve got. I shall still be proud to take
the stage with you at Conspiracy and give them Our Song....
Friendship, friendship, what a lovely friendship,
When other friendships are forgot, OURS WILL STILL BE HOT.
Don’t apologise for these calamities, dear Vincent. They are mere pinpricks,
mere nothings that will be immediately forgotten in the next ten or twenty
years. What will never never never be forgiven, you stench in the nostrils of
Allah, is that completely unforgivable “intellectual waffle from Taylor”.
Sweet Christ on the Cross, Vincent; you KNOW my opinion of Taylor. You
must know that never never never in a million years, would I use the word
Intellectual about anything belonging to Martyn. I reckon he makes Little
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Noddy look a model of coherence and a Mensa graduate. I said
INEFFECTUAL you nerd. I*N*E*F*F*E*C*T*U*A*L. YOU DUMB
DENSE PUDDINGHEAD.
I had a letter today. I knew who it was from as soon as I saw the pretty
Isle of Man postage stamp. “God,” I said to Sue, “I bet Martyn has picked up
that ‘intellectual’ and we are now about to discuss whether Van Vogt is a
Kafka manqué or something.”
It’s not quite that bad – and he offers to buy me a drink at Conspiracy (I
do so love those cute little olive branches in their tiny vases of gin), but he
still noticed the phrase and leaves me with the shitty end of the stick when I
have to write back and explain that for “intellectual” he should read
“ineffectual”.
Life can be very difficult, Vincent.
Umm. Actually, Chuch, I’m responsible for most of the typos you
list – tho’ not, I hasten to add, for “ineffectual” which was entirely
down to Vince. Patrick and Teresa phoned a few weeks ago and
proceeded to gleefully reel off still more amusing and/or
embarrassing typos that have emanated from the high-tech wordcrunchers of 9A Greenleaf Road. “What have you been smoking
over there?” they asked.
I’m beginning to wonder about that myself. – RH
I’d just like to apologise to our gay readers for any insult they may
have taken from the implication that they did their proof-reading in
Puerto Rico – AC.
Spring 1987
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The Q Files
The Ghost of Fanzines Past
Teresa’s experiences with a spectral Degler strikes a chord with me. I have
this sulphur-smelling gentleman who seems to arrive just as the first hint of
daylight seeps around the curtains into the bedroom. It’s all a bit worrying for
a convinced atheist. I felt like King Wimp when, after checking a long
forgotten Dennis Wheatley book, I tied bunches of wild garlic to each of my
five appendages and stuck phials of holy water into every orifice I could
think of, but I always think a boy can’t be too careful nowadays. And what do
you always think, dear?
Anyway, he natters away in this quiet deep voice (that’s how I know
he’s just a Figment) but never seems to disturb Sue zizzing gently by the side
of me.
The first time he visited... “Christ!” I thought, “Burglars!” This place is
like Fort Knox. I’ve got deadlocks, window-bolts, a pad under the door mat,
beams, chains, bars, the lot.... Nothing gets in.
“And where the hell did you come from?” I said.
“Think of me as a sort of Nocturnal Admission,” he said – so I knew
right away that this was all stefnical – an Atom/Clarke corruption or even a
Hibbert hobbit.
I knew how to deal with that... head right under the bedclothes and
ignore the voice saying, “I’ll see you tomorrow night, after you’ve calmed
down a bit.”
I tried to tell Sue about it but she doesn’t even believe proven stuff like
Your Stars Foretold by Gipsy Petrelungo, let alone in 666, The Beast of
Revelations. (“All the sixes, hmm? Clickety-clickety-click. You sound like a
stuttering bingo caller, dear.”)
And sure enough, he’s back the next night....
“That green paper Jarrold uses is almost identical to your old light green
Hyphen paper?”
“Yeah.”
“Did you know Walt Willis has just bought an Amstrad Word
Processor? What on earth would Walter be doing with a machine like that
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when he communicates with everyone by postcard?”
“Dunno,” says dozy Harris. “Please go away. I’ve a helluva workload
tomorrow.”
“Hyphen never really folded, you know. Going slightly irregular is a
very different story. You can do marvellous stuff on an Amstrad. Vincent
would do E-stencils at the drop of a hat. King Arthur has a brand new ‘-’ logo
ready and is already at work on the cover, and you know I’d do everything I
can to help you. And of course, you’d love to see if you could still do it....”
“Piss off. I mean, get thee behind me, Satan. Hyphen is as dead as Tyre
and Nineveh, and They Never Come Back. I’ve no interest now – I’ve almost
forgotten the damn thing.”
“So how come that BLAST FROM THE PAST certificate that Hyphen
won at Mexicon is up there on the wall in the place of honour right next to
Teresa’s picture, hmmmmmmmm?”
I waggled a bunch of wild garlic at him and, after he did a slow fade,
turned to Sue for solace. (She’ll be in the next Guinness Book of Records as
the only girl to be ravished by a bouquet garni.)
But I had a card from Walter this morning telling me about the
Amstrad... (Quote:) “...searching desperately for an excuse for this, it occurs
to me that it would be just the thing for a fmz letter section covering 33 years;
would you reconsider your resignation from the co-editorship of such a fmz?”
NO. That’s definitely my last word on the subject. NEVER NEVER
NEVER NEVER NEVER.
But, just for curiosity, how much would it cost for ten reams of that light
green paper?
March 1986
The revived Hyphen #37 appeared in Autumn 1987. [Ed.]
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The Q Files
The Tale of King Arthur and Sir
Chuck
Dear Rick [Sneary]:
It was lovely to see your letter in Pulp. There’s not all that many of the
Old Guard left now. I wanted to sympathise with your undershorts problem
(whatever you do, don’t buy those Russian Jockey shorts – Chernobyl
fallout), and to wonder why you only believe half of what I write. Damn
disbelieving Yankees.... We’ll see if we can improve on the average next
time.
Every Spring I seem to write about the same thing: Doomsday. I dread
this yearly performance. This morning I was laying there on the couch, pants
around my ankles, bum up in the air whilst Mr Chapman, the Consultant
Proctologist, pulls on his rubber glove and daubs Vaseline on his index
finger.
I’ve been counting the days for the last few weeks... of course it will be
all right... it’s just a precaution... no trouble, no symptoms, nothing to worry
about, purely routine... but all the time, right at the back of the mind, is the
little nagging whisper... supposing... supposing there was SOMETHING.
And, apart from everything else, it’s so undignified. It’s not so much the
index finger, it’s the wrist and the elbow and most of all the gigantic
fluorescent tube about ten feet long that he jams up and twists round and then
peers through the eyepiece to see sights never previously visible to the human
eye.
I keep telling myself it’s all for my own good, bite the pillow, grit the
teeth and tell him in my best Arth Pudor accent that this is one helluva way to
do a tonsillectomy. I dunno if he answered or not. I’d need eyes in my arse to
lipread the man. And suddenly I thought I must write to Sneary, the Doubting
Thomas of Los Angeles, tonight before I forget.
So here you are. (And before we start, Mr Chapman said there were no
problems and I needn’t see him again until next year....)
Now, you remember all those years ago when I climbed on my high
horse and galloped away from fandom, disposed of The Collection, and did a
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John Wayne into the sunset?
After the first couple of years it got a bit boring licking my wounds and
thinking that it just served them right, the ingrates, and they’ll miss me now
I’m gone. So there. There was a little boozing and bonking, but a chap needs
intellectual stimulus too. So I took up with Laura and King Arthur.
This was not the real King Arthur whose corporeal being resides in a
tower block in Brixton and whose prepuce resides in a golden reliquary in
Westminster Abbey, but the legendary King Arthur who lived in Camelot.
There was – and probably still is for all I know – a sort of Arthurian
fandom: a little group whose gospel was Malory’s Morte d’Arthur and whose
heads were filled with Chivalry, grails and parfit gentil knights. Laura was a
sort of BNF. She knew chunks of Malory by heart as well as relevant bits
from Tennyson too. She was intrigued by the idea of fanzines and was toying
with the idea... gasp... of publishing one. Guess who was going to be coeditor.
She was a nice girl. You would have liked her. Attractive, bright, a bit
giggly, and with mobile lips and good enunciation so that I could lipread her.
She was a vegetarian because she thought killing animals was Wrong, and
would drink nothing but Malvern Water – a bottled spring water that tastes
like frothy cat’s piss (if you’ve ever tasted frothy cat’s piss you’ll know
exactly what I mean). She could get through a couple of bottles a day of this
stuff but when you compare it with the price of gin and tonic or those elegant
drinks full of borage (what the hell is borage?) and tiny umbrellas, you can
see she was a dream to go pub-crawling with.
We’d been before, but decided we’d have a long weekend and go to
Camelot again.
Camelot is no problem. You go straight down the M6, take the A30 at
the Exeter Interchange, straight through South Zeal to Fairy Cross. Stop at
the Esso Garage (the only garage) to fill the tank, and then across Dartmoor
and into Cornwall. This is Joan the Wad country and, judging by the
placenames, must have been the birthplace of half the saints on the Papal
Register. It seemed even the public lavatories and phone booths had their
patrons... St. Keyne, St. Wenn, St. Teath and St. Tudy, and Nent and Cleer
and Mawgan and Columb the Major and Columb the Minor and Day and
Merryn and Agnes and a million more. Driving, once you are off the main
roads, is quite an experience. The roads are about 1½ car widths wide and
bounded by high hedges that overhang so that at times you are driving
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through a sort of green tunnel. There is always a tractor around the next
bend... and it’s always you who has to reverse until you find a passing place
where it can edge by.
Enough of the travelogue though. We are nearly into Camelot... just over
the river Camel....
On either side the river lie,
Long fields of barley and of rye
That clothe the wold and meet the sky;
And through the field the road runs by
To many-towered Camelot.
About 600 years ago, give or take a century, they changed the name
somehow from Camelot to Camelford, but it’s still Camelot in the Domesday
Book and other archives. If I were a city father I’d promptly change it back
again. I wondered sometimes why the river was called the Camel too. This is
such a remote part of Cornwall that the earliest inhabitants could never have
dreamed of a camel in a million years. Laura thought the Phoenicians might
have told about them or even brought one with them when they came to buy
tin ore. She rather fancied this theory and thought it significant that Carmel
was part of Phoenicia and the name could well have travelled with the
merchant sailors. (This, for chrissake, was 2500 BC and if you think that was
fanciful you should have heard her on Stonehenge....)
Anyway, welcome to Camelot, but we’re not stopping for long. There’s
Merlin’s Cave a bit further up-river – but there are 26 other authentic
Merlin’s Caves in the Duchy of Cornwall and we’ve seen all of them.
Personally I would have thought a hot-shot wiz like M would have conjured
up something a bit better than these dank dugouts and rheumatism pits but
who am I to argue? “Whatever happened to that sense of wonder you were
telling me about?” said Laura.
We had already booked into the Boskinney Arms in Tintagel. We’d
been there before. The last remains of Uther Pendragon’s castle still stands,
on the cliff edge of Tintagel, waiting for the winter’s Atlantic gales which,
for six centuries, have been taking it piecemeal into the waves below.
It’s fun to clamber over the cliffs, sit on the six stones that are all that’s
left of the Banqueting Hall and toss bread crusts to the gulls as they come
swooping overhead. Or, if you want, you can walk along the High Street to
the furniture repository where you might buy yourself a Round Table as a
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souvenir. They come in several sizes calculated to fit almost any living room.
The one you buy, of course, just happens to have the Certificate of
Authenticity. The rest (as the salesman will tell you) are just replicas, mere
fakes to catch the tourist trade. They are all circular of course – well, they
would be – with the top marked off like the slices of a cake. Each slice shows
a knight’s name. The double slice with the gold crown is Arthur’s bit and
then equal slices for all the others... Lancelot, Gawaine, Galahad, Percival,
dozens of the buggers. No way could they even stand let alone sit down in
such tiny spaces.
On this visit we thought we might suss out the Lady of Shalott who
didn’t even get mentioned in Malory. Perhaps Tennyson invented her – a
poor pathetic old love who was cursed to weave night and day....
A magic web with colours gay,
She has heard a whisper say
A curse is on her if she stay
To look down to Camelot....
She did have a rearview mirror over the loom so that she could see what went
on along the road outside, and one day... Sir Lancelot...
Tirra-lirra, by the river,
Sang Sir Lancelot....
So okay, I know it’s idiotic to go traipsing around in the rain looking for
something that isn’t there, but it’s cheaper than flying to Dallas, taking a
coach to South Fork, just to meet a man dressed up as Larry Hagman dressed
up as J.R. Ewing.
It wasn’t a very serious thing. Cornwall is lovely walking country. We
could leave the car, climb high onto Bodmin Moor to Winnard’s Perch and
lie sheltered on the grassy slope with Brown Willy towering before us.
(Brown Willy is a mountain.) Or squelch through the bog to find Dozemary
Pool where the arm in white samite (whatever that is) reached up to catch
Excalibur when it was thrown back into the lake....
The Boskinney Arms do a very nice mixed grill. You get a wee steak, a
chop, a sausage, a rasher of bacon, tomatoes and mushrooms and chips.
Laura had a salad that looked like the Hanging Gardens of Babylon
concealing about 85 different sorts of cheese. Afterwards there was fruit and
that lovely thick Cornish cream that you can stand a spoon up in. I had half a
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carafe of the house plonk and the dear girl had another bottle of Malvern
Water.
Afterwards we sat in the Public Bar, held hands and bought infrequent
beers for the most talkative of the local inhabitants, until they called time and
put the cloth over the beer pumps.
We had a tiny room under the eaves with a pretty seaview from the top
lefthand corner of the window. We also had a very little dream candy – I
think this is called majoun (or at least it’s pronounced like that). This is just
like fudge; in fact it is fudge – but with a sort of sweet musky, almost acrid
aftertaste. Some people reckon this comes from hash oils and suchlike which
have been blended in, but how would I know? Vegetarians find it perfectly
acceptable so there can’t be much wrong with it. It really helps too: enough to
make the Pope a Rastafarian....
Comes the dawn. Tobacco, wine, gin and candy have helped grow a new
fur coat on my teeth. My mouth tastes dry and vile but there’s no hangover.
Laura smiles and yawns as I untangle the bedclothes and reach across her for
the shot-glass of Malvern Water by the bedside....
I swig it down and then suddenly she realises just what I’m doing and
goes stark raving mad. Realio, trulio, bananas....
She left the bed, she left the loom,
She made three paces through the room.
She threw the casement open wide:
“THE CURSE IS COME UPON ME,” cried
The Lady of Shalott.
Actually, she said, “Dear Heart – at £125 a sip that is probably the most
expensive drink you will ever have. You have quaffed my contact lenses.
You prick.”
And Jophan found that it was so.
So why should I have this burning urge to tell all to Rick Sneary? Well, I
guess they must have passed through years and years ago – but bowels are
funny things... all nooks and crannies and little twisty bits. Would Mr
Chapman, delving away with his fluorescent peeper, ever notice two little
glints sparkling in the inner darkness? Would he write to The Lancet to
marvel about his four-eyed patient? And would I be able to lipread with my
back towards him?
So there you are. Any improvement on 50%? You gotta believe, Rick.
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Why I Never Write Articles for
Fanzines
Get out the typewriter, wind in the paper, fit the ski-goggles and stare at the
great white waste for the obligatory 20 minutes. Make the traditional start:
type “I”.
“What are you doing, Dad?”
“Dear daughter, I am writing a fanzine article. It’s either a report on the
1986 Novacon – which doesn’t happen for another two months – or a bit of
dire warning on the perils of the English language for would-be
ConSpirators.”
“Sounds fun; er, do you think you could drive me up to the Girl’s
League of Health & Beauty before you start? It’s my work-out night. Please
Dad.”
...where was I? Right, a Novacon report.
“I dunno why we bother,” said Arthur. “Conventions are so predictable
nowadays, and anyway, there’s only two things worth seeing in Coventry.
After you’ve seen the concrete Godiva statue and the Kama Sutra Pop-Up
Book in the Bishop’s bookshop you might just as well catch the next train
down to civilisation again.”
I don’t think the bookshop really belongs to the bishop, but if it does I
hope he never finds out about the pop-up book. Years ago Sue gave my
dreary two-dimensional edition to St. Augustine’s Bring & Buy Sale. This
would have been the ideal replacement: Fully Illustrated, Meticulously
Detailed, Adults Only. Inside there are hundreds of earnest Indian gentlemen
doing absolutely incredible things in a manner startlingly different from my
familiar missionary position. And due to the cleverly contrived cutouts, if one
opens and shuts rapidly, the little chaps bob up and down in a remarkably
realistic fashion. It’s hardly erotic but it’s still fascinating to flick the pages
and see all those grave-faced unsmiling acrobats working their way through
the lingam limber-up exercises and then twisting, twirling, defying all the
laws of gravity (as well as decency and propriety) as they spin to fulfillment.
Which is more than can usually be said for yrs trly.
“I once asked Sue about that double reverse chasse,” I said. “She warned
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me that if I so much as bent a finger in her direction she’d call out the
constabulary.”
“Ummm,” said Arf, opening and closing the book faster and faster so
that the frenzied figurines bounced madly to ecstasy and we half expected a
little white speech balloon to pop up saying “Scream, you bitch.” “I blame
civilisation. We should never have allowed winceyette pyjamas to replace the
dhoti. Mark me words, if these people had had trampolines, there’d be
synchronised screwing in freefall in the next Olympics... and now let’s get
the hell out of here; the manageress cometh too.”
“Only browsing, dear,” he said as we moved around the paydesk and
onto the street again, looking for the De Vere Hotel.
“Dear one, do you know it’s The Anniversary next week?”
“Anniversary... anniversary? Edgar Rice Burroughs 1st Sept, H.G. Wells
9th, Brunner 24th, Damon 19th, Cas Skelton on the 7th... should I send them
all a card or something? God only knows the Burroughs and Wells addresses
nowadays.”
“OUR anniversary, you wally.”
“Oh yeah, great... you haven’t seen my correcting fluid anywhere?”
“Our 25th Anniversary, DEAR.”
I already had a note in my desk diary: “Buy prezzie, order lovely bunch
of flowers, take family out for top-notch, get pissed” (all of which I did in
due course), but what the dear girl is trying to find out is what I’d like for a
prezzie.
“It ought to be something you can keep. Would you like another ring?”
“Nope... spoil my macho image: you think I’m Liberace, maybe?”
“An identity bracelet?”
“Jesus Christ! You do think I’m Liberace... and before you ask, the firm
has already given me a fancy gold watch, cufflinks and a solid gold tie-clip
engraved with the likeness of Henry the First.”
“How about a gold chain, then? Lots of men at the Golf Club wear them
now.”
“No, no point... nobody would see it under my sock anyway.”
“All right, smartarse, what do you want?”
“Well,” I said, looking longingly at the typewriter, “what I’d really like
is an ivory tower. One of those old-fashioned ones with a little room at the
top just big enough for a chair and typewriter, and a bucket-on-a-string for
hauling up essential supplies of gin tonic-water ice & lemon.”
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“Oh. Am I interrupting? Are you doing something?”
“Yes, as a matter of fact I’m practicing the tenor lead in Rigoletto which
I will perform at La Scala in Milan at 8.30 tomorrow night, sharp. I am also
trying to write something for SFFY, maybe something on the ‘two nations
divided by a common tongue’ theme that DAG was talking about.”
“Sorry, dear; I’ll talk to you later.”
I’ve been reading the US pulps for nearly half a century and I’m still as
confused as when I started. We don’t really speak the same language. We all
know about the innocent Brit in LA trying to buy a couple of rubbers and his
astonishment at not getting pencil erasers. If he’d asked for a packet of
Kwells – hoping to get the travel-sickness remedy sold in Britain under that
name – he would have got a US preparation for killing body lice.
“Here’s the gin, the ice, the tonic-water and the lemon, dear. I’m
working on the ivory tower.”
Little things like that are no more than confusing, but words like “hump”
or “bang” or “french” or “knock-up” are something else again. The verb “to
hump” means “to carry” – nothing else. A “knocker-up” is a sort of human
alarm clock who, for a small fee, taps your bedroom window every morning
to ensure you get up in time for the first shift at the cotton mill.
“I’m sorry, but your boss is on the phone. Have you got a valid
passport? You’ve got to go to Cologne for orientation within the next month
or so. He’s making up a party.”
“Tell him I haven’t. Tell him it’s nearly midnight. Ask him why the hell
this can’t wait until I’m in the office tomorrow morning. And, uh, tell him
nicely, hmm?”
Inside the De Vere foyer was a huge notice.
WELCOME TO THE NOVACON.
VERBOTEN:
Illicit drink, sandwiches, curious resin inhalants,
hookahs, syringes, razor blades, photographs of Ted
White are FORBIDDEN. Lewd women, bare feet,
bare anything else at all, sleeping bags, commies,
scientologists, and hurtful remarks about the
Committee or the hotel staff are NOT PERMITTED
UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. Mandatory body
searches for all would-be attendees.
Signed Hauptmannfuhrer Tony Berry
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Chairman & Convenor
“Wow,” said Arthur. “Whee,” said Chuch.
“I never imagined Tony meant it,” I said. “I thought it was just talk
about raising standards and cleaning up the image. I never dreamed the iron
fist would become reality.”
Arthur nodded at the crash barriers dividing the foyer into separate
aisles, each with an inspection point at the far end. “It looks just like a
Safeway’s checkout,” he said. “I shudder to think of all those questing hands
probing our fair bodies.”
We edge our way down the aisle staffed by Avedon and finally reach the
check-in table.
“Uh uh,” said Avedon. “Not here, Father. I lay one tiny finger on that
zipper and every fanzine in Puerto Rico will scream ‘Incest!’ at us.”
She beckoned to the girl in the next aisle. “Kate, Kate honey, could you
give a thorough, intimate and meticulous body search to Arthur and my
Daddy?”
“I already have,” she said wearily. “Three times. I don’t know what’s
worse, me searching them, or them searching me while I’m searching them.
Last time I thought he was getting – I mean becoming – aroused, but it was
only his illegal sleeping bag stashed in a very odd place. The time before he
tried to convince me he had to wear this special truss shaped like a bottle of
Gordon’s Gin. I tell you, yesterday I was a respectable young girl, and today
I’m a sex toy for 6th Fandom.” She snorted. “Fun, huh?”
Avedon thought for a moment. “Right,” she said. “Move over two aisles
and try the Debbi Kerr experience and then...”
“Dad, can you come here a moment? The toilet bowl’s blocked up
again.”
“Fanny” is an especially dangerous word. Somewhere in mid-Atlantic
the word suffers a sea-change and the geographical location moves 180
degrees. In your US argot it refers to a lady’s bottom and is just (if barely)
mentionable in polite society. In England it becomes her pudenda, her secret
garden of delight and no gentleman...
“Dad, it’s overflowing.”
I have to go now. In our next issue, November 1991, I’ll do a piece on
English usage and maybe a Novacon report. Separately.
November 1986
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The Q Files
Piss Poor Poseur
I wish I could talk knowledgeably about wines. I drink far more wine than
beer but seem to have no palate at all. Everything tastes like ambrosia. I
suppose it’s a Good Thing – I’m cheap to take out – but I envy those punters
who take one sip and proclaim, “Ah, yes, a very fine Mouton Cadet, you can
taste the slaty south-facing hillside and discern a faint bouquet of M.
Rothschild’s aftershave if you waft the glass under your nose.”
All I can ever manage is “Great! Can I have a drop more please.”
I suppose I lost any pretensions to discernment years ago. I used to make
my own wine – five gallons a month – from wine kits, fruit, veggies, and the
water the Xmas pud was boiled in... any damn thing that would ferment a
yeast culture. I never, not once, threw away the result. If it really stank –
oddly enough, elderberry wine tends to smell very strongly of cat’s pee if you
use too much elderberry fruit in the brew, and some elderberry bushes
produce a better winemaking berry than others (probably those growing on
slaty south-facing hillsides). Anyway, if it really stank, I’d pour it into the big
oven roasting trays, freeze them in the freezer (yes I know), pour off the
alcohol, discard the ice, mix the alcohol with fruit juice and kid myself it was
Planter’s Punch. “Try this Del Monte ’87... guaranteed guaranteed to put you
under that slaty south-facing hillside.”
Anyway, Sue got pissed off with tripping over me every night as I lay on
the floor in a stupor and had a word with kindly Dr John Justice, who
frightened the life out of me with stories of fruit-flavoured methylated spirit.
Nowadays I get a big bottle at Sainsbury’s once a week, type six evenings
and have me a Saturday night stupor. But no palate.
Sometimes I’m tempted to fake it but I’m such a piss poor poseur that I
always get found out....
This week, talking to one of the women at the golf club about music and
do I miss it. “Yes, very much. I used to live for music.” (This is the first lie.)
“Serious music, of course; none of this modern boopadoop stuff.” (Second
lie... I hated classical music.)
“Did you like opera?” said Carol.
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“Loved it. I can still remember every note of Butterfly.” (Us opera buffs
always call it Butterfly because we are so familiar with it.) “And once, my
dear uncle, home from China (!!) took me to Glyndebourne to hear Il
Pagliacci.”
“Where, dear?” said Carol.
“Glyndebourne,” I said. “Glyn-de-bourne... golly... the house, the lawns,
the music.”
“Oh,” said Carol, closing for the kill, “you mean Gly-bourne.” and off
she carolled:
Glybourne, glorious Glybourne,
When the world was free and easy,
And we wandered through the pergolas,
Discussing Pergolesi.
Exit redfaced poseur Harris. How was I to know it was one of those
upperclass Angloisms like Cholmondley-pronounced-Chumley? And who the
fuck was Pergolesi?
I wish I didn’t distract so easily. I never meant to get onto all this
nonsense.
June 1987
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Creative Random History 5
As usual, the following is extracted from the Harris
correspondence files, and was not intended for a wide readership.
The first part was in reply to a query; a neighbour had given me an
alleged “geranium” which shot up four foot and hit the ceiling.
What to do? I knew Chuch, amongst his other talents, was a
gardener.... AVC.
Dear “Worried”, Welling,
You are coming between me and my fence. Do that once too often and
you’ll finish up with cement around your bottom and two coats of creosote on
your superstructure. Thank you for writing to me about your “geranium”.
First, you must stop being ashamed about it. This is a perfectly natural
occurrence, and you will definitely not go blind – or at least, not for several
months. The growth that you mention is quite normal, and there is NO
significance in the fact that it is greater than your inside leg measurement.
Most people face up to this quite sensibly and either coil it around the waist...
or get knotted.
However, if this growth rate persists I would suggest that when you
wake up in the morning, you immediately jump out of bed – no lying about at
all – and immerse it in very cold water. If this has no effect, try adding icecubes to the water until some degree of inhibition and shrivelling is noticed.
It might also help if you avoid sensual Rob Holdstock books for the time
being and re-read Heinlein juveniles.
Perhaps a drastic change in your lifestyle might help. You may find that
a club for chaps is the answer. Take the club in your right hand: place the
“geranium” on a hard surface, and beat the living shit out of it. You will find
this procedure quite painful at first, but it will solve your problem and could
well put your voice up a couple of octaves.
Okay – serious question deserves serious answer. First, far be it from me
to deride the horticultural expertise of your fellow Wendover Waysiders, but
are you sure it’s a geranium? Fortunately, there is a simple olfactory test to
help identification – (a) Place nose in juxtaposition to plant. (b) Sniff.
If sniff is reminiscent of cat’s piss it is a geranium. If sniff is like
verbena-scented cat’s piss it is a pelargonium. If it bites your nose clear off at
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the septum it’s a triffid.
Now, real serious; the reason the damn thing has never flowered is that
you’ve been feeding it. Plants should stay dormant during the winter. Just
because your plastic forsythia twig seems to promise Spring Eternal it doesn’t
mean that real plant-type plants will follow suit. All that surplus nitrogen just
boosts leaf and stalk growth. So, don’t feed it any more at all. Starve the
bastard. At the end of May – when the danger of frost has passed – put it out
in the garden in the sun and it will flower by mid-July. Personally, I’d prune
it now. I’d cut it right down so that there was just a stalk with about eight
leaves on it. The bit I cut off I would cut into pieces about six to ten inches
long with a leaf or so on each bit. I’d stick these into a fresh pot of earth.
With a little luck they’ll root and you’ll have lots and lots of geraniums. If
this doesn’t appeal to you, prune it and throw the offcut into the garden
compost heap.
You get a good spadesman to plant a small tradesman (first take off his
boots with a boot-tree),
And his legs will take root, and his fingers will shoot, and they’ll
blossom and bud like a fruit-tree –
From the greengrocer tree you get grapes and green pea, cauliflower,
pineapple and cranberries,
While the pastrycook plant, cherry brandy will grant, apple puffs, and
three-corners and Banburys –
The fence? It’s a cooperative replacement job between me, Georgenextdoor
and Stevenextdoorbutone. Steve is an idle good-for-nothing Sales Manager
who slopes off to have his hair cut and blowdried whilst George and I are
working. We are nearly finished now. Next time you visit you can exclaim at
the sheer perfection, the tawny colour, the British craftsmanship (of the bit
that I did). I am biased of course, but truly, I think it more beautiful than a
sheet of Old Gold quarto.
I’ve been reading the 1985 Novacon booklet. I quite liked Dave the Wod’s
bit on Dirty Talk, even though I strongly disagree with it. I think that in
fandom sometimes you have GOT to say “fuck”. I don’t mean as a substitute
for “their bodies melted together in holy rapture” or “she yielded her ALL to
his urgent thrustings”. I mean as a raw expletive – a shocker stopper.
“Swive” or any other damn nonsense is just begging the question. Why
on earth replace “fuck”, with its splendid classical Latin roots, by the
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mediaeval “swive”??? It may sound more euphonic, but the content is still the
same.
Nor do I think that we should try to avoid using it. A large part of
fandom consists of failed or would-be pro authors. We don’t write as well as
They do. Or we don’t plot well enough. Or we are not diligent and singleminded enough to work at the craft. We all want to communicate. Our
vocabulary is our only asset. We can’t afford to place any part of it out of
bounds.
The Prime Expletive is far more than a verb signifying sexual congress.
“Fuck me gently” is seldom an invitation to coitus. It is far more often a
shorthand form for “Sweet bleeding Jesus Christ, what a dreadful deluded
Burgess-clone you happen to be.”
It’s a shock word. Do you think “Kill The Fuckers” would have rasped
forever on the fannish memory (as it was intended to) if a weaker substitute
had been used?
Yes, I know I am all too fond of using it myself, and that I complicate
things by subconsciously avoiding other words – notably “turd” – but that’s
just clay-feetism and nothing to do with the issue. I think fan-writers need all
the help they can get and must never volunteer for emasculation. I always
used to cut and polish my stuff through two or three drafts before it reached
the stencil. Nowadays I just slap it down hot from the cerebral sewer and I
honestly think it reads a lot better for it.
Sure, I wouldn’t want anything reprinted in the Kindergarten primer. It
was never intended for that purpose. I’m using joined-up real writing for big
grown-up people. Nor do I use such language around the house. But fandom
has always accepted language that is taboo elsewhere. When I first began, the
fashionable curse was “Fugghead” – a word bequeathed to us by Laney and
Burbee and acknowledged as a euphemism for the mundane West Coast
“Fuck Head”. Today, even Baffdom spurns the term. It’s outmoded and
forgotten along with the Watermelon Joke and the Rooster That Wore Red
Pants.
Eventually “fuck” will go the same way. Any fashionable term fast
becomes a cliché and is superseded by a new... can I say shibboleth?... which
will be shunned in its turn by the righteous and flogged to death by D. and I.
It won’t be “swive”, though. It’s not raw and ugly enough. It could
possibly be “wanker”. When me, D. and the BSFA have decided I’ll let you
know.
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One last point: all these things are natural functions, natural terms. I
could make out a case where the Real Swear Words, the genuine 22-carat
obscenities, would be the genuine articles like “bomb”, “stab”, “kill”,
“murder”, “rape”... the horror words that poison and pervert our society. It’s a
strange set-up when, if you show a couple making love on TV, hordes of
people write in to complain, whilst 1,000 simulated killings every year are
accepted without comment.
Starting with the last issue there has been a perceptible increase in our vast
circulation. The Lady Captain (Elect) usually glances cursorily at the
incoming mail, but shows little interest in our glorious hobby. She dislikes
science fiction. Her favourite book is probably The Love Dove, and for years
she has harboured this delusion that science fiction fandom is stefnical.
Imagine her surprise when she began to read Pulp. Also her shock,
horror and repugnance.
“Dear One,” she said, “I think we should have a Serious Talk about
Pulp.”
“Certainly,” I said, switching Dallas onto the video recorder (that’s
tough shit about Sue-Ellen, hmm? If she switched from bourbon to gin she
wouldn’t get those headaches). “Did you like it?”
“Well,” she said, “I thought it was supposed to be book reviews and
Literature. Who is this girl who put you to bed at Leeds...”
“Hell, that’s Teresa being kind to sick animals,” I said, but I could see
the deep black cumulo-nimbus forming about eight inches above her
eyebrows.
“– And who is this sexy Kate Solomon and Hazel Ashworth with the
long legs and the sequined Pam Wells? And what, specifically and exactly
have you been up to with these goats, and am I or am I not Avedon’s
mother...” (it’s a wise mum who knows her own daughter...) “and who is Joy
Hibbert in the lotus position or Hazel Langford who flits in and out of your
Con reports, or Caroline Mullan...”
“Well....”
“I will stand by you, Charles. I don’t care what they say about you in the
News of the World or the Ladies’ Changing Room at the Golf Club. I will be
understanding, broad-minded and Bohemian, and I thought you liked my
rugby jersey. I don’t mind too much about the girls, but I have to know about
these goats. Did you... have you... are you...?”
“No, dear heart,” I said. “Never. It’s all drunken ravings, fictional
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whimsy. None of these people exist except Arthur, and frequently he’s not all
there either. You will have to come to Conspiracy with me. My old Service
buddy, my comrade-in-arms Captain Slater, will be addressing us on ‘Science
Fiction, Whither?’ after the chamber music recital. A bit cerebral, but you
should be able to follow it after I’ve coached you a bit. It will be at Brighton
during the Captain’s Day weekend, but it always rains on Captain’s Day so
there won’t be any real sacrifice involved.”
“Well... I’ll think about it,” she said.
Latest addition to the Safari Park – not counting temporary holiday visitors
like Guineapig Nextdoor and Pepe the melodious wanker – is Mole.
(Sometimes affectionately referred to as “Moley” but, out of deference to K.
Grahame, still formally unchristened.) He emigrated to escape
Georgenextdoor. George is another mad perfectionist Ford Supervisor who
objects to almost everything – ghoulies and ghosties and 3-legged beasties
and things that go bump in the lawn. He put smoke bombs and creosote in the
tunnels so the poor little bugger evacuated Chuchwards. The little mounds
don’t worry me, and Ziggy finds they add interest to his adventure
playground. We also had an enormous 6" caterpillar arrive on Wednesday.
Damn near the width of this page; far bigger than those vile Brummy slugs.
As a Trained Scientist I was able to identify it right away. It was either the
Worm Ouroboros or a day-old triceratops, so I grabbed Ziggy, fled indoors
and raised the portcullis. However, after checking the Observer Book of Bugs
& Nasties. I now think it may be a hawk moth caterpillar – green, yellowy
underneath, tortoise-like head and a horn on each side of its bottom.
Incredible! Horrendous! Would strike fear into your craven breast, let alone
mine. It looked worse than Mal Ashworth on a Sunday morning. Tomorrow
or Monday I will go out in the garden again and see if it is still there.
Or maybe Tuesday.

Summer 1987
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The Q Files
Handjob
Dear Vin¢:
Last night I did something utterly unforgivable. For years I’ve been
telling myself that I was past that sort of thing. Real dedicated trufen would
spit on me if they ever found out. Avedon knows but all my secrets are safe
with her – but supposing Rob found out and...? Supposing he mentioned it in
the Welling Tun? Imagine the behind-the-hand sniggers, the filthy
insinuations, the archaic “Ooooooh, that’ll ruin your eyesight” jokes?
Supposing Ashley or Martyn ever found out? Would it help to drag others
down with me – I know the Pope Does It, and Prince Philip, and Mr Reagan
used to Do It, and even Walter Himself shares the taint.
Handjob, handjob, handjob, handjob, handjob – God, I’m so ashamed...
mea culpa, mea culpa, mea maxima culpa... behind the bicycle sheds,
Father... only once... it just happened. It was so hot in the garden, and the
typer was upstairs in my stuffy little study, and there was a pen and some
paper on the table and a deckchair waiting for me under the apple trees, and I
thought Avedon won’t mind just this once and it’s not really a Sin, it’s not
proscribed in the Fancyclopedia or anything, and I picked up the pen and
wrote words upon the paper for Avedon. And the sun vanished. And the
black clouds filled the sky, and the winds blew, and I knew I had sinned
grievously.
Full of remorse and self-disgust I crumpled the letter and threw it on the
lawn. I sank to my knees and I abased myself (and if Rob makes his
celebrated typo just there I will never forgive him) and wept bitter tears of
repentance.
And Vincent, the Heavens opened. The clouds drew apart. A window
into the empyrean, illumined by pretty little sunbeams, opened in the sky
above me, and a pair of Celestial Hands appeared and God Talked To Me.
(Using the International Sign Language of the Deaf, of course.)
“Verily, verily I say unto you, Chuchy,” he spaketh, “Don’t you ever do
anything like that again. In my all-seeing wisdom when I fashioned you from
the primeval clay I gave you ten digits designed expressly for the standard
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keyboard. Whyfore thou vexeth me with biros and Parker 51s?”
“Forgive me, Lord,” I saideth. “I knoweth not what I do.”
And he sayeth, “So I’ve noticed, but don’t compound this vileness with
the mortal sin of Onan. Thou hast droppeth thy screed upon the ground. Pick
it up and mail it to Avedon.”
And I thought, if that’s the sort of joke the Faithful have to put up with
for all eternity, I’m certainly glad I’m agnostic. And what I said was:
“Amen.”
And the Holy Hands disappeared. And the scales dropped from my eyes
and I rose in exultation and I cried joyously, “Hallelujah! I know it’s you,
Walter – I recognised the accent.”
And Jophan found that it was so.
But there’ll be no more handjobs. Type writers forever y’all.

August 1987
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Random
Unaccustomed as I Am...
“Dear Chuck,” said M. Tudor, High Honcho of the Conspiracy Fan
Programme, “we’ve had this Great Idea. BoSh has agreed, Vincent has
agreed. Atom, Avedon and Teresa have agreed. Just as soon as you and Walt
agree we will feature TEAM HYPHEN – The Wheels and Hubcaps of IF –
the HYPHEN PANEL.”
Free drink... No less... No shit... Get the show on the road. Zowie... Free
drink... Wow.
Now, it is one of the cornerstones of our universe (so okay, your
universe lacks cornerstones) that neither Walter nor I appear on platforms.
Never. Not ever. We don’t do it. No double exposures; blush unseen and all
that. Walter is the world’s most hopeless introvert and I’m the runner-up
because I’m far too deaf to be able to follow any conversations or take part in
any panel.
Trouble is Tudor is a Mate, and happy to offer his bottle to a fan in need.
What to do? What to do?
“Dear Martin, It’s certainly a Great Idea. I am desolate I can’t take part.
I am so deaf I just couldn’t keep track of what the other panellists were
talking about. I’m sure you will be even better without me...”
“Dear Chuch, No problem. Teresa will sit next to you with an Amstrad
and will type the conversation onto the screen as it’s spoken. Terrific, eh?”
“Dear Martin, No. I have this liver thing too. I must avoid stress. I must
cut down on gin, women or breathing. When faced with reality like this there
didn’t seem to be much choice at all. I found it almost impossible to drink
while holding my breath, let alone achieve orgasmic ecstasy. I have had to
choose between bliss and booze and of course bliss won hands down as you
might say. I had to make the ultimate sacrifice and transferred allegiance
from Gordons to Highland Spring Water. I’m fairly sure it’s rotting my
innards – my heart’s in the Hielands, my heart is not here – and although I am
allowed the odd medicinal gin and tonic, I have given up chain-drinking for
ever. How on earth could I get through a panel on one drink? Disconsolately,
Chuch.”
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“Dear Chuch, No problem. For one drink we take a pint beer glass, add
one ice-cube, one lemon slice, a tablespoon of tonic and top up with gin.
Perhaps two lemon slices if you want to be really prudent.”
I know when I’m beaten. “Dear Martin, Well all right – but two icecubes... Avedon, who will orchestrate my appearance, points out that the rest
of my entourage will feel slighted if they don’t take part. To begin with, I will
definitely need support from Linda and Pam. They will stand directly behind
me, running their fingers through my hair, whilst making low moaning
sounds of desire.”
“Dear Chuch, Fab. Terrific. Yeah.”
“Dear Martin, I will definitely need my cheer-leader group – Hazel
Ashworth, Hazel Langford, Sherry Francis, Judith Hanna and Kate Solomon
as end pivot. The girls will do their little dance routine, shake their big blue
pompom things and generally distract attention from the boring old farts
sitting at the table with me. Whenever James White attempts to speak they
will adulate like crazy, working up to a crescendo: ‘England’s Winner.
Chuck. Chuck. Chuck.’ On the last ‘Chuck’ they will high-kick, pirouette and
then bend over to display large letters spelling ‘Chuck’ on their pants. (This
is all very tasteful, decorous and inoffensive; nothing sordid or nasty. Avedon
choreographed it and based it on a Rockettes routine from Radio City. You
have nothing to fear from the Watch Committee.)
“Kate, at the end of the line, will display either H or K depending on
whether I am Him Ancient or Modern, on the day.”
“Dear Chuch, Fantastic. You will be the toast of fandom.”
“Dear Martin, Yes. From time to time during The Spectacle frenzied
groups of female fandom will no doubt invade the stage, trying to embrace
me or tear off articles of clothing for souvenirs. I shall accept this with my
usual resigned tolerance – the price of fame and all that – and I really love my
fans Martin (though not so often as in the past), but you will have to provide
a Heavy Mob in case things get out of hand again. It was a damned close-run
thing last time. Big Joy got right down to my Heavy Metal designer shorts,
read the logo... ‘Grand Pull Out Surprise Inside’... and almost made the
exposure of the century before Arthur, quicker than the flash, knocked her
cold with a Dave Bridges fanzine he happened to be holding.
“You’d think the sexual harassment would grow less over the years, but
it doesn’t Martin, it certainly doesn’t. Perhaps it’s my enormous charisma...”
“Dear Chuch, Yes, yes, yes. Terrif. Hyper Fantastical. Let’s do it.”
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Comes the dawn. Comes the rude awakening. Comes the card from Vince
showing the Brighton Centre – acres and acres of red plush seats stretching
away to infinity. “Relax,” he says, “all you have to do is fill this. And make
’em laugh.” Seek reassurance. Find Master Orator D. Langford having a quiet
drink, and lie down beside him. “Never worry,” said the Master, “You are
held in awe and reverence. Give them your blessing and they will fall to their
knees rejoicing.”
It seemed unlikely. Make fifth visit to jakes, wash the cold sweat from
my face and search for Teresa.... “Now,” she says, all bright, shiny and newly
minted for the morning, “let’s look at your notes.”
“NOTES!!!” I said. “This is a panel... extempore... off the cuff... stream
of consciousness. Notes, woman? This is the Real Thing... a conversation
piece... repartee, no less, a group of old friends talking up a storm, taking
leave of their reminiscences.”
“You really believe that?” she said doubtfully. “Every friend you’ve got
in fandom will be out there in the front row and all everyone else crushed into
the 35 rows behind. I shall type out all the dialogue on the screen. All you
have to do is stay reasonably coherent, and try not to look a nessie. A couple
of anecdotes and one-liners might be a help if you get stuck.”
“You mean like Walt going up to Bertie McAvoy and her wild harp and
saying ‘Hey, wanna pluck?’”
“No... forget it... no time left... they are all going in now.”
Too late to run and hide. I am truly petrified. In all my time in fandom I
have never done anything like this before. I’m about to lose my fannish
virginity and it’s too late to back out. I get reassurance and encouragement
from just about everyone in the world. I despise myself for such foolishness
but I’m still shaking. Teresa and Avedon, hardened old platform pros,
who’ve done all this dozens of times before, gentle me towards the platform
as if I were a horse. If I’d had withers they’d have patted them. Linda arrives
with drink to top up my tankard. Resolve not to touch it after huge absentminded gulp to lubricate my dry mouth. If I’m about to make a bloody idiot
of myself I’d rather be sober whilst I do it.
Teresa almost disappears behind huge headphones, and the screen in
front of us lights up in glorious technicolor.
Avedon picks up her mike and begins to introduce the panellists, and as
fast as she talks the dialogue appears on the screen. Fantastic! A different
colour for each panellist and no timelag because of slow lipreading or hastily
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written notes. I forgot the stagefright. I forgot the panel. This was so
engrossing, so captivating that I missed my first cue. Not that it mattered –
James and BoSh scooped up the loose end and away we went into
ghoodminton stories.
Easy, easy. I wondered what I’d been silly and panicky about. I watched
the screen for my next cue and I said something. It seemed a bit lame and
contrived, but I could see people laughing out front and suddenly I was
loving it. After all those worries I wasn’t going to faint or fart or wet myself,
and the audience were clearly understanding and rooting for me... big sigh of
relief and share a conspiratorial grin with Teresa. Another easy cue from
Avedon about werewolf stories and I’m so startled at the way the audience
react to my answers that I laugh back in delight, forget what I was talking
about and dry up in mid-sentence. Arthur moves in to save me with the
daftest werewolf story I ever wrote... The family were changing for dinner...
and suddenly time ran out just as we were starting into old “-” bacover
quotes.
And everybody clapped like crazy and I loved it. Teresa climbed out of
the earphones and we hugged each other in mutual esteem and relief. Jon
Singer came up to say “Boy, that was some panel” and I thought “you can
say that again squire” and Avedon asks if I was okay and would I do it again
– Yes yes yes – now if you like – and Arthur in that affectionate mocking
way says “Wow! A star is born again....”
We are now taking bookings for the next convention. Just clip the coupon...
Autumn 1987
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Creative Random History 6
I knew it was going to be One of Those Weddings. I was standing there
talking to the bride’s mum when this old trout arrived. She smiles
patronisingly at our Ziggy and makes the usual daft comment. “Ooh! Is it a
dog?”
So I gave her the standard answer. “No madame, it’s a Transylvanian
countess and in one moment when she fetches her tiny step-ladder and
ascends to throat-height she will really astound you.”
Too late did I discover that Madame Trout was actually a kind
philanthropist about to bestow A Gift on the Happy Couple. (It was a
barbecue – a very original and thoughtful gift for a couple about to start
married bliss in a third floor flat.) That was the first black look and steely
frown time.
“Look, sport,” said the Lady Captain (elect). “This time you are not the
sacrificial lamb. You’re not getting a piece of the action, Matron of Honour
or no. Why ever can’t you wear chaste white shorts instead of those
disgusting Hot Lips or Kiss Kiss or whatever it is you call them. You’re a
right poppy show. Last week when you wore those Union Jack things at the
Club people could see the pattern thru your summer trousers. Angie even
asked me if you were tattooed.”
“That’s amnesiac Angie for you,” I said smugly.
We’re winding up to the big moment when the Rolls arrives to waft us
to the Church. I am in the first wave. I’m ushing, handing out buttonholes and
restraining the groom’s family from breaking open the poorbox before the
vicar arrives. Really, Harold the Greeter is Usher No. 1. Sean is No. 2, and
I’m being sent to get me from under their feet and away from the pretty green
bottle. So, at the sublime and crucial moment, my trouser zipper breaks.
This was a catastrophe. Raw Panic. People running in tiny circles. The
bride’s mum has already threatened suicide earlier in the day. She sits down
and weeps. My son and daughter try to look like orphans. All the thin veneer
of civilisation is dropped and forgotten. Virginal bridesmaids mouth
unbelievable obscenities. My niece curses me through her veil. My wife,
kneeling before me in the classic position, struggles with the little gizmo that
slides up and down.
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(Heavens, no! not that little gizmo.) (Unfortunately.)
“Staples, sticky tape, safety pins,” says Sue.
No joy.
I reach for the restorative and get my hand slapped away.
“...and stop going Oh, Oh, Oh, you big baby. Sid Vicious wore bigger
ones than these in his nose.”
“He’s dead and feels no pain. That’s the family jewels you’re
perforating.”
“Save it for the Matron of Honour. She might enjoy the extra
stimulation.”
The cow.
“Look, I don’t care how hot it is. Wear a raincoat, keep your jacket
buttoned up. I don’t give a sod what you do but GET INTO THAT CAR AND
GO!”
The trouble was the safety pins were those tiny ones you give to people
to fix the flowers onto their lapels and no use as modesty preservers. I kept
my hand hovering over the spot, but every time I try to fix a corsage the
whole cobbled-up front comes adrift. Talk about flash Harris. There must
have been well over 150 people there and most of them knew about my little
problem and the fly full of lipstick outlines. More people were looking at me
than at the vicar. I felt like asking if he had a cassock handy. The groom –
who has never really liked me – felt I was upstaging him. The bride, sailing
down the aisle on £300 of Harrods haute couture, paused to give me a really
venomous basilisk look before reaching the altar rail. Aged spinster aunties
full of sidelong glances reached new crescendos of Hallelujahs and Jane, the
Matron of Honour, smiled demurely into her hymn book.
“Strange,” I thought. We were all sitting around this enormous table in The
Bamboo Garden. We’d had the sweet and sour pork, the roast chicken Canton
style, the chop suey and the noodles and the King Prawn crackers. The table
was still covered in those little Chinese platewarmers full of nightlights
which give you a medium rare finger if you’re daft enough to touch them to
see if they are hot. There were still stacks of untouched dishes, but we were
sort of consolidating the firsts before going on to the second helpings of
water chestnuts and crab balls or whatever.
Caroline, Pride of the Finance Department, looking demure but sexy and
every inch of her eighteen years, was puzzled too. This was her birthday
bash. Instead of Wednesday night overtime we were out rejoicing that she
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was old enough as well as big enough.
The waiter had just asked her if everything was satisfactory. She assured
him of her delight so he put down his little napkin-cloth and took off his
jacket. Then he took off his little bow tie and his shoes and socks whilst
Caroline progressed from puzzlement to wonder to stark incredulity.
“Strange,” I thought. I took a firm grip on my gin and tonic (none of that
nasty ricewine panda piss at £4.45 per bott). The chap took off his trousers.
On the other side of the restaurant there was a separate party of pickerpacker ladies from our warehouse (they pick items from the shelves and then
pack them for shipment), full of filth, lewdness, suggestions about turning
round, have a drink, gettermorf. Especially gettermorf.
“This is my first time,” he says. “I’ve never done it before.” He takes off
his Y-fronts to reveal an absurdly tiny G-string structured for someone far
less abundantly endowed than he was.
“Me neither,” gulped Caroline (retaining her Y-fronts if not her
composure). “Are you, er, a Kissogram or something?”
“Tarzangram,” says Greystoke, flexing a bicep. “There was supposed to
be a loincloth but it was Out.”
(Little Hong Kong waiters, obviously without the faintest idea of what
was going on, are scurrying around like ants, gibbering, gesticulating and
holding out bits of clothing to persuade him to get dressed. The whole place
is in chaos. We find out later that the owner is downstairs turning away
people who have booked tables because there is a naked madman loose
upstairs and the police are coming, the POLICE! THE POLICE!)
Greystoke neither knows nor cares. He gulps down the Bacardi and coke
I’d just gotten in for Caroline, takes his jacket from the waiter, brushes aside
the proffered trousers, and starts going down his pockets.
“Got a poem here somewhere,” he says. “Aah... Dear Caroline, the night
is fine” (actually it was pissing down, but what’s a little poetic licence
between friends...) “...on this, your special day...” I’m sorry but I was
laughing so much that I didn’t get any more of it.
“I wrote it myself,” he said. “It’s very good,” said Caroline.
“Here, let’s have a dance,” says Greystoke (helping himself to
somebody else’s drink), grabbing Caroline and waltzing her down the aisle to
the Muzak.
The picker-packers are right behind him (“Oooooh, look at that pimple
on his bum.”), offering drinks for dances, and like a bloody fool he accepts.
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A real henna-haired bombshell grabs him and rubs her superstructure against
him whilst the others fondle his bottom and anything else they can reach.
Inevitably Greystoke does the only thing possible. One hand over his pimple,
one hand over his erection, clothes under his arm, he flees into the night,
never to be seen again.
And rightly so... but I’d still like to see the Lady Godivagram some time.

Letter
I don’t mind writing speeches. It was Captain’s Day at the Golf Club last
Saturday and the Captain’s speeches are a sort of high spot after the
presentations. I did one for Sue and then the Men’s Captain asked if I could
rustle up a few words for him (very quiet and confidential of course; he’s a
headmaster and doesn’t really need speech-writers). Both speeches went
down very well – but I don’t intend to make a habit of it. At work I am
always stuck with the writing of those little jokey collection sheets that we
send round when somebody is leaving. It’s easy at first but you can never use
any witticism more than once and you soon find that being comical to order
is bloody hard work. God only knows what will happen when I leave. Surely
I won’t have to write my own obituary?
Writing oral humour is very different from literary (???) humour. You
can get quite an intricate joke into a fanzine article that would never be
understood by a live audience who need very simple infantile jokes about
knickers. I very nearly cocked up Sue’s speech... [Excerpt:] “...and finally to
my dear husband over there, lurking behind his eighth gin and tonic, no,
don’t laugh at him... as you may have heard he got an albatross on the first;
straight down in two... and that includes the ice-cube and a slice of lemon.”
Now, this is a specialised audience who know that an albatross is one
helluva feat (par, birdie, eagle, albatross, ace) – almost as good as a hole in
one. Sue paused after “lemon”, dead silence and I thought it had died on us,
and then you could see comprehension dawning on their faces as I got the
laugh I was after. (I shan’t try it again, though – it’s a lot easier to amuse the
average Brit by saying KNICKERS and then leer at them.)
November 1987
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The Q Files
Mover and Shaker
Now, I like to think of myself as a Decision Maker. I toy with men’s destiny.
I say Yea or Nay and their tiny world speeds up, slows down, or goes into
reverse. There is none of that ineffectual vacillating nonsense. Every fact is
weighed up, the pros balanced against the cons until a firm irrevocable
decision becomes as clear as crystal.
“We must sell the house,” I told Sue. “It is far too big for us. We need a
small bijou residence instead of a draughty mansion.”
So, we saw the Estate Agents – No Sale, No Fee (but £2,000
commission if they do sell it) – and endured a steady procession of idiots
tramping in and out, making hurtful remarks about the decor, criticising
everything from the colour of our wallpaper (white) to our taste in books and
offering ridiculous sums for a place that is virtually a palace. Also could their
little boy/girl/granny use one of our multitude of toilets, have an orange drink
or pick one of the apples to see what they taste like. (And one woman said,
“Oh, do you always use Coal Tar Soap?” “Mostly,” said Sue. “We always
have Scented,” said the woman proudly. “I’ll have to try to get some,” said
the Lady Captain.) I know the Nobility is different from us, but I honestly
can’t see how Lord Montague can let hordes of people in charabancs traipse
through his front room at Beaulieu every weekend. I quite see now why the
admission fees are so high and will be having a turnstile installed here next
weekend.
Meanwhile we found a bungalow high on the hill in a sheltered copse. It
was full of technological miracles and double glazing, or would be when it
was finished, so we rushed to the sales office and put down a deposit. More
punters arrive (mainly in muddy welly boots) to look over the house but none
of them have any money. The bungalow builders start pressing me to
exchange contracts and give them a first instalment of £6,000.
Which I haven’t got, and won’t borrow from the Bank at their ridiculous
and extortionate rate of interest. So we drop out and take the house off the
market.
“I didn’t really want to move,” I told Sue, “but I knew you did.”
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“No, no, I love it here, but I thought you wanted to go. We will stay here
and be happy ever after.”
And then the builder rang up to say they had a much nicer bungalow
suddenly available and, by sheer coincidence, the estate agent phoned ten
minutes later to say they had a firm buyer for this house with £83,000
burning a bloody great hole in his pocket. And it was a nicer bungalow,
backing onto the park with an impenetrable crab-apple hedge to deter voyeurs
when we are sunning our bums in the garden, and really we wanted to move
all the time....
“Except that I thought you didn’t....”
“No, no, I thought you didn’t.”
So I wrote to Walt to tell him the Glad Tidings. He seemed a little
confused – and so he should be. “I thought you had decided to stay in your
lovely home, but congratulations anyway on getting shot of the old barracks,”
he said.
Tonight there was wine on the dinner table. We never get that midweek
except for special occasions. Check thru the memory banks... birthdays,
wedding anniversary, Christmas, Septuagesima Sunday.... “Pass the sausages,
whuffo the wine?”
“I don’t want to move, I’m not going. You please yourself,” she said
decisively. “Well, that’s okay then,” I said, reaching for the beans, “we’ll stay
here.” So we phoned the prospective buyer (who was really pissed off), and
the agent who was even less delighted at seeing his commission vanish for
the second time. Tough – but we never renege on a decision.
November 1987
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Creative Random History 7
The other night we had a Funny Phone Call. I don’t mean the usual “Oooh
Oooh Chuchy Harris, I wanna nibble your nipples and do something exotic
and illegal with your big toe”, which would be even more thrilling and
exciting if only the message didn’t have to be relayed through Sue. This one
was my Ford boss asking if I had a passport.
Here am I, sipping my Horlicks and wondering if there is any other way
of avoiding Night Starvation, and here is The Monster rattling on about
pissports.
“Can’t you see him in the morning?” says Sue, all breathtaking and
lovely in her rugby jersey with the big white number 12 on the back. “Yes,
yes, I do see that it’s very important Mike and yes, I’m sure he’ll be only too
happy to be orientated in line with Company policy, and yes, I’ll make
certain he sees you first thing in the morning and no, of course it’s okay to
ring at 11.45 p.m. about an important thing like this.”
So I’m going to be orientated. In line with Company policy.
I suspect that all of this nonsense began with the computer cock-up.
Everything at Fords (like most other firms except medieval Austin over)
revolves around the mainframe computer. Every bit of information we
possess is filed away in its memory. To get into the data banks we each have
two separate secret passwords which allow the user access to data up to a
certain level. Previously my level was just about up to the international time
clock, next year’s calendar and today’s menu in the staff canteen. Now, since
my meteoric career has taken off again, I get to see everything concerning
costs and sales prices of all the spare parts we sell. Obviously we don’t want
everybody knowing our profit margins so the passwords are for security
purposes. They last for three months and then you replace them with fresh
ones.
They have to be something you can easily remember. You look a right
wally if you forget them and can’t get into the damn thing for the gen you
need. In the past I’ve used Science/Fiction, Walter/Willis, Slant/Hyphen,
Quinsy/Ansible, Arthur/Thomson and currently Nielsen/Hayden. I’ve always
wanted to try coitus/interruptus but it has too many letters.
Anyway, on cock-up day I punch in Nielsen and the bloody machine
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rejects it. I never even get to Hayden. Time and again it rejects Nielsen. No
entry, no bliss and I’m in dead trouble because I’ve got to have cost access to
do my job.
Call for help! Section-leader, Coordinator, Accountant, and finally four
soothers from Systems Dept to calm me down and get me in. I am very cross.
I’m in no mood for (and I quote) “snivelling apologies from overpaid, undertrained idiots who wouldn’t know a byte from a biscuit. I have wasted a
whole damn day on this bloody performance and if this clockwork marvel
Isn’t working by 8.30 tomorrow morning I will telex the Director of Finance
at Brentwood and tell him just why his cost figures aren’t on his desk. And
don’t tell me it can’t happen, don’t tell me you’re sorry. FIX IT. Grrrrh.”
Arrive next morning to find everyone looking at my screen and going
Tee Hee, Tee Hee at the note taped to it....
To: C Harris, Finance Dept.
Having referred your “Password” problem to Daventry
Systems Office, they spent last night (5 people, Grade 8) trying to
resolve this mystery. At 3.15 a.m., four of them flew over to
Cologne for consultation with Ford of Germany Systems Office but
without resolution. It was only after two IBM engineers flew in
from the USA, at the request of Henry Ford, who had been alerted
during the night, that it was finally resolved, with a bit of extra help
from two top consultants from IBM (New Zealand) Ltd, that you
were using the wrong bloody password.
(Signed) E Humphries (Accounting Manager and Controller)
And Jophan found that it was so.
Somehow or other I’d loaded Neilsen and had been using it for ten days
without realising it. As soon as I punched in Neilsen the machine worked
perfectly, accepted Hayden and I was, er, in like Flynn.
I promptly changed the passwords to a safe and cautious
Noughts/Crosses; but not quickly enough to stop dear friends and colleagues
presenting me with a handsome aide-memoire for my desk. It says: “I before
E except after C”.
That night we got the funny phonecall. I checked with Cudthorpe in the
morning. Evidently I am to fly to Cologne to be orientated sometime during
the next few weeks. I am to meet my “opposite number”. I am to confer with
“top executives”. I am to tour their office and warehouse complex. I will
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discuss matters of mutual interest. I will be orientated.
That’s the bit that worries me. Nobody knows just what the hell it means
and the dictionary isn’t much help either: “be placed in relation to points of
compass; face eastwards; build with long axis running east (Good gracious!
Is a man’s axis no longer sacred?); take one’s bearings; become aware of
spacial relationships; take up a mental attitude; become familiar with.”
I can’t understand why my name has been picked out. They say it’s a
new idea and other people will be going too in subsequent weeks but I dunno.
I am uneasy with the Cologne people and don’t really want to go. Predictably
the office are having a fun time with the idea. First I was voted Sheriff of
Cologne and presented with my badge of Office, a star, a yellow star on an
armband. Then there were flight instructions; “On arrival at Köln airport pass
by the ladies’ string quartet on the runway and make your way to the
transportation provided for you. This is our new model and vaguely
resembles a cattle-truck....” etc. etc.
At first it was all very comical, but it irritates and I still don’t know
about this orientation.
I’ve been cooking our accounts since the late Palaeozoic and it’s so seldom
that you get anything interesting or fun. Let’s face it; trial balance sheets are
boring. However, we got a giggle today. We have a Kuwait bank that owes
us around £12,000... which is small potatoes but irritating when you have to
carry it forward every month. The Banker has an odd scheme; if we give him
a signed receipt for the money, he will then send us a cheque for it! We are,
understandably, a bit wary of such a variant accounting concept. He phoned
to say that he was visiting Birmingham and would like to call on us en route.
Great! We had visions of camels and burnous etc. (and maybe a cheque), but
in actuality we got a little dark man in a posh suit and a great big motor.
Malcolm (my section leader) and I met him in reception, shook hands,
offered coffee and could hardly stop laughing. The man had a prosthetic
hand. I know it’s dreadful to laugh at disability... I’d hate people to laugh at
me... and we both controlled ourselves, but here was this bigshot financier
who owed us money, and both of us knew that the penalty for theft in
Arabian countries – in all Islam – is to have the hand cut off. We were civil
and polite. We didn’t get a cheque but we have enough jokes about onearmed bandits to last us for years....
You must all be sick and tired of the interminable office stories but...
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Last month we bought some new nail guns for the Casemaking
department. This is a compressed air thingy. You load a magazine of 4-inch
nails and then fire them into the wood instead of whacking away with the
hammer. Very brisk, very efficient, very Japanese and capable of cutting the
overtime quota all to hell and gone.
So, No. 2 Casemaker was talking to his mates on Tuesday about what a
bloody shame it is to let Ian Rush go to Juventus when BANG! the gun he is
holding goes off and shoots a nail right through the fleshy top part of his leg,
narrowly missing the femoral artery.
The Union Convenor and the Safety Officer arrive long before the First
Aid trolley, impound the guns and hand out the hammers again. The
Convenor asks for a meeting with the Sales Rep who sold us the guns.
So, on Monday the Sales Rep arrives and, predictably, rubbishes the
idea that these miracle tools could ever go off accidentally “...sold half a
million throughout the universe... never an accident... every Honda employee
has his personal gun... infallible safety catch... if trigger is pulled the
compressed air is channelled thru tiny escape vents until the safety catch is
released closing the vents and directing the pressure onto the nail.” He
ostentatiously checks that the safety catch is on, holds up his left hand and
fires a four inch nail right through it.
“Jesus Christ Almighty,” yells the Rep.
“Not until you’ve done the other hand and both feet,” said the Convenor.
February 1988
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The Q Files
Hose and Hosanna
Dear Arf:
You’ll hardly believe this but since I wrote last week another uncle has
died at Ashford. I’m beginning to think Vicar had inside knowledge when he
said, “See you again shortly.” I shall make certain I give him a very wide
berth on Thursday when we go down again in case he decides to tell me not
to bother spending all that money on a word processor....
I was going to tell you about the elastic pantyhose though....
After the statutory postponement and piss about I finally got to the
hospital three weeks after the original appointment. Mr Chapman my
personal private £30 a time bum-peeper was either indisposed or out peeping
for profit. I was a bit relieved about this because this time was a National
Health freebie visit and I’d been dreading the accusatory cries of
“Cheapskate, what about my starving kids, you crafty NHS panhandler,” etc.,
but in the event I was seen by his deputy instead.
Very nice bloke too – who called me “Sir” (no less) instead of
cheapskate and carefully explained that what I’d imagined to be mighty
thews in my calf muscles were actually soggy enlarged veins. I will get an
operation when they can arrange it. I must take this chitty down to the
Appliance Office ten miles further down the corridor....
The trouble is that, all those years ago when I was wandering around
Chatham Naval Hospital with a stethoscope around my neck hoping to be
mistaken for a doctor instead of the wretched probationer that I was in
actuality, I learnt about young men’s ailments only. I could do you up a treat
for a bruise or a sprain. Consult me privately about a gleet and I’d massage
your prostate, fix a Gram positive stain on your discharge, whisk it under the
microscope, horrify you with a peep of ten million gonococci, pump you full
of penicillin until it drips out of your ears and then send you on your way
rejoicing. Efficiency was my watchword. I was on nodding terms with every
spirochaeta pallida south of The Wash. Scabies? I’d bake your clothes, your
bag, your hammock, paint you all over (using a 6" wide distemper brush)
with benzo-benzylate, give you a stern lecture on personal cleanliness and an
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endorsing ink autograph on your bottom. (This was not affectation: it was to
ensure that you’d bathed and scrubbed yourself enough to erase it before you
came back to see me the next morning.)
Now, obviously in this environment there were no boring old farts
moaning about their varicose veins, so I didn’t have much idea at all about
what would happen when John Justice sent me to the hospital. The Operation
news was bad enough but the idea of an Elastic Hosiery Support was just
about the end.
Not that I get much chance to protest on these jaunts. Sue sweeps me
along like a leaf in a torrent and before I know what’s happening I’m in the
Prosthetics Department, an S&M nightmare full of piles of plastic legs and
cruel-looking leather trims, trying to avert my eyes as I edge my way thru to
the Appliance Officer, Knock-’n-wait.
This is where you forget all that nonsense about NHS freebies. Even
before you go in, there is a big menu on the wall, just like the one you get in
Burger King... Wigs (Human Hair £90), Wigs (Acrylic £78), Pantyhose...
Supports... Extensions (“Is that what they call a Big Mac?” says Susan. “Ask
if they have your size.”)... Elastic Hosiery (Various)... Visa, Access, Diners
Club...
Knock’n’Wait turns out to be a little man with warm hands who took my
chitty and my trousers. “I think I have your size,” he said. He climbed up his
little ladder and reached down a stacked carton marked: PANTYHOSE.
LARGE... FLESH.
Arf, that’s when I died a little. I mean, how could I be A Legend in flesh
coloured elastic pantyhose? How could I – editor of Hymen, President of The
Union of Fully Certified Sex Fiends – orgy it up looking like a geriatric
transvestite? I’d rather have sagging veins and a thrombosis. I gave up
tobacco and red meat; I chomp All-Bran until it squeezes out of my earholes
as well as my butt, but There Are Limits.
Summoning up as much dignity as I could find considering that I’m
standing there with nowt between my smallclothes and my tiny Marks &
Spencer socks, I said, “No. Never. No way.”
One thing about K&W, he knows resolution... implacable
determination... when he sees it. The pantyhose box vanishes faster than the
eye can see... “Well now, there seems to be no venous distortion above the
knees, and bearing in mind there will be an early operation, perhaps a simple
elastic support to improve the vascular flow....”
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And... surprise... surprise... out comes another box. This time they are
knee high socks without toes (known as pobble socks by us literati) made of
tight elasticated fabric that looks like pink Elastoplast. Sue, distressed
because she heard the consultant say “Thrombosis”, tells me how
inconspicuous they will be and won’t it be nice about my vascular flow, and
it might only be for a couple of weeks anyway and don’t be so bloody macho,
she wants me to have them so I say okay.
K&W gives me a quick lesson... “Ease it on gently with the palms of the
hand, never never pull it....” seems to be happy enough stroking my legs to
iron out the wrinkles, and, to tell the truth, I might just be beginning to enjoy
it myself when Sue decides the idyll has gone on quite long enough.
Trousers, shoes and away....
“I suppose it will be a different scenario now,” she says....
Once again mighty Conan swung his sword at the evil were-beast
from beyond time as it metamorphosed endlessly thru the whole
gamut of zoology gone mad: werewolf to weretiger, werebear to
were-yeti, anaconda to viper to nicholas to eagle to ape, they
formed and screamed and gibbered in front of the bright tapestry of
his blade.
Then, in an instant all was quiet and still again. The
Cimmerian, alert and watchful for the next attack, wiped his blade
on his tiny but decent loincloth whilst lovely Queen
Ooowhatalovelypairaknockers cowered behind him.
Suddenly, “Conan, Conan!” she screamed. There, half a
whisker (or rather, mandible) away, was the biggest bloody wereblack-widow spider you ever did see.
Wow.
Quick as a flash his honed reflexes took over and Conan’s
mighty right foot darted forward and squashed and smeared the evil
excrescence across the marble floor. Behind him Queen
Ooowhatalovelypairaknockers, full of love, gratitude and the hots,
draped herself sinuously, sensuously across his broad chest.
“Once again you have saved the world for posterity, defeated
the Blue Hag and stomped my nasty magical hubby in the process.
Take me, teach me love,” she moaned.
“Yar,” said mighty Conan, Effortlessly he carried her to a
convenient silken couch which happened to be at the back of the
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mausoleum. He laid her down tenderly, unbuckled the Sam Browne
bandolier which kept him warm thru the icy Hyperborean winters,
tore off the 22 carat gold cuirasses which guarded his legs from the
sleep-thistle fields of the Bossanian Marches and began to roll
down his elasticated hosen....
Twenty minutes later, rampant and finally free of all
encumbrances, he turned to his lovely prize... who had gone off the
boil, fallen asleep and was snoring gently....
“Yar,” said mighty Chuch.
Sue tells me that she mentioned the Calamity to you on the phone and you
told her you had very nicely shaped legs with firm rounded calves. I am very
happy for you Arf and your etceteras. A thingy of beauty is a joy for ever.
Kindly stop exciting my wife. She has started to call me Old Saggy and sighs
wistfully when she dusts your photograph on the dressing table.
The funeral was all right (tho that’s hardly the word) and I had a
Revelation. I opened the prayerbook at random and it said “...I heard a voice
from heaven saying unto me, Write.” That’s why I’m finishing this letter;
there’s nothing like a little prodding from On High. And that’s not the first
time I’ve witnessed cremation miracles either....
You know that at The End when you are doing the glory laud and
honour bit, Vicar presses the button and the coffin sinks from sight or the
velvet curtains slowly close? (At my one I have arranged for a magic lantern
slide to project “FIN. Un Chuchy Harris Corruption”.) Anyway, at the first
cremation I went to, Vicar pressed the tit and nowt happened. He was
stabbing away whilst the rest of us slung off a couple of encores of
“Crimond” and we’d be there yet if the undertaker hadn’t abandoned his top
hat and got up to close the curtains manually (and then taking two paces
backwards to give a little reverent bow like H.M. does at the Cenotaph).
Afterwards, when we were all outside mournfully estimating how much
everyone else had spent on floral tributes, sobbing women were saying,
“Aaah, it was a judgement. He didn’t want to go, poor dear. He didn’t want to
leave us, did he?”
Arf, was I in the presence of the Supernatural again like that angel with
a flaming sword I told you about? Should I have run round the back to the
boiler room shouting, “Stop. Stop. Open the box.” Would I have been
dismissed as just another Joanna Southcott fan or would I have witnessed a
miracle and got my picture on the front page of The Church Times? (And me
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a lapsed Rosicrucian too.) Who knows? Who knows? See our next thrilling
issue.

March 1988
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The Q Files
The Music Man
I’ve been reading Terry Carr’s SF 17 (good book too). It’s not just the literary
content that I liked. I see in the credit listings that Bob Silverberg’s holding
company is called Agberg Inc, and I wondered if I had a hand in this.
When The Demolished Man was first published all those years ago and
Vincent immediately became Vin¢, Grennell wrote to me referring to our
friend Auberg.
“Actually,” I wrote back posthaste in my inimitable condescending
manner, “Au means Gold in the chemical symbols table... Aureole, Aura,
Auriferous... and if you use that people will wonder if the initial R stands for
Rube. You mean Agberg, dear cretin, AGBERG.”
And Deanfan found that it was so, and Bob was saved from being the
laughing stock of future bibliophiles, and I lost a dearly loved correspondent.
That was when I decided that although all knowledge is contained in fandom
sometimes it’s best to keep it to yourself. (Esp. when you are liable to make
cockups and tell Vin¢ that he is taking diuretic tablets when he ain’t at all.)
Anyway, thinking about Agbob reminded me that he was a Gilbert and
Sullivan fan too. (Altho actually I am only a Gilbert fan, never having heard
the music, but loving every word of the lyrics.) I dunno if I ever told you but
my old hippie Ford mate John Morrison once tried to change all that.
John left several years ago, but during his Ford time we were blood
brothers. Usually in a competitive environment like most offices you do not
trust anyone. They ALL have this secret urge for power and promotion and
won’t hesitate to trample you if you get in their way as they ascend the
ladder.
For me, promotion was obviously impossible because one more step up
the ladder would mean conferences and all the head to head to stuff which I
couldn’t handle. John, with strings of A-levels and a brilliant mind, was an
anarchic hippy and felt that anything as demeaning as productive work would
be a betrayal of the working class. He had a huge shaggy beard, rats-nest hair,
jeans, trainers and one shirt (black). He was addicted to “Do-Do tablets” – a
cold remedy that you could buy over the counter from any chemist – and
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swallowed two or three packs a day, a whole pack in one gulp each time. He
also took uppers, downers, immense quantities of pot, red wine by the bottle
and almost anything else you could think of except smack. Most nights he
played guitar either in groups or in pubs to earn money to feed his monkey.
He had a beautiful sense of the ridiculous and could make an undertaker
laugh. He was intensely loyal to his friends and a very Bad Influence. It was
John who talked me into sowing the marijuana seeds in my airing cupboard
and then planting them in the Ford plant display tubs with him. We spent a
whole lunch break ripping out the African violets and whatever and replacing
them with the tiny pot seedlings.
Fords would have fired both of us out of hand if we’d been caught, but
we had this implicit trust in each other like two cannibals having oral sex and
nobody else ever knew anything about it. (Eventually other sharp-eyed
people realised what the African violet replacements were but nobody ever,
never, knew who.)
Well, one day we were waffling away as usual and John asked me what,
if I could hear again for ten minutes, what would I listen to. Obviously it
would be Sue (I’ve never heard her voice and often wondered if her Cockney
accent is as bad as mine) and the twins and stuff, but what I’d really like is as
much of the Gilbert & Sullivan Savoy operas as I could squeeze in.
Especially the John Wellington Wells song from The Sorcerer....
Love-philtre, we’ve quantities of it;
And for knowledge if anyone burns,
We’re keeping a very small prophet, a prophet
Who brings us unbounded returns....
You know it? You should do.
John thought about it a bit and decided that altho the ten minute business
was daft, he could still teach me the Sullivan libretto so that I could fit Mr
Gilbert’s words to it. I thought he had a bit of a job on his hands because I
can’t even hear myself speak, but John seemed pretty confident about the
project. He knew that I sang to myself in the shower or if I was alone in the
car, and reckoned that there was this whole repertoire of songs that I’d learnt
before I went deaf. He would break these down into a sort of remembered
tonic sol-fa and use them as building blocks to make new melodies.
It sounded feasible, so we went to work compiling a list of every tune I
could remember. It was surprising how many there were too... all the way
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back to “A Frog who would a-wooing go”, “O Shenandoah”, “The Harlot of
Jerusalem”, the Navy hymn, “Chattanooga Choo Choo”, a whole heap of
early Sinatra songs and then ’40s pop music right up to something called “On
the Atchison, Topeka and the Santa Fe” which was heading the charts when I
went down with meningitis.
Eventually John decided that “Danny Boy” would be the musical rock
on which we would build. We would progress slowly. I would sing it. He
would tape it and then re-write “She Loves You, Yeah Yeah Yeah” (which I
understand is a little less complex than the Sullivan music). The idea was that
for the first stage I would sing a sequence of “Danny Boy” notes/words
rearranged as this Beatles tune. (Nowadays this seems a remarkable project,
but I remember it seemed logical and simplicity itself halfway down the
second carafe of Masson fruity red – a plonk we both loved dearly.)
Now, I loved old John like a brother I did (and Old John he worshipped
me), but no way could I stand up and sing in front of him or anyone else.
Eventually he set up the tape deck and mike in his living room and then
retreated to the bottom of the garden whilst I performed.
“Now remember,” he said, “take it slowly, no boop-a-doop, this is the
foundation.”
So... I checked that he had gone right down the garden, that all the doors
and the windows were shut, and the mike was switched on, and I gave it My
All. Never before had I realised how much sheer poetry and beauty was
contained in those simple clichés... stars strung together on a silken rope of
melody... “the pipes, the pipes are calliiiiing, from glen to glen and down the
mountainside...” all the way to the sad dying fall of the diminuendo... “O
Danny boy, O Danny boy, I miss you so.” It had always been a favourite tune
and I was glad we’d chosen it.
When I’d finished I called John in and sat awkwardly and embarrassed
whilst he played it back. “Ummm, run thru it again,” he said, and off he went
to the bottom of the garden once more.
The second time felt even better than the first but he still wasn’t
satisfied. Once more he set everything up and went out the back door again.
I could see that this wasn’t going to plan. John was puzzled and unhappy
and didn’t really know what to say.... “You know the Holy Rollers,” he said,
“speaking in tongues? Well, you’re singing in tongues. It’s not ‘Danny Boy’,
but it’s not a discord. There are snatches of the tune here and there but
nothing to build on. I wish I knew just what the fuck you are singing....”
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So we left it. John quit his job soon afterwards and went to Jaguar where
he conned them into sponsoring him at Warwick University. He graduated in
law and is now a solicitor in Sunderland.
And all the way home from Avedon’s last night I was singing “Danny
Boy” as I zoomed down the fast lane on the M1. It still feels pretty good and I
guess that’s the main thing.
Singing in tongues indeed. I’ve never heard such rubbish.
March 1988
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Creative Random History 8
So today I took Medical Advice. Again.
I wouldn’t want you to think that I’m one of those hypochondriacs – but
at my advanced age you have to look after yourself.... And besides, I like to
think my symptoms add a sort of sparkle to Dr Justice’s daily round.
Sue phoned and made the appointment, and ensured I was clean and
decent in smart new well-fitting underclothes instead of the ragged Marks an’
Sparks ones with the arse hanging out of the back of them....
I hate those bloody waiting rooms. All the poor people looking like
characters from a Giles cartoon (do I look like a character from a Giles
cartoon?) with their eyes glued to the Red/Green “The Doctor is IN The
Doctor is OUT” sign. All of them, like me, waiting to rush into the
confessional, gibber out their coughs and colds and snuffles and receive
absolution in a big brown bottle.
Make firm resolution to remember what Sue said; don’t gabble, stay
unwound, don’t be intimidated. Remember, Joe Cool. No sweat, no
excitement, no aggro, calm decisive modulated voice. Read calmly the AIDS
notices on the wallboard, thank god that’s one problem I don’t have.
My turn! My turn! The light’s on! Rush into surgery, throw myself into
that armchair by the desk. Dr John Justice, MD FRCS, disguises his joy at the
arrival of his most interesting patient. Florence Nightingale, all crinkly starch
and cinched blue belt, looks up from her shuffle, cut, deal with the little
gauze squares. She knows the interesting patients too.
“I told you March,” says John Justice, and I know right away that he’s
shouting. Of all the bloody people in the world he should know just how
useless it is. He’s got my dossier spread out in front of him and he still
shouts. The prick.
Deep calming breath: look him steadily in eye. He is paid to see me.
This ain’t no favour. “Doctor! Doctor! Doctor!” I scream away in my very
worst high-pitched scream, “I AM BLEEDING FROM THE RECTUM!”
Wow! Blur of white behind me as Flo sets up a transfusion frame over
examination couch. Kidney dish rescued from steriliser and filled with sterile
syringes, forceps, retractors, Stillson wrenches, etc. At last a caring,
concerned look from my kindly family medic’s face. His eyes drop as if he
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half expects a scarlet Niagara to gush over my shoes.
Then I realise that this is genuine concern, not just a facade to reassure
the patient. It’s his chair he’s concerned about – his bloody tweed upholstery,
not my bloody bottom.
“Right now?” he says. “This very instant?”
“Well, not exactly; not just at this very minute. But when I go to the
er...”
“Quite so, quite so,” said JJ. “We’ll just have a look.”
Off trousers, face down on couch. Turn around just in time to see Florrie
slipping him a condom. He rolls it down his index finger, which suddenly
seems to be about eighteen inches long and nearly as thick as a telegraph
pole. Could the man be wearing a subcutaneous baseball glove? And, quelle
horreur, is the man going to do what I think he is going to do?
Yes! He bloody well is!
My hand hovers protectively over my bum like that “Naked Maja”
picture on those old Spanish stamps. (Goya – the perfume bloke). (Well, sort
of, except that she was more interested in her frontispiece whilst I’m all
arsey-versey.) I’m more than a little apprehensive about what comes next.
Whimper. “Er, Doc. I’m sort of virgo intacta Round There. Will it hurt?”
Really, I don’t give a sod if it hurts or not. What worries me is that my
fifty-year-old cherry is about to go. My bottom is about to be deflorated... and
what’s really worrying me is: WILL I LIKE IT?
The Sin of Sodom! The Moving Finger writhes, and having writhed,
moves deeper. I’m sure I can taste that K-Y jelly at the back of my throat.
Will he stop and take off that condom if I tell him I’m a Catholic... and what
about that AIDS poster... Oh God... withdrawal symptoms... plop!... vast
relief because I don’t like it.
“A slight case of haemorrhoids,” he says. He produces a tube of
ointment with a nozzle about the size of a bicycle pump with a hollow
weathervane effect at the end. I look carefully for the on-off switch and the
battery. He goes on, “I want you to inject a little ointment into the rectum
twice daily for the next two weeks. This should clear it up; if not I will
arrange for you to see the Consultant Surgeon.”
He smiles happily at the thought of his Consultant Surgeon hacking at
my fundament, so get my trousers on and move out sharpish.
Sue takes one look at the nozzle. “Chalfonts?” she says. “Chalfont St.
Giles?” I hate people who learn the Queen’s English via Arthur Daley.
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So there you are. Further bulletins will not be issued.
I don’t think I could cope with a 3,000+ Con. Even 150 bodies are a bit
intimidating – I’m getting worse and worse in company now. I stress up
easily and tend to walk out in the middle of parties and walk around the
streets until I’ve calmed down a bit, leaving Sue to cope with the social
chitchat. Sometimes though, if I’m trapped, it can get awkward.
I wish – ghod, how I wish – I’d walked out on Sunday. We went to a
very elegant engagement party given by one of the girls Sue works with. This
was a real Best Suit job. Posh renovated olde-worlde cottage... inglenooks
and exposed beams... out of this world nosh; two turkeys, baron of beef, and
a ham... also afters... and gateaux, salads, pies, flans and lark’s tongues in
aspic.
And the Vicar. He arrived after Evensong, about five large glasses of
Pecs (some sort of Hungarian rubbish but pleasant enough to drink in
quantity) behind me.
Lots of intrusive background music. Every time I opened my mouth,
people said “Parn?” and Sue waved me up a couple of decibels.
“Aha,” I said, spotting Vicar. “Aha, the crafty sod has done so well with
his three loaves and three fishes act that he’s going to drum up a little nuptial
custom. Special Offer! Vow! Free Choir with every wedding booked before
midnight.”
Naturally, the bloody music had stopped. I’m bellowing this crap out,
booming around the room, and everyone turns round to look at this lowbred
hobbledehoy. Except Sue. She turns her back on me and talks animatedly to
some perfect stranger to pretend she isn’t with me.
Mrs Vicar gives me a very funny look indeed. None of that lovingkindness and other cheek stuff. You could see that if she gets half a bloody
chance she’ll have the sexton plant me upside down for all eternity if I’m in
the cemetery before she is.
Father of the bride-to-be zooms in, trouble shooting, shunts me into the
kitchen and effectively gags me with two flaky vols au vent (prawn) and an
enormous pickled onion. Sue gets my coat and confiscates the car keys.
She was very pissed off with me, Showing Her Up Again. We will never
go to any more parties, and what will all the girls at work say tomorrow???
The funny thing was that all the girls at work said what a lovely
charming boyish witty and handsome old rogue she was blessed with, and
how cleverly he got the party moving, and what exactly was he suggesting
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about the breadsticks and the No. 8 battery (thank heavens the music didn’t
stop at that bit!) and whatever made you go home early and who worries
about Vicar anyway?
No good will come of this, Vincent. I feel we are fast becoming a
godless society. Some of these people would even blaspheme against Mrs
Thatcher.
Sue got the chop from her firm today. She leaves in a month. She’s a bit
unhappy about it. She likes the people she works with and will miss them a
bit. She never cared for the job, though. Her section spied out suitable sites
for slot machine arcades and bingo parlours. She always thought it was just
one step above whoring. They made hush-hush low-key approaches for
planning permission and suddenly Bingo!!... you’ve got bingo... and Space
Invaders right next door to you.
People just didn’t appreciate the philanthropic aspects – like keeping the
unemployed off the streets, etc. – and some of them tended to get very nasty
indeed. The owner, for instance, of The Guiding Light Christian Bookshop
was remarkably lacking in brotherly love at both the fait accompli and his
new neighbours. He was going to do remarkable things to the S. Harris
goolies... not realising of course that she is a perfect lady and singularly
lacking in such equipment.
Sue, fairness personified, could see his point... but what a wasted
opportunity for Real Evangelism when presented with flocks of sinners on
the next doorstep. Alleluia. She didn’t enjoy that side of the business but
there was no choice; either she flogged the arcades or joined their clientele.
Jobs are very scarce up here. We had a look at the local paper, but
there’s hardly anything at all. She could sell marital aids on commission (but
she didn’t think she’d get much for me, being shop-soiled and everything) or
apply for an Assistant Manageress for topless massaging in Northampton. We
had a most entertaining discussion as to whether it was the massager, the
massagee or the massage itself which was topless. She thinks she would do
better to stay at home and perfect her golf technique.
I pointed out that I was very well qualified, that her golf was quite good
and that only her grip needed attention. This could well be, I said, a chance to
practise a new approach. I even went so far as to offer a preliminary course of
instruction, but, to coin a phrase, no bliss.
Anyway, there will be a firm handshake, a get-work-soon card and a
small ex gratia, glory be to god. I shall miss the annual booze-up, the postal
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franking machine, and the behind the scenes picture of the “leisure industry”.
I find it really fascinating. It’s all based on the “one born every minute”
concept. Managers and top executives spend whole days listening to the
sound of coins rattling down a metal chute into the payout slot, to decide
which is the most attractive tinkle. They ruin their eyes staring at flashing
lights trying to decide on the colour and the pattern most likely to persuade
the punter to feed in the next coin. (Yellow and orange are generally
considered tops.) Are buttons better than pull handles, and, if not, should the
handle have a “sex-orientated” grip or a round functional knob?
We even have special machines for special functions. In the bingo halls,
for instance, fruit machines are placed ready to hook the customers in
between the bingo sessions, but these are no ordinary machines. The
customers are only available for short periods. It’s important to pack in as
many “goes” as possible. First, you cut the spin time down to the minimum.
You have no “free” chances, and a quick tinkle. No “gamble” features,
minimum hold buttons, nothing that allows the customer to pause and make a
decision to go double or quits or anything that causes delay. The odds are
defined by law and are the same for all machines (well, that’s the law but...)
but profit is linked to input, and input is forced right up to the maximum.
It’s like turning over a rock... you’re repelled but fascinated. Do you
know, the collectors (the machine emptiers) are always women. They have
figures to prove that men are more vulnerable to thieves. They have to park
their cars as near to the machine site as possible. They can chat up the
licensee, club-owners or whatever when they go in, but once the machine is
opened they must immediately get the money, slam the machine shut, get in
the car and get away from the site and off to a bank to unload. You’d be
surprised how seldom they lose any money. It’s a really streamlined
operation.
Can you beat the machine? Yes, if you work alongside it you can
calculate when the big jackpot is about due, invest a fiver or so, and take out
the £100.
Sometimes. But it’s the machine owner who’s the real winner, of course.
April 1988
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The Q Files
Missionary Position
This is the bit about the Jehovah’s Witless lady that I meant to tell you about
last night.
Wednesdays (and most other days) is Ladies’ Day at the Golf Club. Sue
rushes off at sparrowfart with her bag and trolley leaving me with a list of
jobs and Ziggurat’s menu. As soon as the car goes I tear the list up, make a
big pot of tea (I’ve given up coffee again because I can’t drink it without
sugar and I’m still trying to lose a bit of the gut). I get The Times and a stack
of old newspapers donated by neighbours and catch up on the world. With
Zig happy on my lap and the never empty teapot I’m quite happy for a couple
of hours until conscience makes me collect the list fragments out of the
garbage can and join them together in case there was something crucial like
“turn off bath taps” or “release safety valve on boiler” or “in case of nuclear
attack put Q and ‘-’ files in tin trunk before praying”. (There’s always
something.)
So we are sitting there happily reading my favourite Times bit... “Word
Watching”. A nice one today: Proctalgia... a pain in the anus from the Greek
proctos=bum and algos=pain. “Also used metaphorically,” it says. Yes
indeed... just wait for the next metaphorical “Creative Random History”.
Anyway, Zig suddenly erupts off lap and runs to the door. That indicates
cats, crap or customers at the front entrance. And Lo! it’s the Witless Lady.
Now, at first I didn’t know this. Usually you can tell them at a glance...
unkempt, full of fervour, slightly pop-eyed, clutching their little magazine,
full of evangelism and halitosis. Invariably they are real turn-offs, loving
their funny god because no human being would allow them to take such
liberties. But not this time. This was smarter, sharper, attractive and likeable.
At first I thought she was a new golf lady calling to see Sue or a Ford
Personnel woman or something or even a fan.
She starts the chat-up so I tell her I’m deaf. Without a pause she starts
sign language so I tell her I don’t understand it. (All I know is the sign for
“Yes” which Avedon taught me just in case I got lucky with the etchings
offer at Brighton. (As you know, I didn’t. I didn’t even get into sweet Amy’s
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handbag let alone... Age is very cruel, Arf, very cruel.) (But it was nice of
Avedon to try to help though.... there’s nothing like a caring daughter, hmm?)
Anyway, I told her I could lipread a bit. She had a very mobile mouth
and no Brummy accent and I got on very well. I’m wondering now if she was
a London girl or perhaps one of those American missionaries that you
sometimes get from the Mormons. “She had been talking about churches,”
she said. Did I go to church? Do I believe in Jesus? (“As an historical figure,
yes.”) Did I believe in Heaven?... Did I hope to go there and be happy for
ever and ever? (“No... No... No.”)
She was a very nice girl though. She didn’t seem grubby and smelly like
they do sometimes (is that the odour of sanctity?), and she was sorry and
would have loved to come in for a cuppa but it Wasn’t Allowed (Jehovah’s
11th Commandment?) and why couldn’t an obviously intelligent person like
me, leading a Good Life, make a few trifling changes in the way I lived as a
sort of insurance policy for the Hereafter.
Well, there’s nothing like a bit of doorstep theology to get me going. I
told her we had different ideas of paradise. I didn’t want to learn harping and
wear a hula hoop on my head. Religious experts like the Pope and Alan
Coren say it’s all very different up there. There’s no sex; no getting your end
away; nothing but harping and hymns and a lot of standing around on little
clouds.
“Don’t worry about the Pope,” she says. He is very old-fashioned and
her lot are far more up to date, modern and with it.
“You mean IT’S ALL RIGHT!! We still – WOW!!!!!”
“No, no, no... everything changes... it’s metaphysical... on the Day of
Judgement your body is resurrected, but it’s better. There is no Evil, no Base
Desires. You are Purified and Perfect. You won’t want carnality.”
“So the Pope’s spot on then? No nooky?”
“Pardon?”
“I don’t like harping – no joke intended – on the subject, but what’s the
point of this resurrecting business keeping us male and female if there’s no
such thing as a celestial legover? And if I get this body back and it’s better
will I be able to hear again? And what does everyone do on Saturday nights
after Match of the Day in heaven? And after I’m cremated how will they get
all the ashes reassembled into the new model? I certainly don’t want to come
back looking like Bruce Forsyth or some other horror. And if I’m laid out in
my best grey suit rather than a shroud, will I get that back too?”
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She looked a bit uneasy about all this. Obviously she’d never met a
theologician of my calibre before. “I certainly wouldn’t be cremated if I were
you,” she said, “but I don’t know the answers to all these questions although
they all seem very trivial compared with eternal redemption. I will enquire
and bring you some books and leaflets about our faith, and we will all pray
for you. If you would like to come to our assembly next Sunday at 11 a.m.
you would meet others and find it most interesting....”
“What about the Muslims, and the houris,” I said, “And are you sure you
don’t want that cuppa....” But she was already away down the path towards
Georgenextdoor.
I’ll keep you informed about what happens if she comes back. Alleluia.
August 1988
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Creative Random History 9
Oh ye of little faith! First, may Ghod forgive the Doubting Thomsons
amongst you. Am I a Proper Surfer Indeed! Next week, hot-dogging the
board through the spindrift, humming a lone Beach Boys tune as I ride The
Big One All The Way In, I will think of you landsmen. Nonchalantly
feathering the crest, hugging the little hollow, that little calm spot of peace
just below the roaring curl of the mad white crest, edging the big sleek
Malibu shorewards as the fin bites deep and steady, I will spare a pitying
thought for you. I shall stand there, my taut brown hide glinting with a
million briny diamonds, godlike in my mastery of the elements. I will toss my
head back like a horse breaking wind, and laugh in delight as Sue loads the
Leica with Super Extra Fast Gold Top Kodachrome and, specially for you,
takes another superb action shot of me and all the other kids in the paddling
pool. SURF’S UP!
Truly? Well, the surf beach Is about all there is at Woolacombe. I was
evacuated nearby during the early war when we used to improvise boards
from bits of driftwood. But... even then I was never able to stand up and ride
a board, let alone hum Beach Boys songs. The big Malibu boards take a lot of
skill to manage. All I can do is lay flat, dogpaddle with my hands to steer and
hope to Christ I haven’t misjudged the wave and won’t be tumbled arse over
tip and thrown up ignominiously on the beach minus dental plate (once) or
swimming trunks (three times but only half mast and not right off). (Thank
ghod.)
It’s exciting and a lot of fun, and safe enough if you can swim and keep
in the lifeguards’ area. You can hire boards (about £15 a day upwards), but
the sea is so cold once you swim out a bit that you need an expensive wet-suit
too. This might be okay if madam has a rubber-wear kink, but the Lady
Captain is so straight that she even prefers those knitted Killarney condoms
rather than these trendy new Mates. And none of that Aran Isle nonsense
either with all those knobs, bumps and cable-stitches; give us the old Pax
Vobiscums every time... plain one, purl one, and perhaps a little bit of Fair
Isle pattern around the bottom, as knitted by the nuns since time immemorial.
Back to surfing.... I don’t have a Malibu board with a fin. For years I
have intended to buy one of my own, but I never had the money to spare and
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really, I’m happy enough with a five foot polystyrene lightweight board. (I’ve
just been up in the loft and gotten it down ready to go.) If it stops raining long
enough for us to get on the beach I really will get Sue to take some photos.
Aug 7. I never did get to finish this before I went away. As a
consternation prize you get WHAT I DID ON MY VACATION – again.
When I think of it, I never seem to go anywhere except North Devon.
Apart from momentary aberrations like Falmouth (Ugh!) and Bournemouth
(Double Ugh!) we usually finish up on the Bristol Channel coast of Devon. I
lived here during the early part of the war. My school, close to the Ford plant
at Dagenham, was thought to be vulnerable to air attack so, along with our
teachers, we were evacuated en masse to Ilfracombe. It seems odd that I
should feel an attachment to the place rather than to the East End of London
(where I was born) or to Essex (where I grew up), but there you are.
This year’s trip was a spur of the moment thing. We’d left it a little late
but were vaguely thinking of Kos or Corfu or something like that out in the
sunshine. But when we finally got round to visiting the travel agents we were
a little wary of what was still on offer. It’s all very well for Walt to book his
holiday ten minutes before the plane takes off and find himself transported to
a Portuguese Paradise full of sloe-eyed beauties, a plethora of golf courses,
and a never-ending torrent of Pina Colada, but that sort of thing never
happens to me. When we tried a last minute bargain in Majorca we finished
up in the annexe of the worst hotel on the island and never got an
uninterrupted night’s sleep. The room’s previous lady occupant had been
evicted after the management discovered how she was earning the rent
money. Her clientele, not being aware of the COA, turned up at all hours of
the day and night hoping to get their ends away. (The girl must have earned
the money too: you’ve never seen such a nasty-looking lot in all your life,
and none of them eager to take NO for an answer.)
But all of this has nowt to do with North Devon.
Anyway, this year I got a last minute booking for a newly built
furnished house. It cost an arm and leg but we were sharing with my cousin
Irene and her husband so it only cost a leg. It was a really nice house
overlooking wild National Trust land with the sea and the second best surf
beach in England just two minutes away at the bottom of the road. We
usually have grotty caravans or our old leaky tent so it was nice to think that
our luck had changed at last.
Next morning we found that it hadn’t. At 6.30 a.m. Sue jumps out of
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bed, throws open the curtains and stares, speechless, out of the window. Irene
and John rush in – jabber, jabber, jabber – whilst I struggle up to
consciousness, grope around for my glasses and wonder if it’s Last Trump
Day, or if the Irish Boat People had landed or what the hell....
In the meadow right next to our house there were about 50 green tents,
all squared off in rigid lines, and a couple of larger marquees. It turned out to
be a permanent Boys Brigade camp. Every two weeks throughout the
summer they bus in a couple of hundred adolescent Boys Brigaders for a
character-forming holiday under canvas.
We had a Welsh intake this week, from Merthyr Tydfil.
Now, the head Boys Brigader wouldn’t want his lads slug-abed in the
morning, learning to impair their eyesight. So, at 6.30 a.m., just as the sun
rises over the tors at the back of the valley, we have reveille. On trumpets.
Fortissimo. Molto. Very molto. And to hell with the neighbours. The
Archangel Gabriel himself couldn’t kick up much more of a din.
The lads, like us, jump from their beds and, unlike us, don their little
bathing drawers and jog along the path at the back of our garden down to the
beach where, for all the world like a horde of hairless lemmings, they throw
themselves in the sea. Mens sana in corpore sano. (It is not generally known
that Juvenal was the first five-star general of the Boys Brigade.) The icy seawater has a numbing anaesthetic effect on their libido, and, sure enough,
reduced to phallic thimbles, downcast as newly-cut eunuchs, they jog back to
their camp ready for prayers, hymns, and a hot oatmeal and baked bean
brekkie.
Now, Irene has brought her nubile young daughter Andrea with her.
Andrea has brought along her friends, the even more nubile Emma and
Niobe. They are fifteen years old and look about 20. They are pretty, pert,
provocative and merciless. They hate being woken at 6.30 a.m. They are
fully aware of their assets. Legally they are still children, but I tell you if the
Pope could see them on parade at the window in their Baby Doll nighties
he’d be rolling on the floor of the Sistine Chapel biting chunks out of his bus
pass. Their Baby Doll nighties have pictures of Snoopy, Little Noddy or “It’s
Cuddletime” logos, but that’s the only childish thing about them.
They are very grown up. After me and the Pope you can imagine the
effect they have on these pubescent lads as they stand at the window singing
away happily with the trumpets....
Here comes the Boys Brigade,
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All covered in marmalade,
With a tuppenny-ha’penny pillbox,
And half a yard of braid.
The lads wear berets now instead of the pillboxes and the braid lanyards, but
the jeer still strikes home.
During the day the group leaders try to distract the boys with route
marches, five-aside Australian No-Rules football, and even more total
immersion... but in the evenings there are invariably hopeful, well-scrubbed
lads on our doorstep hoping for company to walk the beach with them and
admire the sunset over Lundy Island. It broke my heart to tell them that our
lovely nymphs were already bopping the night away in the Marisco Disco
with the scruffiest and most disreputable toe-rags they could find, and under
threat of solitary confinement if they weren’t back home, sober and properly
dressed within six minutes of the disco finishing at midnight. Twice we sent
the posse out after them. Once they tried to creep out of the house at 1 a.m. to
“go to a beach party”. Personally, I would have been quite happy to go with
them, but Irene takes the chaperone bit very seriously indeed.
And all this was supposed to be a fairly factual piece about Woolacombe
and, so help me, that’s what you’re going to get instead of all these details of
the burgeoning sex life of my niece and her friends.
Woolacombe – Wolnecoma in the Domesday Book, meaning “The
Valley of the Wolves” – lies between Mortehoe and Baggy Point on the
North Devon coast, about 20 miles south-east of Lundy Island. The thin poor
soil offered little except poor grazing for a few sheep. Together with its sister
village of Mortehoe its only industries, before seaside holidays became
fashionable, were flotsam, jetsam, and wrecking. The Morte Stone, a vicious
toothlike rock lying just off the headland, is submerged at high tide and lies
waiting to rip the guts out of any ship hugging the coast too closely as it
heads for haven in Barnstaple Bay just around the corner as it were. You can
quite see where Mortehoe got its name from. When they finally got around to
installing lighthouses on the headlands there was a public outcry... “How will
Morte men survive the winter without the bounty of the sea?” Fortunately,
somebody soon invented tourists, seaside rock in 20 flavours, and the
ubiquitous Cream Tea. Four buttered scones, a little clotted cream, and a pot
of tea for two for £2.80... and God’s curse on you if you dare pick up the 20p
change. Nowadays Morte men manage to survive the winter in Marbella of
course.
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Until I arrived in 1940 hardly anything else exciting had happened for
2,000 years. De Tracy, one of the knights who knocked off Becket, is buried
in Mortehoe Parish Church, and five ships partly manned by Woolacombe
men sailed from Barnstaple to help Drake fight the Armada. (This, dredged
from the ragbag of my mind, is the sort of rubbish they taught me at school
instead of something sensible like typing.) What ships?... The Clarance, The
Perseverance, The God Save Us, The John Of Barnstaple, and The er...
buggered if I know now.

Flashback
Cue the tinkly music and wavy picture as we go back in time to
CRH in Pulp 8:
“My hand hovers protectively over my bum like that ‘Naked Maja’ picture on
those old Spanish stamps. (Goya – the perfume bloke). (Well, sort of, except
that she was more interested in her frontispiece whilst I’m all arsey-versey).”
The picture wavers again and we’re back.
Today I had a marvellous cartoon from D. West “Famous Fannish Art
Connoisseurs No. 1, Chuck Harris”. He had me bang to rights. There is a
photo of the Naked Maja and she did not have “her hand over her
frontispiece” like I said in Pulp. (Was I thinking of “September Morn”?) The
fantastic thing is, though, that there’s a bloke peering lasciviously at the
painting and from the back he LOOKS EXACTLY LIKE ME. I just can’t get
over the resemblance.
And why didn’t you Philistines tell me the “Naked Maja” showed the
young hussy with her hands behind her head and not over her frontispiece,
hmm? Remember I’m just a common football hooligan (founder member,
Millwall Football Supporters and Morris Dancing Club), and you are the
cultured intellectual influence.
September 1988
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The Q Files
Devon Days
I lived in Devon for my last five years at school. I was at Ilfracombe on the
Bristol Channel coast. Tourism is the only industry and for the twelve weeks
of The Season (end of June, July, August, beginning of September) you have
to earn enough money to cushion the bare bones of social security
subsistence that keeps you for the rest of the year. You sell sticks of
peppermint rock, shell sculptures, tickets to see the Wishing Well. You mop
tables in the caffs. You wash glasses in the pub. You stack deckchairs. You
carry bags from the railway station to the visitors’ boarding house (keeping a
wary eye open for clergymen because they always Tried It On), or even sang
in certain of the better hotels. I was in the Widdecombe Fair group and
sometimes we made over a quid apiece during the evening along with Bill
Brewer, Jan Stewer, Peter Gurney, Peter Davy, Dan’l Whiddon, Arry ’Awk,
Ol’ Uncle Tom Cobbleigh an’ all. (Yes, I was Uncle Tom.)
Vicar organised it. Mrs Vicar dressed us in smocks and hay wisps so
that we looked like tiny yokels. We sang Devon country songs. Very folky;
no real talent but we were clean, cheap and cheerful. The girls did something
about Dumble Dum Dee, Dumble Dum Dum, and the lads got very ethnic
with Widdecombe Fair. I think I was jolly good, and sometimes I sang in
tune. I used to get the end bit... “Ol’ Uncle Tom Cobbleigh an’ all, ol’ Uncle
Tom Cobbleigh an’ all”, soaring right up to the chandeliers in my sweet
boyish tenor and then hold it there in a sort of dying fade whilst all the little
old ladies clapped away like crazy.
And then my voice broke and I was an unemployment statistic. Vicar’s
wife reclaimed her hay and smock whilst her everloving threw me out of the
Devonshire Dumplings – that’s our stage-name, you understand – without
even a smidgen of Christian charity. That was the day I became an atheist.
And you know, it wasn’t the money I missed – I could make more as a
potboy in The Lamb collecting and washing beer glasses – but the applause.
It was marvellous to stand there whilst all these lovely people clapped away
to show how truly wonderful I was. I even answered one of the small ads in
The Hotspur because if I could become a Star in my Own Right – but
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ventriloquism was a bit more difficult than you’d imagine from the adverts.
For weeks I was going around muttering “A gottle of geer and some ged and
gutter,” before accepting that the latent talent might just be non-existent.
At this time I was living in a huge boarding house along with eight other
boys from my school. For most of the year we had rooms galore, but during
The Season you were damn lucky to get bed-space at all. Our house had a
sort of franchise with The Cyclists’ Touring Club and the National Cyclists’
Union, and were listed in their handbooks for Bed & Breakfast. Nobody, but
NOBODY was ever turned away. We had twelve bedrooms... ewer, basin,
chamberpot in every room and a Proper Indoor Toilet on the first floor, a
huge pile of spare mattresses, blankets and pillows, and a landlady who
couldn’t say No.
Sometimes we had 60 people staying the night. Plus us. The Sanitary
Inspector used to create about the fire risk... four floors and just the one
staircase – but the really important people were kipping under the tables in
the kitchen and dining room on the ground floor so we never thought it much
of a problem.
Not that we spent much time asleep. Soon after it was light we were
away to the beaches to pick up litter (or if the sea had been rough overnight,
pile up the kelp ready for the Council tractor to remove). After breakfast –
guests’ breakfast, not yours – away to the hotels to prepare vegetables and
wash dishes. They used to call that “pearl-diving” but it was a lousy job and I
much preferred to go and meet the overnight London train at the station.
There were always more passengers than taxicabs, and for a trifling sum
Boy Harris would carry their luggage to their hotel or boarding house.
Occasionally – oh joy! – they hadn’t made a prior booking and were sitting
targets for the “My goodness sir, the whole town is packed solid and people
are sleeping on the beaches... but I just happen to know that Old Mother
Hotsheets has a very fine front bedroom vacated only five minutes ago and
just a step away from the sea etc. etc....” They were suitably grateful and Old
Mother Hotsheets, quick to recognise doorstep manna, was good for another
half a nicker on top.
The next London train isn’t due till late afternoon so away, away to the
harbour to meet the first steamer from Cardiff. These brought South Wales
colliers and their families across the Bristol Channel. They were tough and
tight and wanted to know exactly How Much before you put a finger on their
bags, but it all mounts up.
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Help out on the hotdog stall, sell a ticket to the bathing huts, a pocket
full of money... and for what? Well, squire... something I’ve always wanted.
Her name was Doreen Mole... a tiny blonde charmer with an insatiable
appetite for fish-shop plaice and chips. She could put away bottle after bottle
of Dandelion and Burdock (a non-alcoholic fizzy drink reputed to have
dangerous aphrodisiac properties). (Altho today I rather doubt this.) She was
dull and a bit spotty but I wouldn’t have swapped her for Helen of Troy....
...and that’s quite enough of me taking leave of my reminiscences for
now.
May 1985
A note by Rob Hansen: Chuck was conscripted at the very end of
the war, contracting the meningitis that took his hearing, so
“Devon Days” takes place immediately before that in the early
1940s. As for what an East End lad was doing in Devon... a lot of
children from areas that were subjected to bombing were sent away
by their parents for safety. My own mother was similarly evacuated
to a coastal town as a child.
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Creative Random History 10
As you’re probably sick and tired of me telling you by this time,
Chuch Harris doesn’t fancy doing columns, so we’re forced to
disentangle these nuts of wisdom from the sticky nougat of his
correspondence. Has he always been like this, I hear you cry?
Well, judge for yourselves – these pregnant paragraphs are from
1983. – AVC
Why don’t I use the Post Code? For the very good reason, squire, that I can
never remember the bloody thing. I read beautifully, I do joined-up Real
Writing, and I can recite limericks, poetry, and the first chapter of The
Enchanted Duplicator, but I’ve no head for heights or figures. (Now you
know what to buy me for Xmas.)
Numbers, and especially combinations of numbers and figures, just
don’t seem to register on my fine mind. They just seem to blur through the
memory... almost a sort of dyslexia, perhaps... and I can never remember
them from one minute to another.
The only one that ever did get engraved on my cortex was “C/Mx
762965 HARRIS”... and that’s only there because of a sadistic Gunner’s
Mate at HMS Glendower (née Butlin’s Holiday Camp, Pwllheli, North
Wales). At sparrowfart each morning this navy blue fiend, honed, polished
and shaved to the bone, would kick the chalet door open, bang on the locker
with his baton (or truncheon, or whatever) and announce his presence at full
roar.
“Wakey, wakey, rise and shine, you’ve had your time and I’ve had
mine. The sun will burn your bleeding eyes out! HEAVE-HO, HEAVE-HO,
HEAVE-HO – lash up and stow, cooks to the galley went long ago. Hands
off cocks, Onnnnnnnnnn Socks!”
This bullshit is Traditional, like “Aye Aye, Sir”, “Splice the mainbrace”
and “Londonderry Air”. The recipient (young me) leaps from the sack to
stand, eyes front, taut and quivering like a hound-dog by the bed, waiting to
be prodded with the baton (or truncheon, or whatever) to provide the descant.
“C/Mx 762965 Harris, SAAAAH!”
Then, slaked but unsatisfied, the Gunner’s Mate moves on to the next
victim.
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Except that I could never remember that password. Every morning, rain
or shine – no porridge, double-away-smartly, round and round the bloody
quarterdeck as an aide-memoire.
And, Vincent, it worked. After three weeks I was word perfect –
especially after I’d crayoned the number on the wall opposite the bunk.
I suppose I should have asked for a quarterdeck along with my demob
suit because I’ve been astray dozens of times since then. At the Harris
nuptials the congregation were within an ace of chanting that one about
“...weeping may endureth for a night but joy cometh in the morning” instead
of the “valley of the shadow of death” one, because I’d confused Ps XXXIIV
with Ps XXXVII,* which would have really upset my old Mum, sitting there
in her new hat and crying her eyes out.
* Presumably Psalms 23:4 (XXIII:IV) and 30:5 (XXX:V). [Ed.]

My Social Security number is a long forgotten mystery. The only phone
number I could ever remember was the old Rainham 4444. Two weeks ago I
tried to sell Sean’s bike. He was a bit disheartened because he didn’t get one
reply to the advert in the local paper... until he saw the ’phone number. We
tried again this week with the correct phone number and sold it right away.
(He wants the money towards new golf clubs... again.)
Once, before we came to Daventry, my Little Failing almost landed me
Inside. I was driving back late at night to Shenfield. I had my lead shoe on
and was zooming down the dual carriageway of the Mile End Road – up near
the Anne Boleyn boozer – at a cautious 50. At that time of night there was
little traffic and nothing to worry about except the odd drunk in the gutter.
And The Law. Up came the Sergeant, mounted on his thoroughbred, up
came the troopers, one, two, three. First I knew was the blue flasher, astern,
then whipping past and cutting in in front of me.
Pull in; stop; wind down window. Greet The Fuzz: “Sorry, can’t
understand you. Deaf as a post. Can lipread a bit if you go very slow.”
“We clocked you at 65mph in a 30mph restricted zone.”
Astonishment; Amazement; Indignation. “You never did; 32, maybe 35
on the straight bit, but never 65. I’ve got a very sick Dalmatian in the back
and I’m trying to get her home.”
Copper peers through window, seeking indisposed Balkan lady, just in
time to get a wet tongueful of delighted dog, woofing and snuffling and
licking everything in sight.
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“Oh, a dog. Doesn’t look very sick except that she’s covered in black
spots. Hahahahah-hohohoho, spots, see?”
I do so love to see a happy copper, so I make with the haha myself and
offer driving licence.
Names... address... no problem. “What’s the registration number, sir?”
And I’m buggered. I’ve had this car for a year and I can’t even
remember the first damn letter. In fact, the only car number I’ve ever been
able to remember was PEN 15, which I’d once seen on a bloody great
imported Buick which I would have rather liked myself. (Is this a case of
penis envy?)
“Er, er... can’t seem to remember... I’ve got this Thing about numbers.”
“Have you had the car long, sir?”
“Oh yes,” brightly, “about a year....”
“And you can’t remember the number at all?”
“Er... I know the last letter is ‘D’.”
“Yes, very good.” Encouraging nod of head. “Any more?”
“And a ‘6’... maybe a ‘5’... it’s ridiculous ho ho but I can never
remember these things ho ho.”
He doesn’t laugh. He doesn’t even smile. “Can you remember any of the
first group of letters... any of them?”
Strain the fine mind. “Er... I think there’s a ‘P’... perhaps.”
He gives me back the licence. “We seem to have remembered four of the
seven digits – more or less – and I’m sure we’d remember the rest if we had a
few days to spare. Sir. You can carry on now. Drive carefully, observing all
restrictions at all times.”
“Yes, I will... sorry about that... thank you very much.”
“Very good, Sir. You will be prosecuted in due course for exceeding the
speed limit.”
And it was so. £35... £1 a mile for the excess. Our policemen are
wonderful, of course, but sometimes, being almost innumerate like this, I
wonder if I did right to embark on accountancy as a career.
Anyway, after three pages, I have solved our latest little problem. I’ve
found the corflu bottle and carefully lettered NN11 5EB across the front of
the typer. In future, with luck, everyone gets post codes.
From an ’83 letter on a method of child education called “Total
Environment”.
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The Sunday Times instanced Schopenhauer or Rilke or Somebody who said
nary a word for his first six years until he fell over. On being picked up by his
dotard doting Mum, he calmed her fears and untwisted her small-clothes by
saying: “Fear not, dear lady. Do not discommode yourself. I am completely
unhurt.”
I feel that, in many respects, Schopenhauer (or possibly Rilke or
Somebody) was a Prick. This estimation, however, is not shared by the
adulatory Sunday Times. I did consider the Total Environment and Early
Learning theories when the twins were small. On the “Scientific Book
Review” page of the News of the World I found learned references to GIVE
YOUR CHILD A SUPERIOR MIND and TEACH YOUR BABY TO
READ. I was always a sucker for this sort of thing, because with twins I
always felt I was getting a bargain 50% on the course.
I bought the text books, an easel, enormous sheets of cartridge paper,
Magic Markers, and The Cat in the Hat. The idea is that you start with
prepared flashcards, expose them to the astonished infants for 20 seconds,
and then repeat the word on the card. You have to wait until they are at least
two years old because their little brains wouldn’t be sufficiently developed
before then.
Right! Great day arrives; rush through the cakie and uncomprehended
prezzie bit; whip them into their Baby Relax chairs before the easel, flash
Card No. 1, CAT. Twenty second exposure; enunciate very clearly, very
slowly, “C-A-T.”
Awaken boy baby, dry girl baby, flash Card No. 2, IN. Twenty seconds.
Patience, mon brave, you are moulding geniuses here. “I-N.” Awaken boy
baby, remove beads from girl baby.
Flash Card No. 3, THE. Twenty seconds. “T-H-E”. Search faces for
comprehension. Flash Card No. 4, HAT, “H-A-T.” Hold up book showing
funny cat in stetson. “CAT IN THE HAT.” Write on blackboard “CAT IN
THE HAT.” No response except bubbles.
The instructions promise Awareness after four weeks, but not to worry if
it takes twice as long. All sorts of geniuses, really, virtually all geniuses ever
since Leonardo onwards, have had their tiny stumbling feet helped along the
Path To Knowledge by their patient loving parents in exactly this way. The
authors knew personally of hundreds, maybe even thousands of successes,
and here’s a form at the back to send to headquarters in Idaho just as soon as
baby is reading fairly fluently. Wow!
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Four weeks... eight weeks... twelve weeks... sixteen weeks... no
progress. I’ve got the de-luxe 80-card set of flash cards, but only the first four
have ever been out of the box. Obviously, Something is Wrong. No response,
no painted chapel ceilings; no nuffink. Mention it to Doc on next regular
visit, “...lot of old balls... but... the lad’s head does seem a trifle large...
probably nothing to worry about, but...” Appointment with Mr Chattapuchee,
top man for big heads, next week.
Quiet... inside SCREAM. Don’t frighten Sue... hydrocephalus... Sweet
Christ NO! Secret trips to library... Ency. Brit., Blake’s Medical... no cure,
palliatives, some dwarfism, low intelligence quotient... seven days stretched
to eternity. Work, rush home to stare at Ragbag burping in his cot, bubbling
and peeing on everything like a Bruges statue... secret half-ashamed, hateyourself-afterwards prayers... audience with Mr Chattapuchee.
Big man, green turban (Moslem who has visited Mecca?), so important
you call him “Mr” instead of “Doctor”... reads case notes, takes Sean from
his mother and looks carefully at his bonce.
“Rubbish,” he says, “nothing wrong at all – lovely head – take your
baby home and enjoy him Mrs Harris.”
Outside, know-all wife. “I told you. I bet you were thinking daft things
like hydrocephalus. You never asked him about your flash cards either.”
December 1988
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Prime Suspect
This will horrify and astound half of you. Last week, taking my long spoon
with us, we went off to the Northamptonshire Senior Policemen’s Annual
Dinner... The Filth, The Pigs, The Bill, The Long Arm of the Law. And very
good it was too. Mind you, I think that if the lighting is fairly subdued, when
I’m wearing the dinner jacket with a black tie and my hair combed nicely
with a parting, I look as decent, respectable and law abiding as anyone else
around here (although, on consideration, that may not be saying very much at
all). True, the Chief Constable of Northamptonshire looked twice at the
designer stubble around my face before parting with a firm handshake and a
welcoming glass of champagne (N.V. but a bloody sight better than the
horrible British “VP sherry” that the golf club fobbed us off with last week),
but that was probably because I’d twisted my little finger the wrong way
when I gave him the Secret Grip and enquired meaningfully how His Mother
was. (The champagne was a damn Good Start though so I went back quick
and had a second welcoming glass just to encourage them.)
It was all a freebie night. We were guests of Pepe’s owner (remember
the onanistic parakeet who whistles “Colonel Bogey”?), who is very high up
fuzz but nice with it. He has a 14 golf handicap but isn’t the least bit snotty or
derisive to us 25 handicap people. Furthermore, he brought me back a duty
free bottle of gin from Tenerife, and laughs at ancient recycled Willis jokes
too, so you can see immediately that really and truly he’s one of us even if he
doesn’t read Pulp. So after mingling a bit we sat down for the nosh. There
were about 80 of us on tables like two capital Es joined together, with us
seated on the middle bit within spitting distance of the Chief Constable on the
adjoining top table.
(That’s my spitting distance, not his, which is still unknown to me.) Très
elegante! Beautiful linen tablecloths with matching napkins (none of those
tatty paper things that let the spilt gravy straight thru onto your trousers),
crested china, posh cutlery with silver twiddly bits on the handles, crystal
glasses (one for the white, one for the red and a teeny weeny one for the
vintage port), salt and pepper pots like altar vessels, and carved onyx menu
holders. Incredibly aristo and decadent. Joseph would have written to The
Guardian querying the expense to the ratepayers but I loved it. “Let them eat
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cake,” I said profoundly to the Mrs Thatcher lookalike on my right.
(“Pardon?” she said... and kept her back to me for the rest of the evening.)
After The Grace and the Loyal Toast we had the Game Soup and started
on the red wine, and then the pork with the white wine and the red wine, and
then the Christmas Pie with the white wine, and then the Cheddar and the
Stilton and the fruit bowl and the crackers with the red wine and then the
coffee and the mints and the port. The port comes around in elegant
Waterford decanters: you fill up the little port glass, being careful not to slop
any on the table cloth (which is considered low as well as wasteful), and pass
the decanter to the next person on one’s left. (In case you care – and even if
you don’t – it is passed to the left so that one’s sword arm isn’t obstructed at
the crucial moment, excepting Yorkshire of course where, I understand, one
swigs straight from the decanter.) I do so love these traditional olde worlde
rituals. I’ve never done it before but we are all world famous experts on port
passing. Any problems, just ask me. I am by no means in the Martin Tudor
class (Christ! seven litres of Lambrusco in one party. On less than a tenth of
that I’d piss rouge et pétillant for the next six months), but I er, enjoy a glass
of wine with my meal. Especially freebies. Also the champagne and the port
and the brandy which arrived about now, along with some more coffee. I was
merry as a grig and strongly in favour of law and order and the Queen, god
bless her.
And then the Head Waiter sidles up to the Chief Constable and mutters
away like fury. He blenches – no, really blenches – hesitates, and stands up
and takes the microphone. The whole hall hushes as he begins to speak. “I am
sorry,” he says sombrely, “but I have to tell you that one of the cut crystal
Waterford decanters has gone astray. They are a valuable antique set donated
to the Mess by a previous C.C. and of much sentimental value to us. Could
you...?”
There was a collective gasped intake of breath as the very cream of the
County’s trained thief-takers applied their finely honed minds to the problem,
and – I kid you not – as one man, seventy-nine pairs of eyes swivelled round
to focus on the obvious culprit – the man with the fake Freemason
handshake.
It’s a terrible moment when the guilty verdict comes long before the trial
and even one’s wife, dreading guilt by association, disowns you and edges
away to talk animatedly to the person on her other side. But, as anyone from
the Writer’s Workshop will tell you, when all else fails, in the very nadir of
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despair before the cheap and chippy chopper falls on your lovely white neck,
the Seventh Cavalry will arrive. Have faith, brethren; this time, lacking the
horses and the yellow neckerchiefs, it was disguised as a little old waitress in
a black dress and a lacy little pinny, triumphantly waving the newly
discovered treasure aloft after finding it on the wrong kitchen shelf.
Marvellous! People smile kindly at me; another brandy arrives; Sue
edges towards me and laughs reassuringly about my foolish fantasies and
gives me the last After Eight mint as a token of esteem but... they looked at
me all right, kiddies, they looked... and if it hadn’t been for the Seventh
Cavalry it would have been skilly in the slammer for me on Christmas Day.
It won’t happen again, though. I will take precautions. Georgenextdoor
is already giving me handshake lessons.
15 December 1988
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Condom Conundrum
When I was Young Doc in the Royal Navy the basic way of Serving My
Country was not ministering to the sick, but handing out condoms to the
oversexed or overanxious. There were no vending machines then. The only
defence against a countrywide VD epidemic was Chuchy and his mates. The
Admiralty provided free condoms – as a disease preventative, not a birth
control aid – and we were the main distributors. Every time we went ashore –
as us bedpan sailors called the other side of the hospital gates – we took
pocketfuls of the damned things to distribute to the needy. The badge on our
arm was as good as a Durex advert. You grew resigned to importunate Jacks
stopping you in the middle of the dance floor demanding party pieces, the
ruined chat-ups when you reached into your pocket for the cigarette pack and
scattered dozens and dozens of little buff packets all over the floor, and the
inevitable arguments when the pockets were empty and the customers still
eager.
Well now, the Navy doesn’t just throw you in at the deep end. When
you are a Probationer, you get a lecture from the Warrant Wardmaster telling
you How It All Began. Like this. (Are you sitting comfortably?) Once Upon
A Time – about 1650 I guess – syphilis was sweeping out of Asia into Europe
and felling more of the English armies than the whole of the Continental
troops combined. A humble English cavalry colonel, concerned for his troops
like the officer class immemorial, washed and knotted sheep gut, distributed
the pieces to the common soldiery and instructed his troops to “engage in
armour” (a phrase – and method – still used by James Boswell in 1760). Our
benefactor was called Colonel Condom and his name entered the language
like that of Captain Boycott, The Earl of Sandwich, and Walter J. Daugherty.
End of lecture, double away smartly and scrub those spitkids ’til they shine.
And for forty years and more I believed every word of it. I thought this
is the sort of cultural snippet that would entrance the Trap Door intelligentsia
(and stop Lichtman from crossing my name off the mailing list). First,
knowing what a crowd of nitpicking bastards I’d be writing for, I thought I’d
check my sources first at the library.
And surprise! surprise! there ain’t no Colonel Condom. Never was.
Nobody, not even the Encyclopedia Britannica, the OED or even Eric
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Partridge knows where the word originated. I dunno either. A “Cundum” is
the oilskin sheath that they use to protect the regimental colours when they
aren’t flapping them in front of Her Majesty on Trooping of the Colours Day,
but that’s only speculation and certainly not good enough for the Trap Door
horde.
14 February 1989
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Creative Random History 13
Chuch broke a femur just after Xmas, but as you might expect,
merely took the opportunity to write from a hospital bed. Hazel in
the following is an air-hostess niece. – AC

Atom: Pulp 14 column masthead, July 1989
Behind the reservoir there is London Airport, where most of the hospital’s
customers come from. Hazel says there are a surprising amount of minor
emergencies in flight – and quite a few major ones too. She dreads the
Australian route because there are so many excited old people travelling to
see their children and grandchildren that every six flights or so somebody
snuffs it. If you are all strapped in and coming in to land all you can do is to
throw a blanket over the dear departed and utter a short prayer, but it must be
a pretty eerie experience if it happens to be in the middle of a row of seats.
The minor ones, fits, falling over in the bog, etc., all finish up in this hospital
along with the people who get run over or fall off the escalator or something.
New Year’s Day, when I arrived, was a bit special because all the
drunks and road accidents were added to the normal workload. Casualty
Reception apologised that I’d have to wait a little while until they dealt with
the previous customer. He was so full of whisky that he couldn’t stand, but
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had somehow managed to fall through a glass window head first and get a
face like a horror video.
He didn’t want the glass picked out. He didn’t want to be stitched. He
wanted his car keys back so he could go home. But the sergeant said NO. The
three constables said NO. So did the WPC and the three porters holding him
down. The casualty doc, busy with the tweezers, couldn’t give him an
anaesthetic because of the alcohol. He was saying, “Be a big brave boy and
I’ll give you a sweetie when I’ve finished.”
He didn’t want a sweetie either, but when he heard that he would have to
have an X-ray to locate the rest of the glass he went berserk. It took the whole
lot of them to tie his hands and feet to the stretcher and then cocoon the rest
of him in bandages like an Egyptian mummy before the radiologist would let
him anywhere near half-a-million quid’s worth of machinery.
And then it was my turn. The Doc seemed a bit relieved that I was sober
and also a little surprised that altho I’d broken my femur 13 hours earlier I’d
only just gotten around to reporting it, and had spent the day visiting relatives
in Essex 90 miles away.
“Didn’t it hurt?” he asked.
“Yes,” I said, “but my horoscope said today was a good day for travel.”
Most of the beds in the fracture ward are empty – partly because the
pavements are still frost-free and unslippery – but the other inhabitants are
odd.
The first bed in the ward is Teeny Penis, the luckless flasher. He was
knocked down by a police van whilst on a pedestrian crossing whilst they
were chasing a stolen car.
They were very apologetic – especially as he wasn’t flashing at the time
– but since he learnt that he’s likely to be in hospital until April he passes the
time by stripping off bed clothes, pyjamas and every vestige of decency and
doing indescribable things to horrify lady visitors. The Ward Sister told him
to behave or take it elsewhere, but it’s her day off today and Sue says he’s
giving us all a special matinee. I’m sorry for him, but some of the visitors
have enough to worry about without Teeny.
Next to him is Jack – a 70-year-old who, en route to Miami, really did
fall down the escalator and hurt his head. Pan Am wanted him checked out
before he boarded, and sent him to us. He’d missed the plane so we kept him
overnight for observation. I think he is the most obnoxious arrogant Brit I
have ever met. Physically there is nothing much wrong with his head –
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bruises and lacerations – but they swathed him in a plastic and gauze turban
to enlist sympathy for him on the journey, booked a taxi and arranged for the
driver to hand him over personally to Pan Am. In return he insulted
everybody, demanded instant service, demanded IMMEDIATE assistance
with his large gold cufflinks whilst the nurse was doing her dispensing round
and, fatally, assumed the vacant bed next to him was there for his suitcase to
be rested on.
This, in any hospital, is the Ultimate Sin. One Bed, One Body. The
Sister took about three sentences to completely & totally demolish the little
wretch. The Sister vanished into limbo, and he dived under the blanket like a
rabbit down a hole.
And at 6 a.m. this morning he woke up everyone except me by
demanding his suitcase, his cuff-links, his passport and all his money so that
he could get ready for Miami (the taxi was due at 10 a.m.) or as soon as he
got back he was going to report staff and patients to his friend, George
Mellor, M.P., and see personally that nobody ever got another rise.
But he didn’t put the suitcase on the other bed, though. Ho no!
Next, three nonentities, including me, and then the Illustrated Man.
Really, he’d be a nonentity too except for his tattoos. He’s not quite finished
off yet – you could still get a couple of Atomillos on his chest – but his back
is one dense Tree of Life with hardly an inch unmarked. Birds, animals,
biblical scenes – he has them. Personally, I think tattooing weird and kinky
but chacun à son goût and so on, but it seems pointless to have such a thing
unless it’s the best obtainable. This is poor quality Singapore or SF (who
specialise in nudes biceps – you flex your biceps and the nudes wiggle), and
are no way comparable to the top Hong Kong or Shanghai artists.
Occasionally, in the Navy, you would see a back that really was a work of
art, but this is just a nothing. Still, anything to cheer a fellow sufferer. I told
him he’d make a lovely lampshade and off he went rejoicing.
Opposite me is Eddie the Eagle, 77 years old, totally incontinent, senile,
confused, and Nurses’ Favourite. He has had himself out and the bed linen
changed three times today; he wanders around with his walking frame and
lives in a perpetual happy daze. The houseman asked him if he knew where
he was. “Of course” said Eddie, “I’m in the paper shop.”
Now, Eddie has been here six weeks for an operation that normally
needs two weeks’ hospitalisation. I think there is a conspiracy to keep him
here for another six weeks if the nursing staff can manage it. He has a home
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and a 88-year-old wife, but there is no way they will be able to cope once he
is outside again. His wife (who is not senile) says she doesn’t want him sent
away to a nursing home – but this is the sort of thing that makes me uneasy
about the NHS. You find dedicated nursing staff, but outside the gate it’s still
a harsh bleak world for the geriatric sick. I think it’s dreadful that the kindest
thing I could do for Eddie is to trip him over as he shuffles past, so that he
hurts his leg again and automatically gets another six weeks’ tender loving
care.
We share a dayroom with the Women’s Fracture Ward, which seems to
be full of aged knitters. As soon as they’ve finished breakfast smokers make
a beeline for the dayroom, hoping to bag an armchair, an ashtray and a view
of the telly before the ladies.
Until you see it you can hardly believe people’s TV addiction. They will
watch anything from Morning Services from Chatham Baptist Church to
Watch with Mother: Teddy Bear Falls Down. They accept as normal a grown
man standing in front of the set repeatedly pushing every button on the
control panel and cursing because he can’t get the picture he wants. People,
as soon as they recover from the anaesthetic, demand that their BEDS!!! are
wheeled into the dayroom so that they don’t miss an episode of East
Enders....
I admit to being a bit worried about San Francisco too. I mean... I’ve got the
lace shirt and the limp wrist and the street cred – shared rooms with Arthur
Thomson, kissed by Joe the Nic, sexually adventurous with aerosols – but
what shall I do about Sue? I can’t just tell her it’s Lads’ Night Out and piss
off to SF without her, can I? I mean they’re sure to look a little askance at me
in the bathhouse with the Little Woman having a fit of the vapours as soon as
I whip my tiny towel off. The only thing I can think of right now is that we
both convert to agnostic Muslims, and drape her in a black sheet with only
the eyes showing. I suppose I could get away with telling them it’s Michael
Ashley, my live-in lover who has just embraced Mohammedism as well as
embracing me, but it could all turn out to be a bit fraught even without having
to hand around the sheep’s eyeballs as an aid to authenticity. (There’s a very
exotic Sainsbury’s in Rugby so I could always buy a couple of dozen to take
with me... assuming of course I don’t get nicked at Customs for illicit
transplant trading.)
And Ghod! (I mean Allah!) Supposing one of the lecherous punters,
noticing she has a bottom like a peach, fancies his luck, tries a quick grope
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and, surprise! surprise! discovers Michael has not only suffered an
instantaneous sex-change but is about to whack him over the bonce with
his/her six-iron and subsequently report him to the Greens Committee?
He had a superlative time with Geri Sullivan and other fans at
Corflu, and found that they’d not only borrowed a $6,000 computer
so that they could “talk” to him more easily but had 550 special
Chuchpads printed... see below.
Chuch and Sue are now back home, Chuch is busy writing an
account of the Trip (“all these minor irritations that might give me
palpitations or otherwise affect my fanac are dealt with by her so
that I can concentrate on My Report”) but still has a kindly eye on
domestic affairs. – AC
I’m very concerned about Sue. All this loving-kindness for animals is getting
a bit out of hand. Yesterday, one of Ziggy’s teeth fell out. Sue rescued it,
comforted the creature – who seemed supremely unconcerned in the first
place – and tucked the tooth under its blanket. And, so help me, when the dog
was asleep and snoring, she took the tooth out and substituted a mini-Bonio.
I was amazed, Vinnie, amazed. “I am amazed,” I told her. “What the
bloody hell are you playing at, woman?”
“I am not one of your godless scientifictional fanladies,” she said. “I
believe there are things beyond our ken, like St. Francis of Assisi and the
Tooth Fairy and I will raise my family to share these truths which I believe
are self-evident! And that includes Ziggy. Any questions? Any comments?”
“I thought the Tooth Fairy left money,” I said.
“Are you stark raving mad?” she said, looking at me very oddly indeed,
“What the hell would Ziggy do with 10p, you fool? The Tooth Fairy takes the
tooth and leaves a reward... a nice beefy Bonio. Don’t you
UNDERSTAND?”
Now if there is one thing I’ve learnt in the last quarter century it is that
theology is a home-wrecker, and if you want peace and quiet, afters with your
dinner, and no argy-bargy when Dallas is on, the best thing to do is cock a
deaf ’un when the subject comes up.
“Of course, dear, of course,” I said cravenly, pouring oil on the troubled
waters like an Alaskan disaster. “Jolly good idea. Never thought of it like that
before.”
And I thought that was the end of it.
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BUT.
Just now, I zizzed off in the armchair rather than watch Neighbours
inanities, and woke suddenly to find a bag of Spiller’s Snackles in my lap and
my lower plate missing. Gone, gone with the wind. Missing in action. Gno
gnashers at all.
“Now do you REALLY believe in the Tooth Fairy?” she said.
I do, Vinnie, REALLY I do. And these Snackles taste bloody horrible.
July 1989
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Legless
21 January 1989. I haven’t felt very good since I came home altho I do feel
much much better today.
First, the boil under my arm turned into a carbuncle and then into an
abscess. It’s now clearing up okay, but every day I have to go to the Health
Clinic where a sadistic old besom grabs one corner of the dressing and
Riiiiiiip off it comes together with ¾ of my total body hair. Apart from the
pain I feel such a fool with one naked armpit. When I flaunt myself on the
surfboard this summer people will giggle and point at me. It was bad enough
with the varicose vein stockings, let alone shaved armpits.
I wonder if you can get armpit wigs on the National Health?
But that’s not the worst thing. Down at the Physiotherapy they are using
me for Experiments. I think it’s all these bloody Animal Libbers: there’s
millions of guinea pigs in the world but only one Chuchy Harris, and it
doesn’t help when the Lady Captain turns traitor and helps out with the
torture.
How? Well, I told Nurse Mendeles, the Top Gun down there, that the
stick walking was very painful and left me with a sore and tender groin
muscle. As a trained medical man myself I thought it needed special
treatment like the couch, the curtains, the baby oil and the skilled and tender
hands – and Surprise! Surprise! – so did she.
It was lovely, Arf. No complaints at all; all the pain was being gently
stroked away, and I could see that in a couple of weeks or so, with this
treatment three times a day after meals, it would have disappeared
completely.
But that wasn’t good enough for Mendeles. “It’s still very hard, and
knotted,” she said. “We will need ice to relax the leg muscle tension.”
“So okay,” I thought. Five minutes with the ice bag and then back to the
baby oil and the gentle fingers... except that it ain’t like that now. Icebags are
as antique and passé as leeches or bullets to bite on. The State of the Art in
Medical Science, Today’s Interface is... The Frozen Pea.
Now I kid you not. You take a 2 lb pack of Mr Birdseye’s “Country
Club” frozen peas (Choice Grade), straight from the permafrost at the bottom
of the freezer, and you hold them firmly against the affected part until the
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swelling subsides. Any screams or protests from the patient should be
ignored.
And does it work?
Well... yes, but if they’d researched it properly on a guinea pig or two
they would have realised that it‘s not just the leg muscle which is involved.
On the other side of the peabag I am the Incredibly Shrinking Man. I am
shrivelling up, literally, like an autumn leaf; it’s more than incredible, it’s
infinitesimal.
And it’s irreversible (well, so far). I don’t think I shall ever be the same
man again. Instead of Captain Oates, I shall be Captain NoOats and if I
hadn’t taken the precaution of tying a crepe bandage around the remnant I
don’t think I’d ever be able to find it again.
Not that there would be much point in looking.
And Sue, discovering it’s Birdseye week at Bejam’s, invested all next
week’s housekeeping in a freezer-full of frozen peas. I lie here on the sofa,
my extremities – altho it’s hardly worth calling them that any more – buried
beneath a mound of green and white peabags, trembling with fear and
hypothermia, ready to trade my “-” file for a single hot water bottle.
Anyway, apart from the numb bum and the sports equipment, things
seem a bit better at this end. John Justice said it is only the leg he is
concerned about – not the heart at all – and concedes that I’m making good
progress. It’s only three weeks since I broke it so I’m not doing too badly.
The physio is very good and perseveres with me – usually for a couple of
hours at a time. I get ultrasound, infrared, magnetic pulses and various
exercises as well as the frozen peas.
There is a good well-equipped gymnasium and I spend a lot of time
between the parallel bars learning to walk again. It hurts a bit but I seem to
make a little progress each day. I want to get to Mpls if I possibly can.
1 February 1989. I am now down to one walking stick and the Physiotherapy
Sister is enchanted with me. Sadly, the baby oil treatment is a thing of the
past, but we are now into the Bondage Section instead. She lays me down on
the bed, clips these lead fetters around my ankles, and then scorns and derides
me when I can’t manage to lift the foot more than four inches off the bed.
God! the utter bliss of total humiliation.
I certainly never dreamt it would be like this. I dunno if it will help me
walk properly again, but it’s certainly an Experience. This afternoon I will
take my pinafore and the little whip just in case she thinks I’m ready to be
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promoted into the Sixth Form along with the other advanced students.
(I bet this is one of the first things Mrs T will be charging extra for as
soon as she privatises the National Health Service, along with the suppleness
exercises on the Big Red Ball.) (Don’t ask, don’t ask... you’re not ready for it
yet.)
6 February 1989. John Justice was pleased with my progress. I am now
lurching around the house without any stick at all and intend to find out later
this week if I can still drive okay. It won’t be very far yet – I can’t sit for long
(altho I do better every day and no longer have to lie on the couch to rest the
leg), but at least it would get me down the library. I have appointments at
Northampton General, to see the cardiologist and the Fracture wizard but I
don’t anticipate any trouble from them.
14 February 1989. It looks as if my Valentine treat will be to see the bonecrusher specialist at Northampton hospital this afternoon. I don’t really want
to go but I’m not walking quite right – I’m sort of splay-footed and lurch
rather than walk – so it would be daft not to go over. I get fed up with it a bit
although the physio nurse reckons I am making fair progress and, if it
continues, I should be able to walk properly by the time I’m 93. She has also
decreed that I must go swimming twice a week to loosen up the muscles
(actually, as you may have noticed in the past, I haven’t got any muscles, but
Mendeles reckons that after I’ve swum the Channel a couple of times I’ll start
to grow some. We’ll see).
S’arternoon it will be the Big Bone Man I was telling you about who
reassembled Barry Sheene when he smashed up his 50,000cc Norton. If all is
well I shall sell the Fiesta next week and buy a motorbike. (And no, I don’t
want to buy your old sidecar thank you very much.)
13 April 1989. I saw John Justice again and he gave me not one, not two, but
three more of these long-nozzled aerosols to deplete the ozone layer and
pervert my character. The family, all ardent Greenpeacers (even though it
was ME who paid the bloody family subscription), shun me as a despoiler of
the environment, a vandal of God’s planet, and probably a secret baby seal
killer and whale-hater to boot. They rate me as an unspeakable degenerate
murdering future generations with poison foam bullets just as if I were using
them all simultaneously. I don’t, of course – altho I admit to nasty unmanly
thoughts about whether that would be The Ultimate Experience – but in
sequence with handfuls of ENORMOUS tablets (eight a day and each of the
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size of a horse bolus or a tiny cannonball). Sadly, they seem to do little
except fill me up so much that I don’t want any lunch after taking a couple of
them for elevenses.
However, one good thing about the visit to old John was that he told me
the blood test and biopsy were all okay. I’d been worried about that and it
was a big load off my mind to get the all clear. I think that, perhaps, gradually
it does seem to be having some affect. We’re not right yet but we are better
than we was, and we no longer get the foam frothing out of our ears when we
er, shoot up.
I’m still not walking properly and Sue is nagging me about not going
swimming to exercise the leg. I don’t get very far without the walking stick,
but really that’s only a minor problem.
January-April 1989
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Creative Random History 11
Welcome to the Special Gloom & Despondency Column. Was it something I
said? Three pages of wit and whimsy (well, there were two fairly new jokes),
and all I get is shunned. Ignored. Sent to Coventry on a no-way return ticket.
As soon as they can build a pale, I’ll be beyond it. Friendless, forsaken, a
fannish leper with nowt to look forward to except an occasional mention in
Now & Again and honorary membership – if you could call it that, and I
certainly couldn’t – in Puerto Rican fandom. Ghod pity us: the shame of it all
– the only Wheel of IF with a bent axle.
Truly, I seem to be losing my touch (that’s the fannish leprosy I was
telling you about... bits drop off and you don’t even notice they’ve gone until
you need them).
Listen: one Tuesday before I retired, along with Malcolm – Ford mate
and section-leader – I got wined and dined. Lunch at the John of Gaunt hotel
& noshery with Perry The Rep and his Serck Radiators’ expense account.
Forget yer McDonalds – this was gourmet eats... choose between the lobster
bisque and the creme d’escargots soup to start with. (The lobster bisque
tasted as if they’d diluted and heated that pink goo that they spoil your prawn
cocktail with, and nobody was brave enough to have the creme d’escargots so
I shall never know if you get the snail shells in the soup plate like you do
with moules mariniere or not.)
Anyway, back to losing my touch. When we walked in, the head waiter
bustled over, all obsequious and oleaginous (I love that word and next time
I’m going to type it without looking up the spelling first) to help us park our
bums. Out comes the tooled leather menu, far thicker than a Dave Bridges
fanzine, and the hushed and reverent whisper to the Serck Expense Account.
“May I recommend the Chateaubriand, sire, it’s especially good today.”
“No, no,” said Perry with a big happy innocent smile. “Let’s get the
food ordered before we decide on the wines.”
Now once, when I had this impeccable taste, I would have known
immediately if Perry was tweaking the waiter or if he really thought
Chateaubriand came in bottles, but now I just dunno. If I ask him it sounds
either snobbish and condescending or gullible and naive. Malcolm, one grade
higher than me but light-years away in his cosmopolitan, man of the world
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hat, thinks he has heard of this ploy before, but nothing is ever new to him.
Even the apocryphal story of James the White in the Ritz got the same
unbelieving condescending shrug. James, you will remember, was living it up
in the Ritz or some similar caff. The water, arriving with a cobwebby bottle
of 1690 (or thereabouts) Chateau Rothschild, drew the cork and poured the
customary spoonful into James’s glass for approval. James swilled it around
the glass, savoured the bouquet, carefully drank the wine and then nodded
appreciatively.
“Ah yes,” he said. “Imported.”
Actually, I am a little distraught at the moment. Sue has been taken to
hospital and today I got a copy of Nowhere Fast that was sent to me because
I’m Elda Wheeler!!!! Right there, by the address panel for the postie and all
the neighbours to see, it says YOU ARE ELDA WHEELER.
This is all very worrying – and god only knows what the dear girl will
think when she discovers that she has metamorphosed into me – but I should
have guessed that eventually somebody would make the connection between
Chuchy the dissolute (but handsome) lycanthropist and Elda, beauteous
editor of Baying at the Moon. Now that I’m getting over the initial shock,
though, it doesn’t seem quite as horrible as I first thought. Previously, the
high protein suppers seemed the only attraction, but once you think about it
there seems to be other interesting perks, too.
However, although it is a tenet – no, it’s the very keystone of our belief,
our trufan faith, that all knowledge is contained in fandom, there are
occasions when I’d rather not share it with all and quandry like this. Thank
god (again) that Towner has passed on.
“Sue,” I said, as they carried her out to the ambulance, “do you think
I’m bisexual?” She mumbled something but, as you can imagine, it’s very
difficult to lipread people wearing oxygen masks, and the newly learnt sign
language was proscribed by the drip-feeds attached to her arms. The
paramedic steering the trolley, full of petty authority, was quite rude when I
tried to lift the mask a little to make for better understanding (but you know
how it is with the National Health people nowadays), and I never did
understand just what she was trying to say.
When you think of it, though, does it really matter? I already feel thirty
years younger – but feel a little guilty about my alter elda. I have always had
this vestigial belief in lycanthropy and if this is the change of life than I’m all
for it. It’s nice to be a were-been and not a has-been – and phooey to all that
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wolf nonsense. Believe me, it’s much nicer to be a bird than a beast and I’m
quite looking forward to the next con now. I know wossname, the 23 times a
weekend Scottish vegetarian who whisks Elda/me off to view his oats as soon
as she reaches the hotel, will be there too. I must remember to take a head of
lettuce or two and perhaps a few radishes to munch on during the intervals
and will no doubt be able to remember the highlights as it were for my con
report. Or would that be sexist?
I suspect that all of my generation are sexist to a certain degree. (You do
realise that I am old enough to remember the war?) (Even though I can still
pass for 35 in a dimly lit bedroom.) (Although, sadly, not for very long.) I do
try not to be too obviously sexist. For one thing, Avedon would break her
Coke bottle over my head if I disgraced her, and for another, the Lady
Captain would crown me with her 6-iron (but never her wood; it might chip
the varnish) if she caught me referring to her as The Little Woman, but in the
circles I move in outside of fandom, sexism is endemic.
For instance, we had one Lady Supervisor at Ford Daventry and 83 men
supervisors, and golf is even worse – it must be just about the most sexist
sport of all....
Staverton is a rarity amongst clubs because women are allowed to play
at any time. At most clubs they have one mid-week day of their own when
they can play as they wish, restricted times on other days, and a total ban on
Sunday mornings (when any decent woman would be home cooking up the
beef and the Yorkshire instead of cluttering up the course). And even avantgarde Staverton is ruled by a committee of eight men and the one Lady
Captain to decide who is allowed to do what.
And if you think this is bad you should see some of the long-established
Scottish clubs....
A couple of years ago they held the finals of the All England Ladies’
Championship on the Old Course at St. Andrew’s. This in itself is a very
great privilege. To golfers the Old Course is a sort of green cathedral and
being allowed to walk in it, let alone play on it, is the equivalent of turning
the Sistine Chapel into a tearoom, or allowing women to cross the floor in the
Cavalry Club.
Naturally, God being a man and playing off 3 handicap, it pissed down
all day. As the leaders came down through the heather towards the final 18th
green the storm increased – lightning, thunder, hurricane gusts – and the few
faithful women spectators huddled in the lee of the clubhouse.
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Being golfers themselves – albeit inferior in strength and stamina – they
knew full well that the Clubhouse was the sanctum sanctorum of golf, the
holy place where no woman had ever been allowed to cross the threshold.
There is a picture showing Wallis Windsor fuming when she was left outside
with a glass of lemonade and bannock whilst Teddy boy nipped inside for a
quick gin, and even the Queen Mum, who is revered in these parts because
she once caught a salmon on the River Dee, was fobbed off with a marquee,
and Nancy Lopez, who is as near to the godhead as any woman ever could
be, had to put on her spiked shoes in the potting shed.
In large letters above the door it says: “No dogs, no women admitted.
Not ever.”
Now, where were we... rain, pissing down, tempest, cloudburst,
Ragnarok. Some of these ladies, no longer young, were lying on the sodden
turf, moaning and trying to keep their heads above water whilst their friends
supported them as best they were able.
Finally, the clubhouse door was opened. A liveried club servant stood in
the doorway under a large black umbrella. The women, thinking the agony
was over and that they would be allowed to shelter in the hallway until the
storm had passed, surged forward.
The servant held up his hand. “Sir Patrick McBain, Captain of The
Royal & Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrew’s, asks that the lady spectators
would kindly step clear of the windows as they are obscuring the members’
view of the tournament. Thank you.” He lowered his umbrella, stepped back
inside and closed the door.
That, baby, is sexism. It is also true.
Sue? Yes, she really was in the hospital. She had a very bad asthma
attack. I called the doc out twice – he didn’t mind in the least and told me to
call him again if I needed him – because she wasn’t responding to her
prescriptions and was turning a pretty shade of blue. He said she would have
to go into hospital. So, we went to Northampton General at 2 a.m. with a
letter from him and they admitted her right away. And very good they were,
too – blood counts and typing, X-rays, steroid drips, oxygen and a myriad of
doctors and nurses whizzing about to look after her, thank god (Gracious! am
I developing religious overtones in my senility?) for the NHS.
And that’s it. I have to do the washing now, then make the beds, walk
the dog, vacuum the house, go to Tescos, prepare a meal for Sean and cope
with ten million other things. And first I have to find my fucking pinny.
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Creative Random History 12
“Does Joseph always kiss you goodbye?” said the Lady Captain as we drove
away from Avedon’s last night.
“Only when I’m wearing these tight grey trousers,” I said – which was
perfectly true because I’d never worn the damn things before.
“Well,” she said, “I don’t mind. Anything that turns you on. I liked him.
He is All Right. He is Very Bright and sort of laughs at himself, and he talked
to me, and he doesn’t wear earrings all the time. Everyone was nice and went
out of their way to make me welcome, except that girl who went off the
minute we arrived back from Arthur’s.”
“That was Lilian,” I said, “you’d like her too, but she had just fallen out
with Judith and was off on her high horse and into the sunset.”
“They were all very... sort of Bohemian... sitting there dipping caviar out
of that little pot with the matzo crackers and that Dave Langford I was talking
to Writes Books. I think he sold one to Robert. They cost £9.95 or the De
Luxe edition at £24.95.”
“That’s a joke, dear. They are both the same but Dave doesn’t sign the
flyleaf of the rare £24.95 ones.”
“He’s going to Oregon in the autumn with his wife but she doesn’t like
flying either. They saw a psychiatrist and now they visit airports to sort of
accustom her to the idea. He said all it has done is bore her to tears with
airports.”
“You want me to take you to Birmingham Airport tomorrow?”
“No, it’s Start of the Season Ladies’ Day and I’ve got a playing lesson in
the morning anyway, besides the match and meal in the afternoon. Why did
you go upstairs with Avedon?”
“To look at her new books, dear heart, steal the first and only draft of
her new one-shot, admire her washing line on one wall that is chonk full of
pairs of earrings, and check to see if my floppy disks will fit her machine.
They won’t.”
“Oh. And you looked at her sweater that said JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ all over
the front and said, ‘I could go for all that jazz,’ and you leered. That wasn’t
very nice,”
I’m her fan-father and I’m allowed to say things like that. And anyway
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she says I’m frenetic – which is kooky but up-market, so I guess we’re even.
“Anyway, it was a nice afternoon and I enjoyed it all. Perhaps I can
come with you next time?”
“Hmmmm... we’ll see. I think it might be over old Bohemian Vincent’s,
and I expect you’ll be In The Team and playing golf that Sunday... er... we’ll
stop at South Mimms for petrol and coffee.”
Sue came along this time because she wanted to see Olive and Arf, and
because she is far more familiar with South London than I am. We picked up
Robert Lichtman and I did the guiding on “my” side of the river until she
took over at Tower Bridge. Robert quite enjoyed it because, incredibly, he
had been travelling mostly by Tube and hadn’t seen very much of London at
all. He liked the Tower and Tower Bridge, but really you need Arf for a
proper London tour. He knows where Plague victims are buried in pits and
everything. I flashed my knowledge about how The Elephant & Castle pub
was originally The Infanta de Castile and how Charing Cross was originally
Chere Reine Cross because the last of the crosses erected at the overnight
stops when they brought Queen Eleanor’s body down from Nottingham
happened to be there. (I know this because the best one, all curly and Gothic
and in fine repair, is by Tescos in Northampton, and I’m the only person in
the world who doesn’t think Mr Cohen put it up specially for his opening
ceremony.) Compared with Arf, though, I am an ignoramus, and I don’t think
they could really hear me above the traffic noise, anyway.
Arf is still terribly thin, but in good spirits, and we were all delighted to
see each other again – although I am all full of Brit reserve, of course. I shake
hands formally instead of throwing my arms around his shoulders, kissing
both cheeks and saying, “I love and miss you Old Mate.” He does get a bit
excited when people arrive, and his breathing goes and his hand tremors start,
but Sue gets exactly the same reaction from the same respiratory drugs that
they have in common, so it’s nothing to worry about. Typically, though, he is
trying to cut down on his oxygen intake, even though it’s beneficial and eases
the strain on the heart. The doc told him to use as much as he wants, but you
know Arfer....
Ol said he eats well, but I would like to see him put on a few pounds
again. He is just recovering from another infection, and I imagine that’s what
pulled him down below the seven stone mark. Mentally, he is just the same as
ever – sharp, witty, and not the least bit missing work. He and Ol are both
unstinting in their praise for Bohemian Vincent, who has been everything
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anyone could ask in a friend.
Originally, we had intended to stay strictly to the one-hour guideline, but
we over-stayed the time and really had to tear ourselves away. I shall go over
again with Sue as soon as we come back from America.
Speaking of America – this week, I received a good long letter from
Geri Sullivan, filling me in about accommodation prices and suggesting
Amtrak rather than Greyhound for travelling around after Corflu. So, Sue
went out yesterday and bought two of the biggest suitcases you ever did see,
so I imagine that if it comes to the crunch, we’ll be able to snuggle down
inside these for a night or two if we run out of money. Truly, I have never
seen such enormous cases. They are like canvas pantechnicons. They have
straps, and little wheels underneath, and I am toying with the idea of fitting
them with handlebars and two-stroke engines, and solving all my US
transportation problems. If I tip the bell-boy a dollar to carry them to our
room, he’ll be ten bucks out of pocket afterwards by the time he’s bought a
new truss. Geri finishes her letter with the crucial request, “Tell me about
Sue.”
Well, what can I say? Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day? Thou art
more lovely and more temperate.... (“Temperate” is about right – especially if
I reach for the wine bottle once too often during dinner – temperance rules
okay in this house.)
Words fail me. It’s like talking about colours to a blind man. It’s so
difficult to describe someone like this – and especially as they’ll read it
before it gets mailed out and are more than likely to thump me round the
earhole for my pains.
But – I wonder if Geri watches Roseanne on TV? And could she
imagine Roseanne just a little bit heftier, with pinky-mauve hair and a habit
of chewing tobacco and bubblegum at the same time? And then missing the
spittoon? Should I tell her about the shocking pink lurex and lycra slacks that
are always three sizes too small, the 8" heels, the daily half gallon of Je
Reviens, and the bright green angora sweater cunningly cut to show off the
rhinestone in her navel?
I have to be careful; I don’t want Geri to get cold feet at this stage, nor
do I want to upset Sue too much. Perhaps it would be best not to mention the
teeth. You know how hurt she gets if unfeeling people mention the length of
her incisors. She shrugs it off and jokes about her Transylvanian heritage, but
I know she sort of cries inside, and I know too that she’s only kidding when
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she kisses the rich brown pin-up picture that Walter sent her and sings her
yearning Magyar lament.
“Why the hell you keep me waiting, While I’m standing palpitating. All
that meat, all that meat. All that meat and no potatoes.”
It’s all in fun, of course – nothing nasty. She’s just a big girl with a
healthy appetite (and sabre tooth incisors). But how can I convince Geri of
this? Perhaps it might be better if I dodge the question and rely on a personal
introduction as soon as we arrive, That’s assuming we both get past the
immigration control desk, of course.
Last night I dreamt about Geri’s waterbed. She mentioned it in an earlier
letter, and I wondered if all the beds were like this. I know they are supposed
to be quite fabulous – they all have this guarantee that 95% of the time, the
earth moves and a million stars burst into being – but the only one I’ve ever
seen was in an old Steptoe & Son episode on the telly and, predictably, that
got punctured, of course.
Well, look; I’ve never told anyone else in the world before, but I have
this Problem. I have razor-sharp toe-nails. Truly, like Stanley Knife blades.
Not all the toes, of course – just the big one on either foot. But they are sharp
enough to carve the Sunday joint. (You know that years ago, I had to give up
Thai kick-boxing – Tak Won Dhu, as we experts call it – after I inadvertently
slit the jugulars of two opponents?)
So, in this dream, I turned over in the middle of the night, slashed up
Geri’s Sleepeezy, and whoosh! Just like that bit in The Towering Inferno
when the roof tanks finally go and the tidal wave roars through the penthouse
and down the stairs and everything.
Of course, I had my surf board handy by the bedside as usual, so there
was no real problem in scooping up Sue and riding the crest all the way down
to the basement, pausing only to shout “Surf Up” as I kick-turned past Geri’s
door.
(Evidently she has had sharp-edged guests before, and is cautious
enough to wear a life-belt emblazoned TOAD HALL over her nightie.)
Mind you, none of that was the real Problem. Forget about the nighties
and the toe-nails and stuff and concentrate for a bit. There was a sort of
epilogue, an alternative scenario. This time Sue, the fresh air fiend, opens our
bedroom window and forgets to close it. Geri misses out on the maintenance
schedule and forgets to top-up the antifreeze in our mattress. Those 25° of
frost I told you about seep over the windowsill and in our 8.3 minutes I’m
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lying on a rectangular iceberg, and in 12.6 minutes I’m a stiff stiff.
So okay, but now comes the worrying bit: the dream camera pans round
over the hypothermed Harris and centres on two women. Geri, misty-eyed, is
studying a cryogenic brochure, whilst Sue, smiling sadly, is checking the
phone number of a “sell your loved one’s organs for cash just as soon as he’s
finished with them” advert in the Minneapolis Enquirer....
I can’t wait to know who wins. I’m going to bed early tonight in case
God is showing Waterbed III.
May 1989
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Pre Minn-StF Tension
Dear Arfy (and Vinny and, er, Walty) (my old ocker Walty Matilda) (He
never quite forgave 4e for calling him “Wally” so I’m always very careful.),
Greetings from the Daventry Disaster Area and roll on next Thursday so
that I can flee the country. First, the very expensive plumber came. He took
down the shower cubicle, smashed the concrete base and removed the shower
tray and surprise! surprise! the wooden floor below was black and rotting and
nourishing a secret mushroom farm. “You need a new floor there, guv” he
said, “not to mention a new shower base and tray. The water has seeped in
around the tile joints. Happens all the time. Very expensive. Lucky the whole
thing didn’t fall thru the ceiling into your living room. And, by the way, your
copper hot water cylinder has corroded thru and is leaking like buggery,
pardon my french. A pity we didn’t spot it last month, new cylinders went up
15% on the 1st of April....
“It’s only money, guv.”
“Yeah,” said guv.
And then John Justice, who started off very marvellously by lending Sue
a very good nebuliser with its own battery charger and a transformer so that it
will run off US current (I think you’ve had one of these too; the motor
atomises a dose of “Ventolin” and helps propel a very fine spray mist right
down into the lungs. We bought one for Sue the very first time she turned
blue and it usually relieves her asthma quite quickly, but won’t adapt to
different voltages abroad. I wouldn’t chance going over without one so it was
a very big saving to borrow JJ’s surgery model)... and then he went and spoilt
everything by prescribing another 3!!!!! of those aerosols to take with me,
and said I must check with the airline about carrying them. As they are
pressurised aerosols I now have nightmares of them simultaneously
exploding at 40,000 feet and filling the whole bloody cabin with soothing
emollient foam.
Today calamity struck.
Arf, ghod is depilating me. My hair is vanishing. I’m nearly a lookalike
for dunking Duncan the swimming geezer, and will probably have to keep
my hat on in Mpls and have people wonder if I’m Elton John. At 2.15 p.m.
today I noticed it right at the back of my head... just where the parting
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finishes. It’s one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter less than a 10p piece. It
doesn’t seem to have increased since then, but there’s still five days to go
before we fly out and by that time I expect I shall be virtually hairless. I
bought some Silvikrin of course and I shall be down to see Justice first thing
Monday morning to get an emergency prescription for a small wig, but I’m
still pretty shattered about it. And I wouldn’t mind so much if there was
sympathy and understanding in the house; if my wife and my children helped
me over this troubled time and offered love and reassurance.
And do I get it? Don’t ask. What I get is “Oi, wrinkle-bonce.”
Vincent asked if he could come and see me off at Heathrow on
Thursday. I said definitely not. I certainly don’t want him sobbing his grief
all over the Heathrow departure lounge and singing “Will ye no come back
again?” at the top of his voice and embarrassing everyone. Especially as
we’re going from Gatwick. I’m hoping he’ll come over there to audition
instead and make with the last minute reassurance that my new skinhead
coiffure is virtually undetectable at more than 200 yards.
We phoned Walt too. Sue was a little bit worried about what to wear and
Madeleine confirmed that trousers/jeans were just as fashionable over there
as they are here. I shall take a blazer rather than a suit and my patriotic Union
Jack Y-fronts. Show the flag; ghod save the Queen etc.... And that’s it for
now.

22 April 1989
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The Tour Guide
Arfer used to astonish people and impress the hell out of me with his
knowledge of London, so I decided I’d become a top guide to the Midlands.
We went researching yesterday and found some fascinating stuff including
angels with feathery legs. Next week, Stratford on Avon to meet
Shakespeare’s old aunty.
I thought I’d better get some background of the Midlands ready for
Geri’s trip, so we went down to Warwick on Sunday and it was fantastic –
really terrific. The castle is pretty crappy. The belted earl gutted the place of
every saleable treasure, and pissed off to France with the proceeds, after
selling the empty shell to Madame Twosods, but the church and stuff are
absolutely fabulous... far far better than Coventry.
Next week, Stratford on Avon and then Ironbridge. I’m determined she
will have as good a time here as we did over there.
We had never been to Stamford before and enjoyed the trip. They have a
huge open air market on Fridays – we bought Xmas cardigans for Belle and
Bill, browsed the bookstalls, bought flowers, beef sandwiches and coffee, and
detoured to visit the tiny hamlet (about ten houses) where Sue, her brother
and her Mum were evacuated early in the war. (This haven was almost on the
perimeter of the biggest USAF airfield in England and seemed an odd place
to choose. Eventually they went back to Streatham – yes, opposite Arfer’s
place – and were promptly bombed out by a V.1).
Sue enjoyed the sentimental journey – the stream where 50 years ago
she picked watercresses (now a turgid yellow-brown torrent), the communal
water pump, the byre where she got jugs of warm milk straight from the cow
(only the milk, you had to take your own jug) (Louis Pasteur would turn in
his grave), and the Old Schoolhouse where she started her education when
she was three years old (her Mum was school cook and threatened no school
place, no school dinners). Also the five shillings a week cottage they rented
has long since fallen down but I saw the very spot and some of the bricks that
had probably been the walls.
And then we came home and had pizza for dinner.
Pepperoni.
4 September 1989
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Dear Arf
Corflu 6 Trip Report

Atom: unused Pulp cartoon, 1989
Dear Arf,
You know me, Arf. For months, years perhaps, ever since Patrick oh! so
casually tossed out the idea in a letter, I’ve been worried frantic about The
Trip. I’d always wanted to go, and all my friends seemed to be involved in
making it possible, but I was still terrified of cocking everything up. I didn’t
want to let anybody down, but most of all, I’m proud of myself, and I didn’t
want to appear as an oaf or some dreadful deaf fiasco. Fortunately, right from
the very start Geri was a tower of strength – calm, reassuring and realio trulio
pleased that we were going over.
And yet, when the Great Day finally arrived we almost didn’t make it.
Sometimes I think of the M25 London Orbital Road as my Nemesis. To
avoid the legalised extortion of the Gatwick car park, I’d arranged to leave
my car at my cousin’s house in Slough, whilst she would drive us on the last
M25 stage to Gatwick. It sounds simple enough, but somehow we got trapped
in an exit road, forced onto another motorway heading due west instead of
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east, and finished up circling Windsor Castle and waving goodbye to your
Aunty Lilibet before heading back to find the M25 exactly where we left it
and, finally, arriving at Gatwick.
And Vincent. Thank ghod for Vincent – full of calm and reassurance
and kindly soothing words about mad wives who rush off to buy small Union
Jacks to wave in the face of uncomprehending foreigners on the concourse.
“Is she singing ‘Rule Britannia’ or something?” I asked. “No, no, of course
not. Not yet,” said lovely AVC, pouring me cup after cup of tea – although
what I really wanted was a treble gin and a spoonful of tonic. (I’d decided to
stay off the sauce as much as possible for the trip because I can be such a
bloody fool after the tiniest tot with absolutely no effort.)
Plane; fortunately I didn’t realise it was a Boeing 747 until I got off;
there was the legendary cardboard food of course, but you forget all that
mundane stuff when you look out of the tiny portholes and, right there below,
is the pack ice and floes in an incredibly blue sea off the coast of Greenland.
Triffic – Wow! – just like the National Geographic Magazine except that you
couldn’t see the bare breasted Eskimo ladies.
There were four film screens all diminishing in perspective when you
looked down the plane, but they were all showing Cocoon instead of the
Roger Rabbit film I’d been hoping for.
We tried, but we just couldn’t concentrate on the film or on reading. The
cloudscape was so fascinating and distracting that we just stared trancelike
into space, scoffed the complimentary coffee and orange juice, and finally
heaved a sigh of relief when the “No Smoking: Fasten your Seat Belt” sign lit
up and there was Minneapolis at angels one five or whatever.
Geri had been wondering for weeks just how she would recognise us
and, disregarding my helpful “Never worry, Atomillos are all perfect
likenesses except that my eyeballs only press against the lenses instead of
protruding through them”, came up with the perfect solution. She was at the
barrier with a huge sign: “CORFLU and the Chuch Harris Appreciation
Society welcome Chuck & Sue Harris to America!” and delighting and
baffling just about everyone else at the airport who couldn’t quite recall this
obviously famous couple.
Hugs, kisses, little cries of delight (or was it relief about the eyeballs?)
and away to Toad Hall. Geri, thank ghod, was all that Walt said – the long
lost missing piece to our personal jigsaw; bright, warmly affectionate, the sort
of girl you strike up an instant rapport with; a friend who is immediately a
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highly valued part of your family.
Yes, I know, I know... I’ve had a lifetime ambience with and a
predilection for American girls – LeeH, Teresa, Rita Khrone, BeaM, Jackie
(Kennedy you fool, not Causgrove!), Avedon, Linda – the list goes on forever
I hope (Hi! Suzle, Anna, Kate, Susan, Elise, Andi, Lise, Jane) but Geri really
is special and even shares our Impeccable Taste and has framed Atomillos in
the living room.
Mind you, although she’s very special, she’s not perfect. Like everyone
else Over There she drives on the wrong side of the road, and has this
tendency to drive thru a red light to make a turn. She has that long dark
blonde type hair with reddish glints in it that we used to call Strawberry
Blonde when we were younger and still Collecting, but I didn’t mention this
because ever since reading Walt’s Tropicon report she thinks she’s a redhead. This could be a bone of contention, so I thought it best to switch to
talking about fanac whenever the subject came up.
(And, incidentally, Teresa’s a redhead once again... and this time with
little diamond sparkles all over. It’s a bit reminiscent of an auburn galaxy but
lacks a tiny “You are here” sign to indicate Planet Earth just south of the Left
Earhole Nebula.)
And where was I... up Blaisdell Avenue and into the garage.
Toad Hall is a big detached wooden frame house (brick built houses
seem quite rare in Mpls or Seattle), complete with squirrels just like Harry
Warner’s place. It has a tornado cellar, a big living room, a kitchen and porch
on the ground floor, three double bedrooms, a study and a balcony on the
second floor and an attic up top. Most of the houses seem to be roughly this
pattern – and surprisingly inexpensive compared with British prices. This
may be due to the fact that British building land can cost up to £3 million an
acre, but it does seem quite feasible that Rob and Avedon could sell their
house in East Ham, buy an elegant lakeside mansion in Mpls, and still have
money left over. And... perhaps I could sell out here and go and live next
door to them too.
Being wood, the houses get painted in different pastel shades, and look
very pleasant indeed when compared with our streets. They have a whole
range of different colours, rather than monotonous blocks of the same brick
hues, which differ only in the colours of the front doors, like ours often do.
But... they also get a near Arctic winter. You should see their padded top
coats, their mukluk boots, the skis in the cellar – everyone seems to ski
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occasionally – and the pretty lace work the winter road salt corrodes on their
cars’ unprotected bodywork, so I doubt if I shall be emigrating for quite a
while yet.
(And yet, as I write this in mid-October, my tortoise has started to
hibernate, last night’s ground frost killed the last of the summer’s flowers in
my garden, and I have both the heat and the sweater on. So, we have just
phoned Geri, and the Mpls temperature today is 80 degrees Fahrenheit! I
guess the skiing season doesn’t start for yet awhile.)
Now, if there’s one thing I’ve ever learnt, it is that cats don’t like me,
Walt used to have a bloody great black tomcat called Lucifer who not only
disliked and ignored me, he disdained me. You could see his top lip curl in
contempt as he stalked from the room as soon as I entered it, and I was
always far more in awe of the damn cat than I ever was of Himself.
Fortunately, American cats are different. They are perceptive. Nyasa, the
real owner of Toad Hall, was no pushover, but after the first few wary days
she consented to having her ears scratched and finally, on the last morning,
went to sleep on the couch with her head resting on my leg. So there. St.
Francis walks again.
And hooray! – our kid Avedon and Rob had just flown in from
Washington, and been collected at the airport by Spike and Johan
Schimanski... The Norwegian Hiking Viking. Johan was travelling around the
country meeting people. At first I thought he was actually the legendary
Roelof Goudriaan – “Roll on/Roll off Goudriaan” as he is affectionately
known by the Welly barflies, but Johan was (and I promise you this is the
absolute final appearance of this joke) a Norse of a different choler.
Geri was busy making wild rice soup – ethnic Minnesota speciality as
eaten by Indians since time immemorial (and now available at Sainsbury’s
for an extortionate £5.60/lb) – and we just had time for a sample bowl before
going off to the pre-con party at Fred Haskell’s and Susan Levy’s house.
It was now about 6 a.m. English time. We’ve been up 24 hours and felt
fine – no jetlag, no tiredness, all bright-eyed and bushy-tailed. We dropped
off Rob, Avedon, and Sue, and then Geri and I went off to the airport to
collect Teresa and Patrick. Once more the hugs, the yodels of delight and
rapture, and that look of amused tolerance on Patrick’s face as I became
entwined with Teresa again, picking up the conversation where it was
interrupted at Brighton, and talk talk talk, nineteen to the dozen, to the
exclusion of everyone else in the world. She was so happy and looked fine.
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She really loves the job, but she’s strung tight as a violin string, overstressed,
and really needs a month in bed practising being a vegetable, says wise old
Doc Harris squeaking from experience and flapping his gums ineffectually.
All she wants now is a publisher who agrees with this expert diagnosis, and
encourages his exec staff to stay home on full salary for a month or so.
Return in triumph and the Honda to Fred & Susan’s, and party, party,
party, and talk, talk, talk, until well past midnight.
Bed – still not the least bit tired – and then up to find the Con
Committee had arranged for a huge “stretch” Cadillac for us to tour the town
in with Rob and Avedon, together with Jim and Kathryn Young as native
guides and interpreters.
Walter knew in advance that the Committee had planned this
Spectacular (and was going to phone you in advance so that you could savour
the very moment too). He asked Rob how I took it. “As his due,” said Rob.
“As his due.” But really I was more than impressed, I was almost
awestruck.... “O bliss! O poop-poop! O my! O my!” (murmured Mr Toad).
After 40 odd years with The Firm, I’ve been in most of the English Ford
executive fleet, but never, ever, anything like this. This limo was bigger than
some coaches I’ve seen, and not much smaller than the 747. My Fiesta would
have fitted in the boot, and inside you could have held a Fifties English
Convention and still have room for the book displays. There were seven of us
in the, dammit... “lounge” seems to be the only word – together with the
icebox, the crystal glass display cabinets, the tinted window controls, the
intercom for talking to the pilot in the front end cockpit, the refreshment box,
the champagne, the gin, the tonic, the imported Guinness, the soft drinks and
the mineral water, the chocolates (two kinds), the candies and, right at the
bottom, a tiny bottle of baby oil in case I fancied a soothing femur massage
on my recently broken hip joint whilst we were en route. I showed the bottle
to Sue who giggled and said, “You’ll be lucky, sport,” but really it was much
more fun to practice my regal wave and nod graciously to the people on the
sidewalk who noticed me in my spiffy car, and watch the scenery as Jim
described the lakes and places as we went along. I know now how Cinderella
must have felt when the pumpkin turned into the glass coach. To sum it up
briefly: Wheeeeeee!
If only Mexicon treated me like this....
Minneapolis is a pretty nice town, and especially so in the burgeoning
springtime with all the trees around the lakes budding into tiny leaf, and
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never a mosquito in sight. Most surprising of all was the almost complete
absence of litter. I know I keep banging on about this, and I’ve no wish to
knock my own country, which, with all its faults and Mrs Thatcher, I still
vastly prefer to any other, but sometimes Daventry seems almost knee deep
in garbage and discarded wrappings, whilst Sue is regarded as almost an
eccentric for picking up junk – and especially bottles – when we go for a
walk around the park.
Yet, over there, even the tiniest American kids (and I made a point of
watching them later on when we visited the Seattle zoo) clear their junk from
the picnic tables and put it in the bins. Sure, I’m told it’s very different in
New York and Chicago, and I quite believe it, but I only wish my Council
could discover the Minneapolis secret, and make it work here. Finally we get
to Uncle Hugo’s... reputedly the largest SF bookshop in the world and who
am I to dispute it. I bought Chip Delany, Greg Bear, a Ted Sturgeon I’d never
previously heard of, Emma Bull’s War for the Oaks (which is set in Mpls)
and, next door in Uncle Edgar’s, a Joseph Wambaugh cop book, The New
Centurions, which is o.o.p. in England. Holler if you want to borrow. You
ought to read War for the Oaks and Megan Lindholm’s Wizard of the Pigeons
which is set in Seattle.
Usually I prefer “hard stf” or the early Heinleins with a nice stefnical
base that you can almost believe in. I don’t care for fantasy. Conan is just a
giggle along with Tarzan, and The Lord of the Rings bored me to sleep. Yet I
found War for the Oaks was incredibly readable, fun, and almost
unputdownable – easily one of the best things I’ve read for months and
months, and I don’t think it’s just because I recognise some of the locations.
I’ll bring it over with me next weekend. Read it and then tell me what you
think. And read Wizard of the Pigeons too, which is just as much fun. If we
go on like this we’ll be back amongst the Tarzan books in no time.
End of spontaneous book review section and onwards, ever onwards, to
the Normandy to check in and meet people. Somebody, realising the
communication problems, had a truly brilliant idea. They had had 200 or
more personalised note pads printed showing one of your old illos of me
together with a dozen sample conversational gambits. These were a
tremendous splendiferous success and all sorts of people I probably wouldn’t
have met otherwise had no hesitation in using them to talk to me. Of all the
things that helped to give me such a fine time, this was probably the most
important of all.
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Mind you, Chasm, the supreme fannish accolade, The Chuch Harris
Appreciation Society Magazine, was mind-blowing enough, but even that
paled against the dozens and dozens of girls all wearing their I LOVE
CHUCH badges. Lordy! Lordy! Arfer – from the platform I could see all
these little pink badges bobbing up and down like coracles on a rough sea. It
was as if I’d died and gone to an Islamic Paradise. All this lovely talent
openly proclaiming their innermost thoughts – and (apart from Sue who
insisted she couldn’t afford one, and begged a freebie from Geri) paying a
dollar apiece for the badge too. What can I say Arf – except Wow!
There was a surprising amount of friendly fannish faces that I
recognised, and a lot of new ones that I only knew by repute. Ted White (Sue
was so enchanted with the way he speaks and everything, that she’ll be
banned from Leeds if they ever find out), the new Stu Shiffman, all relaxed
and happy, and completely besotten with Andi, who is the best thing ever to
happen to him. Moshe Feder with Lise Eisenberg, Marty Cantor (but no
Robin), Jerry the K and Suzle, Alexis and Dolly Gilliland, and a cast of
thousands.
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Well, anyway, hundreds.
Dolly immediately endeared herself for ever and saved me $49. She
noticed that I’d left a $50 bill as a tip for coffee, instead of the one dollar bill
I’d intended – just in time for me to retrieve it before the waiter arrived. I was
horrified about this. Walter had specifically warned me before I left about the
confusing currency all being the same size and colour, and how easy it was to
mistake denominations, yet here I was acting like an idiot as soon as I
arrived. Sue was furious with me for being so careless, and I suspect Geri
wasn’t too delighted either.
She had just given me a first instalment of $500 from the fund. When
she heard I was the answer to a waiter’s prayer, and had all the money
crumpled together in my hip pocket, I was escorted to a nearby “Target” store
to buy myself a billfold with little pockets for the different denominations,
and undergo an impromptu sight test to ensure I could distinguish between 1
and 50 (it wasn’t, perhaps, the right time to mention this, but you’d imagine
that a country that could invent “Monopoly” could at least think of different
colours for different denominations even if their banknotes don’t carry a
picture of Her Majesty to deter would-be forgers). (And, anyway, however do
blind people differentiate between values?) (...And, if it so happens that you
didn’t have any sort of problem at all with currency when you went over,
please don’t bother to write and tell me so. Thank you.) The Normandy
seemed a perfect convention hotel. They have a better system of charges than
we do too. You pay a fixed rate for the room, and the management doesn’t
give a faint damn if you billet a whole regiment of cavalry there as long as
you pay the single occupancy rate, and the horses don’t crap on the carpet.
And... mighod! Arf... the Normandy people were so happy to have our
custom that, for an hour every afternoon, they laid on a free bar by the
swimming pool just to show their appreciation. All gratis and for nothing,
and none of that surly Metropole nonsense where they begrudge you a free
ice-cube either. The waiter smiled happily and poured out endless gins and
tonic, each one with fresh ice and a new quarter of lime, no matter how often
you renewed his acquaintance. Fantastic!... but somehow I think it will be
quite some time before the idea catches on at the Metropole.
So I’m standing there, chatting up Teresa, happy as Larry, when these
two stunning girls arrived... tiny skirts, tinier sweaters and those long
interminable Yankee legs... collected two beers and sat by the poolside. “Our
people?” said Chuchy, anxious as ever to meet new fans. And Teresa,
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streetwise as ever, shook her head: “Tarts for Jesus,” she said decisively. And
sure enough... but that’s another story.
Sue, after all her doubts and apprehensions about “fitting in”, was
beginning to have a fabulous time with clusters of people to talk to, and a
special neck rub by David Romm. I had to drag her away, reassure her OF
COURSE she can come to Mexicon, and go to eat with Geri, Jeff Schalles,
Teresa, Ted, Rob and maybe a couple of other people.
I saw in Rob’s Hattonite report that he thought the food wasn’t as good
as on his previous trip, but I had nothing to compare with and thought it
fantastically good and cheap.
True, the Normandy restaurant was one of the most expensive places we
ate at during The Trip, but we had the usual lettuce mountain followed by
potato and stuff and a huge 16 oz steak. (Well, huge by my standards).
Teresa, instantly changing from a streetwise New Yorker to a shy country
lass, talked wistfully of the 32 oz steaks way back in maybe Arizona, Utah or
wotthehell, whilst Sue, staring in wonderment at the huge strawberry perched
on her bacon-stuffed chicken breast, muttered, “But strawberries are dessert,”
and went goggle-eyed as Ted nonchalantly scattered table salt, SALT for
chrissake! all over his luscious honeydew melon.
And, naturally, everyone else in the restaurant covertly watched as Sue
and I attacked our dinners with a knife and fork SIMULTANEOUSLY!!!!!
On the first day I took part in the Fan Fund Discussion, and it turned out
to be fun. Geri borrowed the $6,000 Compaq portable word processor from
her firm and, with Teresa typing away like mad, I was able to join in the
discussion again just as we did at Brighton.
The main subject was that, since the Worldcon has become so stultifying
and boring to trufandom, whether we should change the TAFF venues and
alternate Mexicon and Corflu instead. Personally I think that eventually there
will be a change, but I don’t think it will happen for quite a while. First, any
change like this would renew the screams and cries about elitism – and
rightly so – and secondly, there is no guarantee of permanency for Mexicon
yet. (And I went to Mexicon this year at Nottingham, and didn’t enjoy it very
much at all, least of all the internecine warfare.) If we could only re-create a
Corflu type convention, with the same ambience and atmosphere there was in
Minneapolis, I’d be all for the idea, but we are a long way from that yet. We
seem to be splitting into factions again, whilst over there they are all in
fandom just for the fun of it.
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(Mind you, this may not be typical. There is a city-wide concept,
practised throughout the town, called “Minneapolis Nice”. People are
courteous and friendly. On the Skyway [miles and miles of enclosed carpeted
walkways that link all the town centre shops and banks etc.], people smile
right back at you. They listen patiently when you ask for directions, and they
hope you have a nice day, and maybe enquire if your wife is Australian. It’s a
very pleasant thing. In our time there nobody was ever rude, brusque or
unhelpful. And altho it is almost certainly different in places like Chicago and
New York, Seattle people were just as nice too.)
But... er... if Corflu ever did replace the Worldcon as the chosen site in
the US, do you think I would still be bound by my solemn unbreakable vow
never to stand for TAFF, hmmmm?
Sunday. If you think Sue was shaken by the strawberry on her chicken last
night, you should have seen her at the buffet-style banquet. I think it was
adding popcorn to the beer soup that really fazed her, but she carefully copied
the person ahead of her and got lettuce, beef, turkey, carrots, green beans,
cheese, grapes, strawberries and muffin onto her plate, and only hesitated a
fraction before dutifully adding the orange fruit Jello. She ate every scrap
though, and joined in the round of applause for the Hiking Viking who had
never had jello before.
Me? I’ve had LOTS of jello: I was brought up on jello – but this was the
first time I’ve had it on roast beef instead of horseradish sauce.
Jeanne Gomoll’s speech was easily the biggest thing of the afternoon. It
started off deceptively froth and fun and became stunningly thoughtful and
emotive. But you’ll be seeing this either in Q or the next Pulp. Avedon and I
thought it demands a much wider audience and somehow we’re going to
publish it soon. (We have the transcript. I offered to type it up but A. didn’t
care for the idea overmuch. Summing up my whole fannish career in one
phrase, she put her arm around my shoulder to soften the blow, and said,
“Chuch, your typing is shit.”)
Next, the new born-again Stu Shiffman – happy, laughing, relaxed,
genial, unassuming, friendly, funny... just like he was two pages ago – Arf,
you know old mate Stu, why am I telling you all this? – was chosen as
G.O.H. Andi Shechter has worked wonders with our boy. Already she has
gotten him out of ladies’ underwear forever and, one day, might even succeed
in urging him into producing that long-awaited, eons-promised original Q
cover for us.
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Stu, like Jon Singer (loved and held in such high esteem by everybody
that I wouldn’t be in the least surprised to see him canonised as the first
patron saint of fandom), seemed completely unaware of the affection fandom
has for him, and was at a loss for words. There were spontaneous eulogies
from Andy Hooper, Avedon, Andi, and lots more whose names didn’t even
begin with “A”, and then the final salutatory four-tier human pyramid with
Luke McGuff soaring right up above the chandelier – all of them chanting
“Stu Shiffman... Stu Shiffman...” whilst the bottom tier produced agonised
smiles for benefit of the photographers.
Sue, who had been a bit wary about bookish lectures, and scientific
discussions about what the rocket pushes against up there, was enjoying all
this immensely. It was far more of a party than a convention. Her asthma had
miraculously vanished the moment she set foot in America and everybody,
everybody, had gone out of their way to make her feel at ease and welcome.
I’d been worried about if she would enjoy herself, and about her asthma.
We had half a million dollars worth of health insurance (it cost £70, but was
well worth every penny for the peace of mind it gave us), a suitcase full of
medicines, steroids and stuff, a large electric nebuliser to pump bronchus
dilators into her lungs (I had to buy a special plug and AC converter for this
so that it would run off US current) but, happily, in the event, none of it at all
was needed. I only wish we could find out why she was so well over there so
that we could try to reproduce the environment for her in Britain.
I’d asked for a little platform time after the Stu Shiffman Show so that I
could thank everyone who had made it possible for us to attend, and for the
easy-going patience shown in conversation with me.
I thought I’d made a balls of it and resolved never to speak again
without a previously prepared note, but Sue thought it was okay. And, at the
end, realising that clapping a deaf man is pretty pointless, they gave me a
“dinosaur salute” – one scrabbles up and down in the air with one’s front
paws whilst waggling one’s head and going woo-woo-woo.
Silly? No, never, not for me – I found it not only fun but so typically
thoughtful and considerate, that I hit one of those emotional “highs”, and
gulped, and had to get off the platform quickly and sit down with Sue before
it was hanky time all round.
Next, I think, Joe Siclari ran the auction. This was in aid of various
worthy fannish causes. Especially me. Sue wondered if I found it
embarrassing, but the only thing that really bothered me was that I could
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hardly bid for anything when the proceeds from the sale were being given to
me. I kept repeating to myself, “I don’t collect now, I don’t collect now,” and
one of these days I shall probably believe it too.
The Atomillos and the Hyphens sold for high prices. Moshe paid $150
for the five issues of Novae Terrae that Vincent sent over and then,
concerned, asked if Vincent had taken them from his collection. I think he
was impressed but sort of relieved when I told him they were duplicates.
Anything from Burbee or Laney hit enormous prices... $140 for Ah,
Sweet Idiocy!... but artwork was eagerly sought too. All the prices seem so
impressive compared with our auctions. They are a good investment, and I’m
not about to auction my own few copies, but it seemed a lot of money when
Richard Brandt paid $230 for a set of Fanac after a bidding war with Anna
Vargo.
I find auctions are fascinating but completely unpredictable – $35 from
Luke McGuff for an O’Bleak House Christmas card, but only $30 for Ego
Clarke’s Quandry #24.
Mind you, auctioneering is an Art, and Siclari thinks fast on his feet, and
knows just what he’s doing. He builds up competitiveness between bidders
and gets the last penny out of them before moving on to the next item. It’s –
what’s that terrible word, Meyer? – it’s a Performance... and a pleasure and
an education to watch.
Sue, knowing I’m not about to remortgage the house and bid on the
Burbee items, disappears for a while, and then returns jubilant. After
intensive lessons from Patrick, she has mastered Ma Bell’s international
phone system and gotten through to the twins. They sent me their love and all
the fancy new plumbing problems they could think up about showers,
overflows, and central heating boilers, but nothing, thank ghod, that
necessitates us flying home tomorrow.
The convention was finally winding down now. Joe finished the auction
and had to rush off to catch his plane back home to Florida. Taral and others
had to prepare for a two day drive back to Canada, Nigel Rowe had to catch a
Greyhound bus to Seattle (where we caught up with him again later just
before he had to leave for LA) and, damnit, Patrick and Teresa had to fly
back to New York and show up for work the following morning.
Moshe and Lise were organising survivors to trek out for food. About a
dozen of us went to Edwardo’s, the pizza place in Mpls. Another salad
mountain arrived, and I began to understand Walt’s lettuce phobia. Now,
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personally I quite like lettuce in moderation (that’s Moderation, North Dakota
of course). Two, perhaps three, of the crispy yellowy leaves from around the
heart, together with a tomato, some cress, perhaps a spring onion or two, and
a little cucumber, make a reasonable starter occasionally. I’m not crazy about
it, but it’s healthy roughage, chonk full of vitamins, purifying for the blood,
and cooling for the passions. I can take it or leave it, but these people go stark
raving mad about it.
There, plonked on the table in front of us, must have been the entire
yearly output of a good-sized market garden, and all these fine sensible
people chomping away at it for forty minutes until the pizzas were ready.
Forty bloody minutes, Arfer. It’s no wonder the lettuce is becoming an
endangered species on the N. American continent. I tell you, if I were a Yank
Iceberg lettuce I’d wet-back the hell out of it – preferably to Ulster where I
could live the life of er, Reilly, and pass as an inedible weed until the slugs
got me or the winter frost finally killed me off.
And you don’t get the tomato, the cucumber or the little twiddly bits
either. You don’t even get one of the ubiquitous bloody strawberries. All you
get is the lettuce and a sort of wilted rosebud thing called a jalopenile pepper.
Now, I was careful, Arf. I was cautious. I waited until Lise was chewing
away happily on hers before I decided to eat mine, but I should have known
better. I should have stomped it into the floorboards and then called the fire
brigade. It was full of molten lava. I grabbed for the ice-water but even that
turned to steam before hitting my tonsils. I sat there gasping and choking
whilst Lise, enjoying my come-uppance, smiled benignly and asked, “Are
you trying to out-macho me, Chuchy, hmm?”
The pizzas were good though. And so was Don Fitch who picked up the
tab for us.
Afterwards, back at the Normandy, Sue was tired out and went to bed at
about 2 a.m. but I stayed up because I wanted to see Art Widner’s slide show.
Art has had a lot of his old fan photos transferred to slides. Geri had a
commercial projector and it was fascinating to see people and events that
were almost fannish legends right there on the screen in front of you. If
Vincent ever sees a good projector at the boot sales we could do well to copy
this idea.
Finally, bed and no time for breakfast in the morning before checking
out and saying goodbye to people. We had lots of invitations – El Paso, San
Francisco, down east to the new Shiffman love nest, and three or four from
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Seattle and other places, but we felt guilty enough already for all the taking
we’d been doing without any giving. It was a bit awkward. We wanted to see
people, but we didn’t want to impose on them too much. We thought it
sensible to book into a hotel in Seattle and then visit folk rather than stay with
them. It worked out very well too, but that’s jumping ahead. We had a lot
more of Minneapolis to see before going to Seattle.
After reluctantly returning the Compaq to Geri’s office – and mighod!
the office equipment is enough to turn you green. Dig that desk-top editor,
and that lovely state-of-the-art photocopier that printed and collated 27 pages
quick-quick-quick as a flash... we could resurrect Hyphen, pub our ish every
coffee break, and maybe even get the amiable lad in the mailing department
to run them through the postal franking machine too. This office had
everything a boy fan could ever want – did I mention the blonde lady
supervisor? – so I turned the charm on into overdrive, and sort of asked her
boss for a job, any job. Sadly, they are chonk full of goatherds at the moment,
but she’ll let me know if a vacancy happens to come up.
And then I found Geri’s 8-ball. They say this is a toy. They say it’s just
a sort of novelty for kids to play with. It looks like a bowling ball. You hold
it, ask a question, reverse the ball, and a luminous answer to your question
floats slowly into a display panel in the base. It ain’t the Delphic Oracle; it
ain’t a religious symbol like a tarot pack, an ouija board, or the Prophet
Isaiah. It’s just a fun thing... except that the answers have an uncanny knack
of being apt and right on target. And – you just ask Geri – it knew I was
coming to Minneapolis long before I knew myself.
So this time I asked it, “Would I ever return to Minneapolis again?” I
turned the ball and up floated the answer, “It is certain.” Nyaah... Rubbish...
poppyrooster as us Yanks say – as much as I’d like to, there’s just no chance
of that ever happening. I told Geri so and suggested she bought a new battery
for her oracle.
“But you are coming back,” she said. “You know you booked a roundtrip on the train – Minneapolis, Seattle, Minneapolis – so of course you’re
coming back next week.”
“But that’s not what I meant.”
“It’s what you ask that counts, son,” she said... and put the 8-ball back in
the drawer before I had another go.
After this eerie brush with The Great Unknown, we went home to join
the expedition to Byerlys food emporium. This is no mere supermarket. It is a
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Museum of Food, a Temple of Gastronomy. If it’s edible and obtainable,
Byerlys will stock it. I imagine that only human flesh, in brine or vegetable
oil, has to be ordered in advance. There is an entire department selling
nothing but Key Lime or Pecan pies; there is an ice cream hall with every
flavour and variety you can imagine and 300 more besides; there are two
swimming baths full of sad-eyed trout and lobsters awaiting some thickskinned callous bastard coming in to invite them out for lunch. There are
strawberry mountains reaching almost to the ceiling all ready for Chuchy and
his little plastic basket – and none of those cling-filmed confidence-trick
punnets with tempting fruit on top, and little mildewed horrors lurking on the
second layer.
It was almost dreamlike. You chose only the perfect, most succulent
fruits and (I swear this is true) stare aghast at the affluent-looking lady on the
other side of the mountain who was surreptitiously popping them into her
mouth instead of her basket, and pushing the incriminating green hulls back
into the mountain.
I would have loved to have said, “Madame, I am Byerlys’ Store
Detective. Would you please accompany me to the Manager’s Office,” but I
just didn’t have enough bottle. Supposing she turned round right sharpish and
said, “And I am the Quality Control Manager, and why don’t you just fuck
off out of it, limey.”
You never know, Arf.
The strawberries and stuff were for Geri’s Fried Chicken Party that
night. I had visions of the usual steamy greasy bits straight from the Colonel,
but when Fred Haskell and Susan Levy arrived, they were piled high with
box after box of Popeye’s fried chicken. This is a new chain – I think the
Colonel has been cashiered for conduct unbecoming – and I only hope it gets
to Daventry one day. It was crispy, juicy and has none of that odd Secret
Ingredient which always tastes as if the Colonel had slopped his mint julep
just at the wrong moment.
One thing I noticed at the party was the number of men who kept their
hats on. About a quarter of the bods arrived wearing these flat hats or
baseball caps, and they keep them on all night, come what may. Mind you,
they were quite nice respectable hats – I wear a similar one for golf – but
Geri’s front room was beginning to look like a synagogue. I even tried my
best sympathetic bedside manner, and asked one chap if it were tendrils or
alopecia, but he said he just hadn’t had time to wash his hair before coming,
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so I still didn’t know, even asked Rob (who is a good source of information
about odd American customs), and he thought for a moment and wondered if
it was a form of protection against harmful rays seeping thru the ozone layer.
(And I thought for a moment and said, “Piss off mate.”)
This was the last party for Rob and Avedon and Jeff Schalles. We took
them to the airport on the Tuesday and, after what Rob calls “effusive
farewells”, saw them off home. Sue reckons that passers-by must have
thought Avedon and I were star-crossed lovers locked in passion’s grip (those
Jilly Cooper novels have done terrible terrible things to her language), but I
am the girl’s fan-father and am entitled to a farewell cuddle. After all, it’s
only a sort of parental benediction, and at least I did remember to clasp Rob’s
hand just as firmly as I was clasping his wife.
After the plane left Geri drove us downtown – at least I think it was
downtown Mpls, but it might have been uptown St. Paul... the Twin Cities
may not be identical, but they are still pretty confusing... to gather at the
river... The River... The Mississippi.
This, like the Pyramids, and Niagara, are legendary things embedded in
my mind ever since I first learnt to read and wonder... levees... paddlesteamers... N’Orleans... slavery... liquid history. I can still remember Paul
Robeson booming his blue thunder into my tiny honky gut.
“He don’t plant taters, he don’t pick cotton,
An’ those that plant ’em are soon forgotten....”
I wonder sometimes if people can still sing like that.
Anyway, this was a Very Big Thing for me, but not quite what I’d
imagined. I don’t mean I was expecting nubile young ladies being cruelly
whipped by brutal overseers with their liberty bodices ripped asunder (that’s
the young ladies’ bodices, son – whoever heard of a transvestite overseer?) or
even Miz Scarlett, or Rhett, or an odd cotton bale awaiting toting, but I didn’t
expect such a BIG river.
This far up, fairly near its source, I was expecting something a lot
smaller, not a fully fledged river just as wide as the Thames at London
Bridge.
It was still pretty satisfying though. I sort of collect rivers. I’ve seen the
Thames, the Rhine, the Seine, the Shannon, the Lagan, the Taff and now the
Mississippi. All I need now to complete my personal set is the Tiber, the
Nile, and the Amazon. (And the Styx of course, but there’s no bloody hurry
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about that one.)
Scenery always makes me feel hungry. Geri suggested a Chinese meal.
There was a special restaurant, on the other side of town of course, but
distance no object, transport awaits. We had (Arf, you must be getting tired
or peckish after all these menus, but you did say tell me everything). We had
those little steamed dumplings (dim sum???), spicy tangerine beef with
seafood paradiso (prawn and fishy bits marinated in ambrosia). And
chopsticks.
The food was great – Geri’s restaurant choices were always superb and
memorable – but I think one of her reasons for selecting this place was so that
she could show off her wizardry with chopsticks. She is a fucking mandarin.
With a nonchalant twiddle she can pick up individual rice grains, veggies,
chunks of beef, everything. Arf, she can damn near pick up gravy.
Me? Well, I got on better after the waiter explained that one usually
picks up the food with the pointy ends of the chopsticks rather than the blunt
ones, but I doubt if I’ll ever be a wizard. Give me a knife and fork any time;
and remember, the Chinese used to have rain forests too until they cut them
all down to make chopsticks.
Best of all though, right at the end, after the crispy bananas and
everything, you get the fortune cookies. I’d heard about them, but never had
one before. They are like pastry humbugs with a fortune inside. I can’t
possibly tell you what mine was because if I did it wouldn’t come true, but
goshwow! is fandom going to be astonished at me in 2013!!!
We did think though that these cookies would make a wonderful
addition to a Convention banquet. You can make up your own fortunes, and
the restaurant will bake them inside the cookies for about ten to a dollar.
Imagine! all those old “Confucius, he say...” jokes, all the ribald advice from
the “-” bacover Eavesdropping file! A feast of fun and laughter, son, and
maybe a punch on the nose for the organiser from all the po-faced sods with
no sense of wonder.
We were leaving for Seattle on Thursday night and I was a bit worried about
carrying large amounts of currency around with me. Sue had her own money
that she’d saved up and brought with her, whilst I had my own traveller’s
cheques, and fund money. I talked to Geri about it, and we thought it might
be a Good Thing to open a joint checking account, and use a cash card to
withdraw from it as needed.
I took along my passport, Access, Visa card and an old bank statement
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in case I needed to convince Geri’s bankers of my credit worthiness, but none
of it was needed. They waved it all away – any friend of Geri’s – and were so
happy at winning our custom they tried to give us a free portable icebox or a
vacuum flask. And, seeing my hesitation as I wondered just what the hell I’d
do with either, said, “Hey, let’s see if we have any bags left over from our
last promotion,” and out of the cupboard came a handsome spacious tote bag
with zips and locks and pockets and everything. That pleased Sue almost as
much as the immediately produced cash card pleased me.
Now, just you try getting an immediate cash card out of Bert Barclay, or
any other English bank, let alone a free tote bag. And, come to think of it,
holding the account jointly meant that if I overdrew a zillion bucks (actually,
I think $20,000 was top whack for the credit limit) and skipped off to Puerto
Rico to find reconciliation and lifelong happiness with old Wossname, Geri
would be left holding the bag and liable for the debt. And, believe me Arf,
she ain’t daft. She must have been perfectly aware all along of just what she
might be letting herself in for, and yet she still went ahead and signed the
joint account form for me. I hope I’d be nice enough to do the same for my
friends.
Well, you could ask, Arf; no harm in asking...
Sue, brought up on Tonto and all those cowboy films at the Saturday
morning cinema, is fascinated by Indians. She thought Mpls fan Victor
Raymond, who is half Indian (Scots mother and, I think, a Cherokee father),
one of the most interesting people she’d met although, apart from his T-shirt,
he doesn’t look the least bit Indian. After we’d been talking for a while, I told
him how much she’d been looking forward to meeting a Real Indian, and had
been standing in front of the mirror, hand raised, practising saying “How”.
Afterwards she told me she didn’t think this was very hilarious, and, further, I
was a closet racist, and a bigot. Also lecherous, dumb, corny, and the hair
was still falling out of my little bald spot at the back which was now at least
six inches across and looked really horrible no matter how carefully I combed
my hair over it, so there.
So, after checking for this COMPLETELY NONEXISTENT bald spot, I
found Victor, who brushed aside hesitant apologies, and wasn’t in the least
bit offended, and talked about US policy towards Indians. Evidently the
Government will pay for college and university tuition to try to give Indians
an equal chance, but I don’t know if it works or not. Later, when we passed
through the Blackfeet reservation on the way to Seattle, I thought it the most
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desolate and poverty-stricken place I’d seen in America. The only industry I
could see was the factory of The Indian Writing Company – and its only
product was ballpoint pens, and not, as you imagined, little kits containing
firewood, matches, an old blanket, and a smoke signal manual.
And yet... Victor’s father, as somebody else told me, just happens to be
a full Professor at the University, and you don’t get that sort of qualification
by sending in boxtops. And what I started out to tell you, before I
remembered about Victor, was that you should certainly see the Plains
Indians exhibit next time you happen to be in the Mpls Science Museum.
(Well, you never know, Arf).
(One day, when that happens, and Sue Harris or Geri Sullivan tells you
that timber was so scarce on the prairie that you could trade five tepee poles
for a horse, don’t be tempted to tell them about Saudi Arabian opportunities
where you get two camels for a woman... three if she can use a mimeo. They
won’t even smile.)
And that’s enough culture for a bit, and away to my all-time favourite
noshery, The Convention Grill, for hamburgers. First, the name is just a name
and had damn all to do with the convention. It’s a genuine, old-fashioned
American hamburger joint. Geri says there aren’t many of them left
nowadays, but McDonalds, Burger King and suchlike just aren’t in the same
league. There’s no glossy red plastic upholstery, no formica and chrome
tables, no glaring neon, no ginghamy waitresses... It’s spotlessly clean but
sort of down-market and utilitarian. There’s lots of seating but we still had to
wait five minutes for a table, but that’s always a plus sign.
For the first time in the US we saw family groups – Mom, Dad and the
kids stuffing down the lettuce whilst waiting for their hamburgers to be
cooked. We loved the instant arrival of the ice water and the inevitable
salads, the overworked waitresses scribbling on their pads, the sense of
people enjoying their night out, a sort of atmosphere of folksy informal
happiness, as if we’d walked into an old Norman Rockwell cover on The
Saturday Evening Post. Even the kids were almost stereotypes, pushing their
lettuce around the plates and, when their hamburgers finally arrived,
drowning them in ketchup, and then sighing like ecstatic tiny gourmets as
they bit into them.
Ours were pretty good too, and the single portion of fries was so large
that even the three of us came nowhere near to finishing them.
And then, at last – shades of Walter Himself – the immortal hot nut
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fudge sundae with the separate jug of chocolate pour-over sauce. Mind you,
we weren’t ready yet for the Big One. We could only tackle the medium, or
pudding basin size – and only just managed to finish that too. The little boy
on the next table had the standard washing-up bowl size, finished every
scrap, and was surreptitiously wiping his finger around the empty chocolate
sauce jug until his mother caught him.
I could have sat there all night watching people, but Nyasa was waiting
for her dinner, and we had a train to catch to Seattle.
From the minute we arrived Geri had invariably been there to solve the
problems, tell us the difference between pumpernickel and rye, explain about
dimes and nickels, what ticket to ask for on the Transit bus, and how much to
leave the waitress and everything. Yet here we were, off on this huge silver
double-decker train with nary a friendly face between here and Seattle. I
know now how Linus felt when they took away his blanket.
We were too late for a sleeper for the outward journey, but the
Conductor, noticing my limp and the cane, found us seats in a sort of lower
deck “walking wounded section” with reclining seats, pillows, rugs and its
own toilet and washroom.
Just after midnight and a quick kiss and a hug from Geri, we could see
the gent calling. “All aboard the Empire Builder, all Aaaaaaboard.”
And away we went.
We both knew, of course, that we wouldn’t be able to sleep a wink, so
we felt a bit cheated six hours later when the sun woke us up in the morning.
Minnesota, North Dakota, Montana is the Big Sky country of the
movies. The mile upon endless mile of rolling empty prairie under an almost
cloudless sky shot through with the million different shades of the daily
sunrise. Spectacular. Nothing seemed to move except the nearby grasses
swaying to the train’s progress... and that traditional moving dot in the
background, gradually coming into focus as it gets nearer, and nearer. Was
it... Christ! yes it was... “Sue, Sue, look quick... over there at the back... look,
look!”
The Sleeper Awakes – along with eleven other dozy people – and
crowds to the window.
“See the tumbleweed?”
“Yeah, so??”
“That’s it. The tumbleweed. Just like the Sam Peckinpah ones in the
movies.”
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“They’re weeds,” grumbled an eminent half-awake American botanist in
the seat behind us, plumping up his little pillow again. “Weeds.”
I began to feel a teeny bit of a dumbchuck. How could I ever explain to
these sleepyheads that, once upon a time, when the world was young, and the
goodies wore white Stetsons and the baddies wore black ones, every halfway
decent cowboy film produced on the Paramount back lot began with a
poignant shot of these tumbleweeds bouncing across the lone prairie right
into camera view.
So okay, they were probably plastic and it was the wind machine that
was bouncing them, but none the less, here, before their very eyes was
history, tradition and The American Heritage, and it’s not my damn fault if
the heritaging has to start at 6 a.m. Central Time.
However, the soft word turneth away wrath and all that....
“Er... I’m sorry. We don’t have them in England,” I said weakly,
scrunched down on my pillow, screwed my eyes shut, and wished to God
Geri was around to sort this one out....
And, of course, this was only the vanguard. All the way, right up to the
foothills of the Rockies, there were blizzards of these damned tumbleweeds,
bounding alongside the train, and piling up into huge drifts against every
fence whilst, I imagine, my fellow-travellers polished up their back-home
anecdotes about this mad English milord waffling away with “A tumbleweed
actually, what ho, old boy, pip pip.” It did help to break the ice though.
Everyone talked to us, offered sweeties and newspapers, and a fine lady from
Kentucky gave us an invitation to visit if ever we were down that way. I was
tempted to ask if she was a good cook. Along with tumbleweeds, three more
of my childish wonderments were shoo-fly pie, apple pan dowdy and
short’ning bread (as recommended by Mama’s Li’l Babylove). However, Sue
got there first, explained that we were on such a tight schedule that we
wouldn’t be able to make it this time, but we appreciated the kind invitation.
Amtrak, apart from its incredible slowness, was often superior to British
Rail. It was a damn sight cleaner for a start. The lavatories were spotless and
stacked with ample paper and towels. People in wheel chairs had little
compartments to themselves with private toilets and washing facilities and
tiny hoists to get their chairs on and off the train. (The buses in Mpls and
Seattle had these little hoists too, as well as special wheelchair parks inside
the buses. And reduced fares for the disabled!)
There were recently released films being shown in the observation car.
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In the evenings there was Bingo and Trivial Pursuit, with Grand Prizes, as
well as dominoes, cards, a fancy bar and one hell of a good restaurant. I loved
the restaurant. It wasn’t expensive, the service was pretty good, the portions
were large, and the food was great. It was usually steak – something called
New York Strip. It looked and tasted like sirloin, but I know little of the
anatomy of New York cows, and will probably never know for certain. Every
day they featured a speciality of the district we were travelling through, but
that was what we call spareribs. There was chicken on every menu and I
invariably asked for it, but I think now it was just an Amtrak fillo... “We’re
just right out of them chickens... but the steak is pretty good, sah!”
Fortunately, he was always right about that too.
The staff were all black, and very pleasant friendly people. The waitress,
the seventh person to ask Sue if she was Australian, said, “Hey! that’s
Great!” and gave her a little cuddle when she said she was English.
Hopefully, I mentioned I was English too, but no cuddle materialised –
although, perhaps realising the way to a man’s heart, I did get an extra
breakfast egg after repeating the magic incantation that Walter taught me:
“Over easy, please.”
We didn’t watch films; we didn’t play bingo or Trivial Pursuit, or
dominoes or cards. We talked and talked and talked and sat for hours
enchanted in the observation car. We deliberately chose the train rather than
the Greyhound or the plane so that we could see some of the country. It’s
hard to grasp the sheer immensity of the continent until, starting out from the
very centre, and after travelling for a night and a day, you finally get to the
Rockies and realise you are still only halfway to Seattle. We became almost
mesmerised by the journey. The little towns all began to look the same as our
memory merged one into another to form a sort of Amtrak prototype.
You remember the small inconsequential things; the exasperation we felt
on seeing the thousands and thousands of junked cars abandoned along the
edge of the railway (although what else can you do with a dead jalopy when
you’re 200 miles from the nearest scrap-dealer’s yard?); the beautiful
abundance of tiny unknown flowers in the foothills of the Rockies. The
Muffler Shop adjacent to the station at Browning (or was it Glacier Park?)
where Sue hoped to sprint off for knitwear souvenirs, until I told her that over
here mufflers meant car exhausts, rather than scarves. Or Wenatchee where
they grow megatons of those beautiful red apples (remember the one the
Wicked Queen gave to Snow White?) which look such a work of art in a fruit
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bowl, but hardly worth the biting when compared to the succulence of our
dull-looking Cox’s Orange Pippin. I noticed this about other American fruits
too. The American strawberry, wine-dark, luscious and unblemished, perfect
as a horticultural handbook illustration, has only a mediocre taste compared
with the mouth-filling flavour of the English Royal Sovereign (that’s the
strawberry’s name, of course. I know very little indeed about the mouthfilling flavour of your aunty, H.M. the Q.). (Yet.) I suppose, though, with a
fruit with such a short shelf-life, it must be crucial to woo the customer with
immediate appearance rather than a promise of taste to come.)
Back to the train and into the mountains again.... The Cascades this time
– smaller and less forbidding than the towering Rockies – and finally Puget
Sound... The Pacific! The Pacific!... and Seattle with Jerry Kaufman and
Suzle, Kate Schaefer and Glenn (all a little concerned because there had been
a reported derailment on the line), waiting for us at the barrier.
Hugs, kisses, wonderment at the mysterious derailment which we never
saw, and away to Suzle’s for tea from a real teapot (the only one we saw
Stateside), before checking in at the University Plaza with its showers that
never run cold, the heaps of fluffy white towels that seem to be replenished
five times a day, and those outrageous home-wrecking twin beds. Such
decadence!
We were far too young for such sunset home nonsense. We sneered at
and spurned these on our first night, but later, remembering we had vowed to
try everything new in America, we cautiously experimented, and found them
deliciously comfortable and peaceful, with nobody kicking out irritably if you
fidget or disturb the bedclothes in the middle of the night when you get out
for a widdle.
I wouldn’t want to make a habit of them though.
We had a party invitation that night to Molly and Frank’s. And it’s a
dreadful thing to confess, but I still don’t know who they were. We shook
hands, Brit style, with everyone in sight on arrival, and I’m sure one must
have been Molly and one must have been Frank, but it was all very casual
indeed, with people constantly circulating. We settled in a group with Nigel
Rowe, who had arrived a day earlier on the Greyhound bus from Mpls, Anna
Vargo, Kate Schaefer, Jerry and Suzle and other people we recognised from
Corflu, and smoffed away until midnight. Amy Thomson, who is fun, and
who I hadn’t seen since she had lunch with us all at a pavement café in
Brighton, introduced me to her new boy-friend. “Just shacking up,” she said
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airily. “Nothing too serious.”
Nigel, of course, remembering all the lessons he’d learnt in London, had
already located the nearest liquor store. We went off to stock up, and came
back to find Sue talking to a little Eskimo girl called Tammy.
You can forget the sealskins, parkas and stuff. She was in the full biker
rig: black leathers, chains – the whole gear except for the Hell’s Angel
badges and the tattoos. Up, up, up, went my middle-aged hackles, but she
turned out to be a fascinating girl – pretty, pleasant and interesting to talk to,
and not the least bit tough or aggressive.
In the morning, Anna Vargo, who had given up her day off to show us
around Seattle, picked us up at the hotel, and we had a terrific day out with
her. First we went out to the Hiram Chittendon locks which connect the salt
water of Puget Sound with the fresh water of Lakes Union and Washington.
The pleasure boats waiting to clear the locks were truly magnificent. Big,
fabulous, movie-star dreamboats in varnished teak, shiny brass fittings,
gleaming white manila ropes, and every one of them equipped with a proud
middle-aged captain with half a ton of gold bullion on his baseball cap. This
was opulence and I admit I was envious. Some were damn near as big as USS
Yorktown. Some had window boxes on the deck full of such perfect blooms
that you could hardly credit them as natural, until you saw the stray fallen
petal. Some had scooters on the deck carefully sprayed to match the decor,
and one even had a West Highland terrier proudly strutting his stuff in an
elegant, made-to-measure Brooks Brothers lifejacket.
So okay, maybe nothing is as beautiful as a flower, a sunset, a swallow
soaring into the blue empyrean... but give me rampant materialism every
time; preferably with teak decks, stainless steel bollards and CHUCHY’S in
great big letters right there on the bows.
Sigh. I would give my hope of heaven and my Hyphen file for a boat
like that.
Now, salmon is one of the biggest natural resources of the Pacific
Northwest, and the local sea-lions are the ultimate salmon gourmets. There
are heavy nets behind the locks to keep them out of the breeding lakes, but
the sea-lions still creep in with the boats, hoping for a fish dinner. The lockkeepers shoot them with tranquilliser darts, haul them away and release them
far out to sea, but the sea-lions still swim right back to try again.
Anna spotted one trying to gatecrash, and we could see quite plainly the
orange disc clipped to his flipper to show his previous convictions. He was
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still there, trying to sneak in below the boats, when we left. I hope he got
some sort of fish dinner in the end.
On the bank opposite the locks there is a fish ladder. In the spawning
seasons salmon and trout swim up the Sound, climb the ladder, and spawn in
the freshwater streams and tributaries of Lake Washington. The bottom of the
ladder is bright turbulent water to attract the fish who then jump up through
the ascending pools of the ladder to reach Lake Washington. There are
viewing chambers incorporated in the ladder where, for the ten months of the
year that the fish are spawning, you can see half a million of them climbing
the ladder before your very eyes. From late April thru May, nothing spawns
and the ladder is closed for cleaning and maintenance.
Guess when we went?...
After a quick lunch – salmon and chips of course; cod is far more
expensive than salmon – on one of the café/piers jutting into the Sound, we
went to the Seattle Aquarium to see their salmon life-cycle exhibit. This is a
series of connecting galleries. First, the tanks of fertilised eggs, then tanks of
the hairlike filaments of the newly hatched fish, then the fingerlings – you
walk below these room-sized glass-bottomed tanks crammed chock-full of
tiny fish – literally thousands and thousands of little tiddlers – with each tank
containing fish a little larger than the previous one. Finally, up on the
aquarium roof, there are open tanks, strung with nylon to deter hungry gulls,
full of fish almost ready to leave the nursery and descend the ladder to Puget
Sound and the open sea. Eventually, in a couple of years’ time, about one fish
in every thousand released will find its way back, climb the ladder, and
spawn and die in the aquarium to complete the cycle.
There is a chemical drip into the ladder water which, apparently, acts as
a tracer so that the fish can find their way back to the aquarium – but don’t
ask me how it works, or how the 500,000 fish spawning in Lake Washington
manage without the help of Bayer or ICI tracers. It’s magnetism, homing
pigeons, rosicrucians, or something. Wait until I get a book out the library....
Even apart from the salmon cycle, the Aquarium is easily the most
fascinating place in Seattle. There were dome-shaped glass rooms surrounded
by water to foster the illusion that you were under the sea with the fish. There
was a coral reef, exhibits of fur seals, turtles, otters, sea birds, everything to
do with the sea. There was a touch tank, full of icy Sound water, where you
could plunge your arm in and lift out clams, star-fish, sea-slugs, cucumbers,
chitons, hermit crabs, scallops – everything you might find on the sea bed of
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the Sound outside.
You’d think we’d had enough about salmon for one day. Anna, bless
her, had various suggestions for dinner, but Ivar’s Salmon House won hands
down. It was quite a posh place – all cedarwood and waiters in white
bumfreezer jackets, but none of that snooty bullshit about “Sir, you must
have a tie” or “I am sorry Modom, but we do not grant admittance to ladies in
jeans” that you get in our flossy restaurants. (And do you know that under the
latest edict you won’t be allowed to buy a tin of baked beans in Harrods
bloody grocery department if your halter top is too low or too revealing, or
your skirt too skimpy? Even T-shirts are very “iffy” especially if they show
crude pro-abortion slogans or almost anything at all about willies.) (However,
I think this may only apply to ladies, so you should be okay in your new
bermudas and your Corflu T-shirt.)
Ivar, one of those rags-to-riches Americans you see on the telly every
night, started off with a little clam concession on the waterfront, and built it
up into a huge seafood chain. He bought a skyscraper, and put a salmon
shaped flag on the top of it, and made terrible Swedish-type jokes like “Keep
Clam”. I admired Ivar, and I loved his fancy lakeside restaurant with its view
right over Lake Union to the Space Needle in the distance.
Now, in this sort of joint, you don’t just have salmon and chips like we
had on the pier at lunch time. This is for the real salmon buffs, the
aficionados, the haute gourmandie. Me, Sue and Anna.
First, you decide on your fish. You choose between, say, Chinook,
Coho, Sockeye, or Steelhead. Purists tend to dismiss Steelhead as mere trout
(altho a 35lb pink-fleshed trout called Salmon Gairdneri in the reference
books is anything but a mere mere to me).
Next hurdle, you check the origins and the life history of the poor fish...
Alaskan, Californian, Washington – there’s a whole list of them in the menu
– and its run.
It’s a bit like choosing wine except there’s no Appellation Contrôlée to
worry about, and they’re all red; or, at the very least, rose.
I had Chinook, Oregon First Run... an outstanding fish with a mouth
filling “nose” and a delicate hint of sweetness: probably taken from a slaty
bed of a southward facing stream. Definitely not a fish for laying down, but
should be enjoyed immediately. Do Not Chill. And never can it.
It was lovely. The very best fresh salmon I’ve ever eaten. (Which isn’t
saying very much. It’s too expensive in England, and the only time I’ve had it
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previously was in a little hotel/boarding house in Killarney, where the
landlady’s husband had a small boat and no compunction about taking a fish
or two from somebody else’s private waters. It had a permanent place on the
menu, and came with sauce bearnaise and the old fellow’s one joke: “Shure,
and however in the world can it be baked salmon and poached?”)
Anyway, to give them a chance to catch and prepare the Oregon First
Run, you can start with the eternal lettuce or red or white clam chowder. I
checked with the waitress – the clams are all the same colour, but the red has
added tomato ketchup – so I had red. There was some sort of cranberry
spectacular for afters, and a bottle of that lovely Californian Zinfandel plonk
that you can drink one and a third bottles of before falling over, and a pretty
waitress who never once said “Hey, are you Australian?”
Afterwards Anna, who had kept off the booze because she was driving
(and because she doesn’t care very much for falling over), gave us a guided
tour of Seattle, and talked to Sue, whilst I half-dozed on the back seat,
waking up only to go to bed when we arrived back at the University Plaza.
Now, Sue had been Saving Up for months so that she could buy presents
for just about everyone in Daventry as well as all the family. Pike’s Place
Market is a sort of Mecca for the dedicated present buyer. The bus driver
dismissed it disparagingly, “Anything you buy there would cost you a lot less
in Woolworths, honey,” but what would he know about Eskimo sculpture,
trendy T-shirts, or almost life-size Mickey Mice and Donald Ducks? Would
he appreciate polished agate bookends, keyrings shaped like dinosaurs, Levi
501s with matching denim jackets, rubber stamps of Dalmatian dogs, tiny
birchbark canoes, a multi-coloured fish-shaped windsock to fix to our
chimney so that Boeings can land safely in the back garden, crop tops,
knickers, plastic baby plate-’n’-mug sets embossed “Seattle – The Emerald
City” for very literate infants – and a huge red canvas bag for Sue to stuff
them all in?
And where else can you see every fruit and vegetable under the sun, all
miraculously brought into season at the very same time, ten million salmon
on an icy glacier awaiting free packing and shipment to any place on the
continent that you care to nominate, or huge ceiling-high piles of orange and
white spider crabs with legs every which way and a myriad eye stalks like
something from a Lovecraft nightmare, or shoals of steamed clams, and
horrid squelchy things called geoducks that looked like ducks but felt like
slugs, or a lady pushing five tiny kids in what looked like five baby buggies
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welded together, one behind the other, like a batch of supermarket trolleys
outside Sainsbury’s (and no, she’d rather we didn’t photograph them;
everyone wants to, and the kids were beginning to think they were either
freaks or celebrities), and everyone, everywhere, hollering “Yes! yes! we
certainly do take traveller’s cheques,” or “Hey kid! are you Australian?”, and
frequently both.
Arf, we loved Pike’s Place Market. It makes Petticoat Lane and the
Casbah look like a coffee morning at the Woman’s Institute. Sure, they take
every cent you have in your pockets, but they are so so casual, so cool, so
damn Civilised and pleasant about it, that you never realise you’re cleaned
out until you look for your bus fare home.
And what did I buy? Well, I couldn’t get a flash to fit the box Brownie I
inherited from my father, so we had borrowed Samantha’s fancy Minolta
camera. It worked okay with Sue, but something went wrong as soon as I
used it. The shutter seemed to pause before clicking and the man in the shop
was very dismal indeed about it, and thought I should buy a new one. Sue
thought so too, but at 300 bucks a throw I wasn’t so enthusiastic myself.
Fortunately, there was a Pawnbrokers, Instant Loans, Checks Cashed
across the road. Geri had warned me about such places which invariably rip
you off for half the value of your cheque, but they had a lot of cameras in the
window... and there’s no harm in looking.
Naturally, we didn’t go straight over to the unredeemed camera pledges
and show that we’re pigeons ripe for plucking. We looked, ever so casually,
at the rifles and the pistols and the light machine gun (this would make a
marvellous “conversation piece” for our front room), gazed at the wall
completely covered in secondhand gold chains and stuff – even the brass
knuckles are 9 carat gold over there – and the assorted sheriff’s stars and
police-shields. And lo! the proprietor came right over and asked if we had
any special camera in mind.
Eventually we bought an idiot-proof current model Nikon for $90... and,
later that day, we found out that the problems with the Minolta were due to
the fact that I’d been pressing the “shutter delay” button instead of the
ordinary shutter release. So, Sue is very happy with her bargain Nikon, Sam
has no problems with her Minolta, and I got a worthy pun out of it. Sue,
festooned with camera straps, couldn’t get untangled quickly enough to take
a seagull photo. “Relax,” I said – wait for it, Arfer... here it comes... “Relax,
do not get your Nikons in a twist.” Ho, bloody ho! I thought it almost worth
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the price of the camera. Sue didn’t.
On the train, one of the Amtrak ladies had warned us about the Space
Needle. “Four hundred feet high and THE ELEVATOR GOES UP THE
OUTSIDE!!!!! It’s really scary,” she said.
I’d seen these things in The Towering Inferno. And I didn’t care for the
idea at all. Still, brave as ever (but taking no foolish chances), I wedged into a
corner of the lift, well away from the doors, shut my eyes tightly, and tensed
up for a white-knuckle ride into orbit.
Sadly, it all turned out to be very small potatoes indeed. The doors shut;
you go up; the doors open, and you step out onto the viewing platform.
That’s it. No sweat, no terror, not even a palpitation. Perhaps they just don’t
have elevators in Kentucky.
I remembered that, 25 years ago, you had been up here on your TAFF
trip. I’d already checked at ground level, but they don’t have those helpful
little blue plaques of historical snippets that are featured in London. There
was no “From this spot, Arthur Thomson ascended. 10 September 1964.”
Nor, on the viewing platform, were there any scribbles of your tiny critters
with the whiskery navels. The view was as unforgettable as ever though.
And, sharing it with us, were two Pennsylvania Dutch couples, looking
just as if they’d come from the film set for Paint Your Wagon... stern bearded
men (is Amish the word?) clothed all in black, and pretty girls with lace caps,
ankle-length dresses, and small shy smiles when you caught their eye whilst
the men weren’t watching. I would have loved to have photographed them,
but the men looked so harsh and intimidating that I just didn’t dare.
(And anyway, we have Paint Your Wagon on video tape now....)
Jerry and Suzle invited us over for a meal that night together with John
D. Berry, his wife, and our Anna, who, halfway thru the meal, inspired by all
this sublime fannishness, announced she was going to do a fanzine.
“Goshwow!” said Jerry. “Do you want the strawberry sorbet first?”
Later that evening, about halfway thru MY second helping of the
strawberry sorbet, Buz Busby and his wife Elinor dropped in. They looked
great too – especially Elinor, who looked as if she could have been no more
than six years old when Cry was at its peak. (I dunno if Buz is still into
home-brewing, but I noticed they brought their own little bag of beer bottles
rather than drink the table wine with the rest of us.) They asked after you and
Walter, of course, but I regret now that I never got the chance to tell Buz how
much I’d enjoyed his prostuff when I first returned to fandom.
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In the meantime, Sue was astounding everybody with the odd variety of
presents she had bought in the market that morning. She mentioned that one
of the eighteen T-shirts was appliquéd with paw marks, and the legend “My
little dog loves me”.
“Plutonically?” said John D. Berry, earning his place in pundom’s Hall
of Fame.
I think that all the talk, the ambience, the sheer delight of meeting all the
like-minded people in Minneapolis, and Seattle, were perhaps the best things
of all the trip. Sure, the food, and the sights, and the different customs were
all fascinating enough in themselves, but the very best thing of all was falling
into bed at night replete with new faces, new conversations and a host of
things to remember to tell you all about as soon as we got home again.
We’d made arrangements to go to a Japanese restaurant with Anna the
next night – I’ve never had sushi – but Kate Schaefer and Glenn Hackney
phoned to ask us all over to their place instead. Anna, indispensable Anna,
did us a little map so that we could find our way there from the hotel.
Kate, computer whizz lady, used to work at The Bank with Glenn before
she quit to work from home. She has a $7,000 Mackintosh with (I wrote this
down to impress Walter, Vincent, and all the other computer buffs) “a large
hard disk, lots of random access memory and a very fast chip – Apple’s
newest, and still pretty exciting.”
“Wow!” I said, nodding wisely, hoping she’d never discover that I was a
technopeon with fifteen keys on my Amstrad that are still complete mysteries
to me, and asked if I could see the garden.
Most of the plants were familiar, but many of the names are different.
For instance, they call our “London Pride” a completely new name, “Coral
Bells”... which seems so much more evocative when you look at the tiny
flowers. And, of course, many of the plants we have to protect from frost
during our winters will grow happily in the open in this climate. At home,
you need a heated greenhouse to raise those huge Canna lilies, with those
bone-white trumpets and the thick phallic stamens, that feature in the very
best, very expensive, funeral wreaths. Yet they grow like weeds in Seattle,
and are the very devil to get rid of once they have invaded your garden.
Kate and Glenn got married in the garden. Evidently, in the US you can
get married just about anywhere you please – even in church if you insist –
and you can choose exactly what you want to say or pledge. A lot of people
don’t bother. Kate and Glenn got Married Officially because The Bank, their
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employers, frowned at Living In Sin, but the legendary Pulp columnist Tom
Weber and ace brewer girl Jane Hawkins thought it a pointless exercise and
were blissfully happy without the Magic Words.
They certainly looked it too, although I fear the illicit conjugals will play
hell with Weber’s future deadlines. Also, I wish to Christ this was one
problem I still had.
I wondered if this was general or just a state of affairs, as you might say,
peculiar to Seattle. It’s a bit of a religious melting pot. They have
Philippinian, Korean, and two kinds of Buddhist temples; a Tibetan
monastery; all the different hordes of Baptists, Episcopalians, Wee Frees,
Scientologists, Poltergeists, Jehovah’s Witlesses – you name it, they worship
it – but they all seem to live happily enough together.
Another late night talking... doesn’t anyone ever go to bed in
America?... and then, still clutching Anna’s little map... back thru the warm
night to the hotel.
On the way we found a large “We Never Close” supermarket with a
brisk trade from midnight people still shopping for groceries and stuff.
We went in, of course. All-night shopping is still very much a novelty to
us. At 6.02 p.m. you can’t buy anything in Daventry except beer in the pub or
condoms from the slot machine, yet here we were, in the middle of the night,
buying juice, sweeties, and a sort of bell-shaped spiral wire gadget that you
use to beat up eggs with if you don’t have a fork handy.
What I really wanted was a thing I’d seen at Suzle’s. She had a sort of
steel frame affair that you shove up a capon’s fundament so that the carcass
stands up in the oven and allows all the fat to run off, leaving a nice crispy
non-greasy dinner.
They didn’t have them in the midnight grocery, and the checkout lady
looked at me very oddly indeed when I tried to describe the damn thing. I
gave up and got out before she called the cops to deal with this deaf pervert
with an Oz wife and a kink about chicken’s bottoms.
This was our last full day in Seattle, and Sue had already spent eight
dollars phoning home to hear her dog bark all the way across the Atlantic.
Outside the window the tree watering squad was busy tending all the
little saplings lining the avenue. There was a tanker lorry full of water and
nutrient. A girl pushed a lance deep into the little square of earth surrounding
each tree on the sidewalk, pumped down a couple of gallons of water and
plant food and then moved to the next one. I’d never seen such a thing before.
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It didn’t take very long, and shouldn’t cost very much, but it gave the streets
such a lovely green and pleasant look that it would be worth almost any
expense.
In the morning we went to the Art Museum to see the jade collection –
v. good – and then Suzle met us there after she’d been to work.
Now, the Lady Captain had been a bit vexed with me because “we never
go anywhere” (only halfway across the world to see the Pacific Ocean!). She
was pissed off because I wouldn’t go on the ferry boat ride to view the
Tillicum Indian Village. When I saw the blurb extolling “the rare display of
N.W. Coast native songs and dances twice daily, and don’t forget to visit the
resident carver”, I suspected tourist trappery, and poured cold water on her
hopes for a visit.
And, most of all, she wanted to go into the Cascade Mountains and see
Snoqualmie Falls, which were supposed to be very special indeed. Well, sure,
and so would I – but the tour cost an arm and a leg, and involved an
overnight stay at a flossy hotel, and I couldn’t see how we could afford it.
But Roscoe knows everything.
“Hey,” said Suzle, as soon as she arrived in her car, and without any
prompting at all, “let’s drive out of town. Maybe into the Cascades and see
Snoqualmie.”
I could have hugged her. So I did. And Sue did too.
The Washington Interstate freeways are so good that you can cover a lot
of distance in a fairly short time. The one outside the hotel restaurant had 14
lanes (14 lanes!!!) in our bit, and was so engrossing that I could never
remember what I was actually eating for breakfast each morning, but this one
was a mere six-lane dual carriageway, similar to the M1 except that it was
virtually empty apart from us, and the police cars checking to see we never
exceeded the 70mph speed limit.
This took us right into the Cascade foothills. We came off at Mount Si
(4,000 ft and named for JoSIah Wossname, noted barndance fiddler and
mountain namer) (No, really trulio. It said so in the guide book), crossed
Rattlesnake Ridge (do not alight from your car without welly boots), fork left
at the Hops Ranch (evidently they ranch hops here, not farm them like we
do), and then follow the Snoqualmie River up to the falls.
And Arf, I tell you, these were worth coming all the way to America for.
They were the most beautiful, most inspiring thing we saw there – a hundred
feet higher than Niagara, with the river falling through a spray cloud into a
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spectacular white water cauldron at the fall’s base. The roar of the water
drowns speech whilst the whole earth trembles and moves for you.
The Electricity Board (who has hydro-electric turbines hidden
somewhere in the cauldron), installed a viewing platform on the cliff facing
the lip, but that’s the only man-made artefact in sight; there are no beer signs,
no hot dogs, no ice creams. Just you watching Mother Nature flexing her
muscles.
(Mind you, it wasn’t always like this. In the 1890s they had a chappie on
a tightrope cavorting around, and an intrepid death-or-glory parachutist who
jumped off the top only to find his parachute wouldn’t open: Death 1: Glory
0, but there’s been little excitement since then.) We stood there, looking, not
speaking, for a long time, then went down to the roadside coffee shop and
poctsarcd bandit (and Christ! 60 cents apiece, plus tax... but this is no time to
haggle), and then climbed back up for a last look before it was time to go.
Back thru the small town that has grown up around the falls; the smaller
the shop, the more resplendent its name – Tanner Lumber, The Snoqualmie
Red Apple Market, The Mount Si Drycleaning and Shirt Laundry, The Last
Trading Post and Loan, Bendigo’s Abode, and The Old Honey Farm – and
then back down the Interstate to the Big City and the cases awaiting packing
again.
That day was a fine climax to our week in Seattle. Even now I can still
see the water curl smoothly over the lip and thunder down into the gorge, and
taste the spray on my face as it drifts upwards from the pool 300 feet below.
The next morning, before going to work, Suzle collected us from the hotel,
took us to the railway station, and waved us goodbye.
This time we had “a Sleeper”. It’s a sort of “First Class” equivalent
except that in a classless country they call it “Deluxe” instead. I’d been
hoping for one of those carriages full of bunks, like the one in Some Like It
Hot, even if I wasn’t going to get Marilyn in her diaphanous nightie crawling
into my bunk to party, but reality was even better. You get a private
compartment with just two single seats. At night the seats convert into a
single bed, and a shelf affair pulls down from the ceiling to form another
bunk. There are tiny wardrobes, shoe spaces, and hooks for your wristwatch
and stuff. There are bottles of complimentary wine, and snack boxes full of
crackers, sausage, nuts, and sweeties and other goodies, just to stop you
fainting from hunger before it’s time for the complimentary meals in the
dining car.
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Complimentary meals! Freebie food, Arf! The steak! the mushrooms!
the pot de jour and the garden veggies! the fruit pie! the cheese cake! the
threatening wife who will get up and walk out on you if you dare ask for a
third wedge! And the apologetic waiter who doesn’t have the White
Zinfandel on board, but recommends yet another bottle of Mr Gallo’s special,
straight from the Napa Valley, to share with Pete and Barbie from North
Carolina, who reckon we ought to make an immediate detour and go play
golf with them down home... “Plenty of room, plenty of gear, can borrow a
spare buggy, really love to have you all.”
These casual train invitations from complete strangers were one of the
most startling – and endearing – things about our visit. How do they know we
won’t abuse their hospitality, pillage their homes and steal everything in
sight? They try to list every inducement they can think of, they make it all
seem so feasible, and are so obviously genuinely disappointed when you have
to refuse them. Never, not in a million years, would I ask a casual
acquaintance on British Rail to come home for a cup of tea, let alone stay the
night. (Always assuming she wasn’t a beautiful and grateful 18-year-old
nymphomaniac lady, of course.)
Anyway, Joshua, the Sleeping Car Man, had converted the seats, made
up the beds, and turned on the soft music. Romantic; lots of sexy ambience
and atmosphere as we rattled along the track at our headlong average speed
of 37 mph. Hopefully I mentioned this tender imagery to the Lady Captain.
She said, “Humph.” She said, “I don’t mind being condemned to the top
bunk, and yes, I have heard of the 50,000 ft Club, but the Six and a Half Feet
Club sounds bloody ridiculous. Goodnight dearest. Sleep well,”
Jerry Kaufman said that the rail bed and track wouldn’t be safe enough
for a faster train. And anyway, I guess people in a hurry would fly for very
little more money, but it’s such a pleasant relaxed way of travelling that we
wouldn’t have missed it for worlds. And, of course, the high standards of
Amtrak were something to continually marvel at when compared with the
fast but grubby 120 mph British Rail.
For instance, this time something got stuck in the Sleeping Car’s
drainage system and put the washroom out of action. Instead of the expected
insincere apologies and the downright lies about “we’re trying to fix it”, the
Conductor arrived and took us all into a completely empty adjacent Sleeping
Car with pristine washrooms, fresh linen, new snack boxes and fresh bottles
of wine.
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It was impressive, efficient and, most of all, memorable for the idea that
the customer’s comfort was far more important than the railway’s
convenience.
We were back in Minneapolis at 6 a.m. Saturday morning.
Now, Geri is not a Morning Person. She is pretty and she is nearly redheaded. She is tender and sweet, but she does not leap from her bed with a
shout of joy to greet the new dawn. And especially she does not leap on
Saturdays. She is charming, polite and civil, and loved by all, but what she
really wants at six o’clock in the morning is solitude enough to savour the
warm embrace of the bedclothes, and the infinite softness of the pillow,
whilst she gradually screws up her courage to face the new day.
One of the first things she gave me before Corflu was my very own key
to Toad Hall. Sensibly, we had arranged that when we got back from Seattle,
we would take a cab to Blaisdell Ave, creep in very quietly, go to bed to
catch up on our interrupted night’s sleep and, totally refreshed, we would all
wake simultaneously about noon ready for the singing, the dancing, and all
the breathless stories of our week’s adventuring.
So, naturally, at 6 a.m. this “I hate mornings” girl was there at the St.
Paul station barrier, dwarfed by her placard for “THE TOAD HALL TAXI
SERVICE – Express or Scenic Routes”.
The train was an hour and a half late, and I didn’t like to ask the dear
girl how long she’d been waiting.
Not that I had a chance. The three of us fell into each other’s arms for an
impromptu family reunion right there on the station – hugging, whooping,
kissing, and jumping up and down in the sheer delight of being home again.
We told each other our excitements, drove home, retold everything again in
case we’d missed something at the first telling, and then discovered it was
suddenly p.m., not a.m., and we were the late collators, and already overdue
for the Mipple Stipple APA collation at Elise Kreuger’s.
Everything was finished and stapled long before we got there, but we
were still in time to be swept off to the putting green for a golf international.
For some obscure reason the putting layout featured huge fibreglass farmyard
animals. Another of my treasured memories is of Geri, crouched on all fours
beneath a remarkably licentious looking pig, oblivious to indecent remarks
and flashing cameras, as she tried to line up the ball for a winning putt.
Sadly, we had to abandon the game, leaving Victor Raymond strangely
entangled with a Hereford bull, to rush off to meet Fred Haskell and Susan
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Levy for pizza at My Pi. (I thought the Greek letter Pi made an impressive
logo for an up-market restaurant, and culture is all very well indeed, but a sod
to describe when you don’t get a pi sign with this Amstrad keyboard.)
The pizza was fine though – even better than Edwardo’s – and
afterwards we went back with Fred and Susan for smoffing and coffee.
I never did get around to asking, but I wondered if Reed Waller based
his cult Minneapolis strip “Omaha – the Cat Dancer” on Susan. There is a
definite likeness. Avedon noticed it too. Susan is a startlingly good-looking
woman, and captivating when she smiles – which she does frequently. And,
as you know, I captivate easily.
Fred isn’t half as pretty, but he has other claims to fame.
He was the only native son Minneapolite we met. The whole US nation
is continually on the move. They think nothing of shifting from coast to
coast, North to South, hither and yon, to follow job opportunities, and even
Fred had moved around the country like a manic pinball before coming back
to where he started from. He’s a very fine fellow, and knows how to take a
hint when you pull a book from his shelves, look at it wistfully, and wish out
loud that it was in print and obtainable in England.... Ghod bless you Fred
Haskell, a corner of a foreign shelf is forever yours.
Sunday was our last full day in America. It was Mother’s Day. They
have different Mother’s Days from us (and different mothers, of course) –
probably to allow the card manufacturers to transfer their stock from country
to country and make a double killing.
Dayton’s, the biggest and best department store in Mpls, sponsors a
Mother’s Day celebration at the Minnesota Arboretum – a sort of younger
Kew Gardens on the outskirts of the city.
Geri had bought tickets for us all. Obviously you can’t go to an
American Mother’s Day celebration without an American Mom... so she got
elected. Hiya Mom!
We arrived at the arboretum in good time – but so did the rest of the
Twin Cities’ population. The police thought the approach road was a traffic
hazard, closed it completely and, ticket or no ticket, turned everyone away.
No arguments: no appeals: Go Home: Git.
Shit. Geri was very pissed off. This was our Special Day and we’d all
been looking forward to it. We drove around nearby Lake Minnetonka (they
make those sturdy yellow Tonka toys here) (I’ve got three in the loft awaiting
grandchildren), but there’s no sign of industry and the lake is stupendously
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beautiful. We stopped at a Dairy Queen for Blizzards and, to cheer me up,
she gave me the cherry topping from her one. (This is one of those word traps
like roosters and erasers. One does not say “I copped her cherry on the Dairy
Queen forecourt.” Not if you want to carry on breathing you don’t.)
Afterwards we thought we’d try for the arboretum again and this time
we got through and parked.
It wasn’t the razzamatazz thing I’d been half expecting. It was sedate
and, well, nice. A sort of Mora Appreciation Society. There was a big free
Prize Draw (which, typically, Geri wouldn’t enter because she felt the prizes
should go to real mums), and posh little carrier bags with free T-shirts, free
Georgio perfume (the real $20 a throw stuff too, and not the crafty Eau de
Toilette cop out either), little pot plants, packets of flower seeds, herbs and
brooches – all classy stuff chosen to gladden a Mom’s heart.
And a packed picnic lunch in a glassite box, to eat sitting around the
lake, watching the fountains, and hoping to god the spray doesn’t make your
croissant all soggy.
Arf, they have some very funny ideas about picnic food though. The
croissant was great. It was packed with about ten slices of turkey so that you
get a lot more meat than croissant, and the afters were okay too. But the
veggies!!... no lettuce, no tomato, not even a celery stick. You get two
uncooked knobs of broccoli, and one uncooked knob of cauliflower and
that’s it. All around the lake there were people – including the Lady Captain
and the Mom-of-the-Day – chomping away like maddened rabbits at these
so-called Crudities... very healthy, full of vits, totally inedible, and fraught
with danger to any decent bit of bridgework. And worse still, they pretend to
enjoy the stuff. They ignore reasoned explanations that if Ghod had intended
us to eat raw uncooked broccoli he would never have bothered to invent
sauce hollandaise. They sneer and jeer at old stick-in-the-mud likes and
dislikes... but somehow they never get around to accepting your proffered
second helpings.
Afterwards there was some sort of iced tea concoction to drink if you
had finally and irrevocably taken leave of your senses. Iced tea! Christ help
us.
And yet, altho it doesn’t sound like it at all, it was a most marvellous
day. The sun was out, the flowers were in bloom, and the formal gardens
looked like pictures from Ideal Home. The special garden for blind people,
with its raised waist-high beds of richly scented herbs and flowers, smelt like
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paradise. There were glades and waterfalls, Japanese gardens, woodland
walks, and a sort of overall sense of peacefulness and contentment.
We even found a gifte shoppe where Sue, charming the lady out of her
mind with her Australian accent, cashed one of the last of her Traveller’s
Cheques for eight elegant flower prints suitable for framing, and a limited
edition print of five Red Indians waving their weapons whilst galloping their
mustangs over the prairie.
We sat, content and happy, in the Hosta Glade and talked the afternoon
away until it was time to go.
And then we had a stand-up knockdown no holds barred fight about
where we should go to eat.
I thought that, as it was our last night, it should be somewhere
memorable and enchanting and very very special indeed. Preferably,
hamburgers at The Convention Grill again.
Geri, whilst emphatically endorsing the enchanting and memorable and
special bit, had already arranged for all these things plus a ham joint for
roasting at Cuisine Toad Hall.
“With eat-all peapods,” she said. “You like them... and colcannon
prepared to a specially imported Madeleine Willis recipe”
“Well...”
“And you still haven’t drunk that magnum of champagne you ‘rescued’
from the refreshment box after the stretch limo sight-seeing tour.”
“Er...”
“And on our way home we can see the outdoor Art Exhibition in
Memorial Park – Epstein, Isomore Noguchi, real far out memorable stuff... a
3-storey high fish sculpture made out of iridescent glass scales that sounds
nothing but looks fantastic....” She could see I was wavering, and moved in
for the kill. “And we could stop at Sebastian Joe’s for, And I Promise You, a
quart of the very best ice cream in Minneapolis and possibly the whole wide
world, and, courtesy of the management, a free taste of any of the other
varieties he has on show....”
Such silver tongued oratory won Geri a short slave over the hot stove
after we’d picked up the ice cream, and tried the free sample spoonfuls of
some of the other flavours. The raspberry and choc chip was just about the
best ice cream I’ve ever tasted – until I tried the “danza di limon” (dance of
the lemons????), which was sheer frozen ambrosia... but perhaps just edged
out of the all-time world series championship by the exquisite “Sebastian’s
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Favourite”.
I liked Sebastian’s. I guess we sampled just about everything in stock
before coming away with a quart of Special. Perhaps it was a good thing we
didn’t go back to the Convention Grill after all. You don’t want to repeat
anything on your first visit, do you?
And the ham was superb. The peapods and the colcannon were a
culinary symphony. The wine was great and Zinfandel, and the champagne a
credit to California. We drank toasts to “Absent Friends”... especially, and
with great feeling, to Rob and Avedon, and Jim and Kathryn Young, who
would have helped drink it if we’d opened it in the limo. The Sebastian
Special was very special indeed, but best of all, as always, was the talk,
lubricated by the good food and drink, and the ongoing affection between the
three of us.
I guess it must seem bizarre that, altho we had only met less than three
weeks previously, we were all bound so inextricably into each other’s lives;
that, after having such a happy time together we would already be making
plans – and successful plans at that – for our next meeting, with absolutely no
doubt or hesitation that it might all turn out to be a Daugherty Project after
all.
And, after a lot of consideration, I decided that, even with Walter
Alexander Willis Himself dissenting, the American idea of one-handed eating
is to be encouraged, not derided. It needs only one hand and one implement
to convey food from the plate to the mouth, leaving the other hand free to
scribble conversational gambits on my scrap pad whilst avoiding social
ostracism for talking with one’s mouth full.
We talk about everything under the sun – apas, New York, homer
hankies, pollution, garbage – everything that came to mind. (Did you know
that, instead of twittering about it or arranging for sanitised litter to be
scattered in Hyde Park to provide a media “photo opportunity” showing Mrs
Thatcher nobly picking it all up, Mpls actually tried to do something
constructive about the problem?
For a start, Geri – and most everyone else – segregates cardboard, paper,
soft drink tins, plastics, and unrecyclable garbage into different bins. The
salvaged items are sold and she gets a rates rebate... a small refund on her
municipal taxation... and the inner glow that comes from doing something to
benefit the environment. And, best idea of all, no industry is allowed to take
water from the lakes and streams and rivers, unless their Intake pipe is
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downstream from their Outlet pipe, so that pollution is brought back into
their system rather than dumped into the water, and carried away to be
somebody else’s problem. This seemed such a fascinatingly simple idea that
you’d think it would be applied universally – but it ain’t or, anyway, not in
Northamptonshire it ain’t... altho I’m working on it.)
And did you think I’d forgotten the parenthesis, hmm?
As usual, we talked most of the night away, but sadly, and much against
her will, the dear girl had to go to work the next morning, and we hadn’t even
finished shopping, let alone packing.
This was our last trip into town, and for the first time we got everything
right. Proudly, we caught the right bus, in the right direction, tendered the
right fare, got off at the right place, and smiled and said thank you to the
driver when he wished us a nice day. It was a pretty heady experience.
The shopping was easy. We shunned everything over ten dollars, or
anything that wouldn’t fit into Sue’s handbag. That’s apart from the cheap
drink I wanted to take home... you have to get your priorities right, and they
virtually give the stuff away over there. Liquor stores seemed pretty thin on
the ground, but I stopped and asked the most raffish and sporty-looking lady I
could see in the street, and she directed me to a shop called Haskell’s... sadly,
no relation to the famous Haskell.
It was more of a booze museum than a shop... elegant chateau bottled
French wines (with elegant prices to match!!!), 23 different malt whiskies and
a whole shelf of Japanese imitations, and the white Zinfandel on special offer.
Truly, all I’d intended to buy was two bottles of Southern Comfort to take
home as presents, but I can never resist a bargain, so I bought four huge
bottles of Zinfandel too. I almost began to regret this later on. I couldn’t put it
in the plane’s cargo hold because the baggage handlers would be sure to drop
it, so I flew home with my knees under my chin and my feet resting on an
airline bag full of bottles. (And yes, yes, yes, it was worth it.)
There was one last minute panic. She didn’t ask, but I’d wanted to take
back some duty free king size Camel hard pack cigarettes for Avedon, but we
couldn’t find a tobacconist’s shop anywhere. Fortunately I remembered my
basic training: “When in doubt, phone me.” So I did. Geri said no problem,
she’d bring them home with her.
There was just time for a quick sandwich – I never did get to have
pastrami on rye like they do in the 87th Precinct stories – but maybe next
time – and then back home again, alighting spot on, first time, at Nicolette
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and Seventh, opposite the shop that sold buffalo meat (“Bloody ecological
bandits,” said the Lady Captain. “I’d as soon eat panda steaks.”) with just
enough time to stuff everything into bags and suitcases before Geri arrived
home to take us to the airport.
The plane never materialised at the scheduled 6.05. More coffee and
stuff, and Sue found a kiosk selling Parker pens with a Stars and Stripes
motif. The departure board showed 6.45 and then 7.00, but there were still no
planes to anywhere at all. We began to have a sneaky hope that perhaps there
had been a lightning strike of aircrews, or a Boeing technological grounding,
so that we could stay on for another week, fortnight, month, forever – but
inevitably, at 7.30, the boarding light went on.
It was time for the last hugs, the last kisses, then through the ticket
check, turn again for a final final final wave, and then down the long tin
tunnel into the plane.
November 1989

Atom, 1989
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Flying Home
It was a pretty uneventful flight until I read the free Newsweek provided by
the airline and found out that Boeing had been refused an airworthiness
certificate for the new 747 just like the ones that had crashed in the Pacific, in
Scotland, and just off Ireland. After a quick meditation and mantra, “Om
mane padme hum” (Trans: “Peace lies at the heart of the lotus”, just in case
your Colloquial Tibetan isn’t up to my high standard, Mom), I remembered
that your 8-ball pronounced “Yes, definitely” that I’m immortal (or was it
immoral?) so decided to skip interesting Newsweek revelations and to try to
read The Ladies Home Journal instead... which was quite interesting (and
especially so if you happen to be male and suspect you are the only chap in
the world suffering from PMT). (I’ve written off for the pills and the free
advice from Nurse Janet, of course.)
So the food came round and I chose the seafood, which was a grave
mistake. There were little black bits on the bottom, and they definitely
weren’t caviar. I had the dreadful suspicion they might be frog spawn and
just one mouthful and I’d be disinherited. And so I left it. Sue had the turkey
but didn’t want to share with me, so I had to chomp away on the dreary
banana nut muffin. You get a much better meal on Amtrak and just as soon as
they build the bridge they’ll have my custom every time.
(And did you see what Rob said in The Fanhattonite? About “effusive
farewells” from Chuchy. Jesus Ghod! If Ol’ Dad Harris can’t give Avebaby a
paternal grope on parting with her, just who the hell is allowed to? Very
straitlaced and moralistic the Welsh, and not half as nice as Patrick No
Hyphen who, every time he turns round, finds me entangled with Teresa and
chattering away nineteen to the dozen whilst excluding everyone else in the
world. And what’s more, Rob had the bad taste to use that “Cretin High” joke
that I’d intended to slot into my con report without bothering to say where I
heard it. As soon as he finishes the Saga Of Anglofandom* I shall have to
seriously consider shunning him. (After I get my usual free copy of course.)
* THEN: Science Fiction Fandom in the UK 1930-1980 by Rob Hansen.
[Ed.]

(I was surprised at his food comments too. I had terrific food all the way
through. I put on 10 lb in two weeks and now have a stomach like a
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professional darts player.)
Customs was a doddle. I declared the secondhand Nikon and some of
the T-shirts. I paid £9 duty. As well as the two litres of Southern Comfort and
four bottles of Zinfandel I had that little bottle of gin, but as it had been
opened they let it through. They were unconcerned about the three-way
vibrator for Ziggy, and we forgot to tell them about the clothes for Samantha
and the jeans.
We finally got home late in the afternoon. The twins were delighted to
see us – “Welcome Home” sign, balloons and whatever – and pleased with
their prezzies. The lawn was mowed, the house was tidy, and Samantha had a
meal ready, but we were so tired – jet lag I guess – that we’ve just been like a
couple of zombies since we got off the plane.
Ziggy was delighted to see us though, and Samantha’s camera wasn’t
broken after all... they think I might have pressed the time delay switch
instead of the shutter release. That would account for the bad pictures we
took in Seattle.
Are we glad to be home? Yes, but we keep wishing we wasn’t!
The only thing I really regret about my US trip was that there were so
many people I never did meet. Long before we set out I resolved to overcome
my dreadful shyness, and approach and talk to people whose names I
recognised, and try to participate instead of standing on the sidelines and just
watching like I usually do. Corflu took two giant steps to help me; they
magicked up that $6,000 Compaq, and a veritable army of skilled
WordPerfect operators to tell me every single word that was uttered on the
platform, and they gave everyone those snazzy personalised pads so that
people would realise I was deaf and needed to have things written down for
me. They worked marvellously too. I have never felt so much part of an “In
Group” since I turned in my Navy uniform and I only wish it could have gone
on forever.
31 May 1989
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Corflu Afterthoughts
Dear Peter,
Gracious! You didn’t have to send me International Reply Coupons. I
owe Minneapolis so much that I’d write my heart out at the sight of a
Minnesota postmark. (But for heaven’s sake don’t tell everyone – the way
they’re doing transplants nowadays you could easily be the next in line for
it.)
Really, I’m hardly qualified to compare US and UK cons. I was so
enchanted with Corflu that I spent the whole weekend in a sort of rosecoloured daze, and returned home an instant convert to the “Party, party,
party, ’til your head drops off” ethos. If we had anything remotely
comparable I’d campaign for TAFF to switch from stuffy Worldcons to your
Corflu and a Brit equivalent. Sadly, we don’t have anything comparable yet –
but I think that eventually, within the next ten years or so, we certainly will
have.
I think you are incredibly lucky to have that easygoing, no rules, no
sweat, love-one-another system that gave birth to Corflu, and that one day we
may even put up a statue to whoever thought of it first. It would be madness
to tamper with it, no matter who thinks they might improve on the system.
For instance, condom provision. It seems harmless and so avant garde
the idea is virtually out of sight, but just think about it for a minute. Even the
most pernicious case of premature ejaculation should still have enough time
to run to the gentlemen’s rest room, stuff quarters in the machine, and get
back to base before it is Too Late. I could understand the suggestion if, say,
Corflu was transposed to Germany where one vending machine serves
everything from condoms to popcorn to cigarettes, chocolate bars, headache
remedies, soft drinks and Time magazine. In those circumstances,
conceivably, but only just, the committee might feel they had a duty towards
some poor sex-crazed oaf trying to achieve the ultimate ecstasy wearing a
Hershey bar or, worse still, a tinfoil Alka Seltzer bubblepack.
But, really, why should they care? The Universal Rule applies. If you
don’t take your sports equipment, buster, you just don’t get to play the game.
And, once you start, where would it all end?
Listen, at the very first Corflu, the munchies were one small packet of
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ready salted potato chips. Just the one packet in a little dish. Now they’ve
escalated to popcorn, three sorts of salted nuts, bagels, crackers, tiny bits of
cheese and pineapple on little sticks, 28 different flavours of potato chips and
corn sticks, and I’d be truly astonished if people aren’t already complaining
and writing to Moshe demanding Chateaubriand steaks and sukiyaki
munchies for next year s Corflu.
You see what I mean? All that happening within a few short years.
People are never satisfied. (Especially those wearing Alka Seltzer packets.)
Believe me, if you put out one packet of mundane Trojans just to keep the
avant garde quiet, in a couple of years they’ll be screaming for different
colours, different fittings, different textures, with or without feathers or tiny
corrugated tentacles, and, for all I know, Chateaubriand and sukiyaki
flavours.
Now, the only fault I could find with “your sort of Con” is that far too
many people having the happiest time of their lives seem to imagine that
these things just happen; that a benevolent Roscoe waves his magic flipper
and Lo! a con suite miraculously appears full of drink and marvels; a sound
system materialises out of thin air; manna falls from heaven in the shape of a
banquet, and a pumpkin is transformed into a stretch limo to carry Chuchy
Harris in triumph around the town.
These people are convention deadheads. They take but don’t give. My
only jarring memory of Corflu was on the final morning when everyone was
going home. The Consuite was a shambles and Fred Haskell and Susan, tired
out after a weekend of seeing everyone else had a good time, were ferrying
home the unused drink, clearing the garbage, collecting the lost property and
generally making the place presentable again. It took them more than two
hours. A few helpers and the place would have been policed up in twenty
minutes.
So where were the rest of us? And how long will Fred and Susan, and
the other people for who conventions are just sheer hard work, continue to
carry the burden? It would be so simple, so easy if we all pitched in and
helped, even if it’s only to empty the ashtrays or replenish the sukiyaki
dishes.
See you in Texas in ’91? I’m helping Richard Brandt barbecue the steer.
We need someone to help carve.
10 December 1992
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Four Have Fun in Chuchland
We’d been to the Waterways this morning with Moshe and Lise, dashed back
to Daventry to pick up their luggage and get them to Rugby within 20
minutes so they could catch a train that would eventually get them to
Portmadoc in North Wales where Moshe would be able to see some bloody
train or something. (ONE of his ten million hobbies is railways.)
I threw the luggage into the car and tried to do the eighteen miles to
Rugby in twenty minutes.... Jeff would have been awed by me – I was
driving like Popeye Doyle in The French Connection – and we got to the
platform just in time to see the bloody train drive out.
Ghod give me strength; Ghod give me Amtrak.... Snarls; curses; cups of
tea and nasty sandwiches and an hour to wait until the next train. It’s a
terrible thing when you can no longer rely on horrible British Rail to grant
the usual courtesy of being two minutes late just when you need them.
What is the country coming to, I always say (and what do you always
say, Mr Willis?), but thank heavens that the Brit trains are a little more
frequent than my lovely Amtrak one-a-day Empire Builder to Seattle, or I’d
still be sitting in the waiting room instead of writing this. And that was the
second trip to Rugby today. I drove Jerry and Suzle earlier on to catch the
train to Oxford. Jerry had to do some research work in the Bodleian Library
(second biggest library in the world after the Vatican) (I know this because I
just had to look up the spelling of the damn place), in connection with a
James Blish book “we” (fuck knows who “we” is) are publishing.
But let’s start at the beginning. The convention was a bloody shambles.
At least I thought so but it might be because I am a Ghod Stateside but “Ol’wossname-wiv-no-earholes – not-Langford-the-other-bugger” over here. And
I don’t half miss the adulation and the serried ranks of ladies panting away
for me so that their little “I Love Chuch” badges bob up and down like lovely
coracles on a rough sea. And, incidentally, mesmerising me so much that I
forget what I was going to orate next. Aaaaaaaaaah.
Anyway, we asked Jerry and Suzle and Moshe and Lise if they would
like to come and visit. (I asked Spike too but she had already made other
arrangements with some young gentleman who was going to show her his
fanzine collection or something, but she thanked me kindly for the offer.) (I
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think he said piss off Dad... but you know my faulty lipreading.)
(And that reminds me. In the waterways museum there’s a very old sign
taken from one of the lockgates. It says “Persons Interfering With These
Works are Liable to Transportation.” They now have the sign reprinted as a
T-shirt logo too, and I’ll send you one over next time we go to the museum as
long as you promise not to wear it, or make jokes about transports of delight.)
Jerry, Moshe, Suzle and Lise seemed to enjoy their visit and we liked
having them too. Moshe (Sue really likes him) said we treated them like
favourite nephews and nieces, and I suppose there may well be some truth in
it even though deep inside I’m only nineteen years old, incredibly handsome
and suave, and a holy terror with women of course. Anyway, it was only an
overnight thing – they caught the train from Nottingham (nice town but
packed solid with people visiting there for The Goose Fair – Sue got goosed
but I think it was only old Woss practising again – and hellishly dear parking
spaces), and so I met them at Coventry. They liked the cathedral (v. nice
architecture and quite interesting apart from a rather pious atmosphere). The
bit I like best is a bronze outside showing St. Michael poking the devil with
his spear. I swear to ghod St. Michael really looks like a much younger
Walter with curly hair – it used to be when he was 20 or so but I think he kept
combing it until it was just wavy – and auld Nick does vaguely resemble D.
even tho he doesn’t have a tiny cigarette butt sticking to his lower lip. Years
ago Arf was the first one to notice this and summed it up all in one line like a
football score. “Willis 1: West 0.”
We saw the ruins of the Benedictine monastery that Leofric and Godiva
built just after the Norman Conquest, and then inspected the statue so that I
could recite my favourite limerick.
“Strip,” Leofric said, “and you’ll find
I’ll take off that tax you’ve in mind.”
So Godiva she “streaked”,
And nobody peeked,
Except Peeping Tom who went blind.
Then we went to Spon Street over the road to see the medieval rows of
houses, then a quick ride to Warwick to view the castle – we didn’t go in –
too late, too expensive, too tourist trappy – and then home for dinner.
Sue – she takes guests as seriously as you and Madeleine do – put the
lamb in the oven before we went and set the timer so that it was almost
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cooked when we got home. We had roast potatoes (surprisingly a big
success), cauliflower (undercooked à l’américaine), carrots (which I seldom
eat even when they are cooked to a pulp), peas and those pods that you call
“eat all” and us bilingual cosmopolitan gourmets call “mange tout” with a
Gallic shrug as if we can afford them every day of the week. Oh, and Delia
Smith’s mint sauce recipe with two thirds of the wine vinegar replaced by
water to stop it killing the taste of the meat.
And two bottles of plonk (mainly drunk by me of course) and then
raspberries out of the freezer and a crafty fruit flan that I concocted with a tin
of fruit and a bought flan case, and an aerosol of New Zealand whipped
cream that they all liked and, unlike Elda (who has gone native and is living
in ecstasy and Scotland with some other native), refrained from squirting at
the rest of us. Thank ghod.
And after that, because it was only 10.30, we phoned Arf (who was
pleased because he had a Mexicon membership but couldn’t go) and then
Walt... who was in bed with flu.
Madeleine answered and then Walt came on the phone, and everyone
chatted away like mad, whilst I wondered if I should have rung him or not,
but I think it was okay this time.
I hope.
And then they said it was the best night they’d had so far and that they
loved the food and everything so that Sue was a bit pleased too.
Suzle is a very interesting girl and I could have talked to her forever.
She is very shy but marvellous when she gets sort of acclimatised. She is half
Italian – which is where she got those dark lustrous eyes from. Lise is shy
and guarded too but v. good when you wheedle her out of her shell. She talks
v. well to mundanes when she wants detailed info. You should see her with
Railway Information Clerks. And Moshe is Assnt. Ed. of Doubleday’s SF
Book Club, and I really think I should send him a copy of TDI and tell him
about my astonishingly cheap word rates.
30 May 1989
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Eight Ball Blues
My cup runneth over (I’m sure John Justice gave me bust improving tablets
this time instead of the usual Relaxogelds), and I thank you for the 37,000 ft
card (which is now on the wall for me to marvel at), the long letter, and the
user-friendly 8-ball.
And it seems to work okay too. It’s quite definite that we will see each
other again, but refuses to be drawn about the Staten Island ferry... but it
doesn’t entirely rule that out either!
So the next thing I asked was, “Is this a good day for me?” Sadly, it
didn’t seem to think so at all. You know me, Mom: Worry. Worry. Worry.
Stress. Stress. Stress. Of course, I’m not the least bit superstitious, but that
was the day (yesterday) I had to go to the hospital in the afternoon for a
check-up on the femur joint, and a whole new scenario opened up...
gangrene... high amputation... at the very least some of quaint old John
Justice’s leeches on all sorts of unmentionable places to reduce blood
pressure and the libido-de-o-doh.
So, better safe than sorry; I would stay home and paint the skirting board
in the downstairs lavatory instead of nipping off for a pre-lunch pint at the
Golf Club.
And, just as I was brushing the Brilliant White Gloss on the little bit of
wood behind the toilet bowl, the Forces of Evil slammed down the uplifted
seat cover, hitting the bridge of my glasses and damn near cutting my nose
off.
Now, as you will remember, you could hardly call my nose retrousse at
the best of times. I have a proud scimitar of a beak worthy of a Roman
Emperor. Bruised and battered like this it swelled up like a balloon.
Compared with me, Jimmy Durante’s schnozz was in the Snow White
category, whilst I could damn near double for the Elephant Man. And thank
heavens we are in Greenpeace and insist on lightweight plastic toilet seats.
Supposing we had one of those yuppie, up-market teak models that they
make out of the remnants of the rain forest.... The mind boggles.
And, boggle or not, we still had to go to the hospital (whilst flatly
refusing to wear a sheet over the head to avoid giving all the out-patient
kiddies nightmares) (Why should I care about the out-patient kiddies?), and
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snarling all the while at nurses, sister, matrons, auxiliaries and YTS doctors
cackling, “I thought... ho! ho!... it was your leg... ho! ho!... not your hooter
ho! ho! ho!” (And, for that matter, at the Consultant who sent me away for
yet another portfolio of hip-joint X-rays before the traditional farewell:
“Progressing normally, come and see me again in September.”)
Fine. Marvellous. Ghod bless the National Health Service and all that,
but I have a problem. Since January I have had eighteen X-rays of this hip
joint, plus five more at various airport barriers to ensure I wasn’t entering the
US of A with murder in my heart and a Colt .45 in my posterior orifice, and
Sue reckons I am beginning to glow in the dark.
Last week I dropped Sue off at her brother’s house in Kent, picked up
Vincent and drove to a KTF at East Ham. Arfer, who lives on the other side
of the Thames, drove over too... his first real fan-outing since Christmas. It
was lovely to see him; the warm weather helps his breathing, he has regained
a little weight too, and was still as bright and ebullient as ever. I’m going
down again in the next few weeks to visit and show him the photos and stuff
too.
Moshe and Lisa were there – they flew home two days later (assuming
they got to the airport in time!) along with Dave Langford (who is going to
transfer your discs to Amstrad ones for me), Abigail Frost, Judith Hanna
(who is Very Nice and fanciable), Joseph Nicholas (who Sue finds fanciable)
and a couple of others. We talked around but most people agreed Mexicon
was a shambles and I thought we still had a long way to go before pairing it
with Corflu for TAFF. I think we are still trapped by the idea that a con needs
a Cultural Basis – discussions, talkative pros, booksellers etc. – instead of the
One True Way which is party, party, party ’til your head drops off.
(Christ! at Mexicon they even had a Video Room where people could sit
in the dark spending their precious Con Time watching videos. And, one
person, nameless and ghod have pity on him, actually did this.)
Back to Arf. As long as he continues to be okay like this, I’m hoping he
might come to Daventry for a few days in August along with Olive and
Vincent. I’d love to have the rest of the Murphiosi here too, but it’s a long
way for them to come from Belfast altho the 8-ball doesn’t rule it out
completely.
Sadly, I have to tell you, it does rule you out this time.
21 June 1989
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Fetching Attire
The thing I hate most about hospitals are those surgical gowns they insist on
your wearing. No matter what’s wrong with you in Northampton General –
headlice, ingrowing toenails, anything at all, you have to put a gown on
before the doc will even spit on you. (Or cuddle you as often happens in my
case.)
That’s great for little skinny blokes like Arf, who can probably get a
double-breasted effect when he’s wrapped his around twice, but they just
won’t meet at the back when I put them on and I get this huge backside
decolletage showing two great buttocks with this nasty-looking pimple on the
left hand summit.
You have to leave your clothes in the cubicle, and sit in on a sort of
musical chairs game outside the X-ray department. Every time someone is
beckoned in, the rest of us move along one seat until we are nearest the door
and the beckon.
The chairs are plastic. The gown are invariably midget size and need
careful handling if one is not to inadvertently flash the family jewels. Your
bare butt sticks to the plastic. You stare at the AIDS posters on the wall
opposite that ooze reassurance that nobody has ever caught It from a lavatory
seat, and wish they would say the same about hospital plastic chairs that have
been stuck to multitudinous bottoms since time immemorial. You try to tug
the gown over the pimple site, just in case, and horrify the duchess type lady
in the next seat with a very small peek of a very small inoffensive willy.
Other people seem to share your problem. They sidle across the corridor,
allowing only a full frontal to their fellow sufferers before darting thru the Xray door like a rabbit down a hole. I could never sidle or give that weak
nervous smile like they do... but when it’s my turn, away go all the brave
thoughts and it’s backs to the wall, tug down the hemline and sidle across
with the very same daft smile of all those who have gone before.
But I’m not going to tell you about that though. Nor will I mention
stripping off in the ECG section only to find that it was the office, where they
take down your particulars but never your smallclothes, and all stripping off
had to be done in the machine room three doors down the corridor.
Or how it took more than five minutes for the Sister to make me
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understand this, or how she had to forcibly restrain me from climbing onto
her couch.
Some other time maybe.
17 July 1989
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Advice for the UK Visitor
Dear Geri,
Don’t worry too much about money.
Apart from London, it should be much more inexpensive than you’d
think. For a start, outside of London, it is very unusual to eat out except for
birthdays and stuff, because English restaurants are far more expensive and
far less good than US ones. I could spend more in an English McDonalds
than I did for a fine meal on the train to Seattle. That’s why we eat at home!
And what do we eat? Well, for a start, a lot less beef than you. Walt,
Vincent, and I (and possibly Arf) all suffer from hypertension and tend to
watch our fat intake. We eat a lot of chicken and a lot of fish, some lamb and
some pork. Maybe beef at the weekend.... Madeleine and Sue are both good
cooks though, so you won’t fade away to a shadow whilst you’re here.
And where will we go from Daventry? Well, most anywhere you want, I
guess. Maybe you’d like the Waterways Museum, Coventry Cathedral,
Warwick Castle, Ironbridge, Whipsnade, Stonehenge if you get up early
enough, Stratford on Avon, and lots of places you won’t even notice because
you’ll be so busy writing things down for me that you won’t even see The
Lord Mayor’s Show pass by with D. Whittington’s cat chanting “South Gate
in ’58” on the front tableau.
How long to stay? The best answer is “throw away the return half of the
ticket” but, if you really want to go back eventually, I think two weeks would
be best. This would give you a week or so here, a bit in Belfast and a bit in
London.
Water?????? The “worms in the water” were actually harmless midge
larvae (and doesn’t that relieve your mind wonderfully?). The faulty London
filterbed has now been relaid and, once again, all is well and tasty as Perrier.
The Spanish au pair girl whose pudenda was nibbled by an eight foot long
reticulated python which came up the waste pipe whilst she was sitting on the
toilet was an isolated instance, and she probably thought it an experience she
might never have again, like a train ride to Belfast.
And a fine lot you are to talk anyway. What about all those swarms of
enormous alligators growing up in the New York sewers, and snapping off a
chap’s wedding tackle as soon as he lowers himself on the seat, eh? Moshe
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told me you have to phone up Room Service and tell them to send up
Crocodile Dundee and his Armalite rifle to stand by every time you want to
go. And John Justice says you don’t stand a chance of any transplants under
the National Health Service either. As you know, I had a marvellous time at
Mpls, but I must say I’d be very very wary indeed before I went to Corflu in
New York next year. So there. (Sadly, it’s true about the snake though and
I’m only sorry I wasn’t on hand at the time. This is one of those problems for
which I am a fully trained Medic. I have qualifications. And qualifications
written by alligators at that. I had a special badge when I was in the Boy
Scouts for First Aid. I know the procedure. For snake bite, if I remember
correctly, one lays the patient down, loosens her clothing, makes a small
incision on the wound with one’s Swiss Army knife and then sucks out the
venom by mouth and so on. You will understand that, even though reticulated
pythons are harmless and non-venomous, this could well be an even more
memorable experience than a train ride to Belfast and back. And especially
the so on.)
And now, my poor trusting innocent Mom, I have to tell you about the
Great Deception. This Big Apple Jeff is playing you false. Mom, Huey and
Louie are not cats. Cats indeed!! They are birds. They are our little feathered
fiends. I know this for a fact. I have untouched photographs of them
cavorting down the Disneyland Concourse. Dearest Mom, they are nothing
but transvestite ducks dressed up as tiny sailors, flaunting their evil bodies
full of deviant sin. And no wonder they are crapping all over your lovely
hardwood floors – whoever heard of a house-trained duck? I fear for you,
dearest Mom, bamboozled by Ol’ Honeymouth and his city slicker paltry
poultry. Ignore his Schalles-shillying. Get out the cook book, and the
oranges, and start on the gourmet speciality duck à l’orange right away,
before Nyasa discovers the con and holds her own private banquet.
And I think that’s about it for now. I’ve had an invitation to a birthday
party in a bandstand in a London park but that’s about the total fanac for the
week. More next time perhaps.

August 1989
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All Hail Mammon
Dear Member,
I am pleased to inform you that you have won £100 in the
Ford Sports & Social Club lottery.
I have pleasure in enclosing your cheque and take this
opportunity on behalf of the Ford Sports & Social Club of wishing
you continued good luck.
Yours sincerely,
F. Kimble
Club Manager.
Manna from heaven, eh? Well, Belfast... and I’ve been thinking about it all. If
Himself, who is really a relatively minor deity (Beg Pardon, Walt – no
blasphemy or offence intended) can conjure up something like this, what
could a really old established God firm do? I mean I’m grateful and all that
for the money, and appreciate his efforts... but this was only third prize in the
lottery, and I would have been even more ecstatic and worshipful with the
First Prize of a G registered Sierra or the consternation prize of two weeks in
Hawaii with optional stopover in Mpls and complimentary grass skirts for
winner and spouse.
After all, I’ve been in this bloody lottery ever since it was a raffle, and
this is the first time I’ve won anything. I did make a fuss about the Daventry
subsiduary – I wonder how everyone else spells that word – a couple of years
ago when one of the Singhs won first and second prize (no, this is true), but
his brother-in-law, who was drawing the numbers out of the hat at the time,
said I was a bad sport with a suspicious mind, and anyway, I already had a
car and a telly so why was I bitching instead of clapping away, full of Xmas
spirit, like all the other Singhs, and why don’t I fuck off instead of trying to
provoke a strike and spoil people’s fun.
So I did; I fucked off to the Dagenham depot’s lottery instead. There are
even more Singhs there, but they use an electronic device like the Premium
Bonds’ Ernie to draw the winning numbers, instead of relying on the nearest
bro-in-law. And now, with a little help from Walt moving in Mysterious
Ways, I’m quids in if not cars in.
But, as I said up there, I’ve been thinking about it all. I got this book out
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of the library, Teach Yourself Pantheism. It’s all very interesting; you can
have just about as many gods as you like – Shub-Niggurath, Aphrodite,
Elron, Marty Cantor, Allah – there’s absolutely no limit.
And I wouldn’t even have to abandon Himself at all. He’d still have his
own little altar, and share my devotions along with Joan the Wad and
everybody.
Not that I’d want a whole raft of them like that. Votive candles are even
more expensive than blue card. I’ve shopped around a bit, and wrote off to
Which for the Good God Guide. I think now I will probably take up Judaism
for a half stake in my free will offerings.
Apart from the fact that I’m a bit off pork in this hot weather, and all the
salmonella with the ham and stuff, I think I might fit in pretty well. After all,
at one time I was the only goy boy in Angrave Street. I was born in
Whitechapel, the nearest thing to a London ghetto, my grandparents were
named Samuel and Sarah, and the black hair, the dark complexion, and the
proud nose are hardly Saxon characteristics....
And when you think about it there are quite a lot of advantages. For
instance, look at Fred Haskell who converted to Judaism and got that
stunning Susan Levy almost by return of post.
And yes, I know I’d have to have The Operation, but perhaps they could
do that when they do my veins on Friday, so that when I come out I could
have my bar mitzvah at the weekend.
You know about bar mitzvahs? Sue can do heaps of kosher fish paste or
chopped liver sandwiches, I fill the bath tub with gin and, after we’ve been to
the synagogue, everyone brings me lovely prezzies. You have to. Bar
mitzvahs are better than 21sts, weddings, or anything, and it’s usual for the
bar mitzvah boy (i.e. Me), to pass the word around to let people know what
he’d like.
Walter Himself, of course, was easy. He can get his finger right out and
arrange the winner for next month’s First Prize of a GT Escort (I don’t really
fancy second prize – two weeks in the Seychelles – because I’m never sure
how you pronounce the damn place), and Vincent can part with those three
Alan Coren books that he scoops up and hides every time I call round with
my empty bag. You were a bit difficult. I did think of the FIAWOL and
FIJAGH toons, but they’ve been long promised to me anyway. I think what
I’d really enjoy... what would certainly give me the most pleasure... would be
a little olive to pop into my bathtub full of gin. Imagine! all I’d need then is a
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slice of lemon, a shake of vermouth and Lo! The Ultimate Martini.
8 August 1989
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Creative Random History 14
Dear Dorothy Dix,
I am a famous, but simple, goatherd. I have a problem with dogs....
This week everyone else in the whole world seems to be on holiday
except me. I’m watering gardens and pot-plants for absent neighbours and
spending each evening going up and down the road attending to their hanging
baskets when the only hanging basket that would remotely interest me would
be M. Ashworth, a Leeds dissident.
At the weekend Sue drove down to Kent to collect her brother’s dog,
Pacer, whilst Alan and his family fly to Miami for a fortnight. (Miami is two
degrees cooler than Daventry at the moment.)
Pacer is a big black dog. Sadly, he is not of Pure Blood like Arfer or
Ziggy. His pedigree is like a telephone directory. Alan fondly insists he is
mostly lovable Labrador. He got very pissed off indeed when, as an
acknowledged Dog Expert and habitué of Crufts, I re-classified him as Cur.
“There is nothing wrong with curs,” I told him. “Lots of people quite like
them. Even melting-pots of nymphomaniac Rottweilers, pit bull terriers,
Labradors, and sabre-tooth tigers often find somebody to love them in a queer
half-ashamed way, and delude themselves that the miscegenates are not only
99.92 pure Labradors but almost certainly wet-backed here all the way from
St. John’s in nearby Newfoundland.”
Now, Pacer acknowledges Sue as Past Captain and Leader of the Pack.
When she says, “Move!” he moves. When I say, “Move,” he snarls. He is a
very sexy dog indeed, and he is in love with Ziggy. He fancies her something
rotten, but she couldn’t care less. She spurns him and promises dreadful
retribution if he so much as dares to put his nasty pi-dog nose anywhere near
her aristocratic Buddhist bottom.
He will fight Mr Whitlow’s ten foot high Alsatian, Remus, to the very
death, but one bared tooth from Ziggy and he hides behind the sofa. He is
forced to find substitute sexual outlets. He will get his leg over anything.
Twice today, after initial problems negotiating the spout, he brought my
green plastic watering can to the point of orgasm.
And when he is not fucking my watering can, he is Marking His
Territory. He does a tiny widdle on the geraniums, the ornamental tubs, the
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hose reel, the birdbath, the sun loungers, everything within his boundaries, to
show that they are his property. He thought he owned my hall wallpaper too,
until my walking stick convinced him otherwise.
Strangely, he is scared of being alone in the dark. At bedtime we put
Ziggy in her basket and put a rug down for Pacer in the kitchen. The instant
we turned the light off he was yodelling and screaming and wailing (is this
what they call the wail of loneliness?), and wouldn’t stop until we took his
rug upstairs and let him sleep in a corner of the bedroom. From time to time,
during the night, he will prowl around and give Sue a reassuring lick so that
she’ll know he is On Guard.
Now, Miss Dix, you may wonder why the fuck I am telling you all this,
you being a busy woman with huge sackfuls of unanswered red-hot porny
letters from every known deviant in the Western world (and most unknown
ones, too), all anxious to captivate and enthral your readers – none of whom
are very likely to be interested in a mere goatboy’s problems. But hang on a
bit; this is just the preamble as us writers call it. It gets better in a minute.
Yesterday, when Sue took him out for walkies, she met Past Captain
Joycie Jarrett. Naturally, as Past Captains always do, they chatted away about
the state of the greens, the state of the Greens Committee’s morals and
suchlike. Suddenly Sue felt a warm trickle on her leg. Pacer, gazing at her
with the adoration usually reserved for Ziggy, was marking his territory.
Now, it’s not the least bit of good cussing and blinding and kicking the
poor beast. This is Mother Nature Rampant. It’s immutable. Like it or not,
Sue was now Property.
Night falls. Rug down. Clean teeth, read book, light out, reach for
amiable low-key cuddle with legally appointed lady wife and WHAM!!!!
Bloody great dog, snarling and growling on bed, with six inch long incisors a
mere fraction from my throat. “Good Boy! Good Boy!” I said, lying in our
teeth, “Down, Down Pacer,” but nobody took any notice, least of all Pacer. If
this was menage é trois I wanted no part of it. I was up, downstairs and into
the garage for the walking stick, but by the time I got back Pacer was on his
rug and Sue was asleep. Or seemed to be.
But she won’t discuss it. She says I have a vile and evil mind and Mal
Ashworth was quite right. And for heaven’s sake why ever shouldn’t a dog
have a wee piece of old fillet steak for breakfast occasionally, and whatever
do you mean about dog fashion or missionary positions, you Filth.
So, okay, we are modern people, broad-minded as anything and have an
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ideal open marriage. No harm done and in future everyone gets steak for
brekkie but...
Look, this is like it says on your column and confidential and all replies
in a sealed envelope and everything, but do you think if, well, you know,
supposing – only supposing – would I be able to register a litter with the
Kennel Club, and would Pacer’s lack of pedigree make any difference to the
price I could ask for the puppies?
Yerz,
Charles R. Harris
September 1989
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Follicle Follies
I know I’ve mentioned this before, but I suspect it’s going to become a long
running serial. After all these years of uproarious jokes about Vincent’s, er,
coiffure (sorry), I find myself hoist with my own petard. Much as I hate to
admit it, I find my hairline is still gradually, almost infinitesimally, but still
receding. My family have always had beautiful mops of hair all the way back
to Moses and our Neolithic Uncle Uglug. Why should I be different? Why
should I be cursed beyond the powers of Silvikrin? At first I thought I’d
picked up some obscure tropical disease in Orlando that gradually caused my
ears to sort of edge forward. I wasn’t all that worried. It was only a micromillimetre or so each month, and a simple calculation showed I’d be 143
years old before they collided with each other just above my nose.
However, after a lot of tricky calculations with a bit of string I find it’s a
lot worse than ear trouble. My lovely hair, which I’ve had for more than 64
years, is giving me the old heave-ho, the farewell and adieu. My image is
cracked and ruined and I shall never pass for 32 again.
There aren’t a lot of alternatives either. The Sinatra System where they
plough up your scalp and replant it costs $10 a root, and I could barely afford
a sort of picket fence stretching from one temple to another. The other
system, as I understand it, involves a major operation where (under
anaesthetic) they pull the whole scalp forward and leave you with a heavily
furrowed forehead and a new hairline which, once again, is a reasonable
distance from one’s eyebrows.
John Justice – who is not a patient man, and who has not seen the
erudite and scientific article about this procedure in Hello! magazine, even
though I offered to lend him a copy – is full of gloomy forebodings. He feels
that all this epidermal tugging and pulling could well leave my anus level
with my navel, and heaven only knows what effect it would have on my
colitis – I could well need a good ENT man rather than Dr Ogilvie the
hospital proctologist.
He is at a loss to advise me but, not withstanding his scepticism about
Lourdes, wonders if religion might help. Not, you must understand right now,
this very minute as a source of solace, but more as a help in building up an
alternative image.
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Now, you will all remember that only a few weeks ago I told you all that
it was very probable indeed that my ancestors were actually Red Sea
pedestrians instead of Angel Saxons. I’ve never really worried about any sort
of religion but suddenly the whole thing seems a lot more attractive. I always
seem to get on well with Jewish people, and I love gefilte fish, herring, salt
beef and matzo balls... altho I always feel sorry for the matzos. Supposing,
supposing, supposing... if I took the plunge and finally embraced Judaism I
could get to wear my hat indoors – one of those little round skullcaps would
hide my embarrassment and, for lagniappe, keep my head warm and help
reduce fuel costs. You also get to read books back to front – which would be
a huge time saver on those massive Jerry Pournelle collaborations... skim
through the back page and perhaps the penultimate page and you’ve saved at
least six hours to pub your own ish. And yes, I know there might be a small
er, cosmetic operation involved but I feel that if I explained to the Chief
Rabbi that I don’t have a lot going for me he might make an exception in my
case and waive it. That’s waive with an I. No vulgarity please.
There’s Islam of course but I don’t really fancy it. Leave a decent pair of
shoes outside the mosque and they’ll be nicked before you’ve even recited
your first Allah Akbar.
But how about Buddhism maybe? I could shave off the last remnants of
the crowning glory, wrap myself in a bedsheet and join the conga line down
Oxford Street. I know the theme song... Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna, Harry
Rama, Harry Rama, Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna... and quite a lot of
sympathetic people push money into your ever-receptive hand so that you can
buy a nice hot cup of tea and ward off the pneumonia they fear is about to
strike right thru your bedsheet and wrinkle your winkle beyond all hope of
repair. And, not that I’m the least bit interested myself, you get to convert a
fair number of earnest religious young ladies too. You give them a pamphlet,
and then make space for them in the conga line back to the ashram where
they can find salvation by cooking up a nice dinner for you.
The reincarnation bit could be okay too. Strike lucky and you might
come back as Michelle Pfeiffer’s main man, or even Charles Burbee... altho,
of course, there’s a downside too... with my luck I’d probably come back as
Buggeron or Brian Earl Wossname.
But I guess I’ll have to think pretty carefully about all this. I’ve been
very satisfied with Roscoe for all these years and I wouldn’t want to upset
him now. I’ve enough problems already. If I make one wrong move here it
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might not be just my hair that’s falling off.
4 September 1989
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Novacon 19 Letter
Novacon. It was okay, pretty good in fact, but I don’t think I shall go again.
Everyone is nice to me, and I like seeing old mates – but it just ain’t like it
used to be... partly because you aren’t there, and partly because I feel so
bloody old when I look at the current kids in fandom. Even Rob feels this,
and he’s only a mere stripling himself. “How strange to see all these kids
born after 1970 and now old enough to drink,” he said. “How strange to look
at them and realise they could well be my grandchildren,” said Chuchy.
Ina Shorrock said nice things about Q.... Pam looked elegant and more
contented now she’s getting it regularly.... Burgess looked Terrible. Honestly,
I felt so sorry for him. He’s got a horrible long raggedy beard like the Elf
King, a palsy, no visible teeth and seems very frail indeed altho he can hardly
be much over 50. He was cheerful enough, but hasn’t had much of a life at
all, poor bugger.
Dave Wood, looking prosperous but birdless, has sold a collaboration he
did with Brunner. Brunner has a very attractive black girl replacing last
year’s Chinese takeaway. He certainly pampers himself; I was almost
tempted to tell him I might be interested when he changes models again next
August, even though I’m only eligible for discounts on the Ford range.
Bob fancied his luck with Geri. Fortunately I had installed her on a two
seater bench with James where she was safe enough, but she can certainly
pull men with no trouble at all. There was Bob, Brunner, and Barrington
Bayley all chatting her up whilst me and Rob looked on in amazement. I
haven’t sat with so many pros since I was eighteen years old and the prettiest
boyfan in the N3F.
Rob is a lovely sardonic little sod, and whilst Brunner was banging away
for hours on the origins of his aristocratic name (I think it comes from
Bruhnez... German for Brownnose), Rob was compiling, for my benefit, an
alternative Brunner booklist starting with Sneer on Zanzibar and a dozen
more libellous entries.
I said, quite honestly, that the thing I disliked most about Brunner was
the fact that he could write better than I can... and Rob, bless him, said
instantly, “But I much prefer your stuff!”... which automatically qualifies him
for a right arm until the end of eternity.
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Without Avedon there to distract me and wind me around her little
finger I was talking a lot more to Rob than I usually do, and the more I saw of
him the better I liked him. He’s very dry and keeps a very straight face when
he’s tweaking you.
Chuch: “...did you know Bugger comes from Bulgarian?” (It does too...
via the Pope’s condemnation of the Orthodox Bulgarians as heretics.) “Oh
yes,” said Rob (and I’m sure he didn’t know at all), “did you know Buttercup
comes from Buttock?”... and for nearly half a minute I was accepting the
bloody nonsense, until I realised I was getting my leg pulled without knowing
it.
And James locced Q!!!!!!!! He asked me – seriously – to sign his copy
and was really great about it. I got such a lift out of it because previously, just
after I’d given Hazel A. a copy together with Geri’s Idea, bloody D. West
was only going to screw them up into a wedge to hold the fucking door open.
Mal, very decently, went sick at the crucial time, and was unable to
attend. Hazel came by train with D. and [Simon] Polley. I enquired after the
boy (was he suffering from mal de Mal, and we hope it was nothing trivial
etc. etc.), and gave her a lucky amulet which he should wear next to his heart
if he has one. It was an I LOVE CHUCH badge with a specially sharpened
pin. If he suffers continually from little pricks, he’ll realise just what the rest
of fandom has to put up with.
Actually Hazel laughed and said she’d certainly give it to him... but
stone-faced D. just carried on ignoring us as usual.
Howard Rosenblum was there – still with Daddy’s Sacred Want List, of
course. I don’t like Rosenblum because, some time ago, he refused to lend
Vincent some of his fmz collection for copying, and Vinnie is a fannish angel
that nobody should ever refuse. And besides, he always looks grubby and
KEEPS HIS HAT ON INDOORS. Now, it is true I am wary of people who
keep their hats on indoors. They can be a trifle skewed. Look at the Pope.
Look at Elton John. Look at Barbara Cartland, look at Runcie. You have to
watch them or they’ll be giving your wife back rubs with their nasty little
warm hands everywhere. And Howard is no exception. It used to be a dirty
old denim cap, and now it’s a dirty old corduroy cap instead, but he still looks
a dick.
And, ghod help us all Arf, you’ll hardly credit this, but he brings his
own pint pewter pot to the bloody convention so that he can sup his ale like a
gourmet – vigneron – CAMRA – or whatever you call the bloody posers who
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ponce around imagining they are dead certs for the Piss Artist Hugo just as
soon as we get round to awarding it. I ask you Arfer, I can quite understand
people arriving with artwork, books, whips and twenty-five condoms of
varying colours, but pint pewter pots!!!!! Truly, it restores your faith in
trufandom when you see a dickhead of the first water, like this, telling the
little girl behind the bar how to fill his pot with a full measure of Bass and not
too much froth please.
And did I tell you on the phone about the World Premiere of Song of
Gilgamesh? This was a new Geoff Ryman play presented, before our very
eyes, by the Brum Stefnical Rep Players or somesuch. There would be no
eating, no admission after the start, no leaving the hall, no kids, no laughing,
no standing on the top deck etc. It was The Big Thing; the Highspot of the
Con.
So, halfway through the first act there was a terrible noise in the
audience. Some ignorant Brum had fallen asleep and was snoring his head
off. They couldn’t wake him up and by the time they had stopped him and
ejected him, nobody could remember what had happened, so they had to start
all over again. Some people reckoned it would have been better to let him
carry on and eject the repertoire company instead, but that was just sour
grapes.
Anyway, Geri enjoyed all the Novacon and liked meeting people. I
thought it was very nice of them to let her in for £10 instead of £18 too – she
asked for day tickets and they decided to let her pay only for the one day
instead of two. Really I should have paid £18, but Bernie Evans let me in for
£15 because my cheque was dated before the deadline!
Best thing though was James and his loc. That was really something.
I gave out some Qs and Geri took back fifteen Specials to mail for me.
I’m sending her another 30 to distribute in Mpls. I’m mailing the rest but it
will be a while before they are all gone – 46p Stateside and 28p UK, and I’ve
already had one row in the Post Office as to whether my lovely fanzine
qualifies as Literature, Pamphlet, or Commercial Papers. Fortunately Geri
over-estimated her poctsarcd stamp requirements, so I “inherited” a wodge of
29p stamps that came in very handy indeed... blessings on the dear girl.
Yeah, the trip to Gatwick was no joyride. I’d intended to skip the
motorways and go down via Aylesbury and Slough, but it was pretty foggy at
6 a.m. so I went M1/M25 after all. I though it incredible that the M1 would
be packed solid with lorries at that hour, but it was. The M25 was even
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worse... but anyway, we got there in the end. They X-rayed and rummaged
her baggage after she mentioned she’d been to Belfast and wanted to know
where she’d stayed and if anyone could have got at her bags, and where she
bought her cameras etc. They were very thorough – but you accept that, and
hope they are just as thorough with everyone else travelling on your plane.
It seemed strange walking out of the airport without her. I think she
liked Britain and will return next year or the year after with Jeff. At least we
hope so.
And Sue said she is hoping to come down with me next time too. She
likes to see both you and Vincent. (It makes her appreciate just how lucky she
is to have someone suave and handsome like wot I am.)
22 November 1989
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Life in the Suburbs
I am skulking in my little room because, once more, I’m in disgrace at the
Golf Club. It’s doubtful now if I’ll be re-elected to the Greens Committee
after all. Sue says I have no self control, but really it’s just that I’m so lovable
and so popular. This was the joyful celebration night when they hand out the
silverware to the year’s competition winners. We leave our car at home and
Past Captain Joycie Jarratt drives us all for the evening so Dave and I don’t
have to worry about driving home. We stand at the bar, resplendent in our
poncy dinner jackets and the trousers with the ribbon down the seam (Sue
had to let the waist out again this year, but the crafty cummerbund hides all
the safety pins and stitchery as well as acting like a sort of girdle to keep the,
er, Waist, as I used to call it, under some sort of restraint).
And, if we’re lucky, people ply us with drink (actually they ply David –
optimistically hoping he will leap to their defence if they get nicked for
driving home later on whilst pissed as any hard-living newt, but I’m right
there at his elbow so every time he gets plied I get plied too).
And, as you well know, after a very few plyings indeed, my mouth takes
on a life of its own. Out come old Willis jokes, Hyphen Eavesdroppings, bits
from Private Eye, the papers, and the bottomless sewer between my
earholes... “And when I finally got around to proposing to her, Sue was so
overjoyed she nearly fell out of bed.”... “I tell you Angie – yes, gin and tonic
is fine, thank you – I tell you, if you would only read Cosmopolitan it would
tell you how to achieve an orgasm, instead of wasting your time with
Women’s Realm which will only teach you how to knit one.”... “...sometimes
I feel God only invented chaps because he couldn’t come up with a vibrator
that would mow the lawn....”
And of course, Angie can’t wait to get to Sue with the proposal oneliner. Sue leaves her little coterie who are busy planning the assassination of
the current Lady Captain, to drag me away from Dave – who has a hollow
leg, and I wish to Christ I did too – to threaten immediate exits and NO
DINNER!! if I don’t behave.
The Ultimate Threat! I’m quite partial to roast lamb (with redcurrant and
orange gravy – they call it sauce but really it’s just gravy), so I abandoned
Anna and talked to Janet (whose husband has just left her for a very plain
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woman who is nine years older than she is, but with a much lower handicap.
What can you say? I don’t like her husband. [Present company excepted, and
Walter, you’re the exception that proves the rule, and we love you dearly, but
I don’t really like many golfing husbands at all. They are mostly lying
lecherous illiterates, and I get quite enough of those in the real world of
fandom, thank you very much. Rather than play with such enormous pricks, I
prefer to stay home and play with my own.] Anyway, he’s a bit of a bounder,
and a trifle too creative with his scorecard, but she wants him back and really,
there’s nothing you can do except buy her another sticky, and suggest a few
lessons with the pro, even though you think she’s well shot of him.)
She has two dogs and would like to unload at least one of them (she also
has two cows, eight sheep, innumerable chickens, two tiny kids [homo sap,
not caprine], and four cats). Sue is sorry for her and is thinking about one of
the dogs – tho I don’t really want an apricot-coloured toy poodle (sorry about
that, Vinnie) – or a lager-crazed rottweiler. Before we set out, I got a very
stern warning indeed about the rest of the menagerie. “I’m yours,” she said,
“until the cows come home... but not a bloody minute later, sport. So there.”
(Anna, and this is God’s honest truth, and you can ask Sue if you dare
disbelieve me, wants to buy us a replacement pedigree Shih Tzu puppy, but
no way would I let that happen... I think it’s just a ploy to win my alabaster
body again.) (The odd G&T is okay, but pedigree pups are serious money,
and I’m getting too old to be grateful more than once a month or so.)
And yesterday we went to church. Alleluia! Actually it was a
Christening Service at Slough. That little fecund bugger who got into my
drink cupboard and chugalugged my nearly full bottle of VSOP Courvoisier,
put baby Jason down for eventual free admission into Paradise. Irene, my
cousin and his mother-in-law, is a marvellous cook, so all his family urge him
to even greater efforts so that they can come over for a yearly nosh. And Arf,
I have never seen such eaters. It’s like a plague of bloody locusts in British
Home Stores finery. They sort of hoover the stuff up, jumping the buffet line,
shoving in, carrying away whole dishes from the table rather than taking
portions, and acting as if they hadn’t eaten for a week... and for all I know
they probably hadn’t. Even the boob-grabbing grandad, that I told you about
before, was temporarily immobilised with a plate of salmon mousse in one
hand and six sausage rolls and a pasty in the other.
It was the church I was going to tell you about though. It’s all very
different down there since they got the YTS vicar. They have the sexton on
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the guitar, three tiny children going boop-a-doop behind a mike, screens
hanging from the roof as a sort of teletext for the words, hand-clapping, feet
tappings and “Alleluia! Sock it to me Jesus!” as if it was an ecclesiastical acid
party at Ronnie Scott’s place in Oxford Street. So help me, at one stage in the
proceedings we all stop rocking in the aisles, and embrace and kiss any
woman within reach (their grandad took six encores and a premature
ejaculation), and then shake hands with their menfolk.
There’s certainly nothing like this in my Book of Common Prayer; no
paternostering, no Creed, no collect, no sermon, no nuffink. The only
traditional bit was the vicar standing at the door afterwards to bless you and
keep you, and check you don’t nick anything from the free-will offertory
plate. He said he hoped we’d come again next week and, honestly, I wouldn’t
have been in the least surprised if he’d said, “Bring a bottle, a couple of
roaches or whatever turns you on.”
Anyway, the kid got christened okay as Jason. I guess next year it will
be Kylie and then onwards ever onwards thru the cast list.
And one last bit. Sue is always worried that these letters might possibly
be construed as libellous. We all know this is perfectly ridiculous and every
single word herein springs from my perverted (but ingenious) subconscious,
and are no more than mere figments of my imagination. However, just to be
on the safe side, there is no correspondence intended between any institution
or character in this letter and any real institution or people, living, dead, or
wandering screaming thru the night in the halfworld of Yorkshire. I make it
all up as I go along and you had better believe it.
27 November 1989
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Dorothy Dunnett & the Female
Flasher
I’ve been reading Dorothy Dunnett again... Race of Scorpions, part 3 of the
Niccolo saga. And pretty good too.
It was different then. There were damsels – virgins even – and chaps
called Sirrah, as in “Unhand me, Sirrah.” There was none of this Pro Life
business, and wimmin kept a very low profile. And usually in the kitchen at
that, except when they were in the laundry ironing Sirrah’s shirts and ruffles
or something
I was telling Sue about it at breakfast. Even in the last century, when the
Manor Courts were still extant and thriving, a surviving widow was expected
to be chaste under the penalty of losing her inheritance if she wasn’t. None of
these licentious convention orgies would ever be tolerated, and if she kicked
over the traces, the Lord of the Manor promptly threw the book at her... no
lands, no nuffink, go paddle your pussy for your dinner... unless she showed
true regret, repented her amorous dalliance and appeared in the next manor
court, riding backwards on a black ram and reciting the formal plea....
Here I am,
Riding on a black ram
Like a whore as I am;
And for my crinkum-crankum
Have lost my binkum bankum;
And for my tail’s game
Am brought to this worldly shame.
Therefore good Mr Steward, let me have my lands back again.
(That was East & West Enbourne Manor Court in Berkshire. In Kilmersdon
in Somerset, you still needed the black ram but had a much shorter
recitation....)
For my arse’s fault I take this pain.
My Lord, give me my land again.
Daventry is part of Althorpe Manor, but Sue says phooey to My Lord
Spencer and hurrah for her crinkum-crankum, wherever it may be. So there.
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And that’s pretty typical too. Look what happened to poor Dennis
Cousins, the stationmaster at Mortlake, just before Christmas. He noticed this
young lady, Miss Kerrie Whiffen, standing perilously close to the edge of the
platform, and, doing his duty, warned her to stand back a little. She was not
grateful. She sneered at him. She pulled up her sweater and exposed her bare
bosoms, over which was tattooed YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE, to the
astonished Mr Cousins and other would-be railway passengers. He was
embarrassed. He asked her to put them away again, but she turned round,
lifted her skirt, and showed her bare bottom, across which the words
ONWARD CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS had been likewise tattooed. By this
time a small crowd had collected and, sadly, many of the spectators burst into
applause. However, Mr Cousins, still doing his duty and accepting the
responsibility he was paid for, called the police. In due course Miss Whiffen
was bound over to keep the peace and be of good behaviour. And quite
rightly so.
You’ll find none of this nonsense in the Dorothy Dunnett book. There’s
sword fights and the odd “Prithee!” but I guess none of you will like it very
much at all.
10 January 1990
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Deafness, Dogs, & DNQs
Geri (as well as Vincent) was uneasy about my blithe disregard of DNQ
letters. I do see the point, and have been thinking about it off and on for a
couple of weeks now. Dave was quite okay about it, and not worried, but I
guess I should have been more careful. I have a slight touch of the heroworships with DL; he is so damn bright and, being deaf, I tend to identify
with him, and be sort of proud of him, almost as if I’d invented him as a sort
of advertising symbol for Deaf Fandom. (Not that symbols are in short
supply. Apart from DL we have Teresa, Walter, Madeleine, Vincent, Don
Fitch, Elise Kreuger, et moi! Truly, I dunno how fandom could ever manage
without us.)
However, I think that, although I wouldn’t dream of sharing my
correspondence with all and sundry, there is a special case for some of the
stuff. Ever since Team Hyphen was up and running I have always shared the
mail with Walt, Vince and Arthur. After all, we published the damn fanzine
together, ran an illustrated letter column and would have been very pissed off
indeed if LoCs were held back just because they happened to be DNQ and
addressed to somebody else in the team. I find fandom as fascinating as a
huge unfinished jigsaw puzzle and every little phrase or snippet of
information helps fill in another little hole in the Big Picture. I love these
people and, although I am occasionally surprised, I am never hurt, shocked or
horrified. (It certainly wasn’t the rumours of Buggeron’s sexual deviancy that
worried me, it was his unending public vilification of Avedon.) I wouldn’t
love them, or you, one jot or tittle less, if I found out that every damn one of
you were gang-banging Vincent’s pet hamster in the Wellie every Friday
afternoon. It might not appeal to me, but Ghod knows, and you know, all
sorts of things about me that would give his hamster a heart attack if he ever
found out. Truly, I really do try not to DNQ my own shortcomings, or
anything else at all, if I can avoid it, and I’d hate to publish anything that
would be hurtful to a third party. I know Ken Lake said DNQ... but, honestly,
can you remember a single thing in the letter you saw that was at all
memorable, apart from the nitpicking on my spelling? Is his stature
diminished because you read his letter?
Really, when you come to think about it, anything else seems a pretty
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daft concept. There are no real secrets in fandom. Eventually everything
becomes public knowledge. We are all gossips and tattle tales. And especially
me. Usually I’m very careful to edit out DNQ stuff from circulated
photocopies... even when there’s something I itch to tell everyone.
For instance, in today’s letter, Vincent deliberately DNQs one of the
nicest things he has ever said to me... and, altho I won’t tell you of course
(because Vincent is unique and far more important to me than any of these
high-faluting principles which I have in abundance)... I still find it irksome
not to be able to tell you so that you too could marvel at the lad.
And that’s enough on DNQs for now.
I told you about Rover, the watch budgie? We now have a dog too. Sue has
been reading the Jilly Cooper books that Vincent finds for her. Jilly advocates
mongrels rather than pedigree dogs. “Faithful and True,” says Jilly, whilst
Sue stares at me and suggests that something like that would be a strange and
welcome novelty in Chez Harris.
So, yesterday we went to the Canine Defence League Kennels over at
Warwick. There was one lovely litter of cute brown puppies that I really
liked, but the matron said they were rottweilers, so we ran away shrieking
before they could eat us. There was a three legged doberman that Sue fancied
– but I could foresee problems when it toppled over every time it lifted a leg
for a widdle, and in the end we decided on a tiny puppy instead. It’s probably
a cross between a collie and an alsatian, but, uncertain as I am about my own
progenitors, how can you expect me to be certain about a dog’s?
It howls all night and craps all over my lovely carpets, but Sue smiles
and coos and seems very happy indeed with it. Sadly, I was not invited to the
christening, but after suggesting “Heinz” and “Tweety” I was brusquely
informed that it is called “Millie”.
Also, would I stop trying to teach the watch budgie to go “Woof!
Woof!”
27 January 1990
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On Bagpiping
Well, I guess that’s it. I shall have to resign from the Kraft-Ebbing Institute,
cross Kinsey and Havelock Ellis off my mailing list (I haven’t heard from
Havelock for years anyway), and try to live with the jeers and the cries of
scorn. I thought I knew it all. It was me alone who invented the prototype
twin back packs of reverse polarity alternating electro-magnets for the
preliminary studies of sexual techniques in free fall. My thesis on anterior
coitus reservatus of the left nostril has been reprinted in eighteen languages,
reached fifty-six different English editions alone (and that’s hardcover and
doesn’t include a multitude of pb reprints), and is the next alternative Book of
the Month Choice.
As you know, Doctorates in Sexology don’t come easy. People looked
up to me. I was respected. I solved their problems, and led them to orgasmic
delight. I knew every orifice, every nook and cranny, every variation,
deviance and perversion. I extrapolated from the Kama Sutra, and offered the
world a host of refinements. During stopovers on my World Tours I invented
the French Tickler, the Dutch Cap, and courgettes à la Greque. Nothing was
too arcane or weird for my broad, virtually two-dimensional mind. You name
it and not only have I done it, I very probably invented it too.
And now, oh God!... how can I ever face these people and admit – and I
have to admit – that in all my everloving life I had never even dreamt, let
alone heard of, this bagpiping. That I had never once speculated as to why
women prefer the romantically named penile shaped roll-on underarm
deodorant, such as Quelques Fleurs or Charlie, whilst men prefer macho
ejaculatory aerosols such as Brute, Musk, or (my own favourite) Old Spouse.
I can’t even investigate the technique. My co-researcher doesn’t want to
know. She feels bagpiping is the ultimate decadence. Further, she says there
is such a thing as marital rape and swears she will call out the constabulary if
my hand so much as strays above her elbow.
I think I will quit now and go back to stamp collecting, or join the N3F
or something.
(You know the Scots folksong, “Wi’ a hundred pipers an’ aw’, an’ aw’,
We’ll up and give ’ee a blaw, a blaw?” The mind boggles. All that and a blaw
too. Skirl me around again, Willy.)
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Creative Random History 15
I’ve got all them neighbours coming in on Saturday night – it’s always a
bloody performance, but there’s no way I can get out of it. I really dread it...
and I bet Mal Ashworth has already arranged for it to piss with rain (it did
last time) so we have to grill everything on the stove and try to entertain them
indoors for a couple of hours. (Trivial Pursuit in teams is okay as long as you
get a couple of glasses of plonk inside them all first.) Usually about 30 of
them turn up; all of them illiterate and unable to read the “No Smoking in the
Living Room” notice. And they all call me Charlieeeeeee – which I hate – or
Chawles – which makes me sound like royalty. Sue reckons I’m antisocial
but really I’m just anti-neighbours. Why can’t they have gardens big enough
and shabby enough to cram in the hoi polloi.

Neighbourhood Watch
Sue and Charlie Harris will be holding this year’s Neighbourhood
Watch Barbecue at Harris Hovel, 32 Lake Crescent, on Saturday
9th September, starting at 6.30 p.m.
If you can come we’ll be delighted to see you. Please bring the
Usual; a bottle, a sausage or something to cook, and £1 for rolls and
salad and stuff.
And Please, let us know if you’ll be able to come or not so
that we can arrange for enough glasses and don’t have to get the
empty jam jars out again. Hope to see you.
Sue and Charlie (705334)
The Neighbourhood Watch orgy went off very well. Thirty people turned up
and it pissed down of course. I was expecting about sixteen but got a lot of
last minute acceptances after people had checked the TV schedules for the
evening. I had two big barbecues and let people get on with cooking their
own meat – the rain stopped for the crucial hour – and we fixed salad, an
oven full of jacket potatoes, and some elegant afters... like nectarines (on
special at Sainsbury’s) in apricot brandy (bequeathed by the German lady
when she moved), fresh fruit salad (stretched with the windfall apples from
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the garden) and a fancy fruit flan. And, thanks to my son-in-law’s new job at
Gilbey Vintners, enough cheap plonk to swim in even without the obligatory
bottle from each couple. (Georgenextdoor arrived in a party of six, including
his Spanish aunty with the hollow leg, and with one small bottle between the
lot of them. They drank solidly for five hours and then moaned because the
white wine had run out and they had to drink red. I think he must have come
from Leeds originally.)
Just about everyone came except the Head Watcher, who is a bit miffed
because nobody supported his idea of vigilante patrols to deter burglars.
(We’ve never had a burglary in the road yet, but that’s not the point.) It was a
bit of a shame though – he’d bought himself an ex-army surplus camouflaged
combat jacket all ready to swing into action as Patrol Leader, too.
I blame all these TV re-runs of Dad’s Army.
And our golf mate, Chief Supt. Dave (as seen on TV) Jarrett, loved the
Neighbourhood Watch Atom cartoon. He wants to reprint it in the local
Police Gazette. I said my friend, distinguished artist Arfer Thomson, relative
of H.M., is forbidden by his agent to donate artwork gratis. He said it was a
Very Small Gazette. I said in that case there would be a very small fee of
three guineas or so and copyright reserved throughout the whole of the
civilised world and most of West Yorkshire.
He will enquire and get back to me. He has fled to Yugoslavia for two
weeks. (“Do not,” I told his wife, as she ran from the airport car park to catch
the plane, “Do not get your Dubruvnikers in a twist. Ha. Ha.”)
I was going to tell you about the poet before I got sidetracked. Well,
after a couple of snorts out of the Private Bottle, they started asking about the
Trip, and then Fandom and ajay and everything. So I trotted out what Walter
calls “The Short History of Defiant Goshwowboyoboyism” from 1942 to
date. Now, I wasn’t actually in my cups, but I was probably out of the saucer.
I told them about TAFF. I told them about all you lot including Geri. They
were awed by my worldwide organisation. A lady asked if they had
Neighbourhood Watch in Belfast (“No,” so Chuchy the Newt, “they have
Seiko.” Actually, this caused great hilarity at the time but it seems to lose a
certain je ne sais quoi in print).
Anyway, after a while, they drifted off until only one bod was left. This
was the poet. “I’m a poet,” he said sort of bashfully, almost as if he was
telling me he was AC/DC and a consenting adult, and like a bloody fool I
told him I was too... although I hadn’t written very much poesy just lately.
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So he asked for an old sample, and the only thing sloshing around in my
head was... Vince, I didn’t actually say it was mine, and I was only using it as
a sort of example. I am not an egoboo rustler. Well, not much... so I gave
forth...
Midst the chattering and the clattering of the London Circle nattering
Came an alcoholic anthem loud and clear.
And as silence overtook ’em, they heard words that really shook ’em,
Blasphemy that blasted every blasé ear.
“Wake from stupor, buy a duper, we’ll turn out a zine that’s super,
Full of pregnant prose the prozines would print.
Tumpty tumpty tum, tumpty tumpty tum, and letters egoboosting without
stint....”
You could see he was impressed. “It’s, er, doggerel,” he said. “Doggerel be
fucked,” I said. (“Chawles!!!!” said the Lady Captain at the other end of the
room – Neighbourhood Watch is very up-market and one says, “Gosh,” not
“Fuck.”)
“No, no,” said The Poet. “It’s very good. Very good indeed.” (And
remember, this bloke is a Poet and knows what he’s talking about.)
“So, I’ve showed you mine, you show me yours,” I said.
Sadly – and I think he’s more poser than poet – he didn’t have anything
with him at that moment in time... but when the Daventry Poesy Circle meets
next month he will show me some of his “very amateurish efforts” then. And
– here it comes – since we don’t have very many Professional Authors in
Daventry, perhaps I could give A Reading... of some of my Lighter Works.
What could I say? Apart from “Yes, of course.”
I think you’re going to be very famous in Daventry, Vincent. And I
think you’re going to be my pen name.
March 1990
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Stone Souvenirs
Dear Geri,
I forgot to comment on your real estate purchase – a whole chunk of the
Berlin Wall of your very own. I see in the paper that the best bits are those
with graffiti on them – but I suppose you can always “improve” a plain bit
before you put it on display. (And, er, I suppose you wouldn’t care to buy this
piece of London Bridge that I have available at a ridiculously small price –
or, for Big Spenders, a certified lump from the Tower of Trufandom, all the
way from Scrabo??)
Actually I shouldn’t say these things in my horrid superior typeface. Far
too many landed gentry will sell anything to make a fast buck. It’s not all that
long ago when you could hire a little hammer from Sir Cosmo Antrobus (who
owned it until 1918), chip off a bit of Stonehenge, and take it home as a
souvenir. Fortunately it was quite an isolated site before we all had Ford
Fiestas, and, in the nick of time, a public benefactor bought it for the nation
and discarded all the hammers. Yet, even now, the Salisbury Astrological
Trust will, for a mere ten bucks or so, enrol you as a member, and send you a
tiny cellophane envelope containing Magic Dust pulverised from a genuine
Stonehenge trilithon. Or so it says on the packet.
Used correctly – as described on the packet – this dust will grant two
miracles: increase the size of the family jewels, and cure dandruff.
But I was telling you about speculators.... On the Isle of Wight, down by
Southampton, one of the prettiest spots is called Alum Bay. The bay is
surrounded by sandstone cliffs and, due to Palaeozoic upheavals, the various
stratas have been tilted and twisted thru 90 degrees. There are about 20-25
differently coloured sand layers ranging pretty much through the whole
spectrum, and it all looks quite stunning in the hard bright light off the sea.
It was inaccessible except by boat until they built a fantastic ski-lift
affair down the cliff.
Now, you can’t really sell a view, no matter how pretty, so down on the
beach, they built a shack which sells test-tubes, and hollow glass light-houses
and stuff. You buy a tube, a light-house, a penis or something, and fill it with
tiny pinches of contrasting coloured sands to form separate bands. You cork
it when full and take it home as a souvenir to put on your mantelpiece, so that
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every time you dust it you think of Alum Bay.
And the cliffs, which used to look so fantastic, are already pockmarked
like Swiss cheese where a million people have scraped away a little bit of
beauty of their very own to take away and put on their mantelpieces; the rarer
colours are already exhausted, and eventually there will only be yellow cliffs
So what do you do? You can’t condemn the kids and the little old ladies
who seem to get a lot of pleasure out of pottering around with their tubes –
some of them filling half a dozen tubes to take home for friends – and people
have been doing this sort of thing since time immemorial. What happened to
the marble that once shimmered on the pyramids? How many Christians
come home from Israel without a little bottle of Jordan water? (You knew the
Brit Royal Family are christened with Jordan water?) And how am I going to
tie all this in to a bit of man-made concrete too? And why didn’t we ever go
to Stonehenge anyway? We certainly should have done.

2 March 1990
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First Drafts
Rob is planning a memorial zine for Arfer. He asked if he could use the letter
to Patrick. That was fine by me. I said I’d rewrite it and incorporate various
suggestions. So, I sweated blood over it, sent the draft back to him and told
him to criticise it by all means, because I am quite grown up now, and able to
accept reasoned, serious, and constructive criticism. In fact I would welcome
it.
So – would you ever credit it? – he takes me at my word and promptly
criticises my immortal prose, and says he prefers the original version,
because the second draft lacks spontaneity. And Sweet Jesus Christ! he
doesn’t even use those lovely emollient words and phrases that Walt always
used to me when we had this problem. Not once does Rob say, “This is a
tragic masterpiece, and we will lock the original away for future generations
to marvel at, but I feel that for now we should make slight indiscernible
changes, mere brushstrokes on your immortal tapestry, to help the less gifted
of our brethren – the Herd, the N3Fers, and Marty Cantor – to gain an
inkling, a mere taste, of your true fannish genius. They do not share our vast
mental gifts, our infinite intellectual attention span. So, purely for their
benefit, I have condensed your eighteen page article into three paragraphs,
and will run it at the end of the letter column. (Or, failing that, if there is too
much pressure on space, I will definitely hold it for a subsequent issue – if
there is one.) It was easily the best thing I’ve read this morning, and I’m
surprised that The Times Literary Supplement and The Guardian still fail to
recognise your bright shining talent. Madeleine asks if you would please
write something brilliant in her autograph album (encl.). Please write lightly
in pencil.”
You don’t get that sort of olde worlde courtesy now. True, they don’t
say “This is Crap” – they say “lacks spontaneity”. They don’t say “illiterate
garbage”, they say, “We’re a bit pushed for space – why don’t you try John
D. Owen’s Crystal Shit...”
I guess I shall just have to go back to Q – the only fanzine that has never
once rejected My Works.
5 March 90. I’ve just had a letter from Himself. He says the letter was okay
and he’s dubious about any rewriting.
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Oh.
Apart from teaching me rudimentary grammar, Walt was the first parson
to point out that my first drafts usually read better than subsequent ones; that
I can rewrite and invariably throttle the spontaneity out of just about
anything; that letter-hackery is my forte, not polished Deathless Prose. I still
don’t know why it’s true, but it is. I much prefer my Pulp stuff – which Rob
picks up directly from my carbons – to any of my worked-over epics. I think
perhaps I’d better write to Rob and say, “How very perceptive of you....”
2 March 1990
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Letter to a Female Fan
I’m sorry you’re down with what we call “The Blue Meanies” – the absolute
pits of depression. I get that way myself sometimes. I only know one cure
and that’s taking the dog for a long long walk. I can lend you a dog if you
want to try it – but you’ll have to come and collect her.
She’s still only a puppy and we’ve only had her a few weeks. We had
new carpet right thru last year, and it’s pretty exasperating when she forgets
all I’m trying to teach her and leaves a small puddle on the fawn carpet just
where it is going to stain and show. I’ve tried covering it up with polythene,
but she still manages to find an uncovered spot for the next deluge.
And fancy you knowing Tucker! He is a very long term friend of mine.
Twenty-five years ago he promised to name a spaceship after me. Eventually
– after ten years or so – he named me as the hero in one of his Analog stories,
as a sort of consolation prize, but I never did get that spaceship. I haven’t
given up hope yet. You might remind him the next time you see him!
I’ve even got a picture of him on the wall here, playing (I think it’s
Monopoly) with Dean Grennell (another long gone fan) and their respective
wives.
I guess that must be about 25 years old too. The pic features a bottle of
Jim Beam too, so he stays faithful to his brand image.
It took me a long time to jump from my IBM typer to this Amstrad
Word Processor, but I’d never go back now. There are still a dozen keys on
the board that I don’t have the slightest idea what to use, but basically it’s just
the same as typing. Mechanically I’m the world’s worst idiot and altho I’ve
had the thing two years now I’m still only up to page 4 of the manual.
Sometimes, when I’m really stuck, Vince Clarke has to come all the way
from London to set things right again, but he’s pretty used to me now and all
I have to do is promise not to whack the damn thing with the hammer until he
gets here and shows me exactly where to whack.
Brit fandom is all a bit down this week. Arthur Thomson, “Atom”, our
best fan artist and my close friend, died last week from emphysema. He was
one hell of a nice guy and we all miss him badly. I was pleased that Charlie
Brown ran an obit in the March Locus, but we are all going to miss Arthur.
You’ll remember he did all the illos in my Q trip report.
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I’d like to go to The Hague myself, but I can’t really see it happening.
I’m still recovering from the Big Spend for our fabulous US trip. Every night
I put my bottom denture under the pillow and hope for the Tooth Fairy, but
there’s been no bliss so far. I’d like to go to the New York Corflu too, and go
back to Seattle and, and, and – you know, the one thing I never have any
problem with is spending money.
I hope you feel better now. Think positive. Count your blessings. At
least you haven’t got to find (a) your rubber gloves, (b) the poop scoop, and
(c) search the house downstairs to find out just where dear Millie has left her
latest small deposit. Sometimes I HATE this damn dog.
7 March 1990
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James White Owes It All to Me
I have to say White’s “The Unreal George Affair” was superb. It’s a great,
almost paternal thing to read James’s stuff without the hideous
embarrassment of the odd grammar, the dodgy spelling, the mawkishness of
the plotline – and the dreadful feeling that I was responsible for it all.
It seems only yesterday when James, after winning the Nebula award as
Fandom’s Most Negligible Bachelor of 1949, astounded us all by marrying
young Peggy. (We never did find out what he’d been spiking her tea with.) I
could hardly refuse the girl’s pleas to accompany them as honorary
honeymoon advisor, and did the best I could in the short time available. (It
took us two hours, sitting on the arrivals platform at St. Pancras station, to
convince him that socks go on before shoes, and that it’s important to get the
left shoe on the left foot, and the right shoe on the right, but Lord! the pride
and the sense of achievement as he took his first hesitant steps in his new
shoes all the way down the concourse.)
It’s something to look back on and feel a sense of pride. I took this lad, I
washed the bog from his feet; I gave him a plot that would eke out into an
endless series, gave him the benefit of my extensive medical training (I was
once, in a very junior capacity, a medico advisor on the staff of H.M. the Q.),
told him to eschew the use of leeches, extrapolate the General Hospital TV
series into an intergalactic mishmosh, and base all his heroes on Dr Kildare,
or... er, no, perhaps not... my innate modesty forbids this.
And it worked. Since that day he has never once returned to the
Salvation Army soup kitchen. (Peggy goes alone now with the large thermos
flask.) The only thing I ever regretted was my foolish offer to rewrite each
episode. It became pretty boring and repetitive after the first few years. In
fact, I’m seriously considering writing a couple of episodes myself just to get
him out of the rut again.
22 March 1990
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Creative Random History 16
We weren’t supposed to go to the funeral, of course. Nobody was. Arf knew
we’d be there, though. He wasn’t really hoping for a plain van to whip him
away when nobody was looking, and perhaps no more than a sigh when we
put the ritual black line through his name on the mailing list.
But in the end it damn near happened that none of us were there after all.
There were heavy snow flurries – the first of the winter – as I got the car out.
I wondered if there would be drifts further down like those that stopped
anyone getting to George Charters’ funeral, but once on the M1 the sun soon
came out to herald a bright hard day.
We drove to Vincent’s first. Sue took over the driving from there
because she used to live in South London, and is happier in the traffic chaos
(and because she gets so cross when I invariably blow my top and lean out of
the window to scream and holler at stupid fucking morons, who shouldn’t be
entrusted with a pogo stick, daring to impede the skilful progress of an
automobile maestro like me – 46 years in the business with never so much as
a scratched bumper to worry my insurers, and if you get your finger out of
your arsehole and onto the steering wheel we might all get along a bit better...
yeah, this finger, sport. Yeah. Etc. And especially the etc.).
Anyway, down Jasper Road, past the Mitcham Mint, past Hung Wan,
past Amazing Glassing, to the South London Cemetery and Crematorium.
This is an enormous place. There are hearses arriving almost continuously.
There are three separate crematorium chapels all working, another chapel for
people having burials, and a synagogue and separate burial ground for Jewish
people. We were early so, after checking to see if anyone else had arrived, we
drove back to the Mitcham Mint for a pint. (Mitcham mints, incidentally, are
a traditional sort of breath sweetener peppermint candy.) The name was the
only thing I liked about the pub... this was 2 p.m. and their Happy Hour
didn’t start ’til 3 p.m.
No time to finish the pint either. We got back to the cemetery just in
time to see Rob and Avedon get out of a taxi. Hugs, kisses – and then there
was Ted Tubb on his little scooter (he looked a bit odd in his helmet and
stuff, but Sue, who used to have one, says scooters are still the most sensible
way to drive in London traffic. Personally, I doubt it – the only time I rode
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pillion with her, I lost my balance and fell off – but I admit they do seem to
snake through the traffic jams a lot easier than the Ford Fiesta).
And then Ethel Lindsay arrived, all the way from Scotland. The train
fare was too expensive, but she got an overnight coach and managed to sleep
all the way down. Ethel is an indomitable woman, and you just have to
admire her. She used to be a hospital sister, but she’s retired now, and every
time I see her she seems to have shrunk a little more. We’ve known her just
about forever, and she was always a good friend of Arf’s and myself, and
published much of his best artwork in those long gone glory days of Sixth
Fandom.
She was going back that night, too – twenty hours on the coach to say
goodbye to a friend.
I could write a book about Ethel. She just about comes up to my waist
(that was when I still had a waist), and I can sometimes get away with jokes
about “Little Sister Ethel Lindsay,” but I don’t think she really likes the title.
She was a feminist before Avedon and Teresa were born, and is one of the
kindest and most loved people in Brit Fandom.
And then John Berry and his wife Diane arrived too. I haven’t seen
either of them for 20 years or more, but recognised them right away. I felt a
bit awkward because I’m a little off John’s stuff right now, and he provokes
me to fury when he writes something like his current piece in Sticky
Quarters, which purports to be factual reminiscence, and then blithely
introduces whimsical typecast silly ass Brit Army officers with swagger
sticks who adjust their monocles and mumble, “By Gad,” and, “I say, what?”
But this is all nit-picking, and today was Armistice Day. John was a very
old and valued mate of Arf’s, too, and was here, like all the rest of us, to say
goodbye to a valued friend. Today we would have welcomed Richard
Bergeron himself.
There was no sign of “our” hearse yet, and it was damn cold standing
outside. One of the undertakers told us there was a Waiting Room next to the
chapel with Arthur’s name on the door – Arthur Myhill Thomson (we’ve all
got these mystery names hidden away; ask me about Randolph some time).
It was warmer in there. We talked around a bit, but Sue wondered why
they were running so late. These things have to run like clockwork, right to
the very minute, or the day’s programme degenerates into chaos. Rob went
off to investigate and came back right sharp to say that the hearse had arrived
and the coffin was in the chapel along with the family mourners, and the
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vicar was well into his piece.
The verger who was supposed to have alerted us hadn’t bothered to
check the waiting room, and we near as dammit missed the whole service. If
you listened carefully (as Rob said), you could almost hear the faint laughter
and the voice saying, “I told you not to come.”
The ten of us crept in, feeling horribly conspicuous, and as quiet as we
could be. The vicar paused whilst we found seats, and I lost Sue in the
shuffle. She finished up with a whole pew to herself, leaving me behind with
Avedon, Rob, Vincent and Ted Tubb.
Really, I wanted to be with Sue. I feel so embarrassed with anyone else
at funerals because I always end up crying. I don’t Believe in anything at all.
It’s all very well parading my intellect, and being ever so rational, and I know
it’s a proud and lonely thing and all that, but at times like this I wish, Christ
how I wish, I believed in life everlasting, and the power of prayer, and the
Great Convention in the Sky, and the Tooth Fairy. Most days, of course, it’s
quite nice to feel smugly superior to the Pope and the Rev Paisley and all the
other religious maniacs, but at funerals they all have the edge on me. They
have their comforting harps and their halos and all their hopes of heaven,
whilst I’m astride Occam’s razor, wishing I could make the great leap in the
dark, and still snivelling like a baby with the grim finality of it all.
Anyway, nobody was even sure if we were at the right funeral or not.
We could only see the backs of people’s heads. Vincent asked Rob, who
asked Avedon, who wrote it down for me, if Olive was up at the front? He
couldn’t recognise any of the family at all, and was full of horrific visions of
the gang of us being panicked into the wrong chapel instead of waiting
calmly where we’d been told.
Now Ol, who is a nice-looking girl, was a blonde last time I saw her,
and there was certainly no blonde in the front pew. There was no way of
telling whether we had chosen the wrong chapel out of the three, and it was
far too late to walk out and try elsewhere. Fortunately, I did know just who
the immediate family mourners would be. There was definitely no blonde,
but the numbers and sexes of the people in the front pew seemed to check out
okay, and the back of the head in the far lefthand seat did look just a bit like
Olive’s as far as I could remember. So, I took a big brave gulp and said yes, I
thought I could see Ol over there, before getting down to the serious
handkerchief business.
Avedon, bless her, seemed to be a bit wet, too, but really I don’t know. I
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just pushed a spare hankie at her and let her dree her own weird.
The service seemed very short – we must have missed a good bit of it –
and then the curtains finally closed round the coffin.... We filed out, shook
hands with the vicar, and found Olive – and breathed a sigh of relief that we
were at the right funeral after all.
Sue, who ever since she was Lady Captain is very good at this sort of
thing, gets right after the undertaker and the verger and lets them know what
a bloody shambles they nearly made of the ceremony. Apologies, promises to
do better etc., but funerals cost one hell of a lot of money and you’d think
they’d make an effort to do the job properly. For instance, just think how
Ethel would have felt if she’d missed it, after coming all the way from
Scotland – as well as the rest of us.
Olive introduced us all to the family: her eldest daughter – our Arf
would have been a grandfather in a few more months’ time; his brother who
had flown over from the US; his youngest daughter, a pretty vulnerable kid,
so grief-stricken she has had to have hospital treatment herself over the
trauma; workmates; family friends... shake hands all round, admire flowers –
beautiful wreath from Olive, a stunning basket of carnations and stuff from
Minneapolis fandom, carnations and freesias from us that would have
provoked Arf to fury, and a stack of other wreaths and sprays.
Really, neither Sue nor I approve of flowers, especially in winter
weather when the frost kills them within 24 hours, but we thought this time
that Olive and the family might find them a comfort, a sort of token of shared
grief.
Personally I’d hate it if anyone sent them for me, and would much rather
they used the money for a TAFF donation or something. Believers could, I
suppose, substitute a gin and tonic libation (with ice and slice), if they so
wished, but truly, the deep abiding fond memory is the only immortality I can
ever believe in.
Mind you, for me, all the other trappings will be quite okay. By all
means bring on the black horses, the sad ostrich plumes, the doleful funeral
directors in morning dress and top hats, the crowds of keening women, and
the hundreds of rather handsome children with distinctly Semitic noses, all
running after the cortege screaming, “Daddy, daddy, daddy, don’t leave us!”
(And of course, the Union Jack over the coffin, along with my sailor hat,
my Victory Medal if they can find it, and perhaps a single red rose from
Princess Margaret....)
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Diversions have always been a curse with me.... Anyway, I had a quick
word with Olive about going over with Vincent pretty soon to clear Arthur’s
attic, and then the family went home and we all went back to the Mitcham
Mint (except the Berrys – we asked them to come for a drink but they weren’t
able to fit it in or something).
The drink was okay – Sue was driving the first leg home so I was okay
for another pint, thank ghod – but the food was atrocious, the very worst I’ve
ever eaten in London: vile and horrible shop-bought chicken pies, full of
salmonella and E numbers, without a single solitary recognisable scrap of
chicken, together with plastic mashed potato swamped with murky brown
gravy.
The talk was good, though. It was nice to chat and unwind, to remember
the good times, and laugh about nearly missing the service and everything.
We talked away an hour or so, and Ted startled me – and horrified
Avedon – by defending the existing US gun laws. He was against any ban
that impinges on the rights and the liberty of the individual.
“Quite right,” said Rob, aiming for the jugular. “Personally, I am against
the infringements on liberty that prevent us all from having our very own
private H-bombs.”
Ted seemed very quiet after that.
Arthur, perhaps more than anyone, always shared my taste for the
bawdy joke, and would have loved Rob’s offering. You have heard of
Pamella Bordes – the delectable high class whore who was recently servicing
the editors of both The Sunday Times and The Observer? She was very
expensive and very, very beautiful. “What is the difference,” sez Rob,
“between Pamella Bordes and Nelson Mandela?” Pause, and up goes his
clenched fist for a gloriously triumphant, “Nelson Mandela is Free!”
It was rush hour time now, and we had to break up. Ted went off on his
bike, perhaps still a bit bemused. Sue took Rob, Avedon and Ethel to the
station, and then collected Vince and me on her way back. The rush hour
traffic was very bad, and things were not helped when we mislaid the South
Circular Road and finished up miles away at Crystal Palace whilst searching
desperately for Penge – but eventually we found Welling just where we’d left
it. There was just time for a quick cuppa, and then it was my turn to drive
under the Thames, up the motorways and home to Daventry, to dive into the
big green bottle of Chianti Classico that I had ready and waiting, together
with a letter from Patrick.
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This was an overnighter Airmail Special Delivery from New York that
must have cost a week’s rent on the new Nielsen Hayden house plus an arm
and a leg, but was worth every penny of it. It had arrived that morning, just as
I was climbing into the Best Suit and fixing the black tie, ready to drive down
to Streatham for the funeral, the very last, never to be repeated, Grande Finale
of the Chuch’n’Arfer Show.
It was one of those letters you read and re-read a dozen times. Full of
affection, a sort of rueful letter recalling the good times, all the fun times with
Arf, the things we’d shared together. It was a fine letter and it helped lift me
out of the depths, to forget the bottle and find a sort of emotional catharsis, a
way out of the black pit, by writing this all down.
Arf was a very good mate indeed. The very best. Believe me, they don’t
come better.
July 1990

Remembering Arfer
Even now, weeks later, I find it very hard to write anything at all about Arfer.
Words seem so trite and inadequate, and I don’t know just what the hell I can
say to you about him. It still seems so private and intensely personal that it
would be a betrayal to try and write about it just yet.
But believe me, I have tried. I picked out the most memorable bits. The
bit about Arf, sitting beneath my apple tree patiently waiting for an apple, any
apple, to demonstrate the law of gravity. The double room at the Kettering
con with the church bells thundering just over the road as he roughed out the
“Church, anybody?” cartoon whilst we shared the last of the Alka Seltzer.
Or...
But, at best, these are only little flickery pictures from the mind – no
more than one-dimensional snapshots. None of them illustrate the essential
decency of the man, his generous spirit, the zest, the exuberance, the sheer
joy that he found in fandom, and shared with the rest of us. I just don’t have
the talent to transfer these things into words and sentences.
April 1990
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Naseby and Heritage
I want to write about the motorway thru Naseby.
Now, Naseby is just down the road – about twelve miles away, just the
other side of Market Harborough. We drive thru it occasionally on the way to
Leicester. We stopped once to read the bronze plate on the little stone plinth
that marks the battlefield, admire a couple of pretty thatched cottages in the
village, and try the beer. The pub, inevitably, is called The Royal Oak. The
inn sign shows King Chuck the Two, all lace, velvet and wig, hiding in the
leafy tree whilst Big Ollie and his Roundheads mill around in bafflement
below. It’s no big deal. Every town in Northamptonshire has a pub with an
identical inn sign.
And, sadly, that’s it. There is nowt else to see. It’s damn near 500 years
since the battle of Naseby. The fields are hedged and cultivated. The pikes,
the cannon, the breastplates and the Errol Flynn type characters are long
gone. It’s a nice piece of farmland, but...
Joseph, this country is gradually choking itself to death. Our road system
is a bloody farce with London and every other large town so congested that
the 19th century horse and cart could transverse them faster than today’s cars.
For me, the biggest revelation in the US – even apart from that fabulous ice
cream – was the ease in driving from one place to another; the motorways
with a dozen lanes, the universal acceptance that good roads are the essential
arterial system of any modern state.
And us? We have the M1, with its endless crawl of lorries, and the
eternal hour-long hold-up at the Luton roadworks. And yet, in our mad Brit
fashion, we still flaunt our lovely quaintness and our bosky byways:
Before the Roman came to Rye, or out to Severn strode,
The rolling English drunkard made the rolling English road.
How dinky. How bloody cute. And how bloody stupid can we get?
Now, I pay my Greenpeace dues. I protect the environment as best I can.
I try hard not to be a Philistine, but there are limits. Believe me. There is
nothing to protect at Naseby except a daydream of chivalry, and we need a
motorway a damn sight more than a daydream. It’s the logical, cheapest
route; and I think it’s time to stop pissing about and get the concrete down
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now.
Or should we leave it as it is for future generations to plough or graze
their sheep on?
I wonder if the French complain about the spider’s web of motorways
thru the battlefields of the Somme, Ypres, or Passchendaele? I wonder if the
Turks are about to pull down the kebab parlours at Gallipoli?
P.S. I can’t verify this, but Sue tells me there is serious doubt about the
location of the Naseby battlefield, and some scholars believe it to be almost a
mile to the east of the marked site. (They have also mislaid the Roman town
of Bannaventa somewhere around here too, so what’s a mere battlefield
between friends?)
7 March 1990
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A Dream of Fandom
Primarily this is for Himself, fandom’s expert on signs and portents because,
after all these years, I too am having Walt dreams again. Mine wasn’t about
George Charters, though. Mine was the sort of day dream... well, I dunno
what to call it... the 4 o’clock in the morning dream when it’s too early to go
down and make tea, but too late to go back to sleep. The fine mind seems to
run on “idle with the choke out”, and all the ideas and info from the recent
mail and stuff seem to churn around with odd bits surfacing briefly, and then
disappearing forever, just as if God had pulled the cosmic chain and flushed
everything down the black hole....
Walter probably started it all when he mentioned how furious he used to
be when Belfast Public Library refused to let him change books on their day
of issue. Dagenham library – and probably all the others – used to have the
same rule, but yesterday, out of curiosity, I enquired at Daventry, and I found
the rule no longer applies. The new computer system has no problems with
multiple withdrawals on the same day. He also mentioned the Public Lending
Right – where the author gets a tiny but escalating payment according to the
number of times his book is taken out from the public libraries.
And then there was that girl with the horizontal teeth – Lilian’s friend
who got married... Chris somebody? – my memory is hell lately – asking for
“Air Miles” for TAFF and the other fannish librarian Bridget, and Harry
Bond, and Vincent, and the Stork margarine barcode that pays the lucky
punter £5 if it matches his coupon and...
Anyway, the credits roll, the screen clears and there’s Himself, sitting at
a desk studying the signed contract hire form for Concorde. The lens widens,
and there’s Vincent (A star is born!), sitting opposite, almost hidden behind a
pile of Sector General remainders. He is carefully pasting bar code labels
copied from HIS BOOK WITH MY NAME IN over the originals.
The lens widens again. We are in Daventry library... but a different
Daventry library. The aged lady with her mysterious knitting and the
computer screen that always gives her trouble has been replaced by banks of
screens and the whole force of Northamptonshire Library Services personnel,
including Bridget and Wossname who have been infiltrated into the service.
Today is the Great Day. Today fandom is going to flex its muscles.
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Today we test a pilot scheme that will eliminate fan fund raising forever.
And, if all goes well, the Public Lending Right will pay for 200 Britfans to go
to Corflu and, further, there is a good chance that next month we’ll be
distributing free airtickets for DUFF too.
Outside the fan horde is beginning to build up. New people arrive
constantly. The car park is choked with coaches. Every British fanclub, every
trufan in the country, is here today. As they check in, our Vincent hands them
six books (the limit allowed), and they join the endless circle around the
terminals... borrow... return... borrow... return... the inexorable manipulation
of the database watched over by Himself and his electronic calculators.
We have already passed the 1989 total of Frederick Forsyth but still
need 1,800 circuits to top Catherine Cookson, the True Romance author,
whose books are read by an incredible number of library borrowers each
year. She is always the undisputed winner of the “Most Popular Author” title,
and much more important to us, the biggest beneficiary of the Public Lending
Right lucre.
The day’s continual circuiting have worn a track in the cheap carpeting
around the terminals. The library closes in 30 minutes and we have to beat
the deadline.
The staff are flagging, their soft hands raw and bleeding from the
datestamps, whilst Bridget and Wossname try grimly to force the pace.
Himself nods to Sister Avedon – a cool figure in white wearing the
cardboard Red Cross badge borrowed from James. She tips the last of the
speed into the staff teapot before pouring out their cups, and wonders if it will
be enough.
Harry Bell, his running shorts and singlet stained and filthy with sweat
from the day’s unaccustomed exercise, covers the huge SILENCE sign, and
turns on the cassette player. The glory of Fandom’s Paean to Humanity
thunders thru the room. Revived, inspired by the immortal words, trufandom
chants antiphonal plainsong, point and counterpoint, as they race in the
endless circle around the terminals.
“Once upon a time....” intones the deep basso profundo of massed Sixth
Fandom... “in the village of Prosaic...” up soars the sweet chords of the
London castrati... “in the country of Mundane...” again the basses, and then
all surging together into the exultant chorus... “there lived a youth called
Jophan....”
Even the knitting lady is humming, but the monstrous sword and sorcery
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addict, fiend incarnate, the dreaded Borough Librarian, stopwatch in hand,
will allow no extensions.
The fans are flagging now. There are only five minutes left and we still
need another 50 withdrawals. Rob staggers round, books under his arm and
Vincent (high on pot and potassium, and Rob) on his back, but it’s a damn
close run thing. Ethel, Ken Slater... Christ! is that Derek Pickles in the
wheelchair?... twenty more to go and The Monster is already reaching for the
turn off switch, Hazel, and bloody hell... Ashworth and West, contrite and
weeping... (Amazing Grace, how sweet the sound that saved a wretch like
that)... and Bridget, a glorious smile of triumph on her face, raises the date
stamp on high for the final triumphant tattoo... and Tarataratara! the Saviour
of Trufandom Cometh, and Lo! Chuchy makes the most important
withdrawal of his life, and receives yet another laurel wreath as well as the
plaudits of the multitude.
(Well, it’s my dream ennit?)
Himself announces that the Lending Right fees will cover the Concorde
hire, and suggests we all get some sleep on the coaches down to Gatwick
because we sure as hell won’t be getting any tomorrow at Corflu... and then
Sue turns the light on, puts down my tea cup and the digestive biscuit, pulls
open the curtains, and borrows Geri’s special Harris Deflator punchline:
“Dream on, Little Dreamer,” she says.
9 March 1990
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Letter to Gregg Calkins
Well, I guess that’s fairly typical. You say come and visit, and then you burn
the damn place down before I can cable acceptance. I know your devotion to
The Robert Bloch and his “Pyromaniacs of the World, IGNITE” movement,
but I always thought the reasoning suspect, and am still convinced that none
of you ever knew your arson from your elbow in the first place. Or, for that
matter, in the second place.
I have just checked on our fire insurance, and we think it might be best
if you come visit here instead. We have extinguishers in every room and you
only have to holler “FIRE” and we will all rush in to throw enormous buckets
of cold water over you before calling out the Claims Agent, and trying to
convince him that my old waterlogged IBM typer is actually the very latest
Apple Mackintosh Desktop Editor set-up, and needs immediate or sooner
replacement under the Double Indemnity Clause.
And yes, we would love to see Doty too – but it might be best if you
leave the St. Bernard and the petrol can behind this time. (And let me know
in good time if you don’t eat red meat so that I can trade in this fatted calf for
a couple of chickens.) And tell me, dear heart, would you be all agog for a
conducted one day rail excursion to London? As a special treat we could go
to Highgate Cemetery, and photograph you placing a floral tribute on the
Karl Marx mausoleum. It would make a nice print for your office wall – and I
know a gentleman in Washington who might be interested in buying the
negative too.
You asked about temperature and climate. We have both, thank you. So
far this year the weather has been bloody marvellous. It’s late afternoon as I
type this. It’s a beautiful day, sunny and cloudless with just a trace of a
breeze. All the spring bulbs are out along with the forsythia and the early
flowering cherry. At the moment Britain is warmer than Athens. I’ve just
been into the garden and the thermometer reads 18 degrees.
Compared with our usual winters this one has been absolutely fantastic,
and most of Europe has had a similarly benign time. The continental ski
resorts have suffered from the lack of snow (desperate skiers have been
flying to Aspen instead of Switzerland), but personally, if this is somehow
due to the greenhouse effect, I reckon I could suffer a little more of it.
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Er, that temperature is in Centigrade of course. We switched to a metric
system a few years back. And, just in case your electronic calculator needs a
new battery, that’s about 65 degrees Fahrenheit – it was probably around 70
degrees F at lunch time.
Actually, I still have problems with decimalisation. You can still buy
beer and milk in old-fashioned pints, but most everything else is priced in
litres and kilos. This is no problem for my kids, but boring old farts like me
still have problems in adapting. You see us in the supermarkets muttering our
arcane conversion mnemonics over, say, a net of oranges, “Two and a quarter
pounds of jam, weighs about a kilogram,” or gabbling at the sunflower oil
containers, “A litre of water’s a pint and three-quarters” just to get some idea
of how much things cost in “real” money. I only hope that, when I’m finally
stretched out on the slab and the undertaker is reaching for his tape to figure
out the box size, I still have enough strength for the famous last words bit: “A
metre’s length is three foot three. It’s longer than a yard, you see” – which
would astonish my immediate family who’d all be standing there expecting,
“Yeah, just one more gin and tonic, but skip the ice-cube this time.”
23 March 1990
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Grand Gestures
THE FARRAGO SO FAR: Handsome but petulant toyboy Slack Harris
worries about his fading aura of sexuality. He is no longer the fatal attraction.
His pheromones are failing, and there is no aftershave alternative. He can no
longer pull birds like a hero. He turns to his worldly but knowledgeable
American mother for advice. She tells him of the secret language of flowers
and the techniques involved. He resolves to try the technique – altho he
secretly doubts its effectiveness – on the imminent birthday of his madcap
lover. In the meantime, he discovers that his secret rival, the jealous John
Justice M.D., has been poisoning his system with RELAXOGELDS, an
illegal substance used for caponising poultry. The rotten dastard! After
feeding one to Rover, the family budgerigar, and noting the immediate
feather droop and lack of enthusiasm, he flushes the rest down the toilet and
feels an immediate surge of confidence again.... NOW READ ON.
It was a great day for a birthday. Ezekiel brought a huge heap of cards,
but the best, the immediate favourite, was easily my A3 size one, dripping
with hearts, lover’s knots, and eternal ardour that, when opened, played “I’ll
Be Loving You Always” with the London Symphony Orchestra backing
Frank Sinatra’s vocal. And the presents... ah... nothing compared with the
spiked, all-weather golf shoes that I chose specially for her – the dernier cri
of fashion at the Staverton Park Golf Club – that the pro shop will gladly
exchange for a pair three sizes smaller when they come in from Dunlop.
And then, taratara! Down the path came a very small delivery boy
almost buried beneath enough flowers and foliage to camouflage an AA gun
emplacement. There were sheaves of carnations in three colours (signifying
undying passion), armfuls of chrysanthemums (I was hoping for roses
because I know how to spell roses, but evidently chrysanthemums are best
because they mean I fancy you something rotten), and a big wodge of freesias
(meaning I hope your bank account can stand all this plus a £1.50 delivery
charge).
She was overcome.
She burst into tears of happiness right there on the doorstep, with all the
damn neighbours peering around their little lacy curtains. “The first time in
30 years,” she hollered through her sobs (momentarily forgetting that she
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usually hits me for a bunch of daffodils or their equivalent every Friday
morning in Daventry market), “Boo hoo, boo hoo etc.”
So, fearing cardiac arrest or whatever, I suggested we had a little lie
down to recover our equilibrium....
“Don’t spoil it with your beastly earthiness, don’t spoil it,” she said.
“And besides, I have to put the flowers in water immediately, and find the
flower arranging book and everything. But thank you dear, thank you, they
are really lovely.”
“Nil desperandum: patience mon brave.” We will have a birthday feast
at The Crossroads – an establishment famous for its aphrodisiac noshery....
Alas, she dodged the oysters and had (1) a peach stuffed with cream
cheese and tarragon, (2) a sirloin steak and (3) a big raspberry sorbet. Also
mellowing sherry and relaxing plonk in large glasses.
No need for expensive oysters. It was just like an old time Friday night
special, and when we got home I was all agog, agog I say, and upstairs and in
bed like a kid on Christmas Eve. Hoo boy!... and this morning she said, “You
must have been tired last night... you were asleep and snoring before I’d even
finished cleaning my teeth. As you get older you aren’t half as romantic as
you used to be, dear.”
2 April 1990
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Atomfoolery
Dear Robert,
It would be lovely if you did bring Carol next time, altho it will be too
late now for a long-hatched Chuch’n’Arfer scheme. A couple of years back
we were kidding about the Carol Carr Memorial Reading Room and Library
in odd letters to her. We knew that one day she’d be back, and Arf suggested
he faked a simulated bronze plaque (cardboard, Letraset, bronze paint),
bearing the library title legend, and, one Saturday, fix it on one of the fancy
new buildings in Streatham that are closed for the weekend. The idea was that
Arf would stroll down the road with Carol, enjoy her flabberghastedness,
introduce her to the charming, suave, and rather handsome but modest
Librarian (guess who?) who just happened to be standing outside the elegant
doors of his impressive building, would ask her to autograph the just
published copies of The Best of Carol Carr, which we would have on hand.
Hopefully, after she had autographed them, she would flick thru the pages
and (Oh bliss!), discover they were no more than publisher’s dummies... the
mock volumes of totally blank pages that publishers use to get an idea of the
size and appearance of their future books.
Arf, who has met Carol, thought that the next step would be an
hysterically laughing Carol dragging us into the nearest pub, lost in hopeless
admiration of our tomfoolery, and spending much Yanqui dollar on English
beer for us. (Personally I thought she was more likely to stuff our publisher’s
dummies down our throats – how to eat your own words in one easy lesson –
even though the Thomson Effect on women was guaranteed to charm and
calm them, and have them eating out of his hand in thirty seconds flat, but he
was always telling me I never understood women anyway.)
Arf excelled at this sort of thing. I still cringe about the day I woke up,
pulled the curtains, and found the picket line walking up and down Lake
Crescent, brandishing their professional Dayglo fluorescent signs
proclaiming HARRIS IS A FINK. And FINKS AIN’T WHAT THEY USED
TO BE. And various other insulting remarks calculated to enthral the
neighbours and horrify me. The picket line – solemn-faced Arf, Vincent,
Terry & Margaret Hill and Elda Wossname, had planned a little demo to
enliven my mundane life in the sticks, and had to be bribed with coffee and
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strong drink before I could get them off the pavement and into the house.
Or, last year, when I went into hospital to have my very close veins
fixed, he organised the one-off Pulp cover for me. “Harris to have brain op,”
screamed the cover: “Norman G. Wansborough offers transplant”.
20 May 1990
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Political Fallout
I was in the middle of this transport argument with Joseph when he upped
and fled the country, so I shall have to wait until he returns and then have
another go at him. I’ve been a bit worried about Joseph ever since he took me
to task for naming the house Chez Guevara. I’m still not sure if it was the
missing acute accent or just the lèse majesté that upset him, but he was
certainly tedious and tiresome about it all, and made me think again about
buying one of those illuminated signs to wear on my forehead – the one that
would flash “JOKE” whenever I am in my most comical mode so that the
thickies would understand and appreciate how lucky they are to be in the
audience. But that’s not the only thing I have against poor old Joe, the
downunderdog-to-be. He is on the Hate List at present because he re-named
Fuck the Tories as Flatten the Toads. Now, I am Number One Toad Man in
the UK with my own room in Toad Hall and I take great exception to his
nasty bowdlerised title. True, I told him years ago that his Fuck the Tories
nonsense would be a horrible passé title after the first shock issue and he
should replace it with Muffing with Maggie or Tupping with Tebbitt or
suchlike, but he pooh poohed the idea at the time and now, five years later,
comes up with this puerile effort. My suggestions don’t usually take that long
to sink in. And, on top of all that, I want to take him to task for all those
immoral outpourings from his friend, colleague and guru, Ken Livingstone.
Now, I quite like Ken. He is a sound man with newts, and I think I read
somewhere that he once had a tree toad. (In a perfectly proper manner of
course and with no nasty innuendoes implied or suggested.) I am glad he is a
Member of Parliament and cleans his vivarium out twice daily. For me, Ken
is okay.
But, in the freebie zine Midweek, which they hand out to punters at the
railway stations, he predicts that, on the night Mrs Thatcher falls from power
there will not only be general rejoicing and dancing in the streets but...
“complete strangers will meet on the Tube and make love.”
God preserve us all, dear boy! I am quite aware that this is pretty old hat
for us veteran conventioneers, but mighod! never on trains, and I fear for you,
Vincent. Supposing she is toppled on a third Thursday just as you are using
your Pensioner’s Concessionary ticket to catch a train up to The Wellington?
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There you are, snug in a non-smoking compartment re-re-reading my old
Pulp columns, when a hulking great female (I mention no names) bangs you
over the head with a tattered Sic Biscuit and Joy is unconfined. (i.e. she takes
her girdle off first.)
Now, I well remember how, all those years ago, I was near ravished by
that huge German lady Anne Steul in a smoke-filled room in Manchester. I
can still feel her hot breath on my face, the rabid lust in her eyes as she threw
me to the floor with a subtle judo grip, stunned me with a sharp blow from
her reticule, and, egged on by you and my other so-called friends, who were
merrily clapping hands to give a rhythmic beat, was inside my pants and
fingering the fundamentals with her horrid warm hands before I could even
put my glass down somewhere where it wouldn’t get spilt.
I wouldn’t want anything traumatic like this to happen to you, dear
friend. I’d hate to see you copying me and quitting fandom instantly to spend
ten years in the wilderness searching out even more illicit and arcane joys. At
least, not before you’ve finished off the fanzine filing.
30 May 1990
Note: Records indicate that the legendary Anne Steul encounter
must have been at the 1956 Kettering convention, Cytricon II,
rather than Supermancon in Manchester (1954) as Chuch
remembered it. [Ed.]
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Advice for Vincent
Dear Worried Crosseyes,
I am glad you wrote to me about your little problem. I have consulted
my astrological charts and much of your troubles stem from the fact that
Jupiter is about to enter Uranus, resulting in a short sharp shock to your
ecosystem.
Sadly there is very little I can do about this (altho you might find the
enclosed tub of petroleum jelly of some help), but I may be able to help you
with your storage problems. If you care to pack your surplus 600+ pbs into
cardboard apple or orange boxes I will collect them later in the summer and
transport them to Novacon for you so that you can sell them at incredible
prices to the undeserving Birmingham riff-raff.
And I quite see how embarrassing it would be for you to pop your clogs
amongst such piles of literary trivia. Perhaps it would help to add a little
class, a little elan...a little je ne sais quoi... to your departure if you keep a
copy of the VSM Vol 1 No 3 (opened at the relevant page) at hand at all times
so that, when found, you will be mourned as one of the Literati rather than
derided as poor Joe Faaaan who read that crazy fanzine stuff.
This is only a suggestion of course. It’s entirely up to you. It would be
quite okay if you prefer to hold a “-” or the superb Creative Random History
pages from Pulp 4 or something similar. (Do try not to bleed or void over
them though. As executor of your estate I will have to sell these things at a
profit later on.)
Another space saving plan has just occurred to me. Supposing I
borrowed all your Alan Coren books and various other items and kept them
all up here on what we laughingly call a permanent loan? This would free
about half your shelf space and would save me having to steal them one or
two at a time like I do at present.
16 July 1990
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Beyond the Enchanted Duplicator
I was delighted that Geri and I have prevailed and that Beyond the Enchanted
Duplicator... To the Enchanted Convention will, after all, end as tradition
demands. I have consulted my own 8-ball about whose names gets
precedence on the cover. It suggests that half the covers show “From an
original idea by Walt Willis and Jas Wossname” and the other half show “Jas
Wossname and Walt Willis”. That seems pretty fair.
Of course, you do realise that it will all be in pretty small print – pica at
the most – because of the amount of space needed for the two colour box
logo (outlined in highly refractive sequins) giving the main credits... “As
adapted, revised and edited by Geri Sullivan and Chuch Harris, with
additional proof-reading by A. Vincent Clarke.”
After all, we did step in in the nick of time to toss out your original halfarsed ending, produce a complete upbeat re-write job of the crucial section
and ensure that the project will be acceptable to fandom. And Vinnie put in a
lot of work to find those extra full stops in the chapter headings. We ask for
no financial percentage whatsoever. For us this was just a labour of love. We
don’t even expect gratitude and never never never would even dream of
accepting money for our genius. We are just trufans. You are welcome to all
of any tainted pelf that may be going. (That’s until the film rights come under
discussion, of course, when we’ll all talk about this again and very very
thoroughly indeed.)
And now Geri, Virgin Queen of the Eight Balls. How can you do this to
me, Mom? Oedipus had it easy – he didn’t have to teach his Mom divination
and ball handling skills....
Look... you can ask the 8-ball, “Should Walt Willis’s name come first?”
That’s an acceptable question; the ball will answer yes, no, or maybe. You
can ask, “Should James White be a second rater?” and once again the ball
will give a definitive answer. Now, you can ask “Should Chuch Harris’s
name outshine the other two in 60 point Broadway type?” The “NO” answer
specifically refers, of course, only to the outshining and the 60 point
Broadway type. I wouldn’t want you to think that I’m just nit-picking –
egoboo means nothing to me; my place in fandom’s Hall of Fame is already
assured (the huge statue with the whole of Sixth Fandom clustered at my feet
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in awe whilst a knee-high Walter Himself strains upward to offer me the
Vargo Statten Magazine) but there are, according to my Encyclopedia
Britannica, 8,428 fonts of Roman capitals and half as many again in Italic.
After you have run these thru your oracle we’ll be ready to start on the
“outshining” sub clause.
However, it would be nice to see this thing in our lifetimes. So, to save
time, check again with “18-point Great-Primer” as a substitute for “60 point
Broadway”. My 8-ball finds this quite acceptable. If yours disagrees either
send it away for a service and repair or, maybe, we could compromise –
perhaps separate British and US editions – but no matter what happens, dear
Mom, let’s not get our balls in an uproar about it.
And no, I’d rather not autograph copies in advance – perhaps a signing
session at MagiCon, but truly, I’m a very slow writer and not at all prolific.
And anyway, I’m still exhausted after the rewrite job, and have several other
things promised for the not so damn near future. Perhaps James could do
some... his word rate is quite low and he did quite good joined-up writing on
his last year’s Christmas card too.
13/15 August 1990
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From Oast House to Dog House
“What’s oasts?” asks Geri. You have come to the right place, Mom.
(Oast is oast, and west is west and ne’er the twain shall meet.)
It’s a sort of kiln for drying hops. Kent is the only part of England where
hops are grown so you wouldn’t find oasts beyond its boundaries. They look
rather like small churches... a sort of barn with a round tower at the end
surmounted by a sort of dunce’s cap which in turn is topped by a white
wooden ventilator which moves around with the wind to catch the breeze.
Hops are not so widely grown as they used to be in Kent. The main type,
called Fuggles, give the bitter aromatic flavour to beer... but were bred for the
dark British beer which is now out of fashion and has been replaced by the
light lager-type beer. For the light beer we import hops from Europe. (Rob
disparagingly refers to light beer as “cat’s piss” but I much prefer it myself,
altho I am by no means a beer fan and normally drink wine or gin.) (You
noticed?) The oast houses though are very much in demand to convert into
houses, and are far more common in Kent than thatched cottages or similar
twee.
I’m tempted to write a hell of a lot more about hops and hopping and
how I was the only kid left in East London because everyone else had gone to
Kent with their families for hopping – to pick the crop when it was ripe – and
then tell you about Kent cobnuts – which are really filberts (a filbert is a nut
where the calyx is longer than the nut itself) (you could still call me Filbert
occasionally), and about Leeds Castle – which is the Kent Leeds, not the vile
Yorks one – which has a moat and a dog-collar museum, but we’ll leave that
until another time. I won’t tell you about our trip last week to Salcey Forest
to see a woodpecker – either the Greater Spotted, the Lesser Spotted, or the
Teensy Weensy Green one, because we spent the whole day there and didn’t
even see a bloody sparrow, but sooner or later it will all come pouring out
and invariably finish with “all knowledge etc.”
But I have to tell Doubting Vincent about Millydog’s driving skills....
The car park at the nursing home is on a slope. Sue parked, put the
handbrake on tight, and left the dog in the car whilst we went in to see Pa.
And when we came out the Datsun had rolled down the slope into the stone
gatepost and dented the tailgate, smashed the bumper (fender to you, ma’am),
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and the rear light display all to hell and gone. There were tooth marks all over
the plastic grip of the handbrake. The damn dog had gnawed the thing,
released the little pushbutton at the end which frees the brake and set the car
rolling backwards.
The man said around £350 labour and maybe the same for parts –
Datsun Cherry parts are very expensive – but advised us not to tell the
insurance agent it was the dog’s fault because she’s not listed on the policy as
an alternative driver.
I didn’t like to mention that, on the Fiesta, she has chewed thru the
wiring for the radio. I thought we’d get the Datsun fixed up and paid for first.
If anyone would like a nice friendly dog....
13/15 August 1990
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Et Tu, Vincent?
I shall have to write to Harry Warner to tell him I wasn’t deceived by that
fake letter of Joe’s in the bowdlerised Fuck the Tories purporting to show
Harry disagreeing with me. Some people, especially bloody Marxists with
snow on their boots, will stoop to anything to win an argument. And I must
say I thought they were very rough on Alexis who had done little more than
say that most chaps like looking at pretty girls.
It’s probably a Good Thing I never did get to Welling to see Vincent. I
would have dumped him straight into his fancy shredder and spread him out
for compost as soon as he started to waffle away with nonsensical gambits
and buzz words like illogical and literary tricks and diminishes the power and
whatever and similar crafty vandalisms. It’s a good thing we are used to
ignoring such puerile and vapid stefnical criticisms. Just lately – ever since I
noticed that picture of Mal Ashworth on his mantelpiece – I have begun to
worry about his fading powers, his duplicity and lack of reverence. And it’s
not the least bit of good trying to soothe me by offering The Sanity Inspector,
Vincent. After trying to cajole it away from you for three years or more, I
gave up and stole my sister’s copy. (She has good literary taste but no real
security system.)
However, if you happen to come across Coren’s All Except the Bastard,
perhaps I’ll reconsider and allow you back into the fold.
I said “perhaps”. I’m not too happy about you qualifying that bit about
the world’s greatest letter writer. I mean it. You come up next time with some
laudatory crap about St. Paul’s sublime Third Epistle to the Ephesians with
its hot spelling and marvellous punctuation and you are OUT, dad. O.U.T.
waaaay beyond the pale. The South’s answer to Mal Ashworth. Ever and
ever, Amen.
And all this religiosity reminds me that I must write to Jas about the bit
in Archaeology Today which postulates that the Dead Sea Scrolls are actually
the legendary first FAPA mailing. (And don’t just pose there and say, “Hang
on, I’ll just check that out with The Collection for you.” If you had the first
mailing I would have stolen it long ago.)
When I do get down eventually we’ll sort out your duplicates and try to
fix something up. I made the Novacon suggestion because I thought that if
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you did decide to go you’d prolly stay here overnight and travel up with me
each day just like we usually do. And of course I do understand about your
hesitation to prostitute your fannish soul by selling your surplus pbs for crass
cash, and I’m sure we all admire your fine moral stance and everything but,
even apart from raising money for TAFF, it would be a new fun experience
for you and startlingly full of wonderment. Who knows? You might even end
up enjoying it like a nun on a honeymoon.
And don’t quibble. I am aware that I know very little of nuns on
honeymoons. All I am saying is that whilst you are fully occupied in your
usual missionary position you know I’ll be happy to pimp for you and handle
the money side.
And Vincent, you must try to escape from this incipient primness that
has been making inroads into your personality ever since you won the Doc
Weir Award. You must always try to remember your St. Fantony vows about
doing Anything For TAFF. Anything.
13/15 August 1990
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Creative Random History 17
“That’s it,” I told Vince. “I’ll never go again. The Programme is a farce, the
booze is overpriced, the food is a health hazard, and the only thing I really
really like about it is that Famous Authors Dave Langford and James White
usually show up, too.”
Vince seldom pays much attention to me. He came up on the Friday
evening train. We drove over to Birmingham on the Saturday morning,
timing our arrival to coincide with the bar opening.
It was almost empty. There were probably more fans in “The Hall” – but
that was the “Science Fiction – Whither?” slot and I make a point of never
going to that nowadays. It won’t be long before I get my bus pass and I tend
to worry because my whither is a lot smaller than almost anyone else’s.
Greg Pickersgill was the only person in the bar that I recognised. He was
with Katie McAulay – a nice, kind, pleasant woman, and she bought me a
pint after he asked me if I’d like one. I think it was the very same Katie who
once found me a bar-adjoining room at the Metropole so that I could have
breakfast in bed, and I love her dearly.
They were sitting (I think) with someone called Shea or O’Shea or
something who was into “Modern Primitives” – tattooing, scarification, and
ornamentation. With textbooks to match.
Now, you all know how blasé and cosmopolitan I am. My boggle
threshold is virtually out of sight, but... Wheee! One look at the textbook
illustrations and my eyes were right out through the lenses just like an Atom
illo. My eyebrows had long since vanished into my receding hairline. And I
used to think Brut aftershave, full of aphrodisiacs and pheromones, was
pretty far out. I never imagined you could browse through a catalogue like
this and really improve your lifestyle.
For starters, you could have, amongst other fashion features, a sort of
keyring affair threaded through each nipple, together with, perhaps, a
cabalistic tattoo on one’s inner labia. Or, for us chaps, lucky charms, St.
Christopher medals, crucifixes, and small silver sleigh bells fixed irrevocably
on one’s scrotum. Believe me, you could hang more jangly bits on your
dangly bits than I would ever have credited, and I’m still wondering how they
ever managed to sit down again after The Operation.
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And that’s just the beginning. There was an untouched photo of a
fisherman from Fort Lauderdale (I’m almost sure it wasn’t Travis McGee)
with five tight constricting penile rings together with a carillon of little bells
that, quite possibly, would tinkle out “Jingle Bells” at appropriate moments.
Ghod only knows what happened at involuntary arousal.
So okay, I was sort of incredulous. It was all a bit too much for a naive
country bumpkin like I am nowadays. I didn’t dare look at Vincent. This was
one hell of a lot more than tight jockey shorts.
The guru, without a flicker of a smile, said that the police thought the
book was Obscene (imagine that!) but that was a matter of opinion, because
this was a very serious business indeed. He turned the page and Lo! there was
another photo of some happy hero with a bifurcated willy – straight down the
middle like a split Yule log – together with a little footnote (well, not exactly
a footnote) about double the willies, double the pleasure.
Sadly, I momentarily forgot that I was a star-begotten stefnic genius able
to accept any outlandish idea without so much as stirring a hair. I lost my
straight studious face. I giggled some rubbish about every man his own
gangbang, and asked if The Operation was available under the National
Health Service.
They took the book away. They turned their backs on me. I was a smutmind and totally unworthy of serious scientific discussion. The guru wrote
“Nice to Meet You, Darling,” on my scrap pad, and I was cast metaphorically
into the outer darkness.
Avedon was up and about now so I went away and told her of my
adventures. She was totally unsurprised. She said it was a quite common
thing nowadays – Californian fan Tom Digby goes topless at all the best
conventions to flaunt his nipple rings – and you could actually get magazines
about it if you were so inclined. (I suppose that’s in London though. In
Daventry they keep Private Eye under the counter, and still tear out the
matrimonial advice page from Cosmopolitan before they sell a copy to
anyone without a wedding ring.) She knew quite well that I was itching to ask
the crucial question, and eventually took pity on me. She told me that
although she already had her ears pierced she has not, as yet, proceeded any
further south. Nor has Rob – which is probably a very good thing when you
consider his predilection for tight jeans.
Vincent, fearing for my blood pressure amongst all this untoward
excitement, took me off to the BoSh talk on corn circles to calm me down a
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bit. There is a script that I shall see eventually, but it was interesting to see
how well Bob handles an audience. The hall was packed solid with crowds of
people standing at the back. I think there were more people there than there
were for the GoH speech later in the programme.
Al Johnson, the programme scheduler, introduced him: “Here’s Bob
Shaw and his talk.” Bob is always fast on his feet. “First I want to thank Al
for that splendid introduction. It’s nice to be built up.”
From there on he had the audience rapt even though this was a re-run of
his Worldcon speech that many of them had heard before. He is still as quickwitted as ever and sharp with the one-liners. At one point someone in the
audience burst out in a hysterical guffaw and was instantly quelled with, “No
individual laughing, please,” before Bob went on to tell them of his holiday
postcard: “The crisis is over – please ignore my telegram.”
It’s not just a stage thing, either. Once, at a room party, he called for
whisky. Somebody handed him a bottle of Cutty Sark or suchlike which he
instantly rejected. “I can’t drink that,” said an indignant, incredulous BoSh.
“It’s cooking whisky.”
Afterwards I went back to talk to Avedon about the feminist book she is
co-editing for Pluto Press.
Whilst we were talking somebody came over to tell us that a few
minutes earlier some bloody fool had just slugged Caroline Mullan.
Caroline was in the No Smoking lounge when two Mundane types came
in puffing away and ignoring the prominent No Smoking signs. Caroline
made some disparaging remark and left the lounge and one of them came
after her and punched her. One of the Con people – maybe Nick Mills? –
remonstrated and got clobbered too. Somebody took her an icepack for her
face, and then I heard that the mundane had demanded that the police were
called. Yeah, the one who did the punching wanted the police called!
I saw Caroline later. She is a nice kid and comes from Belfast (there
must be something in the water), and I couldn’t see any signs of damage,
although, of course, this was only a cursory examination. She did seem a bit
shaken, though. Sadly, I never did hear the end of the story.
James White, who is a dear and lovely man (Advt), came over to tell me
that Geri had told him to persuade me to attend MagiCon in 1992. He stands
for no nonsense. He wanted to know if I had made a decision yet. Failing
that, he wanted to know if I would have made a decision by lunch time. He is
very persuasive and it wasn’t easy to sidetrack him into Sector General
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books. (I was surprised that he has written about 80 stories so far with only
two rejections – and they were fantasy. He works at it as if it were just an
ordinary job and tries to work from 9.00 to 6.00 with breaks for walks along
the cliffs when he temporarily dries up.)
(Will I go to MagiCon? I still dunno. Maybe. Rob and Avedon would
like to go, too, but it’s an expensive trip. Sue was probing Vin¢ [who spent
Monday morning teaching me how to do overstrikes on the Amstrad], and I
have a gut feeling that – ignoring all the “just a homebody” crap – I would
consider going too if it were financially feasible.)
Around here somebody gave me a flyer showing an admittedly
incomplete listing of fmzs eligible for this year’s Novacon awards – ones
published between October 1989 and September 1990. So why wasn’t my
trip report, Quinsy #23, pubbed November 1989, listed? (A few freebie
copies still available for the asking.) And, to rub salt in my wounds, half a
dozen of the fmzs that were listed were bloody apazines that weren’t
available for general circulation. Bloody Harry Bond strikes again! I found
him cowering in the snooker room. In calm reasoned tones I asked him what
the fuck he thought he was playing at with his useless idiotic attempt at
rational listing. He went all white and gibbered something about it being Pam
Wells’s fault and that he’d only listed the 1990 crop.
This was utter rubbish. I am nominating Pam for TAFF, so obviously
she is pure and without fault. “My lovely Q,” I told him, “barred from
contention by your malevolent manipulation. You are out, Bond. O.U.T. You
are expelled from fandom. You must leave immediately and never darken our
doors again. Go. For Ghod’s sake, GO.”
I felt a lot better after that and thought no more of it, but Harry took it all
very seriously indeed and went off to find comfort with Greg. Apparently, he
is very sensitive and wounds easily. Greg asked Vincent what was going on,
but it was all very worrying because previously I had never realised my
awesome Power.
However, Vincent chided me, and so did Rob. Harry, said Rob, is still
like an over-active puppy. He has lots of enthusiasm but in his excitement he
keeps making messes on the floor. I must say I had never noticed this myself,
but for the rest of the convention I was very careful where I trod. But Vince
says Harry is a sort of white hope of Brit fanzine fandom with lots of
enthusiasm and energy and we must cherish him. So, after the convention I
sent him a pretty note saying it was a J.O.K.E., together with a tin of metal
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polish to buff up his Shield of Umor.
May 1991

Postscript
Dear Geri,
Novacon was okay I suppose, but I had more fun there last year when
you were with us. John Brunner was so distraught by your absence that he
never came himself. People asked after you. I told everyone that you’d
promised faithfully that you’d be back real soon now.
There were the usual nut cases, of course. We had one idiot who thought
he was a Red Indian with a headband with a feather in it, bare feet, and a war
dance – but I have met Real Indians and I told him they were nothing like
him at all (altho, of course, I didn’t mention Victor’s rather large tummy).
There was also one sad lad with beanie, coat of badges, plastic disintegrator
zapgun, and his teddy bear.
Ah well, perhaps I’m getting a bit too old – James said that it’s only a
few years ago when we fought thru the streets of Manchester with our water
pistols, but it seems eons ago to me.
The girls were nice though – they get younger and prettier every year
and they talk to me in awe and reverence.
I quite like it, but it was all very different when we were that age. I
remember, years ago, being in the bar at a Kettering con with Arfer talking
to, I think, old Terry Jeeves who was shaken by all the young fans who were
even then hellbent on sexual emancipation. Terry was aghast at the sin and
iniquity.
“I don’t mind saying I never once slept with my wife before we were
married,” he said. “Did you, Arfer?”
Arf shook his head sadly.
“I can’t rightly say, Terry,” he said. “What was your wife’s maiden
name?”
15 November 1990
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National Health
[A response to Arthur D. Hlavaty’s The Dillinger Relic.]
You shouldn’t blame Mrs Thatcher for the British socialists. About half of us,
including a good 90% of Anglofandom, voted socialist long before she
arrived on the scene.
But that wasn’t what I wanted to write about. What intrigues me is all
this tarradiddle of yours about medicine in England... “Driving the doctors
out” and “petty bureaucrats deciding what the doctor can do and how much
they can charge for it.”
That, as we say in our quaint vernacular, is a load of old bollocks.
Believe me, our doctors are not driven out. They can open up their own
business just like plumbers or grocers and charge just what they like... just as
they can do in your country. Harley Street is chonk full of this sort of doctor
and they do very well selling their services to people who don’t want to use
the National Health Service, and rich Arabs and suchlike from abroad.
However, most doctors prefer to work in the NHS. They get more job
satisfaction and a better living from it, and can always opt out if they are
unhappy... altho I’ve never met one who has actually done so. They are paid
according to how many patients they have on their books. Everyone has their
“own” doctor. He treats them at his surgery, or visits them at home if they
need it – at any time of the day or night – arranges for them to see specialist
consultants if he thinks they should do so, has them admitted to hospital as
necessary, and prescribes medicines. He doesn’t charge you for any of these
services. You phone the surgery, his secretary will tall you what time to
attend (say 9.25 a.m.) and you go over at that time and ghod help you if you
are late and mess up his schedule.
In Daventry the surgeries are purpose built with car parks. They house
around six doctors – you see your own – their back-up staff and a nurse’s
room where they carry out vaccinations, urine and faeces tests, samples to be
sent off to the county microbiological specialists, bandaging wounds, and
pulling axes out of your kid’s head if he’s been fighting again. I very very
much doubt if you have better facilities, no matter where you go.
Now, it’s perfectly true that a large number of doctors leave the country,
but it’s not quite “fleeing” as you said. We are still a focus for would-be
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doctors from other countries, especially from the “old Commonwealth” – all
the bits on the maps that used to be coloured in red. They come here to study,
train and qualify, and then get some hospital experience before returning to
their own countries to practice their newly-learnt skills. That’s hardly fleeing,
is it?
You don’t often find these people in local practices, but they form a
large proportion of the staff in our hospitals. For instance, my twin children
were delivered in hospital by a tiny Burmese lady doctor. (Who threw me out
of the delivery room just as things were getting interesting.) Last year, when I
broke the top of my femur right up near the hip-joint, I had a metal joint fitted
into my leg by an Irish doctor from Tipperary. And, later, when I had my
varicose veins ripped out it was a Nigerian doctor who hacked away at them.
I imagine these people have (or will) eventually return to their own
countries. I’d unhesitatingly recommend multiple births in Burma, but if
there are any Nigerians in your circulation I think I’d advise them to emigrate
before having their veins done.
You talk about “Socialised Medicine” as if it is some sort of bogey man,
but we call it the National Health Service – which is precisely what it is. It’s
just a huge insurance scheme with every wage earner paying a contribution
from his salary. The State pays the individual doctors according to how many
patients they have on their books. You pay nothing if he sends you to hospital
but certain other things – dentists, oculists, and the chemists who supply
medicines against the doctors’ written prescriptions – charge a fixed sum as
part of their costs. (These are token payments... ten prescribed aspirin are
charged the same as 10cc of Interferon... but people over 65 or under 13 or
unemployed and a few other categories pay nothing.) Contrary to what you
say, doctors actually seem to prefer the system. If they didn’t they would opt
out. Or emigrate to the US.
From a personal viewpoint I don’t think anyone’s health should depend
on their ability to pay. I am horrified that in a so-called civilised country like
the US a doctor can demand your home, your car and every damn cent you
have in the bank before he will deign to cut out your tumour, or that anyone
suffering from a chronic ailment can be impoverished by the continual
expense for the drugs that are essential to their very life.
Sue, my wife, is a chronic asthmatic. She needs four different
medications several times each day. I suffer from hypertension, and recurrent
colitis. We need medication every day – and we get it.
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Now, like every other Brit journeying to America, the very first thing we
bought – even before the giant suitcases guaranteed to hold 300 lbs of
fanzines and pbs – were a million dollars worth of health insurance. It
seemed a lot, but both my doctor and the travel agent stressed its importance
and its priority. I still think it seems odd that I could get, say, a no-problem,
no-charge heart-lung transplant in the UK, in most European countries, or
even in Russia, but might need a million bucks to cover all eventualities in
America, the land of the fee.
November 1995
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Flight of Fancy
Last night I dreamed about you.
All of you....
You saw the full page British Airways ad in the paper? The Biggest
Ever Giveaway. Make your choice, clip the coupon, and win a freebie ticket
to foreign climes on St. George All the Way Day, April 23. And all told,
there’s around 25,000 seats awaiting bottoms.
Unfortunately, it seems that five million other punters have clipped the
coupon too. That works out as around a 250 to 1 shot, but I’ve backed horses
at longer odds than that. (They didn’t win, but some of them are still
running....)
And don’t laugh. This is more than wishful thinking. My 8-ball still
predicts I will get back to Minneapolis eventually, and it has correctly
foretold the future twice already.
So there.
And there’s still an outside chance if all else fails.
At the end of the raffle any seats not taken up are just drawn at random
from all the people who didn’t win. There’s Boston, Seattle, LA, Vancouver,
San Francisco, New York (and by Concorde too!), and a dozen more. All I
have to do is cross the Atlantic and then out-Degler the immortal Claude.
The Lady Captain thinks I am stark raving mad. No way can I afford it,
she says. People get killed hitch-hiking in the States or, worse still, drugged
and abducted to that brothel in Buenos Aires I was telling you about. Also
I’m just a travelling fool, and No Good Will Come Of It.
Well, maybe so... but last night I dreamed of you lot.
There was a whole planeful of us, of course. The crème de la crème, or
the scum rising to the top. It was just like an airborne convention, free food,
free drink, the 50,000 Feet Club in full thrust, Brunner and BoSh signing
their books – everything was there except Joe Siclari running an auction.
Team Hyphen was in the first class section, of course, but we had guests.
Derek Pickles, enjoying a comeback even more spectacular than that of
Lazarus, was kneeling at Walter’s feet as he reached up to adjust the intimate
article of clothing he had just presented to FLEAC,* and nodding humbly as
the inner mysteries of margins were explained to him. He swore to do better
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with the promised column in the New Phantasmagoria, and ignored
Madeleine’s comment that he could hardly do worse.
* Fandom’s Leading Expert And Critic. [Ed.]

Vincent, festooned with scratch pads and 93 spare ballpoint pens, sat
with me, testing my recall of the function of the plus and minus in the bottom
corner of my Amstrad, and struggled to hide his despair at my ignorance. On
the other side the delectable Caroline Mullan (who is All Right) was offering
profuse thanks for the gracious permission granted to her last week when she
phoned on behalf of Ken Hughes (?????) who wanted to do a Public Reading
of My Works (look on my works ye mighty...) to a select audience. She
wondered how she could ever repay me, and looked startled but kind of
pleased when I told her.
The plane landed. We stepped over Rob and Avedon and their halfcollated Pulp in the aisle. People stood aside so that I could get to the head of
the gangway as the plane’s doors opened. There were bands playing and folk
cheering as I went down the red carpeted steps towards Geri waiting at the
bottom.
The noise died away to a mere tumult as we hugged each other again.
She was dressed differently this time – just as if she was ready for the
Masquerade Ball with a sort of enveloping black burnous covering all of her
except a little slit for the eyes. I had just time to take in the sign on the airport
building – “Welcome to Abu Dhabi” – before Sue switched the light on and
woke me, but it was Geri sure enough. The eyes have it. There’s nobody else
in the world with those distinctive strawberry blonde eyebrows.
We should know later this week if our names come up in the draw, and,
if they do, there will be phone calls before you’ve even read this!
I never cared much for Derek Pickles – I thought him a thick arrogant
dickhead – and the best fun this week was marvelling at Walt’s letter to him.
Perhaps I shouldn’t tell you (and he will undoubtedly kill me for this), but the
“intimate article of clothing” mentioned on Page The One was a necktie.
Ghod only know why. Are there necktie kinkos amongst us? The mind
boggles – esp. as Himself gave up wearing neckties the day after he retired
from work. (And so did I.)
However, overwhelmed by this munificent gift, Walt weakly agreed to
continue with his long-dead Phantas column.
Naturally I couldn’t let a challenge like this pass us by. I rushed out to
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Natty Necks and, at vast expense, found an elegant cravat that he can send
back to Derek to return the compliment. In a moment I’ll see if it will copy
on the library copier so that you too can appreciate the design. Nobody does
it better. Chuchy Harris, Master of the Single Entendre.
3 April 1991

Detail of tie design (rotated 90°)
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Better Living Through Steroids
Bonjour cher Vincentime,
Ici est le grand fromage de Fandom Daventry. Calumnist of Pulp!
Calumnist of Folly! The only living Trufan with A-levels in Vituperation.
Pourqui pig, n’est pas? And très beautiful with it; built like a steroid advert
with a lovely head of attractive unruly brown hair like a hedge pulled thru a
man backwards. Eat your heart out and just you wait until they start handing
out Hugos for macho manliness. O happy day! imagine – my mantelpiece
will be longer and more trophy-laden than even Dave Langford’s.
One moment whilst I give my pectorals a flex or two.
That’s better.
Well now, the steroid euphoria has worn off a bit although I still feel a
little “high”. I went back to see the consultant at Northampton General Bum
Clinic yesterday and was fortunate enough to see the hotshot whizzkid lady
who assists him. She was admirably concerned, speculated that it might be
the medication itself that was causing me problems, stopped everything I was
on – including the salazopyrin tablets that I’ve been on for three years and
that have done nothing for me except turn my dental plate a nasty brown
colour. I have a new regime of Olsalizine capsules and a Predsol retention
enema. The capsules I take by mouth. The Predsol is in place of the aerosol
injector that I’ve mentioned previously. It’s an odd thing... rather like an
unrolled condom filled with clear liquid with a long nozzle where the teat end
would be. You insert the nozzle, tilt the bag, scream as the icy water hits the
sphincter, and bite the pillow. It’s an odd business, but there is already a
noticeable improvement. And, after last week, I’ll try anything, even if it
turns me into a raving queen, if it turns off the bloody flux.
I had to check with John Justice who, predictably, had never heard of
either treatment and couldn’t trace them in his MIMS pharmacopeia book,
but he thought, bless him, it was worth a try.
Anyway, I was so chuffed after the hospital that I took Sue into the Ford
dealers and ordered us a new car.
I’ve been going through my fanzine boxes trying to sort out the dross –
but I winnowed that all out years ago, and most of what I have now I want to
keep. Sue, hopefully, gave me a black bin liner to fill, but, so far, I’ve been
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through four baked bean boxes and can only find six Oz zines I can manage
to live without. She keeps urging me to be firm and ruthless and not read
everything before making a decision. Sometimes I have serious doubts about
her innate fannishness. I caught her yesterday trying to file in the WPB that
valuable poctsarcd picture of the Hotel de Lagos in the Algarve where, as
soon as my hip is better, we will stage the Great Harris v. Willis Golf
Tournament. I have to watch her all the time. And oddly enough, I still enjoy
doing so; especially now I have these new glasses.
11 June 1991
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Steaks, Golf and Drug Fiends
Dear Walt,
It would be marvellous convalescence for you, once you get home, to
take some gentle exercise. For instance, you could plait your catheter with
one hand and turn the Gestetner handle with the other. Or, on the not so good
days, sit in your armchair and throw darts at photographs of Leeds fandom
notables....
And was that you on about my golf fervour last time... “wishful thinking
alternating with rude mechanicals”? You have a nasty sharp-edged tongue,
Willis. It’s one of the things I like best about you.
It’s a pity Geri didn’t use her new credit line. She would have loved the
quaint Olde Englyshe Neighbourhood Watch piss-up. I was really proud.
After hours of marinading and preparation the sirloin steaks on the barbecue
looked a real credit to us (and, of course, Delia Smith’s colour illos in The
Book. You have to know just where to put the little garnish bunches of
watercress). (And no, not there. This is not the Warren Road ghetto, and the
wearing of the green is Frowned On.) Sadly, seventeen out of the twenty-four
guests turned out to be Strict Vegetarians, and eventually we ran right out of
lettuce, cress and peanuts. Such a pity. It broke my heart to see them stare
longingly at the barbie and wonder if they’d be excommunicated if they just
nibbled on a gobbet. (But, believe me, the remaining Magnificent Seven
carnivores had one hell of a good meal – and even the staunchest vegan is
perfectly happy with fermented grape juice, and eventually tried that dreadful
Hungarian Bulls Blood after I’d soothed away their little fears.)
I’m not sure if I told you about this previously, but Sue reminded me
about it when she came back from the Outing. We have a social problem at
Staverton....
Our neighbouring Leamington Spa Golf and Country Club is pretty
posh. They have, besides a pretty good course full of damn great trees in the
most awkward places, a squash court, a swimming pool (they filled ours in at
Daventry when they built the hotel, the rotten sods), and an outdoor bowling
green. Some of the local plutocracy belong to both clubs, and there are even a
select few who can afford to eat in the Daventry club restaurant occasionally.
(But not me.)
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Anyway, it appears that the Leamington lot have a Drug Problem. At
least nine of the ladies of a certain age in the Bowling Section, resplendent in
their cream skirts and jackets and elegant brimmed designer hats (no baseball
caps allowed here, thank you), have monkeys on their backs. They are on the
hook. They are on beta blockers – which figure prominently on the Sports
Council’s list of Banned Substances. They are automatically banned from
taking part in any tournament or match whatsoever. They are pariahs.
Addicts. Outcasts like kinky body-builders and fiend Johnson the Olympic
cheat, and we take no whining crap about how they might all drop dead from
hypertension whilst rolling the jack down if they attempt to cold turkey.
Lilywhite contenders pure in body and mind are what we want. Rules
are rules and if these little old ladies pop their little white clogs in the middle
of a game we will honour them for their essential decency and fairness, and
they will float untainted upwards to the Great 19th Hole in the Sky, whilst
their sorrowing but proud heirs and assigns will collect the unexpired
portions of their membership dues.
Golf, of course, comes under Sports Council rules as well those of the
Royal and Ancient Golf Club at St. Andrew’s....
I mention this again because I know, dear Walter, you take our golf as
honourably as I do myself, and, forgive me, I know that you pop the
occasional beta blocker. (Medicinally, of course, never never never for any
competitive advantage whatsoever. Lasting shame on him who would even
dare think such a thing.) And further, I inadvertently mentioned my new
course of steroids last time....
Well now, obviously ours are very small monkeys indeed. Midgets you
might say; even unviable embryos perhaps – but I would hate this to get back
to the Daventry Captain who doesn’t seem to like me very much and would
delight in banning me from the Monthly Medal. (The last time I asked him if
he would care to play a round with me he said that any time he wanted to
play with a prick he would play with his own, though, in fairness, I think the
double gin and tonic I’d just bought him might have affected his sense of
propriety. But I would still much prefer he remained in ignorance.)
So, you keep shtum to Staverton and I won’t say a word to Donaghadee
G.C. If we win, we will refuse all prizes and trophies and just bask in the
adulation.
Okay?
13 June 1991
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The World Is My Lobster
In the Midlands we’ve damn near been living under water for the last six
weeks, and there is still a hosepipe ban forbidding you to water the garden or
wash the car if you were insane enough to want to do so.
It’s been a tough time for us golfers too. We nearly had to have the
Staverton Open in the clubhouse – and would have done so if we’d been able
to figure out how to get 18 holes onto my 6ft by 3ft astroturf putting mat
without unduly delaying the late starters.
(Personally I was rather sorry they didn’t have it there. It would have
suited me. My short game is quite strong. Its only weakness is that it’s off the
tee instead of on the green, and I would dearly dearly love to win something
of my own. We’ve a sideboard covered in bloody cups, salvers, trophies,
medals, and stuff belonging to Sue, Sean and Samantha. And hidden right at
the back are the two brass checks I got last year from the one-arm bandit in
the bar. I know it’s the playing of the game that counts, not just the act of
winning, but sometimes, just sometimes when I’m really down with the blue
meanies, I feel my treasured checks are hardly worth the ten years’ misery,
effort, and unswerving allegiance that I’ve put into the club.)
Okay, okay, non-golfers start here....
I shall never cease to marvel at Vincent. He says, wearily, “Everything
is so much bother...” and then promptly dives into a fanzine listing project
that will take hundreds of man hours. I tell you, if we ever do move down to
Kent I will dig a moat around the house to keep out this mad fanatic when he
comes rushing around screaming, “Get the stencils out! Oil the duper! Fix up
the interleaver! We’ve got a HOT PROJECT and the deadline’s yesterday!
Wow.” I love Ol’ Toffeeapple dearly, and owe him plenty, but I suspect he is
hooked on some magic pep pills, or has found the Fountain of Youth under
his bramble bushes. Please Ghod, spare me the incessant enthusiasm in my
near dotage. I wanna be sedate and languid. It strikes me that Rob and
Vincent, mad impetuous scribbling fools, deserve each other.
And, er, what’s all this about his white hair, hmmmmm? Surely I would
have noticed such a novelty during those rare moments when I’m not stealing
something from his bookshelves?
Or... wait a minute... you’ve bought a new merkin, or maybe, warmed
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by a foretaste of hellfire, you’ve shed the tie, undone the top shirt button and
treated the astounded populace to a rare viewing of an albino chest hair or
two? Is it Michael Ashley, friend of Ashworth and West – and if so, why
aren’t you shunning him like all us other normal decent people, hmmm? (And
remember, every word uttered in your defence will be carefully scrutinised by
a completely impartial board consisting of Avedon and myself. We will
undoubtedly condemn you out of hand, so don’t waste our time snivelling
and pleading before we confiscate your E-stenciller and toss you on your
earhole out of our fine fannish ranks.) For shame, A. Vincent Clarke. For
shame! Michael Ashley indeed!
It’s quite strange being home again because Kent is a bit like a holiday
for us. We do beauty spot trips, have fun and eat out a lot rather than cook for
ourselves. Sue reckons that we go out about ten times as much ever since
When Harry Met Sally and that I invariably choose dimly lit restaurants with
table cloths and sit there full of trepidation, terror, wishful thinking, and
anticipated delight. She steals Geri’s favourite line... “Dream on, little
dreamer”... and makes cruel jokes about would-be Marital Arts experts and
their Tongue Fu techniques, but truth to tell, the most exciting happening in
the eatery was the huge size of the lobster in the Brown Trout last Saturday
night. Wow!
(£7.95 including a huge platter of salad.) (Sue usually has steak and
devoutly wishes I would do so too. She says other people stop eating just to
watch me fight the lobster. Along with the knife and fork they give you a
claw cracker and a sort of dentist’s probe for winkling out bits from the legs.
Do not use these things. Attack with your hands. Snap the carapace into
handy chunks and slurp the meat from the shell; suck the tiny delectable
gobbets from each leg and, finally, crack each claw just once to suck out that
really nice piece of flesh that is right up at the top of the pincer. That’s the
very best bit of all. People will probably applaud about now. Never
acknowledge them. The waitress will fetch hot towels to clean the debris
from your face, hands, lapels, and nearby furniture. Your wife – who has
been cowering in the loo for the last twenty minutes with her hands over her
ears – will rejoin you for dessert, coffee, a treble cognac for her shattered
nerves, and any of the cheap house plonk that you haven’t managed to drink
yet. And don’t forget to tip the waitress fairly lavishly. They have long
memories and sore feet, and cheapskates tend to get lobsters the size of a
Dublin Bay prawn on their next visit.
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Under no circumstances should you eat the salad. Shreds of lettuce are
quite likely to lurk under tomato slices with the sole intention of poisoning
you and spoiling your evening. And I bet you thought I’d forgotten the
closing bracket.)
17 July 1991
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The Wealth of Neofans
Vinny, you old proselytiser, you! You want to tear John Rickett away from
the cult of Mammon and convert him to a poor impoverished Trufan who will
live happily ever after?
Shame on you.
I know it’s entirely up to you, of course, but I am always wary of this
reverse snobbery that lauds poverty and decries a pocketful of gelt. If I have
learnt one thing in life worth passing on to the impoverished hoi polloi it is:
“Take the money and run, son. Buy a hot little woman to help stifle the pangs
of your conscience and live happily ever after....”
And phooey to these religious bigots. Personally, I think Judas got
himself a bargain; I would definitely have taken up the offer myself. Thirty
pieces of silver wasn’t to be sneered at when you could buy a kid for two
farthings and get busy founding a dynasty.
I think it must be the little green-eyed god gnawing away at your vitals.
You must forget such nonsense. There is no point in sneering at me, H.M. the
Q., and the Sultan of Brunei; we are just as much trufans as you even though
we are as rich as Croesus and on first-name terms with Pete Weston. You
must accept your lowly status. It’s predestined. Ghod arranged it for you, and
just because the Archbish of Canterbury has omitted my favourite hymn from
the new edition of Hymns Ancient & Modern – because he thinks it divisive,
untrue, and promoting class warfare or some such taradiddle – it doesn’t
mean that it no longer applies. Eternal verities are, by definition, eternal. For
ever and ever Amen.
The rich man in his castle,
The poor man at his gate.
He made them high or lowly,
And ordered their estate.
And, dear Vinny, I can give personal testimony to this. Verily, verily, I say
unto you. My estate was ordered two weeks ago and I got it last Friday –
Moonlight Silver Sierra Chasseur Estate with a J registration ’cos Jesus loves
me, two years to pay for it on the never never, and it goes like a fucking
bomb.
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Personally I think you should make an effort to get your foot on the
bottom rung of the ladder. To begin with, you should start saving up to buy a
gate. The men are coming here next week to do the battlements and the moat.
It’ll cost plenty – you wouldn’t believe the price of battlements nowadays –
but...
It is the duty of the wealthy man
To give employment to the artisan.
Mind you, it’s not fair to sit on the gelt forever. In moderation you have to
circulate it a bit – Maundy Money, TAFF donations, BCCI and whatever...
and if you get some fun in the process, well, that’s lagniappe.
You remember the Gold Diggers song from some long forgotten
musical?
Chuchy Harris, plutocrat,
Wants to give my cheek a pat,
If the Harris pat,
Means a Paris hat,
Okaaaaaaaaay!
Anyway, by all means show everything to neofan Rickett and ghod bless you
both – with the proviso that if John Rickett Esq., Bonker (Retired) turns out
to be John Rickett H.M. Inspector of Taxes (Income Tax Division) I shall be
very very cross indeed and will send you daily hate-filled letters from Ford
Open Prison for the next ten years.
7 August 1991
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C.Harris-ma
A Column Is Born
Gracious! Me, a columnist at last! All I need do now is LoC Folly, marvel at
the way my letters are transformed into columns, and dust off the little space
on the mantelpiece that, for damn near 40 years now, has been reserved for
my Hugo.
There’s a couple of big ceramic spaceships there that Teresa gave me,
there’s Geri’s magic and infallible 8-ball that always predicts my return
Stateside real soon now, a Brian Earl Brown-shaped effigy with a saucer of
spare pins, a model glass lighthouse that everyone thinks is the Tower of
Trufandom but ain’t, the original handle from the Enchanted Duplicator, an
Eskimo soapstone sculpture of a seal that I bought from an Eskimo in Pike’s
Place market in Seattle, and a pint glass half-full of brain-lubricant.
But the spotlight is immovably focused on the blank space dead centre.
Patience is a virtue, and the time passes quickly and pleasantly whilst I sit
here perforating the pin cushion.
And so help me, “C.Harris-ma” is a very fine title for a column. So why
didn’t I think of it myself? However, I will steal it for my very next fanzine
and forget to acknowledge the source. In “-” and Pulp, I used “Random” for
the column title, because I couldn’t think of anything better.
CHASM – the Chuch Harris Appreciation Society Magazine – that Spike
Parsons and other good friends astounded me with at Corflu was the very best
fanzine title ever – pfui to Slant – but, well... I’m not about to write fanzinelength columns just now, and besides, it seems... uh, a trifle immodest to be
president and founder of one’s own Appreciation Society. Honorary
Treasurer is okay, though – and members should note that subscription
renewals are due at year end. Thank you.
December 1991
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C.Harris-ma
Willis Plays Vegas
Well now, I’m getting worried about all this teasing pre-publicity. It’s all
very well to scream in headlines a full quarter-inch high that the greatest
Second Coming of all is, er, coming, if you’ll pardon the expression, and to
forewarn the jubilant populace that this coming, even greater than that of
Lazarus, is about to take place before their very eyes, but you need to tone it
down a bit.
You’ll get them all agog; you build up their expectations; you holler,
“Willis Plays Vegas! Gosh! Wow!” and the entire beanie brigade rushes off
to order their green suits, their green frocks, and the fancy lingerie
embroidered with shamrocks and risque Hyphen quotes.
So, okay, maybe he will, maybe he won’t... but you have to remember
Vegas made a very poor impression during the first visitation. Himself,
always courteous and eager to adopt native customs, placed one dollar into a
random selection of your slot machines. Instead of the advertised cascade of
silver cartwheels, he won nothing. Zilch. And he didn’t even get his dollar
back.
Now, we know this was not your fault, dear Arnie. You were not present
at the time, or you doubtless would have spoken sharply to Mr Sinatra, Mr
Corleone, or one of the other proprietors and arranged for the goodwill
cascade or, at the very least, a refund of the stake with a suitable apology.
You know, dollars don’t come easy in Ulster. They need hard tedious
labour. You have to assemble, staple, and fold one hell of a lot of tiny green
fanzines, and then hoard the sticky dimes, nickels, and quarters as they trickle
in for subscription renewals.
For more than three decades now I have studied this man. I know every
weakness of this reckless gambling fool and his odd Irish delusion of Yankee
streets paved with gold. I cautioned him; I pleaded with him. As consiglieri, I
even drew up an Investment Plan for him – but he barely glanced at it before
stuffing his life savings into the slot and irrevocably pulling down the handle.
If only... the most tragic phrase in our lexicon... if only he’d hesitated,
and listened to his financial guru and co-editor, instead of this profligate
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squandering of the seed corn. General Motors was surefire, ironclad, and
ready to roar through the charts... silver, golden, platinum, and waaay out of
sight, dude. You’d better believe it. With dividends, bonuses, share splits, and
reinvestment over the 30 odd years Himself would now be worth
$14,098,764 (less 15 cents brokerage fee), and wearing elegant silk shirts
with a little crocodile embroidered on the left tit whilst he practises golf shots
on the Aubusson carpet on the floor of his penthouse in the Hyphen Building.
And yet he bears no grudge. He is content in his shanty. There is no
resentment, no regrets. He feels and accepts that it was his destiny. The last
time we discussed it, he shrugged it off with a sad smile. “Kismet, Harris,” he
said (giving me momentary heart-stopping doubts about his apparent change
in sexual preferences before I realised that this was the Arabian “kismet” and
nothing to excite Towner’s ghost). “Kismet.”
And perhaps he’s right about that, too... but he and the rest of the
editorial staff of Team Hyphen feel that it is still not too late for Las Vegas to
make amends. $14,098,764 (less 15 cents) is a mere chorus to Mr Sinatra.
Perhaps you, Arnie, our resident in situ as it were, could have a word with
him about foreign aid, The Olde Worlde, Hands Across the Sea, all the old
Dignified Pathos theme. Tell him we’ll be perfectly happy with a cheque or a
banker’s draft rather than the silver cartwheels.
And we’d be grateful.
We’d hold a place on the freebie list for a lifetime sub to “-”. Maybe
even the air mail list maybe.
August 1991
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Bring Me the Head of Brian Earl
Brown
Dear Arnie,
Please, could you arrange for somebody, living a little nearer to Detroit
than I do, to go right out immediately and shoot Brian Earl Brown. And, if
they have time, despoil the corpse, and send me his head on a platter.
Airmail. C.O.D. Thanks.
The fact that “international travel is a lot easier than it used to be” is no
reason at all for lack of enthusiasm for TAFF. It may be a little easier, but it’s
still damned expensive – especially if you want to travel the country and visit
as many fans as possible. For low wage earners or people with family
commitments it is still virtually impossible.
I feel that TAFF is one of the jewels in fandom’s crown. It’s important
to all of us. The people that the winner meets in the host country become
lifelong friends in a way that correspondence could never achieve, and the
obligation to supervise the fundraising and voting for the subsequent trip
binds the winner even more tightly in the fannish web.
And, even more important to you, me and the late Brian Earl Brown,
TAFF is still a bastion of fanzine fandom. The eligibility rules insist that
candidates are known to and win a proportion of the vote from the host
country as well as their own – and fanzines are still the only real point of
contact between, say, the UK and the US. Look at the list of recent winners...
Lilian Edwards, Christina Lake, Lichtman, Avedon Carol, Hansen, Patrick &
Teresa Nielsen Hayden, Dave Langford and waaay back. They are all fanzine
fans. They are all active, talented trufans. They add lustre to fanzine fandom
and we would be short-sighted fools if we pass up any chance to add to their
number. And, contrary to what BEB thinks, mostly they write up their
adventures afterwards (though I’d agree that sometimes it’s a bit farther
afterwards than one might expect). (And if you hunger for trip reports my one
is free for the asking.) And, apart from that, there is a personal bonus: when
you meet a TAFF winner you will find that he is family. The main topic of
conversation (apart from the odd perverted US mania for lettuce salads) are
the fanzines you both read, the people you know personally or by hearsay,
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who is boffing who, and how incredibly glad we both are that we aren’t
costume fans, or screwballs who sit glued to electronic games machines, or
Brian Earl Brown. (Deceased.)
And, before he stepped off this mortal coil, wherever did he get this odd
idea that you have to go to Worldcons to meet TAFF delegates? He’d be
damn lucky to find them. They are usually holed up in their room, scribbling
notes on scraps of paper as they try to work up a gracious grateful thank-youone-and-all speech for that dreaded moment when they have to stand in front
of the platform microphone and say something, anything, to the serried ranks
in front of them, or lying paralytic in the bar once the ordeal was over.
No, I will tell you the secret. If you want to meet TAFF winners, you
want to try asking them. At Corflu we got invitations all over and were sorry
that we only had time to visit Seattle after Minneapolis. And, returning the
compliment, I got on the platform and gave a lifelong blanket invitation to
everyone to come and visit us. (This means that Sue lives in mortal terror at
convention times in case a fleet of coaches labelled “Minneapolis
Transportation” drives up Lake Crescent and stops at No. 32, and even the
herd of fatted calves in the back yard looks distinctly apprehensive, but a
promise is a promise, and when it happens we’ll do our best even if it means
a bovine massacre before buying every goddamned head of lettuce in
Northamptonshire. So there!)
That covers Corflu attendee Richard Brandt. Jeanne Bowman is the
other candidate in the next TAFF run off. We’d like to see her too so we
wrote to Robert Lichtman last week and asked him to pass the invite on for
us.
And for why? Well, partly because I helped found TAFF more years ago
now than I care to remember, and it is still pretty important to me. But,
equally important, the meetings with TAFF winners – or any other visiting
firemen – are always fun and enjoyable and we have a good time. We show
off a bit – Warwick Castle, Stratford on Avon, Coventry Cathedral, The Red
Lion, The Dun Cow, The Three Feathers, the Others Too Numerous To
Mention. We look forward to seeing old friends again. When Geri comes
back on 10th March we shall be right there at the airport with the banners.
We’ll stay up most of the night talking and flaunting the contents of my
freezer. I’m really looking forward to my variation of the Salome caper. You
open the freezer door, the little light comes on, you lift off the tureen cover
and there’s your very own John the Baptist stand-in. “You’re very quiet
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tonight, Brian – cat got your tongue? Heh heh heh.”
And I see you’ve finally discovered our best kept secret and blazoned it
all over page 9. It’s true. We can’t deny it any longer. Exposed at last. Willis
plays with Wortds, and, worse still, it’s not just his own wortds either – he’ll
play with any wortds he can manage to get his depraved hands on. Arnie, I
tell you, we’ve tried everything to stop him; we’ve tried tranquillisers,
bromides, doctored copies of Playboy with Brian Earl Brown’s photo
superimposed on all the young ladies on exhibition, we’ve even tried tying
his hands to the bedhead, but it doesn’t seem to help very much at all. He
says he can’t help it. He swears with his hand on his heart or somewhere that
it’s an involuntary reflex. I only wish I could find out how he manages it. If
only I could play with my wortds like that, maybe in time I could write
something half as good as Beyond the Enchanted Duplicator... To the
Enchanted Convention.
And, talking of BEDEC, I thought yours was the best review I’ve seen
yet. That was perceptive about Jophan leaving the cloistered confines of
Trufandom to return to a “real-world” Mundane. It’s a perilous gambit
because it endangers the empathy that we, prehistoric trufandom wedded to
Twiltone and Gestetner, shared with Jophan I. At first reading, Jophan II
seems more of a stranger than the prototype who was my old buddy and
mentor. It was Sue that pointed out that we have all moved on down the same
path as Jophan. My mimeo is dry and dusty too. I go to Conventions
occasionally now and sometimes I even enjoy them too. We’re saving up
now and, instead of buying a Canon photocopier or a rainforestful of
Twiltone with the loot, we are going to try to get to MagiCon instead... along
with Walter Himself and Madeleine, James and Peggy White, Vince Clarke,
and Jophan himself if he can get a visa.
To me, the most intriguing thing about TED/BEDEC is... what happens
next?????????
Will there be a third episode, and if there is, where will the storyline take
us? Will Jophan finally discover girls and live happily ever after? Or dive
headfirst into the Jim Beam bottle? Take up golf or war-gaming? Find
religion and proclaim himself as the resurrected Hubbard? Convert the Tower
of Trufandom into a memorial for Brian Earl Brown? Buy a sword and a
jewel-studded jockstrap and try costume fandom? Or – maybe best of all –
will he return to his roots and join the immortals in FAPA? Or – and, sadly, I
feel this is the most likely outcome – will he prostitute his talent, do it for
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money and become just another vile pro?
I suppose we could ask James or Himself. No harm in asking... but you
might have to wait some time for the answer.
And, back to your review, is there a prize offered for the missing last
word of page three? “...piece of faan fiction that belongs on everyone’s
special shelf of fannish treasures. It almost made me want to.”
So, tell us all dear boy. Reveal your innermost secrets. What, exactly,
did it almost make you want to do, hmm? Strip off and run naked thru the
lobby of The Sands? Torch your fanzine collection? Jump up and down on
your new glasses? Widdle on Brian Earl Brown’s headstone? TELL US!
TELL US! We are all agog – or anyway half a gog which is better than no
gog at all... but if the missing word was (shudder) “puke”, remember there is
plenty of room for yet another platter in the Harris freezer.
Finally – and more seriously – Brian raises an interesting point about
which senses we’d hate to lose the most. I think touch, smell, or taste would
be the least loss, and sight and hearing the worst. There’s no question that
blindness would be the worst affliction. Deafness – and I speak from forty
years experience – can, to some extent, be alleviated by lipreading or sign
language... you can still work, communicate after a style, and hold your own
in the macrocosm with minimal support from hearing people, but total sight
loss leaves you irrevocably cut off from so much.
And yet people do adapt when they have to. I’ve had a blind person
sympathising with me because I miss out on conversation and, most of all to
him, music, and yet most of the time I don’t feel handicapped at all. I admit
to frustration when working in the Finance section at Ford; committees and
group working were beyond me and, worst of all, I couldn’t use a phone. In
the end, though, you have to accept your limitations and adapt as best you
can. Sure, I’d like to hear Sue and my kids talk, to hear Glen Miller
recordings again and a million other things, but I get a lot of fun out of life
just as it is and most of all I just want to keep on breathing.
I’d like to fly too; I’d like multiple orgasms six times a day; I’d like to
transmute lead into gold and get my golf handicap down from 25 to single
figures... but none of these things are any more vital than the sense of hearing
is.
But I honestly couldn’t face the loss of hearing and sight. That’s the
bogeyman always lurking at the back of my mind. That’s when I’d start
thinking very seriously indeed about the warm bath and the razor blade.
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And that’s enough for today.
This is a lot longer than I intended, but I’d like Brian to be assured that
the fun and teasing is just good-natured and not spiteful or nasty. I’ve got a
lot of time for his views. (And the freezer’s not really that big anyway.)
11 September 1991
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Bridges, Dancing & Novacon 21
I’ve been busy. I’ve been frantic. I’ve been to Novacon. And I’ve been
driving across the new Dartford Tunnel Bridge before H.M. the Q. even got
around to opening it.
No, truly. We made a late night trip to Kent to see Bill in hospital. When
we got to the Essex side of the tunnel there was a diversion sign on the entry
road and before we knew it we were on the supposedly closed bridge, skirting
haphazard piles of builder’s rubbish, quaking with fear in case there was still
a gap between the last spans from each side, and wondering if vandals had
erected the diversion sign in hopes of picking up a vacant co-editorship
position on Team Hyphen. Well, you never know, do you?
Anyway, Sue said, when we stopped at the toll gates (you still have to
pay and there’s no clean underpants available for nervous drivers), she saw a
sign about night traffic road testing, but I’m damned if I did. It’s quite scary
driving alone on a supposedly unfinished bridge in the middle of the night
and wondering if you’ll finish up in the Guinness Book of Records as the first
successful suicide attempt.
In daylight, and now that the rubbish has been removed, it’s no problem.
I thought there would be a wind effect but did the next trip in a near gale and
I couldn’t feel any wind at all. Sue worries about the driver’s tendency to
watch the little ships on the river far below instead of watching the road, and
felt no reassurance when I told her I can drive with my eyes shut and
frequently do so too.
Novacon. I didn’t really fancy Novacon this year – no money, no time,
no Vincent and not much enthusiasm – but I’d promised Pam some stuff for
the auction, and I had a card from Rob at the last minute saying that he was
going with Avedon after all.
So I went up on Saturday morning for a couple of hours in the bar.
As it turned out I had hardly anything for the auction – Ghod damn John
Harvey for taking all Vincent’s surplus pbs before I could get to them – but I
did manage to find a few pbs and an old Asimov... enough to fill a carrier bag
anyway – it got a bit embarrassing when Pam hoists out a Stephen King pb,
feigns shock/horror and waves it at the congregation saying, “And he
READS THIS SORT OF THING,” as if it were Have Sex with Your Pet
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Gerbil Every Night.
(No, I haven’t finished with it yet. I have to buy a more robust gerbil.
The last one died of nocturnal headaches and lack of sleep. It’s a bit of a
problem: if you flush away too many corpses the drain tends to get bunged up
too.)
The Airport Hotel is now a Forte Trust House, but not much else had
changed. The same people were in the same places... Rob, DaveL, and Bosh
contemplating pints at the far end of the bar, Harry Bond skulking, and John
Brunner with yet another young, attractive Oriental girl.
Dave, incensed because I had promised to be in Kent instead of
Novacon (we came back early), had mailed my Ansible (at the moment I am
his entire mail subscription list), but relented and gave me another copy.
Bosh was nice and pleasant and, I thought, fractionally thinner – altho his
waistline is still in excess of mine despite my recent burgeoning.
I had a small lager – I’d seen three police patrol cars on the way over
from Daventry, and take no chances with my licence – and, after finding and
hugging Avedon on the stairs (if she stands two stairs higher than me we sort
of meet on equal terms. I am thinking of buying her a little soapbox to leap
on from time to time so that she can rise to the occasion when needed), and
Pam (who could borrow the soapbox or get her friends to put her up to it), we
found a table.
Pam had her trip photos with her. She had been to all the same places
and met all the same people as we did. Andy Hooper still wears the same
agonised smile at the base of the human pyramid, and dreams of the day
when he’s on top and someone else bears the burden, and Spike Parsons
looked lovely but completely unrecognisable in her wedding dress (but
metamorphosed into the old saucy-smiling and recognisable Spike in later
photos). Elise was in the photos and lots of other people I know, but not my
good friend Fred or the lovely Susan Levy Haskell. But Bill Bodden was.
Pam sez, “O, O, O, he’s just a friend,” – but he’s coming over next March,
and he’s staying at Bowes Park, and I learnt long ago never to believe any
woman who sez, “O, O, O, he’s just a friend.”
Our Ethel was there with Ina Shorrock too. I got a quick hug and a kiss
and a promised chat-up later, but they vanished somehow and I never got to
see them again before it was time to leave. I must write to Ethel, reassure her
of my eternal devotion, and promise to do better at the next Con. (Ethel – I
always think of her still as Little Sister Ethel Lindsay, and would have loved
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to have seen her all stern and authoritative in her nurse’s uniform – has been
a Great Influence on my life. I’m sure she believes that anyone can do
anything. At a long gone Loncon she dragged me out of my reclusive shell
onto the dance floor, and ignored all my protests about not being able to hear
the music, or remember the steps, or dance with foreign ladies whose head
was only inches above my belly button. She issued brief instructions, “In the
Mood, Quickstep. One, two, three, four,” and, much to my incredulous
astonishment, away we went, chasse, lockstep, spin turn, reverse, and away
down the yellow brick road again.
And again, and again. Waltz, foxtrot, and the Cow Cow Boogie and I
didn’t tread on her feet once. Evidently terpsichorean skills, like swimming
or screwing, become reflex actions once they are learnt. You don’t even need
the music (altho no doubt it would help). If you stay near the million decibel
amplifier you pick up the beat from the way the floor vibrates.
And two weeks later I was back at my old stamping ground (and I use
the term advisedly) at the Streatham Locarno getting my whack of genteel
frottage as Carlos – no spik English – because I hated telling people I was
deaf.
And then I met Sue and Carlos vanished into limbo and we were away
to the Locarno every Saturday night until they ripped the floor up and turned
it into a bowling alley. The unromantic sods.
And it’s all Ethel’s fault.
And even more about dancing. 1. Did you know Famous Author James
P. White and Peggy were damn near Belfast Champions and have medals for
ballroom dancing? No joke. Serious. Everyone is good at something or other.
(I always suspected that Peggy mounted him on castors and steered him
around the floor.) 2. And Dave Langford, bless him, photocopied “The
Dancing Cabman” from his First Edition Beachcomber for me. (I have
always lusted after the Langford library too.) I’ll re-copy it on the back of this
letter. For more than 50 years Beachcomber – J.B. Morton – was the best
ever columnist of the Daily Express. He lived in an alternate universe full of
memorable eccentric people who would undoubtedly be trufans if they were
still with us... Captain Foulenough, Mr Justice Cocklecarrot, Dr Strabismus
(Whom God Preserve) of Utrecht, and the Filthistan Trio – the Persian
seesaw artistes, Kazbulah, Rizaraughan, and Ashura, who performed seesaw
before all the crowned heads of Europe.
And the List of the Huntingdonshire Cabmen (Vol III)... “the following
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excerpt will give a taste of the quality of this monumental work: Chance, B.
Harris, Arthur. Kermode, S.S. Vale, P... the juxtaposition of two Robinsons is
a masterpiece of style, as daring as it is unexpected. But it must be said that
that this volume contains nothing as memorable as the amazing ‘Baines, H.
Baines L.T.’ of Volume II.”
I dunno though. I laugh like a drain at such rubbish but Geri, for a start,
is going to look at this with baffled amazement – and she’s not the only one.
My sensayuma seems to have got sidetracked. Vincent, I think, goes into
ecstasy over Jeeves and Wooster who leave me stone cold. I like sexual jokes
but not lavatory jokes and I think the limerick is the very pinnacle of poetry.
Humour is a funny thing.
Anyway, here is “The Dancing Cabman” for you to get all bemused
over, and a round of applause for Langford D. who found it for us.
And now back again to the Novacon bar just in time for White, J.P. to
appear. Today he is incognito. He creeps in, hand shielding his face and
whispers, “I’ll find time for you in a moment after I’ve greeted the more
important people... like Pam Wells.”
His new Hibernia book was on Ken Slater’s stall in the bookroom. I read
most of the first two chapters before Ken snatched it back, and hope to finish
it at Blackpool next year. I expect I will buy it eventually... as soon as it hits
the remaindered basket.
It is, according to James, very different from his usual stuff. It is
daringly innovative. It has, he said, “Gender.” Bloody Hell! He means You
Know. There are no less than three purple pages, full of lubricity, a bit of the
other, and a bit of the same too. The publishers are already considering a
sticker for the front cover to warn off those of us at risk on beta-blockers,
pacemakers, or sex-maddened gerbils.
Lord save us! To think that our pure pristine Jas who used to do very
pure linocuts of rocket ships for the / cover should have fallen this low. When
I am in the bookshop next Saturday I’ll get the relevant page numbers so that
you can all see for yourselves before I expel him from our ranks with no one
to speak to except fellow pariah Harry Bond.
John Brunner’s new wife said, in Chinese script on a little bit of paper,
that she felt very much out of things. John translated the script... or so he
said. (It was probably “Who is this deaf bugger with his flies undone.”) I
offered to lipread in French but, sadly, she doesn’t speak French. (I forbore to
tell her that I didn’t either.)
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Joseph was there but very quiet and subdued. I was hoping to see Judith
who argues like hell but always makes me laugh, but she didn’t come. Dave
Wood said, “Hi Chuck, see you later,” but I was away before we managed it.
Best thing was talking to Rob and Avedon – inconsequential friendly
chat, but they are easy to talk to and I get on well with them. Avedon is still
working on her book and helping with somebody else’s too.
I would have liked to have stayed on, but we are having the kitchen
refitted, and I had a lot of jobs to do before the men came back on Monday.
13 November 1991
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Random
Le Porc Entier
It’s blue beanie day today. Sometimes I have this gloomy tendency to sit here
staring at the Amstrad and thinking about Immortality and Am I Getting
Enough. Or, rather, will I? Immortality I mean. Up aloft, Time’s winged
chariot is flapping away like a sword of Damocles in a Force Eight gale.
Eventually, no, dammit, who knows when? Tomorrow maybe, or any year
now, and almost certainly within the next twenty, they’ll shovel dirt onto my
chip-board veneered lid, and about ten minutes later I’ll be Chuchy Who...?
You know, old Chuchy, the deaf lecher....
Now, at the Staverton Park Golf and Country Club they have come up
with a sort of answer for those of us, unsung, unlauded, miserably hacking
away in the rough (it’s an obnoxious exasperating Scottish game and I wish
now I’d chosen something decent and English like cricket or bear-baiting),
who yearn for our names to be legion and our fame extolled for evermore.
It’s pretty simple. You give them a small photograph and a large handful
of money and they superimpose you (or rather your likeness) over the Club’s
motto (I can never remember the Latin phrase but it roughly translates out as
“Whose turn is it to buy the next round?”), on to a handsome bone china
ashtray.
Or... wait... for a few dollars more, you could finish up on a sweetmeat
dish with your eclectic, best ever scorecard in the background.
You see, this way you are instantly an Heirloom. Age will not wither
etc... you can sit on the coffee table for all eternity to be marvelled at, even
venerated perhaps, by your great great grandchildren who will ignore the
filter stub or the bubblegum stuck in your left earhole.
And yes, I know, there’s nothing very remarkable about this.
Unforgettability comes in all shapes and sizes. All the best sites are already
taken, but if you can afford it you can still opt for a nice statue like Nelson. It
comes expensive but if you’ve left all your money to TAFF (and so you
should), you could still come down-market a bit, and maybe settle for a little
tree with a discreet bronze label proclaiming your generosity, and love of the
environment.
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Or, if you want, how about stealing an idea from France and Italy? They
do a nice line in memorials. You can have your full Kodacolour unretouched
portrait (preferably with a pious expression) encased in a plastic insert in
your tombstone. All very poignant and reasonably priced.
I’ve spent a lot of time on this, and it’s not easy to come up with a truly
original idea. I did consider marketing Chuchy Harris Gin to slip me into the
Hall of Fame alongside Jim Beam and Jack Daniels, but my good friend
Gordon pre-empted my spot years ago.
Personally though, I think that, for Mundanes as well as golfers, the
Staverton Park Golf and Country Club ashtrays and sweetmeat dishes might
be better and, well, safer. It’s cheap and decent. As a Founder Member I
could probably negotiate a small discount if you are really interested. At the
very least, you won’t get diarrhetic birds crapping on your tricorn hat or stray
dogs widdling on your insert.
And you should remember, even elegant tombstones aren’t tamperproof. When the Prime Minister of England, the hated Viscount Castlereagh,
committed suicide in 1822 his fanclub built a huge ornate memorial for him
high in the Pennines – weeping angels, laurel wreaths, broken columns, real
Italian marble, lapis lazuli, The Lot, no expense spared.
Sadly, the granite slab incised with the original laudatory inscription is
long forgotten. Within months it was overlaid by a very unofficial plaque
indeed....
Posterity will ne’er survey
A nobler place than this.
Here lies the grave of Castlereagh.
Stop traveller, and...
Now, I wouldn’t want you to get the wrong idea about all this. I write not for
myself alone. Believe me, there is something about the sight of a grown man
busily massaging his own ego that makes me wish he had taken a cold
shower instead. Honest! I’m not like that at all.
But... I am Chuchy Harris, Trufan. For me, and probably for you, too,
fandom is not the raison d’être of Humanity, it’s not the be-all and end-all of
Civilisation. It’s a lot more serious than that, isn’t it?
It’s okay for 4e, Burbee, Towner, Terry Carr, ATom, Brian Burgess,
Walter Himself and Claude Degler, LeeH, Tucker, Block and Ossie Mandias
– all golden immortals until the last scrap of twiltone crumbles to dust – but
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what about us hoi polloi, I ask you... us nonentities, us half-remembered
heroes of The Usuals? You know, and I know deep-down, there’s very little
chance indeed of them re-christening a Hugo as a Chuchy.
Sure, there’s always the Curator of Books and Manuscripts at the British
Museum, Ghod bless him. The Law says (or said), that he gets a copy of
everything in print. He had pride of place on every faned’s mailing list, and
woe betide you if you failed to send him every issue. We sent him Slant. We
sent him Hyphen. We sent him the Vargo Statten Magazine, Volume 1,
Number 3. We are all on a shelf, or a heap, somewhere. If you had a lifetime
or two to spare, you could crawl thru the archives to trace them and find
yourself a Chuchy Harris, or for that matter, a Norman G. Wansborough
anthology....
I guess there’s no real satisfactory answer. It’s not only a proud and
lonely thing. It’s instantly forgettable, too.
...I think I’ll settle for a tree. I know where I can get a nice little
Japanese Maple for a couple of quid. It’s a nice kind of memorial, and when
all those lovely crimson leaves drop down onto the lawn in the autumn,
generations of aching Harrises still to come will rest on their rakes and curse
me for not choosing a fancy sweetmeat dish.
I think I’d like that.
November 1991
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An East End Childhood
Here am I, damn near into my dotage and I still don’t know if I’m goyim or
impostor.
Huh?
Well sir, I was born in the London Hospital in the Whitechapel Road
(even in mid-December they used to open the damn windows so that the
newly born infants could hear the sound of Bow Bells – just down the road –
and claim their inheritance as a true Cockney, whilst their mothers caught
pneumonia). And I guess my inheritance was my Cockney accent. Even now,
sixty years out of the slum, I still say “Fice” instead of “Face”, “Yerse”
instead of “Yes” and “Sweetjesuschristalmighty” instead of “Goodness
gracious”.
The East End of London is like one of those Russian dolls with one
figure inside another, inside another, and so on until you get to the tiny solid
core. We lived at No. 23, Angrave Street – a long terrace of perhaps eighty
tiny houses, fronting directly onto the pavement, all joined together. Each had
two tiny bedrooms, a living room, a kitchen and an outdoor lavatory at the
end of the back yard. They were shabby and damp, but the rent was cheap. It
was said you could get into a loft at one end of the street and crawl all the
way down to the other end. This was in Hoxton – famed for its cabinet
makers and razor gangs – inside the parish of Haggerston (nothing to do with
Harry Warner Jr’s place; we were there before he even had teepees) in the
Borough of Hackney. This, the heart of the London slum, was also the
London ghetto.
You won’t find Angrave Street on the London Directory map. Hoxton,
Haggerston and Hackney are still there, exactly where I left them, but
Angrave Street has long gone and much of the ghetto has gone with it. The
London County Council razed it to the ground, together with the surrounding
streets, and put up tower blocks of flats instead. They built enormous housing
estates for the displaced East End folk in the London suburbs of Dagenham
and Barking. These, compared with Angrave Street and its neighbourhood,
were Utopia. They had indoor toilets, baths, little gardens front and back,
new schools and roads virtually free of horseshit and the British Union of
Fascists.
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Now you very seldom saw blonde fair-skinned people in Angrave Street
except on Saturdays. Then, rain or shine, the Blackshirts, the hated British
Union of Fascists paraded, through our streets, smashing windows and faces
and screaming, “Down the Yids, Down the Yids, Oy Oy Kathusalem,
England for the English, Jewboys out! Jewboys out! Christkillers!
Christkillers! Yiddle, yiddle, yiddle! Out! Out! Out! God Save the King.”
But I was all right. I wasn’t a Yid. There are damn few goyim between
Bethnal Green and Hackney Wick who look like I do, but my Dad said I was
Welsh (or sometimes Scottish), but definitely not Jewish – “If you were
Jewish you would be circumcised and we never had you done.” On rainy
days, after Infants School was out, when we played Doctors and Nurses in
Mrs McLuish’s Dockyard shed, I was an Object of Wonder. Little girls from
miles around would stare in giggly amazement at the only Cavalier in a
parish full of Roundheads.
And my Nan, with her dreadful facility for arriving at the shed at
precisely the wrong minute, would berate them as dirty little shiksas, shoo
them all away and threaten to tell their mums, and then tan my arse red when
she caught me.
My Nan and Grandad were called Samuel and Sarah. They were
beautiful gentle people, and along with their children – my father and my
Aunt Floss – they had the very same jet black hair, the swarthy complexions
and the prominent noses shared by the rest of the street.
There were a surprising amount of black-haired Welsh and Scottish kids
in Angrave Street. Most of them went to the synagogue at weekend, but I
never did. My Aunty Nell stood no nonsense and had me baptised a Christian
– because all the Welsh (and probably the Scottish too) were Christians and I
was definitely and positively Welsh. (Or Scottish.) Also I must not play out
in the street on Saturday, I must not follow the parade, or holler “Blackshit
Bastards!” with the other kids because that’s swearing, very common indeed,
and even the fattest Blackshit could run faster than I ever could.
There were a lot more of Us than there ever were Blackshirts, but they
were organised and we were terrified. They came down the street like a tank
squadron, packed closely together like a Roman Square, Union Jacks,
organisers, and their screaming foul-mouthed women in the centre and the
huge crop-haired knuckle-dustered thugs on the perimeter.
Police? Don’t ask me. Fully paid-up Freemasons every one of them with
two blind eyes every time a window smashed or a hob-nailed boot found a
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Yiddle gut.
Terrified? Yes. There was no one on Our Side except Us. We knew
quite well what was already happening in Europe, and these people were
trying to stir things up so that it would happen here too, and there was little
we could do about it.
We? Goddammit, WE? I was Welsh – or maybe Scottish. I wasn’t a
Yid... but my Nan always, ALWAYS kept change on top of the gas meter –
her Last Exit from Hoxton money. Coins to feed the meter. Exit money for
her family “If ’Itler comes – If we go, we go dignified.” (Along with Hannah
and Solly McLuish (our family’s best friends and neighbours) and their three
kids who all had a permanent invitation to join us.)
We didn’t live with our Nan. We had two rooms in a little house further
along the terrace. Me, my Mum and Dad and my new baby brother Reg
shared the two upstairs rooms and use of the backyard lavatory, whilst Miss
Bullen and her 24 cats shared the rest – and she made it quite clear that the
cats were there first, were inviolate, and were certainly more important than
tenants, and you call me Miss Bullen and not Annie.
“Bless you, we love cats, Miss Bullen,” said Dad, lying in his teeth and
concentrating on the low rent, whilst Mum said nowt but resolved to get a
catshit shovel and the biggest sized can available of the pepper dust that Nan
said would keep any cat away.
And it almost did do too. It kept 23 of them away but not Tiger. He was
King, the Leader of the Pack. He was a huge ragged-eared fighting tomcat.
He sneered at pepper dust. He stalked to the middle of the floor, left a large
deposit, hissed and flexed his claws at any opposition. I feared and hated that
bloody cat far more than I did Hitler or Oswald Mosley and his Blackshits.
Once, when Miss Bullen was out shopping, I tried to kick the bastard
downstairs, but his reflexes were a lot faster than mine were. He clawed my
leg open from knee to ankle, sneered – yes, SNEERED – at me and then
turned his back and walked downstairs.
Fortunately, with my Nan eight doors away I could escape to her catfree house as soon as I’d had breakfast porridge, leaving my mother to look
after my sickly brother (he’d damn near died with osteomyelitis followed by
pneumonia, and never really recovered until we left Angrave Street for the
cleaner air of Barking).
And I was delighted to get away to my Nan’s safe haven. Sadly, I was
not a loving brother. At that time and place the folk medicine cure and
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treatment for pneumonia was bacon rind. This was not little pieces taken by
mouth. This was a sheet of smoked bacon rind wrapped, fat side down,
around the patient/victim’s chest. Mum took it off each day to wash the baby
but it was replaced immediately afterwards. It was worn right through the
winter and stank long before Christmas.
I was never close to Reg; I preferred him downwind and preferably at a
distance. The rind’s only virtue was that nobody ever grabbed Reg to call him
a Jewboy. They didn’t need to. Harris, truly, is a famous brand name for
British bacon and ham, and poor old Reggiebaby smelt like their factory. (Of
far more importance, though, the bacon rind cure did seem to work. And it’s
cheaper than antibiotics. If any pneumonia-prone in the congregation cares to
try it we’ll be happy to hear of the outcome. By mail only of course. No
odorous personal callers, thank you....)
(Against all the odds Reg made a complete recovery and nowadays
smells of nothing except Old Spice. And, sensibly, he now prefers his bacon
by mouth, and only St. Michael vests on his chest.)
And my Nan worshipped me. Everyone in the whole world knew me.
They knew my lovely Nan and I was Charlieboy, hanging onto her skirt with
one hand and clutching the inexhaustible supply of cake, toffees, sweeties,
whatever with the other – the spoilt rotten king of the apple towns.
I didn’t HAVE to stay with her. Traffic was no danger then, and like all
the other streetwise kids of six years old, I could go anywhere in my world
with just two exceptions.
ONE: I could not cross the road to where the low wall bordered The Cut.
This was the Grand Union Canal – full of industrial waste, soggy french
letters, dead and decaying dogs, and little boys, far braver than I, who jumped
bollock-naked from the bridge and splashed a few gasping strokes to the towpath. Every summer some of the weaker ones drowned, but it did little to
deter the rest.
TWO: I could stand in the doorway and watch, but I could not go into
Nathan’s woodyard.
Hoxton had hundreds, perhaps thousands of small woodworking
businesses producing almost anything that could be made of wood, and
Nathan was perhaps the most famous of all. He made lavatory seats – flat
rectangular boards to fit wall to wall in the outhouse closet with a perfect
circle cut from the centre. (In those days nobody had yet noticed that the
human fundament was not quite circular).
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Nathan, better than all the other East End joiners and carpenters, better
than anyone else in the whole world because they’d never thought of it, had a
brainwave. He took the scrap circles from the lavatory seats, added three tiny
legs and Lo!... milking stools!!!!!!
Now, you could stand at the big double door, you could see the bandsaw
whirring around and hear the scream as it bit into the plank. You could
maybe pick up a handful of the piney sweet smelling sawdust, but MIGOD!,
you better believe me, you put just one foot over the door sill, just one foot,
and that bandsaw will come straight across the floor, cut off both your legs
and your willy in no time, and then your Nan will kill you stone cold dead the
minute she got you home. So watch it.
We walked round to Nathan’s most days. He was All Right. He was an
Uncle. Not a blood uncle you understand, but a friend uncle. He would
usually buy me a piece of Tottenham cake from the bakery next to his yard.
(When Tottenham Hotspur, one of East London’s football teams, won the FA
Cup, all the local bakers launched Tottenham cake – a sort of sponge heavily
coated with blue and white (club colours) icing. You got a very large chunk
for a ha’penny and an even larger chunk if you were with your Nan and
Nathan.)
I think now that Nathan must have fancied my fine Nan with her thick
black glossy hair, her flashing white – and natural – smile, and her trim waist
even smaller than her daughter’s. She looked as beautiful as the Gypsy Queen
in my story book and I think she knew it.
Grandad, predictably, didn’t like Nathan at all. “Ol’ Bristolbarmy,” he
used to say. “You’re to keep away from him, Sarah.”
But all Nan did was tighten her belt another notch and it was Good
morning Nathan, Good morning Sarah again.
On Sunday, when all the other kids were playing stickball or
Hijimmynacker, I was praying. Aunty Nell, Nan’s half sister by her father’s
first marriage, was devoutly Church of England. Very High Church too,
candles, incense, the lot; and three times every Sunday and most weekdays
too. She serviced the candles, the brass altarware and the flowers. And, as I
found out to my utter astonishment just a few years ago, the vicar himself. It
was the classic family scandal. Vicar was boffing our Nell behind the organ
and, worse still, she could see no wrong in it and expressed no contrition. He
was, she thought, a Man of God who could do no wrong and she was but a
chosen handmaiden. And, worse still, he was also getting across Auntie Gert
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(no relation, but Nell’s Best Friend), who was even more devout than Nell
and equally unashamed.
(And I truly hope he was. All the young men of Gert and Nell’s
generation, millions and millions of them, had died on the Somme and Vimy
Ridge, senselessly butchered because of idiotic bastard blimps like Haig and
the rest of the General Staff. This was the time of Spinsters, Maiden Aunts,
Old Men’s Darlings, enforced chastity and continence. Nell was a good, kind
woman of some courage, and I hope she found some solace and fleeting
happiness behind the organ. There was damn little of either in the streets
outside the church doors.)
And the vicar? He was all right but I barely remember him except that
he taught me Welsh. (In case I ever needed it!) Only a phonetic version of the
Welsh Anthem, “Land of my Fathers”: it began, “My hen laid a haddock on
Aunt Willie’s knee”. And I still don’t know if the Rev was serious about
needing it or not, but my Nan said I was to sing it to Hitler if he ever knocked
at the front door.
So there you are and, honestly, to this very day I still don’t know if I’m
Welsh, Scottish, Jewish or English. And nor do I care. As my lovely Rabbi
Burns said, “A man’s a man for a’ that.”
February 1992
Originally intended for the never-published Pulp #20. [Ed.]
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The Greening of Fandom
Eight inches of snow fell on me last night. It is still fluttering down as I type,
and shows no sign of stopping. In Minneapolis, where they get twenty times
this amount every winter, they would shrug off my blizzard as no more than a
heavy frost. Their farmers would be out ploughing God’s frozen bounty into
the prairie before it evaporates or runs off. Here the schools close, the
motorway is impassable, the whole country grinds to a halt and I sit here
bereft of incoming mail, newspapers, and fresh milk for my Rice Krispies.
And, the terrible thing is, I suspect it’s all my own fault. Well, nearly all
my own fault with, maybe, justa smidgen down to Geri Sullivan....
When we were staying with Geri after Corflu she turned me Green. Not,
you understand, a heavily pigmented verdant green. More of a wishy washy
eau de nil perhaps, but still greenish. Geri, who we love dearly, cares for the
planet. She sorts the garbage, saves the Coke cans, and teaches by example.
She is into Global Warming and would dearly love to heal the holes in the
ozone layer over the South Pole.
So okay, when we persuaded her to visit us, we changed our lifestyle.
We had all the fervour of the newly converted, and we wanted to impress her.
Nevermore would a single solitary molecule of CO2 or methane pollute the
Harris bit of the atmosphere. We bought a zillion new ozone-friendly
aerosols, some special soap powder for the laundry, expensive loo goo for the
lavatory bowls, and peat moss for the garden instead of horse manure. No
expense was spared. Instead of our old solitary garbage bin we bought three...
count’em... three new ones – paper, bottles (that was the biggest one),
aluminium cans, and unrecyclable rubbish.
(And then watched in horror when the collectors emptied them
indiscriminately into the same compactor.)
But we really tried... and when she arrived we basked just a little in
Geri’s approval.
But what we never did realise though was that everyone else in fandom
was trying, too. Personally we didn’t hanker in the least for an orange grove
in the back garden, or a rain forest on the golf course. All we really wanted
was a sort of status quo – a temperate climate warm in summer and cool in
winter – but what we got was an ecology pushed into reverse. The new Ice
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Age cometh, and any minute now polar bears will roam the streets of London
and Belfast again.
You’d be astonished at the places you can get chilblains.
We think we have suffered enough. It’s time to leap off the Green
bandwagon.
Joseph Nicholas and Judith Hanna may scorn me, but this may be our
very last chance to boost the emission of greenhouse gases and stimulate
global warming.
Yes, stimulate. Right now you can stop hoarding all those lovely
chlorofluorocarbons; have an orgy with all those old hairspray aerosols; burn
up all those expanded polystyrene containers you get from the takeaway
shop; smash in the back of your refrigerator and release all that lovely CFC
which, in turn, will make entry windows for ultraviolet to seep in to give you
a golden tan and ripen your strawberries two weeks earlier.
You know it makes sense.
And methane; we really need all that methane lurking in your alimentary
canal. The Boston baked beans could be the Saviour of Mankind together
with a midden and a flock of eweser-friendly flatulent sheep in the back
garden.
And, most of all, we need you as a carbon dioxide producer. Don’t
hesitate now. Corral the sheep to one side and build on the lawn the biggest
damn bonfire you ever did see. Almost anything you can think of is chonk
full of carbon dioxide – the carpets, the furniture, the dog... even... burn,
baby, burn.
And as a caring, sentient human being you owe the race one last duty.
Weight for weight, paper is the best CO2 producer of them all.
Strike the match. Light the pyre. Perhaps you should start ceremoniously
with Fahrenheit 451... see the little flames dancing across each page... then
the prozine files, Analog, Galaxy... even... may ghod forgive you, and, in
time, I hope to do so, too... the Vargo Statten Magazine, Volume 1, Number
3... all the pbs... the Sector General set rejected by eight TAFF auctioneers...
all the hardcover collection... and then... courage my friend, there will be an
end to this suffering – all those fanzines you’ve hoarded for a lifetime. Yes,
ALL of them; it’s too late to hold back now.... The SAPS and FAPA
mailings, VOM, Pulp, Hyphen, Void... hallowed names like drumbeats in a
dirge... weep a little, die a little as you throw The Enchanted Duplicator into
the flames, but don’t falter now. The torch is handed down to you. Remember
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the grim finality of the immortal words of our Robert Bloch:
“Trufen of the world, Ignite.”
February 1992
Unfortunately the last line was printed as “Trufen the world,
Ignite.” Expostulation followed in “Write Your Mother!” below.
[Ed.]
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Trains and Gongs
Dear Walt,
I have to tell you they have done a Beeching on the Chattanooga Choo
Choo. This is almost sacrilege. It was a journey I always wanted to make too.
Mind you, there are alternatives. You can take the Southlands Flyer or
whatever and not only read your magazine to Baltimore, but even get your
ham’n’eggs around Charlotte or Spartansburg... but don’t linger with them
because, sadly, you have to leave the train at Atlanta and start walking,
heading for Nashville, and tripping over Chattanooga about halfway.
I suppose we could skip the ham’n’eggs and the magazine – and
personally I’d rather look out of the window, but I know you’re a purist about
these things – and travel via Buffalo (practising our soft shoe shuffle en
route), diverting to Kalamazoo (next stop to Battle Creek!), so that I can give
that girl her books back, pop down to see Geri and then round to Cincy. After
the ritual tarring and feathering and being run out of town on a rail, we could
catch the occasional train to Nashville, and start walking again – this time
heading for Atlanta.
You know, some days at Fords, when The Times X-word was too easy
(we used to have a fifteen-man cooperative working on this each morning,
and God help you if you wanted spare parts before we’d finished it) and I was
really pissed off and bored out of my mind, I used to get out the big atlas we
used for forwarding, and plan out dream journeys like this... from Memphis
to Mobile, from Natchez to St. Joe, or head west on the Atchison, Topeka,
and the Santa Fe (Topeka to Santa Fe is still viable – with Dodge City and
Vegas as lagniappe – but fuck knows what happened to Atchison)....
Sue was saying at breakfast that I’ve wasted my life. If only we’d played
our cards right we could have been ennobled like Gong Berry B.E.M. (Bem
geddit?) and received a token of esteem from the very hands of H.M. the Q.
“Chuchy Harris, Victory Medal” doesn’t have, well, the same sort of
resonance. You have to face it, son. We are nonentities; black holes without
honour or fame.
Let’s be honest about this. There’s very little glory in being “Walter A.
Willis, Bus Pass” and zilch cachet in being known as “Old Wotsit, husband
of Past Captain Susan”.
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But what else is there left? I suppose I could write to Rob and beg for a
little footnote in the final THEN about me re-writing that terrible illiterate
“This Goon for Hire”, but it still seems very little for a lifetime’s devotion to
The Cause.
Sue, who is still a bit cross about having to curtsey to Diane at the
crematorium, is ferreting around the secondhand shops hoping to find a
suitable Berry type firescreen featuring the Queen, Honi Soit Qui Mal y
Pense, or even the Chuck and Di show, but I feel we’ve left it rather too late.
Even yesterday’s letter to my old mate Phil was no more than a last
despairing fling, and I don’t really expect him to even remember his old
friend “pukka Chucka” as he used to call me, let alone bung me a gong.
Mind you, I’m not the least bit concerned, and if my eyes look a bit full
it’s just because I’m starting a cold. I really am, no really... I’m perfectly
happy with my microcosmic fame. Co-editor of Hyphen, Oblique Angle,
Honorary Wheel of IF, Friend of Fish, Universal Musketeer, one-time N3Fer
– it’s a pretty good record. They are all true marks of esteem far outreaching
anything within H.M. the Q.’s bounty. Whoever wants some old tinpot
mundane medal?
I’m not jealous. Ho no. It may be true that Chuch Harris B.E.M. (Bem
geddit?) could just swing it in the next Presidential Election for The Greens
Committee, and everyone knows how Americans love a lord, and a B.E.M.
(Bem geddit?) is the next best thing and could be worth 50 votes in a TAFF
race, but I don’t care one jot or tittle. So there.
But if you do happen to see a suitable firescreen....
2 February 1992
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Persona Non Grata
I’ve been talking over family stuff with some of you for 40 years now and I
find it a help to have a shoulder to sob on occasionally.
And now that I’m being written out of fandom there won’t be much else
to talk about. Written out? You remember how Pravda (you all read Pravda
of course?), when a previously acclaimed politician was relegated to the Shit
List, they diligently wrote him out of history. He became a non-person. Any
appearance in old photographs was quickly airbrushed out. His books and
pamphlets were suddenly out of print, and his name was never mentioned
again. The other papers picked it up and he was quickly forgotten. Vladimir
Molotov... who he, tovarich? Even his cocktail metamorphosed into the Boris
Bomb.
It happens all over. Even in fandom. You think Laney disappeared into
obscurity after parting with Burb? Nowadays nobody mentions the twelveyear stint as assistant editor to John W. Campbell Jnr on ASF or his success
with Unknown, let alone his marriage to Morojo and, subsequently, his eight
children (after his vasectomy had been successfully repaired). FTL’s a nonperson too.
It happens all the time. Lesser fen envy the fame and adulation that they
think should rightfully be theirs. The higher you are, the farther you fall. I
know. It is happening to me. I write twenty long fan letters or LoCs every
week. None of them are delivered. I don’t even make the WAHF list in
Mimosa, Pulp “loses” the superb columns I submit for every issue and even
Proxyboo cross me off their books and mumble about returning my annual
subscription... eventually.
Look. You saw the last Mimosa? You read “I Remember Me?” – all
those long lists of people who wrote to Walter Himself in 1953... Bloch,
Temple, Eney, Grennell, Eric Frank Russell, E.F. Russell, Eric Frank Russell,
A. Vincent Clarke, Ethel Lindsay, Norman Wansborough... giants every one
of them.
The list is endless. Hundreds and hundreds of glittering correspondents...
but no mentors. No mention of Chuchy who reached down from his pinnacle
to put the Willis feet firmly on the ladder to success and fame, who cosseted
and protected him, taught him the essential difference between “its” and
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“it’s”, and wrote to him every day of the week except Sundays (when he
wrote twice).
Sharper than a serpent’s tooth... and I’ve just spotted that right at the end
of the piece it sez... “To be continued”. All this diatribe wasted. Obviously
this first instalment was no more than a mere prologue leading up to the
coruscating climax. The Chuchy Phenomenon in the very next Mimosa.
Reserve your copy now.
2 February 1992
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C.Harris-ma
Synchronised Screwing
Did you see the piece in the paper about our sex-mad nation Doing It right
there on the carpet in front of the TV set, whilst my lovely, ladylike Anna
Ford tries to concentrate on reading the 10 o’clock News?
It’s not right. It’s disrespectful. Current affairs are important, and we
should all be aware of what is going on in the world instead of concentrating
on what is going on on the carpet.
And it’s not just one or two people, either. They reckon there are maybe
six million people making mad passionate love whilst the 10 o’clock News is
on TV, people who couldn’t care less about global disasters like Ted
Kennedy or tomorrow’s weather forecast.
And that’s just the heteros in the UK, and makes no account of gerbil
lovers, casual goat herds, or that dreadful inflatable doll fandom. (My mind,
as Walter Himself once said, is so broad it is virtually two-dimensional, but
gracious!... this new inflatable H.M. the Q. is, well, lèse majesté. The built-in
audio tape for the deluxe model, “Arise, Sir Chuch! The whole of England
lies before you,” sounds very common, indeed, and the cheapo plastic crowns
invariably fall off unless one fits an elastic chinstrap to them. This tends to
spoil the whole roleplaying effect, and I feel one would do better to stick to
“Dungeons & Dragons” for the time being until the Margaret Thatcher kit
comes out in time for the Christmas trade.)
And heaven only knows about the orgiastic American TV audiences, let
alone the Japanese or the lubricious Italians, who pinched my Sue’s ass black
and blue when she went to Venice. (And don’t ever think you can’t get your
bum pinched in a gondola. Believe me, you can, and I make no mention of
the dreadful risks of catching gondolier and suffering a lifetime of penicillin
injections in the very same black and blue bottom. Don’t hesitate to rock the
boat and, in extremity, trust in Ghod and walk across the water to the nearest
Rialto.)
I digress. Back to the six million hedonists. I don’t have a very low
boggle threshold, but doesn’t your mind boggle a bit, too? Suppose we –
sorry, they – all climax simultaneously and the earth moves for every single
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one of them? Think of the kinetic energy involved. Is it not theoretically
feasible that we could be jarred out of our orbit and heading for a new ice age
before you could shout, “Oh! Oh! Oh!”
Synchronised screwing is a far greater danger to humanity than global
warming ever will be. (And far more interesting, of course....) Consider the
dramatic consequences... why do you think the climate changed and all the
dinosaurs suddenly became extinct? Me and Charles Fort will tell you... it
stands to reason that with a mating season confined to the fleeting moments
of the sunset time of the summer solstice, orgasmic synchronisation was
inevitable. (And to demonstrate this Fortean theory on a smaller scale, if there
is a sudden exodus from the convention hall when the MagiCon programme
reaches the “Science Fiction – Whither?” slot, would you care to bet that, ten
minutes later, the Peabody Inn doesn’t fall apart and sink beneath the bayou?)
But perhaps not. We trufans are different. When we leave the hall, we’ll
all be clutching sheaves of freebie fanzines, and Ghod in his wisdom has
decreed that you need both hands to hold, and total concentration to savour,
the delights of Pulp or Folly. But hardly any of us can read fanzines
continually or stay calm in a cold shower cubicle for a whole weekend.
Supposing there’s nothing on TV but dreary old Kojak or Columbo.... Come
on, own up; everyone falls from Grace sometimes.
At Arntwee Hall, we have TV sets in every room except Geri’s chaste
cloister. The Relate Counsellor, full of calm reassurance, says not to worry
about Anna Ford, not to worry about Ice Ages or dinosaurs, or anything else.
Just follow your natural instincts. Nudity is perfectly natural between lovers,
but there is definitely nothing wrong or perverse if one partner wishes to keep
his spectacles on so that he can read the Interfax/Ceefax subtitles... and... but
I have to go now. Here is Big Ben on the screen and my lovely Anna Ford
with her newsy clipboard.
June 1992
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Eric the Needy
When I chose to Reveal All that time about how I was brutally despoiled by
the German lady wrestler at an Eastercon, I should have mentioned I was
saved only at the last microsecond by Eric Needham who lusted after wrestler
ladies.
Well, that’s partly true – but first, this happened at a convention room
party in front of most every friend I had in fandom and the whole sordid saga
has been recounted dozens of times. Secondly – and most important – this is
me. It happened, and I’m not ashamed or anything – it was more ridiculous
than anything else. Nobody was hurt. Anna, the German lady, has not been
seen in fandom for damn near thirty years, and Eric the Needy (I think it was
Harry Turner who christened him so that we could distinguish him from Eric
the Bent) is now long dead and gone to Glory. I’m the only fannish survivor,
and I’m not here to score brownie points or adhesive gold stars on my
Sunday School card.
And that’s not my only story about Eric the Needy, inventor of
Widower’s Wonderful Verses. The original verses were okay but nothing
special, but they quickly evolved into a different format using a classical or
historical reference. As they were “supposed” to be advertising blurbs for the
shop’s goods, there was absolutely no limit to their subject matter just as long
as “Widower’s” appeared in the last line. There must have been hundreds of
them. Even Robert Bloch (no mean poet either! good stuff in Lee Hoffman’s
Quandry) weighed in with something about Widower’s Wonderful
Brassieres.
And of course you know fandom’s finest limerick?
Sweet Sue of South Carolina,
Had a tesseract for a vagina.
She was laid every day
By the men of Bombay
While soliciting custom in China.
(It helps a lot if the reader knows what a tesseract is!)
Getting back to Eric... he came to visit me once, unannounced, at
Rainham (before I was married), along with Helen Winnick, a very very
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weird fringefan. And horny. Very horny. Every which way except horizontal.
I promptly left Eric with a drink and my parents in the living room
whilst I took La Winnick into the bedroom to, er, view my etchings and The
Collection. Helen was very plain, but very eager, and shared my enthusiasm,
but the whole thing turned out to be a fiasco because there was an endless
procession of parents bringing tea (tea for chrissake!), opening windows,
closing windows, and finally ushering in Eric, who was eager to look at
fanzines or foreplay.
And that was it. I can never perform in front of an audience. I was hot
under the collar and all stations due south, Helen had steam coming out of her
ears, and the earth was ready to move, but they had to leave to catch the train
to London. I drove them to the station, installed them, at Eric’s insistence, in
an empty carriage, and went home to snarl at my folk about their obsessions
with tea and windows. I never saw them again. Helen borrowed my Slant file
– which took me (and Vincent) years and years to replace – and, sadly,
eventually finished up in an asylum somewhere.
The train (steam) took 23 minutes non-stop from Rainham to Liverpool
Street and quite possibly they spent the time writing Widower’s verses.
But I doubt it.
I had a poctsarcd from Eric a few days later. Just two words and a
period. It said, “Thanks Again.”
23 June 1992
For some samples of Widower’s Wonderful Verses, see “Write
Your Mother!” and “Sexual Esoterica” below. [Ed.]
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Seen Any Good Stamps Philately?
Vin¢ Clarke
With a (Large) Assist from Chuch Harris
When I was a youngster, a hundred years ago or more, I used to collect
postage stamps. In some ways this taught a sense of humility because Great
Britain stuck grimly to a succession of stamps showing the head of the
current monarch. If you wanted the real hard stuff you had to get it from the
French Colonies, who featured bright exotic tigers, or a remote Russian
republic which issued a diamond-shaped stamp. Even the US, with various
Presidential heads, had more variety than we did.
Deep thinkers, swapping duplicates in the school yard, talked bitterly of
this. In a battle between stiff-necked tradition and sets of triangulars, we
knew which side we’d be on. Those remote countries which issued beautiful
commemorative sets merely to obtain cash from philatelists were hopelessly
envied.
Came the day when I saw my first Amazing Stories. The stamp album
went to the back of the drawer. Then, I had my first fanzine, and knew what I
wanted to be when (and if) I grew up.
Years rolled by, as they do. World War II came and went, and I
gradually realised when I cast an authoritative glance at the tiny cellophane
packets in cornflake boxes that although Outer Mongolia and the Yemen had
marvellous pictures of rockets on their stamps and another unlikely country
(Panama?) featured Disney characters, Great Britain was getting in on the act.
Special sets at Christmas, then two or three during the year, then – the flood
barriers collapsed, and we’re now in a position when there’s roughly one
special set of commemorative stamps every month.
So when in September ’91 I went to the post office and bought stamps
for letters to go to Chuch Harris and Walt Willis, I didn’t do more than blink
when an exotic new variety was offered. It looked like a bit of map, and in
fact the words ORDNANCE SURVEY indicated it was a tribute to the
Government cartographic department. Later, I found out that “Ham Street”
was in fact a village in my own county of Kent. So I stuck stamps on the
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respective envelopes – and then hesitated. I hazily remembered ...

In the ’50s, there was a busy exchange of letters between Walt Willis, Chuch
Harris, and others. We all had typewriters, which was just as well, as our
respective handwriting styles ranged from bad to awful. Walt, who was a
Civil Servant, had a madly racing style, little distinguishable from ordinary
straight lines, while Chuch was little better. And sometime, about 35 years
ago, there was an anguished critical cry of ...
“Who’s been sending me maps?”
... from a recipient of fan handwriting, which made the “Eavesdroppings”
back page quotes in Hyphen. Napoleon had uttered these words (in French) to
Marshal Ney, but this particular exchange was between Walt and Chuch, and
afterwards Walt actually obtained some old maps and wrote hurried (well, I
suppose they were hurried) letters to his friends on the blank backs.
Standing there in the Post Office, I remembered this, and in a fit of
sentimental reminiscence, scrawled on the face of the envelope to Chuch,
“I’m sending you a map” or words to that effect, and sent it off, briefly
hoping that he hadn’t forgotten that episode of the ’50s. I needn’t have
worried:
May Ghod curse you, A. Vincent Clarke. May your stencils tear in
the very worst places and your staplers jam up for all eternity. May
your lettering guides warp and the dreaded Giant Wormwood eat
thru everything in your collection. May your heirloom teabag grow
wizened and transparent, and your frozen chicken grow wings and
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fly away. [He usually gets tea and a chicken dinner when he calls.
– AVC]
You foul fiend. You light-fingered kleptomaniac of words and
phrases. You stand there, like an innocent virginal nun with
alopecia and... Mighod! Whuffo? you dare to say, Whuffo??? I will
tell you, horrible old A. Vincent Riposte-Stealer. Cast your mind
back – don’t bother to open the door, it will slip easily thru the
keyhole – for 34½ years. It is 8 a.m. on March 18th, 1957. The
poctsman has just delivered to Chez Chuchy.
There is a letter from Ghod which, in my generosity, I share with you.
And the Lord Ghod spake unto Chuchy and he sayeth jocularly,
“Who has been sending me maps?” And he sayeth this to his good
friend Chuchy alone, not to starveling dogs desperate for stolen
crumbs from the tables of The Immortals. Indeed this is a holy
comment on the calligraphy of his humble servant and esquire
whose blunt pencil rightly trembles, shakes, and squiggles when
writing to the Ghodhead. It is a holy message from the sanctus
sanctorium, from the guru to his postulant.
And Lo! the mills of Ghod grind slowly, and for 34½ years I
wait patiently on the sidelines for the perfect topper, the riposte
extraordinaire, the clincher, the opening salvo on the next
Eavesdroppings.
And last Tuesday all my prayers were answered. H.M. the Q.
issued map stamps. Tiny fragments snipped from the Ordnance
Survey maps showing Ham Street in all its glory. (About seven
miles south of Ashford, turn right for Appledore and Rye.)
And you, unspeakable filth, were outside the Post Office
waiting for the doors to open to buy two map stamps... one for me,
one for Himself. You stole the topper I’d been hoarding for 34½
years awaiting these map stamps. You nicked my tag line, flaunted
it right back at me and – knowing you I am quite sure of this so
don’t bother us with false denials. Everybody knows you are so full
of it even your eyes are brown – and then, lickety spit, scribbled out
another envelope for Walter Himself.
And I hope now that you are thoroughly ashamed of yourself.
But I doubt it.
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Chuch was, of course, wrong about my eyes – they’re blue.
July 1992
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“Write Your Mother!”
Geri Sullivan writes: Back in 1954, Walt Willis wrote to Robert
Bloch: “...You’d like Chuck too: I guess you do already. He’s one
of the finest people I’ve ever come across in my life. A brilliant
writer, too, but his form of escape from writing for publication is
writing letters. I think Chuck’s letters are the best body of writing
in fandom, and I only wish it were possible to publish the whole lot
of them....”
Walter quoted the letter in his “I Remember Me” column in
Mimosa 12 to explain why there was no letter from Chuck in his
earlier instalment. “It was simply because I was going through the
general correspondence file, and Chuck of course has a file all to
himself....”
I read that and grinned. Yes, of course. Chuck has a file all to
himself in my correspondence drawers, too. I think he charmed his
way into my heart with that first letter four years ago, when he
wrote... Ghod, how can I excerpt a chunk? The entire two pages are
a delight... “I find fandom a sort of family thing, and even the
people I don’t like much still interest me... even though in some
cases it’s the sort of horrid fascination you’d find in a Bombay
beggar exhibiting his deformities for baksheesh.”
Two pages, that’s a short letter for Chuck. He rivals me for
wordiness, but is so much more entertaining along the way. When I
received no fewer than four letters responding to the last two Ideas,
I decided that Chuck deserves his own LoC file, too. Even so, I’m
compelled to edit the letters down to the Idea parts. Chuck sends
his letters round to a small group of correspondents, so you get to
read over everyone else’s shoulders, while they read over yours. If
my dear son would revive Q, you could perhaps write and see for
yourself. But until that happy day, here are some bits for your
enjoyment
Chuck Harris
32 Lake Crescent Daventry
Northants NN11 5EB GREAT BRITAIN
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22 April. Lots of mail today – Sheryl, Geri, Arnie, Visa and the Electricity
Company... Folly is on the way so that’s something to look forward to within
the next few days... Geri’s Idea #5 is damn near finished and I haven’t even
commented on #4 yet, let alone work on an offering for the next issue.
But what can I say? Do I turn to page 8, scream and gibber and ask if
she’s hired Brian Earl Brown to proof-read my stuff, or thumb thru Roget
trying to find the female equivalent of “dickhead”? Should I write to Karl
Marx – the only address I have is Highgate Cemetery and the last time I
wrote the letter came back marked “Gone Away. New Address Unknown” –
or grovel to The Robert Bloch for (a) stealing his one-liner and (b) allowing a
mere woman to cock up his immortal prose?
AND I make no mention of the eight hundred and sixteen words – some
of them quite long too, real polysyllables that you don’t often see in fanzines
– the eight hundred and sixteen words that I’d crafted into a tiny jewelcase of
prose and proudly crowned with this Bloch/Marx diadem.
Surely, even in the primitive dame-schools of Battle Creek, Mich., the
kiddies still learn Karl’s Communist Manifesto by heart: “The workers have
nothing to lose but their chains. They have a world to gain. WORKERS OF
THE WORLD, UNITE.” Not, not, as you will see instantly after two or three
weeks’ close study, not Workers the world unite.
And from this mundane manifesto, The Robert, with his masterful touch
of genius, gave us, “Trufen of the world, Ignite.” Never would he offer a
nonsense like TRUFEN THE WORLD IGNITE which is no more than the
garblings of a dyslectic Philistine, the sort of puerile ungrammatical rubbish
usually found in Sector General books or similar pornography.
OF OF OF OF OF OF, dearest Mommy, OF OF OF OF OF OF.
Grrrh.
Hepzibah Snoupwhistle
Arntwee Hall
32 Lake Crescent
DAVENTRY
Northamptonshire
NN11 5EB
Geri cherie, Mother Superior,
There’s a lot of letter starting overleaf, but I didn’t seem to say much
about the Big Idea before I ran out of steam. This was such a special issue
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that I thought I’d do a sort of postscript – or prescript or something.
I liked your Con report of course (and I’ll get to that in a minute) and I
was really impressed with the Linda Bushyager GoH speech. She sez it all
and encapsulates the whole meaning of fandom in one memorable line:
“Fandom is more than fanzines. What’s important are the people who are in
it, the friends like you.” I’d give a belated Hallelujah for that. I’ve got a
million acquaintances Outside; I can’t walk through the precinct without
saying Hi to half a dozen ex-workmates, golfers, pub-folk, neighbours, et al.
But they ain’t friends. My friends are trufans – the only people outside my
family who have a claim on my right arm at any time, and I honestly don’t
know what I’d do without them. Hallelujah. Amen.
And what happened to the decorated tableware that Bill Rotsler created?
Surely no apostate would desecrate it in a dishwasher... but wouldn’t the
restaurant holler at half the crockery walking out of the front door along with
the diners or are the waiters more tolerant Stateside?
Well, your pieces are always special because they always seem so
personal – as if they were written with just me in mind (and of course, they
are, hmm?) and there are always Old Friends popping up as I read thru it...
Joyce & Arnie, Robert, Jerry & Suzle, Andy Hooper (I must write him soon),
Fitch, Widner, Spike... it’s almost as good as being there in person. ### Out
of space. More later I PROMISE!!!!! Love.
P.S. Jeff was okay but like his travel stuff best. More about this later,
too.
And from the 8-page letter that followed:
And suddenly it’s NEXT Sunday and here is Idea again, and I’m regulated to
one solitary colour on my cover feather. Ah well...
It was lovely to see the WIDOWER’S verses again. Needham wrote
some pretty good offbeat humorous pieces for Now and Then but the verses –
and the idea behind them – was his outstanding achievement
And you know there really WAS (and IS) a Widower’s department store
in Manchester? Being mercenary old me, I suggested he tried to sell them the
verses or, failing that, first buy space in the “Classified Advert” page of the
Manchester Evening News to run a verse for four or five continuous nights in
the hope that the store would see them and like them and then buy a series. I
still think they might have done so too, but, even tho I offered to help pay for
the space, he was never really interested even though he had very little
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money indeed. (He had no regular job. He used to clean windows and recharge, for a small fee, those old sulphuric acid “accumulators” that people
used for old-fashioned radios. I imagine he made barely enough to live on,
but he was never overly concerned about money and always seemed happy
and content with his lifestyle.)
When the Widower’s verses began they were more in the format of
traditional advertising jingles – but a lot more witty. The classical and
biblical allusions came later. Bloch (who was originally an advertising
copywriter before he wrote fulltime fantasy/SF), gives perhaps the best
illustration of this... although I’m by no means word perfect with it:
Whilst doing the mangling, appendage dangling,
Well-endowed ladies have fears.
Forget apprehension, allow us to mention,
WIDOWER’S FINE BRASSIERES.
[And whilst I mention Bloch, does anyone else think Silence of the Lambs,
which won a flock of Oscars this year, was a much poorer film and in no way
superior to the Bloch/Hitchcock masterpiece Psycho, which won damn all?
And any of you who don’t have impeccable taste like wot I have had better
keep very quiet indeed or else....
Back to Widower’s. Perhaps Vincent will check AT&T for the other
early verse that sticks in my memory, for contraceptives. The punchline was
(of course) WIDOWER’S REGRET THEY ARE UNABLE TO HELP
YOU.]
But for me, none of the early verses were half as good as the second
cycle. History, Homer and the Bible were racked for hooks to sell Widower’s
merchandise. I tried...
Salome with her bumps and grinds,
Gave Herod hallucinations.
John would still have his head
If she’d danced instead,
In WIDOWER’S WONDERFUL COMBINATIONS.
And, by return, Needham capped me.
And as she shed her seven veils,
With Herod as the audience,
They beheaded John to the sound of one
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Of WIDOWER’S PIANO ACCORDIONS.
And, as if that wasn’t enough, he pointed out that “combinations” was
possibly an unknown word in the US, where they seemed to call them “Union
suits”. We tried again, but we thought it wasn’t as good.
She terpsichored like one possessed.
To the sound of drum and flute.
She pirouetted, but sadly wetted,
Her WIDOWER’S UNION SUIT.
I don’t think he ever used it. There were hundreds of verses available, and I
already had two in the next N&T....
Icarus flew too near the sun,
And never gave a hoot.
“Drop dead,” they said, but he used instead
His WIDOWER’S PARACHUTE.
When Zeus played follow-the-Leda,
It wasn’t lust, but greed.
The hell with passion, he needs his ration,
Of WIDOWER’S BIRDSEED.
Apart from jingles Eric was a dab hand with Proper Poetry too. Next time I’m
in the Library at Welling I’ll copy his piece about the lights going on in
Manchester and you’ll see what I mean.
In a six-page letter written 17-23 June, Chuck wrote:
I wrote to Harry Turner last week to check out Widower’s verses and added a
little bit more to the saga.
Harry told me that, after all my conversations at cooperative projects
with Eric aimed at selling a series of Widower’s verses to the Widower’s
department store in Manchester, the damn store never existed outside Eric’s
imagination. He was kidding me along. I was always fascinated by the
quality and originality of the verses, and had offered to help set up a
professional approach to the store in the hope of turning the jingles into
something creditworthy to try to earn Eric a few quid. I was completely
baffled when he showed no enthusiasm for the idea. I even offered to fund a
few adverts in the classified section of the Manchester Evening News (just a
verse and a phone number), in the hope of enticing Widower’s to enquire
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further about them, but he didn’t care for that idea either. It didn’t help when,
in possibly the best “serious” poem he ever wrote, about dusk falling in
Manchester and the lights going on throughout the town, he mentioned
Widower’s along with a string of other places whose names I recognised.
This was only a passing reference but I took it quite seriously. It’s only now
that I see it was just an “in” joke for Mancunians and others who knew the
place didn’t exist at all.
I shall take all this up with Eric when I see him again at the Great
Convention in the Sky. The tricky sod. I hope he’s full of remorse now and
whizzing around making knots in his winding sheet.
Undated, but from around the same time.

A Promise Is a Promise
or Second Thoughts on Wilhelm Reich
Before I start this tarradiddle I had better make it quite clear that I am not the
sensitive cultural intellectual that some neofans might imagine. The Old
Guard know better of course.
I’m okay on sexual deviations, Ford cars from 1943 onwards, and the
more popular wines of California, but apart from that I’m a Visigoth. Years
ago Arf and I stopped going to the White Horse because some resident clown
always came up and asked conundrums like “What is the sound of one hand
clapping?”
We weren’t up to that sort of thing. I would look at Arf, and Arf would
look at me. “Er, what hand? Is that the right hand or the left hand? Chuchy is
deaf and he can’t do sign language and I’m ambidextrous, and why don’t you
piss off and ask Dave Langford over there who is so sharp he’ll wipe that
superior smarmy look off your face so quick you’ll never know what
happened?”
[I digress – but we got him once by postulating that you can judge a
chap’s libido by the thickness of his wristwatch (have you seen James’s
wristwatch? If it had a pendulum it would be a grandfather clock, so don’t
just laugh off the theory out of hand. Would you let any loved one accept a
piece of hard candy from such a monster?)]
So you see, philosophy really isn’t me altho I can fake it if I have to.
Eventually I became a follower of Nietzsche. There were only six people in
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the world who, even though they couldn’t understand his theory, could at
least pronounce his name correctly, and it was comforting to belong to such
an exclusive club.
[I digress again, but that was until I found out that he was a low fascist
bastard, worse than Wagner, beloved by Hitler, and definitely no role model
for a nice boy like me. I decided to teach the pronunciation to everyone and
train them to do the obligatory spit in the gutter every time they said it.
Quick! Find yourself a gutter...
“If you’re aristocratic,” said Nietzsche,
It’s thumbs up, you’re okay. Pleased to meitzsche.
If you’re working-class bores,
It’s thumbs down and Up Yours!
If you don’t know your place, then I’ll tietzsche.]
I tried other philosophers – Marx, Rousseau, Wittgenstein – but none of them
knew The Answer, and to my drink fuddled mind the Rubaiyat has the most
of it that I can accept.
Come, fill the Cup, and in the Fire of Spring,
The Winter Garment of Repentance fling.
The Bird of Time has but a little way
To fly – and Lo! the Bird is on the Wing.
Patience dear heart, we are nearly up to Reich now. Just a little bit more
reprise of the intro.
Now, in the wild, animals are not so obsessively sexually orientated as
they are in captivity. In the zoo, bored out of his skull, the monkey fondles
himself continually with no regard to his eyesight. Back in the jungle Chaka
swings on the liana behind Tarzan, and helps Jane with washing the dishes,
with nary a thought below his navel. In the wild his AGGRESSIVE
HUNTING AND PACK INSTINCTS ARE DOMINANT. In captivity these
instincts are rechannelled into COMPULSIVE SEX PLAY. Reich (and this is
the only bit I know about him), contends that the Nazi is a suppressed lover. I
think the reverse is true and that the lover is a suppressed Nazi – i.e. a bully
“tamed” and his basic wild instincts displaced by screwing away happily.
This seems so basic that I can’t accept anything else Reich postulates. In
fact, I wouldn’t be in the least surprised if it was him that started that one
hand clapping business. Ghod only knows what the other hand is doing.
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I liked James and Stu’s pieces but I daren’t comment. Bill Danner’s
letter was astonishing – good but astonishing. I always imagined him as being
about my age yet here he is taking chocolate to school in his “freshman”
year... 1926!!!!! And I wasn’t even born then!
Arf’s Kama Sutra illos came out beautifully. I’ll have to search around
and see what else I can find.
More later... Love

Geri Sullivan concludes: Yes, more later. Always, please.
Most of the Rotsler dishes left the room in fannish bookbags
and purses. The staff certainly noticed, but didn’t confront anyone.
Perhaps the organisers will let us know if the hotel charged them
for the inventory shortage following the banquet.
Steve Sneyd sent me a collection of 74 Widower’s Verses, yet
you quoted three and referred to another not in my set. The closest I
can come to the contraceptive one is:
Perhaps your child has his mother’s eyes
But appearances can be deceptive
Undoubted maternity, but as for paternity
WIDOWER’S... are unable to offer any assistance.
Nice start on the Arf stories. Keep up the good work and your LoC
column will become a regular feature. Wanna start with a MagiCon
report? Let me know. Meanwhile, wash your hands. Mind your
wife. Take Millie for a walk. And don’t forget to write your
mother. – gfs
September 1992
In another letter, Chuch sent “the original Bloch one that I misquoted
last time....” [Ed.]
When viewing the wringers of washing machines,
Ample bosomed young women show fears;
But if you’ve a full bust, then just put your trust
In WIDOWER’S WONDERFUL BRASSIERES.
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MagiCon Memories
Dear Vincent,
I am home, still breathing and full of new marvels to astound you with –
but it was a damned close run thing. I passed out in the loo of the plane
coming home (much to the fury of the 192 incontinents standing outside the
door with their legs crossed), and very nearly got thrown into the slammer (or
do they still have chain gangs in Florida?), before I’d even got out of the
bloody airport on arrival.
But I digress. The first thing Walter Himself ever taught me (apart from
the specifics of what they actually did in Gomorrah – the filthy beasts –
although it was a sort of disappointing relief to discover that I hadn’t actually
invented such an entertaining variation) was begin at the beginning, type on
until you reach the end and then stop.
Orlando is a long way from home, very hot, very humid. And, of course,
we took at least twice as much luggage as we needed. After we passed the
Customs, the Immigration wallah, and the Illegal Substances man with the
Big Gun, we started to look for the Dollar Rental car man. There was a little
beagle dog on the carpet who looked just as knackered as I felt. It was really
cute, rolling around the carpet in a little green jacket that said something
about agriculture or pest control or suchlike. I patted it and asked the owner
its name. It was Snoopy of course, like every other boy beagle in the USA. It
was sniffing at the luggage and I thought it was going to cock its leg and take
a leak and, to tell the truth, if it had, I’d probably have joined it.
And then the little bastard suddenly went mad, barking like fury at the
cabin baggage bag which held Sue’s asthma stuff and a couple of apples. The
hitherto affable owner, belatedly recognising a big time malefactor, loosened
his gun (his fucking gun, Vinnie – no shit mate, the bastard was getting all
ready to shoot me stone cold dead in the morning, and me a genuine Brit Cit
with a Defense Medal and a passport!!!!), and went all steely-eyed and makemy-day-punk, and told me to open up. I thought he was after the chemicals in
Sue’s asthma stuff, but what he wanted was those damned apples.
On the plane they had warned us against taking in fruit, veggies, triffids
or exotic plants and I had signed a declaration saying that I was as clean and
pure as a nun’s knickers, after assuring a doubtful Sue that the two New
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Zealand Gala apples weren’t what they had in mind.
But they were.
He was very nasty about it indeed, and poor frightened Sue was
frantically trying to commute the Death Sentence and explain that I hadn’t
heard the announcement on the plane, whilst I stood there giving my world
famous imitation of a deaf idiot.
As you know, it’s a very convincing imitation indeed, and eventually he
decided that I was just small fry and not worth a shackle. Carefully lifting
them by the stalks he dropped the confiscated apples into a plastic evidence
bag (which, I suspect, was probably his lunch bag too), scribbled a note on
the declaration, and said we could go ahead and enter the US of A.
The little dog Snoopy turned around and sneered at us.
By this time planeloads of people were in front of us at the Dollar Rental
counter, but eventually we got a Chevrolet 8-seater van/mini coach thing
(imagine! me, a 45 year Ford man, in a bleeding Chevy) – very new, very
clean and automatic drive. I’ve never driven an automatic and didn’t want to
start now, so Sue and son-in-law Ray did the driving between them.
We drove off to the Comfort Inn, which was a dump about ten miles
away. I felt so ill with the shingles and stuff and the journey and humidity
that I went to bed and let the other five get on with it. It’s five weeks now
since the shingles started, and I am still getting pain and problems with it. I
have cream and tablets for the pain but still tend to walk around clutching my
left tit and going Oh! Oh! Oh! and awaiting Death’s Blessed Release. I have
this damn irritating rash stretching from my armpit across my chest and,
believe me, it’s absolutely no fun waking in the morning nowadays, clasping
a throbbing, nipple-erect breast and finding it’s your own. However, just like
it says in my autobiography, on the third day I rose from the dead and went to
the convention. The family had the van to visit the Magic Kingdom so I took
a taxi – $14. I would have saved money by staying at Peabody instead of
using two taxis a day, but I had Samantha and Ray, and Margaret and Clair to
consider, which is why I moved out to the Comfort place.
After registration (I got three ribbons on my badge – PRESS,
PROGRAM PARTICIPANT, V.I.P) I found my way (the con hall was
enormous – like Waterloo Station with escalators to the upper floor) to the
First Fandom Enclave where I got an immediate armful of Teresa who is just
the same as ever, and never, never too tired or too busy to talk to me, and
then big hugs and kisses from Geri and Jeff and Madeleine, and Lo! there is
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Himself sitting on the sofa looking just the same – perhaps even better – than
when I left him at Yorcon III all those years ago... still the same old sardonic
smile and wary eyes, and the deep burnt-in tan that gives a picture of perfect
health and vitality. It’s a false picture of course; the fine mind is as sharp as it
was ever was, but some of the other bits are wearing out.
He has trouble filtering out a conversation from a background of chatter.
Ideally one should speak slowly and clearly direct into his earpiece, but I kept
forgetting and gabbling away because I hadn’t seen him for so long, and got
back the very same technique that I use myself – the knowing half smile and
little shake of the head that the untutored imagine means they have scored a
good point or said something particularly clever, but in actuality means “I
love you and I’m glad you’re sitting here with me. I don’t have the slightest
fucking idea what you are saying, but for heaven’s sake don’t let that stop
you.”
And I am almost sure that he is aware of this trick when I am using it
too.
Not that it matters, you understand. Conversation at this level becomes
such bloody hard work for both parties, but there is still unalloyed pleasure in
just sitting there in close proximity, grinning at each other. Perhaps it would
be even better if we were women and could hold hands but try that in any
convention hall and every conreport would mention these two old poofters
getting their jollies whilst Towner whizzes around in his winding sheet.
Madeleine is a tower of strength to him too. She watches over him,
interpretates from time to time, and whisks him off upstairs for a break when
she feels he has had enough. She stands in for platform work, and makes sure
there is no hassle or worry for him. I am fairly sure she would have preferred
him not to make the trip at all – their flight took 14 to 16 hours – but he is
still very much his own man and makes his own decisions.
It was time for the Official Opening Session so we all trooped off to one
of the halls radiating from the concourse to be welcomed by a little film, a
speech by Spider Robinson, some play-acting, and Introduction of
Celebrities. I dunno who the bloody hell they were, but when Walt duly stood
up in the front row and waved vaguely at the nethermost, he got a
surprisingly sustained clap (Sue said) – and not just from me and Jas either.
They really liked him, and I think he was rather pleased about it too.
Duty done, we troop back to the fannish enclave to meet Arnie and
Joyce. Now, you know how I tend to idolise American women – Geri,
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Teresa, Avedon, Suzle, LeeH, all the way back to Bea Mahaffey – you name
’em, I loved them... but in a very pure wistful Brit fashion of course. Well,
meet the new member of the club, Joyce Worley Katz. She is blonde,
attractive, quick on the uptake, truly fascinating to talk to, and a trufan to her
very bootsoles. She edits her own glossy promag, Electronic Gaming, has
organised and run a Worldcon and is fascinating to talk to.
She can write quite quickly too... which is a big asset when talking to
me. We spent much of the time scribble scribble scribble on the notepads,
and I have every intention of doing exactly the same thing if she comes over
for Glasgow.
Arnie – who is not the short, intense dwarf that I’d visualised – is as big
as I am, bluff, happy, sharp, and vaguely reminiscent of a much younger
Ackerman but much, much more fannish. They are a generous couple – no
more than normally affluent but they picked up the lunch tab for eight of us at
the Peabody (including Ted White – who, I feel, has some sort of old
antipathy for Arnie that runs just under the surface). (I always feel guilty
about other people paying large bills. I offered to go halves but Joyce
wouldn’t hear of it and insisted that it was Arnie’s treat and that’s that.)
There was no difficulty in knowing who the next person was. His T-shirt
said it all in letters two inches high. It said I AM SHELBY VICK. And so it
was. Accept no imitations. You felt that he should have a little corner turned
down for “Something Up My Sleeve”. He was a little fatter then; he is
spectrally thin now, with a pepper and salt beard and a lovely tiny wife called
Suzanne who holds hands with eccentric Brits who tend to ignore road signs
and step in front of passing traffic. Sue liked her a lot and thought her sweet,
motherly, kind and feminine. I thought so too.
I think Shelvy has retired, more or less, but he seemed comfortably off.
He was staying somewhere down the road in The Ambassador Suites – a
flash joint I passed on my way conwards each day – far superior to the
cobwebby Comfort Inn with its air of grubbiness, door handles hanging on by
a single screw, and beguiling KIDS EAT FREE signs.... He lives in Florida
(further north I think than Orlando), and was flying home after the con rather
than driving. He picked up the next dinner tab for eight of us. Evidently
CHUX EAT FREE too.
(His wife ordered the “Fresh Fruit platter” for dessert – a huge dish of
fresh fruits. She barely touched it and it got passed down the table to the
vulture dept. – me, Joyce, Madeleine, who gorged the rest of it...
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strawberries, star fruits, peaches, pineapple, heaps of things I’d never tasted
before.)
I thought that all the portions of food in Florida were far too big and
much of it is wasted. You start with the inevitable “house salad” – coarse
outside lettuce leaves with an onion ring and a very hot pickle – which you
toy with whilst the main dish is prepared. The main dish is enormous – the
steaks would feed three people with normal appetites – a large jacket potato
with butter or cream cheese, and a garnish (a small portion) of mixed veggies.
Then comes dessert – often the size of a family Xmas pudding each. (If you
can’t force it down, some places wrap the dessert in foil so you can take it
home for breakfast!)
You seldom see anyone finish everything on their plate, let alone clear
the sugared cakes and bread rolls served as accompaniments (which are also
wrapped for you to take home).
Most of the women watch their intake – I noticed Joyce rejecting the
jacket potato with cream cheese and butter, but nibbling at the fresh fruit
platter – but the men all seem to eat more. Believe me, my shameful pot belly
was a common thing, a normal thing amongst most of the men.
(The “Western Steer” – a down-market but very clean and decent place
with oil-cloth topped tables where we went for brekkie – offered 80 items
every morning on the serve yourself buffet for £2. You could start with eggs,
bacon, fries, ham, sausages, cheese, cereal, beans, tomatoes, etc., followed by
a dozen different sorts of fruit – melon, peaches, grapes, apple, pears,
pineapples, jellies, bananas, plums etc. – and then “Bakery”... rolls, pastries,
cakes, fruit pies, fudge, brownies, and lots more. You could go back time and
time again for refills until you couldn’t force down another mouthful.
Coffee/tea is another 50p. Juice is £2 a pint extra. Tipping is obligatory at
15%. The waitress was a gloriously stunning Suthun “you all” blonde who
looked like a young Goldie Hawn. If she’d been one of the 80 items on offer
I’d have had her for breakfast every morning. A truly beautiful creature and
never once did she call me “Pops” or “Daddy” when she put the teabag in my
cup and sexily jerked the little string up and down....
(Aaah.
(But that’s digression again. And wishful thinking for a sick and tired
geriatric of damn near sixty-five.)
Back to the Con to meet Spike and Mr Spike, Moshe and Lise, Mike
Glicksohn and his new fiancée (who sports an enormous diamond solitaire
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big enough to give her round shoulders), Richard Brandt and his pretty
attractive hell-driver girl-friend who has a lead foot almost as heavy as Sean’s
(who has just been nicked for doing 98.4 mph on the M5), Jeanne Gomoll but
no Scott, Andy Hooper but no Carrie, and lots of other people who we never
saw again. I was hoping to see Sheryl. She was certainly there for a couple of
days and left me a pot of fabulously tasty Boysenberry preserve in the fan
enclave, but somehow we continually missed each other. We saw a lot of you
though. There was a poster-sized photo of you on the wall and on the T-shirt
that everyone was autographing. Best picture I’ve ever seen of you. (And the
only one without a necktie!)
It was time for the Ted White item so we trooped off to one of the side
halls for it. A bloody farce too. The mikes were’t working. The panel
mumbled and the bits that were audible turned into a bloody kiss up. “Bjo,
you were wonderful then.” “No, no, I was just me.” “No you were really
wonderful.” “Well, maybe, yes, I guess you’re right, I WAS wonderful.” Ted
talked almost interminably but hopelessly inaudibly. The seats were hard, the
half hour seemed all eternity, and it’s about time we learnt our lesson and
avoided all items on the programmes except the Bob Shaw show.
Afterwards I went off with Walt & Madeleine to see their suite and talk
a little. Joe Siclari had really done them proud. The suite – on the 25th floor
(?) – was beautiful. There were two sumptuous bathrooms each with a little
TV on a stalk so that you could sit on the crapper and watch I Love Lucy as
you defecated, a huge sitting room with couches, two bedrooms,
refrigerators, interesting little bottles of unguents to put on your hair, your
body, your knob; a marvellous view so that you could watch the nightly
firework display (fascinating, awesome) from Disneyland, and more, much
more. Incredibly luxurious, and I guess about $300 a night. I think there
might have been an allowance for meals too – but he was well worth it and
attracted a lot of people to the convention who wouldn’t have been there
otherwise like Arnie & Joyce, Chuchy & Sue for starters.
Best of all, we could talk quietly and inconsequentially without an
audience. Every other time we sat together people clustered expectantly,
notebooks in hand, waiting for Repartee, never knowing they were 25 years
too late and we were only anxious to discuss why I can no longer do a hipturn on my golf swing. So help me, at one room party we sat on the sofa and
they were kneeling two deep on the carpet in front of us. Walter, tolerant and
courteous, accepts this situation and includes everyone in the conversation,
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but I find it difficult, especially when most of the faces are strange ones. I
realise that if it had been, say, Burbee and Laney on the sofa I would have
been on the floor marvelling, but that’s besides the point. Fortunately, James
is marvellous in this sort of situation and will pick up the ball and entertain
and keep everyone happy. Perhaps if I’d been on form and free of this bloody
shingles I’d have been better, but for much of the time I felt utterly
despondent and useless.
I’d completely misunderstood the revised programme and was never
there at the right time for any of my scheduled appearances (there were
supposed to be four or five of them). They were typed on the reverse of my
badge... but I didn’t know that... and on a separate sheet I was given at
registration – which I popped unread in the big Bumph envelope in which I
was collecting fanzines and handouts to read on the way home. I suspect Geri
was disappointed and a little sore about this but she tried to be understanding
and forgiving, knowing quite well that even at the best of times I am never
quite responsible for my actions. Her business is, evidently, going very well
indeed but I think it must be one hell of a strain fitting it all in. Jeff is an
enormous help and they make a good team together, but I think they will
have to hire an assistant eventually to share the burden. I hate to think of
what would happen if she went sick. I dropped hints about them coming over
next Spring, but I can’t really see it happening. Mike Glicksohn is hoping to
honeymoon in England and Wales but I don’t quite know when. Sue said
they could stay with us for a bit if he wants, so be prepared to come up and
help out with the Warwick Castle/Anne Hathaway’s Cottage tour once again
when they get here.
There was a short diversion when my conversation with Art Widner was
interrupted by a belly-dancer lady. I still don’t see the stefnical connection
but it was all jolly interesting with those gravity-defying harem pants holding
tightly to the bikini line whilst one expects them to be ankle bound at the very
next wiggle. However, knowing what to expect from this sort of thing –
either you push five bucks into the cleavage or you wiggle along in the conga
line – I stayed well back and let Art display his terpsichorean skills. And very
fetching he looked too, wiggling away like fury in his little brown khaki
shorts and his knapsack. All he needed was fingerbells and a jewel in his
navel and he could have joined the troupe.
In the middle distance I could see a ballet dancer ensemble too, but my
tastes run more to belly than ballet so I didn’t bother to investigate. I thought
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it might have been Firebird, but that was probably just Miss Atlanta – very
fetching in red and gold – plugging unsuccessfully for the next Worldcon.
And here is Dick and Nicki Lynch to give me a promised copy of their
new edition of Wealth of Fable. It’s a superb production – stacks of illos and
a voluminous index for every trufan to check immediately and see how often
they are mentioned – the sort of momentous project that, quite seriously,
should be recognised by a Hugo in its own right. It must have cost them one
hell of a lot of money, and Harry ought to mention them with gratitude in his
prayers each night. Dick asked hesitantly if perhaps you would like a copy.
Knowing quite well that you would undoubtedly kill for a copy, I conceded
that perhaps you might find space for one... and promptly collected it before
they could change their minds.
I was hoping to see more of Dick and Nicki who are “our kind of
people” but never did, altho I’d offered to do a part reading of some Bob
Shaw stuff later in the programme with them.
As you know, their Mimosa won the fanzine Hugo. I was happy for
them – ghod knows they work hard enough at production – but I am never
happy with the Hugo concept. I don’t/won’t vote because I feel the whole
thing is riddled with pressure groups so that sooner or latter the Trekkie Club
zine or, worse still, the N3F organ will win the award. Frankly, Lan’s Lantern
and that sort of crap turns my stomach, but still has a big vociferous backing
whilst really worthwhile products like Trap Door come nowhere. Slant and
our lovely Hyphen won sod all during their lifetimes and Quinsy didn’t even
make the Novacon eligibility list so yes, I can be accused of sour grape
syndrome. But I still can’t see how any award can be impartial whilst the
voters seldom see more than one or two of the zines that are eligible. I would
bet than less than half of Mimosa voters ever see Trap Door, and those
people who plugged Lan’s Lantern last time have probably read nothing else
since they struggled through The Cat in the Hat.
This is not a criticism of Mimosa which would have been my second
choice. It is a criticism of the whole Hugo idea in itself.
And 30-year-old Chas. Addams cartoons winning Hugos... Christ have
mercy on us.
Teresa – I seemed to alternate between Teresa and Joyce for most of the
convention – took me off to the Tor Books thrash in the Presidential Suite.
Very posh, stacks of classy food and drinks, packed solid with very Big
Names indeed, many of them wearing suits no less. Tor, evidently, always
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has the best and biggest parties... but what I was eager for was the 6 lb word
processor that Patrick has brought with him, with me in mind.
We found the WP, crept upstairs (the Presidential Suite has an
upstairs!!!), found a comparatively empty bedroom, plugged in and had a
little convention of our own. It was great but still unsatisfying. I need at least
a week to catch up with the Life and Times of T & P but there’s no time at all
for anything but highlights. You get a sort of movie preview and than
exasperation because the movie itself isn’t showing in your neighbourhood
theatre, and it might be quite a while before it gets around to you, whilst you
faunch to know more about the “maybe” move to Arizona, absentee editors,
who does what at Tor, is the fact that she didn’t fall down once in my
company this time a Good Thing, and, most important of all, when is she
coming back here for a visit again?
But it was long gone the time I was supposed to be back at the Comfort
Inn and I knew Sue would worry. The dear girl took me downstairs, found
me a taxi, gave me a quick hug and a kiss and sent me on my way if not
rejoicing at least content. And I never saw her again. Or Walter or Madeleine,
or Jas, or Joyce and Arnie, or Jeff and Geri.
I was hoping to pop back for a farewell session but we had to check out
of the Comfort and make a six hour drive across Florida to the place we were
staying for the second week, and any delay wouldn’t be fair to the rest of the
party
All the cars in Florida have air-conditioning so the journey was
bearable, but the interior of the state is pretty depressing. I can never see why
anyone would buy a timeshare anywhere in the place unless you chose a
week in April or May when the temperature and humidity are supposed to be
bearable. I would have like to have stopped at Port Charlotte to see LeeH, but
you just can’t go cold-calling like that no matter where you are – especially
when you are in a six-strong party, five members of which have never heard
of her.
Captiva Island, the very tip of the flaccid penis of Sanibel dangling into
the Gulf of Mexico, is hotter and far more humid than even Orlando, but
beautiful in its own exotic way. I kept pining for Mpls with its 62 degree F
temperature compared with Captiva’s 95, but there were compensations.
There’s palm trees, mangrove swamps, marvellous beaches, a profusion of
fantastic birds – egrets, pelicans, herons, cormorants, sandpipers... it’s a joy
to just sit on the bone-white beaches watching the birds feeding and playing
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at the water’s edge. There are fish too. Ray caught two small hammerhead
sharks and a good sized stingray as well as catfish and stuff.
There are also three or four hundred alligators scattered around the
mangrove swamps but, try as we might, we never managed to see one of
them. There are several favoured vantage points, but the police keep a close
eye on them – DO NOT FEED THE ALLIGATORS means exactly that.
There’s a $400 fine and/or 60 days in the pokey if you are caught giving them
as much as a ham sandwich let alone a good right arm. Ray and Samantha,
intrepid idiots, were scouting along the bayou’s edge in the dark, but no way
was I setting one foot outside the van. I just didn’t want to see an alligator
that much. The sea is bright green – not the expected blue – and deliciously
warm. I was in the sea a lot until Billy Beachboy (the chair lounger attendant)
told Sue I was foolish to stay in after Ray caught the hammerheads, altho
they were only a couple of foot long. I thought he was crazy until Sue was
gesturing like mad on the shore whilst everyone else was getting out of the
water and pointing seawards and sure enough – shades of Jaws – there was
the legendary bloody great fin scything Chuchywards through the water. It
was almost certainly a harmless basking shark, but I didn’t stay around to
check. I didn’t know I could still swim that fast. I could have given Johnny
Weissmuller at least three yards’ start and still beat him (esp. as he’s dead
now). I was out of the sea, up the beach and safe in the pool before you could
twitch a flipper. The fish dived and then surfaced and honestly, believe me,
ask Sue, it was far bigger than the killer whales in Disneyland. Billy ($15.90
per diem for a double lounger and sunshade) said two people had been fatally
attacked by sharks. He spared me the gory details, but after that I swam in the
shallows or stayed in the pool....
I guess that’s enough. I still felt pretty rough but the kind Virgin hostess
at the airport noticed the cane and moved me right down in front of the mile
long queue waiting to board. The other five, together with two instant
hangers-on, followed like sheep so we were first on the plane. After the
glorious performance in the plane loo, I refused the dinner offered and drank
only water. I began to feel better and was much more my old miserable self at
Gatwick. I didn’t actually kneel down Popelike to kiss the tarmac, but I was
glad to be home. The shingles are still sore, but I’ve stopped taking the
painkiller tablets and feel more clear-headed again. In time, I may even
recover completely.
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MagiCon Afterthoughts
I’m still having a lot of problems with these damn shingles. I’ve had them for
two months now and John Justice is airily vague about when they will finally
clear up. I can have a minor operation where they sever the nerve endings to
stop the pain, but who on earth wants a numb knocker for all eternity? It’s not
that the pain is unbearable but that it’s continuous and depressing.
I don’t want to make a fuss about it – JJ thinks it could well be better in
“a few weeks”. I tell you only so that you understand what causes the fannish
lull but, please, no grapes, no blank cheques, no outdated copies of the
Family Health Encyclopedia.
And Oh Dear! I’ve just this minute got Geri’s letter and am horrified to
find I am back in the alternate space-time continuum again.
It’s all Sue’s fault of course; during our first visitation to America she
kept a diary so that I could flesh out a conreport from its bare bones. This
time I had nothing, NOTHING I TELL YOU, and had to rely on my fine
mind and fuzzy memory.
And worse is to come: Himself used oddments of mine as memoryjoggers/reference points when he was writing his own con report. Is he using
my flawed data frame too??????? You can trust nobody nowadays and I’m
sorry, sorry, sorry, SORRY. Infamy! Infamy! They’ve all got it in for me (my
favourite Kenneth Williams quote), for all these errors and all this hassle
when all I ever wanted from life was just a season ticket to the perfumed
garden, and an understanding smile for my distracting propensity for
horizontal socialising.
Seriously, most of the convention passed in a blur. I was either wretched
and miserable or spaced out happily through O/D’ing on distagelsic tablets.
Sue said I’d got most everything wrong in the damned con report and, now
that she’s enlisted Geri as reinforcement, I’m beginning to believe her.
And especially about the Clarion dinner. Whatever can I say? (Apart
from another damned abject “Sorry”, a downcast “Thank you Mom” and a
renewed promise to buy you a Harris haggis dinner in Glasgow.) Typically, I
can remember the very rare roast beef in the Clarion but just about everything
else has vanished into that blur I was talking about right at the start of this
stupid stumbling category of excuses.
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And, er, yes... I vaguely remember now that Geri did indeed take me to
the Tor party – I remember meeting Beth – altho I haven’t read her book yet
– and most certainly do I recall the er, whatchacallit, haute couture dress
which certainly helped raise my spirits far far more than any unorganic
chemical tablet could ever manage. It’s quite odd the sort of things that stand
out in one’s memory, hmm?
Vincent, bless him, has had his Wealth of Fable for many many weeks
now. We dropped in for an hour on our way back from checking on Belle and
Bill. He was, predictably, very pleased with it and did not (like a certain
Daventry trufan) immediately turn to the index to check how many references
there were under his name – eighteen to be precise... exactly the same as...
no, no, modesty forbids... (and it is definitely not true that I wrote to Harry
Warner asking that he be given dual billing so that he wouldn’t feel
neglected).
November 1992
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Happy Winter Solstice
Usually, a week or so before Christmas, we buy packets and packets of
“charity cards” and a king’s ransom of stamps. This year is different.
In today’s paper the Consumers Association said that in many cases as
little as 2% of the charity card price actually reaches the charity. It’s a racket.
There are distributors, middle men, wholesalers, shopkeepers etc., all with
their little rake-offs, all feeding on the generosity of nice people like me.
Well, sod that for a game of soldiers. I’d rather do something like this –
a sort of extended Christmas Greeting (“Would you like an extended Xmas
greeting, dear Sue?” “No thank you very much. You gave me one before and
I was sick every morning for nearly a year.”) and than send a cheque to The
Deaf Children’s Society and bypass these festive season sharks. So there.
But don’t expect too much. This is more of a tarted up letter than a
Christmas Card but, occasionally, sitting in front of the screen, I have these
attacks of pretentious grandeur and like to think of it as a Charivari.
You mean you’ve never heard of such a thing and don’t know what the
hell it is? Well, nor do I – yet – and it’s not in my dictionary either. The long
defunct Brit humour magazine Punch was subtitled “Or the London
Charivari” and the word stuck in my mind along with other mysteries like
“rapparee” and “gonococcus” and a million others. (And yes, thank you very
much, I do know what gonococcus means now.)
Back to “Charivari”, though; I think it means “miscellany” and next time
I’m in the public library I’ll check it in the OED and then rewrite this page if
it doesn’t.
I tell you all this because I wouldn’t want you to think this Christmas
Card/letter substitute is all my own work, the perfect flower of my budding
genius. It ain’t. I steal as I read. The limericks, the illos, the lonely heart
adverts – all the stuff on the reverse sheets – are borrowed from far more
talented people than I am. For instance, the bacover* has been hanging
around my files and my walls for 25 years or more. The original – a pencil
drawing on what seems to be brown paper parcel wrapping – was bought for
four shillings at a long gone convention. The price, the year (1965) and the
name, J. Cawthorn, is written on the back. I’ve always liked it – the way the
heads flow into each other so that you miss one of them at first glance – and,
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lucky you, the copyshop lady was able to eliminate most of the wrapping
paper grain and texture so that the copy looks far better than the original.
* See below. [Ed.]

Lands’ End and our Geri Sullivan, who put us on their catalogue mailing
list, are responsible for the front cover.
It started out as their catalogue cover. They imagine it’s a mundane
lighthouse but I know, and you know, that realio, trulio, it’s the Tower of
Trufandom... and that for some reason or other the fannish horde have all left
their beanies at home. The prizes – you’ve guessed? – are just wishful
thinking of course.
And so, sadly, is the DONAGHADEE IN ’93 slogan.
Glasgow, of course, is stark reality for ’95. The distilleries are already
working flat out in anticipation. I’ve been thinking about this. You remember
that the convention at Orlando set a sort of fannish precedent with cut price
coach tours to Cape Canaveral, but I thought we might do better than that.
How would you fancy an escorted coach tour to Balmoral and an audience
with H.M. the Q.?
I will be the escort, of course. As I may have mentioned once or twice or
maybe ten million times previously, His Royal Highness, Philip, Duke of
Edinburgh, is/was my Comrade In Arms... along with a lot of other people’s
arms. We served together. You could say that the Royal Navy was, at that
time, basically me and Phil. It’s quite true that we had a... well... a sort of
acrimonious parting (he was unreasonably annoyed because it was not usual
for Sick Bay personnel to wear their hair down to their shoulders), but I still
feel there was no need for racist remarks about Rastafarian dreadlocks not
being permitted under tiny sailor’s hats, let alone the authoritarian nonsense
about name, watch, and number and report back to me after visiting Mister
Snips the Marine barber.
But that was all a long time ago and, if he is not out slaughtering the last
few remaining birds in Scotland, he will no doubt be at the Balmoral turnstile
to welcome us and check hairstyles and admission tickets again.
Now, you understand that I can’t guarantee who will be in residence at
Immoral during the convention period, but there is a fair chance that we will
get a few words with H.M. the Q. If we do, for heaven’s sake act perfectly
natural. There is no need to genuflect or cast yourself prostrate at Her feet.
She is not Walter Himself. A bow or a simple curtsey will suffice. Going
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down on one knee would be much appreciated too, but take care that, if there
are crowds of coach trippers behind you, they do not all tumble over you
causing chaos and broken limbs. You may, if you wish, make her a votive
offering of fresh flowers (bunches will be available at the turnstile for a small
fee). She will pass these to Flower Lady in Waiting behind her or Lady
Keeper of the Royal Handbag (who will return them to the turnstile), and
either incline her head graciously or thank you with her mouth. She may say,
“Thank you,” or “Thank you very much” or “Do you come here often?” but
you should not take these simple civilities as invitations to intimate gossip.
You could, perhaps, do another one-legged kneel to show your gratitude for
the civility. If she asks you a direct question – “Are you my subject?” – “Are
you an ex-Colonial or do you always speak in that odd fashion?” – you
should answer “Yes, ma’am,” or “No, ma’am,” as the case may be. “Your
Majesty” can be substituted for the less formal “ma’am” but on no account
should you use such terms as “Miss”, “Madam” (she does not run a brothel),
“Oi you”, “Lilibet” or “Queenie”. You should also avoid such gaucheries as
“blimey”, “sod off”, “where’s Fergie?”, “you don’t look a bit like your
stamps”, “orgasm”, “piss artist” etc.
Furthermore, you must remember at all times that it is a treasonable
offence to touch up the Royal Person. This is called lèse majesté and is very
very serious indeed. For above the waist touches the penalty is to cut off the
offending hand at the wrist; for below the waist touches they cut off
everything else.
Absolutely everything.
Now, occasionally a supplicant will find favour with Her Majesty and
she will decide to dub him. Do not worry if you are so favoured. This is a
great honour. The Royal Handbag lady will scrabble in the royal reticule and
find the tiny dubbing sword. H.M. the Q. will tap you briskly with it on both
shoulders and, after deciding for herself whichever gender seems applicable,
say, “Arise Sir Arnie”, or “Arise Lady Geri” or suchlike. These are the magic
words. You are now One of Us and on subsequent visits to Balmoral you get
free admission and a discount in the staff canteen.
Many people think this is of greater acclaim than even a Hugo ever will
be, but you must decide for yourself.
Finally, on very rare occasions H.M. the Q. may decide to mark your
visit with a small memento. If, as is usual, this turns out to be one of her
surplus Corgis, stammer out your gratitude, swear eternal loyalty, and back
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out of the Royal Presence.
Actually, these damn dogs are lousy, bad-tempered, snappy, and know
nothing of indoor hygiene. They are the Brit equivalent of those white
elephants that rajahs used to inflict on their worst enemies. Windsor dog
pound refuses to accept any more. I hesitate to offer advice – perhaps it might
be fun to parcel it up and send it seamail to Brian Earl Brown, but apart from
that I can only suggest you gut and fillet the damn thing, fill the cavity with a
sage and onion stuffing, and invite a few good friends round for Sunday
lunch....
Now, I’ve spent nearly a whole morning trying to get this next bit past Sue.
She thinks you will never believe it is a mere figment. She insists on a
disclaimer, and she really means it, so on no account let your vivid
imaginations run riot:
“All characters herein are entirely imaginary. They have no relation to
any person living or dead, and anyone given to knowing giggles in her
presence will be instantly decapitated.” So there.
Well, once upon a time – about 40 years ago I guess, give or take a
decade – the Royal Navy would bombard you with money and pensions if
you were discharged honourably because you were no longer any bloody use
to them.
So our hero, Randolph, had a pocketful of gelt, a medal and a girl. Her
name was Billie and he loved her dearly. She was really beautiful. She was
dark, petite, exquisitely shaped, and gullible – as thick as two short planks as
they used to say at that time. Randolph was a lecherous little bastard but, try
as he might – and believe me, he tried with all his might – she remained
inviolate. She pooh-poohed Randolph’s morbid fears about his eyesight, and
soothed him with torrid promises of the delights awaiting him once they were
married.
She meant officially. She meant in Church. How could she ever wear
that virginal white dress she had set her heart on if the very worst happened
and she had to let out the waistline? I do realio trulio love you my dearest
darling Randolph but what would my Mum say? Oh, the shame! the
degradation! Get your hand out of there. I mean it... No... Oh! No... Oh
Nonny, Nonny... Nonny... Nonny... NO.
Pity poor Randolph moving ever closer to a white stick with every day
that passes.
However, a constant drip wears away the hardest granite, and the vile
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Randolph dreamed up this idea of a “sort of trial honeymoon”. They would
go to Spain for two weeks... no ties, no hassle, I promise. Trust me.... I really
won’t... unless... and Wow! here is an official Engagement Ring for you, and
if you look closely, there is a genuine, but rather small, solitaire diamond
right in the middle of it, and as soon as we get back we’ll go round and see
the vicar and everything.
He was a vile beast, but sort of lovable in his nasty way.
Spain at that time was inviolate too. It hadn’t been ripped apart by the
travel agents. The beaches were still sparkling and the air still smelt of pine
trees instead of fried onions. Hotels were few and far between on the Costa
Brava, but the Hotel Toro (fifteen bedrooms overlooking the sea) at Lloret da
Mar sounded just about right. The hotel courtesy car would meet the plane at
Barcelona airport and Olé! for the Champagne Reception, the Banquet, and
the fresh flowers in the Honeymoon Suite.
Well, Billie, a bit apprehensive but brave and perhaps eager to cross this
Rubicon, chattered all the way in the coach to Gatwick – mainly about her
new halter-top sundresses, her new bikinis (2), her new nightie, her suntan
lotion, her hairstyle and whisper, whisper, you will Be Careful whisper
whisper, you’ll take Precautions?????????
“Er, of course,” said Randolph, so full of lust and anticipation that such
a thing had never occurred to him. “I’ll be stocking up at Gatwick, never
worry, pet.”
Now, just as usual, roadworks delayed the coach so that by the time it
arrived at Gatwick it was perilously close to the departure time. Leaving
Billie to check in the suitcases and collect the boarding passes, Randolph
dashed into the toilet, slammed all his spare change into the vending
machine, stuffed all the little packets into his jacket pockets and rushed out
just in time to grab Billie and get through the departure gates before they
closed them forever....
And, sure enough, Senor Pi, the hotel manager himself, met them and
half a dozen other honeymoon couples at the airport, whisked them off to
Lloret and the Champagne and the Paella Banquet (which they didn’t like
very much because there were pieces of grapefruit and oranges and little fish
with their heads still on alongside the prawns and the bits of chicken and the
rice), but they laughed and joked with the other couples they’d met on the
plane, and drank lots more of the Champagne, and learnt all the words of the
Spanish National Anthem which the three-piece combo played almost
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continuously (Viva, Viva, Viva Espagna.... Viva, Viva, Viva Espagna)
(Vamp ’til ready), scalded their mouths with the boiling hot coffee, and,
simultaneously with their new friends, declared they were absolutely
exhausted after their long journey and would have an early night.
Textual intercourse is not my speciality but... the room was lovely, and
the flowers smelt like heaven itself, and through the open window you could
hear the little waves lapping on the beach below, and the moon, like moons
always do, was cutting a shimmering golden path right across the sea onto
their balcony, and, come the crucial moment, Randolph reached for his
jacket, stripped away the wrapping paper and discovered he had fifteen blue
pre-pasted toothbrushes....
And you know, even Billie, one of the most beautiful girls you ever did see
but at least five cans short of a six-pack, took one hell of a lot of convincing
before she would accept that this was the very latest advance in contraception
and that – Trust me my darling, on my mother’s life – there was absolutely
nothing to worry about.
And you know – you can never be sure, of course – but the funny,
almost incredible, thing was they really seemed to work. All fifteen of them.
No problem.
After the holiday I even wrote to the Pepsodent people suggesting an
alternative marketing strategy, but I never did get an answer from them.
Well. Sue read it and shook her head sadly, but I’ve only got three days to
finish this if I hope to get the USA copies in the mail before the Xmas
deadline, so I’m not about to scrap it and start all over again. However, just to
give those Leeds ladies who fainted in the pub toilet when they read some of
my previous filth a chance to catch their breath and reach for the sal volatile,
we’ll do a clean bit that doesn’t mention toothbrushes or contraception.
Maybe you’ll find the reverse side a bit more interesting... this is only a damn
letter, not Quinsy 24.
The other night we were watching Suspect on the box, and I was saying
to Sue about the remarkable resemblance between Cher and our kid Avedon.
I don’t just mean the big black moptop and the ringlets, but the facial
resemblance too, right down to the almost snubbed noses.
Sue thought so too. She had never noticed it at first, but as I make the
same comment every time Cher is on TV she is beginning to accept that it is
probably true, and if we are about to have a re-run of the same eternal boring
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conversation, why don’t you move down next door to her instead of talking
over the crucial bits of dialogue so that I can’t follow the bloody plot,
hmmmm?
Well, it’s not that easy. I’m always a bit disappointed when I go to visit
anyway. First, it takes four hours to get there and find a parking space; then
you get on the doorstep and there’s a lovely lovely smell of curry cooking – if
only Vincent’s chicken smelt like that – but when you get inside you realise
it’s the people next door who are the curry experts, and you are about to get
hot Gestetner ink and slipsheets. Or maybe Rob, surrounded by enthusiastic
trufen with elegant palates, is about to ply you with caviare on little biscuits
(the biscuits were nice), or, merde alors! the guacamole which he has just
made specially. (You dip the biscuits in the guacamole, but they are even
nicer if you don’t.) Everyone else went into raptures about it, but I weep for
those despoiled avocados. Arf used to say I had a fairy’s digestion and
bloody provincial tastebuds; that I was more gormless than gourmet, that
Real Men called for vindaloo and never chicken tikka, and that the very next
time he buys me a taco and I take one bite out of it and leave the rest, I’ll be
drawing my own covers. So there.
And I am – more or less.
I love the company at Plashet Grove; I love the hot news and the gossip
and the visiting fireman, and living next door to Rob would be like having
your own private art department....

Buy and Sell Dept.
I have always envied Vincent and Rob their snazzy metal filing cabinets, and
Geri’s multi-drawered cabinet that used to belong to a dentist. If you take
fanac seriously you need something like that. The drawers slide open
smoothly and the file they want is instantly available.
My system antedated all this hi-tech stuff. It is a little different. Himself
taught me all I know about filing, so I planned the study (an elegant name for
a six-by-six box room) along the lines of the W.A. Willis Office Module.
For this you need an unlimited quantity of Heinz Baked Bean cartons.
Originally I was planning on 26 of these – an alphabetical set – but Susan got
very unstefnical indeed when they overflowed from my study into the
bedroom. I now have 17. A4 paper fits snugly into these boxes, and
sometimes you can even find what you are looking for without having to
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search through more than half of them.
It still seemed pretty amateurish though, and I faunched for a real
cabinet....
Last week, thru the classified columns, I sold an electric trouser press
inherited from Sue’s father for £30 (the press was electric, not the trousers),
and Lo! in the very same paper there was an advert offering a filing cabinet
for £50....
Sue came with me on condition that I behaved and didn’t do my well
known imitation of a Lebanese wheeler-dealer straight from the souk and try
to beat down the price to fourpence or less, but for all the filing cabinets in
the world I couldn’t just stand there and say yessir, nossir, three bags full sir,
please accept this fifty nicker. So I sneered a little, poured on the scorn, and
Ghod strike me dead you can get new ones from OFFICE WORLD
FURNISHINGS for £60,S and got it for £30 after making the bloke
thoroughly ashamed of himself for trying to dupe an ex-service Hero name of
me.
I got hell from Sue on the way home until she realised that the £20 saved
would have come from her purse, not my wallet.
Anyway, the reason I am telling you all this is that the thing doesn’t
have a key, and has been “locked” whilst it is open. It’s okay to use, but if
any Brit recipients of these bounteous Christmas Wishes knows the
manufacturer’s name and address of “Leabank” filing cabinets I’d be happy
to hear it. Thank you. All knowledge is contained in fandom.
SELLING. I told you that Sean was trying to sell his lovely scarlet Suzuki
motor bike, and will have to make do with his new Ford Orion instead?
We’ve advertised it for four weeks now, but people haven’t exactly come
flocking around clutching £2,800. Due to the recession there are dozens of
bikes advertised in the local paper – all the adverts use the same old tired
blurb, and all the bikes are much older and far cheaper than our elegant
monster.
I thought we’d try a different sort of text to make the thing stand out
from the run of the mill ads., and maybe aim at a specialised market.
So, using my creative fannish skills, I drafted a revised advert. I truly
thought it was okay and original but the harridan in the Daventry Express
advert office damn nearly called out the constabulary. “We wouldn’t use
anything like that in Our Paper. EVER.”
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“LADIES! Try a new thrill for Xmas! Would you like something
HOT! RED!! and THROBBING!!! between your legs, obedient to
your every command? You would?? You can hardly wait?? Phone
Sean immediately on (0327) 705334. He is selling his Suzuki
GSX600F. Total bliss! Fulfilment for £2,800. You’ll love it.”
Ah well, we’ll try the Rugby Review with it next week.
Daventry is cursed with small-minded bloody provincials, but London is
different. In today’s Times they announce that tangas – those thong things
that cover a girl’s fundamental but not her fundament – are now obtainable in
Evans of Oxford Street up to Size 28. The mind boggles.
Now, I know that a few of you have already heard about our Orlando trip, but
you’ll have to put up with this regurgitation or upchuch so that the rest of our
vast circulation can heed the dire warnings....
December 1992
The “regurgitation” was an excerpt from “MagiCon Memories”,
already included in full in this ebook. [Ed.]

“Three Heads” by James Cawthorn, 1965
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Doctor’s Orders
Yet another letter from Chuchy – the only mobile section of Mount
Rushmore – and you can all thank Geri and John Justice M.D. for it. I’ve just
gotten back from seeing him. I get terribly breathless after walking even short
distances and many dear golf club friends were happy to inform me that I
definitely had angina and would probably drop very dead indeed if I even
tried to stagger around the front nine holes, or even try to get to the first
green. Thrombosis Hill would be a certain death trap, and I’d be much wiser
to stay in the warm and play bridge with the old ladies in the clubhouse
whilst Sue was out playing her round.
So I did... and found it even more expensive than the usual side bets and
nassau on a round outside. (I am the world’s worst golfer and everyone
LOVES to play me for money or loser buys the drinks, but never wants to
play me for fun and healthy enjoyment.)
JJ could do little to help my game, but at least told me I didn’t have
angina. He reckoned I was about 30 lb overweight. He is running a blood test
on me and will formulate a diet for me when I see him him again on Friday –
but in the meantime no more ice cream with maple syrup sauce (which is all
sugar and no maples), no more pastry, chocolate biscuits, cakes with icing on
them, cakes without icing on them, fried potatoes, wine, or anything else that
I might like until we get the definitive list on Friday. He thinks there is
nothing much wrong with me (apart from chronic and terminal
hypochondria), except that my mouth can process more than my sphincter
which results in this 30 lb backlog. Also the Relaxogeld tablets – which are
the bane of my life and which I may have mentioned before – are not the
cause of any libido problems, real or imaginary, and I must continue to take
them. His young locum, Dr Shrdlu or something, fresh out of medical school,
who examined me in November whilst JJ was on holiday, wrote up my notes
and stated that my responses were very good indeed for a chap of my age and
that Chardonnay rather than the tablets might well be responsible for the, er,
reported lassitude of which she could find no evidence whatsoever. On the
contrary.... Wow!
What could I say? She was twenty-nine years old, blonde, pretty, with
lovely warm hands and chonk full of sympathy. I confided to her about my
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intimate premature Kojakulation problem and she ruffled my remaining locks
and swore she would never have noticed it if I hadn’t mentioned it, and
personally she found the tonsure style very very attractive, and anyway lots
of very intelligent men seem to lose their hair in early middle age – but no
way could I point out the contrast to brusque, no-damn-nonsense JJ with his
stethoscope chilled in liquid nitrogen and his scrubbed icy undertaker’s
hands. He’s going to stop the Chardonnay on Friday anyway (and me with
six cases of prime plonk stacked ready and waiting in the spare front
bedroom) and is quite capable of putting me on a bread and water regime if I
dare upset him.
So I said, “Yes, Doctor Justice, thank you Doctor Justice. See you at ten
past nine on Friday Doctor Justice.”
January 1993
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Charrisma 1
Dear Arnie and Joyce,
Relax! I’m not stealing your brain child... this cover is just a rough for a
projected FAPA zine.... If and when my name ever gets to the top of the
waiting list! (At MagiCon Joyce said I really ought to join and meet a better
class of people – which sounds pretty boring to a lifelong gutter resident but
who am I to argue?)
I would like to use the title though, if it’s okay with you. It seems far
better than anything else I can dream up at present.
Please.
Apart from the cover the rest is the usual disgusting group letter, and a
couple of photos for Joyce. (I told the girls to look at me adoringly whilst we
had the photo taken and mighod! they did do too.)
Er, I did not draw the cover. My late brother-in-law, Alan, did a
montage of family photographs as a 50th birthday present for me. The
original is in colour and more than twice the length, but the girl in the
copyshop reduced it to A4 size. I guess I shall have to do explanatory notes
for FAPA if I use it. The square box around the little boy’s neck held my
gasmask. The paper pinned to his lapel is his name and address. He was en
route (evacuated with other children (but no parents) from his school by the
Govt from Dagenham – a prime target with the huge Ford complex – by
steam train to Ilfracombe in North Devon – see the harbour scene. The cool
figure in white with the hypodermic syringe is me in my sailor suit – I got so
pissed off with treating almost nothing but gonorrhea that I took a transfer out
to the Royal Marine Commando... which was even worse because they all
had the clap and I was squirting penicillin into their rears morning, noon and
night. So much for the local hero. The cars are all Fords of course, the twins
are now 24, the dogs are long gone but are always replaced. The demijohn
indicates an early winemaking venture I shared with Alan... which we
abandoned when we found you could freeze the wine in a domestic freezer
and pour off the almost pure alcohol... we had fabulous parties until we
realised just how dangerous the stuff was.
So there you are... and can I use your title please.
Best,
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Arnie, I’ve had a couple of fmz from other people in Vegas, but I
haven’t had time to acknowledge them yet. Perhaps you could apologise for
me; I will write when I can. And I hope you are saving up for The Trip.
8 Feb 93
Dear Walt, Vincent, Geri, Rob/Avedon, Sheryl, Arnie, Robert, aaaaand
Jas,
My new filing cabinet system is marvellous with little plastic letters on
each division, multi-coloured folders, and everything so that I can lay my
hands instantly on any piece of paper that I need.
Well, everything except the current copy of Rob’s Licks with the “found
wanting” judgement on “The Roads Must Roll”. I have the previous copy –
the one about the bungee wedding (I was going to comment on this, if only to
point out that the bridegroom was very well hung, but I’m afraid I’ve left it
rather late) – but I’ve put the one I need into A Very Special Place awaiting
this letter, and I’m damned if I can remember where.
Now, I like Heinlein. Rah! Rah! Rah! for R.A.H. – but nowadays it
seems to be almost a tradition to sideswipe his clichés, his writing style, and
most of all his nasty fascistic tendencies (I’ve often wondered why he gave
up a good job to volunteer for the US Navy during WW2), his odd juvenile
sexuality – spungy nipples indeed! – so that these opinions overshadow his
real worth as a giant amongst SF writers.
And he was a giant in my eyes – and a walking cornucopia of fresh
brilliant ideas. Universe, “The Man Who Sold the Moon” – dammit, almost
everything he wrote was, is, memorable, and (this might damn me for all
eternity, but) he was probably the Prime Mover in turning me on to SF. His
future history series, so wackily logical, was truly magical for the twentyyear-old me. True, I make no pretensions at Lit Crit – I loved Rene
Lafayette’s Old Doc stories even after I found out it was really that dreadful
Elron masquerading as a bit of French. Along with EFR and Henry Kuttner
(so far as I know, Kuttner is still okay, but give it time, give it time), these
were the stories I searched for in Fred Brown’s set of ASF, along with all the
Ted Sturgeon stories in Unknown Worlds. For me RAH was the greatest of
them all. He had that rare gift of making the reader suspend disbelief and
accept the pseudo science bits as almost logical and understandable.
Sure, his sexy bits were hilarious (but so are Ego’s) and his political bits
were plain daft, but he could grab hold and manipulate your sensawunda into
a galactic orgasm. Rob may denigrate “The Roads Must Roll”, which is damn
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near twice as old as he is and still presents an almost viable futuristic idea –
the moving walkways at Gatwick are a good start, but Glory! Glory! imagine
an M1 built of three endless belts moving at different speeds (the answer to
all of Joseph and Judith’s pollution problems?) – and then weaves this fairly
mundane idea into an exciting (for me at that time) story.
And ghod only knows how many times it has been anthologised – how
can I feel alone with all these serried ranks of editors behind me?
I don’t have a solitary Heinlein book in the house to quote from, but I
still believe he wrote good English that was worth reading. I only wish my
kids had read some of it – but then, I wish my kids would read anything, even
sauce bottle labels, instead of staring mindlessly at Sonic the Hedgehog.
And he could write poetry when he wanted to. All good writers can...
Walter Himself can write poetry in French, no less, about les papillons rouge
et noir, and follically challenged A. Vincent – the best poet in fandom – can
rhyme hairless with careless at the drop of a hat.
(I make no mention of my own epic “In Puerto De La Cruz” – I leave
that to posterity’s critics.)
But consider “Jet Song” – a stray piece thrown away in “The Green
Hills of Earth”. Once again I don’t have a copy here and it’s a long long time
since I read it, but it tends to stick in the mind... well, my mind... memorable
if you like... and rather more so than “The Good Ship Venus” or “The Ball at
Kirriemuir”. (The only bit I can remember of that is “Four and twenty virgins
came down from Inverness, And when the Ball was over there were four and
twenty less.”) I digress again, though. Back to “Jet Song”. The asterisks are
the bits I can’t remember.
Jet Song
When the field’s all clear, the reports all seen,
When the lock sighs shut, when the lights wink green,
When the captain nods, when it’s time to pray,
******************* and she blasts away.
Hear the jets,
***********
Feel the pain in the ship, feel her strain in their grip,
Feel her rise, feel her drive, straining steel come alive,
On her jets.
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I still think it’s pretty good, and worth a bit more than the 3 cents a word
John W Campbell used to pay. And I still wish I’d written it. So there.
It seems a pity – and grossly unfair – that fandom tends to pick on
Heinlein and ignores better and more worthy targets. And ghod knows we’ve
got enough home-grown ones of our own. How about that Jew-hating fascist
H.G. Wells? The Invisible Man has a far simpler, less interesting plot than
“The Roads Must Roll”. Think of the cries of outrage if JWC had published it
in ASF with all its nasty content. And let’s quote a bit of it... Here is the Jew
as landlord: “an old Polish Jew in a long grey coat and greasy slippers”, and
his two Yiddish-speaking stepsons with “staring eyes and thick lipped
bearded faces”. The Invisible Man is tempted to “hit his silly countenance”....
But instead sets fire to the entire house. Ah well. But nobody in fandom
protests about this sort of dangerous racist crap... has any of us ever bothered
to stand up and scream about the dirty old goat? – I tell you, give me
Heinlein, spungy nipples and all, any damn day.
And H.G. Wells is only one example. There are so many creeps like this
in Brit Lit that it’s a wonder we’re not all card-carrying members of the
National Front. Personally, the only way I can explain this is that I think Brits
are pretty uncritical and read for the sheer excitement of the story rather than
the subterranean nasty bits. Mostly we disregard the quirky stuff and personal
opinions that the author slips into the story.
At five years old we accept Little Noddy nipping into bed and snuggling
up with Big Ears. In early adolescence we are equally uncritical of heroic
Bulldog Drummond (created by Lt Colonel McNeil, no less), who hated
“negroes, Jews, hunchbacks, dwarfs or other inferior beings” who weren’t
members of “The Breed”.
The Breed! Ghod help us all, and into the laager quick! Or John Buchan
in The 39 Steps, who wrote that at the heart of any big Teutonic business
“there was a little white-faced Jew in a bath-chair with eyes like a
rattlesnake”.
And whilst we’re at it, how about Biggles (Sqdn Leader W.E. Johns’s
epic hero)...? Biggles, “slim, delicately featured” and rather girlish, was liable
to get all emotional and cry. After all, together with his chums and fellow
flying aces, Algy, Ginger and Bertie, he saved democracy as we know it, not
only in WW1 but in WW2 as well.
The chums, Algy, Ginger and Bertie, were as odd as Ol’ Big himself,
but I loved the stories. I never worried about Bertie being “effeminate in face
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and manner” and never even knew that “Ginger” as in “Ginger Beer” was
rhyming slang for Queer... but it wouldn’t have made the slightest difference
to me if I had. The important thing was not their unmentioned,
unmentionable sexual proclivities, but the fact that the intrepid Brits were
always, always excitingly victorious against the dastardly Erich von Stalhein.
And that’s the thing that matters. It was no big deal; all these books,
from little Noddy upwards, were no more than lightweight entertainment.
They were no more likely to warp my fine mind and hard muscular body than
a movie featuring Tom Cruise and Demi Moore is likely to convert me to
Scientology. If the story is strong enough you discount the tiny worrying
personal or political bit that the author allowed to creep in.
And now, after all that, you can write back and say you can’t discount it
and it does too warp you, and we hereby nominate you as the Shining
Example, you Vileness.
And Now For Something Entirely Different.
I sent my bro a copy of the Christmas thing and he didn’t like it. He
thought it vulgar and rude. And I quite agree with him. It’s supposed to be. I
don’t write about unmentionable things hoping to titillate your baser instincts.
I clip out pieces from The Times and write around them. Some might make
you laugh, some – the bizarre ones – might stir your sense of wonder, but
there is nothing, at least I hope there is nothing, that will revolt you or make
you rush out and rape the milkman. I value you as special friends and
wouldn’t want to lose you. If you do find anything offensive then for
heaven’s sake tell me and I’ll edit out the saucy bits before I mail your copy.
I lost one friend who I really valued and I would hate to lose you too. SO
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE TELL ME IF ANYTHING REALLY
DISGUSTS OR HORRIFIES YOU. Okay?
Wide awake at 3 o’clock this morning, I was worrying about Mike
Glicksohn’s imminent honeymoon visit. Arf used to be a master of the
conducted tour for visiting trufen, tailoring them to the guest’s special
interests, but nowadays it seems to be a brisk trot around Greenwich
Observatory, a bit of the Charing X Road and a pint at whichever pub the
London Circle is awaiting eviction from.
We should do better than that for Mr & Mrs G. The first part is easy.
You can still get a tour around Whitbread’s Brewery with almost unlimited
free samples of the product and an introduction to those lovely great Shire
Horses which still pull the carts full of barrels around the town (and, in their
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spare time, for a change, haul the Royal coaches on ceremonial occasions).
The beer ain’t much but the horses are marvellous. During the summer,
and when they reach retirement age, they get staggered holidays at
Whitbread’s Hop Farm in Kent. It’s really something to see these ponderous
great beasts kicking up their heels like baby colts, cavorting around the field
or begging carrots from grinning deaf idiots at the boundary fence.
(And yes, I love shire horses. My grandad was a carter and drove a pair
of them for years. There is a photo somewhere of a two-year-old,
unconcerned Chuchy, trying to get out of the rain by sitting in the road under
the belly of one of his mares. My grandfather, knowing of my empathy with
horses, cherished a dream of me becoming a flat race jockey, but finally
conceded defeat when I reached 6' 3" and 250 lbs.)
But back to the Happy Coupling. Realistically we can’t expect even
Mike to go to a brewery for fourteen days running. He would get pissed off
and/or up, and brewer’s droop is no laughing matter on one’s honeymoon.
So what else can be arranged? When I was on honeymoon myself with
Peggy White – we took James along because he looked so lost and forlorn by
himself – we went to the Tower. It was okay, but things have changed since
then and the Tories have installed a turnstile and admission charge.
There are still free tours of the Royal Mint just across the road for
people interested in money, but no free samples.
I did wonder if, perhaps, the Victoria and Albert Museum would be a
good bet so that they could inspect The Great Bed of Ware.
This is Really Something. And very educational and full of trendy
furnishing ideas too. It used to be in the Saracen’s Head pub at Ware – but
it’s a National Treasure and part of our Glorious Heritage so now it’s in the V
and A. It’s 16th century – about 1560 they reckon – a massive, impressive
four-poster with a 10ft wide wool and horsehair mattress. Any red-blooded
honeymoon couple would stare at the thing in wonderment and envy – let joy
be unconfined. All that space with lacy curtains to draw around your own
private heaven.
But sadly it seems they’ve left it all too late. The bed is still there to
marvel at, and so is the mattress, but evidently people found it all too exciting
and, just before Christmas, they decided it would be best to remove the
mattress and exhibit it separately. According to The Times this was because
of the, er, “amatory demands” of the staff. (Not, of course, the ordinary
viewing public just up for a goggle.) Evidently the night cleaners – during
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their statutory tea breaks as well as at other completely unauthorised times
when they should be dusting, polishing, sweeping up, or diligently attending
to other cleaning duties – were clambering on this national treasure, eager for
lubricious shenanigans on full pay, and not only Doing It but having it off
like rabbits with such enthusiasm that the antique bed-ropes were strained to
breaking point, and there was a sad residue of nasty marks and even wet
patches on this invaluable historic relic.
Vandals.
Honestly, I really don’t know what this country is coming to nowadays.
People have no pride in their heritage and there’s decline and decay
everywhere you look. Only yesterday degenerates at Christie’s Auction
Rooms were paying between £400 and £3,000 for old condoms. (£3,000. It’s
a lot of money. You could buy a complete run of ASF for that much or even a
signed Sector General MS.) And they were single ones at that, not multiples
in little packets – all of them mid-19th-century and well past their sell-by
date. (Last year somebody paid £3,300 for a single specimen – catalogued as
“best animal membrane, mint specimen with erotic illustration of a couple at
play: dyed pink, with real silk thongs in good condition for secure
attachment” – so evidently the market is dropping a little, although the
cheapest yesterday, at £410, was a plain old thing with no saucy illo and a
very frayed or moth-eaten thong, which still seems rather expensive.
And, having bought them, what could you do with them? I suppose you
could get an album and stick them in like stamps – leaving the thongs, things
and tassels to dangle outside, of course – or frame them and hang them on the
wall to replace that set of flying duck wall plates in the dining room. True,
they might make an opportunity for a good conversational gambit, but it still
seems a lot of money for very little. It reminds me of those bottles of genuine
1820 Napoleonic brandy which occasionally come on the market – worth a
king’s ransom until your curiosity wins and you break the seal and sample the
treasure. And in this case, I doubt if you’d even be able to satisfy your
curiosity. Apart from the fact that you never know where it’s been over the
last century, the animal gut would have dried out and become far too brittle
and fragile... but I think we’d better leave this to your all too vivid
imaginations. I won’t even tell you how – mentioning things Napoleonic up
there reminded me – that only a short while ago they actually sold the
Emperor’s mummified willy... no joke, honest truth only... and got a very
good price for it too....
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Yes, I know that certain degenerates amongst us find all this truly
fascinating, but I’m a prospective FAPA member now, and purity and
reticence is the watchword. I certainly don’t want to get black-balled before
I’m in it again. (FAPA that is.)
Robert the L. thinks it might be later this year before they can welcome
me back with open arms and fireworks so I’ve been dreaming of titles and
stuff. There’s Chux Own of course, or better still, C.Harrisma... which
belongs to Arnie but might be available on a long loan if I beg nicely, or
Swan Song #3, or Second Time Around, etc. – but now that I’ve fallen in love
with Strine – the newest most fascinating language on the planet – I fancy
Yaws in Scilly, although, I think... maybe... Frolang Zine would be a more apt
tribute to old fapa friends, with “Shoulder Quaint Beef Got” as the editorial
caption. (These gems of metanalysis and syncope coupled with the unerringly
precise use of elision and assimilation are nicked without permission from the
Cinnamon Herod... The Sydney Morning Herald to you Poms and exColonials.)
Feb 2. Today, as you know, Neptune conjoins with Uranus under Capricorn
with Armageddon just around the corner. So John Justice thought it would be
a good day for me to see the Dietician Sister. The Good News is I’ve lost 1 lb
already. The Bad News is that I need to shed another 41 lb to get down to my
fighting weight of 182 lbs. Call me “Skinny” at Mexicon.
This is a bit shorter than usual but I have a man coming later to build
and fit wardrobes and stuff in our bedroom – I’ve always built them myself
previously, but I’m an old fan and tired so we are going to have a Man In this
time.
It seems we have far too many clothes (as well as whips, leather
harnesses etc.) and, even though I seem to be chief donor for the Help the
Aged secondhand shop, this seems to be the only solution apart from an even
bigger heap on the floor.
(I daren’t give away suits – this miracle diet could work any day now
and I’ll be a 34" waist again with beautifully fitting clothes.) I have to
dismantle the tiny (10ft long) existing wardrobe, and then paint everything a
very very pale shade of pink just as soon as Sue finds one pale enough. I’ve
already bought five of those little paint samplers in varying shades. They are
daubed all over the wall but she still can’t make a firm choice. Today is the
deadline; if she doesn’t decide it will be back to Brilliant White to match the
rest of the house.
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And real soon now I’m hoping to find time to read some of the books I
got for Christmas.
Prospective visiting firemen should note that the pound sterling is at its
cheapest for almost a decade. You get £1 for $1.44. When we went to
Orlando we got about $1.83 for £1.
Dear Walt,
Here are a few MagiCon photos – didn’t Madeleine come out nicely? –
some copy letters and the usual group letter.
I was intending that this would be more of a letter than just a brief note
but this is the wrong day. Things are choss, as my favourite EFR character
used to say. We have the plumber in fixing new controls to all the radiators –
all fourteen of them – the timber from the now dismantled wardrobe to be
carried into the loft and stowed away until I find time to cut and use it as a
loft floor. Wall sockets to be relocated, and a new one fitted so that I can
stow a TV in the top cupboard of the new wardrobe and maybe watch RedHot Dutch when insomnia strikes – after I’ve persuaded Sue that we need
satellite TV. (She is doubtful because there are no subtitles, but I told her the
programmes are extremely simple to understand,* and I should have no
problems following what is going on or coming off as the case may be.)
* It’s a porn channel of course. And Sue says NO!

There were 186 screws – all countersunk, and up to three inches long,
before I could get the old wardrobe down; now I have to Artex the holes in
the ceiling and paint the damn room. At least we have now decided definitely
that Rose Pink is the right colour for the lovenest. I shall buy a gallon
tomorrow before she has second thoughts.
But next time – ah! next time – you will get a lovely letter. Maybe right
down to the bottom of the page. Maybe.
Fancy Philip Larkin* knowing about you! Cor.
[Handwritten annotation] * BNF avant garde Brit poet, and friend
of famous Slant subber Robert Conquest. P.L. sample:
They fuck you up, your mum and dad.
They may not mean to, but they do.
They fill you with the faults they had
And add some extra, just for you.
Dear Vince,
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Well yes – I told you the T-shirt was bloody wonderful. You’re nearly
as famous in America as I am. And to ensure that your cup really doth
runneth over here is yet another photo of you hanging on the curtain in the
Orlando fan enclave. (I dunno whose half-head nudges into the frame at the
bottom. It ain’t me. At first I thought it was Frank Edward Arnold, but now
I’m beginning to doubt it.) Originally there was a little altar in front of the pic
but all those candles (nearly a gross) made a fire risk so the security guards
removed them.
I think you ought to pay me for the candles. I had a lot of trouble finding
a shop that stocked them. Fortunately Liberace’s mom still had a few left
over.
But I forgot I am pissed off with you. Sue, my lady wife, is also pissed
off with you altho she would never use such a low class expression. If we had
known that you were going to be at home for Christmas we would have
insisted you come up here and shared the tin of corned beef, the Brussels
sprout and the rhubarb wine (Premier Cru 92). Still, I suppose you were too
busy flaunting your shirt to bother with the likes of humble Harrises.
Nope, I don’t get Outworlds. I don’t see Outworlds photos. People tend
to ignore me.
I don’t know about Mexicon... I don’t think so this time although I
would dearly love to see people again even if it were only for a few minutes.
Maybe I’ll pop up for the Saturday afternoon.
About FAPA. I can’t see us getting to the top of the waiting list this
year, but I’ve already been working on a cover. It might seem a trifle, perhaps
even a smidgeon egocentric, but if you do co-edit with me we could do a
similar one for you on #2. Stick with me and your name will resound through
fandom... “Hark, Hark the Clarke, thru heav’n’s bower rings, Hark Hark Hark
Hark the Clarke.”
I do not have a “pot belly”, thank you very much. I have a prolapsed
chest. And I have lost two pounds on this new miracle diet. (I had to take out
my denture plate to achieve this grand 2 lb target but the scales never lie.)
Next week I have to lose another 2 lb. I’m afraid it will be circumcision and
ear-piercing week. I already cut my fingernails right down to the quick. I
wonder how much testicles weigh? (Each. Medium size.)
Thank you for the photos from Geri showing me making close contact
with Stateside fandom. The closer the better. I really enjoyed that bit.
Best,
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The Almost Great Escape
My wife Sue has an abundance of aged relatives. Uncle Bill and Auntie Belle
are the oldest. They are childless, in their mid-80s, and no longer capable of
looking after themselves. They lived 200 miles away in an isolated part of
Kent. We arranged a sort of “hot line” with their neighbour but it was never
really satisfactory.
Their doctor insisted that they needed someone to watch over them full
time and manage their affairs. Bill was a hypochondriac with an anal fixation
(don’t ask!) and Belle was evidently in the early stages of Alzheimer’s
Disease. No one else in the family was young enough or cared enough to take
over the responsibility except Sue.
We talked it over with Bill and he agreed that they would move into
Mulberry House, a private home for the elderly. It was expensive but highly
recommended. He gave us a power of attorney so we could sell his house,
manage the money, and pay the bills. We got an incredibly good price for the
house, just before the housing market collapsed. The interest on the money,
plus their government pensions and attendance allowances, covers most of
the Mulberry House charges. Financially there is no real problem.
Now, Belle is no problem either, but Bill has deteriorated mentally. I
feel that it is partly boredom. In his way, Bill is a mechanical genius, a
veritable Mr Fix-It. He can do incredible things with car engines, household
appliances – you name it, he’ll mend it. He felt that if he could only break out
from this captive environment, like a butterfly leaving its chrysalis, he would
be healthy, happy and fifty years younger. He won’t accept reality. It has
become an obsession. He yearns, he aches for freedom and the greener fields
outside. His doctor has tried various unsuccessful treatments and finally
decided that a spell in hospital might help him.
So Bill is in hospital, but I don’t think Belle realises this. She is always
very vague and in her mind the past and the present are inextricably mixed
up. She doesn’t really understand what people are saying, and much of what
she says is rambling gobbledegook. She seems happy enough, but reality
seems to slip away a little bit more every time we see her. Names are now
beyond her. I am “that man from Daventry who has all our money”. Then,
pathetically, there is “that man who used to be here. He is at the doctor’s. He
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was a very nice man. I would write to him or send a card, but nobody tells me
how he is.” This was Bill, of course. All you can offer is a comforting hug
and a promise that she’ll see him soon. (We arranged for the home to take her
in to visit him later in the week.)
I suppose, in its way, senility can be a sort of blessing when it acts as a
screen around reality. Apart from this, Belle seems well and happy. She
enjoyed the company in the home, and the staff are kind to her. She is still
putting on weight. She is quite short but since January she has gone from size
12 to 14, to 16, to 18, to 20. We stopped at Marks and Spencer to buy her two
winter skirts, this time with elasticated waists, hoping they will accommodate
her Christmas dinner in a couple of months’ time. We bought her some
chocolate, too – it won’t help her weight problem, but she really enjoys it and
that’s the main thing.
Ashford Hospital, where Bill is, is the usual Victorian red brick horror.
It was superseded long ago by two modern hospitals more suited for the
growing town. It has been skimpily modernised and is now used for geriatric
patients and minor mental ailments.
Bill is there for “assessment” and ECT treatment – electro-convulsive
therapy. This sends electric shock waves through the brain and, hopefully,
will stimulate it back towards normality. We were all worried because he
suffered from delusions about people poisoning his food and trying to kill
him. He had gone on hunger strike and hadn’t eaten anything at all for two
weeks. We were concerned about this because he is frail, 83 years old, and
unhappy enough to welcome death as a friend. He’s seen it, done it, and is
ready to go.
We found the hospital and asked at reception for William Sherman. The
welcoming smile on the girl’s face vanished immediately. Yes, she knew Mr
Sherman. Colville Ward, straight on down the corridor.
Colville Ward is a secure ward. The staff nurse let us in. She lost her
smile, too; Mr Sherman was in the end bed and a little dopey from the
treatment he’d had two hours previously. He looked pretty awful, but the
nurses assured us that was due to the ECT – which can be pretty traumatic –
he’d had earlier and he would look better later in the day.
He was pleased to see us – rational but still a bit dopey. He doesn’t think
the treatment is working, but the Charge Nurse said it was and that he is now
eating occasionally – but not very much or very often. He is in a locked ward
along with a dozen or so other patients the staff are wary about.
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His doctor is going to try to get a psychiatrist to see him. I have to write
up everything I can remember about his anxieties and mental state to see if
that will help. The first thing I shall have to stress is that everybody wears a
white coat and a stethoscope because Bill is very impressed by appearances.
One time he was astonishingly rude to the visiting dentist who didn’t have a
white coat and carried out his examinations wearing an ordinary jacket. Bill
knew right away that he was just an impostor who was going to poison him,
and wouldn’t open his mouth. Afterwards, the dentist said he had never in
thirty years tried to treat such a rude patient.
Now, to tell the truth, we still don’t know if Bill is one beer short of a
six-pack or not. He’s a bit odd sometimes but he ain’t deranged or gibbering.
He hates the Mulberry House home and wants to go somewhere else. He
volunteered for this treatment. I think the problem is genuine – that there is
something definitely wrong in his head – but everyone else thinks he is acting
up to get out of Mulberry. I am trying to arrange something, but it’s awkward
because Mulberry House is really ideal for Belle and I don’t want to split
them up if I can help it. Anyway, he is not at all happy. He doesn’t like the
hospital either. He wants me to buy him an old car. He will live in it and
drive around the country and not be a trouble to anyone. He is a free spirit.
He wants O-U-T. I think he has only read a couple of books in his life – The
Wooden Horse and The Great Escape – both of them stories of POWs
busting out of stalags during the last war.
Bill, believe me, was born to escape.
Sadly, these wards are made with people like Bill in mind. There are no
padded cells or strait-jackets or anything like that, but they are still very, very
secure indeed. There are notices on the entry door warning visitors to be
careful not to let anyone get out when the door is opened. Inside, there is a
sort of keypad lock on the door handle which can only be activated when you
press the right numbers in the right sequence.
Evidently Bill – he really is a mechanical wizard – has spent much time
working over the keypad, but no bliss. Sadly, it’s a bit like those slot
machines where you have to get four bars up to win, or chanting through the
10,000,000 names of God hoping to trigger the one that brings Nirvana. So,
after a couple of fruitless days, he more or less gave up on the keypad lock
and seemed more resigned about staying in the ward.
Or so they thought.
The windows were secure. The floor was concrete. There were no tools
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– even the plastic cutlery was collected after meals. Ellery Queen could have
done a crafty locked-room mystery on the ward. Nobody had ever got out of
the place.
So, in the middle of the night, Bill gets up – dressing gown, slippers –
ostensibly to go to the jakes. The night nurse in her little office doesn’t even
notice; old people with weak bladders are always up and down all night.
Bill goes down to the entrance door, smashes the glass of the fire alarm,
pulls the handle, and all hell breaks loose.
Fire is the one thing that terrifies all hospitals, especially in a big old
place like this one. It’s absolutely the biggest potential catastrophe
imaginable, so they take the biggest precautions they can. The alarms are
priority wired direct to police, fire and ambulance departments. The crews
turn out and are on their way within ninety seconds. At the same time,
throughout the county, emergency crews outside the immediate vicinity go on
standby alert. They dress and stand by their trucks ready for the call to
reinforcements. A long time ago, when I was a probationer at the Royal Navy
Hospital in Chatham Dockyard, they used to spring dummy run drills on us
every month or so. I expect the procedure is pretty much universal.
When the alarm goes off for the emergency services, it goes off in the
nurses’ quarters too. Panic stations ain’t in it! You grab a topcoat and shoes
and run like bloody hell to your ward to get your patients out in the open
away from danger. Surgery stops immediately – temporary sutures and a fast
gurney to safety. Oxygen and other potentially explosive gases are removed
if possible or bled into the atmosphere. Sisters and wardmasters start running
around with admission rosters, checking off patients and trying to remember
the name of the poor bugger still on the roster who was shipped to the
mortuary yesterday morning. (In the Navy we were always tardy to cross
DDs [discharged dead] off the roster because the ward loses the Comfort
Allowance, the Tobacco Allowance and the nice tasty patients’ dinners which
became staff perks the minute the brave heart stopped beating. You have to
be callous and pragmatic about these things. Or hungry.)
Pardon the digression. Anyway, apart from alerting the emergency
services and getting Vicar up to pour tea and comfort the believers, the alarm
automatically switches off all electronic locks throughout the hospital. All of
them. No option. A locked ward would be a death trap far worse than
anything you ever saw in The Towering Inferno.
And with one bound, Bill was free! But they got him – in dressing
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gown, pyjamas and slippers, and just fifty yards from freedom – as he crossed
the car park towards the main gate and the Great Outside.
There were no real recriminations. The night nurse was chided a little,
but you could hardly expect her to watch everything all night. The firemen
rolled up their hoses, the police and ambulance men went back to their
stations, and Bill and the rest of the patients went back to bed.
Bill, of course, remembered nothing. No, he certainly didn’t touch the
fire alarm, and no, he didn’t know what would happen if they were set off –
and anyway, how can you blame an 83-year-old man with a suspected mental
problem for anything like that? All you can do is be more careful next time.
So now, when Bill gets up for a nocturnal widdle, he finds the night
nurse, arms akimbo, stern faced, standing foursquare in front of the alarm,
daring him to even stretch his hand towards her. They told him the
replacement glass is bullet-proof, but he knows better.
He ain’t daft.
March 1993
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Charrisma 2
Finished 19 April 93
These group letters are becoming more of a diary than anything else.
Usually I start a fresh one within days of mailing out the latest completed
effort, but with Daventry being on the very outskirts of fandom, I see few
people and have little to write about other than trivialities.
That’s why I write these brief eight-page notes about nothing. Ghod
only knows what FAPA will make of this sort of chat masquerading as a
fanzine, let alone the saucy clippings which seem to predominate on the
reverse sheets.
Last month the papers were full of US East Coast blizzards, and today
Gregg Calkins’s FAPAzine reported rain, wind and miserable weather in
California, where I thought the sun always shone even though it was
permanently obscured by smog. So, with very little to write fannishly about, I
thought I’d do yet another advertising feature extolling the Brit climate and
the glories of Daventry so you can all come and visit....
We had no snow at all this winter; we have blue skies, birds nesting (the
robin found a mate and is now playing house in the Leylandii cypresses at the
back of the garden), the borders are full of all the flowers that bloom in the
Spring tra la, and, in the background, the almost constant clatter and haul of
lawn mowers making the First Cut.
You would like it. If you had been here last Sunday you could have
come to the Lambing Weekend with us at Stow Nine Churches.
You would have liked that too. Stow etc. is only a tiny village, and there
is not the plethora of steeples that you might imagine from the name – if there
were, there would be hardly enough parishioners for a one-man choir apiece.
There is the one tiny village church and eight holy absentee landlords each
owning a piece of the freehold of the entire district. Or, if you prefer it, the
other story is that you can see nine church steeples in surrounding villages if
you clamber up the bell tower in the village church. Pay your money: take
your pick. When you get here you could ask a local resident which story is
true – or ask two residents and find both stories are true. You might even
climb the bell-tower... maybe. Robert Lichtman, boy steeplejack, climbed the
bombed-out ruin of the original tower of Coventry Cathedral. Why should
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you be left out?
To get to Stow IX Churches, pilgrims to the Daventry Shrine get the
guided tour down Watling Street – a nice and fairly straight Roman road
known locally and unromantically as the A5 – and turn left at the sign post
just before Foster’s Booth and Towcester. (Towcester – all town names
ending in “cester” have Roman origins... but they started off by calling it
Lactorum... which, I suspect, was probably Latin for Milk Bar or something.)
But we’re not going there today. There’s nothing remotely Roman left in
Towcester now, but maybe later in the week we’ll go down for a beer in the
Saracen’s Head where Chuck Dickens stayed to write The Pickwick Papers.
(Or maybe it was Oliver Twist – anyway, the barmaid will be happy enough
to tell us All if we buy her a small gin and tonic.)
So, we’re turning off the A5 and driving a couple of miles down the lane
to The Old Dairy Farm. Don’t be misled by this name either. It’s a fairly
large farm but they have just the one cow, and from the looks of her I suspect
she’s barren and milkless.
What they do have though is turkeys, ducks, pigs (the biggest sow looks
about ten yards long), goats, horses, a warren full of tame rabbits (it’s a manmade warren with access provided by those glazed earthenware pipes they
use for small sewers), about ten million sheep, and a very smart owner who
discovered that townies all have this latent rural urge and will happily pay
good money to walk around the farm, admire the animals, buy an
extortionately priced cup of tea and a fancy cake in the Byre Restaurant, and
perhaps even a framed print, a bit of wood-turning, or a jar of farm honey
(“Farm Honey” in big fat letters, and “Produce of Australia” in very teenyweeny type indeed) in the Craft Centre Barn. And, for lagniappe, the
Government will pay a hefty subsidy to the farmer for any part of the farm
“set aside” and left fallow.
And, most of all, hundreds and hundreds of punters will turn up on
Mother’s Day (our Mother’s Day – Mothering Sunday – is different from the
US Mother’s Day. Originally it was the one day a year when the “below
stairs” staff in the gentry’s houses were allowed an afternoon off to visit their
families – traditionally picking a bunch of wild flowers for their Mum en
route). Today the “set aside” field is a car park packed out with cars chonk
full of families happy to pay £2 apiece to watch the lambs being born.
I know it’s a load of old bucolics but, oddly enough, I thought it well
worth it.
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There are two huge lambing sheds festooned with notices advising
pregnant women not to enter. (It doesn’t say why, but I will ask former
shepherdess Judith, <elle était une bergère>, if there is a reason). Inside, the
sheds are divided into separate pens with a dozen or so ewes in each.
At mating time, when the rams are let loose into the flock, they wear a
sort of “marking pen” belt so that when they mount the ewe they leave an
identifying “signature” on her fleece. (Not “Kilroy was here?” or “Loved and
left by Baasil” – just an inky blot.) This shows that she has been mated and,
by varying the colours each day, enables the shepherd to calculate when the
lambs will be born. Each pen in the lambing sheds holds groups that were
inseminated more or less at the same time.
People cluster three deep around the pens and, if you are lucky enough
to see an actual birth, give out a collective “Aaaah” and a big happy grin at
the crucial moment. (I wanted to give the traditional cry, “Push, dammit,
PUSH,” but didn’t dare.) There seems to be no movement in the newly born
lamb until the mother licks it into life. It staggers drunkenly to its feet, totters
a few steps and then falls over. A few more licks, a nudge towards the udder
and in no time at all it’s exploring the pen along with its half brothers and
sisters.
There’s none of that Herriot stuff about shoving your arm up the poor
animal’s bum (or is that just for cows, Sheryl?). The farm staff have seen it
all before and take little interest. They are clustered in the far corner of the
shed drinking tea from huge thermos flasks and holding thick doorstep
sandwiches in very unsavoury looking hands indeed. They will come running
if a lamb squeezes out between the bars of its pen, grab it by a hind leg (none
of that clasping to the bosom kitsch that you see in the Good Shepherd
pictures), and return it to its mum, but that’s about all the animal midwifery
that you’ll see.
The actual births are quite affecting and, in a way, exhilarating... Eternal
Mystery of creation and all that... and the lambs are really cute and pretty,
altho the ewes don’t seem to give a faint damn about the whole business. The
lambs – white with black noses – are so lovable and helpless-looking (you
romantic old Chuchy, you) that you feel like picking one up and taking it
home with you away from its uncaring mum and the dirty draughty lambing
shed.
And, sure enough, when we finally get back to 32 Lake Crescent there’s
a marvellously tender leg of one roasting slowly in the oven, and some of
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Chuchy’s special mint sauce (use only half the usual amount of vinegar and
top up with plain water instead) already on the table.
Enjoy.
Later in the week, you can come help celebrate Sue’s birthday, together with
our friends, Joyce and David. (They help us celebrate, we help them to
celebrate; double the outings, double the fun.) It’s a pub meal usually – we
have a very good Indian restaurant in Daventry, but usually we prefer a pub
and, er, excuse the solecism, Brit cuisine. We won’t go to the “Countryman”
at Staverton any more because the Sanitary Inspector had them convicted for
mice and filth in the kitchen, and “The Red Lion” at Hellidon got done
similarly for rats. Rats!!! Eat their speciality pate and die of bubonic. We pass
both of these pubs on the way to “The Holly Bush” at Priors Marston, and
their car parks, which used to be jam-packed on a Saturday night, are quite
empty. News gets around fast and once a reputation is lost it’s gone forever.
“The Holly Bush” is very clean and rustic and waay out in the
boondocks. There’s miles and miles of twisty country lanes but it’s no
problem. Sue or Joyce drives – they do the driving, Dave and I do the
drinking.
Priors Marston – I’m sorry for all these ecclesiastical names, but the Big
House was formerly a Priory and the Prior more or less owned the whole
locality including the village – is a very small hamlet... perhaps 30 houses
and two pubs.
“The Holly Bush” is stone built, old, well known and popular for its beer
and reasonably priced food. The kitchen overlooks the car park – you can
look thru the windows and be reassured by all the gleaming white tiles, the
staff with their well-scrubbed look, and the complete absence of any furry
friends sitting on the chopping boards. (So okay, we’re fussy; very fussy.)
The bar is packed solid with the drinking classes. Sue fights thru to tell
the girl (maîtresse d’hôtel?) that we’ve arrived and to hold our table until
Dave and I have got to the bar for a throat-clearer. (Dave, recently retired,
was a very big Northants cop indeed... but we don’t hold that against him. I
keep hoping he’ll holler “Police here!” and empty the bar in seconds just like
they do in the movies, but he won’t hear of it.)
We shove thru, get large gins and tonic for ourselves, juice for Joyce
who is driving, and whisky for Sue because she is the Birthday Girl, and then
study the menu. This week’s Saddy Night Special was ½ pint of unshelled
prawns (you get a beer tankard full with a few extra brimming over, along
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with a dip and a little salad. You also get a fingerbowl with a bit of lemon
peel floating in it so that you can rinse off your fishy fingers after you’ve
unshelled your prawns... and yes, I do know of one bloody ignorant idiot who
drank the damn thing, complained that he couldn’t taste the tonic, let alone
the gin, and if you catch Sue in one of those rare moments when she is really
pissed off with me, she might just tell you who it was), then chicken, ham
and leek pie in individual pie dishes, with broccoli, potatoes boiled in their
skins, carrots, and peas served separately, then bread-and-butter pudding,
then coffee with a mint chocolate. (The coffee was dreadful and I didn’t eat
the chocolate because I am seriously dieting; 17 lb loss so far!... maybe
another ¼ oz tonight when I cut my toenails.)
Er, and a bottle of Côtes de Rhône and a little white wine for Sue (who,
when it comes to wine, is full of colour prejudice and believes in white
supremacy). (And Oh! nearly forgot, David had a Guinness and beef pie, but
I hate Guinness – which tastes like oatmeal soup – and much preferred the
unadulterated chicken, ham and leek.) The B&B pud was a second choice but
still sinful, and I didn’t finish or enjoy it. I would have preferred the
strawberries (flown in from Spain... it’s far too early for English strawberries
yet), but they were buried in huge gobbets of whipped cream, and I was
already about 700 calories over the day’s quota.
Sue got serenaded all the way home with the Golf-girl’s Anthem:
Happy Birdie dear Sue, happy birdie to you,
From Dave, Joyce and Charlieeeeee,
And Milliedog too.
(Repeat until hoarse.) (And Joyce, bless her, had the fillet steak so we
wrapped the edge bit, that she didn’t eat, in a paper napkin, and brought it
home so that Milly got the party spirit and had a midnight feast all by
herself.)
You okay so far? Tomorrow maybe, if you’re Geri or Robert and have
already seen Warwick Castle and all the Shakespeare memorabilia at
Stratford, we’ll go to Banbury and I’ll buy you a cake....
And not just any old cake either.
You get a good spadesman to plant a small tradesman (first take off his
boots with a boot-tree),
And his legs will take root, and his fingers will shoot, and they’ll
blossom and bud like a fruit-tree –
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From the greengrocer tree you get grapes and green pea, cauliflower,
pineapple and cranberries,
While the pastrycook plant, cherry brandy will grant, apple puffs, and
three-corners and Banburys –
There is still one baker’s shop there which has been making Banburys since
long before W.S. Gilbert handed out the free publicity. (You need a pastry
base, wrapped over a filling of currants, dried fruits, candied peel, sugar and
an esoteric crisscross pattern on the top.) When they are still warm from the
oven, they are realio trulio ambrosia. The Real Thing. Superb. Don’t ever
hesitate! Take it out of the little white paper bag, and eat it slowly as you
walk down the High Street, crumbs, flakes of pastry, and indelible juices
from the filling all dripping down your spotlessly pristine front. Savour every
mouthful. Reckon on 400 calories approx. and don’t dare spoil my orgy by
looking all smug and superior and staring pointedly at waistlines. Sue does all
that quite well enough and needs no help whatsoever.
Now let’s go a little further down the road to gaze at Banbury Cross.
I’ve never seen the lady equestrian hung with a carillon but maybe you’ll be
lucky.
There’s one helluva good Sainsbury’s and a vile cattle market full of
moron drovers with sharp pointed sticks and heads – and nasty sadistic
personalities – but not much else in Banbury so we’ll eat at home tonight.
Hopefully it will be fish night. Daventry is just about as far from the coast as
you can get in this island, but the fish available here is the best, the very best
and the most varied that you could find anywhere. Our fishmonger, probably
the biggest individual one in the country, runs a couple of refrigerated lorries
and buys his fish straight from the quay in bulk. If it’s fish, he sells it –
haddock, cod, skate, saithe, trout, hake, salmon (Atlantic or Pacific), sole,
shark, kahawi, cardinal, grenadiers, plaice, pollock, Norwegian polack, John
Dorys, coley, hoki – deep-fried hoki balls are tasty – lobsters in little blocks
of Canadian ice, hen crabs from the Orkneys, dogfish, catfish, kippers, trout,
mackerel, The Lot. Etc+. He mails out price lists to everyone who has bought
from him previously or been recommended to him by friends, and every six
weeks he stops for a couple of hours in a designated spot in each town so that
the customer can collect and pay for his previously ordered fish and poultry.
He is cheap; the quality is superb; his spelling would give Rick Sneary a
superiority complex – “definately strait croquets, filletted by brain surgens” is
just an example. He started with one small shop at Pershore, near Stratford,
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and is now probably a millionaire.
On average we spend about £10 a week with him on fish and “air-dried”
poultry... which has none of that funny liquid that oozes into the dish when
you thaw out an ordinary frozen chicken.
Tonight though will be cod loins – that’s the middle bit (chuck ’em
frozen in a glass pyrex dish – no salt, no pepper, no butter, no nuffink and put
them in the oven for 30 minutes. Serve with salad and maybe a couple of tiny
new potatoes). The cod cheeks are even better – small but thick pieces of
white flakes of cod with a marvellous shellfishy taste all of their own. You
don’t ever see them in the shops because they are a favourite perk of the
filleters, who keep them and take them home for their own supper. They are
breadcrumbed and have to be fried in shallow fat... which is why we are not
having them tonight. Until I’m 182 lbs again all fried things are strictly
verboten.
(I never thought I’d see the day when I’d rhapsodise about food in the
same way as I used to write about sex.)
Good Friday. In fact, very Good Friday with a long letter from Geri together
with a marvellously weird clipping about greetings cards from beyond the
grave. I’ll get it to the copy shop on Tuesday so that you can marvel too.
Send a birthday greeting to your lovely wife from the Dear Departed for a
mere $25!
She asks if I will grace Mexicon with my presence this year, but, as the
already printed front and bacover will tell you, I can’t get there so you’ll have
to make do with Vincent.
Mail has picked up a bit since I last wrote. There’s a letter from my kid
Avedon (addressed to “Charles Randolph Hope and Glory Harris”), a note
from Joseph pointing out that “it wasn’t solely because they were politically
incorrect that he objected to my jokes about black lesbians – but also because
they weren’t very funny. Jokes about stereotypes never are....”
Oh!
I like Joseph and admire him for saying what he thinks... but why does
he always say it to me and make me feel so guilty?
In his last apazine Vincent was talking about nursery rhymes – well, one
nursery rhyme... the “Itsy bitsy spider went up the waterspout” one. I’ve been
wanting to talk about nursery and skip-rope rhymes ever since Walter
Himself pointed out that the origins of “Ring-a-ring of roses” were based on
symptoms of the Great Plague. I have a vague idea that the Banbury Cross
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lady has a basis in fact too; I’ll try to check it out in Banbury library next
time I’m down there.
I think that the itsy bitsy spider must be American – it’s known far more
extensively over there than it is over here – altho since the marvellous Meryl
Streep(?) film (which gave it a sexual connotation) was shown here (and rere-re-repeated on TV again last month with subtitles), more Brits are now
familiar with it.
I could be wrong about its origins, though, because new rhymes seem to
crop up all the time. Our twins loved action-rhymes best – like “This little
piggy went to market” and would howl with glee and anticipation of the
tickle that comes with “all the way home”.
The anticipation was the big thing. With “Round and round the garden,
like a teddy bear. One step... TWO STEPS... AAAAAND... TICKLY
UNDER THERE!” they damn near wet themselves when we got to the long
drawn out “Aaaaaand”.
The all-time favourite, though, was when they could straddle across my
knees and be bounced up and down in time with each verse....
This is the way the gentlemen ride,
Gallop away, Gallop away, Gallop away.
This is the way the ladies ride,
Trit-trot, trit-trot, trit-trot.
This is the way the farmers ride,
Hobble-de-he, Hobble-de-he, IN THE DITCH!!
(At the climax point, taking a firm hold on the brat’s arms, you spread your
knees apart so that he slips a couple of inches down into “the ditch”.)
Perhaps Aunty Geri could try it out on young Haskell-Levy sometime.
(And, talking of my Minnemom, check the reverse sheets and you will
find the latest US computer game Spaceship Princess features a planet named
after her – “Chucksmom” indeed! And I wonder if Arnie has anything to do
with this.)
Time flies! It is now April 19 and I haven’t touched the word processor for
over a week. I lost my cherry last week. I blame G. Washington. Anything
George can do, I can do better. Twenty years ago, soon after Ford relocated
me from Brentwood to Daventry, I planted a cherry tree in the front garden.
At flowering time it looked a dream – a huge froth of pale pink blossom and
to hell with bitchy neighbours who moaned when the little flowers turned
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brown and fell all over their damn lawns.
And then the dreaded fire blight disease, which is endemic amongst
London cherry trees, spread to the Midlands. Leaves shrivelled and whole
branches died. There is no cure for fire blight. The tree would have to come
down. The hire shop wanted £30 to loan me a chainsaw – £30!... bloody
hell!!! – so, instead, I borrowed a Bosch electric saw from Dave down the
road, bought a new rip blade and cut it down myself. Cherry is a very hard
wood. It took me an hour and ruined the blade, but eventually “TIMBER!!!”
and down it came into Sue’s prized tulips.
After lopping off the branches, and pacifying Sue, I had a six foot trunk
about ten inches thick to get to the dump. It was hellishly heavy but the Sierra
is an estate model so Sean and I were able to get it into the back. But when
we got to the dump and struggled to lift it waist high into the bin, the muscle
in my back ripped. And believe me, it hurt! It still does – and no way could I
type whilst lying on the floor groaning. If GW hadn’t been so goddam
nonchalant about axing his Pa’s tree I would called out the tree surgeon to do
the job, and concentrated on finishing this letter instead. Ghod only knows
when I’ll get to the rest of the mail.
Now, one of our vast circulation who actually reads both sides of each
sheet asks me about the thongs on the antique condoms that were auctioned at
Sothebys. Where, she sez, are they tied?
Well.... Er... that’s a very good question but I’m no authority and really
this is all before my time – perhaps Walter or Vincent would know – and all I
can do is speculate.
The catalogue mentioned silken thongs in the plural so I imagine they
came equipped with two thongs each. There would be no elasticity in animal
gut so the thongs would be needed to anchor the damn things in place. I can
only think they would tie one around the top of each leg, but they seem
hardly likely to enhance the performance and we will now move hurriedly on
to the next paragraph.
DAG, who is no longer in FAPA, dammit (who will save my bacon and
my membership this time if I fail to produce my yearly quota?), comes up
with a brand new limerick... and after all these years there are damn few
limericks that I haven’t heard previously....
A writer named Edgar Rice Burroughs,
Would assault prairie dogs in their burrows,
It’s a trait that we hate,
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But sometimes he’d sate
His foul lusts upon innocent burros!
I was saving this next one for Gregg Calkins – who is a nice guy but
sometimes makes John Birch look like a communist. Sadly, it’s not mine – I
picked it up from The New Statesman years ago when I still had a
subscription. (And yes, Joseph, I do miss the NS&N. Such a pity they don’t
print the Stock Market listings – one doesn’t seem to get the same sharp wit
in the Financial Times.)
Consistent disciples of Marx
Will have to employ special narks,
If nationalisation
Of all copulation
Leads to laissez-faire fucking in parks.
I think that will have to do for now.
19 April 1993
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The Blessings of Roscoe
And the Pastor will sayeth, “Hail Holy Roscoe. Fear His awesome Tail and
Teeth.”
And the congregation will sayeth, “Amen,”
And the Pastor will sayeth, “Hymn 99.”
And all will sing:
I belong to Roscoe, dear old Roscoe Brown,
We hate all fucking Ghuists and we’ll drive them out of town.
I’m only a common old stefniphile as everyone will agree,
But when I’ve had a couple of drinks on a Saturday,
Roscoe belongs to me.
Now, if you want to live with all this false ghuist* idolatry that’s up to you.
All I can do is point out the True Path and the blessings that accrue to
Believers.
* Ghu (or GhuGhu) and Roscoe were rival fannish gods invented in the early
days of fandom, in 1935 and 1949 respectively. Roscoe supposedly takes the form
of a beaver. [Ed.]

Listen. Imagine you are slowly climbing the FAPA waiting list. You
have no duplicator and lay awake at night dreading the time when you will
have to produce 65 handwritten copies of your 8-page Charrisma if you want
to keep your membership and your bowels open.
Vinny, my son, I know someone with this very problem. He was an
agnostic but, in the depths of his despair, he turned to Roscoe for help and
succour.
He went on a pilgrimage to Kent and, sitting in the Old Folks’ Home
(only as a visitor of course), he picked up an old copy of the Sevenoaks
Chronicle, and in the classified adverts he found a freebie!!!! It sayeth,
“Roneo duplicator needs attention. Free for collection. Phone....”
Now, the Chronic was an old paper (and tired), but his lovely wife
phoned up for him and Lo! it was a veterinary surgeon and Yes!! he still had
the machine if we would like it.
So, masterfully getting his priorities right, he cut ten minutes off the
Belle & Bill visit, and detoured to Tunbridge Wells on the way home
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expecting to find some prehistoric ironmongery for you to play with.
So okay, you’ve guessed it! It was me!!!! Yes, me. Ici Chariot fan
garçon.
It was Sunday morning – no surgery – and the vet was delighted to see
us. Nobody else had answered his ad and he didn’t want to throw away
something that was worth repairing. He gave us a very big hallo and a firm
handshake (I was doubtful about the handshake because after all that Herriot
stuff on the telly you never know exactly where he was putting his hand five
minutes before you arrived, or whether he had washed it afterwards, but I
could hardly ignore the man and, anyway, there were some Dettol wipes in
the car’s dashboard pocket and sometimes you just have to live dangerously.)
And there, on the Operating Table (like something out of Casualty with
big lights over the top and everything), was the duper.
Vinny, you would have orgasmed. A Roneo 475 in white and black,
looking sparklingly new under its surface dust, WITH AN ELECTRIC
LEAD HANGING FROM THE BACK!!!!!!!!!!!!!
So I said, “Hmm.”
And he said, “Honestly, I don’t think there’s much wrong with it. I
suspect it’s just the fuse.”
So I gave him another “Hmm” for lagniappe.
So he said, all anxious like, “Do you think you’ll be able to repair it?”
So I reassured him and told him it certainly wouldn’t be my first Roneo
brought back to its full functioning beauty, and if I couldn’t fix it myself my
specialist Roneo consultant (hiya, Vinny!) had never admitted defeat, and
might, just might be able to do something with it on his own operating table –
I daren’t get too enthusiastic in case the freebie suddenly grew a price tag –
but I’m very grateful for it, and here’s another firm handshake to keep you
going.
So there.
I leaned heavily on my walking cane and kindly old Herriott humped it
out to the car for me. So I gave him a third handshake.
“Wait!” he said, all overcome and grateful. “There are some oddments
in the box.”
So he ran back indoors and came out with a carton of things he thought I
might find useful.
Things like a spare red drum; four tubes of red stencil ink; one tube of
Pelikan black; one unused stencil (he apologised for using the rest of the
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quire; I was very gracious and accepted the apology); a bottle of correcting
fluid; a gimmick for use when working on cards rather than paper; and an
instruction book. (The book was printed in, I think, 1977 so the machine
should date any time after that.)
So there you are. Sue phoned you immediately, of course, so that we
could call on our way home and have you standing by with your ball pein
hammer and the statutory dead mouse for the Roneo self-feed mechanism,
but you were out. So I will muster all my electrical expertise and change the
fuses (1.5 amp antisurge... I will ask the man in the shop for one). If no bliss I
will either get it to you, or you to it. More about it later.
Can you still get Roneo stencils?
So there you are. I trust you will now recant, see the error of your ways,
and go outside, raise your eyes heavenwards and abase yourself all over the
rockery and down the garden path. Then perhaps some other kind vet will
give you a new system of reproduction too.
26 April 1993
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Charrisma 3
It is with F. Towner Laney a
Species of mania,
That the sex life of the fan bachelor,
Should be natcheler.
Last time out I said I’d tell you all about Jurassic Park. We saw it last night
and my head is still full of it. I’ve all sorts of nit-picks because it adapted the
book rather than religiously following the original plot, but all these pale into
insignificance when you’ve barely escaped being trodden into eternity by the
big toe of Tyrannosaurus Rex.
But you’d better go and see it for yourself if you haven’t done so
already.
Predictably, the bit that intrigued me most was the cloning of all these
horrors from tiny bits of DNA found in mosquitoes that had fed on them
before being trapped and preserved for ever in amber – and all the learned
articles in The Times testifying that it was all within the realms of possibility,
and that we may yet see a pterodactyl aviary in the London Zoo if we only
live long enough.
Last night I dreamed of an endless host of Chuchy clones, rank upon
rank of them, just like the Chinese terracotta army, all of them perfect
replicas, identically incredibly handsome, debonair, suave, younger and –
how can I put this – rather more priapically enthusiastic than their 65-yearold original.
I told Susan about it this morning. She thought it rather better and far
more Interesting than a pterodactyl aviary. “Armies of them... all...
hmmmmmmmmmmmm!!!!! I should live so long,” she said.
But if pterodactyls are possible, everything else must be. Find a
descendant of these mosquitoes a mere 65 million years younger, or even a
handful of bones preserved in a deep-freeze glacier, and clone yourself a
Neanderthal. You want Tutankhamen? Unwind the bandages, poke around
for some viable DNA, and buy a “Teach yourself Hieroglyphics” primer.
And think of all those saintly relics enshrined in churches and cathedrals
and – god help me – all those bloodstained relics of the True Cross.
But let’s shy away from religion – I never quite got over that angel with
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the flaming sword squatting on my bedhead....
One of my dreams was to holiday in Israel and snorkel in the teeming reefs of
the Red Sea. (The original dream was the Barrier Reef, but Israel is a lot
nearer and more attainable.) However, today’s Times ran a little piece about
the Jerusalem Syndrome (sometimes called Jerusalem Fever), and I’m
beginning to worry a bit about it.
It seems that every single week, three or four tourists are stricken by this
syndrome. Sufferers believe that God Himself has summoned them to the
Holy City and, depending as to whether they are Christian or Jewish, they are
the born again Jesus or King David. They hire a white donkey to ride on, strip
themselves naked to purify themselves, and ride through the Holy City
singing sacred songs. As this, on average, seems to happen every other day,
the inhabitants are becoming quite blasé to the sight, and the local riding
academies are beginning to specialise in white donkeys.
(You get deviants, of course – out of the seven patients currently being
treated in the Kfar Shaul hospital, one of them, a Jewish boy from Canada,
thought he was Samson, but he was just an exception and mainly they are all
Jesus or King Davids.)
So, you may well ask, what is the problem, dear Chuchy? Ordinarily
there would be no problem except, maybe, saddle sores, but you must
remember all the mystery and wonderment about my ancestry... am I a nice
Jewish boy thru my grandmama’s family or am I just a dark-haired Angel
Saxon? If I am stricken – and the condition strikes without any warning
whatsoever – do I set off outward bound as Jesus and then metamorphose to
King David when I’m halfway round the city and heading back to the hotel,
or should I get a cheap weekend hire of the white donkey and make a proper
circular tour on two consecutive days? It’s all very worrying and I think
maybe we’ll forget about Israel, the Red Sea, and the snorkelling, and head
for Brighton or Cornwall again next year.
Skel, reading my plea for the whereabouts of the mysterious missing
Glicksohns, said they are avoiding all things fannish so that Susan can see
some of the scenic beauties of this sceptr’d isle. And very sensible too. You
could spend years in Scotland alone, sussing out the scenic beauties...
Strathspey, Glenmorangie, Glenlivet, Islay – an almost endless list of pretty
distilleries nestling on the banks of those lovely peaty streams that give each
malt its own individual taste, and each of them happy enough to provide a
wee dram or so for tasting by discerning travellers.
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I’m a gin and tonic man myself but I can well understand the
enchantment for a whisky aficionado. It could make a truly magical
honeymoon and, best of all, none of these places are all that far from hotels,
shops and all the convenient boons of civilisation.
But supposing the Intrepid Mike and his newly wed bride travelled even
further afield? Supposing they reached Barra – the innermost of the Outer
Hebrides – a tiny island of 9,000 sheep, three distilleries, and a population of
400 souls, most of them permanently intoxicated ever since they were
weaned?
It’s far too late now – Mike and Susan are safe back in Canada – but I
did want to warn Mike about all this unbridled tourism where they stray far
beyond the bounds of civilisation. As you know, all knowledge is contained
in fandom – it’s only communication that is difficult.
How can I say this? You must know that, ever since I personally proved
the efficacy of blue, medium-bristled “Wisdom” tooth-brushes, I have been
almost as obsessed as His Holiness with methods of contraception, no matter
how novel or arcane.
Barra, I have to tell you, is not a fertile field for research.
There are no vending machines whatsoever. There is only one shop – the
Barra Cooperative Store – and, after the local clergyman, Canon Angus
MacQueen, withdrew his shares in the business because he did not want to
profit from the sale of contraceptives, the inhabitants held an emergency
Extraordinary General Meeting and decided – 53 votes to 48 – to ban the sale
of all rubber goods except Wellington boots. (The losing 48 probably wanted
to fire the Canon but this is another case where God’s Will prevails.)
However, in emergencies, supplies are still obtainable from the local
doctor’s surgery... but even here you may run into problems. This is a Gaelic
speaking island. I’ve no idea of the American vernacular for such things – for
years I thought they were called “something-for-the-weekend-sir”, which is
what the barber used to whisper in my shell-like boyish ear after I’d popped
in for a short back and sides and a trim on the sideboards – but it’s unlikely
that the lady receptionist would understand either of us. You should ask for...
you’d better write this down, you’ll never remember the technical Gaelic
otherwise... “Ruisgean measan gaol”.
You got that? “Ruisgean measan gaol”. It means “the peels of the fruit
of love” – and we’d be delighted to hear all about it if you ever get around to
using it.
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Especially if she gives you a pair of Wellington boots.
Enough of that though. I know that you are all agog – or at least half agog –
to hear about my waistline and what happened to it. Hard core readers will
remember that, waay back on the 2nd of February, John Justice M.D. decided
I needed to lose 3 stones. (1 stone equals 14 lb.)
So I did so. On Friday I weighed 13 stone exactly. No cheating, no
bullshit, a veritabobble triumph of mind over matter. To celebrate we went
out for a meal at The Holly Bush. I haven’t had pastry since Burbee was in
diapers so, to mark the occasion, I had the beef and Guinness pie with chips,
and cauliflower and courgettes in white sauce. And then I had the fruit and
cream en croute – an enormous flaky pastry thing stuffed with fruit and
cream with icing on top, and, to ease it all down, a bottle of Gallo red. (I feel
safer with these Californian wines from the Napa Valley. You can never trust
the French. They hate us. But the Napa Valley product is very pure. Our
Robert Lichtman lives there and, for a small honorarium, he refrains from
widdling on the vines and carefully washes his feet before treading out the
vintage. And, believe me, you can taste the difference.) (And, seriously, I do
recommend the White Zinfandel which is a lovely drink even though it
mystifies me why it’s called white when every bottle is rose coloured.)
(And don’t tell me about red grapes and white grapes. Grape juice is
colourless, no matter what colour the grape itself is. For white wines the juice
is taken from the vat soon after pressing; for red wines the juice is left on the
skins to absorb colour and taste. All knowledge etc.)
Anyway, comes the dawn, comes retribution and hangover time. It’s no
consolation that The Times sez how fashionable pot-bellies are in London and
burbles away about what a miracle cure red wine is for the ague, the pox and
most everything else except fallen arches.
And ignore all that damn nonsense about the ancient Greeks. According
to the Delphic Oracle Diet, they subsisted for a whole month on a sort of
mealie porridge, and then flung themselves into a wild Bacchanalian orgy,
got pissed out of their skulls on red wine, screwed everything that moved and
then lived on happily for 140 years each. (Or more.)
And yes, I read the papers, I know all about that Indiana wizard, Dr Joe
Christian. “We know,” he intones, “that red wine can help prevent heart
disease and deterioration of reasoning and other cognitive skills as one grows
older. The drinker lives longer and happier than the non-drinker.” But his
headaches are worse.
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So, once more life revolves around grapefruits, aspirin and dog walks,
and next time I’m 13 stone again I’m not going to tell anybody.
We phoned Vincent yesterday. He is electrostencilling the Works of
John Berry for Ken Cheslin. (I don’t think this is sour grapes, but personally I
feel that the only Berry thing worth stencilling – apart from the Hyphen
pieces and the superb Atom illos that Arf produced on demand – is “This
Goon for Hire” [but I would, wouldn’t I, Walt?], and cannot understand the
current interest in the Berry oeuvre).
Anyway, Vincent is awaiting notification from the hospital about the
operation on his leg and is “taking things easy and pottering in his garden”.
Anyone who knows Vincent’s garden will relish the supreme irony of the
word “pottering”. In comparison, the Brazilian rainforest, even before they
cut most of it down, pales into insignificance against Vincent’s private
jungle.
One of the reasons I phoned him – apart from the need for a shoulder to
cry on about my bloody duplicator – was to tell him how well Arnie’s eyes
have improved since the ophthalmic surgeon shot thru the clouded membrane
with a laser beam. He was pleased too (altho not half as pleased as Arnie and
Joyce). I think we both share the idea of fandom as our extended family so
that we can rejoice in all our triumphs and commiserate in the disasters.
Break here for two minutes silence for the Harris duplicator.
I guess that will do for another month. Thank you for all the letters,
Dean A. Grennell and Arnie for titles, and Himself for the clerihew on the
cover. Vincent sez Avedon has Been On The Radio about her Book; The
Robert Bloch has been travelling the country – verily, verily, as far south as
Atlanta – signing copies of Once Around the Bloch; Joseph and Judith
continue with “The Re-education of Chuck Harris Programme” by an almost
daily bombardment of anti roadbuilding, pro railway, and God save the
bicycle newspaper cuttings; and James, ah yes, the incredible edible James
White will have to wait till next time if I hope to keep this under the weight
limit. ’Til then....
And remember – “Ruisgean measan gaol”.

Merde He Wrote
Now that our vast circulation has soared again – silver, gold, platinum, and
waaay up into the far blue yonder to a total of 15, yes FIFTEEN, copies of
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every issue (and maybe even more if I don’t get fed up feeding them thru the
printer) I have to trot out the tired old policy statement again.
Ever since the two ladies fainted in a Leeds pub toilet after reading one
of my earlier fanzines, and one of my best and oldest fan friends threatened
me with exposure to the Law unless I reformed, my wife Sue has worried a
little about the filth the degradation and the Knock on the Door.
So....
This is my fanzine, not yours. It is circulated to a group of friends who
are adult, literate and fun people all of whom I share something in common
even if it is only an admiration for the published works of Theodore
Sturgeon.
Along with George Bernard Shaw I truly believe that the only things
worth writing about are Sex, Religion and Politics – and I don’t write about
politics very frequently because every time I open my mouth on the subject
the Nicholas/Hanna watchdogs promptly shoot me down.
This narrows the field somewhat.
Religion is easy; I don’t believe in the supernatural in any shape or
form, but I sometimes have to pull punches because of my friends’ beliefs.
Sex. I am in favour of it (you’ve noticed?) but I marvel (and giggle) at
all the awe and secrecy which surrounds the simple transmission of fluids
from one human being to another.
For me, obscenity is not a few verboten words that came to these islands
2,000 years ago with the Roman legions. I abhor the use of prissy asterisks.
Believe me, there are no Bad Words, and the shock/horror value of some of
them can have a marvellous effect. Example???
“What do you get if you cross Oedipus Rex with Tyrannosaurus
Rex?”
“You get the biggest meanest mother-fucker in all Creation.”
You see what I mean? A row of asterisks there would be a nonsense. You
may be shocked but you are no more debased or depraved than you were
when you started this letter. Truly, have I damaged you or dirtied your soul?
I don’t think so. I believe obscenity is far more than mere words or
letters. Obscenity is gas ovens for Jews, shrapnel in the backs of little kids in
Sarajevo, or the huge famine bellies of Somalian babies, that you can hardly
bear to watch on the TV screen. Obscenity is sadism and cruelty to those
lower than you in the pecking order.
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And... but here endeth the lesson for this time. Brother Chuchy will now
come round with the collection plate. Alleluia.
?July 1993
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Charrisma 4
Well now, it hasn’t been all that marvellous since I last wrote. The Good
News was that Joyce & Arnie were quite happy to give me Charrisma for my
FAPAzine title – and the bad news is Joyce’s casual aside... “and you’ll be In
real soon now.” REAL SOON NOW!!!!!!!! And me without the vaguest idea
of what to write about and a duper that doesn’t work.
Well, desperate measures call for desperate remedies. Vincent, find the
hammer, find the dead mouse, clear the work bench! You are now promoted
to Assistant Head Editor – just one step away from supreme power.
And on top of this, Mommy dearest calls me a... I can hardly repeat it...
“My own dear son Chuch Harris is one of fandom’s greatest revisionists....”
Moi??????? Old Mister Veracity as they call me in Belfast, Daventry,
and the Wellington Public House opposite Waterloo station. You think I
would impugn my reputation for honesty and truthfulness, embroider the
facts, stretch the truth just a teensy weensy bit, descend to the very pits, the
uttermost nadir of hackdom and soil this, my lovely Amstrad with mere
FICTION?
NEVER. I leave all that to White, to Bloch, and the authorised King
James the First. No matter what my Mom says, I am Not that sort of person.
It’s not for me. Not for Honest Chuchy, the fakefan’s friend. NEVER would
a falsehood or an embroidery pass my lips or, rather, slip thru my fingers.
And how very very different from Jeanne Gomoll.
Yes, yes, I know, I worship this woman, this sultry siren, with all her capacity
to hurt as well as captivate. I think the world of her. I admire her perception,
her innate good taste and her instant evaluation of all that is worthwhile and
eternal in literature. I knew immediately in that orgasmic instant when
CHASM – the Chuch Harris Appreciation Society Magazine – was
conceived, that Jeanne, along with Spike, Andy, Carrie and a million more
acolytes, would choose only the best, the finest gems of the first water, the
eternal pinnacle, the Very Cream of My Work, and cherish and protect it until
it was offered to an astounded – but duly reverent – fandom.
And Jophan found that it was so.
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True, when I enquired hesitantly about the second issue – I was hoping
for a monthly or perhaps a quarterly schedule – she said that there was a, er,
well, a shortage of gems. I was not to think it was a mere one-shot, ho no,
rather that it was an irregular publication in the Hyphen tradition.
So okay; I understood, of course, and granted immediate forgiveness.
After all, much of my Early Work is now locked away safely in the vaults of
the British Museum Library, and is only available to authorised students and
bibliophiles – and, anyway, perhaps an irregular schedule would leave more
time for careful proof-reading and a more ambitious production.
Now, as I said way back there, I love this woman but – we all have our
faults (yes, even ME!) – and sometimes she tends to exaggerate, to slip – dare
I say it – into hyperbole. “Chuch Harris,” she said, “drove us through the
countryside at breakneck speed... tires shrieking... wind whistling through the
vents....” Etc.
Now come on – “Tires shrieking” – hand on heart I have never heard
such a thing in all my life. “Wind whistling” through the vents... Vincent,
who was walking ahead at the time, carrying the legally required red flag,
assures me that, even going down hill, he never had to break into anything
more than a jog trot, and the whistling was more likely bird song from the
hedges as we ambled past.
You see, we are used to nervous and excitable American ladies. (All the
passenger seats have been treated with Scotchgard water repellent.) In the
glove compartment, along with dry replacement undergarments in various
sizes, we have an assortment of phylacteries, amulets, rosaries, St.
Christopher medals in abundance, and vials of holy water. There is a hassock
by the front passenger seat for folk who wish to kneel and ingratiate
themselves with their deity, and a tiny bar on the dashboard with little bottles
of various Scotch tranquillisers and extract of wild turkey.
Sadly, Jeanne would have nothing to do with any of these aids. She had
her own equipment in her handbag. She had this large bunch of wild garlic to
beat me over the head with, printed cards of the Lord’s Prayer backwards and
the exorcism of demons, a heavy wooden crucifix to supplement the wild
garlic, a crash helmet and a personal airbag that clips to the seat belt
mounting.
(That’s the king-size handbag, of course. The one fitted with little
wheels.)
Next time though – and I truly hope there will be a next time real soon
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now – we have the Ultimate Solution ready and waiting – she’ll drive and
Vincent and I will sit in the back with Scott and the wild turkey
tranquilliser....
I guess, over the years, I must have bored some of you silly with bits about
my alternative fandom. Long before I was enrolled as a Universal Musketeer,
I spent my early years chasing the Arthurian Legend, searching for Excalibur,
the Holy Grail, Guinevere’s chastity belt, and other Round Table relics. I
think now though that, finally, I have left all that behind. We went to
Cornwall again last month and for the first time ever there was no pilgrimage
to Tintagel to stand in the sacred ruins of Uther Pendragon’s castle.
I think doubts first crossed my mind when, on the last visit, we
clambered around the headland again to Merlin’s Cave – the one that lies on
the bottom of the cliff on which the castle was built. (There are about 20
authentic, attested, absolutely genuine Merlin’s Caves – mostly with genuine
antique turnstiles and ticket booths – scattered around Cornwall, along with a
couple more over the county boundary in Devon, but this one has always
seemed the most probable. Much has eroded away but there are still traces of
steps cut into the cliff leading down to the cave, and it doesn’t take much
imagination to see young Wart skipping downstairs to visit his tutor below....
Well, maybe.)
That’s until you get to the cave, though. As caves go it ain’t very much
at all. It’s not only open-ended – it connects small beaches on either side of
the headland – but the sea surges right through it at high tide. You stand
there, trying to be awestruck like a True Believer, blasphemously wondering
why the old chap didn’t cast a spell to raise the roof a little so that his pointy
hat didn’t get knocked off, and, while he was about it, fix up some sort of
heating system before we all die of rheumatism and maybe magick up an
armchair, and all of a sudden the tide is gurgling over your Hush Puppies,
your socks and halfway up your trouserlegs, and sod the reverence, you have
to wade for it before it’s over your waist, over your head and you’re the Final
Sacrifice without so much as a punctuational full stop to your name.
(“Nearly another Chukkaquiddick,” said Susan – which is not quite so
hilarious or topical now as it was then.) It’s all very difficult. Sure, the castle
ruins are still there – but they are Norman, and Arthur could never have been
more than a local chieftain... if he ever existed at all. And Arthur’s grave, on
the banks of the River Camel, just a few yards up stream at Slaughterbridge
where he fought his last battle, could well be that of some other Celtic
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warlord slain when the Saxons invaded and conquered Cornwall in 825 A.D.
Yes, sure, I know it could be Arthur; there’s a huge weathered slab over the
grave covered with faint illegible runes half obscured by moss and 20thcentury graffiti – AA loves PL – and suchlike, but it could just as easily be
someone else.
Once the worm of doubt creeps in you can never really get rid of it, and
finally you are not a Believer at all, and would be Cast Out of the Latterday
Knights of the Round Table if you hadn’t stopped paying your subs some 45
years ago....
Coming home this time we found that, as it was the height of the tourist
season and the roads were packed solid with traffic, the county council had
chosen this Saturday to renew the white lines in the middle of the road,
closing off half the damn road to do so. Rather than join the 20 mile queue
inching its way across Bodmin Moor, we swung off and took the tiny
unclassified lanes across the moor, hoping to join the main road further on
ahead of the jam. The lane happened to take us past Dozmary Pool....
It’s a bit like a Stephen King scenario, sort of foreboding, kind of gently
weird; there are no springs or streams to feed the pool, it just appears
naturally in the windy natural basin.
Everyone knows that it’s bottomless. It’s an eerie place even on the
sunniest day; no fish, no birds, just the wind and the water.
It was here that Sir Bedivere, after a lot of pissing about, returned
Excalibur to the Lady of the Lake.
Bedivere had carried the dying Arthur away after the battle of Camlann,
and the king ordered him to throw Excalibur into the nearby pool. Bedivere
was no idiot; there was a gold hilt studded with diamonds as big as the Ritz,
emeralds, rubies, pearls – more tom than you’d find in H.M. the Q.’s hat on
Coronation Day – so he hid it and reported back to the King to say that he’d
thrown it into the water. Arthur asked him what he had seen.
“Nothing at all except the ripples on the lake,” said Sir B.
Arthur was very sore and sent him back to carry out his orders but once
again he returned with the same story. Arthur, in spite of his dreadful
wounds, threatened to get up, throw the sword in the lake himself and then
strangle Sir B with his bare hands.
Bedivere, realising that Wow! there was some deep mystical
significance to all this performance, finally decided to do as he was told. He
threw the sword as far as he could and a hand and an arm in white samite rose
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from the lake, caught the sword, brandished it three times and then slowly
drew it down into the bottomless lake never to be seen again.
So there you are. Arthur, happy in Avalon with “the fairest in the land”,
probably got it back later – we all get our rewards in heaven – but, as usual,
there were a couple of hopeful metal detector people still skirting the muddy
edges of the pool.
And, worse still for me, still a smidgen of a Believer, there were a herd
of cows standing up to their shoulders in water near the very centre of this
bottomless pool, just like a band of hippopotami....
You win some, you lose some. Exit Arthur, Malory, Alf Lord Tennishoe
and his Idylls of the King... and next time, instead of Arthur, I’ll tell you (at
tedious length) about the lost Roman town of Bannaventa, chonk full of gold
the legions looted from the Iceni and no more than TWO MILES from Lake
Crescent, TWO MILES I TELL YOU, at the junction of Watling Street and
the Fosse Way.
No, realio, trulio... Gold! Jewels! Queen Boadicea’s 22 carat cuirass (42
D Cup). It’s lying there waiting for us. Tacitus or somebody has written all
about it. (It’s in Latin of course – but you can get translations down at the
library.) All we have to do is find the right field, find the right spot, get the
shovel out of the boot, brush the earth off and haul the stuff home. And don’t
you dare laugh; there’s the ruins of a Roman villa on Borough Hill, just up by
the golf course, and people are always digging up coins and stuff. You gotta
believe. All you need is faith, patience and a metal detector.
And hey! you heard about that hoard of gold torcs – Saxon necklace
things worth a million zillion pounds – that a Believer with a metal detector
traced on a farm near Vincent?
That’s, bottom line, 1,480,000 dollars. MINIMUM!!! I could hire
Concorde and fly you all to Las Vegas to meet Burbee, buy a photocopier for
everyone on the mailing list... or take my new metal detector back to
Cornwall and join those lonely dedicated souls skirting the muddy banks of
Dozmary Pool.
But no... I don’t really believe now in King Arthur, Merlin, or
Excalibur. It’s all childish silliness of course. But....
13 July. And does anyone in the congregation know what happened to the
newly wedded and bedded Mike Glicksohn? He was supposed to be over
here on his honeymoon and I was hoping to see him. It was never more than a
casual invitation at Orlando, but just to be on the safe side I got an extra
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bottle of whisky – The Antiquary – which sounds a bloody funny name for
Scotch, but I never touch whisky anyway so who am I to argue – and a new
bed. (The old one tended to squeak and groan horrendously if guests did as
much as turn over – this was no problem to me of course, but could be a
source of embarrassment and blush-making breakfasts for insomniac couples
trying to find a comfortable position.)
Anyway, it was easily solved. Sue will drink the whisky, and the bed
was going to be replaced anyway. We gave the squeaky one to dear daughter
Samantha who has installed it in her guestroom. (Ray says they will clap in
time with the rhythm, but he is always crude and coarse, and completely
unlike my lovely pure, innocent and uncorrupted daughter.* That’s what I
like best about him.)
* Who came back overnight from Cornwall, slept for two hours, teed off at 9
a.m. in the Captain’s Day competition, scored a hole in one (her second so far),
came second overall in the day’s competition, and then danced most of the night
with only a little help from a bottle of vodka. (Hole-in-ones are damned expensive
too. The club has the idea that you buy everyone – and there are over 150 people
there on Captain’s Day – a drink over the bar. You can actually take out a proper
insurance policy against such an eventuality, but Ray works for a drinks firm –
Gilbey Vintners, who are part of the Grand Met conglomerate... who, small world,
own Pilsbury Inc. in Mpls, who are Geri customers from way back. So, we put two
bottles of fancy whisky and a bottle of Gordon’s Gin on the bar, told people to
help themselves, and asked the bar manager if there were any problems. Having
heard that very day that Staverton Park Golf Club was officially bankrupt, and in
the hands of the receivers – Skipton Building Society, no less – he decided he
might be needing a reference for a new job come next Monday, and no, no – no
problem at all and he’d be delighted to toast Samantha’s success in our posh but
cheap whisky.)

I was hoping to play golf myself in Cornwall, but I’ve got a problem
with my foot (JJ sent me for an X-ray; the result isn’t thru yet but we think it
is tendonitis rather than anything broken), and I would never have got around
the Royal West Cornwall Links. (A “links” is a coast-hugging course and is
all sand, fine sea-washed turf, and natural hillocks and hazards. Sue and
Samantha played and lost three or four balls between them so Ghod only
knows what I would have done.) I stayed in the chalet and watched the
rabbits on the lawn outside until a pair of stoats/weasels/whatever made an
appearance. The rabbits made it to the tall grass but the stoats were hungry
and very very very close behind indeed....
I love rabbits – preferably baked with a little sage and onion stuffing. I
used to breed them – and eat them – during the war when meat was rationed,
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but Sue and the kids are appalled, truly horrified, at the idea. In St. Ives – we
used to go down each evening to find a different restaurant or, preferably,
pub to have dinner in – I found one joint advertising “Baked Rabbit in
Mustard Sauce”, but no way could I get the family inside. “And you liked
Watership Down,” said Samantha. “Read the book, see the film, eat the cast.
But not in front of me you won’t, dear Daddy.”
But the steak in the alternative pub was pretty good and the “afters”
were my favourite, “Summer Pudding”. (Dead easy Mom – Delia Smith
p633. Top with a spoonful of calorie crammed clotted cream if you can get
it.) (If you’re interested and Delia Smithless, ask and all will be revealed to
you. But hurry – you need fresh raspberries and a few red and black currants
and they are only in season for a short while.) In fact the pub was so good
that we ate there on three successive nights until I was outvoted again and
dragged off to a dump called La Cantina which featured waitresses in long
ruffled dresses with lots of decolletage and Olés, and very very small portions
of fried skate.
Now, I know I owe just about everyone letters. Be patient. Be very
patient. I’ll try but it ain’t easy with a demanding wife and a wet edge on the
sickly light green paint being slapped on the front bedroom walls and ceiling.
Charrisma. I am really a chuffed Chuchy about this title, and was wondering
which were the best/cleverest fanzine titles ever. Slant was pretty good and
Hyphen (Madeleine’s suggestion for an “Anglo-American fanzine”), was
even better, but the title that sticks out in my mind was John & Eve Harvey’s
Wallbanger. I would welcome other nominations – only for clever titles mind
you, content is immaterial – and will send a copy of this to arch-sage Harry
Warner Jr to see what he can nominate.
In between odd pages of this letter I’ve been reading Jurassic Park and I
loved it. The film opens at Milton Keynes this weekend and I shall book seats
for us. I haven’t been to the cinema since a wet night in Bournemouth eons
ago when we went to see Carry on Cleo and walked out halfway thru because
we’d rather get wet than bored out of our minds, but I think it’s time for
another try. Eventually it will be subtitled and on TV but I can’t wait that
long.
I guess the first fantasy that ever made an impression on me was Conan
Doyle’s The Lost World – first the radio adaption and then the book – and
this is more of the same stuff. Do try to read the book though – you might
like it as much as I did. I’ll talk about the film next time. I want to get this
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finished now and in the post.
Incidentally, the shopping mall at Milton Keynes (Hi, Geri!) has a huge
open space in its centre for staging exhibitions and stuff. The Christmas
spectaculars are fabulous – better than anything we’ve ever seen in the stores
in Oxford Street – but the current one... Jurassic Park of course... seems to be
the most ambitious so far. It has life size T. Rex, Brontosaurus, pterodactyls
etc. and no anachronisms like cavemen. They load the punters into open
trucks on a little train and haul them along the track thru the “park”. It’s all
pretty good but the bit I like best is the bubbling and steamy primordial mud
swamp where, halfway across, an ’orrible ’ead on a scaly neck rears up out of
the boiling mud, fangs a-gleaming and eyes popping, and snaps its jaws shut,
barely missing the edge of the truck. Wow! This is better than anything
you’ve ever seen in Jaws with the Big White chomping away at poor Quint,
and if this doesn’t solve Milton Keynes’s new population explosion problem,
and precipitate a huge wave of childish cardiac arrests, then nothing ever will.
I only wish Jeanne could see it all; she’d be back in my car, garlic in
hand, doors shut, windows closed, and crucifix (and camera) at the ready in
absolutely no time at all.
Once again, I’m short of clippings for the reverse of these pages. Please
give generously.
About FAPA. The general idea is that when I do get in I shall publish
something more or less the same as these letters and distribute, not only to
FAPA, but to You Lot too and another 20 or so people that I’d like to keep in
touch with. (I haven’t told Vincent yet – if my duper won’t work, he’ll be
Production Manager as well as Deputy Editor.)
August 1993
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Advice for Harry Warner Jr
Dear Chuch [writes Harry]:
I haven’t seen Jurassic Park yet and I probably will continue in that
status, fearing I’m not old enough to withstand the excitement over the
escaped superlizards.
But, thinking about other possible uses for the technique of creating
extinct animals from embalmed mosquitoes, I happened to have an idea
involving my fanzine collection. From the very start, I’ve allowed most
fanzines to remain in whatever envelope or wrapper they came through the
mails in. I started this practice when I was such a neofan that I couldn’t bear
to throw away anything related to this wonderful science fiction fandom.
After I’d become a bit more hardened and cynical, I continued the practice
because I knew that the wrappers and envelopes would reduce the amount of
light reaching what was inside and thus increase the longevity of the paper,
and besides, sometimes there was nothing in the fanzine to indicate its date of
publication or even the name of its editor, and clues could be found
sometimes from the postmark or return address. So, supposing that my
collection somehow survives my eventual demise and isn’t scattered to the
fannish winds, and also supposing that the new owners respect the collection
enough to continue my preservation of what surrounds the fanzines, is it
possible that many of the pioneer fans of the middle and late 20th century
could be created anew from DNA fragments left by the saliva that they had
used to paste flaps shut? On the eve of the 22nd century, the 265,000 fans
attending the worldcon atop Mt. Everest (an idyllic summer resort, thanks to
global warming) might see an authentic reenactment of the Exclusion Act
from the very first Worldcon, featuring the original participants brought to
life anew!
Would you believe that I haven’t weighed myself for at least twenty
years? I’ve thought about it from time to time but there has always been
something else to do that seemed more important: so I have kept putting it
off. I gather that I haven’t changed much in dimensions from the neck down
because I still use the same waistband size for trousers. But my head seems to
be shrinking, unless some conspiracy among the nation’s hatters has evolved
in the form of sneakily manufacturing hats a trifle larger than their size
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dictates, so purchasers will get tired after a few weeks of their hats riding
atop their ears and will purchase new hats of a smaller size.
I still expect to die before the end of this year, in keeping with the policy
of both my father and his father who both died when they were 70.
25 August 1993
Dear Harry,
Once again, of course, we have the perfect answer to your head
shrinking problem. From my vast medical experience I would say this is
unlikely to be terminal. It will not shrink to golf ball size and then deteriorate
to a mere pinpoint before vanishing forever. Bearing this in mind, I visited
the Webb Bros Emporium today and found the ideal answer to your hat
problem. (Pause now and see the reverse of this letter for their advertising
leaflet.) Both of these hats, the “Reefer” and the “Rugby”, incorporate a
hidden gusset in the sweatband to accommodate problems such as yours. The
idea is that, as the head shrinks, you place sufficient folded newspapers in the
gusset so that you have a tight enough fit to stop the hat falling down over
your eyes.
(Alternatively, if you still have an abundance of hair, you could use
clippings as stuffing and, perhaps, even allow an occasional tress or curl to
hang down and give an appearance of verisimilitude. I believe that current
American fashion for gentlemen favours a small matador-type pigtail which
would be easy contrived and fitted, and would go well with the rear ribbon on
the reefer type hat. This too might be worth your consideration.)
Prices, as you will see, are remarkably cheap. The “Reefer” at 2/11d
sterling is the equivalent of about 30 cents US and perhaps 70 cents for the
“Rugby”. As neither of them seem likely to be worn for more than a
maximum of three months, I would suggest that the “Reefer” would be the
most prudent buy. As a mark of fannish friendship, if you would state your
current size, giving date and time of measurement and estimated rate of
shrinkage, I would be happy to obtain and airmail your choice if, in return,
you supply two untouched photos of your good self wearing your new
apparel – one with gusset fully stuffed, and one “au naturel” as it were. These
I would use in the reverent respectful commemoration issue of Charrisma I
plan to publish on 1st January 1994.
I have a nice Shakespearean title for it too – “A Touch of Harry in the
Night”.
Naturally, I shan’t be able to use anything at all like this until you’ve
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well and truly popped your clogs, but I thought I’ll tell you now so that you
can rest easy knowing that your immortality is in good hands.
And, knowing your exquisite timing, as you step off this mortal coil you
will go happily with a big smile on your face knowing that a true acolyte will
shoulder your burden in FAPA.
Thank you, thank you, dear guru.
And Harry, in all seriousness, think how awful and remorseful I would
feel after writing all this if you dare let anything happen in the near future.
And it’s not the least bit of use hinting that I should save your stamps,
follow your directions and clone a new Warner for the Himalayacon.
I had already thought of this. From your previous letter I carefully
steamed off the stamps intending to preserve them and the attached dried
Warner saliva in a little glassite bag ready for all eventualities.
And Shock! Horror! what do I find? I find there is NO DRIED UP
WARNER SPIT!!!!!! There was nothing except traces of brown manilla
fibres and “Uhu” household glue. It appears that these stamps, contrary to US
Federal laws, had been torn unfranked from a previous envelope and recycled
onto the one intended for me.
Shame on you Harry Warner Jr! It is a major sin to defraud the US
Postmaster, and endanger the friendly relationship we have with him. I am
sure that you will undoubtedly be expelled in disgrace from fandom. And,
worse still, you will never ever reach the everlasting Convention in the Sky
and the room parties on the Tower of Trufandom. You will rot in the very
deepest of hells with no company except Trekkies, Scientologists, and Brian
Earl Brown. The only fanzines you will ever see will have to be learnt by
heart and they will consist of hectoed book reviews written by G.M. Carr.
You will be so unhappy that you will scream and sob with relief when, each
day at 4 p.m. (Eastern Time), me, Walter Himself and all the other head
devils of The Wheels of IF come round with the trolley and top up your pit
with fresh fire and brimstone before spitting hot gobbets of molten lead onto
your sadly diminishing head.
So there. And on that happy note we will leave you.
Best (such as it is for a poor benighted sinner like you),
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P.S. Er, to whom is The Collection bequeathed, dear old friend?
Remember, I have good personal contacts and could always put in a
good word for you with Old Nick. Maybe even a glass of cold water on
Sundays. Perhaps.
4 September 1993
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Charrisma 5
Merde He Wrote
And now for something completely different. Vincent has been in hospital for
the past week getting his leg fixed. He should be out by the time you get this.
I’ve written to him a couple of times and, not having anything else ready for
a group letter thing, I thought I’d give you what Walter Himself calls “The
ineffable delight of reading other people’s correspondence.” Or something
like that.
Vincent has been a truly staunch and marvellous friend to me for damn
near 40 years. He is one of the two people in fandom I defer to. He cheers me
up on blue beanie days, makes no complaint when I borrow his books on a
“permanent loan” basis (well, not much complaint – he’s resigned to it by
now), and eventually repairs my duplicators if only I scream and holler at
him loudly enough.
He’s a good bloke, and a soft touch for a drink when I write something
nice about him.
And, far more important than all this eulogy, my wife approves of him
too... even though he doesn’t play golf. So there.
The Taral illo on the cover is reduced and doesn’t look half as good as
the original. If anyone has Taral’s address I’ll write and ask belated
permission for using it.
The Waldorf Astoria is 100 years old this month.
32 Lake Crescent,
Daventry,
Northants, NN11 5EB
10 Sept 93
Dear A. Vincent,
Sue was visibly distraught when she put the phone down. “It was
Vincent,” she said, “he is in Woolwich Hospital and they are going to cut the
thing out tomorrow. The one on the back of his knee.”
“Oh, that thing,” I said (firmly resisting all the merry quips about how
such a position would add a whole new dimension to the idea of getting one’s
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leg over), “the aneurism... the blood clot thing... did you remember to ask
him when he is going to fix my duplicator?”
“You bastard,” said Mrs Susan M. Harris. “You unfeeling bastard. One
of your oldest friends is ill in hospital awaiting an operation, and all you’re
concerned about is your bloody duplicator. Selfish to the core; it’s ME ME
ME all the time with you, with no time for your family, your friends or the
rest of humanity.”
Ordinarily I would have explained to her about getting one’s priorities
right – and especially so when one’s FAPA membership could be at stake –
but she was still simmering about the morning’s debacle so I decided to hold
my peace for the time being. (It was our 32nd wedding anniversary. There
were thirteen congratulatory cards in the morning post... but... er... the date
had slipped my mind, and none of them were from me.)
I knew there were going to be problems when she pulled her card to me
from under her pillow, and looked all loving and expectant, and I admit that
my explanation about pressure of work and suchlike sounded a little flat, but
there was still no need for screams and yells and threats to leave me.
After all, people can’t be expected to remember every little thing, and
it’s not as if I don’t try. Geri, my lovely Mom, is very helpful with this sort of
problem. She told me some time ago that even an incurable romantic like me
should consider presenting the beloved with a bunch of flowers occasionally
instead of tea towels or plastic washing-up bowls. True, it’s a bit awkward
skulking thru the precinct toting a bunch of chrysanths and trying to hide
them behind your back when you meet chaps from the Golf Clubs or old Ford
friends, but I have to admit it pays dividends. You’d be surprised, dear
Vinny, how the feedback from a few daffs or whatever is so much better than
I ever got when I gave her a dozen new Titleist XL golf balls. (A lot cheaper
too.)
Anyway, you can see that the atmosphere chez Chuchy was a little
chilly. I don’t really blame you for lolling (at the expense of me and a lot of
other taxpayers) on this incredibly expensive National Health Service bed,
stuffing yourself with gourmet invalid meals (at the expense etc.) whilst
awaiting the attention of some overpaid surgeon.
Ho no.
And, further, I forgive you for the monumental inconvenience, the still
stagnant Roneo, and the fact that I have nothing to put in my next group
letter. I was hoping that you’d sift thru the Wellington gossip and bring me
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up to date.
Harry Warner is on the sick list. His head is shrinking. I was hoping
he’d tell us how successful we were with our previous idea of popping a feral
tomcat into his loft to deal with the horde of squirrels attempting to take over
the place, but he was preoccupied with other matters. (I told him that you
suggested popping a dish of water into the loft occasionally on account of
squirrel meat being nutritious but salty, so perhaps we’ll hear more next
time.) However, as you weren’t available for consultation, I had to solve
Harry’s new problem all by myself. (See overleaf). Both the hats illustrated
come with a gusset in the headband so that as the head shrinks, newspapers or
similar stuffing can be pushed into the band until the hat fits perfectly again. I
even suggested that if he has an abundance of hair he could use clippings
instead of newspapers, perhaps allowing a stray tendril or curl to hang down
and give a more realistic appearance, or possibly he could even fashion one
of those little matador pigtails, which are so fashionable with US men
nowadays, to hang down for even more verisimilitude.
Now that we are down this far I wondered if you’d mind very much if I
make this a serial thing. I could add a little bit more each day or so to this
letter, and then mail you the daily instalment just to keep you informed until
you’re released – and then, if it’s okay by you, use the complete thing for the
next group letter? Things have been pretty quiet fanacwise just lately and I
don’t really have much to fill a group letter with.
Not that that usually stops me.
Anyway, here endeth today’s instalment with a last inspiring message on
nursing care?
A harridan nurse from Iran,
Lifted men by their balls to the can.
’Twas a feat of ju-jitsu,
and either it shits you,
Or it makes you feel more like a man.
11th Sept. We phoned the hospital last night and the Reverend Mother or
Sister of Mercy or something (the one with a Jamaican accent) said you had
had the operation, there were no problems, and you were asleep and snoring.
That’s great. I meant to tell you that, along with all the other inconveniences I
listed, I forgot to add that if you had only waited a day longer you could have
taped Birth of a Nation from the late night TV so that I could borrow it.
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(Samantha has “borrowed” all my blank tapes or I would have done it
myself.) The best bit, now lost forever, was in the veteran’s hospital in the
aftermath of the Civil War. There were mangled corpses, groaning victims,
harassed surgeons rushing up and down with dripping scalpels and hacksaws
(just like the Brooke Hospital, hmm?) when a cool compassionate Lilian
Gish, all big eyes and white gown, enters the ward, delicately skirts the
corpses lying on the floor, and brings a little comfort and succour to the dying
lads. She steps to the centre of the ward and strums them a little hometown
song on the banjo which she just happens to have strung around her neck.
And, all around, lying on their bloodstained pallets, the brutal soldiery died
with happy little smiles on their faces.
Vincent, it was poignant. You would have cried too but, sadly, I just
dunno what happened next because I was laughing so much at the banjo that I
spilt my gin and tonic and Sue, frightened that I’d wake the neighbours,
decided it was time for bed.
(Apart from her musical talents I quite liked Ms Gish. She was quite
titless of course – they hadn’t been invented then – but her face was
incredibly pretty and innocent with those huge eyes that were never equalled
until 40 years later when Goldie Hawn arrived.)
And, talking of ancient film stars reminds me of that brisk exchange
between Jean Harlow, blonde bombshell, who had the temerity to address
that witty snobbish feisty Lady Asquith as “Margot”, rhyming it with “rot”.
“My dear,” said Her Ladyship, fast as lightning and dripping honey, “the
‘t’ is silent, as in ‘Harlow’.”
There’s nothing like the Brit aristocracy for putting one in one’s place.
I have just finished reading the latest instalment of THEN. It’s a really
momentous thing, incredibly good, incredibly detailed, a key reference book
for all Those Who Come After – and I say this even though I am not
mentioned once in this instalment, and it comes with a post-it note on the
front cover sneering at my defunct Roneo. Who am I to argue, even though I
thought it was coming it a bit strong from a man with a whole cellar full of
useless Gestetners!
And – my mailing cup runneth over – there’s an eve-of-Worldcon letter
from Robert Lichtman ending with a truly memorable quote that Sue is going
to embroider on a sampler and hang over the bathroom scales: “Thirteen
stone – that’s not too many.” And... wait for it... a poctsarcd from Judith and
Joseph who are swanning around Ireland instead of lying down in front of the
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bulldozers on Twyford Down or concentrating on the long overdue issue of
Fuck the Tories. It’s a fine illo from the 1,200-year-old Book of Kells so they
haven’t been entirely wasting their time drinking Guinness. I wrote back
congratulating them on their exquisite taste, mentioning that the B of K was
one of the three finest ajay efforts ever published in Ireland but, just like the
other two, it was completely ignored by the moronic Hugo herd who
wouldn’t know talent if it bit them in their collective scrotums – our Arf was
robbed, ROBBED I say, at Brighton – and commiserated with Judith over the
lack of Irish signposts.
I told them this was no new problem. BoSh had the same trouble years
and years ago when he was motoring in County Wicklow. He was hopelessly
lost. He had to get to Bray to claim his hotel room, it was getting dark, and in
desperation he stopped by a child sitting by the roadside and asked him if he
knew the way to Bray.
“With your head back, sor,” said the kid without a trace of a smile, “with
your head back.”
And I still don’t know if Bob ever did get to that hotel room. Or if the
kid escaped with his life.
I also suggested that if they would only support my plan for an eight
lane motorway from Killarney to the Ring of Kerry nobody would ever suffer
from this sort of thing again, but I haven’t had an answer yet.
There’s a nice issue of Mimosa out, all twiltone and talent, asking for
accounts of memorable fannish meals. I’m spoilt for choice. Should I write
up that Indian restaurant in Birmingham that we went to with Arf, where he
had to choose all the menu because neither you nor I knew the difference
between an onion bhaji and a tikka masala, or an idyllic picnic on the shore
of Strangford Lough with Himself and Madeleine performing culinary
miracles with just one frying pan, or the Epicentre, full of coaldust sifting in
from the railroad yard across the street where we were so absorbed in The
Game that we never did know what we were eating as we tried to equate
cargo with fuel as we took off for Mars, or my very very first convention
meal in an Italian restaurant with Forry and Walter Himself. We had ravioli
and four cups of frothy coffee each. Forry, kindness personified, was
charming, patient and even deferential whilst I explained to him why
Theodore Sturgeon was not only the greatest science fiction writer who had
ever lived, but was probably the greatest mainstream writer too. He paid for
the lunch, sent me an autographed Sturgeon pb and about a ton of fanzines
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once he got back home to LA, praised my keen perceptive evaluation, and
regretted that we couldn’t stay for another two hours because he had a
platform date. I don’t think my feet touched the ground on the way back to
the hotel and I spent the rest of the con buttonholing people to mention oh-socasually that I was just back from lunch with my very good friend Forry
Ackerman who wanted my thoughtful opinions on More Than Human.
And throughout the whole meal Walt was sitting there smiling and
scribbling away the conversations for me – I couldn’t lipread either accent –
delighting in the fact that I had come so far out of my shell.
And we’ll finish up there for tonight. I have been forgiven for my senile
forgetfulness and we are off to The Holly Bush for a belated celebration.
More later and a clean start in the long saga of the young girl from
Uttoxeter. By the time we get to the end of this letter you will be a Uttoxeter
completist.
There was a young girl from Uttoxeter,
Who worked nine to five as a choc setter.
She rolled the chocs thin,
With a wee rolling pin,
So they’d fit in the After Eight box better.
There was a young girl of Uttoxeter,
Who noticed that men waved their cocks at her.
This would cause some surprises
In nearby Devizes,
But it’s what they all do in Uttoxeter.
There was a young girl of Uttoxeter,
Who kept hens but refused to have cocks. It arose from her youth
When some rather uncouth
Farm-hands raised up their smocks at her.
A kinky young girl from Uttoxeter
Adored having men wave their cocks at her.
She was cleansed of this stain
By a priest from Dunblane
Who quoted St. Paul and John Knox at her.
A horsewoman of charm at Uttoxeter
Caused a scene with much shaking of locks at her.
When announcing Hunt Cup,
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The P.A. mixed it up,
And began a stampede by the Jocks at her.
And next time we’ll get to the real filth and degradation and what really
happened to the poor girl. Get your Valium ready.
Sunday/Monday 12/13 Sept 93
I always enjoy The Holly Bush. It’s truly rural in a tiny village about
eight miles outside of Daventry, but there are invariably other golf club
people there so that we can all table hop and get really nasty about all our
other friends who aren’t there on the night.
Secretly though, I was relieved that newly-knighted 18 handicap Sir
John Dent wasn’t there tonight with Lady Pamela. He is okay and quite a
pleasant man but I have vowed to myself that next time I see him there, I will
shout across the dining room, “Hi there Stera.” (he is nicknamed after
Steradent the dental plate cleanser), just like all the other golf club hearties...
but I know full well that, deep down, I will chicken out, smile and wave
weakly.
I had made a bargain with Sue that I will order wine by the glass at the
bar and, in return, she will not instruct the wine waiter, “Bring him a bottle of
the cheapest red and ensure he is pissy falling down drunk before it is time to
go home.” So I sipped instead of slurped and we had quite a good time. She
wasn’t remotely interested in Ego’s new book, The Hammer of God (okay but
not epochal), so we talked about the quote from Lady Hillingdon’s 1912
Journal that I showed her....
“I am happy now that Charles calls on my bed-chamber less
frequently than of old. As it is I now endure but two calls a week
and when I hear his steps outside my door I lie down on my bed,
close my eyes, open my legs and think of England.”
Sue thought this was very sad and pitied the poor pathetic woman, and the
terrible age of ignorance that she lived in. So, naturally, I stepped right into
the trap and asked the crucial question.
“Well, usually,” she said, with a loving little smile, “I think about
whether I could alter my grip a little so that I could fade my tee shot on the
16th and miss that Sahara Desert bunker halfway up Thrombosis Hill.”
Ask a silly question, Chuchy....
Which reminds me... I got my copy of the FAPA OO this week – The
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Fantasy Amateur – from Seth Goldberg, the Official Editor. And the
envelope was addressed to Church Harris. Moi? Church Harris!!!!
I ask you Vinny, 40 odd years in fandom and over there they still think I
am some sort of holy edifice, some sort of temple or cathedral (with, alas, a
sagging spire in sore need of renovation). Think of the amazement, the terror
and incredulity, the garlands of wild garlic, the crucifixes in each trembling
hand and the gulps of holy water when they see the first FAPA issue of
Charrisma.
Hoo boy.
However, I have now pinned the envelope to the wall so that I can look
at it whenever I get a little swollen headed, and, so help me, I will get some
new address labels printed immediately. “Church Harris, AMORC. Not a
Religious Organisation. All donations (and Gestetners in good working
order) gratefully received.”
I’ve been having second thoughts about the young lady of Uttoxeter. I
think we’ll skip her eccentricities until another time. And anyway, I know
you would never believe in some of her contortions – and I would never
forgive myself if you start experimenting and the stitches broke. And, let’s be
honest, I’m still a little uncertain about Stateside copies, and especially so
when I finally start to distribute to the unknown hordes of FAPA. Our own
friends reassure me that I’m unlikely to give offence but I wouldn’t want to
make anyone unhappy or even uneasy. I rely heavily on Private Eye for
reverse side material and recently some of their “Funny Old World” cuttings
get pretty near the edge. I know Gert Carr no longer rules supreme, and as
I’ve said before I believe that words are just words and that though they may
shock readers they are unlikely to corrupt them so... Oh dammit, publish and
be damned as the Man said – but I’ll listen sensibly to complaints if people
think I go too far and finish up offending them.
Apart from the filth quotient I have cover problems too. Oddly enough
D. never answered my request for material. Rob offered to do Arf-type illos
for me but he is so busy with his own stuff that I don’t like to impose on him.
I have a couple of Arf’s coloured illos and I think I’ll try to see what they
look like in black and white before I use any more clippings.
Later – home from the copyshop. Success! FIJAGH and FIAWOL came
out beautifully and so did Geri’s “On the road to Daventry”, and a Taral print
that I bought at Corflu. I would imagine that the Taral original might have
been used before. I don’t have an address for Taral but I guess he won’t mind
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if I reduce it and run off fifteen copies for the next cover, and then ask Geri if
I can use the b&w copy of her original Atomillo for the subsequent issue. The
other two illos are so intricately detailed that, altho they look great in colour,
they look a bit of a mess in b&w.
And a lovely clean inoffensive limerick to finish with?
Exposing his plate to the air,
Did its clever inventor declare:
“C’est venue – ma photo.
Complete – in toto –
C’est magnifique – ‘Je suis Daguerre!’”
Sue will phone tonight and ask Sister if you are likely to be discharged
(without a stain on your character), either Wednesday or Thursday. If not,
there might be a bit more tomorrow.
And did I tell you that when we phoned Walter Himself at the weekend,
they had just returned home from viewing their second grandchild? I think
this one is dark when the first one was fair (or maybe vice versa). Sue said M
sounded so pleased and happy. I shall have to have another delicate word
with Samantha.
15th. I’m sorry you were fobbed off with a mere poctsarcd yesterday. I found
an old lettering guide in the back of that secondhand filing cabinet I bought
last year so I did a few additions to the Charrisma cover and didn’t leave
enough time for more than a card.
And, anyway, it was blue beanie time and these letters are supposed to
lighten your day, not make you depressed and wondering if you should buy a
Golf Club just to cheer me up. Staverton has gone bankrupt and there is a big
FOR SALE notice outside the clubhouse. The members have been trying to
raise a syndicate with enough money to buy the course whilst outside
interests buy the hotel to turn into a sunset home for aged golfers. We haven’t
got nearly enough money (£2½ million is the asking price for the course!),
and were horrified when Sean came home, after playing a few holes before
going to work, to say that there was a big red SOLD sign stuck on top of the
notice. Nobody knew anything and the agents refused to even answer the
phone. Panic! Friends kept ringing with all sorts of wild rumours ranging
from Dennis Thatcher to Brian Earl Brown and D. West... but in the end it all
turned out to be a false alarm. There was a big Japanese society due to play
the course, and knowing that some Tokyo travel agencies are buying up Brit
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courses for package holidays, one of the older members had panicked and
slapped up the SOLD sign to discourage potential buyers.
I suppose you wouldn’t like to sell The Collection and take up a more
vigorous outdoor hobby, hmm?
Personally I wouldn’t be too worried if they did buy the course. They
can be an incredible nuisance. Most of them haven’t been on a course before
and will happily wander across your fairway just as you are about to drive
off. You holler, “FORE!” but they don’t know the word. I tell you Vinny,
they don’t even know “Fuck Off!”
On the other hand they are polite and incredibly generous with their
balls. If they can’t actually see their ball they won’t bother to search for it.
They will drop a fresh one and carry on playing with that. You’d think
spherical manna had fallen over our rough. As soon as the last pair have
driven off the Juniors – the Staverton Cleaners – follow them around the
course with buckets!
The garage has just phoned to say the Zurich Insurance rep has been
down to look at the car (I told you I smashed in the rear light and left a dent
in the tailgate?), and he has agreed a price subject to clearance with their
Head Office. It’s not much of a dent and could probably be fixed with a
handful of filler and a lick of paint... but the garage say it would be best to
have a whole new tailgate (labour £200, parts/paint about £400). My
premium has a protection clause so I don’t have to pay anything either now
or later, but it does seem a bit wasteful. (“Hell no,” sez Samantha, all tough
chat and screw-the-insurers-just-like-I-do talk, “tell them it has skewed the
chassis, made the car a complete write-off, and demand a new car for old as
per policy!” Yeah. A dent as big as your fist, a smashed rear light, and call
out the ombudsman. She would do too, but I’m happy enough with a new
tailgate.)
And that’s it.
I have to go and bring the car back, arrange a date for the repair, and get
the copyshop to run off fifteen covers, before I edit this down a little to
produce yet another miracle fanzine.
Really I know I don’t have to do an issue every month – so why do I feel
guilty if I don’t? Charrismania rules okay?
September 1993
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Charrisma 6
MIND-ENHANCING!
STOPS BODY-ODOUR AND BED WETTING; RESTORES
VIRGINITY!!
NO
FILTH! DEGRADATION!! OR BLASPHEMY!!
(Well, not much.)

Merde He Wrote....
But not quite so much merde as last time. There Have Been Complaints –
well, more of a sad head-shaking and a raising of the collective eyebrows
than actual Complaints. Two of the congregation do not wish to know about
the aphrodisiacal involvements of ex-Colonials with gerbils and lesser fauna,
let alone the over-enthusiastic carnal divertissements of Malayan monks. So
okay; this time, I promise, we will not stretch your sense of wonder to the
uttermost limits. Have no fear. There is no need to lock yourself in the jakes
before you read on.
To tell the truth, I still can’t see that I have this excessively filthy mind
needing a month-long soak in biological Persil as its only salvation. Sure, I’ll
concede that Harry or Big Joy might rate me as the eternal pen in the arse,
and might even hesitate for some moments before voting for me in the fan
Hugo award, but what about the rest of my fan club? What about the hordes
of hot women who sidle up to me at every convention to whisper obscene
suggestions to me (boys too, but I almost invariably ignore them). I am not
star-struck. They say I am reprehensible, loathsome, malicious, fraudulent,
and vicious, but I’m honest – I freely admit I have my bad points too... even
though I can’t think of any offhand.
I think it’s just jealousy. It’s not my fault I’m just a wondrously
attractive Old Age Pensioner chonk full of the right pheromones, a vivid
imagination, and a king size bottle of the new aphrodisiacal “Brut”
aftershave.
But we love you. We will try to keep everyone happy and unexcited. I
don’t think we could go as far as book reviews or “Science Fiction Whither?”
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articles, but this time there will be no gerbils – this time you get the special
Home and Gardens and Answers to Correspondents Issue.
But before we get to the earthy bits and the turning over of the sod, I
have to tell you that we will stay as exclusive as ever. After a lot of thought I
have changed my mind about FAPA and will remove my name from the
Waiting List. If I lived in the US I’d have no hesitation in joining, but I don’t
(you’ve noticed?), and the distance and the time spent in the post makes it
almost impossible to stay topical and relevant with the sort of crap ephemera
that I seem to publish. I am sure that this very fine fanzine is far more of a
conversation than Real Literature. I feel that the spontaneity is its only asset. I
know – and I am grateful – that other kind Stateside folk have offered to pub
my ish for me but, altho I agreed at first, I now feel that this is not the answer.
For me, any fanzine is an intensely personal flaunt and posture thing that
would lose something if it wasn’t all mine from start to finish.
And don’t stand up and holler, “WHAT ABOUT HYPHEN?” at me. I
tell you “-” was a fucking orchestra of 250 instrumentalists, and a superbly
gifted conductor. (Walter was a great help to me too.) Charrisma is strictly a
one-man band with only a tenth of the circulation.
And I think I’ll keep it that way... maybe buy extra carbon paper and
print out a few more copies for people that I admire, but no more grandiose
dreams of a three figure circulation and a Hugo on the mantelpiece.
So there. Be grateful; you are a chosen people and will undoubtedly buy
me gallons of free will offerings when we meet again in Glasgow. Won’t
you? WON’T YOU??
I had a letter from our good friend Harry Warner Jr last week, and when I do
buy the new pack of carbon paper I shall send the first pristine sheet to him,
begging that in future he sends me a carbon copy rather than an original
letter.
For why? Well, first the good news is that not only has Harry won a
Hugo, but his head has stopped shrinking too. (These items are not related.
His head had stopped shrinking before he heard about the Hugo.) I suspect
that this could well be because, unlike our own dear James and Vincent,
Harry is not follicularly challenged and quite probably he just skipped a
haircut date and solved the problem without recourse to our elasticated
hatbands.)
However, the bad news is that his electric typewriter has stopped
typewriting and forced Harry to use his back-up typer. This is his deceased
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Auntie’s fifty-year-old clockwork Royal.
With a fifty-year-old ribbon.
The letter is faint. It is very faint. If you were around when fanzines
were produced on burple & dreen hekto kits and were unfortunate enough to
receive the 80th copy taken from the jelly you’ll have some idea of its
legibility.
But this is Harry and it is still very first class mail indeed. With a good
magnifying glass and a halogen bulb in the desk light, I find all the trouble is
worthwhile and that we’ve gotten a fine letter from him again....
Now, you will remember we solved his problems about invasive
squirrels as well as hats falling down to rest on his shoulders? This month’s
problem is about his old sofa. It has grown a scrotum. (And no jokes about
aged retainers, thank you.) I can’t go into details about it because (see
previous page) I don’t write up that sort of stuff any more – but, just to allay
the fears of Ella Parker, Sheryl and other lady visitors to The Shrine, an
Upholsterer has been called in and a full castration and repair is being carried
out before anyone will be allowed to sit on it again. (The new problem – a
high-pitched agonised squeal from the springs – is now responding to aerosol
treatment too.)
Okay, let’s get on with the horticultural stuff (and stand up any illiterate
barbarian who didn’t know that Dorothy Parker, when asked to make a pun
using the word “horticulture”, paused for one second and then, right off the
cuff, bequeathed us: “You can lead a whore to culture, but you cannot make
her think.”).
For me, the best part of the current Fuck the Tories (now sadly
bowdlerised to Frivolously Time-Wasting Technology) is Judith Hanna’s
account of her pocket handkerchief-sized back garden. I marvel at the amount
of plants she manages to cram into it – especially as Joseph’s sunbed seems
to take up at least three-quarters of the available space – and the contrast
between this tiny plot and the Oz sheep farm where she grew up. And, as I
was reading it, the postman brought a letter from Dean Grennell containing a
note about his garden. You’ve probably seen Judith’s piece already (if not
trade, Usual, or crass cash, from Judith Hanna & Joseph Nicholas) but I
found DAG’s account of his Californian garden just as interesting and am
quite happy to share it with you....
“...I created a hedge out on the front edge of the yard composed of
juniper bushes, rose bushes and cow-tongue cactus. We have about
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seventeen rose bushes that fairly well bloom all year long. There is
also a Mexican fan-leaf palm out there that I didn’t plant. It just
came along on its own initiative. Near it is a stalk of corn, likewise
unplanted. We have no cherry trees. I planted a Stella cherry in the
back yard in ’92 and it was doing fabulously well until we had a
hot spell last September that cooked it to death....
“...There is a fairly large lemon tree in the back yard that was
here when we moved in. It is an everbearing variety meaning we
have fresh lemons pretty much all year. Currently lemons go for 59
cents each at the local supermarkets and it causes me to snort
contemptuously every time I push the cart past the display. We
have two Robertson navel (seedless) orange trees in the back yard
and four lime trees; a Bearss standard (non-dwarf) plus dwarf sweet
lime, Rangpur lime and Kaffir lime. There’s a Saturn flowering
peach that nearly kills itself each year with the weight of fruit that
breaks its branches. The peaches are extremely delicious. We have
a large nectarine tree that bears more fruit than we can eat or give
away. We have berry bushes and grape vines that produce madly in
season. We have a stand of Satsuma plum trees but I need to buy
and plant a Santa Rosa plum tree to serve as pollinator for them and
plan to do so when they become available in late November. An
apricot tree I planted in ’91 should be bearing next year....”
Yeah. It sounds rather different from DAG’s previous garden in Wisconsin
which, if I remember rightly, was little more than tundra with a border of
maple trees – just like 32 Lake Crescent except that we have no maples.
But last week – ah, if only I’d written this last week with nasturtiums
almost covering the fence with bright orange blooms, the tubs brimming over
with “busy lizzie” – veritabobble cascades of it, all the shades from palest
pink to bright scarlet like something out of a plant catalogue – the
marguerites in full glory, and the very last of this year’s roses, the “Peace”
variant and my favourite of all the hybrid tea roses, “Chicago Peace”,
showing two final buds of that glorious pink tinged with cream that you see
on no other rose that I know of. (Rush out and buy some now; you’ll get a lot
more pleasure from them, over the years, than you ever will from a bottle of
Johnny Walker.)
I could have written pages and pages about nature’s glories; a load of
old bucolics about the cool showery autumn days and the leaves drifting
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down from the apple trees onto the grassy sward below etc. And then the
showers stopped, the clouds disappeared and we had a succession of those
bright cloudless days with a marvellously blue sky that any fool knows is a
warning for the hard killer frosts that strike as soon as the sun goes down.
And, sure enough, overnight the nasturtiums collapsed into a frosted
heap along with the busy lizzies, every little red ball fell from the fuschia, and
the Chicago Peace buds browned and died before they were ever fully open.
Judith, I think, would have turned all the casualties into heathy compost.
Me, I stuffed them into three bin-bags, carted them off to the dump, and then,
nil desperandum, on the way back stopped at the garden centre to buy
“Universal” pansies and hardy primulas.
With luck, the tubs full of these will begin to come into flower around
Christmas so that there will be a little colour on the patio during the worst
part of the winter. It’s sort of reassuring that Spring will finally arrive when
you look out of the window and see the pansies still blooming madly with a
little crown of snow on the top of each flowerhead. Apart from that, the only
other blossom will be the winter jasmine at the top of the garden which is
perfectly hardy and is coming into flower just now.
Sure, it’s a bit different from DAG’s who has more fruit in the back yard
than you’ll ever find in Sainsbury’s, but the first thing Sue said when she read
the letter was, “Poor Dean, poor Jean – they haven’t any apples at all. Johnny
Appleseed never got past Washington State.”
And Glory! Glory! we have not one, but two – count ’em two – apple
trees. We have a James Grieve – which is nice if eaten right off the tree – and
a Bramley Seedling.
I noticed in Byerlys – the huge and marvellous supermarket in
Minneapolis – that although they had every fruit imaginable on display,
apples were just apples. They don’t differentiate between cooking apples and
dessert apples. I think they use those beautiful bright red fruits that look like a
poem and taste like crap – the sort poor Snow White choked on – for both
cooking and eating.
For more than half a century I’d wondered about that legendary
apotheosis of the culinary arts, Mom’s Apple Pie. I’d sung songs about it...
“Ma, I miss your apple pie, Ma, I miss your stew. Ma, they’re treating me all
right, but they can’t cook like you....” I knew, almost from weaning point,
that this was probably the nearest thing to ambrosia I’d get before I popped
my clogs.
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So, I had Mom’s Apple Pie in Minneapolis. I had it in Seattle. I had it in
Orlando. I had it in Sanibel on Captive Island.
And I’m truly sorry but it was invariably garbage. There was never any
taste whatsoever in the apples; there was no hint of delicate tartness; the
apple pieces drowned in a sort of gelatinous ooze that never frothed and
foamed into the heavy puree that fills your mouth with flavour and
characterises the Bramley apple.
Sure, sure, they were all commercial products, but they were all alike:
chunks of apple on soggy pastry with a sugar/pectin gel filling the interstices
and a pastry topping decorated with wiggly bits of pastry to give it eye
appeal. It came with ice cream which was invariably superb (steak, ice cream
and pizza, the glorious holy trinity of Stateside gastronomy, were always
marvellous and memorable), but the apple pies were a farce, a no-no;
invariably a horrid, tasteless thing unworthy of sharing a plate with the ice
cream. If I lived over there I would spend my life first hunting down the
orchard growers, and then this horrid corporate Mom, and beating out her
tiny brain with her own skillet.
And yes, sure, the old girl’s got to earn a crust, and sure, you can’t
blame her for using the only apples available, but shurely Ms. Clinton could
get her priorities right, take time out from getting a nationwide health service
going, and batch-baking brownies, to chop down those red apple orchards,
replant with Bramleys and give a free recipe with every apple.
You have only to ask and I’ll supply the recipe. And Wow! You might
even get a free sample if Sue is in a baking mood when you come to visit.
[Proof-reader’s note: Don’t believe everything you see in these “Comeon ads”. In my house golf has priority, not cooking, and anyway, high calorie
apple pie for porky husbands is very very low on the list indeed. SMH]
Vincent had to go back to the hospital yesterday to have his knee checked
over. He’ll be going back again for a further visit when and if they can fit him
in, so it doesn’t look as if he will be at Novacon this year and, when it comes
to conventions, whither he doesn’t goest, I doesn’t goest either. It’s no fun in
the Indian “chew’n’spew” without someone to interrogate the waiter and then
relay to me exactly what goes into the tandoori kurzi chicken and what
exactly is special about the special keema curry, the vegetable pilau, the
Colonel Bogey’s chutney and the poppadums. (Arfer used to excel at this. To
me a poppadom was no more than a giant cornflake; to Arf the range
stretched from here to infinity... Urdu flour, coriander flavoured, poppy and
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sesame seeds and on and on, with serious discussions between him and the
ever-patient Gujarati waiter as to the relative values of each. He was always a
delight to eat out with – there was plenty of time to work up an appetite
before he got around to actually ordering the food.)
And that wistful reminisce is about all for this time. I know this is much
shorter than usual but we have mundane problems. You remember that I told
you last time that I’d shunted the Sierra and needed a new tailgate? Well, this
month it’s Sean’s turn. He was turning across a T-junction when another car
hurtled around the corner and smashed the front of Sean’s Orion all to hell
and gone. Sean was okay and ordinarily this would just be another hit on the
insurance policy, but the other driver was a VIP – which still counts here –
and, although I can’t see any possible reason for it myself, it looks as if the
police are going to take Sean to court for careless driving.
Financially there is no problem – he has comprehensive insurance that
covers all eventualities – but if he loses out in court he could lose his driving
licence for three years. That in turn would imperil his job because he works
for a diamond drill firm and, apart from the fact that his firm is way out in the
boondocks and he needs the car to get there, he has to make occasional
deliveries for panic orders. Jobs are very scarce here and this is an
exceptionally good one. If the worst happens I can drive him in and collect
him from work but... hell, we don’t know what is happening yet. I’ll tell you
more next time.
Hawkeyes amongst you will notice that, whilst getting the reverse sheets
copied, in a mad fit of fannish exhilaration I dated the cover for October. This
was mere optimism. It is already November 3 and I shan’t even begin to run
it through the printer until Vincent phones and reassures me that the proof
copy I sent him yesterday may or may not be total crap but will have to serve
as a stopgap until I can get to work on the Grand Christmas issue – which
will be a stop gap for the not so grand January issue.
Thank you for the letters – and especially this morning’s note where
Socorro Burbee generally approves of us. Thank ghod for women with
Impeccable Taste – you’ll get a Big Drink, kid, when we get around to doing
the Lichtman Tour of the Grand Canyon (if and when we make our third
Stateside trip), and maybe, maybe, I’ll tell you the watermelon joke.
4 Nov. Vincent reckons this will be okay as long as I make it very very
clear indeed that the despicable apple pies were bought in restaurants, cafés,
etc. and never never never were they ever served up in any of the fannish
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houses that I visited. So there. He also bemoans the lack of fannish gossip
this time – but I haven’t got any except that Peggy White reports that an aged
nun (no, a real one) was so taken with the “Fax Vobiscum”joke that she is
sharing her joy with everyone within earshot. I hope to God she never read
the rest of the issue.
Charrisma. From Chuchy Harris – Purveyor of High Class Filth and
Esoterica to the Nobility and Gentry. Caps doffed. Forelocks tugged to order.
Spittle licked daily. Humbleness and servility guaranteed.
November 1993
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Charrisma 7
Merde He Wrote
In Robert Lichtman’s latest Trap Door Ted White paid me a sort of
compliment. He liked an earlier effort, and suggested that I should write more
articles for fanzines. He’s quite right, of course. Every fanzine should feature
a Harris article in every issue but... the problem is, I just can’t write articles. I
do try sometimes, but my mind isn’t disciplined enough to stick to one
subject. There’s a sort of gadfly effect. I start off happily enough but after a
couple of paragraphs I whizz off in a completely different direction. I envy
people – yes, Even J White Esq. – who can “Write Properly” – but I know
deep down that I am a letterhack.
This is not an apology. Fandom used to be chonk full of happy
letterhacks before it was taken over by smartarse neofen who can type, with
all their fingers, and know exactly what Heisenberg was Uncertain about. Us
dinosaurs, eternally wondering what the rocket really does push up against,
may be dwindling in the ranks, but we are still proud. And lonely: nowadays
giants are few and far between, and – to quote from my favourite poet –
“Fandom isn’t what it was, when we were what we were.”
The walls are hung with velvet that is black and soft as sin,
And little dwarfs creep out of it and little dwarfs creep in.
I guess though that this letterhackery business is mainly the fault of Walter
Himself. He taught me to write but never did send the article on articles. And
I’m still glad he didn’t. I’m happy enough as I am. Smart editors like Robert
or Arnie sometimes cut and paste bits of letters and build stupendous articles
that I read later with joy and amazement at my cleverness, but truly, every
damn thing I write is a sort of letter.
I’m telling you all this because Charrisma is a prime example. This time
(again!) it’s really a letter to Vincent, who is going into hospital on Sunday to
Have His Leg Done.
24 Nov 93
Dear Vinny,
I’m afraid this is a bit of a cop-out again. In a fit of mad foolishness I
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said there would be another Charrisma before Christmas... and, er... this is it.
I find it hard to write unfocused articles to fandom in general, but I delight in
letter writing to specific names. So, I write to you and then give everyone
else the incredible delight of reading our correspondence, and a chance to
improve their vocabulary.
So, mate... let’s flabellate. That’s today’s F-word – between “eldritch”
and “gallivant” in today’s Word Watch in The Times – and even appears in
your OED unless you tore that page out to use as a bookmark. It means fanac.
(Well, the OED, years behind the times as usual, sez “Flabellation... The act
of fanning” but that’s near enough, isn’t it.)
(The next OED entry is “flabellum” – “a fan-shaped organ... such as the
tip of your proboscis etc...” but, see our last issue, nowadays we eschew
anything curiously anatomical in case Gert Carr, armed with a couple of
Postmasters General, is peeping over the Group’s shoulders. I don’t even
want to think about exotic fan-shaped organs, And how Burbee ever got away
with “Turn in your ovipositor, you’re through”, I shall never know; it’s
definitely anatomical and could give any decent beekeeper illicit orgasms.)
26 Nov. Your beady little hawkeyes will notice that there is no 25 Nov
entry... but I can explain... I was pandering to the whims of the Lady Captain.
It was Presentation Night at the Golf Club with Sean acclaimed as Club
Champion with a silver pot to prove it, Samantha ditto with the Ladies’
Section and my Ladywife Susan flaunting The Bogey Rosebowl and assorted
knickknackery at all and sundry. I won sod all as usual and was flaunting a
gin’n’tonic. And then the Lady Captain... a divorced lady of uncertain age...
crept up, seduced me with yet another G&T, and asked if I could do her a
Very Big Favour. I thought, “Christ! it’s that bloody Angie spreading the
word about my Union Jack Y-fronts, and here’s another applicant for a
private viewing,” but it’s a Tradition that you revere the joint Captains and
refuse them nothing.
(Otherwise you are liable to find your tee off times hover around halfpast four on a wet Saturday morning.)
“I have asked Sue,” she said, “and she said to ask you... but I am useless
around the house and... I know this is a dreadful cheek... but could you
possibly come round and teach me (!!!!!!!!) how to do wallpapering.”
As you know, dear Vinny, I have never said No in my life and that’s
why I didn’t write to you yesterday. I don’t think she learnt much, but when
I’m too old for fanac perhaps we’ll open a wallpapering school. And perhaps
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we won’t.
Now, I hate to disillusion you, but those photos of The Robert Bloch and
friend that I sent you, causing you to stare in awe and wonder and marvel
over the fact that neither he nor LeeH (and I’m by no means sure it was LeeH
– he could still have other friends – well, probably) had aged one jot or tittle
over the last 25 years or so, were not due to the fact that they each had
Fountains of Youths in their backyards, but to the more mundane explanation
that (according to the postmarked envelope) the photos were sent to Walter
25 years ago and I have only just gotten around to returning them.
I have a more recent clipping showing Robert which I’ll use on one of
the photocopies this time; nowadays he reckons he has to close his eyes when
shaving. If you don’t follow my decent clean-living example you too could
finish up like this – desolate and languishing by your book-shaped swimming
pool in Hollywood with nobody to talk to except Michelle Pfeiffer, and
wondering if it’s a misprint in the Fantasy Centre catalogue offering The
Eighth Stage of Fandom for a mere £100.
Now, from the example in your apazine, the old photocopier isn’t doing
too great a job, and I was wondering if we should think about replacing it
rather than keep on repairing it. Due to my financial expertise (and the
Nationwide Building Society) we still have a little bit left of the money – but
not much! – that Bruce Pelz got for us from the L.A.Con II Committee in
1987. I don’t suppose we could trade in the old one against a newer model,
but perhaps we might investigate and find out rather than wait for another
repair bill. We won’t go into this now, but do think about it, and when you
are home again after being irradiated with X-rays we will discuss it further.
Walter wrote to me this week to tell me about the new subtitle project on
satellite TV. He seems to get a lot of pleasure from his subscription – there’s
worldwide golf as well as subtitled recent films that aren’t even in the video
shops yet, not to mention certain explicit delights from European stations like
the late lamented Red Hot Dutch (altho, of course, we certainly wouldn’t be
interested in that, would we?). It’s the subtitles that are the attraction for me,
though, and I did hint to Sue that a satellite subscription might be a better
idea than a personal copier – family viewing, lots of golf, films etc. – but she
feels we watch TV far too much at present (which is true... the damn thing is
always on from about 5 p.m. to midnight), and the extra facility would only
extend viewing time into the afternoon.
I don’t think so myself – I feel that we would just be more selective, but
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I don’t really know – and at the moment it doesn’t look as if I’m going to get
the opportunity to find out.
Perhaps it’s best that we don’t take the chance – I don’t get enough
fanac time as it is now, let alone indulging in afternoon TV.
Which reminds me of a little-known effect of the new postal rate
changes. The airmail service where you used an unsealed envelope – one of
those with the little metal fasteners, or a long flap tucked inside – marked
“Printed Matter Only. May be opened for inspection” – has been quietly
dropped. The reason given was, “Hardly anyone used it.”
I used to use it for the US copies of Quinsy but as Charrisma is so much
lighter I switched to the ordinary airmail service, which comes expensive,
until I found that there seemed to be only a couple of days difference between
seamail and airmail delivery times. I now send them all seamail and it seems
to make very little difference... I suspect that most times they all finish up on
the plane anyway. And, from the US mail that I receive, I think it might work
both ways too.
I rushed home from Presentation Night because Avedon sent a card to
say she was on TV again, but I missed the first half of the programme...
which was the bit she appeared in. We were disappointed because Sue sez
she comes over quite well – she is definitely no mediocrity – and it’s, well,
fun to see someone you know saying the right things.
Was it Andy Warhol who said that bit about fifteen minutes fame for
everyone? And when will it be our turn?
Sunday. 28 Nov. I don’t usually write anything to anybody on Sunday,
but I’m now in the deep shit and confined to the doghouse, and the family
won’t speak to me or even point out where they’ve hidden the Alka Seltzer....
The Lady Captain, overwhelmed with gratitude for the wallpapering
freebie, invited us to A Party (with little silver invitation cards no less). I had
to promise Sue not to get pissed out of my skull again, not to insult any golfy
elders who might be present, to watch what I was doing and not widdle on
the floor in the toilet, to avoid slopping wine on the posh carpet, and to be
nice.
I love parties and was willing to promise anything to avoid being left
behind like Cinderella. So, best shirt, club blazer, lashings of Old Spouse
aftershave until I stank like a whore’s boudoir, a big big bottle of Gallo Bros
Best Red in one hand and emergency corkscrew in the other and off we went.
(Sue driving of course – I’m not even allowed to take my car keys on
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any social occasions now.)
And Lo! Old Mate John, the second worst putter in the mid-shires, had
already arrived, turned the little utility room just off the kitchen into a bar,
and happily enrolled me as First Assistant with exemption from glass
washing. I hadn’t seen him for nearly a week so naturally we had to have a
celebratory drink or two.
There were about 50 people all told, every one of them bottle-toters...
terrific nosh – beef, pork, and a bloody great turkey, salads, little things on
sticks, quiches, gateaux and more, much more.
It was one helluva good party where everyone knows everyone else
and... well, the bits I can remember were pretty good.
True, I had to be helped to the car afterwards... but all deaf people have
poor balance... (it sez here)... I never even found the toilet so none of the little
puddles on the floor were down to me... and it certainly wasn’t me who spilt
the red wine on the nice fawn carpet... and if I did tell that creep from the
Greens Committee to “Piss Off!” it was only boyish banter and there was no
call for his holy little wife to run off and complain to Sue about Foul
Language.
So this morning Samantha said I was pathetic and Groucho’s seduction
act was better than mine, and Sue said I was disgraceful and she was
ashamed. Also she is never never never going out with me again, not even to
Sainsbury’s. And furthermore, “It Serves You Right.” So there.
But – let’s be very very honest for a change. Usually I have two glasses
of wine with my dinner each evening, and that’s it. There’s a cupboard
overflowing with variegated booze, but I never even open it unless we have
company. I can’t hold my drink. I’m like that girl in Posy Simmonds’s verse:
I wish I could drink like the big girls,
I swallow a lot less than most.
But... three drinks and I’m under the table,
And four and I’m under the host.
(Heavens no, dear Vinny. It’s just figurative, illustrative, and nothing to do
with me and the Lady Captain. This is all metaphorical, allegorical, and
nothing to do with reality, and if you dare to think otherwise in print I will
sue you for every damn prozine on your shelves.
But... Vinnie To The Rescue. I am forgiven. (I think.) Forgetting her
Vow of Eternal Silence, Sue has just come up, bearing a peace offering of
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Alka Seltzer, to say you had phoned and the damn hospital had turned you
away because they didn’t have a bed available today.
She thinks it is incredible that they can mess you about like this with ten
other people, besides you, waiting for admission to the ward as soon as a bed
is available, and the hospital due to close down completely next April... and
so do I. Surely some damn bureaucrat in the reception department can predict
whether a bed will be available or not on a given day. The National Health
Service was a bloody jewel until the Tory party got their hands on it.
You don’t hear of this sort of cock-up happening in private hospitals –
and to do it on a Sunday when the shops are closed and the would-be patient
might not have any food in the house is unforgivable.
I doubt, though, if this will mean you will be recalled and in hospital
over Christmas. Usually they try to keep as many beds empty so that most of
the nursing staff can get away and spend Xmas with their families. But tastes
vary: personally I thought we all had a pretty good time in the Venereal Ward
at Chatham Naval Hospital, even making allowances for the fact that I was
Staff Wardmaster and able to enjoy certain Christmas Joys that were
temporarily unavailable to my patients.
We decorated the ward with blown up condoms, the food was good,
there was an illegal rum ration, and when the church choir arrived to sing
carols to us in the afternoon, the unfortunate chaplain in Bed Three requested
his favourite carol, and the ward was damn near paralytic with laughter so
that they never did get beyond the first line. “Come all ye faithful,” indeed.
Pause here for erudite joke for Clintonphiles like me. “Why is there no
Thanksgiving in Arkansas this year? Because the Wicked Witch had run off
to Washington D.C. with the turkey.”
A short while ago you mentioned that Halloween celebrations were gradually
creeping across the Pond. We often get them around here and usually stock
up on cheap chocolate bars and packets of potato crisps. Sue is a soft touch
for tiny neighbourhood kids who dress up and come with their mothers in the
early evening. We are properly horrified and shriek with terror before
handing over the loot, and everyone is happy. But this year the bell rang and
it was quite big kids around thirteen or fourteen.
So what do I do? I’ve got three good cars parked out front and one
moron with a craft knife could cost me thousands in respray bills. Last year
Georgenextdoor told a group to fuck off and they pulled up all his rose
bushes and plastered his window with eggs (which dry overnight and are hell
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to remove the next morning).
So... what would you do? Me, I chickened out. A big smile and a bag of
potato crisps each and away they went, and don’t tell me about Danegeld
dear Joseph.
(And from The Times: “Fuck off you bloody bible-basher,” said the
nine-year-old Trick or Treaters to the lovable old parish priest who tried to
tell them it was Wrong to empty garbage bins all over people’s drives, “No
Pope Here. Fuck off.”
Vinnie, these fine upstanding Young Humanists are following in the
glorious traditions of O. Cromwell Esq. who, dying of malaria but staunch
Prod to the last, refused quinine, the “Jesuit Bark” on religious grounds. And
I just bet God was proud of him when they met the next morning.)
The Times is full of stories that are a boon to fan writers with a headache
and sod all to say....
The Highgate Lifebuoys are a harmless eccentric group who break thru
the ice on Xmas Day to swim and frolic in the pond on Hampstead Heath.
The municipal Highgate Council have no objection to this but will not permit
the unauthorised hoisting of the Union Jack on the adjacent flagpole.
Evidently, thru their chattering teeth, the frolickers sing songs, and at
least one of these songs is sung in GERMAN!!!! The Council, knowing how
the British Fascist party shelter behind the flag, suspect these people are aqua
Nazis and the song is the Frost Vessel or suchlike. Happily the suspect lyric
is no more than a German translation of “Yes, we have no bananas!” which
has been sung by pub chorus groups in every Brit boozer since beer was
invented. However, the Council is still wary and on the appointed day a
linguist will be sent round to check it out (at the recognised premium pay rate
for Xmas Day, of course). I will let you know of any subsequent
developments.
And that’s it. The Beijing Flu epidemic is raging in Daventry. Sue and I
had an immunisation jab from kindly old J. Justice M.D. but most people
didn’t bother. So now, the whole Crescent seems to be gasping their last, and
I wouldn’t be in the least surprised to see a tumbril with the driver hollering,
“Bring Out Your Dead.” Samantha, deciding she needed more tender loving
care than she would get at home whilst her husband was out earning a crust,
left him the traditional note, “Your dinner is in the tin”, and fled home to
Mummy, Daddy, and elegant invalid cookery... shortly followed by husband
Ray, who felt poorly and couldn’t find the tin opener.
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Charrisma. A small but perfectly formed Group letter stopgap written in one
hell of a hurry from Chuchy Harris. 32 Lake Crescent, Daventry, Northants
NN11 5EB, UK. 6 Dec 93.
And, finally, the traditional seasonal steal from Himself.
“Peace on Sol III. Goodwill to mellow fen.”
6 December 1993
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Charrisma 8
Merde He Wrote
21 Jan 94. I guess the best advice you could give to any neofaned, perhaps
even more important than the difference between its and it’s, is Not To Run
Your Cover With A Date On It Until You Have A Sufficiency Of Pages To
Back It With.
I wish I’d done that. You’ll have to make allowances. This is not your
happy laughing Chuchy, the Numero Uno, the kipper’s knickers. This is sad
rejected Chuchy. This is Blue Beanie Day....
I guess it happens to everyone eventually. You get overconfident. You
sense that your whole life’s fannish ambition lies within your grasp; all you
have to do is stretch out and here is the Ultimate Prize, the very pinnacle of
super fanac; the achievement worth incomparably more than a tawdry Hugo,
something far exceeding a free life subscription to Science Fiction Chronicle,
or even an admiring letter full of unsolicited egoboo from Dorothy Dunnett
(the Mundane equivalent of Wm Gibson and my current heart’s desire).
And it took me long enough too; but, at last, after ghod knows how
many years of searching, I had a sure-fire contribution for Hazel’s Language
Lessons.
(Now, before I start, those of you condemned to that horrid deepest
frozen circle of Hell where even Dave Langford’s Ansible distributors seldom
venture should understand that Hazel’s Language Lessons are by no means
elementary grade school stuff. They are the jewel in the Ansible crown. Every
language in the world is scrutinised for the bizarre, outré rarity that will, on
publication, bring fame and admiration to its lucky finder.
And it’s no good hoping to get away with mere rarities like, say,
“Didicoy – a person who is part gipsy” or “Muricate – having or covered
with short pointed projections”, or even “Formicate – to crawl like ants / to
swarm with human beings”. That’s just babytalk and this is The Big Time,
The Ultimate Obsession. You’re competing with people who unearth things
like “Sungarnit – the intestines of the ptarmigan” or “Suigne! – How it smells
of foxes here!” (from the Shultz-Lorentzen Dictionary of West Greenland
Eskimo Language, 1927.)
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You blench, you despair, you think you can walk away from it all – but
this is the monkey on your back and there is no way you can give up. So, you
search the dustiest shelves in the libraries and the secondhand bookshops for
archaic dictionaries, and you plod through them hoping for the long-forgotten
nugget.
For example, Our Vincent (who made it a little while ago with god-onlyknows... a little classical Greek gem in classical Greek script that I can’t even
attempt to copy on this keyboard)... finds a Bible Concordance in a car boot
sale that lists every word that appears in the Scriptures. (“Pisseth” I
understand, appears five times; “cats” doesn’t appear at all.) He’s up to “H”
at the moment hoping, hoping, hoping he’ll strike gold and repeat his earlier
success.
(Digression? I couldn’t remember exactly what Vincent’s contribution to the
Lessons was about so – not being able to use the telephone myself – I got Sue
to phone for me. He was justifiably proud of his Triumph, but Vincent, alone
of all my friends, has a clean reticent mouth when it comes to talking to
ladies and couldn’t (or wouldn’t) remember exactly what it was....
“It was Greek – I can’t remember the exact word, it was more than a
year ago.”
“All right, what was it about then?”
“A Radish.”
“An ancient Greek word for radish?... the vegetable???”
“Well... er... um... not exactly... it was a punishment for... um...
adultery.”
“Oh, I see – and what was the radish for?”
“They, er, well, they Shoved It Up.”
(Pause whilst my lady wife consults me.)
“Chuck sez Up who – the Adulterer or the Adulteress, and where exactly
was this radish Shoved Up??”
“Athens.”
“Chuck says prevarication will get you nowhere.”
“Pardon?”....
That’s as far as we got. He has now sent me a photocopy of His
Triumph* which I have squeezed onto one of the reverse sheets. I think the
custom has probably died out by now but, if you are about to holiday in
Greece, be a little cautious about the salads. You never know where they’ve
been.)
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* Hazel’s Language Lessons #35: Greek, contributed by Vince Clarke:
ραφανιζoω [rafanizou] to thrust a radish up the fundament; a punishment for
adulterers in Athens. (Ansible 44, September 1985)

But let’s get back to the Language Lessons.
Ken Lake, another fanatic, hopping from isle to isle in the Pacific,
monopolises the December Ansible with Pijin straight from the Solomon
Islands – “mektrabol long hasban (or long mere)... to commit adultery”,
“beleran... diarrhoea”... “nambawan... the best”... “nambatan – the worst”...
“nambanaen... Honiara Central Hospital”.
You can see that it’s pretty hard to compete with this sort of stuff. After
the first hopeless despairing decade or so, you wonder if you could cheat
your way to glory. Vincent (who, apart from the clean mouth, was born with
a double set of scruples but no follicles) waved temptation in my face last
Christmas. He sent me a tiny lexicon that, at first glance, seemed to be
everything I’d ever dreamed of....
ADRIGOLE (n) – The centrepiece of a merry-go-round on which the
man with the tickets stands unnervingly still.
AITH (n) – The single bristle that sticks out sideways on a cheap
paintbrush.
BAUMBER (n) – A fitted elasticated bottom sheet that turns your
mattress banana-shaped.
BUDE (n) – A polite joke reserved for use in the presence of vicars.
GLENWILLY (n. Scots) – A small tartan pouch worn beneath the kilt
during the thistle-harvest.
On the first skim-thru I think it was Glenwilly that set off my sense of
wonder. I turned back to the introduction and found that the authors, knowing
there are hundreds of situations, objects, etc. which we all know and
recognise but for which no words exist, offer these little-known placenames
to fill the gaps.
Marvel away if you wish, but don’t for one moment imagine you’ll be
able to slip one past Hazel Langford – she is one red-hot linguist, and the
only person I know whose Christmas cards are in Egyptian hieroglyphics.
However, Patience brings its own rewards. I need no fakery; I have the
Genuine Article. Last month, on the 6th of December – I FOUND ONE!!!! O
frabjous day! O Joy! Poot Poot!
I FOUND ONE!!!! A veritabobble jewel. A diamond of the first water.
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TAGHAIRM.
You’ve never heard of it, have you? That’s why my name will resound
throughout fandom forever instead of yours.
TAGHAIRM.
I’ll tell you about it.
Out there in Mundane, every year since 1970, John Julius Norwich
(actually he is a genuine Lord, but unlike most of the coroneted bastards, he
doesn’t flaunt it at you) has published his Christmas Cracker, “a
commonplace book” – a collection of oddments and quotes that have caught
his eye over the previous twelve months – as a Christmas gift to his family
and friends. They are never best-sellers but I did find a couple of them on the
wrong shelf in the Daventry Public Library. I enquired for others but these
seem to be the only ones in all of Northamptonshire.
I wish there was some way I could get on his Gift List. He is an erudite
exasperating writer – for a start, he assumes everyone can read medieval
French – but many of the selections are truly fascinating.
And, right there, in the 1989 issue was my ticket to fannish immortality:
TAGHAIRM.
“TAGHAIRM; (n) in the Scottish Highlands, divination; esp. inspiration
sought by lying in a bullock’s hide beneath a waterfall. (Source. Chambers
Dictionary.)”
So how do you like that? Crown me with laurels – and pfui to Ken Lake
and his bloody Pijin. If you aren’t a word addict you’ll never understand the
glee, the sheer bloody marvellous delight. I couldn’t wait. I made a little joke
about buying Dave a nice hide, rushed the letter off to Hazel and sat back
awaiting the fame, the applause, and all the deference, obsequiousness and
outright envy that was due to me.
And it never arrived.
Dave, who can transmute words into daggers – esp if your name is Elron
or Ellison – is invariably kind to addicts who come in second. He was gentle.
He sympathised – but Somebody Else, years and years ago, has discovered
my hidden treasure in John Julius Norwich, and pre-empted my acclaim in
the Language Lessons.
And – dammit – salt in the wound – Dave sez Terry Pratchett’s next
novel* will feature a would-be seer in a bullock hide beneath a waterfall.
* Soul Music. [Ed.]
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I shan’t bother any more. I shall go back to reading books without a
notepad handy for jotting down possibilities. It’s a foolish obsession, and
about time I grew out of it. For heaven’s sake! who wants an archaic
vocabulary or a head full of foreign phrases that you can’t even write, let
alone pronounce?
I won’t even bother to tell them about “MALLEMAROKING – the
visiting and carousing in the Greenland ships”, or even “SOOTERKIN – an
imaginary kind of afterbirth formerly attributed to Dutch women.” (Draper
Intell. Devel. Europe xviii (1865) 412; “The housewives of Holland no longer
bring forth sooterkins by sitting over the lighted chauffers.”) I have to tell
you though that chauffers are a sort of tiny stove or heater and nothing
whatsoever to do with chauffeurs who are something else again and very very
rarely lit up – or sat over.
22 Jan. Sue’s Aunty Belle is 83 today. Sue thinks that nobody else in the
family – and it’s a big family – will even bother to send her a card so we
decide we’ll drive down to Kent and visit her. The Retirement Home tries
hard – there’s cards from the other inmates and little birthday gifts. The staff
– young girls just out of school who still haven’t had the inborn kindness and
compassion knocked out of them – make a fuss of her, dress her in her
prettiest frock and bake a cake with candles on it. Sadly, Belle is sunk so
deep in Alzheimer’s Disease that none of it registers with her. She doesn’t
know who we are; she doesn’t know it’s her birthday, and she gets a bit
flustered and worried about it all. Sue reaches out and pats her hair and
Auntie yells, “FUCK OFF, GO AWAY,” but the very next minute the storm
has passed and she’s holding my hand like a little kid. (It’s a genteel joint and
the other ladies pretend not to have heard, but the kitchen staff come in to see
what the noise is about.)
We have to stop for the Birthday Party – jolly music, fish sandwiches,
sausage rolls and The Cake. Belle is so happy going La, La, La whilst the rest
of us sing Happy Birthday dear Belle, that she won’t take time out to blow
out the candles. After the fifth chorus I blow them out for her and cut her the
first piece of the cake.
She decided she didn’t want it. The girls had gone to some trouble with
the cake, but they said it was no problem – cake never gets thrown away.
Uncle Bill, her husband, was his usual whingeing self, but we are used
to him by now. I handle his business affairs, pay the retirement home fees –
and worry in case he lasts longer than his savings. He moaned because I’d
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shifted some of his money out of the Building Society (Saving & Loan
Society), which paid 4½% interest, into a Personal Equity Plan. I told him I’d
be very happy indeed to buy the P.E.P. off him for what he paid and put the
money back in his Building Society account... especially as the P.E.P. shares
had risen from par to 132.5 showing a total profit of almost £4,000 tax free in
ten months... and were still climbing.
He went very very quiet indeed, and decided he would keep them after
all.
23 Jan. I know it’s a cop-out but by making this a sort of diary I can get away
with all sorts of trivialities and – more important – get it finished before the
sell-by date on the cover has expired. So, today I sprayed the two apple trees
with a tar oil wash to kill overwintering bugs. Sue wasn’t happy because the
stuff also scorches the lawn below so that the birds won’t scratch for the
handfuls of wild bird seed that she puts out each day, along with peanut
holders, meaty bones, fat balls, and any scraps that the dog won’t eat. And
isn’t that of gripping interest to you all, hmm?
And I had a letter from Sheryl who is hesitant about offering covers for
this thing and another from Jeanne Gomoll enclosing six terrific new logos. If
you would all join in little cries of ecstatic appreciation maybe she’ll do some
more when these run out.
24 Jan. Off to Northampton General Hospital for the colitis clinic. Since I
shed 42 lbs I don’t bleed Down There any more and most of the problem has
cleared up, but they still want to see me periodically for a check-over. I don’t
see Professor Ogilvie for this, but his lady assistant Doctor is very good and
has warm hands. She is concerned at the weight loss (which can be a sign of
colonic cancer), until I explain that it was due to a planned intentional diet.
She prods and pummels me all over my nice new flat gut and then – this is
the bit I hate – rolls me over and brings out the dreaded sigmundoscope. This
is a flexible tube – a bit like a shower hose – full of lenses and mirrors and
with a little light at the end. She, to borrow a phrase from Vincent, Shoves It
Up – far, far up... (I told Arf that when I go Oh! Oh! Oh! you could see a
little circle of light on the wall in front of my mouth, but he never believed
me) – and then looks thru the other end at the Forbidden Territory.
This, quite honestly, is the terror time. You know exactly what she is
looking for – the same sort of incipient tumour in the same place that killed
my father and my grandfather.
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Once, a long long time ago, you were a big tough Royal Navy medic
with the Marine Commando who made John Wayne look like a milksop, but
that was then and this is now, and you can taste the fear in your mouth and
feel the sweat on your forehead and if you believed in anything at all you’d
pray. Cowardice? Hell, yes, and so would you be. She is either going to pull
the bloody sigmundoscope out again, or she is going to press the bell so that
the Professor and his pupils will come in because she’s found something
worth looking at so that they can all have a peep and offer a second opinion,
and a reassuring lie.
I can’t see her face so I don’t know what she’s saying, but I feel the tube
being pulled out. I roll over, she’s smiling and nods and says okay, see me
again in twelve months’ time and in a trice, a mere trice I say, I am happy,
laughing devil-may-care Chuchy again. She must have been pleased with the
view – one whole year between check-overs is the longest I’ve ever had; it’s
usually no more than six months and sometimes as little as four weeks. I
wink at Sue (who looks just as relieved as I am), make my little joke about
being fundamentally sound, and get the hell out of there, and away away to
The Dun Cow for a medicinal gin, tonic, ice’n’slice.
And then another one because this is Happy Hour. Very Happy Hour.
27 Jan. The nicest things about US TV are that they see NYPD Blue before I
do, and they are not cursed with Mr Blobby. I’ll stick a little picture
somewhere on the reverse pages so that My Whole International Circulation
can get some idea of what I’m talking about. He is a unknown actor
concealed in a pink vinyl fatso horror suit with huge yellow blotches. He was
originally intended as a delight for six- to seven-year-old kids. Sadly, half the
UK population seem to fall into that age bracket. His face is what you would
expect from a six- to seven-year-old kid’s first attempt at art too, but he has a
bigger fan club than Princess Di. He bumbles across the screen saying things
like “Floppy! Floppy! Floppy!”, wraps his arms around people and falls over.
And, er, that’s it. I pay more than £100 a year licence fee for this sort of crap
and I resent it. The family have learnt to grab the controls and switch stations
whenever he appears rather than have me rant all evening.
He is far more famous than I am, though. At Dunchurch, outside Guy
Fawkes House, opposite the village green where my Mom, Geri Sullivan,
was installed in the stocks (after making sure I hadn’t secreted a supply of
rotting vegetables in the car to serve as ammunition), there is a statue of some
long dead Squire. (I keep meaning to stop and find out just who the hell he is
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– or, rather, was – but the new Sainsbury’s supermarket is just outside the
village, and with Sue every shopping minute counts if she is going to get to
the first tee in time.)
Anyway, the Squire now has a new suit. On New Year’s Eve the village
lads got a ladder out, clothed the statue in a set of pink combinations (do you
call those a Union Suit, Mom?) complete with yellow spots, and topped it
with a Mr Blobby headpiece. It looks a lot better than the original. And a lot
quieter. I’ll let you know if it completes the imitation by falling down.
Tomorrow is Doomsday. Sean is up before the magistrates on a careless
driving charge. He already has six penalty points on his licence for speeding
on the M40 motorway. If he gets another six tomorrow they’ll ban him from
driving and I shall have to ferry him to and from work or he’ll lose his job.
28 Jan. A good start to the day – Charrismama arrives. This is Geri’s
marvellous group letter – anything her kid can do, she can do better – and is
just the thing to disperse all the gloom and foreboding.
Dave, our retired cop friend, stresses that appearances count a lot so
Sean is tarted up with tie, blazer, shiny shoes and an honest but repentant
demeanour.
The courthouse is in Towcester – down Watling Street about twelve
miles south of Daventry. Towcester is not much more than a village. Its only
industry is the racecourse – and that only functions about eight days per year.
The “cester” part of the name betrays its Roman origins – it was originally
Lactorum, a staging post for the legions heading North along Watling Street...
the most important Roman Road of all. Later it became an important
coaching post with forty coaches in and out every week. Or maybe it was
every day – I shall have to brush up the local history if we have people
coming over for the Glasgow Worldcon. Chuck Dickens wrote most of
Pickwick Papers in a front room of the main pub and hostelry. Buy the
barmaid a drink and she’ll take you upstairs and show it to you. (The room.)
The courthouse is part of the police station. We find seats in the narrow
passage outside the courtroom. We’re pretty edgy – this is crucial for us as
well as for Sean. The Court Usher comes along and gives everyone a form to
fill in. It turns out to be one of those “satisfaction forms” – answer the
questions by ticking the appropriate box, e.g. “Do you find the Usher...
Excellent, Good, Fairly good, Fucking awful, etc. etc.” We all tick everything
as “excellent” and she nods approvingly. Sean’s solicitor arrives. The car
Insurance Company pays for him, but he seems decent and helpful. We know
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they aren’t going to give Sean a Commendation and £5 out of the Poor Box,
but it’s a bit of a shock when he tells Sean to plead guilty. We have only one
favourable witness and the police have three. He reckons that with a guilty
plea we might get lucky and get away with a fine and save the driving licence
– which is the important thing. We believe Sean and we don’t think he was at
fault – but this is the first time we’ve ever been in court and the solicitor
knows more about the procedure than we do. He says we wouldn’t win, the
beak has a big list of cases to get through, and we’d be sensible not to argue
the toss or take up his time.
The usher calls, “SEAN HARRIS.” We file into the courtroom with me
leaning heavily on my cane trying hard to look a pathetic but very clean and
decent probable Conservative voter type.
It’s not a very big room – nothing at all like L.A. Law. There are three
beaks, an usher, a clerk, a couple of hangers-on, Sean and his brief, and me
and Sue at the back. The clerk reads out the offence, “...in the village of
Nether Heyford at the junction of Watery Lane and Main Road you...” drove
across a T-junction without stopping and looking both ways or whatever.
The brief says we plead guilty. He hints at what a lovely boy Sean is, a
sweet clean-living 1 handicap golf champion of Staverton Park, offers the
Bench some photos I took showing how the T-junction was situated on a
“blind bend” in the main road, a letter from Sean’s firm saying he was part of
a sales team and they couldn’t guarantee his employment if he lost his driving
licence, and a statement showing that most of his salary went to support his
poor aged parents who were both retired. (!!!!!!! If only –)
The Head Beak looked as if he didn’t believe a bloody word of it. He
got up along with his two sidekicks and went into his room at the back to
decide what to do.
I think they must have had a coffee break or something because they
were out for ten minutes or so.
They come back, still gloomy; we all stand and then sit down (except
Sean who has to stand and take what’s coming to him) when they are back on
the Bench.
“This is a very Serious Offence,” says the Head Beak. “You will pay a
fine of £150 plus £25 court fees and your licence will be endorsed by a
further five points. If you come before us again for any reason whatsoever
your licence will be taken away and you will be banned from driving. You
have 28 days to pay the fine.”
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“Thank you, sir,” says Sean.
If it had been six points he would have been banned.
So we get the hell out of it before they change their mind, thank the
brief, send Sean off to work – his firm stopped him half a day of his holiday
entitlement so that he could attend court – and then off to Sainsbury’s for
something to eat and another lot of shopping.
Sean had to phone Norwich Union, his insurers, to tell them the verdict.
They weren’t very pleased. They reckoned it had cost them about £12,000+
for repairs to the two cars involved and the other man’s hospital costs. They
would have to treble his insurance from £200 to just short of £700.
So we did what any normal decent person would do. We quite
understood their problem. We phoned our insurance broker and he found that
Guardian Royal Exchange Insurance would quote only £400.
So we changed over to them.
“I knew it would be okay,” I said to Sue. “Did you see the magpies?”
“Huh???” she said.
“Magpies... magic pied birds... that’s how they got their name –
countrymen still raise their caps to them and wish them good morning when
they see them. We saw three separate pairs on the way down... the first pairs
I’ve seen for years.”
“So?”
“You know. The incantation/skip-rope rhyme thing about how many
magpies you see at any time.... One for sorrow, Two for joy, three a girl and
four a boy, five for silver, six for gold, and seven a secret never to be told.
Two for joy, see?”
“Bullshit,” said my lady wife, “And the minute you start raising your
cap to our little feathered friends I’ll put you in the laughing academy.
Honestly, you are the most superstitious atheist I ever did see.”
Charrisma – Published almost monthly without benefit of epidurals or
spiritual solace by Ms Sullivan’s lovable lovechild, Chuchy Harris, plagiarist
extraordinary, stealer of the flip quip and the acidulated aperçu, Famous
Author – The Nuns of Navarone, Oliver Twit, “Omega” (copies still
available), fandom’s own Mother Teresa, always tactful, seldom tactile. Toast
of the rub-a-dub girls in the Adonis Massage parlour (“We send our clients
home happy”) and how many more damn lines before I get to the bottom of
this page?
Head Office: Arntwee Hall, 32 Lake Crescent, Daventry, Northants,
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NN11 5EN, UK.
Branch Office: “Toad Hall”, 3444 Blaisdell Ave S, Minneapolis,
MN55408-4315, USA.
Mailing List. Walt/Madeleine, Vincent, Jas White/Peggy (who still talks
wistfully about our lovely honeymoon), Rob/Avedon, Joseph/Judith,
Greg/Catherine, Geri/Jeff, Arnie/Joyce, Dave Langford, DAG, Robert L,
Robert BlochisSuperb, Sheryl Birkhead, LeeH, Dick/Nikki, Andy/Carrie,
Jean/Scott, Burb/Socorro, Don Fitch, Andi Shechter/Stu Shiffman (Happy
Birthday Stu. “40 Years. That’s not too many.”), Harry Warner Jr, Ted
White/Dan Steffan.
PLEASE. This is just a group letter thing, not a Real Fanzine or a Hugo
Contender (he said modestly). I’d appreciate it if you don’t mention it in your
own fanzine. I have to run it through my Amstrad printer and I can only get
three legible copy sheets at a time. I get a bit pissed off and disenchanted by
the time I’m finished, and I never have spare copies. I hate having to refuse
people but Enough is Enough. This is just a low key fun thing; when it
becomes a chore I’ll pack it up. So there.
I had high hopes but I wasn’t exactly overwhelmed with cover art. I
didn’t get any. So, this time it’s a rip off from a French cartoon pb I found in
the remainder store. I liked the uniforms and berets of the bearers. Over here
you provide your own dark trousers and black shoes whilst the undertaker
provides a black overcoat for each bearer. He walks ahead in a frock coat,
carrying a top hat. (When I first retired – I’ve mentioned this before – I
thought it would be an easy job and a useful source of pocket money, so I
asked a golfing partner who was In The Trade to keep me in mind when he
had a vacancy.
He said, gently, that I wasn’t suitable. He had a vacancy, but I’m 6' 3" –
the other three bearers were 5' 6", the supplied overcoat would only fit
somebody that tall, and anyway all the wreaths would fall off because the
coffin would only stay level if I went down the aisle on my knees. And that’s
it. Thank you for the letters.
(P.S. No dear, we don’t celebrate Thanksgiving over here.)
January 1994
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Dream Mail
Dear Vin¢,
You know, sometimes I dream of the Welling Post Office. There’s you,
me, Arf and Walt, staggering down Hookey Street with arms full of quarto
envelopes, and as we go thru the doors the trumpets sound and all the counter
clerks in their dark blue beanies with the thin red stripe around the edges and
their N3F badges pinned in the middle shout, “Hi Vincent, Walt, Arf,
Chuchy, how can we help you?”
And the queue parts like the waters of the Red Sea and there’s Del Boy
– or it might be Ted Tubb, you can never be sure – winking as we push the
envelopes under the grille. He beats a tattoo with his cancellation stamp on
the envelopes, miraculously missing the postage stamps on each of them
before dropping them into either the 1st class or the airmail sacks.
We collect the six sacks of mail waiting for us, take a new short cut
home and suddenly we are upstairs in 170 and there’s Madeleine with her
magic never empty teapot, and GATWC handing out bats and fixing up the
net curtain....
And like all the best fantasies, on awakening you’re left with one little
unexplainable souvenir... and here you are, for the third time your stamps
missed the cancellation thing and here’s the 4 x 25p stamps to prove it.
This never seems to happen in Daventry. I think Big Joy must work in
the sorting office.
And thank you for the Christmas Cracker book. I find them enormously
pleasurable and will write to Penguin and try to track down others that they
may have published. (I haven’t quite given up hope of making the Language
Lessons yet.)
I suppose everyone is the same – hungry for reassurance that he isn’t
publishing absolute crap – so your letter was an absolute delight for me. I
don’t get a lot of feedback – but that’s partly my own fault because I seldom
comment on other people’s fanzines so I can hardly expect them to comment
on mine... esp. as it is primarily for you, Walt, Geri, and maybe Rob and
everyone else might feel a bit on the sidelines.
And thank you for the offer but – how can I explain this – I feel that it is
no more than a fancy letter and it’s important to me that I do it all. And I’m
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pretty sure that if I had it all photocopied I’d increase the circulation. I don’t
want to do that because it would become a financial burden. I know I could
double the circulation and publish half as frequently or even pub a hundred
copies twice yearly – but to me it has to be an ongoing thing or I’ll lose
interest.
And no, I don’t think I want to descend into the depths of the
Hektoswamp, thankyouverymuchindeed. Grrr.
Mind you, the mail I do get can be quite startling. Joe the Nick, for
instance, bombards me with antiroads, Greenpeace sheets, and Guardian
cuttings – all of which I shrug off.
However, he did spark me with the latest piece about pork barrel politics
in Westminster and a reference to my “Tory type” comments on such
shenanigans in Quinsy. So I stuck a “post-it” note in his copy of Ch
mentioning that, with divine guidance from the Chief Rabbi, I eschewed pork
barrels in any political party and, further, I had voted the straight Labour
Ticket all my life in both national and municipal elections and that I sincerely
hope Dame Shirley Porker will finish up in the pokey and that in future I
would patronise only Sainsbury’s and never darken the doors of Tesco again.
So, today I get a picture poctsarcd from the dear boy (showing Anne
Frank’s house in Amsterdam) full of gratification and astonishment. He
thought I was One of Those – a True Blue Majorite – and must have hoped to
feature me one day in FTT in my 30 denier stockings with an orange in my
mouth. Honestly, do I look like a nebbish? I thought everyone realised that
any thinking Hoxton lad straight from the ghetto is born and dies a socialist.
It’s only the nutcases I don’t believe in, not the dogma. Moi, Chuchy Harris
who put his job on the line to bring the Transport and General into the Ford
Office, held one of the first fifteen membership cards issued by the branch
and can still sing the Red Flag all the way thru. I shall see my solicitor
tomorrow and see if I can sue the fucker.
(Joe Boy now tells me it’s all a waste of time anyway. The Labour Party
will tear itself apart after losing the next election and finally disappear.)
Thank Ghod, I say, for Screaming Lord Sutch, the only steadfast rock in
the political quagmire.
Although even there you can never be quite certain. For all we know
Sutchy (no relation) might have a black suspender belt under those funny
trousers and cop off with a bit of the Hellenic R&R with Enoch Powell
behind the hustings. You never know, Vinny, about all these politicians with
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their bizarre fantasies.
10 February 1994
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Sexual Esoterica
I reckon I can pinpoint the authors of 99% of the “-” bacover quotes but I’m
damned if I know the origin of “I thought I knew about sexual esoterica until
I met Chuck Harris.” Believe me Mom, I don’t deserve this reputation; when
I first entered fandom I knew nothing. My mind was virginal and full of
spaceships. I didn’t even know what esoterica meant. I was corrupted by
older men. I was the original shy innocent neofan who (this is the honest
truth) had to ask Professor Willis just exactly what it was they did in this
Gomorrah place that I’d been reading about in Bible class, and then stood
there, in open-mouthed amazement, when he told me. (And then shut it
quickly because this was no more than a purely intellectual inquiry.)
“You mean!!!... his willy!!!... good gracious me... Wow!”
(I wanted to ask him about Sodom but didn’t dare. I thought my quest
for knowledge had advanced quite sufficiently for that day.)
I thank my old friend Alexis for his helpful Widower’s verse:
Fear of VD and pregnancy
Give ardent swains the blubbers
But lovers can safely get it on
With WIDOWER’S FANCY RUBBERS.
Sadly this is another example of two nations divided by a common language.
In this sceptred isle Widower’s customers asking for rubbers would walk out
of the shop with galoshes, Wellington boots, or pencil erasers – none of
which would serve much purpose as contraceptives (altho, and I stress this is
pure speculation, I suppose you might have some peace of mind, if not
pleasure, if you could find a galosh to fit securely on the appendage).
This reminds me (true story again) that Walter Himself, on his first visit
to Chicago, made an error when filling his hotel registration form and,
wishing to erase and correct it, asked the personable young lady at the desk if
she had a rubber he could use.... Ah well, more later.
March 1994
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Charrisma 9
Merde He Wrote
Yes, I know you didn’t get the Grand February issue, let alone the Super
March issue. There are a host of reasons for this – apart from the fact that I
didn’t actually do them. Why? Well, the sun was out. I had little to write
about. I could potter around the golf course (my ankles aren’t up to a full
round, but I can sometimes whack away admirably on the practice range),
admire the maquillage and gussets of Tonya and Torvill (you could crack
walnuts between those delectable thighs), cook a little, drink a little and think
up a million similar divertissements to stay away from the Amstrad and this
shameful form of self amuse for just a little bit longer.
So, instead of concentrating on crifanac like a true pussycat aesthete,
you could find me almost every day at the golf club bar with a couple of likeminded refugees from reality, taking leave of my reminisenses (pun courtesy
of W.A. Willis, copyright 1954) about the glory days when I was renowned
throughout Northamptonshire golfing circles for being the only accredited
idiot in the county known for having to shout “Fore” after making his stroke
on the putting green (and for his overlong sentences with their random
scatterings of commas).
And no one (except you, gentle reader) would ever know that under this
courtly demeanour lurks Chuchy Trufan. Here, blazered, cravatted and
clutching a small beer (it being far too early in the day for gin’n’tonic), I am
passing as usual for a High Cockalorum of the Greens Committee (honest!), a
genteel gentile who would never say “Fuck” in the presence of a lady
member, no matter how aged or homely, without a courteous qualifying
interrogation mark.
And yes, I do feel a bit guilty about it... but I get little mail nowadays,
the nearest fans live miles and miles away in Birmingham, most of the
mundane friends we have locally play golf – or at least talk about it – and it’s
nice to have people to talk to when you feel the urge. And... let’s be honest...
for someone desperate to find something to write about, it is a proven fact
that there are far more nut cases in golfing circles than you’d find anywhere
else except Bedlam or maybe Cincinnati....
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For instance, Sue came home last night full of a stroke by stroke replay
of her medal match, together with a little clipping from the Times that I’d
missed. She is a bit of a theoretical Terpsichore on the side and, together with
some of the other lady golfers, occasionally goes to the Derngate Theatre in
Northampton to view the visiting ballet companies.
It’s all very uplifting, educational, and artistic – and every one of them
understands and appreciates every jeté and pas de deux or whatever. They get
very uptight too if you dare to suggest that it might have something to do
with the fact that some of these Russian chaps aren’t above shoving a pair of
socks in their tights to delude gullible golf ladies that their family jewels are
comparable to those of Red Rum, the racehorse.
Well now, the clipping was about “The Place” – a tiny “Off Broadway”
theatre near Charing Cross. They are performing a new ballet there as part of
the “Resolution” series (don’t ask, I don’t know). It is very very avant garde
indeed. Far better than that Swan Lake stuff. This is the only place in London
– perhaps in the whole of England even – where the lady dancers wear only
one ballet “pointe” shoe, keeping the other foot bare. I understand that a
naked toe wiggle can suggest untold erotic nuances to the cognoscenti. Even
the Bolshoi never thought of that. And all of this is Really On The Edge....
“Far out, and with it and for it, man,” as we dotards used to say about Pinetop
Smith and Albert Ammons.
And that’s not all. I’m afraid that the head ballet man, Senor Javier des
Frutos, dances a solo to Ravel’s “Bolero”, quite starkers – wearing nothing,
absolutely nothing at all except an air of concentration and a tattoo around the
left arm. I’m told it’s all about the ying and the yang or something. It’s
ecstatic, artistic and thoughtful, and very hard to follow – the twinkle-toe
equivalent of Philip K. Dick.
It’s called – well, it would be, wouldn’t it? – “Performance”.
(Last Saturday night he got six curtain calls, instead of six months for
indecent behaviour, and three ladies of a certain age swooned in the aisles
and were given medical attention.)
The Staverton Park balletomanes feel that, for a cultural experience like
this, they might book up for a coach outing. And I, having an undeserved
reputation as Artistic/ Eccentric (the Lady members think I am A Writer; the
men suspect I might be One Of Those), have been invited... as long as I
promise to behave and not shout “Fore!” when he swings his pas de deux...
but I think I’d rather stay home and watch Do the Right Thing.
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Do the Right Thing is about ethics and morality. For instance, it postulates
that you mistakenly acquire £50,000 at the greyhound track. They made a
mistake with your betting slip and, once paid out, the money is untraceable.
So, do you hand it back through the Tote window... or do you keep it? 61%
of peak time viewers who phoned in said KEEP IT – along with 73% of my
family. And yes, this indicates that nearly two thirds of the Brit population
are basically dishonest and must imagine that “Ethics” is the name of a
county full of people who lisp. (The missing 39% must be watching the other
channel and are probably lost in paroxysms at the comical antics of Mr
Blobby.)
A long time ago, when Himself was still teaching, he offered a similar
question to me and the rest of class of ’51:
“Assuming that even though you are starving, you would still recognise
it as wrong to take coins from a blind man’s tin, but would it be equally
wrong to keep and sell Princess Di’s engagement ring if you found it on the
street?”
So what would you do? (And should Walter Himself sue the BBC for
stealing his published material to build into a talk show?) And – mentioning
Walter reminded me of this – I read somewhere that, due to a quirk in the
law, it is still legally possible to marry in Ulster one year before the law
allows a man to have any sexual intercourse whatsoever. Could somebody
assure me that this is a load of rubbish and concupiscence rules okay? Thank
you; all knowledge is found in fandom.
Next year, after the obligatory tour of the distilleries, we are hoping that some
of the Fiascon visitors will stop over at Daventry en route to the Welly (or
wherever the current London fleshpot happens to be located that week). I’ve
been swotting up on the touristy bits so that we can journey around from inn
to inn and maybe see some Glories. Warwick Castle is okay – especially if
you care for waxworks, dungeons, torture chambers and a particularly
disgusting oubliette – and there’s some good George Washington
memorabilia (his family were farmers around here) at Syston Grange....
Blenheim Palace is within reach... and so is Hay-on-Wye with more (about
sixty?) secondhand bookshops than pubs. Even Stonehenge is possible if you
can get up early enough and trust the driver implicitly. (Hi, Jeanne! This time
bring your largest St. Christopher medal.)
And of course, for the real culture buffs like you lot, there is always
Stratford on Avon. Conducted tours a speciality – just outside the town there
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is Anne Hathaway’s cottage with the very same “second best bed” where
Wm got his end away. We viewed this with Geri last time and a sad looking
old relic (the bed! the bed!!) it is too. There were no springs. A sort of cat’s
cradle of rope and bits of string was all that supported the straw mattress and
it was obvious that at the merest hint of a pelvic thrust the whole thing would
collapse.
Geri looked very doubtful indeed – but by all means come and have a
look for yourself. (There is also a cowslip dell at the bottom of the garden
which seems far more salubrious....)
Or, if you’ve recovered from the distilleries, we might do a little beer
tour around the Cotswolds... with Sue playing “Watchbird” and drinking
orange juice.
Or maybe you’d like a family visit. Our kid Samantha quits her job at
the architects at 5 p.m., and then moonlights behind the bar at “The Olde
Coach House” in the evenings. (She needs the money for golf: her new driver
– a US import called “Big Bertha” cost her £165. It seems a lot for a graphite
tube with a chunk of ceramic stuck on one end and that’s just for starters.)
We could maybe pay her a visit and sample the stock.
The pub is at Ashby St. Ledgers – a little village outside Daventry and
you would love it. There’s no shops, no garage, no nuffink except a collection
of thatched cottages and the pub (also thatched). And it’s a damn good pub
too with inglenooks and horsebrasses, pretty barmaids (I’m prejudiced), and
marvellous unaffordable food.
But forget the scenery and the grub, you’re only here for the beer. There
are about fifteen “Real Ales” from small independent brewers, and all of
them are better than anything you’ve drunk for a long long time. And a lot
stronger too.
You could start with an easy one, say, Orkney Skull Splitter, and then
work your way thru (but for chrissake have sense enough to ask for half pint
tankards, instead of macho pints) Pickled Priest, Wobbly Bob, Hambleton
Stallion, Blackawton Headstrong, Lastingham Curate’s Downfall, and maybe
finish with Stairway to Heaven. You’ll never sample all of them in one visit.
I hope.
(There’s a washbowl on the rear seat of the car. I’ll never forgive you if
you miss it – and Sue provides aspirin and tomato juice for breakfast. But
don’t expect sympathy!)
And don’t buy me a drink; This is Your Experience. I’m too old for Real
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Ale and too young to die. I stick to red wine or gin and tonic – and eggs and
bacon for breakfast, thank you.)
Now, I don’t get half as much mail from this thing as I should do, but
the people I can always rely on are Joseph and Judith, pedestrian evangelists.
They are agin roads, motor cars, tarmacadam, the erosion of the countryside,
the Conservative and Unionist Party, and other sins too numerous to
mention.... They like bicycles, public transport, and walking. They send me
exhortatory clippings from The Guardian, the Pedestrian Association, etc.
(most of which I read carefully) in the hope that I will see the error of my
ways.
But I never do. My heroes are Henry Ford and Mr Toad, not some
sandal-shod loon like John Gummer MP, Tory hero of the pedestrian classes,
who wants to restrict our freedom of the Queen’s highway by penal taxation,
rules, regulations, technological permits, electronic motorway tolls, and
congestion charges. Gummer, by “positive planning” – he means punitive
taxation and restrictions – hopes to persuade us to return to public transport,
bicycles and feet; to shopping in the High Street instead of “those anonymous
sheds on the bypass” that draw crowds of people and their cars. Sure, after 50
years on the Ford payroll I admit to a little bias, but the car and the mobility it
offers have always been the ultimate symbol of prosperity for ordinary
families and it will take more than Joseph, Judith and John Gummer to wrest
it away from them.
I like “those anonymous sheds on the bypass” – where Sainsbury’s and
Tesco offer more choice, convenience and competitive prices than any
scruffy Mom’n’Pop corner shop ever will... and with a dozen carrier bags of
groceries to carry home the car becomes an essential too.
(Public transport, pfui! Can you see us and our loot fighting our way
onto the No 23 bus or the District Line Underground during the rush hour?
And do you seriously imagine Gummer uses his bicycle rather than the
Ministerial car provided by me, J & J and all the other taxpayers?
And don’t dare tell me I am a parasite on the body politic. Last year the
Treasury made an estimated profit of £14 billion from road taxes after
deducting the cost of road-building, repairs and policing.
(And yes, I do approve of catalytic converters for exhaust gases and I’ll
be quite happy to pay for one on my next car when the government brings in
legislation. And hopefully they’ll ban tobacco advertisements at the same
time.) So there. I guess I’ll get at least one letter of comment on this issue.
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And now for something entirely different. Today there was a letter from
Avedon, my media megastar feminist fandaughter. She has a new word
processor – a truly magical box of tricks with fonts galore and a built-in
Muse.
This is the very latest thing – courtesy of Entrepreneurs Langford Inc –
but I don’t know if it comes with the latest WordPerfect 6. If it doesn’t, it
ought to; “6” is the new gender sensitive software and a Must for working
feminists. You type in, say, “policeman” and the screen will flash red with
the message “This word is gender specific. You might like to consider ‘police
officer’.” Type “wife” or “little lady” and you get “Sexist expression; avoid
using this phrase”. And if you try to get away with “The policeman said his
darling wife had big knockers”, lights flash, bells ring, query query query for
“policeman” and “darling wife” but, thank ghod, “big knockers” at the time
of going to press are still okay. There’s no real substitute for a D cup.
Thank Ghod, thank ghod I say, for us aged Amstrad users and the
simplistic little bossy-boots Locoscript text corrector, where, if your chosen
word isn’t in its memory, it substitutes its own word that is phonetically, but
not meaningfully, nearest to it.
Pat Leggatt had problems with his piece for the Vintage Wireless
Society. He wrote, “the replica catalogue of Brown Bros was much
appreciated by younger members” – but Locoscript knew better and changed
it to “the replica catalogue of brown bras was much appreciated by younger
members”.
And it gets worse. “We learn how to deal with a battery driven Philips
super-heterodyne”... which was promptly corrected to “a battery driven
Phallus super-heater”.
“A real encouragement to Hugh Aitken” became “a real encouragement
to hug airmen”. And “how pleased older members are to get an Ericsson!”
transformed to “how pleased older members are to get an erection”.
You can say that again but, seriously, I’m beginning to think there is a
stefnic mind, complete with the usual fannish hang-ups, behind this screen –
and, who knows, if only it had a Philips, it could probably get an Ericsson.
It is part of my Faustian contract that, every ten years or so, I am
allowed to republish the gem on the bacover.* I think this is the third time; if
you lose your copy you won’t see it again until April 2004. Much of it was
stolen from a poem about ballet... but that was 30 years ago and I don’t
remember much about it at all. Early Britfan Wally Gillings was dead long
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before I ever wrote it (and his son was a mean shit who, Ghod knows why,
wouldn’t let Vincent photocopy some of his Dad’s stuff for The Archives).
And, although this must be 30 years old, the two names mentioned in it are
still part of our vast circulation.... Hi, LeeH. Hi, DAG.
* “When Gillings Published Steffniscope” from 1959. [Ed.]

And on that happy note I leave you. Sue is miles away playing golf in
some newspaper-sponsored tournament, and I’ve promised to plant 250
snowdrops and grease the apple trees. (Snowdrops give better results if they
are transplanted soon after flowering with green leaves still attached; a barrier
of grease around the apple-tree trunks traps ants carrying aphids up to the
“farms” they cultivate on the foliage, as well as wingless moths eager to lay
maggot eggs in the blossom. So now you know.)
Charrisma: A beshert millstone; not so much a fanzine, more a way of life.
And, under one title or another, has been for damn near forty years now.
From lovely Lake Crescent, the Park Lane of Daventry, jewel of the shires.
Occasionally monthly – but not recently. Please, no fanzine reviews; this is a
mere private letter substitute and not generally circulated. Sole Proprietor: the
beautifully steatopygous Chuchy Harris, supplier of tiny perforated water
colour prints by Royal Scions – His Royal Highness Prince Charles, no less –
to indigent ex-Colonials. Other philatelic gems supplied gratis as and when
available.
Head Office: “Arntwee Hall”, 32 Lake Crescent, Daventry, Northants
NN11 5EB, UK.
Mailing List; Walt/ Madeleine, Vincent, Jas White/Peggy, Rob/Avedon,
Joseph/ Judith, Greg/Catherine, Geri/Jeff, Arnie/Joyce, Dave Langford, Dean
A Grennell, Robert L, Robert Blochissuperb, Sheryl Birkhead, LeeH (who
wishes to make it quite clear that she does NOT cavort in her pool with the
local Episcopalian minister. She prefers televangelists) (Swaggart we hate
you), Dick/Nikki, Andy/Carrie, Jean/Scott, Burb/Socorro, Don Fitch, Andi
Shechter/Stu Shiffman, Harry Warner Jr, Ted White/Dan Steffan, and... this
is definitely the last additions except for Patrick and Teresa (will somebody
please give me an address)... John Riddell and Lucy Humdinger (who was
also beyond our ken until I found her address in Empties.)
If your name is picked out in glorious colour it indicates how much we
love and esteem you... and would you please confirm your whereabouts...
assuming you haven’t popped your clogs and no longer have a forwarding
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address that we can reach.
9 April 1994
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Charrisma 10
Merde He Wrote
Now, pay attention: I know that some of you are all too desperately eager to
get to the usual filth and degradation on the reverse sheets, but this time we
have a Business Meeting first. There will be comprehension tests later and
written answers are expected.
You saw in the current Ansible that Mexicon had died the death and that
a Committee had been set up to consider Worthy Projects on which to spend
the £1,500 still left in the kitty?
Surprise! Surprise! I have a Worthy Project that I’d like to be
considered....
Nine years ago, Patrick Nielsen Hayden – perhaps one of the best
friends Brit fandom has ever had – and the Vast Circulation of my fmz
Quinsy – all 25 of them – floated the idea of a project to supply photocopies
of long-dead fanzines to anyone interested enough to ask for them. It was
pretty much of a Daugherty Project – copiers were so expensive that there
was no way we could ever afford one – until Patrick told us that L.A.Con II,
the organisers of the 42nd Worldcon, had set up the “Southern Calif. Institute
for Fan Interests” (“SCIFFI”). This would fund Worthy Projects with profits
from L.A.Con II. So I wrote to Bruce Pelz – I’d never met or corresponded
with him previously, but I knew that he was on the Committee, that he was a
trufan from waaay back, and that he owned the biggest collection of fanzines
in the world. I asked if he would back our Heritage Project and ask the
Committee to fund it. And they did!!! They sent me $2,000 and told me to get
on with it.
Vincent found a good secondhand copier and HERITAGE was born.
And, as you probably know, the idea still works okay too, and some of you
have used it in the past.
But that was damn near nine years ago and the copier was old when we
bought it. It’s expensive to maintain (around £130 for an ordinary service last
time), and repair costs will gradually escalate. Mechanics, torn between fear
and sheer blind astonishment, can hardly believe their eyes when they climb
into Vincent’s attic with their little satchels of tools to repair or service the
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thing.
We have tried to make provision for maintenance expenses. After we
bought the copier we put the remainder of the money into a Building Society
account (ex-Colonials read Savings & Loan), and I infiltrated my niece into
the main office of Canon Copiers (UK) Ltd.
In the account we now have £350.62. In the office we have Caroline in
the Sales Department.
Now, the Sharp copier that we have has given good service but it is truly
ancient. You have no idea. (Have you ever seen a copier where the whole top
half slides back and forth like a supermarket bacon-slicer every time it makes
a copy?) Currently it has started to leave streaks across the finished copies
and, inevitably, it will fall apart and we will have no money left to repair it.
Rather than see that happen I’d like to put the £350 we have left in the
bank towards a new machine... and ask the Mexicon Worthy Projects
Committee to help us find the remainder. I honestly can’t think of a more
worthy, more fannish project... and if you can, please say so.
How much will we need?
Well, niece Caroline gets a staff discount when machines are available.
It’s approximately 50%. The model that seems most suitable is listed around
£1,200. We would need about another £250 on top of the money we have in
the Building Society... and we might have to wait a little while until the
machine is in stock.
As you probably know, the new Canons come with a replaceable
cartridge containing toner, drum and all the parts that normally need
servicing. You get around 3,000 copies from each cartridge. Caroline can get
these at a wholesale price too, about £50 each instead of an RRP of £125 (and
sometimes a bit cheaper when very special staff offers (as opposed to
ordinary staff offers) are available.
The machines come with a guarantee, of course.
The advantage of this new machine as opposed to the old Sharp are
pretty evident, but there is a hidden bonus. The machine would be at Welling
and would be primarily for the original Heritage purpose of producing
facsimile copies of old fanzines as needed – but I can see no reason why it
shouldn’t be used to produce fanzines for anyone else who bought their own
cartridge. There would be no wear and tear on the machine because
everything likely to wear out is apparently in the cartridge. Vincent, as
always, would be happy to toil on our behalf, and the end result would be Brit
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Fandom’s very own copy shop.
And, further, let’s suppose everyone taking advantage of both Vincent
and the machine used the reduction facility to switch to the Lilliputian
reduced type format (made famous by Robert Lichtman in Trap Door). The
instant savings made on postage and paper costs would make it more
economical and cost effective than any of our present systems.
So, do you personally feel that it’s worth investing £250 of the Mexicon
Worthy Projects money? I hope you’ll treat this seriously. I hope you’ll say
what a clever old Chuchy I am. I’ll send a copy of this to all the Mexicon
Committee members, and I hope that, gasping with admiration, they will
deluge Gregory with support for the idea and make strident demands to Give
Chuck The Money And Save Heritage For Fandom. And I hope you will all
write me immediately and give an opinion about it. You, yes, YOU, you
could be the very person to drag Brit trufandom kicking and screaming into,
well, next month. We might even put up a small statue of you.
Obviously, I’d account for every penny I spend. If it all fell through, and
we didn’t get the machine, the Mexicon people’s money goes straight back to
them. I shouldn’t have to tell you that I get nothing out of this except Glory.
If you imagine I am in this for crass cash or free printing you are barking up
the wrong kettle of fish. I have, frankly, tried to finance the idea myself but
the machine wasn’t available at the time. I think now that a joint effort would
be best (I’d be happy to help with some money if I can).
And yes, if you care, my dear wife Sue thinks I’m barking mad and
should be dragged off to Bedlam where you’d all pay tuppence a time to view
me... but then I’ve always had doubts about her trufannishness since the time
she burnt my beanie.
As I see it, now is the time for the steely gaze and the stiff upper lip. Our
sacred icons, the manual Gestetners, are dying of old age and our finest
mechanics (Hi, Vincent!) can no longer work transplant miracles from one
unrepairable machine to another. Already the first Gestetner catacomb is
filling up in the Plashet Road cellar. It’s time to decide whether we should
stay as we are, use the remaining cash we have for repairs to the Sharp
copier, or screw up our courage, buy a new Canon, and stride onwards into
our Glorious Future. (Straight through the Bottle and Jug Department into the
Saloon Bar.)
Seriously, I’d appreciate comments and even objections to all this – and
I’ll even publish them next time.
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Fandom is pretty important to me (and, I hope, to you too), and fanzines
are the most important facet of all. There are few other hobbies which
encourage such creativity. I get a great deal of pleasure from it. I’d like to see
something like this set up to encourage future fandoms – and so would some
of you people, which is why we called the bloody project HERITAGE in the
first place.
Now say something. PLEASE.
Incidentally, because(?) of the downward trend in copier prices and the
increased competition for customers, the copier shop charges for A4 copies
have fallen too.
The Daventry Municipal Library still charges 10p a copy. The shop that
I use charges 5p. I thought that was pretty good, but I had a flyer from
“Office World” – who run a huge chain of cut-rate stationery suppliers –
offering copies at 2p each for a minimum of 50. The last Charrisma ran to 25
copies of twelve pages each. Six were photocopies and cost £7.50 – say £8
with extra copies and general fuck-ups. If I ran 50 copies of each of the
twelve pages (both sides and no more bloody carbon paper ever) at Office
World, it would cost only £12... and if I could only pluck up courage and
switch to Lichtman Lilliputian format I’d get 50 copies for less than I now
pay for £25.
True, I would miss the lovely helpful girl in my local copy shop, who
has great big knockers and a winning smile, but you can’t have everything,
can you?
Yes, I know I keep saying this is just a personal letter substitute and that
the very last thing I want to do is publish a genzine again... but there’s lots of
nice people Out There that I’d like to keep in touch with. I know this would
be a sort of cop-out, but, well.... Fifty? That’s not too many....
And it might improve my chances of getting some real fancy cover art
too. It would mean switching the thing around a bit and maybe running letter
pages as part replacement for the stuff stolen from Private Eye and The Times
that I use for reverse filler, but, you never know, some people might actually
prefer that.... (I’d welcome comment about this too. I don’t really get enough
mail for the sort of letter column that I’d like (and this is my fault because I
never seem to get time to comment on other people’s fanzines so why should
they comment on mine?), but I do get some mail that’s not DNQ that I’d like
to share. But, on the other hand, I enjoy the outrageous paste-ups that I use at
present. Twist my arm, hmm?)
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21 June. Mundane friends in Kent had arranged with us to visit the
Churchill mansion at Chartwell. There was a high admission charge to the
house itself, but I didn’t particularly want to enter the shrine and marvel at
the humidors. The gardens, charged separately, had been renovated by the
National Trust (who now own the estate), and I particularly wanted to see the
rose-beds.
They were pretty good too... but not half as impressive as Vincent who
was the highspot of the day. After another knife and fork job on his knee, he
is out of hospital and back behind the Amstrad again....
Now, for the last couple of years I have tinkered around with the electric
Roneo duplicator I rescued from the Tunbridge Wells vet. (I think I’ve told
you about this before?) I read the instruction book; I changed the fuses in the
machine and in the plug; I plugged it in and switched it on; I gave it a sharp
tap with a small hammer just below the self-feed mechanism (a proven cureall for recalcitrant Gestetners)... believe me, I tried everything but there was
no joy, no bliss, no action, no nuffink.
Obviously this was no old rubbish ready for the garbage dump. This was
the ideal occupational therapy prezzie to help speed a trufan’s recovery.
His pale little face (our finest advert for the Great Indoors) lit up when
we manhandled the damn thing out of the car, up the steps and into the front
room. There were tiny cries of joy. He removed the drum and peered into the
machine’s innards before replacing it. He raised one finger. He said, “Ah.”
He twiddled levers, he adjusted screws, he found some horrid filthy old
slip-sheets and fitted a battered wax stencil, smoothing it carefully, almost
lasciviously, over the drum. He plugged it in, flicked the switch and Lo!
YES! VERILY! the whole damn monstrosity surged into life again with the
drum whizzing around and the self-feed flicking sheets thru the rollers and
into the tray.
I was a little niggled about this. Not once in the last two years has it
done anything for me except leak oil all over my bench and down onto the
carpet. Vincent, of course, looked so happy, so pleased, so self-assured, SO
BLOODY TRIUMPHANT AGAIN – and so careful not to grin at me in case
I picked up the whole fucking thing and crowned him with it.
Now, I know that I should be more charitable and grateful. He is a dear
friend and my wife loves him too. For forty years or so, ever since he
repaired my very first duplicator by extracting a long dead mouse from the
self-feed mechanism (I’d imagined it was Roneo ink that smelt so badly),
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he’d had this kind of god-given moral superiority over my attempts to service
typers, duplicators and, lately, word processors. Only politeness and affection
stops him calling me a mechanical cretin... but I know, and he knows too....
Anyway, the vet apologised that he’d used up all the stencils and most
of the black ink, but there was a spare drum together with three tubes of red
and a bottle of correcting fluid. I think he was a little worried in case I
refused to take the thing off his hands. He assured me it was “just the fuse
needed replacing” – but it wasn’t – but I reassured him. I told him to sleep
easy, there was no problem, no worries, and my Head Mechanic would
undoubtedly fix it in a trice.
After the demonstration from Head Mechanic Vincent, I imagined we
would all be seeing red from Welling for quite a while – and even wondered
if we could improvise a little epitaph from the load of old Bellocs:
When I am dead, I hope it will be said,
His zines were scarlet but were always read.
(Yes, I know Belloc said, “His sins were scarlet, but his books were read,”
but it’s years since he sued for plagiarism and anyway the last Charrisma I
sent him came back marked “address unknown”.)
Fanwise things are looking up a little. I’m getting LoCs! And I don’t just
mean the stiletto from Joseph asking why I didn’t buy a catalytic converter
for my current car instead of waiting for my next car and government
legislation. (Answer: poverty – and as my car is not out of production I don’t
think a converter would be available. However, it is adapted to use ‘green’
petrol which is kinder to the environment – and to people – than diesel or
leaded petroleum. I try, Joseph – I really do try.)
A lot more ego soothing was Harry Warner Jr, who said kind things
about the poetry. Geri and Madeleine liked it too. So okay; you can say,
“Rubbish!” You can say, “Crap,” and I will shake you by the hand (not the
neck), and give you a quid out of the poorbox for your trouble. (And maybe
not even cross you off the mailing list.) You can even say, “Sodding
Plagiarist”... and all I can do is nod unhappily and agree.
It’s a form of kleptomania. I just can’t seem to keep my hands off other
people’s literary property. I know I shouldn’t, but I just can’t help it. You
leave a bon mot lying around, and the next thing you know it will turn up
unacknowledged in the next Charrisma.
And sometimes it’s quite unintentional....
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Far more than thirty years ago, after we’d been out a couple of times, I
wrote to Sue (we lived on opposite sides of London and I could seldom see
her except at weekends) and pepped up the letter with a little verse:
When I am sad and weary,
When I think all hope has gone,
When I walk along High Holborn,
I think of you with nothing on.
(I have been asked by the management to make it very very clear indeed that
this was no more than my fine fannish Sensawonder at work. She is not, and
never was, the sort of girl who gets her kit off after two cheap dinners and an
evening in The Strand wine bar.
(Ho no. As my Mom never ceases to tell me, “Dream on, little
dreamer.”)
Anyway, the dear girl suddenly thought I was A Poet, or at the very least
a poet manqué, and I moved a couple of rungs up the ladder, and er,
eventually, we lived happily ever after.
Anyway, we did until last week when she found the very same verse in a
library anthology with somebody else’s name on the bottom of it. Out came
the bundle of old letters (yes, where I’m concerned she’s a completist), out
came the accusatory finger and the curled scornful lip.
“I was so proud, so sort of overwhelmed and flattered,” she said.
“Nobody had ever written poetry for me before. You cheated and seduced me
with honeyed words, and I gave up Nasir and his elephants for you.”
(She used to work for a group of barristers in Lincoln’s Inn. Nasir,
reputed to be a Rajah’s son and heir, was a pupil in the Chambers. I have
always thought he was another con artist and dastard trying unsuccessfully to
get into her knickers. The photos he flashed around of Daddy’s gleaming
marble palace seemed identical with the Taj Mahal, and I would have sworn
that the photo of the royal elephant compound in Cawnpore was actually
taken at Whipsnade Zoo... but I stopped arguing the toss about all this years
ago. I know a brick wall when my head butts up against it.)
End of digression. Where was I...?
I’m sorry to witter on about poetry like this, but to a tiny extent it takes
the place of music for the deaf. My head is stuffed with snatches of verse,
song lyrics, limericks, just as yours might be with pop tunes or anthems. For
me W.S. Gilbert is Ghod, whilst Arthur Sullivan is nothing at all. I don’t
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know if this is a common thing amongst the deaf, altho I am still awed – no,
really – by Dave Langford who can recite all – yes, every damn verse – of
The Hunting of the Snark. I find there are great gaps in the memory as I get
older, and nowadays liable to get bogged down less than halfway thru
“Young Lochinvar”, let alone “Eskimo Nell”, but the pleasure in the words,
the metre, well, the resonance is still there. This is probably why I still sing
hymns, pop tunes, advertising jingles, filk, most anything I can remember,
when I’m alone in the car. I don’t hear the tunes of course but there is still a
sort of pleasure in running the words thru the brain.
The most exasperating thing though is when you can remember a snatch
of the verse and the meaning of the poem, but all the rest is lost. You don’t
know the author, and you don’t know where to look. This, for instance, is a
surrealistic Creation Myth and I would dearly love to know the rest of it
again....
The Garden of Eden, as told in The Bible,
Was Guinness’s Brewery (mentioned by Joyce),
Where innocent Adam and Eve were created,
And lived from necessity rather than choice.
For nothing existed but Guinness’s Brewery. Guinness’s Brewery
occupied all....
It’s a lovely fabulous plot-line but that’s all I have – altho I know there is a
helluva lot more of it culminating in The Fall. I’m even trying to pluck up
courage and write to the Brewery and ask if they know of it, but I think they
would either write me off as just another nutter or, worse, over-indulger,
when actually I shun their product because I dislike the taste of oatmeal soup.
If there is any truth in our prime belief, “All knowledge is contained in
fandom”, the rest of it will undoubtedly appear in a subsequent Charrisma
even though we can only offer the finder a Big Drink, lasting fame, and
maybe an lifetime airmail copy of Our Works.
19 May. Sue, leaving me in sole charge, is off to the Big City today to see
Phantom of the Opera and buy everything in (Brit) Size 12 in Oxford Street.
And, apart from cooking dinner, walking dog and repairing washing machine
without flooding the kitchen, I can “finish off that damn Charrisma thing
before the cover is outdated again”.
You should live so long. Teresa’s Making Book arrived by the first post,
and I’ve spent the day in the armchair, full of delight, and wish wish wishing,
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“I wish I’d written that bit.” The menu tonight is no longer roast lamb and
fancy vegetables. Sean will eat beans on toast, the shirts can go to the
laundromat tomorrow and Millie had to make do with a quick jog around the
block instead of a two hour long rabbit hunt....
Now, I don’t normally do book reviews, but this is required reading for
everyone in fandom who has ever attempted to put a single thought down on
paper. The very first chapter, on her excommunication from the Mormons, is
perhaps the finest fan essay I have ever seen. It’s funny – no, it’s hilarious –
but that’s only incidental; it’s the word-picture of the scene, the stilted
dialogue of the Elders of the Church who had gathered to cast her out – the
terrible instinctive politeness as each of them shook her hand after the
ceremonial excommunication and said, “Pleasure to meet you Sister
Hayden.”
The mass of true believer contradiction shakes you a little – as it is
intended to. It makes you halt and think about what you are reading. These
truly god-fearing people are not Big Nasties like Elron’s mob; they will
comfort the sick and the dying and feed the hungry. They will love you –
they love everybody. They are nice kind decent caring bigots, and you should
avoid them like the plague.
I meander away from the point, though. The book doesn’t hold to this
standard all the way thru – Christ! how could it? – and she exasperates me
when she goes on about the fruit bats in the Nocturnal House at Seattle Zoo
and never once mentions the marvellous gorilla enclosure where you can look
thru the one-way plate glass at a huge silverback and his extended family and
never have the slightest doubt ever again about Chuck Darwin’s sacrilegious
ideas. And further, whilst we are about it, I’m not too happy about her theory
and observation about how upside-down fruit bats piss straight out
horizontally and avoid wetting their little noses (And what about the terminal
drip and dribble, Madam, answer me that: what about the terminal drip and
dribble, hmmm?), but this is mere nit-picking on my part. Once she gets
going, she is really something. She is Memorable. And here, just to show you
her felicity of phrase and exactly how good it is, is one single simple phrase
that stuck in my memory:
“We had entered into the great slow paper tides where fans speak
back and forth to each other, up and down the timestream
simultaneously...”
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And how would you define fan-editing in less than thirty words, hmm? Now,
God only knows if anyone will import stocks for sale Over Here but, as I’m
in my happy clappy fan mood, I’ll make you an offer you can’t refuse... you
can borrow my copy for a two week maximum loan. But, first, let me make it
very very clear indeed that you don’t dog-ear the corners, or mark your place
with fried eggs or other breakfast foods. (Was it Walter Himself who once
found a fried egg bookmark?) You don’t annotate it with comical remarks
and you send it back very promptly indeed in a sturdy envelope.
And you realise this is a Very Noble Thing that I am doing, as befits my
position as a True Benefactor of Brit Fandom, and you are properly servile
and grateful the next time I appear before you.
It’s with Vincent at the moment. If you think you meet the above
qualifications, write and ask him and he’ll lend it to you.
And for why am I in this munificent mood? Well, last week we had a
Food Parcel from America. This is not the first one I’ve had either. About
forty years ago Henry Ford II came over to visit the plant at Dagenham. He
was a Good Man. Instead of lunching Lucullus-style in the Executive Dining
Room, he opted for the Works Canteen. The set menu was Vienna Steak (a
mysteryburger thing of a little minced meat and a lot of cereal and leftover
veggies), mashed potato, greens and gravy. Dessert was Spotted Dick – and
the only thing he enjoyed was the obligatory joke.
Henry never suffered in silence. He spoke forcefully to the Canteen
Manager and Vienna Steak was banished from the menu forever, Democracy
reigned and the Works Canteen was merged with the Staff Restaurant and the
Executive Dining Room.
Henry went home happy, and the papers had pictures of our
Management eating with The Lads – but after a couple of weeks the
management went out for lunch every day, the staff union demanded separate
tables because machine operators’ greasy overalls left deposits on chairs that
ruined suits and dresses, and Vienna Steak reappeared as Gala Patties... but at
least the man tried for us.
And, once back in Detroit, he paid (and definitely out of his own pocket
too) for 42,000 cartons of basic foods that were rationed or in short supply
here – butter, bacon, sugar etc. – to be shipped over from Denmark so that
everyone in the plant got one.
This week’s parcel was a little different. The Customs and Excise had
got to it first. There were about thirty small bags of tiny knobbly biscuits, and
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every bag had been cut open – probably in a search for drugs.
It smelt pretty good and at first I thought it was breakfast food. I was all
ready with the milk, the sugar and the cereal bowl until I checked out the
crumpled bags at the bottom of the box. It was a good thing I did too or I
would have been drummed out of the Gourmet Society. It was dog food
samples from Sheryl. She is a vet (just mention my name and get a free
consultation) and knew we have an allergy problem with the dog’s diet. This
product was a new just-out lamb and rice formula that shouldn’t give Milly
any trouble. She quite liked it, and our local vet was impressed all to hell with
a mutt who has her breakfast specially imported from the US.
I had Shredded Wheat and All-Bran as usual.
Charrisma: June/July 1994 or thereabouts. A letter substitute masquerading
as a fanzine from the still steatopygous but shapely Chuchy Harris. Reverse
filth and twiddly bits mainly from Private Eye and The Times. Elegant cover
logo from Jeanne Gomoll. Cover art from a French cartoon book I found in
the remainder shop. Stamp collectors lurking in their US closets should note
that the Channel Tunnel stamps deservedly won a prize for the most
unattractive stamps ever to be issued by the GPO.
I’d be grateful if you don’t mention Charrisma in your own fanzine. I
am thinking of increasing the circulation... but I don’t have spare copies at the
moment.
Head Office: “Wuthering Depths”, 32 Lake Crescent, Daventry,
Northants, NN11 5EB, UK.
July 1994
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Gastronomy
Ever since one magical night at the Normandy we have always thought of
Ted White as an exotic gourmet. There were perhaps a dozen Corflu people
around the table but only Ted ordered the honeydew melon for starters. It was
an enormous and beautiful-looking portion and Ted, talking happily across
the table, absently started to sprinkle salt all over it. Sue was horrified. She
thought he had mistaken the salt for the sugar bowl. “It’s salt, Ted. Salt.”
“Sure is,” said Ted, and dug away happily with his spoon, never
knowing that he had just become A Legend. Ever since that, whenever we eat
out (which isn’t often), we watch other melon fans hoping to see another salt
gourmet. So far we find 65% of people add sugar, 20% add port wine, 5%
add ground ginger, and the rest take it naked and unadulterated. The next
time we see Ted we will buy him melon just so we can sit there and shudder
horrifically as he eats it. But gourmet or no, we won’t buy him snails. I think
they are disgusting and that horrible stomach-churning revolting bubbling
green goo they are served in is something straight out of a horror video. It
beats me how any decent, sane, adult person can violate their body by
sticking something like that into their mouth. It is something I shall never
understand.
We look on Ted as a long-standing special friend who rates very highly
indeed in our affections, and yes, we realise that, being flawed by his time
editing prozines – it’s a well-known fact that all pro-eds are crazed deviants
of one sort of another, and I have rejection slips to prove it – we need to be
especially understanding and make allowances. But... Jesus, Ted! Horrible,
slimy gastropods!
Don’t try to evade the point by muttering about winkles. Winkles are
entirely different. From the moment they are hatched they are washed
continuously in a strong salt solution before being wrenched from their
environment, boiled hygienically, and sold outside the pub on Sunday.
Well, outside London pubs – we never see them up here in the
boondocks. My grandfather, after his traditional Sunday pre-lunch pint,
would buy a pint or a pint and a half of winkles from the shellfish man’s
barrow outside the pub and we would all have them for Sunday tea. And so
did most of the other people in the street – it was a sort of Sunday treat; you
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never had them any other day. The man, using a pint beer mug as a measure
with a few extra on top as lagniappe, poured them into a thick brown paper
bag and, if I had been taken to the pub with him, I would be able to carry
them all the way home to my Nan.
(Children weren’t allowed in the pub but I was happy enough waiting on
the pavement with all the other kids, clutching a huge arrowroot biscuit and a
glass of fizzy lemonade. Rich families bought shrimps but we weren’t rich;
anyway we preferred winkles after grandad told us how the man refreshed his
shrimp when they began to look limp – although, decently, he always poured
clean cold water over them afterwards.)
(This reminds me that years and years later Dean Grennell told me that
all his brood positively refused to eat shrimp at all after they found out that
the interesting, irremovable brown vein running down the centre of each one
was no more than concentrated shrimp shit.)
But back to winkles and how to eat them. Hawkeyed tyros will
immediately notice that each shell is a spiral. So, you place the pin just
beneath the thin scale that seals the entrance, carefully rotate the pin, being
careful not to break off the thin and delicate tail piece, and draw out the
winkle. On average they must be about an inch long and perhaps a quarter
inch diameter at the thick end just below the seal. Sunday tea could take
about an hour or so depending on how many winkles you get and how
practiced you are at winkling them out. Once they are out and naked, you
discard the sealing scale, pop the winkle in your mouth, bite the bread, and
start the next extraction while you are chewing. They taste salty and iodine-y.
After you get over the shock/horror of the shell ritual you’d probably like
them.
Finally, possibly because of their smallness and general appearance, the
word “winkle” is also used as a nursery synonym for a wee lad’s penis. And,
by word association I suppose, a wee lass is blessed with a twinkle. And
when the nurse came out of the delivery room en route to the incubator with a
baby under each arm, she said, “A winkle and a twinkle – aren’t you lucky?”
And I nodded, gulped, and burst into tears.
July 1994
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Charrisma 11
Merde He Wrote
A couple of weeks ago Sheryl phoned us with the Hugo awards. I was
pleased and happy for Our Boy Langford, the Hugo completist, Amy
Thomson – who hugs me wantonly in the most exotic and interesting places...
like Brighton, Seattle, Orlando and (hopefully) Glasgow – and Dick and
Nikki for another Mimosa Hugo.
For all my fannish life I’ve been sneering at awards – the injustice, the
irrelevance, the vile favouritism, etc. etc. etc., but secretly – and I have a
space ready on the mantelpiece and this brown dog-eared, but very gracious
and self-effacing acceptance speech to prove it, ready folded and waiting in
the back of my wallet – I think I could learn to live with one.
(And I know it’s not quite the same as a Hugo in many many ways but...
I did get a piece about Arf’s funeral reprinted in the not-so-hot-from-thepresses Fanthology ’90. My very small cup runneth over; mail me a saucer...
© Jas White 1962.)
Sadly, Sheryl’s phonecall wasn’t all joy and delight. I knew Bloch had
been ill, and when she said his family had been called to his bedside
everything turned to ashes. Bob was a dear friend and correspondent since the
glory days of LeeH’s Quandry. Along with Eric Frank Russell, Bob was that
fannish rarity – a profan who is genuinely witty. They don’t make them like
that any more. Nobody else could ever inspire or deserve the one-line rubberstamped LoC sent to almost every fanzine of that time: “Bloch was superb.”
And he really was. He died on the 27 Sept. He was 77.
This is a long overdue day for fanac. It seemed almost obscene – and we
were never that – to stay indoors typing during that lovely Indian summer
weather, but today, O! frabjous day, it’s pouring with rain, so both the lawn
and I get a reprieve until it’s dry enough to get the mower on it, Sue is back
home from hospital (surely “benign” is the most beautiful and euphonious
word in the English language?), two fancy cover cartoons arrive from out of
the blue – well, Keighley – and, after I’d more or less abandoned hope, Greg
and the Mexicon committee offer to lend us all we need for the replacement
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copier and maybe even write off any balance outstanding in a couple of
years’ time.
So, a little while back, I made a flying visit to tell Vincent about the
copier money. He is still painting the outside of the house, and had almost
finished the front wall and has only two more walls to go. He has a three inch
brush, and scorns any suggestions about new-fangled paint rollers or odd
remarks about whited sepulchres.
I phoned him again at the weekend and when he runs out of paint or
patience I’m hoping he will come up so that we can decide exactly what to do
next about the copier replacement. (I am having problems with niece
Caroline’s access to Canon’s special rates, but no matter what, we’ll
definitely do something.) Watch out for our next thrilling issue.
Vincent – trust Vincent – has also stumbled across – but not down – a
fox’s earth in the urban jungle he euphemistically calls his back garden. He is
wondering whether to inform the Community Pest Control office, the
Pytchley Hunt, or whatever. He is a little concerned in case neighbours’ pet
animals are killed. I can see his point but personally I’d be happy – no,
ecstatic – if I had foxes in the garden and they feasted on every one of the
neighbourhood cats, even if this ruined my chances of money from cat-loving
Greg, Catherine et al. I would put out food scraps for them and clear away
part of the jungle so that I could sit unobserved at the window and watch
them when they left their den. (And, in fact, we do put out food for foxes –
but not very often. The day after Boxing Day when we are sick and tired of
the sight of turkey, Sue takes the carcass up to the Daventry Country Park
and, ignoring Milly’s anguished protests, leaves it in a secluded spot. We’ve
only ever seen one fox up there, but when we check the next morning there’s
never a bone in sight. (And no, there’s no Country Park by-law prohibiting
this – unlike Florida where they fine you $200 if you so much as toss half a
leftover hamburger at the alligators, let alone your screaming kids – but
anyway, Merry Christmas Reynard; somebody loves you.)
But – and don’t get me wrong about this bit – we are truly delighted,
grateful – and relieved – about the copier money, but a little baffled because
Gregory speculates that we are, perhaps, well-heeled... sort of solvent.
If only, if only... watch out for pig shit from the animals overhead.
This canard crops up from time to time and I think much of it is Arfer’s
fault. If we were in the pub together and I happened to buy a girl a drink – he
knew it was against my religion to buy drinks for men – he would offer his
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chorus from a long forgotten musical:
Chuchy Harris, plutocrat,
Wants to give my cheek a pat,
If the Harris pat,
Means a Paris hat,
Okaaaaaaaaay!
I think this has led to people confusing me with Tycoon Weston the Brummie
zillionaire who “will never employ fans” (or appear on my mailing list). But
you all know different of course. You know me intimately. You’ve read my
autobiography – how I was born in a very poor family living in Hoxton in the
middle of the teeming East End ghetto. How we had nothing and sometimes
went weeks with barely a crust to eat. How my poor father, tramping the
streets unsuccessfully looking for a job, was almost always out of work. (He
was a shepherd.)
And anyway, you’ve seen me, Churchmouse Chuchy, hunched down
outside The Welly, with my little tin cup, and a pleading but sort of brave
smile, hoping that someone will drop in a few coins, a sip of beer (I’d really
prefer a gin and tonic, ice and lemon slice, but I’ll drink almost anything
except Guinness, thank you), or maybe an original Finlay illo or a first
edition, mint with dust jacket, autographed copy of More Than Human –
almost any little token to show your fannish fellowship and understanding...
we take Visa, traveller’s checks, and Mastercard, and give blessings and
grovelling expressions of gratitude.
But I am (hurray! hurray!), as it happens, at this very minute,
temporarily solvent, but tycoon I ain’t. The house only took thirty years to
pay for, the car is paid off, and after three more instalments the vacuum
cleaner will be ours too. (A new US import called “Oreck” – I thought at first
it was called “Dreck”, which is hardly suitable for a cleaner – and which,
unlike last year’s Electrolux Turbo, is powerful enough to drag dust mites out
of the carpet. Skin tests show that both Sue and Milly react to these mites –
asthma for Sue and skin troubles for Milly – and I’m hoping the new cleaner
will solve, or alleviate, both problems.)
But what I was going to say before the free advert is that, apart from
Pete Weston, there are no really rich fans... and Peter does fuck all except
stand in the bar and not employ us. And oddly enough, I think this lack of big
money is one of the things about trufandom that hold it together.
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Shure, it would be nice to buy every new book as soon as it’s published
instead of borrowing it from the public library, and even tootle off to the
convention without even thinking of the expense. Jesus! That’s one hundred
and sixty quid – and still counting – for me and Sue to even get in the door at
Glasgow, let alone buy a drink, a haggis and crash space. It ain’t cheap. For
ten quid less than that today’s Times Special Offer will fly me to Miami and
back so that I can lie on the beach for seven days and admire the scenery. I’d
need to take a big packet of sandwiches to Miami – or, for that matter, to
Glasgow.
But if I stay home instead of going to Glasgow I shall die of selfloathing and, further, be drummed out of the N3F for fan-fakery (and would
somebody please tell me if there is still an N3F?) if I don’t turn up and
mingle. And, far more important, I got a card from Geri today saying how
much she and Jeff are looking forward to Sconnie Botland. Just like it says in
the VSM (Vol 1. No. 3), “whither my Mom goest, I goest”. So hopefully I’ll
see you in the bar and offer you a cheese and pickle on wholewheat. (And,
er... maybe... just in case I don’t make it... maybe you could break your
journey at Daventry on the way back to London and tell us what we missed.)
So far this seems to be all about crass cash instead of our glorious
heritage, but it wasn’t intended. In our microcosm it’s what’s in your head
that counts, not what’s in your pocket. You can’t buy a place in the fannish
hierarchy. Money is nice, but it’s not essential. Talent is the only criterion.
Would you rather be a Burbee, a Boggs, a Langford, a Willis, a West, or a
Weston? Give the wrong answer and this fanzine will magically
metamorphose into a night school application form for a course in Business
Economics – and if it doesn’t, you must try to be happy with your lot, it’s all
you’ve got, and all you’re ever likely to get.
(Except, eventually, maybe a vacuum cleaner that picks up dust mites.)
I guess Idea, Trap Door, Mimosa and Blat! are my favourite US
fanzines, but I worry about Blat! Once again Ted – that’s Ted White, the
melon desecrator who bites the legs off frogs (no, really!) – is re-writing
history and subverting poor innocent Dan Steffan.
“TAFF is a fine old fannish institution,” (sez Ted). “It was started as a
campaign to bring Walt Willis over here to the Chicago Worldcon in 1952.”
“I know that,” (sez Dan). “But technically, wasn’t TAFF started after
Willis discovered America?”
“Well, yes,” (humphed Ted). “Technically you’re right. Technically
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TAFF was created by Willis and Don Ford a couple of years after the success
of ‘WAW with the Crew in ’52’.”
Don Who????? Is Ted smoking those strong ones again?
Listen, son. Technically this is the real and honest. The straight shit. I
was there, Meyer. Present at the birth. Eyewitness, co-accoucher. Yes, me,
Chuchy Harris, the boy fan who opened the windows in the smoke-filled
room, and I tell you Don Ford had fuck all to do with it. This was a Brit thing
and he was miles and miles away in the US of A. Walter was there, Vincent
was there, so was Ken Slater, Eric Bentcliffe and three or four other Brit fans.
Don Ford was the prime mover in the WAW with the Crew fund and that was
obviously a role model, but he was not an active participant in founding
TAFF. So there.
I emphasise this because the actual founders, together with all the past
TAFF winners, are the only people who can redefine the rules. The founders,
damnit, are gradually dying out and soon it will be the past winners alone
who will govern and oversee it. This will be a Good Thing – apart from the
dying out bit... timor mortis – because it will spread control equally between
the US and the UK, instead of the remaining founders weighing the balance
in favour of the Brits. There are, currently, vague ideas that the rules may
need adjusting once more. And perhaps they do – but if they do it will be up
to the founders and the past winners... not to any single person.
I have to say that personally I am a firm believer in “if it works, don’t
fix it”, and TAFF has been working pretty well for the last 40 years or so, but
I’m sure everyone will be happy to listen to any suggestions. I mean it; talk is
a good thing, nothing is perfect and cannot be improved. I wish we’d talked
years ago. I remember when I published crusading fanzines and fought like
fury when Bob Madle won his election when there was only one solitary UK
vote in his favour – but, ghod help me, that was before some of you were
even born.
I am still fiercely protective of TAFF but it’s an odd creation. I think its
success is due to three things; it is now transparently honest and
incorruptible, it’s held in affection and esteem by every one of us so that
there is a “hard core” of fans who vote – and contribute – in every election...
and it’s been damn lucky in its choice of candidates who become such good
and diligent administrators.
I’m as proud of being in at the birth of TAFF as I am of being a coeditor of “-”, and brother, that is very damn proud indeed.
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Anyway, Gregory will be doing an article on TAFF history in Rastus
Johnson’s Cakewalk, which should be interesting, and Abi might be offering
suggestions for tightening up some of the procedures.
I hope that eventually Andy Hooper will run – I’d like to see him and
Carrie again – but by stepping down he has helped to avoid a rift and a split
vote in the Harris household. Usually we end up voting for different
candidates but this time we’ll both vote for Dan and, hopefully, show him a
castle. It’s no problem; he wants to see a castle and we have castles in
abundance – although personally I think they are overrated. Teresa quite
liked Warwick Castle – just down the road from Daventry – but it’s a pale
shadow of its former self since the wicked earl sold out to Madame Twosods
the waxworks lady, and fled to Paris and the younger Pamela Harriman when
she was still Pamela Wossname. It’s now a sort of theme park showing “An
Edwardian Weekend with the Prince of Wales”.
There are elegant room settings – you stand at the door and peep in –
and waxworks in fancy dress....including a younger Churchill with hair and a
waistline no larger than mine... listening raptly to a well-endowed Dame
Nellie Melba with an endless operatic tape stowed behind her left tit.
There are also disgusting dungeons, a vile oubliette, a particularly nasty
torture chamber, and some marvellous views over the lovely river Avon
flowing by the castle walls. The town is crawling with Shakespeare relics –
all of them fake.
And, newly opened this year, with almost genuine oaken beams and
everything, there is a new McDonalds in the High Street.
There’s a couple of good pubs too. Apart from the castle, you’d
probably like Warwick. (And yes, shamefully, I quite liked the McDonalds
too.)
Now, rather to my surprise, I got LoCs on the last issue. Judith thought
we might suggest copying for other fanzines to help sway the Mexiconmoney people’s minds, so we did and it did. Don Fitch hopes to visit in 1996
(what’s wrong with ’95????). And, newly resurrected in Keighley, D. –
always helpful – sez, “Use three staples. Don’t be so fucking cheap.”
And there’s more. Dave Langford, no less.
“Dear Worried About Fruitbats: It may be that the terminal ‘dripand-dribble’ problem is not a problem on the fruitbat scale owing to
delicate questions of viscosity and surface tension – if the, ahem,
apparatus has an exit duct which holds insufficient fluid to form a
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drop, then fruitbats may be less subject to this distressing complaint
than those more hugely endowed. Lucky sods. (Next week, Dr
Pataphysics will explain why simple considerations of gravity
make so much ‘humorous fantasy’ unfunny.)”
And Harry Warner Jr – another man with impeccable taste – shares my
delight with Teresa’s Making Book (you can still borrow my copy from
Vincent if you’re quick), but is full of nameless dread at the idea of this thing
switching to a reduced typesize. I’ve been thinking about this too. For a small
circulation thing like this the savings would be minuscule – and I’d only
spend them on drink and women anyway – so I think you can sleep easy
tonight, Harry. I think we’ll stay as we are for the time being.
The oddest letter this time was from the Charrisma underground.
Evidently Sister Ethel passes her fanzines and stuff to Fran and Brian Varley
(yes, that’s Machiavarley from the fannish Pleistocene when Liverpool ruled)
who in turn passes them along to Harry Turner (whose fanzine, Now & Then,
is on a very irregular schedule). I don’t think Brian or Fran – or, indeed,
Harry – are about to rush out and buy a few reams and drag the Gestetner
from the loft – but they liked this thing and actually wrote and said so.
Which was nice of them. And that’s all for now. Yes, I know it’s not
much, I know it’s shorter than usual, I know it’s hurried and tedious but I
want it out of the way so that I can think about a Grand Christmas issue and
maybe even get it out before the New Year.
Charrisma. A stopgap letter substitute from Cholly Harris, 32 Lake
Crescent, Daventry, Northants. NN11 5EB, UK. Once again, this is no more
than a group letter thing. It’s not a Real Fanzine. I’d appreciate it if you don’t
mention it in your own fanzine. At present I have to run it through my
Amstrad printer. I can only manage to get three copies at a time and get pretty
pissed off and bored by the time I’m finished. I never have spare copies and
hate having to refuse people.
October 1994
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Merry Charrismas: Charrisma 12
Merde He Wrote
21 Nov. This, believe me, is the special froth and moonshine issue. I don’t
really have anything stefnical to write about. I could, I guess, write a solemn
refutation of the Willis thesis on van Vogt as a Kafka manqué, or dust off my
ever so learned bit about Heinlein as a frustrated poet with special reference
to “Jet Song” (which was, actually, pretty good poetry) and maybe bits of
“The Green Hills of Earth” (which certainly wasn’t). But, well, maybe next
issue. Maybe. A long time ago Himself said there were only two real
incentives in fandom – ambition and pleasure. Ambition is no longer a
problem – I accept that I’ve probably left it a little too late to hope for the
starring role opposite Naomi Campbell in a Häagen-Dazs advert (“Dream on,
little dreamer”: GFS) – but I still get a lot of pleasure from fandom.
Nowadays I am just a happy old hedonist. Someone else can march out
front with the banner. I am snug in the bar and may – or may not – show my
support by a quick wave from the window as the fannish horde march by,
onward to their glorious destiny. I’m really a nice guy now since the
lobotomy. It’s Christmas – let’s say it out loud for the very first time in print
for more than 40 years – DISAGREE WITH ME AND YOU MAY WELL
BE RIGHT.
I’ll concede that your viewpoint may differ from mine, and I’ll give you
the opportunity to say so. (With the only proviso that this is a special
Goodwill-To-All-Fen Christmas concession and may well be null and void
by Rosh Hashana or our next issue, whichever is the earlier.)
This morning I got the very first LoCs on the last Charrisma from Ted
White and Harry Warner Jr.
Ted doesn’t accept my version of the birth of TAFF. He believes Rob’s
version (even tho I was there and Rob hadn’t even been born, let alone
pubbed his ish at the time), and offers Rob’s THEN Vol.2 Page 64 as back
up. Further, he does not accept Don Ford as “the prime mover in the ‘WAW
With The Crew Fund’.” I hate these fucking nit-picking fan historians – no,
not you Harry... you’re lovely and I’d put you on the airmail copy list if only
I could afford it.
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No, PAUSE, hang on – read the statement of principles and the goodwill
bit again and don’t even think about digging through the MUST KEEP carton
to find out exactly what vile canard Judas Rob slipped past me... we will
concede this viewpoint, because we are still mellow Mr Niceguy like what it
says up there (altho believe me, it gets harder and harder with every
paragraph), and UNRESERVEDLY accept that the Don Ford bit was sloppy
writing.
Yes, verily, we APOLOGISE, we eat shit, we abase ourselves all over
the carpet and down the stairs. And we make no mention of how, some years
ago, we made the supreme sacrifice and vandalised our magic Monopoly set
by sending Ted the miraculous “Get Out Of Jail Free” card when he really
needed it. And it worked too.
But yes, all right, sez sweet rational Chuchy – it was, of course, ShelVy
with Confusion supported by LeeH’s Quandry who were the prime movers in
the WAW WITH THE CREW project.
And the letter from Harry Warner Jr, fandom’s finest historian? Well,
basically, in Wealth of Fable, Harry – such painstaking research, such
honesty, such erudition, such integrity, such deathless truthful prose – agrees
with me about TAFF.
So there. I’m relieved Ted was in his rare gentle ironic mood, and sorry
that in a fit of temper I cancelled the freezer order for the snails in garlic that
I was hoping to give him in Glasgow, but I’m still annoyed that I ever cited
Don Ford as prime mover in the WAW WITH THE CREW Fund, though.
That was really sloppy. If it goes on like this I shall have to proof-read this
thing before I run it off.
I’ve been working on the reverse sheets and, for one issue only, I’ve cut
down on the filthy backsides. Just lately it’s been hard to find material worth
reprinting but, instead, I’ve been saving some more clippings from John
Julius Norwich’s Christmas Cracker. (Actually he’s Lord Norwich – no
less!! – but don’t hold that against the man. He’s a truly brilliant anthologist
and a joy to read. I only wish I could fill every issue with him.) Naturally he
is also an Ansible reader and culls stuff from HAZEL’S LANGUAGE
LESSONS to use in his books... and Langford has autographed Crackers to
prove it too... so don’t try Hazel with “Natura” or any of the other gems
shown here.
Obviously I liked all of these – I wouldn’t have bothered to steal them
otherwise – but I think the Lord Dunsany verse is today’s favourite. When I
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was a kid and Fred Brown weaned me from ERB to The Real Stuff, I
couldn’t get enough of Sturgeon or Weinbaum or even Lovecraft (and when
HPL was on form he makes Stephen King look a mere tyro in horror fantasy),
but Dunsany always seemed so dull and so dreary Gothic and uninteresting.
No matter how much Fred urged me I never did bother with him, and once I
graduated from fantasy to science fiction I don’t think I ever took his books
from the shelves again. I think now that maybe I’ve missed something and
I’d better have another look.
I guess though that I shall still have to pad this out with Private Eye
clips again... but I’d be grateful if anyone else has material I can use.
22 Nov. To the Golf Club for the Annual Dinner, Presentation of Prizes, and
Piss Up. This conflicted with the first draw for the National Lottery so,
between the soup and le boeuf roti avec sauce Bordelaise (just the usual Bisto
gravy masquerading as a sauce française), they wheeled in the TV so we
could watch the numbered ping pong balls spin round, fall out into the slot
and make us all millionaires. The presenter, Noel Edmonds, ad-libbing like
crazy just as the numbers went into the lottery machine, came up with the
finest line of his career. “Now,” he said, “we will have a countdown to the
activation of the balls,” and the Staverton Park Ladies’ Section (led, I am sad
to say, by a Past Lady Captain who does not wish to be named) whooped,
hollered and gave three cheers for the activation.
(And as far as I know, out of the 200 strong congregation with a 54-1
chance of winning some sort of prize, nobody won a red cent (or if they did
they had enough sense to keep quiet about it instead of buying champagne
cocktails all round. H.M. the Q. was a little luckier. She was in a syndicate
with P Phil, the Queen Mum and seventeen lackeys. They won £10 between
them.)
About lotteries though – I wondered if Grennell, who used to live in
Fond du Lac, Wis., ever momentarily regrets moving to California all those
years ago. Fond du Lac is only a small Wisconsin town about the size of
Daventry and famous only for its cheese, but it now has another claim to
fame. There are only four stores on Main Street that sell lottery tickets and
three of them have had multi-million dollar winners – including one for
$74,000,000. The fourth store, the Kwik Trip grocery, is still lagging behind
and has only managed a $100,000 winner. The customers are starting to
complain and taking their custom elsewhere.
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25 Nov. Six days to go before the deadline for Christmas delivery in the US.
Type faster, Chuchy, type faster.
It didn’t help taking the morning off today to drive over to Coventry to
the golf superstore. The grips on Sue’s clubs have worn pretty smooth and
this is by far the cheapest place to have them renewed – less than half the
price that the Staverton professional will charge.
On the way home we stopped at the remainder book store. I never seem
to find much that I want, and it’s a lot easier to steal from Vincent who has a
much better selection anyway, but I did find – and nearly bought too even
though I never read detective stories nowadays – a double decker by Evelyn
E. Smith.
I wondered if this was “our” Ermengarde Fiske, who all those years ago
wrote the best and wittiest column that Slant ever published. She was brilliant
and brittle and marvellous. She was real class – an archetypical New Yorker
with the same sharp cutting humour as my idol Dorothy Parker. She turned
me on to the joys of the limerick. She could have doubled for Miss Jean
Brodie, although I’m sure she wouldn’t thank you for the idea.
She stayed once with Walter and Madeleine – and wore three inch heels
and a designer jacket to explore the Mourne Mountains before flying home to
compile her regular crossword for the New York Times.
She was a legend. I worshipped from afar, but I never met her. I was
hoping that she would switch to “-” but we weren’t that lucky. She knew
more limericks than Isaac Asimov, and was probably a bigger loss to my sort
of fandom than Towner ever was.
Limericks were sort of fashionable then and it was my ambition to
create a really memorable one myself to achieve a sort of immortality like the
plumber of Lee and the Old Man of Calcutta. Grennell, who was (and is) well
up into Vincent’s class with a rhyme, presented me with:
There was a young fellow named Harris,
Whom nothing could ever embarrass,
Till the bath salts one day,
In the bath as he lay,
Turned out to be plaster of Paris.
I was talking to Sue about this as we drove back to Daventry. The problem is
that – and this is fact – there are no memorable clean limericks.
The limerick packs laughs anatomical
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Into space that is quite economical,
But the good ones I’ve seen
So seldom are clean
And the clean ones so seldom are comical.
Furthermore, there just aren’t many rhymes for Harris – and I’ll be damned if
I want to waste time immortalising anyone else around here. I offered...
Said a rude and lewd lady named Clarice,
Whom nothing would ever embarrass,
I know of none finer,
To fill a vagina,
Than the prehensile tool of Chuch Harris.
Sue was unimpressed. “To quote your Mom again, Dream on little dreamer.
Fantasy was always your forte but you must try harder – you stole DAG’s
second line and he was much much better anyway. And all of it but especially
‘prehensile’ is a downright lie – you’d need a resurrection... or at the very
least a transplant... dearest.”
29 Nov. She may be right about fantasy, but I’d need John Berry to do justice
to today’s farce....
Listen. At sparrowfart – about 6.30 a.m. – just after dawn’s early light, I
crept downstairs to make tea and read Habbakuk which arrived yesterday.
Before I got around to that, though, I discovered the light bulb in the
downstairs toilet had burnt out. No problem; around here it only takes one
Brit to change a light bulb, namely me.
So I found the spare bulbs and clambered up on the toilet seat to take out
the dead one.
And from here on down it must read like a Marx Bros script. The plastic
seat couldn’t take my weight. It snapped on one side. I grabbed the handle to
try, unsuccessfully, to keep my balance and, as my left leg slipped down the
pan, the cistern flushed, washing my foot and soaking my pyjama leg in the
process.
Millie, who sleeps in the hall to guard the front door, woke at the noise,
gave a joyful bark at the new game and woke son Sean in the process. Sean
comes down (with cricket bat to clobber intruders – a lot of the houses in the
Crescent have been burgled just lately), followed by Sue who wanted to
know what the hell was going on. By this time I have got my foot out and am
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hopping around on one leg dripping water all over the floor so, naturally, she
suspects incontinence has struck me down.
She is not pleased. After “What the bloody hell goes on?” she said,
“Don’t you dare drip water all over the carpet: stay there on the tiles until I
find a cloth,” and “I have the Golf Club Ladies Committee coming this
afternoon for a meeting and you had just better do something about that seat
fast. They are sheltered delicate aristocrat ladies totally unused to parking
their bare bottoms on cold porcelain. So There.”
No breakfast. No sympathy about my big toe which is twisted and
painful and black and very probably gangrenous. Get the car out and away to
IKEA, which is a fantastic Swedish store like an aircraft hanger full of
beautiful light wood furniture and shimmering glassware that makes
everything else look like jamjars – and all of it priced at about half the Brit
equivalent for jamjars.
Sue wanted a sturdy blue plastic seat with a breaking strain of at least
500 lbs, to match the ceramics and fancy decor (actually it’s just light blue
emulsion paint but decor sounds a lot more refined and up-market, hmm?).
But they didn’t have any plastic ones, let alone blue plastic. They only
had wooden ones – light coloured wood, of course – “Made in Taiwan”.
I hesitated a bit – I am, frankly, terrified that Judith Hanna and Joseph
Nicholas will find out that I connived at having the rainforest chopped down
to ensure that the Staverton Park Ladies Committee don’t get chilblains on
their cheeks at Chez Harris. As it is now Joseph crucifies me almost weekly
because I don’t buy a catalytic converter for the car exhaust, and am thus
personally responsible for all the holes in the ozone layer... but, when it
comes to the crunch, I am far more frightened of what Sue would say if I
went home seatless than I am of J & J Inc. So....
So, I bought one, went home and fitted the thing. It looked really nice
too – all shiny chrome fittings and elegant polished wood.
And then... PANIC!!!! A last look at the carton before I stuff it with the
broken bits and put it out with the trash. All the print is in Swedish of course.
It sez “KVENNA. Toilettensitz Eichenfarbig. Imitation Chene.”
IMITATION!!!!!! Ghod alone knows what “Chene” means, let alone
“Eichenfarbig” but Imitation means Imitation in any damn language. It can’t
possibly mean the chrome fittings – they are definitely genuine metal. Which
leaves the “Wooden” seat – and I have a dreadful suspicion that this
handsome hunk of timber is no more than recycled chipboard tarted up with a
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synthetic veneer to fool gullible people like me.
And so what, you may well ask? Who is to know that this lovely
woodgrain thing is no more than crafty etchery, and does it matter anyway?
Well, actually it does. You know what happens when chipboard gets
wet? It soaks up liquid like blotting paper; it goes all soggy and gooey; it falls
apart in disgusting little gray heaps. What will happen tonight if one of the
low handicap ladies is a little off target, hooks a bit to the right and the damn
thing dissolves beneath her?
We would have no option. People would sneer at us as the story went
the rounds of how the seat melted beneath the Lady Captain whilst she was
having a quick tinkle. Along with the seat we would be cursed as, well,
fundamentally unsound. I would have to resign from the Greens Committee.
We would be shunned. Nobody would ever play with us again. We would
have to leave the Club, and in all probability flee the country and live
anonymously abroad.
So.... What to do! What to do!! I must safeguard the dignity of these golf
ladies. I thought, maybe, a tasteful little warning notice – jolly twee but all in
very good taste – stuck on the wall where they could see it. Perhaps:
If you sprinkle, when you tinkle,
Be a sweetie, wipe the seatie.
Sadly. Sue went mad when she saw it. “Tinkle indeed!!! Ladies, and
especially Staverton Park Club Committee Ladies, would never read that sort
of low graffiti. Only sluts tinkle. Lady Members invariably pass water. So
there.”
Which left only the final solution....
I had a couple of drinks to prepare myself, and then went back to the
downstairs toilet. I made various scientific tests, got the mop, the bucket, and
the big bottle of household disinfectant, cleaned up, and then gave Sue the
unsolicited testimonial: “The Toilettensitz Eichenfarbig product shows no
reaction whatsoever to contact with any bodily secretions that I know of.”
It was okay, but Sue is the sort of girl who would put blue flush in the
kettle if it didn’t make the tea taste funny... so, once again, I got out the mop,
the bucket, and the big big bottle of household disinfectant....
There’s a little exaggeration in the last two paragraphs; the rest is the truth,
the whole truth and nothing but so help me ghod.
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COPIERS. I phoned Vincent about this, but we are both busy with Christmas
stuff at present. I’ll have a look round in the Midlands and then meet up with
Vincent in the New Year.
TAFF. We’ll all vote for Dan [Steffan], of course, even though he isn’t
short; red-headed; tattooed; blessed with great big knockers; or available for
viewing; etc. We don’t really have much choice – nobody else offers
anything like a French kiss to D. to enthral and entice us voters, but I only
hope though that Dan has cleared this with D. before making the offer. If not
he may be terminally amazed, astonished, astounded and galaxied at the
anatomical portion offered for osculation, let alone the flocks of camerawielding faneds all hoping for a very original Steffan for their next front
cover.
Charrisma. A millstone around the neck of Chuck Harris, “Chez Chas”, 32
Lake Crescent, Daventry, Northants NN11 5EB, UK.
Please, this is only a group letter thing – it’s not really a Proper Fanzine.
I’d appreciate it if you don’t mention it or review it in your own fanzine. I
never have spare copies. I like writing the thing but I get bored and pissed off
with addressing envelopes, shuffling pages and trying to pacify pernickety
cover artists demanding three staples in their copy. (Have you any idea of the
price of staples nowadays?) I do try to give credits when I can, but don’t ask
me who did the cover this time – I tore it out of The Times months ago and
forget whose name was on it. The main logo is from Dave Langford’s fonts.
Since running off the cover the audited circulation has soared to – Gasp!! –
30 copies for this issue. This is a 16% rise in one month!! Any minute now
we will overtake the Daily Express. I’m surprised we haven’t done so before
this. If I owe you a letter be assured that you are the very next person I will
be writing to. Probably, well maybe, tomorrow even, but any rate, really soon
now. Don’t go away. And, if you remember, for all those poor people not
lucky enough to live in our sceptred isle, we would be interested to hear what
date you received this, and what date the postmark on the envelope was.
And, finally – how could we ever finish without it? – our traditional greeting
from Walter Himself
Peace on Sol III. Goodwill to mellow fen.
Once again published under the auspices of the More Writing On Christmas
Cards Movement (MWOCC) by Sue and the incredibly ancient Chuchy
Harris for the science fiction faction and one or two others, and sent to you
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because you are special to us.
December 1994
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Playing Doctor
Dear Vinny,
First, we do hope you feel better today and that you have either seen the
Doc or have at least arranged to do so. After seeing the contra-indications
include both swelling of the legs and ankles and, even more important, mouth
ulcers, I am sure he will immediately change your tablets from those bloody
dangerous Adalat Retard to a nice Co-Amilozide 5/50 – which is exactly the
same as the nice Moduretic “water” tablets which are not only benign but will
make you pee like billyo and keep your blood pressure down.
But no matter what he changes you to, I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW
ABOUT IT. (And, this time, see the leaflet that comes with the tablets,
instead of waiting a bloody year.) We are fond of you, dear Vinny: we are
concerned about you... and we don’t want you taking a one-way ticket to the
Great Convention in the Sky and leaving my place cluttered up with
countless bloody mouldering fanzines.
Believe me, you will feel like a new man (and quite possibly a new
woman), once you are off those tablets. Why do you think they are called
“Retard” on the bottle? They are exactly like the bromides the Army used to
put in your tea.
I differ from you re your quack’s ability. AT THE VERY LEAST he
should have tried you on a different hypertension controller as soon as you
started these damned ulcers. So far as I know you NEVER had ulcers before
starting this treatment with Adalat Retard and I firmly believe there is a direct
link. Any fucking doctor beyond the grass skirt and gourds stage would have
tried an alternative course of medication at the very first sign of persistent
ulcers. And, if he does switch you for a month onto an innocuous “water
tablet” to see if there is any improvement and you inconveniently drop dead
after the first fortnight, it will be some consolation to me (if not to you) that
my friend was another glorious martyr to the progress of science and
humanity.
Especially if it happens before I’ve made a fruitless journey delivering
the copier to Welling.
And, whilst we are about it, not many people know this but I am not
really a proper doctor. I really must stop asking nubile women to take their
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clothes off and lie down whilst I examine them carefully with my toy
stethoscope, out of my Play Doctors & Nurses Kit. (No point in me buying a
Real One – I can’t hear anything with that either.) I am just an undertaker’s
friend with no real qualifications apart from my Ovaltiney membership card.
I am not all that happy about your diet. It would make me very happy
(and especially so when I look at all those bloody fanzines that are my
inheritance), if you could take a multi-vit tablet EACH DAY and a green
vegetable (lettuce is NOT a vegetable, it’s a mockery). If you want to make
me deliriously happy, full of joy and paeans to Roscoe, I’d like to see you
eating one head of broccoli spread over each week – raw or cooked lightly –
please your fucking self. If after one month you cannot see the difference,
return the unchewed bits together with your check out bill and we will be
happy to ignore them.
I know I keep on at you, but you must go back to the quack. Tell him
you are worried – and, far more important, tell him I am pissed off with his
shoddy doctoring. Make sure he looks in your mouth and sees the bit of paper
from the tablet pack. (No, I know you don’t keep it in your mouth.) I think he
will then change you to something else; your mouth will clear up almost
overnight and – such epicurean delight! – you will be able to gorge on haggis
and neeps come September. If you don’t tell him you will be wretched and
worried and the whole business will cast a permanent shadow for time
everlasting. And, far worse than that, I will be so fucking mad at you that I’ll
cross you off my mailing list.
So WATCH IT. Here endeth today’s Diagnosis.
30 January 1995
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Charrisma 13
Merde He Wrote
And, for the very last time (probably), another Special Technological Issue.
You, you, of all people, know that I am unsleeping, untiring in my efforts to
replace the HERITAGE copier – and you’re probably sick and tired of
hearing about it all by now... but I’m afraid you’re stuck with it again for this
letter. And there’s more after that too. The local papers have little to offer so
I’ve been buying Exchange & Mart – the market traders’ bible with 90 pages
of tiny classified adverts offering everything from very respectable Thai
ladies searching for husbands to “thatched cottage near Port Isaac with fourposter bed and parking space”.
There are always copiers for sale – some of them even older than the
Sharp we are trying to unload.
In the current issue, towering above the usual two line microprint
classifieds, there is a whole half page two-colour ad from NATIONAL FAX
SUPPLIES CORP LTD offering Fax machines, Printers, PHOTOCOPIERS,
consumables, laser printers, colour copiers, “a large range of second user
copiers”... visit our warehouse in Banbury!!!!!
Pause for small impressed Wow! Banbury, home of the musical
equestrian lady, is “just down the road” from Daventry. Dear wife will phone
the man up, get directions on how to find his warehouse, and we’ll drive
over.
Mr O’Banji (sadly, a Nigerian, and not a sub branch of the Connemara
O’Brien clan – my broguish begorrahs were entirely wasted, and the cead
mille fealte passed unnoticed) was very helpful. Explicit directions... “Right,
left, first exit at the roundabout, and there we are behind the Kwikfit Tyre
Depot. Can’t miss it.”
We think he was innumerate on roundabout exits, but after three
circumnavigations of Banbury Cross we eventually found the Kwikfit and
started searching for the National warehouse.
Nary a warehouse anywhere. This was a sort of Industrial Estate. There
was a wholesale Building Supply yard, the Sea Cadet meeting house – all
shabby dilapidated buildings with a desperate Traffic Warden lurking around
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the corner hoping that someone would park on his double yellow no parking
lines and boost his record for nicking criminals.
We drove up and down the road and then Sue spotted a small plate
above a garage components sign. The National Fax Supplies Corp Ltd
warehouse was one room upstairs.
It was chonk full of Mr O’Banji, his desk, a mountain of fax supplies
and three very shabby copiers. One was in pieces and “needed a small
adjustment – nothing really serious”, one was a filthy Canon... so old the
model number was in hieroglyphics, and the other was a well worn Minolta
which still worked quite well and produced a good copy.
I quite liked the aged Minolta... but not at £475. All of them – including
the jigsaw pieces – were conveniently priced at £475. I think he saw me
coming.
I am still smarting inside from that horrible day 45 years ago when
Vincent found that my Roneo wouldn’t work because there was a very dead
mouse in the self-feed and so – even though I had actually checked the selffeeds (lightning does too strike in the same place twice sometimes) – I said I
would have to bring down my Partner and Head Mechanic to view the stock
before we actually made a decision. I gracefully declined to “put down a
small nominal deposit” and nipped off home sharpish.
So I phoned Vincent. He knows more about copiers than I now know
about bagpiping (altho I am currently busy on Mr Hansen’s correspondence
course and eventually hope to pass out with honours unless I pass out first),
and arranged to collect him and the old Sharp so that he could check out
various copiers before we bought one – and preferably not from Mr O’Banji.
Thanks to a cheque from Joyce and Arnie which helped push the bank
account up to £410 plus, and hopefully another £50 or so for the old Sharp,
and my inborn haggle skills, prices seem to be within our reach... especially if
we can work them down a little. (I ain’t proud; the first thing I ever learnt
from my old Nan was, “Never pay the asking price... and never buy shmatte,
you patsy.”)
Obviously I wasn’t all that happy and laughing even with the Minolta.
There was another tiny X&M advert from “Bucks Copiers” – which is just 40
miles down the other road to Aylesbury in Buckinghamshire – so we thought
we’d drive down, have a look and see what was available.
And this time, I tell you kiddies, it was a Trufan’s Heaven, lacking only
Roscoe Himself to ply you with coffee (real coffee in posh china cups too!)
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before whisking us into the warehouse.
And Glory! Glory! this time it was a real Warehouse with shiny copiers
racked four shelves high, all clean, bright, and wrapped in clingfilm – about
100 different models – and three mechanics cleaning and checking before
wrapping them and putting them on the shelves.
Impressed? Ghod, YES!!! I was actually walking up and down the aisles
fondling the bloody things and murmuring endearments as if I were in some
high-class heavenly whorehouse and spoilt for choice. I wouldn’t have been
in the least surprised if, way up there on the top shelf, there had been some
spotlit miracle all shimmering and sparkling and labelled: “NOT FOR SALE.
Replacement Model. Reserved for Mr Jophan. Part Exchange.”
Robert, the Sales Manager, asked us what we had in mind and how
much use it would get. Rather than get bogged down in the
Goshwowoboyoboy syndrome and the FIAWOL mythos, I told him we
published a sort of Club Magazine and ran off maybe 300-400 pages a
month. We had a beautiful immaculate Sharp 760, a veritabobble gem which,
sadly, was too large for our office space. We would like to use it in part
exchange for a more recent machine.
He knew all about Sharp 760s and blenched a little; he would take it and
try to unload it in the Trade... but he wouldn’t be able to give us very much
for it. We lived outside his guarantee area but if anything went wrong in the
first month or so they would, of course, fix it for free. And yes, Mr Harris,
VAT would be chargeable: this is a reputable honest business, not the Trotter
Brothers from Hookey Street.
Personally I thought all the machines are pretty good and suitable for
our Heritage Project but, you know me, the original dreamer not yet awake –
I haggle nicely but it helps if I know what I should be looking for before I
make The Decision.
It’s crucial that I visit Rob and Avedon – you’ll see why in a couple more
pages – and it seemed sensible to collect Vincent and the Sharp first, travel
over to Avedon’s and then bring Vincent and the Sharp back to Daventry in
triumph and the Sierra. Later in the week we’ll go back to Bucks Copiers and
see what he thinks about the stuff available. You’ll see all about that in a
couple of pages’ time – Harry, take your Prozac now – and in the meantime...
well... vamp ’til ready.
You know (one of my New Year’s Resolutions was to stop prefacing
every other paragraph with “You know”, but it ain’t easy), along with
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Minneapolis and Seattle, Falls Church, Va. has always been one of my
favorite places in the US of A. You understand I haven’t actually been there
in the flesh as it were, and it isn’t just because Our Ted made the place world
famous. I love it because my best Christmas prezzie came from there last
year....
Out of town, up there on the Leesburg Pike, is the National Captioning
Institute. They market a wossname that fits onto an ordinary video recorder.
It’s a small box about the size of two packs of cigarettes. When a video film
cassette is played thru the recorder the magic box picks up hidden captions on
the tape and shows them on the screen along with the picture.
Many recent tapes, but not all of them, have these hidden captions.
Ordinarily you would never notice them. You need the gizmo to decode them
and put them on the screen. I doubt if one viewer in a hundred knows they are
there when they hire the film from the video shop. Without the box they get
the film and the soundtrack only – which, of course, is all they want.
For the deaf nation, though, it is a marvellous invention. At last I don’t
have to sit there lusting after Ms Stone as she gets her kit off. I can actually
see what the dear girl is saying too. Even a passionate moan is captioned up
as, er, “Passionate Moan” and it really does help with the atmosphere.
Along with the caption decoder Sue gave me a Jurassic Park video (my
second favourite film*), and even though I’d read the book and knew the
plot, it was incredible just how much more enjoyable it was.
The decoder costs £99.99 in Real Money – that’s the tax free price if
you are deaf and sign the VAT exemption form. Sue got mine at the Ritz
Video chain in Northampton who “have been selling them like hot cakes over
Christmas.” (The Ritz, incidentally, is one hell of a shop. It’s seven small
shops knocked into one huge emporium and they seem to have more video
films on the shelves than Daventry library has books. And for the Real Film
Addict they sell huge bags of popcorn, candy, chocolate, Häagen-Dazs ice
cream, and, for all I know, aerosols of that faint musty combination of urine
and disinfectant smell that you get in a Proper Cinema if you happen to sit
too near the jakes. Everything you need to complete the illusion.)
Anyway, films with these hidden captions show, either on the spine or
the front cover of the box, an identification mark – a small rectangle with a
tiny tail to one side.
(I have more info on this if you know of any other deaf people who may
be interested. You can ask – or you can even come up for a demo. We usually
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have beer, and possibly popcorn, but you’d better bring your own ice cream...
we buy it on every Thursday’s Sainsbury’s trip (but not Häagen-Dazs which
costs the earth), and its shelf life in the freezer seldom seems to be for more
than four hours when our kids are around.)
Note that the decoder only works with some film cassettes and that you
have to have a recorder too. You can buy recorders that will show captions
from ordinary TV programmes but not cassettes – Himself told me about the
one I have.... He still watches over us falling sparrows... but they are
expensive and can take two or three months before they get repaired under
the guarantee. Again, ask me on behalf of anyone else who may be
interested... esp. if you know of deaf children who could benefit from these
things. Obviously, altho our twins have normal hearing (except when you ask
them to get off their arse and actually do something), we take a sort of special
interest in kids who aren’t so fortunate.
* And you were asking... my favourite film? Some Like It Hot, of
course.
Last issue I wondered briefly if the N3F was still with us, and it is! it is! I had
a letter. It welcomes new members. Also old members wishing to return to
the fold. I admit I was tempted – “Chuchy Harris, No. 1 Brit Member of The
National Fantasy Fan Federation” would look good at the head of my fancy
notepaper, but... well, I don’t really think so. Can you imagine James, with
his soft Ulster accent, just waiting to introduce me to an audience as Britain’s
Leading Federast?
And you think, you really really think he wouldn’t!??????
And that reminds me... I had a note from Madeleine last month, and I’m
happy to share a bit of it....
In her Captain’s Day speech as Lady Captain of the Donaghadee Golf
Club she made a graceful acknowledgement of the help of the Men’s Captain,
“that perverted genius”.
She was a little startled when every lady golfer in the audience clapped
with delight and enthusiasm apart from one hard of hearing lady in the front
row who was nudging her friend, “What did she say? What did she say?”
“She called him a pervert,” said her delighted friend, still clapping madly.
Madeleine has now given up public speaking.
You remember the Pepys diary bit* last time? We got a letter from our
garden correspondent, Judith Hanna, about it....
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* Photocopied from one of John Julius Norwich’s Christmas Cracker
selections of quotes. “Pepys’s diary for 13 October 1660: To my Lord’s [Lord
Sandwich] in the morning, where I met with Captain Cuttance. But my Lord not
being up, I went out to Charing-cross to see Major-General Harrison hanged,
drawn and quartered – which was done there – he looking as cheerfully as any man
could do in that condition.”

“How nice to see my distant ancestor starring in the latest Ch. I
refer to Major General Harrison last spotted in the pages of Pepys’s
diary, being ‘hanged, drawn and quartered looking as cheerful as
any man might in that condition’. His signature on King Charles’s
death warrant, my mother and grandmother told me, is uncannily
similar to the habitual signature of my Harrison great-grandfather,
who was Surveyor-General of New South Wales, responsible for
planning a Northern Beaches railway for Sydney which was never
built but should have been, and anyway he made a jolly good
packet from buying up strategically placed pockets of land in what
I feel sure was a form of insider trading.
“Mind you, a Civil War history book I once read notes that the
Maj-Gen was given to mood swings and unpredictable fits of
religious enthusiasm and depression, which sounds close to what
would today be diagnosed as schizophrenia, and may fit with the
Harrison side of my family having an alarming number of its
members locked away in homes, or merely subject to fits of
hysterics and nervous breakdowns. Or, since one of those given to
the vapours was my Smythe great-grandmother (married to the
Harrison great grandfather), she may be the one responsible. Or
maybe it was the mix of both having some genetic kink in the
common sense department that produced Aunty Daphne
announcing from my grandparents’ back verandah that she was the
rightful Queen of England.
“However, I suspect the same kink which can come out as
various forms of certifiable lunacy is very close to the creative
streak which makes my Mum and her sister painters, my cousin
Jenny a writer, while my sister Roslyn and I do both – externalising
alternative realities as pictures, poems and stories as a safety valve
to compelling illusions.
“All of which has strayed quite a way from the Major-General,
who may actually have been perfectly sane.”
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«Yeah... but is it just wishful thinking on my part that makes me wonder if
perhaps Aunty Daphne too was perfectly sane after all?»
I think I get more than my fair share of classy mail like this and in future I’ll
try to publish more of it. I’m sure that if I got some of the mail Dave
Langford gets I’d quit fandom and join the Rosicrucians....
You remember, a couple of Ansibles ago, Dave was appealing for SAEs
rather than stamps because it saves so much time in the mailing sessions
when sending out a large number of copies?....
So (and I giggle every time I think of it), one idiot sent just stamps
again, and informed Langford in more-ecological-than-thou tones that he
should recycle the envelopes he received by re-using them to send out
Ansible. Wow!! Imagine the exciting mailing sessions with the challenge of
re-sealing each envelope, pasting new address labels over the original and
then solving the problem of placement of staples and sellotape (neither of
which his correspondent remembered to enclose).
And, finally, patching in the little holes where Dave had already cut out
the used stamps for Oxfam....
I dunno... I said up there that I’d quit but I know (and I suspect you know
too) that wild horses wouldn’t drag us away. It’s the Elrons and the Harlans,
poor old Brian Burgess with his milk only diet, Normal George
Wansborough and his poetry, Dave’s unknown ecologist, Buggeron and his
friends, and... all right, Chuchy Harris and his friends, the nutters and the
idiots and all those other people who make the fannish tapestry so exciting
and unpredictable. And ghod only knows what I’d do without it.
Which brings us right back to the technology (I know you’ve been on
tenterhooks for the last two pages) that I promised you ages ago.... At
Welling the three of us had a problem getting the Sharp down the stairs and
into the car and then there were hold-ups at Dartford Tunnel under the
Thames so that we were an hour late at East Ham. It was okay – they are used
to all their friends being bogged down in traffic – and Rob said there was no
problem with the roast turkey and stuff.
Indeed! Jim Young, who was last seen driving us around Minneapolis in
a stretched Cadillac (with a champagne bar!), but has now changed to a
motorbike (with no bar), and an elegant set of leathers (I’m sure Spike would
have eloped on the pillion as soon as she set eyes on him). Sadly, the
electrical heating circuit in these fancy leathers had drained all the power
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from the bike so that it took him 3½ hours to cover the 30 odd miles across
London from Hampstead to Plashet Grove. Not that it made much difference
– we were so busy talking we’d barely got around to starting on the food.
Now (perhaps this would be a good time for another tablet, Harry... this is
going to be even worse than your current nightmare of every fanzine in the
world switching over to reduced typeface microprint)... there has been a
Conspiracy.
I don’t know exactly who is involved – Avedon and Dave Langford for
sure, and Jeff and Geri, and Patrick Nielsen Hayden, and Arnie and Joyce,
and Rich Brown, and Lucy Humdinger, and Cathy Doyle, and Ken Forman
and Ben Zuhl, and ghod only knows who else.
They want me to join The Net.
Avedon would teach me (pardon the underlining – Langford has just
taught me how to do it and it works! It works!), Dave would find the set-up
most suitable, Patrick would contribute a modem (Avedon had to tell me
what a modem was), other people would supply cash and encouragement and
all I need do is smile graciously and attack the keyboard – the new keyboard.
The Amstrad (sez Avedon) is “just a toy. Dave will get you a real grown-up
computer.”
I tell you, this is heady stuff, the raw 120 proof egoboo, as exhilarating
to my fine mind as those “I LOVE CHUCK” badges worn by every fanciable
woman at the Minneapolis Corflu.
So I said NO, of course. “I couldn’t possibly let people do all this for
me... it costs far too much... I’d never be able to master it... I’d have to
bowdlerise my language... lots of my friends aren’t on the Net and I wouldn’t
ever want to kill off my lovely Charrisma... and I am definitely a computer
cretin, you’ve no idea... and NO, hey nonny nonny nonny NO!!! So there.”
So Avedon (her real father is deaf too: “Why am I cursed with parents
who will not listen?” she said) patted me gently, reassuringly on the knee.
“Let’s go upstairs,” she said.
And upstairs there was Avedon’s set-up and a whole heap of E-mail
from the people I’ve already mentioned as well as others, Lucy for instance –
“Any fool can learn to use E-mail.... Admit you’re being a Technoweenie.”
(A what!!!! I don’t even know my archie from my elbow yet and you’re
already getting intimately personal just because I’ve viewed some of your
orcas: I’ll have you know us technoweenies are very shy retiring persons.)
“It’s not essentially, technically, physically, mentally, or qualitatively
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difficult to use E-mail. I did it.”
And Arnie offering a kindly warning about the hungry sex-starved
women of the Internet (you know me, Arnie – I’ll be very careful and carry
my rape alarm at all times. I might even buy a battery for it). And Patrick...
“the entire invention and development of Usenet was planned by God for
decades in advance specifically to suit the quirks and strengths of Charles R.
Harris Esq. And he can say ‘fuck’ here.” (And, sadly, he will, brother, he
will.) And Joyce, my fellow campanologist, planning a carillon together....
And the final clincher from my Mom... “Seriously, you will love it. Imagine a
convention where everyone writes notes... and the convention never ends.
You’ll be included in every conversation... you’ll discover delightful,
shocking amusing tidbits....”
Even if I wanted to, I wouldn’t dare argue any more. A boy’s best friend
is his Mom, and if she says I’ll love it... I’ll love it. Or else!
Avedon has the worst job of all. She will come up here and help instal
the thing, teach me to use it and then run a permanent help-line when I get
stuck. She thinks we will be able to manage. Dave thinks Ameol/Windows
might be the best system for me – but nothing is definite yet.
As I see it, there shouldn’t be any difference either in my ordinary
lackadaisical correspondence or with Charrisma. It might just mean that
some of you will get e-mail... the same sort of letters you get now but without
the full colour portraits of H.M. the Q. It will be some time before we get
going, but you’ll be hearing more about it later. I hope.
“I hope it will all go away soon like CB radio did.” (HW Jnr in The
Reluctant Famulus #37.)
After that everything else seemed a bit of an anticlimax. We arranged to
come down and see Avedon and Rob again when Vijay and Mark come over
early in March. We came back to Daventry with Vincent, phoned Walter
Himself for reassurance (surely you don’t think I’d take an enormous step
like this without fasting, prayer and divine guidance?) and finally went to
bed.
Sadly, Vincent wasn’t at all well. He’s been having problems with his
medication after his doctor had reduced the dosage and its frequency.
You can tell just how bad he was when he agreed that perhaps I could
actually choose the replacement copier myself after checking out the two
pages of “what to look for” notes. This, believe me, was The Ultimate
Almost Incredible Trust. After more than 40 years of close friendship he is
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firmly convinced that I am a mechanical moron endowed with nothing more
than a talent for haggling.
This is not a joke... even now he still refuses to let me use his long arm
stapler in case I break it.
Anyway, he had a dreadful night and agreed that it might be best if he
went home and saw his doctor again. I was quite sure – and still am – that
contra-indications showed that he was on the wrong tablets, and briefed him
on what to say to the doc.
I took him back home to Welling and the very next day he saw the
doctor, who, having little faith in ex-Navy loblolly boys who still think
leeches are a proven cure-all and who haven’t run a sick bay ward for damn
near 50 years, kept him on the same tablets but changed the dosage again
back to the original amounts.
Vincent, incredibly, now feels a little better but that’s just blind faith in
worthless medical qualifications.
So, the very next day, I went back to Bucks Copiers and, having asked
the questions and gotten the right answers on a fairly recent Ricoh, haggled
them down to £410 plus the old Sharp – which was the last of the L.A.Con II
money together with everything else we had saved up.
It’s being “refurbished” at the moment (they strip down and rebuild
them before selling) and, as the only way I can tell if it’s okay is to use it, I
shall run off this thing before taking it down to Welling... where my good
friend will crucify me if he finds the tiniest fault with it.
I don’t know how many of You Out There see Simon Ounsley’s Lagoon
– altho I shall write to Simon in a moment and ask him – but the current issue
has an important D. West article about “fan cartoons” that deserves a much
wider circulation. Personally I favour the captioned cartoon – altho you
wouldn’t think so from the last couple of covers I’ve used – and preferably
something subtle and acerbic. (And, talking of subtlety, you all noticed on
this cover just where the coffin maker’s measuring stick finished, didn’t you?
Didn’t you???)
Now Simon asks for favourite fan and non-fan artists but makes no
mention of the actual memorable cartoons. I thought it would be interesting if
you all mentioned your favourite fan cartoons and maybe someone (all right
me... unless Simon wants to) published a collection of them (assuming the
artists agreed).
So, what are your all-time favourite fannish cartoons? Mine?... without
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really thinking about them... Taral’s “The Rotsler Letraset”, Atom’s “Church
Anybody?”, D.’s “Free Bedsocks Knitting Pattern” cover from The Women’s
Periodical (which is also the best artwork I have ever seen in fandom), D’s
current Lagoon cover, Arf’s “Acme Time Travel” cover from Pulp, and the
very first “-” cover, “We are the dreamers at last awake.” (I’m not sure but I
think that must have been BoSh.)
And talking about the Rotsler Letraset... curiously enough, after I sent
out reprints of it with a long gone Charrisma, I had a letter from William
himself....
“Thank you for Charrisma for several reasons. First and foremost I now
know who did that marvellous ‘Rotsler Letraset’ art!!!! What happened was I
got four fanzines that day and as I pulled them out of the mailbox this sheet
of paper floated to the ground. I had no idea whose fanzine it had been in and
there was no name on the art!... I knew whoever did it would be waiting for a
reply and I’m sure it was an insult not to respond... I knew that someday I
would find out (perhaps by some disgruntled fan artist punching me out as an
ungrateful lout)... but it is now in a pile of stuff waiting to be framed.”
So there you are. All I have to do now is find Taral’s address... egoboo,
even after a couple of years in the cask, is always welcome.
Dave-down-the-road has just been in and fitted a phone jack in my
boxroom/fanshambles all ready for when the Net hook up happens. Whilst I
was clearing out the boxes of old fmzs so that he could get at the wall, I
found a cache of my Nov ’89 report (I guess I don’t spring-clean all that
frequently) on our Corflu trip to Minneapolis and Seattle in Quinsy 23. I’d be
incredibly happy to send you one if you haven’t already seen it. And have
you a friend???????? I really need the space now.
Charrisma. Another bloody fanzine from Charrismama’s boy at “Arntwee
Hall”, 32 Lake Crescent, Daventry, Northants NN11 5EB, UK.
Once again, this is just a group letter thing – it’s not really a proper
fanzine. I’d take it kindly if you don’t mention it in your own fanzine because
I never ever have spare copies available for anyone except Sharon Stone.
And, if by any ridiculous oversight, I still owe you a letter, be assured that
you are the very next person I will be writing to. Probably, well maybe,
tomorrow even, but any rate real soon now. Don’t go away. Patience is a
virtue.
March 1995
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A Party for Vijay
When I was at the VJ thrash at Avedon’s on Saturday I checked out Rob’s
Encyclopedia of Science Fiction (price £45 and no prospect of a pb in sight),
and found a Dreadful Omission, name of me. Walt was listed (and I think
Madeleine was listed too, but I can’t be sure because Rob took the book away
just before I could slip it into my briefcase), and Harry Harrison and Colin
Harris and fuck knows who else, and all I got was... “HYPHEN... published
by Walt Willis and Chuck Harris and later Ian McAuley blah blah blah...”.
There Is No Justice. Even the Vargo Statten Magazine does better.
Naturally I shall sue, and if there was the remotest chance that there would
ever be a second edition there would undoubtedly be a grovelling apology
slip and a zillion pound cheque for damages – not that I am the slightest
interested in money – my 49-year-old career in fandom and my fine fannish
reputation mean everything to me.
(Okay, so I will accept the chuque but only to devote to Good Causes.
Like new cars and hot wimmin for rejuvenation purposes. Of course.)
Let’s start at the beginning. The new copier is very heavy so I arranged
to collect muscular Rob at East Ham, drive on to Vincent’s, drop off the
machine and bring back Vinny for the Welcome to Vijay Bowen party at
Avedon’s.
So we collected Rob who thought Blackwall Tunnel would be the best
route – he uses it every day to get to work at Dartford in twenty minutes door
to door.
And the tunnel was shut; and there were roadworks all the way down to
the Dartford Tunnel. And it took us more than two hours to get to Welling.
Anyway, I think he liked the copier (it’s a very good one... and a right
sod to get up the steps, thru the door and into V’s front room), and was
hugely impressed with the deep black on the last Charrisma cover (which,
incidentally, nobody in the world understood except Walt and I. I think I’ll
upgrade to Beavis and Butthead next time out).
Back to the Saga. V. still has enormous problems with his mouth ulcers,
felt pretty poorly, and decided it would be best if he stayed home rather than
come back to East Ham with us so – with me driving this time! – we came
back thru the tunnel (you go over the bridge to Kent and back thru the tunnel
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to Essex) and diverted thru Rainham and Dagenham to avoid the roadwork
jams. Sue and Rob got bored with my endless reminiscences: “This was
Dallen’s Dancing Academy where we used to go to the Saturday night Hop,
and I met the oilshop girl... she used to work in the hardware shop but they
were called oilshops then because their biggest selling line was paraffin for
‘Valor’ heating stoves. She did smell slightly of paraffin but it always seemed
to wear off after the first couple of torrid minutes, and amongst other things
she taught me the reverse lock and chassé for the quickstep.” Sue,
gratifyingly, got a little irked (but not jealous, she said. Ho no) and told me to
shut up and drive and how astonished she was that I was ever able to reverse
lock and chassé when the only time I had even tried a perfectly simple double
spin turn we had fallen over in the middle of the floor and severely sprained
my ankle. So there Mister Bloody Terpsichore. So there.
We finally got back to East Ham about four hours after we’d started out
and party people had started to arrive.
I met Vijay in Mpls and was very impressed with her. She is very light
brown with nice features... lithe and sinuous, she moves really beautifully...
flows along almost...and, altho I am devoted to nicely shaped women and not
skinny ones, she is very attractive – Rob said even Geoff Ryman, who’s gay,
said how fanciable she was, which must be the supreme accolade.
Naturally she flew into my arms, of course, for the ritual hug, and sort of
distracted me. I am a very tactile person.
I have no time for this new politically correct, nonsensical, modern,
Green Party, Joseph Nicholas approved, one arm over the shoulder hug with
no nasty body contact that is featured in today’s Times. That is not for
Chuchy. I am an old-fashioned bhoy. I like the double armed full body
contact bear-hug, so that the lucky recipient is left in no doubt whatsoever as
to how pleased I am to see her.
Now, I don’t really know Vijay well enough (yet) to run thru the whole
repertoire but even the abridged version was enough to distract me and help
make what I dread to think was a big faux pas – altho I don’t really know if it
was or not.
I said, “Hi kid – you’ve had your hair cut since I last saw you.” I thought
that in Mpls she had longer hair but had now had it cropped close to the skull.
She laughed and didn’t seem offended – she was very nice to me all the time
I was there – but it worried me afterwards and I still don’t know if she
thought I was a smartarse or not.
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I dunno – I don’t think I was at my best. Another US man had a sweater
with a big “K” on it, and seemed a little put out when I flashed my US
knowledge and asked, in all sincerity, if it was K-Mart (“No, Pringle designer
actually”), and then asked Sue to introduce me to the girl sitting next to her...
who was actually a chap.
(Everyone bought a bottle – I took four because Ray gets it cheap for
me.) As I was driving home I intended to have one glass of the low alcohol
“Blue Nun” Leibfraumilch, but Joe – who knows fuck all about wine – seized
the bottle whilst I was upstairs with Avedon, announced that it must be
chilled immediately and then did his well known vanishing trick with it so
that we never saw it again. And one poor non stefnic lady who brought a
pretty good bottle of red wine, which was the only thing she could drink,
foolishly accepted someone’s offer to open it for her, watched in horror as the
opener offered it around to all and sundry except her, and then spent the rest
of the night nursing a small Coke.
Avedon (and Rob) are always exceptionally good to me. Even though it
was her party (in all these years I have never seen her wear a dress before so
you can imagine that it was an important night for her), she spent a peak-time
hour upstairs with me patiently trying to start me off on “Windows”. With
my arthritic hands and general clumsiness I found it difficult to make the
delicate movements needed to control the mouse and eventually we decided
that WordPerfect – which doesn’t use a mouse – might be the best thing for
me... and e-mailed Langford to see if he would agree.
We’d left the dog at home – and anyway I’m too old now for all-night
sessions – so we left around 9 p.m. We’d had a lot of snow in the Midlands
and the M1 was freezing up so I didn’t want to leave it too late. We got lost
and spent an hour cruising around East London looking for the M11 which
they must have moved since we arrived, but once on it there were no more
problems. We stopped for coffee halfway and then bought fish and chips (the
first time for years... and probably the last time – it cost £5.30 for two small
newspaper wrapped portions of cod and chips in Daventry), opened another
bottle and decided we wouldn’t like to live in the South again after all.
It was interesting, though; most of the party people were feminists or
media friends of Avedon’s and they made me feel awfully old. Sex seems all
very casual and laid back – you go in the scullery and find a couple touching
up each other out of affection and mutual pleasure with no commitment
whatsoever and no guilt about wives or husbands. Sue says I really am
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awfully naive and old-fashioned, and old – especially old.
And sadly, I guess she’s right.
6 March 1995
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Charrisma 14
Merde He Wrote
20 March. The good news, the bad news... the new copier has, er, stopped
copying. I have to go to Haydn Jake’s christening (poor little sod... a name
like that and no bar mitzvah ever) at Slough on Sunday, carouse all night,
drive on to Vincent’s on Monday, collect the copier, hopefully get it repaired
under the word of mouth guarantee, and then get it back to Vinny afterwards.
And the good news is... THE TIME APPROACHES (sez Dave
Langford with heavy ominous chords on the soundtrack).... “We have a
computer for you, we have a modem (deviously acquired at bargain US rates
and shipped over by Patrick)... fleets of hard-driving fans are now being
organised to bring all the equipment together for expert Langford set-up
within a few more days. Nothing can stop us now!...”
Yes! Yes!... and is trepidatious a word? Can you quake with expectant
exhilaration? This is just like my pre-wedding stag night; I can hardly wait to
get my hands on it. I’m full of anticipatory delight yet terrified that
something will go wrong, bits will explode or drop off, and I’ll slip through
the mesh of the Net and never be heard of again.
And... decisions... decisions... Dave says I have to choose a name to
preface the generic CIX address, but there are millions and millions of people
who all got there before I did. “Chuck” has long gone – along with charris,
charrisa, charrisb, charrisc, leaving only charrisd (loved and charrisd by all
and quandry?) the next in line.
Charrisma is still open (but may have been snapped up in the interval
between then and now). Ever since Arnie Katz invented it, I thought it was
just about perfect. It sounds sort of right – “a special quality or power of an
individual making him capable of inspiring large numbers of people” (do you
ever feel just a little bit inspired, D.?) (and how about the other 27 of you?) –
but if that has since been taken, maybe “Charrismatic... communal prayer...
speaking in tongues... healing etc.” (Does that mean laying on of hands?
Wow! Should I think again about going to Glasgow after all?)
With so many people going on the Net each day you need to have a few
alternatives available in case your first choice is already taken. We have...
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Chuchy, Chux, Chuxsaway (the ancient aviator?), Chuchmilitant, Churly, or
even Charriscuro.
24 March. Sometimes I wonder if my liege-lord Chuck, Prince of Wales,
manages to borrow a copy of this thing. Only a little while ago I was banging
on about the subtle language differences between the US and the UK, and
Lo! here is HRH edging into the act and pronouncing against the threat to
Proper English as he launches a campaign to preserve the language as a world
leader. He described American English (tsk, tsk), as Very Corrupting. “We
must ensure that English English maintains its position as the world language
well into the next century.”
And that’s not all. He went further with his view of the American
influence. “People tend to invent all sorts of nouns and verbs and make words
that shouldn’t be. I think we have to be a bit careful otherwise the whole
thing can get rather a mess.”
So there you are. Let’s have no more of this goshwowoboyoboy stuff,
and cut out that nasty seditious sneering about second generation Greeks with
a touch of the old Saxe Coburgs. Remember asshole is a pit into which
donkeys fall; arsehole with an R is the fundamental (and you can say that
again) English English PC spelling and pfui to Saul Bellow, Scott Fitzgerald,
Salinger and Tom Wolfe who are no more than johnny-come-latelies intent
on debasing our heritage. (And, whilst we are about it, remember this is
English English, and you’d better drop all that Robbie Burns stuff about giftie
gie us and the rest of his Hieland nonsense. So there.)
Now, all right, I know I have had a 50 year vendetta with the House of
Windsor ever since Lieut Mountbatten – as he was before he got married and
became a Royal Admiral – decided my perfectly ordinary haircut was no
more than baby dreadlocks and a disgrace to my uniform that could only be
expunged by doubling away smartly around the circumference of the parade
ground holding my .303 Lee-Enfield at arm’s length, but language is not a
static artform: there is a continual flux of new words being added and old
ones being dropped. For example, “fanzine” made it to the OED years ago;
“rapparee” (a 17th century Irish irregular solder, plunderer, robber) is now
unused, obsolete and unheard (possibly because 17th century Irish irregulars
were all deservedly hung, drawn and quartered long ago – apart from those
still engaged in turning out Sector General sequels).
Modem, hamburger, Dixie (altho when I told LeeH a couple of weeks
ago that it came from the word “dix” printed on Confederate $10 bills, like
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wot it said in the Reader’s Digest, I was promptly shot down as a limey
ignoramus because it was in use long long before that) are all enhancements
to a living language... along with “oyster” – a fairly recent Australian
addition for male impotence caused by alcohol – as in “Trying to put an
oyster in a parking meter.”
I know meanings tend to change over the years and between our
countries, but surely this is one of the joys of a shared language. When prissy
prudish Elizabeth Barrett Browning wrote to a friend whilst she was on
honeymoon in 1846, “After two months of uninterrupted intercourse, he
loves me better each day – and my health improves too!” she almost certainly
intended no sexual connotation. Robert was no stud... and anyway it was
another 50 years before Tom Malthus popularised intercourse as a synonym
for coitus.
Brit kids – at least Brit kids of my generation – giggled at recitations of
Kubla Khan: “As if this earth in fast thick pants were breathing”, a line which
would pass unnoticed in the US where “pants” does not mean male
undergarments.
(I loved Kubla Khan and would have definitely written it myself it if I
hadn’t already decided that I’d prefer later immortality with More Than
Human.) (And whilst we are about it, I still wonder sometimes if perhaps
ERB got the seed-idea for the Pellucidar series from it... “Where Alph the
sacred river ran, Through caverns measureless to man, Down to a sunless
sea.” I’ll have to remember to ask Vincent about this: he knows everything,
of course....)
27 March. (Except when he’s going to get the copier back.) After the
christening of young Haydn – who hollered marvellously as the Devil was
cast out... altho I was near to weeping too after six hymns, a collect, a
Collection (I loved watching the churchwarden as he passed around his
offertory plate. Small denomination coinage was frowned at, but ah! the big
big smile and the deferential nod for the high rollers with folding money, a
big sermon, a medium sermon, Holy Communion with even tiny children
from the Wolf Cubs and the Brownies taking the sacrament as well as the
usual hordes of religious maniacs, ten zillion prayers (the pious people up in
the front stalls had hassocks but late arrivals up the back end did penance on
the bare floorboards). (Except me. I stayed seated but inclined the torso and
lowered the head – not thru mortal fear of God, but thru mortal fear of Sue
who would have been Very Cross indeed if I’d Showed Her Up in front of the
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congregation. Around here, sitting upright during prayers is as bad a sin as
holding up a placard saying “RUBBISH!” when vicar elevates the Host.)
I would never go voluntarily, but in a way I quite enjoy church as a sort
of spectacle rather than a religious experience. It was fun watching the vicar,
a born again poseur, continually raising his eyes heavenwards and his arms
out to shoulder height so that his cape (cope?) billowed out behind him like
Superman’s and, every few minutes, swirled beautifully when he spun on his
heel; Akela, the Cub Scout leader who grinned back at me when she cuffed
one cub who was playing up; the Sinhalese auntie and godmother of Haydn
Jake who, alone from our 30 strong party of the godless, pushed her way thru
and went up to the altar for communion.
And Jason, four-year-old brother of Haydn who, when we at last got to
the Grand Finale around the font, listened enraptured to the Vicar
proclaiming that we must help Haydn fight against Evil. Apparently Lord
Evial is the ET adversary in his favourite Power Breakers TV programme. As
soon as we were out, he was anxious to help his brother in the fight... but they
were only little and could they wait a bit, Mum?
(And all that was supposed to be a single connecting paragraph.
Onward, ever onward via the M25 to Vincent’s.) The copier seems heavier
every time I see it, but Vincent, sensibly, had recruited his next door
neighbour to help get it down the steps and into the car. We were running late
(the M25 is a terrible terrible road and – I don’t give a damn what Joseph
says – the sooner they expand the worst bottlenecks up to 14 lanes the better I
shall like it) (see Joseph’s heavily edited denunciation in our next thrilling
issue) (and probably Judith’s too if she’s back from Oz in time), so, pausing
only to confiscate the Robert Conquest Abomination of Moab that he’d just
bought, and reject the hugely expensive SF Encyclopedia that he’d offered to
lend me (I’m too busy to read it just now [and he’s still pissed off about his
scanty mention in it – SMH]), and besides I’m beginning to suffer guilt pangs
about stealing his books – even if we both continue the pretence of “long
loans” – when he cuts down on virtually everything else so that he can buy
them. Buying books is a sort of disease with him, and I hope to Christ it isn’t
infectious.
4 April. Blue Beanie Day. I am in the deep shit and Sue is going to leave
me forever. And for why?????...
The copier is such a damn great bulky thing that it seemed sensible to
leave it in the car, but Sue needs the space tomorrow because she is taking
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three other Staverton ladies and their mountain of clubs, trolleys, bags,
umbrellas, and posh outfits to wear for the prize-giving and nosh-up after the
Harlestone Open.
No problem. Sean, home from body-building class at the gym, puts on
his special weight-lifter’s belt which stops his guts falling out onto the
pavement, hoists the thing out of the boot, grunts just like they do on TV and
staggers off with it.
It’s a cumbersome ungainly thing and halfway through the door he
changes his grip so the copier is vertical rather than horizontal. And... Ghod
save us... all the horrible black toner powder comes out of the machine, down
Sean’s legs and onto the sage green carpet in the front room. This is the very
best room. The sanctum sanctorum where we entertain visiting golf people
with our best china teacups and little chocolate biscuits. It couldn’t have
happened in a worse spot. There was a lot of powder. It was like little heaps
of black soot all over the place. Vincent had just fitted a new cartridge before
I collected it – enough for 4,000 copies... and it certainly looked it.
Sue did not scream. She did not yell, or swear, or rage. “I am going to
leave you,” she said. “I am going away and I do not want to see you for
several years, and quite possibly never.”
So I said, “Sorry, dear. It really was an accident.”
And Sue said, “I never for one moment imagined you did it deliberately,
but are you both certifiable idiots? Jesus Christ Almighty! I told you to put
down dustsheets before you brought it in. Sean, DO NOT MOVE. Undress
carefully from the waist down and throw your clothes out of the window. Do
not dare tread in any of it. Get the vacuum cleaners, fit the brush extensions
and try to lift the damn stuff off the carpet without rubbing it into the pile.
And, I kid you not, make sure you do a very good job indeed because if
there’s one solitary speck left afterwards the carpet replacement man will be
here tomorrow and you two will split the bill between you.”
I thought of a really hilarious reply – how would you know about specks
if you’ve left us for several years, hmm? – but I thought perhaps discretion
was indicated, so I said, “Yes dear. Right away, my darling.”
And she said, “And don’t forget to get Vincent a toner cartridge to
replace the one lying on my lovely carpet in nasty little black heaps either.”
And I said, “Yes dear, of course dear. Tomorrow morning dear.”
And she said, “Grrr.”
Sean, who was more concerned about toner in his pubic hair than
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anything else – he spends all his money on gym fees and pliable complaisant
women (you can now tell his current girlfriend by the black spot on her nose)
and would never have a penny left over for new carpet anyway – was off to
the gym with a hug and a kiss and I love you Mum, leaving me to clean up.
5th April. I think it’s okay, but there is one sort of smudge left but it
isn’t very noticeable – especially if we reposition the sofa by about six
inches.
Assuming that this passes tonight’s after-golf inspection I’d be grateful
if visiting firemen among the vast circulation don’t make helpful remarks
about blackspots, black holes, blots on the landscape, or any other bloody
whimsicalities. I like living here. I’m all for domestic harmony and nice
dinners. Thank you.
And I’ve promised Sue that I’ll take the machine back to Vincent on
Saturday and never darken her doors (let alone her carpet) with one again.
I was a bit underwhelmed over the response to the last issue. I thought
there would been a veritabobble deluge of Mrs Ravoon verses*, but there was
nary a one. So okay, keep your measly talent under the bushel, and don’t
come creeping round me for these very special pies and exquisite pints of
Tetley’s bitter the very next time you see me unless you happen to be Little
Sister Ethel Lindsay (who will be dragged out of retirement, loved, fondled
and promoted to Matron just as soon as I take over as Health Minister after
the next election). I can’t remember who the other LoC came from, but I’ll go
through the letter carton after I’ve finished this and add your name to the free
refreshment roster.
* Chuck was much taken with Paul Dehn’s “Alternative Endings to an
Unwritten Ballad” (found in a John Julius Norwich Christmas Cracker), where the
lady appears in unlikely situations: “I stole through the dungeons, while everyone
slept, / Till I came to the cage where the Monster was kept. / There, locked in the
arms of a Giant Baboon, / Rigid and smiling, lay... MRS RAVOON!” [Ed.]

The Glorious First of May. Today’s The Day. We dropped Samantha
and her husband at London Airport – the worst traffic chaos I’ve ever
experienced – and then down the motorway to Reading where Dave was
ready for me with the new computer. This is the direct result of Patrick’s
astonishingly perceptive idea that I would be an asset to the Internet. My tiny
Amstrad wasn’t at all suitable, but all sorts of people – some of them friends
and some of them people I’d never once corresponded with – gave enough
money to get me a much more powerful computer and pay entry fees to the
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Net and everything. I refused, of course. I am unworthy and would never
cope with it, and am far too old... and then promptly changed my mind and
accepted before anyone else could get their hands on it.
It’s years and years since I was last at Reading – the 100' high conifer in
the front garden was no more than a twig at the time – and Vincent and I
slavered over the bookshelves in the library upstairs, whilst Arfer was out in
the back garden with the pot party. (No booze, no funny tobacco whilst I’m
driving everyone home, thank you.)
Anyway, I’d forgotten that London Road was actually the A4 – the main
gateway to the West before they built the M4 motorway – and that it forks at
the “Jack of Both Sides” pub just a couple of hundred yards before Dave’s
house. We took the left fork – and overshot the house.
No worries, easy U-turn... big wide road, no problem.
And then, the lights at the fork changed to green and a veritabobble
avalanche of cars and trucks and christ knows what else hurtled down
towards us. Unknown to me the road had changed at the fork from a dual to a
single carriageway, and I was driving the wrong way down it.
There were a million horns hooting fit to wake the dead, every headlight
in the world flashing at me, all those imperturbable Brit drivers, red with rage
and halfway out of their windows, screaming “gerroff the fucking road you
great stupid bastard” while my lovely wife, clutching her St. Christopher
medal, joined in the chorus.
So I gerroff the fucking road right sharpish... into someone’s private
driveway, placating smile at the astonished householder, reverse out facing
the right direction, off into the back streets searching for parking space, and
then on foot to chez Langford.
Dave was out, stocking up Coke for Avedon who was expected at any
moment, but Hazel was ready with kind words and strong tea, and then, all at
once, Dave arrived, Avedon arrived, and in the front room, just like
Christmas were all the prezzies spread out on the table for me.
All for me!
You won’t know what the hell I am talking about, but I can’t miss a
chance to impress you – an IBM PC with a 386DX/33 processor (lots faster
and more powerful than my old Amstrad PCW), 4 megabytes of RAM (eight
times as much memory at the Amstrad), and a 70 megabyte internal hard disk
(about 100 times the capacity of an Amstrad floppy disk).
This is the real Grown Up computer that they promised me to replace
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my Amstrad toy. Just below the screen its previous owner has christened it –
in beautiful calligraphy – “Vanilla”. Avedon, who knows about these things,
sez it is argot and means a “straight”, er, “fuck & suck” gentleman lacking
only in deviant exotica, and certainly not a Häagen-Dazs athlete. That’s fine
by me. I wanted to ask her what a rum and raisin might be, but I was
frightened she would tell me. And besides, she had come all the way by train
(because I was too chicken to drive across London and fetch her from East
Ham) to teach me new computing skills, and definitely not to improve my
vocabulary or my sense of wonder.
And that’s not all. There was a telephone directory-sized manual –
Windows for Dummies – a modem from Patrick buried deep inside the
machine, a box of bits (that I still haven’t opened) marked FAX, a dozen
spare ribbons, a cheque to cover CIX membership for a loong time, a spare
compatible printer that was a personal gift from Dave – and a casket holding
a dozen daisywheels to fit it – and, most important, a twenty page primer:
Cyberchuch Notes, “Specially prepared for Charles Randolph Harris to ease
his path on to the Information Superhighway.”
Avedon – I have never known her so patient! – backed up by Dave,
spent the whole day teaching me the basics, familiarising me with the
keyboard, and mouse manipulation, going over the same point time and again
until I finally, dimly, began to grasp it. (I am not “good with computers” and
this is compounded by my deafness which means that every single word of
instruction has to be written down.)
It was a long day, broken only by a pub break, for teachers and pupil,
but finally we decided I had some inkling of the basics and it was time to go
home. We packed all the gear in the car and with Sue driving and Avedon
guiding we set off for the railway station so that Avedon could start back to
East Ham.
Now, even apart from the horrific traffic and discourteous drivers,
Reading is an odd town. The station – which we only saw briefly – was more
like a posh car park. There were acres of fancy tiling, but no trains, no
platforms, no nuffink. Avedon was reassuring about it and went off happily
but I still dunno. I said to Sue, in my best French accent, “C’est magnifique,
mais ce n’est pas la gare,” and she said, “Copyright Walter Himself, April
1902.” (“A.D.”)
7 May. I was a little nervous [he was terrified! SMH] when Dave had
taken everything apart and packed it into boxes, but Cyberchuch Notes had a
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full page of assembly instructions and there were no real problems. All the
myriad plug sockets [all eight of them. SMH] are different patterns so you
can’t shove the wrong plug into the wrong socket – but you still get an
enormous surge of achievement when you finally turn the power on and the
whole thing lights up – in glorious technicolor too! None of that old Amstrad
black and white – for all the world like the control panel of the USS
Enterprise. We turn the pages... Composing Electronic Mail... Reading Mail
and Messages... The Ameol Toolbar... and hesitantly tap out joyful greetings
to Geri, Joyce Katz, Avedon, Patrick and Dave. I hit the “Send” key. Nothing
happens. Panic! Phone Dave. Phone Avedon. Pray. Read the notes again.
Remember Dave’s warning about loose connections, push in errant plug real
tight....
And Bliss! I was finally Online as us aficionados keep on saying.
I never did see the messages again and I’ve no idea if they were ever
received or whether they are still whizzing around in cyberspace, but at least I
can now send and receive.
And so another door opens for me. The Internet is fascinating, addictive
and a lot of fun. And, even more important, it’s an absolute boon for deaf
people with understandable printed words squishing down a phone line onto
my screen rather than unheard sounds. I doubt if it will ever replace the
ordinary fanzine, but it is a truly marvellous supplement. I’ve only had it a
couple of weeks and I am already wondering how I ever got along without it.
I’ve been very fortunate. I could never have managed this at all without
the Cyberchuch Notes, or Dave, Avedon, Patrick and a whole raft of people,
including some that were no more than names to me previously, who helped
make all this possible for me with their time, their expertise and their money.
I only hope they all think it worthwhile when I really get going on the Net.
16 May. So I was sitting there chomping away on my Shredded Wheat
and trying to read the paper when Sue said, “Look! Look!” and I turned
round and there was Avedon on Breakfast TV. This was the Kiljoy
programme and this week’s topic was (I think) sex and porn. (It usually is.)
She had just said her piece and I never did find out what it was about, but she
was followed by some boastful old lecher of about 80 who is evidently a ten
times a day performer and inordinately proud of it. Sue was amazed. Here am
I, well into my Old Age Pension and billed by some unknown hand as
“Chuch Harris – sexual athlete” on the Internet address listings, but I still rate
only minus-minus compared with this old grandad. He was going on and on
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and on about his dedication and workload, but in the end Kilroy, who is even
younger than me, lost patience and walked off with the microphone leaving
the geriatric stud mouthing inaudibly in the background. A pity – Sue wanted
to find out what medication he was using. I must remember to ask Avedon if
she happened to hear him.
Charrisma. An issue giving you far more information about the Information
Superhighway than you care to know, but still Daventry’s oldest living
fanzine sent snailmail from Chuch Harris, Charrismama’s boy at Arntwee
Hall, 32 Lake Crescent, Daventry, Northants. NN11 5EB, UK.
OR
Ta Ra! Ta Ra! (the above has Arrived.)
Charrisma@cix.compulink.co.uk
May 1995
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Charrisma 15
Merde He Wrote
10th August 95. Seven days to Precursor with McIntersection hard on its
heels, a tangle of old envelopes with notes scribbled on the back, and not a
solitary charismatic word typed yet. I have to get something ready so that I
can hand the thing out and then spend the postage money saved on strong
drink....
So, apologies and grovels first: in the last issue D. West, himself, in person,
did both of the covers, and I forgot to say a single word of acknowledgement.
It’s not the first time I’ve done this either and I wonder if this could possibly
be the reason that so few cover illustrators are to be found battering down my
front door demanding space for their masterpieces.
D., well known throughout fandom for his genial approach and kindly
forgiving nature, did the cover for this issue too. And – there’s more – he
found and copied the Garden of Eden poem that I’ve been searching for for
months, and found time to comment on the last issue too.
Comment from D., as some of you might know, is seldom a goshwow
experience. You open the letter, you either burst into tears or sit there, white
and shaking for twenty minutes whilst you recover your nerve, and then you
read the second paragraph which is even worse than the first one....
“What an aggravating old bugger you are. (Again, I wonder, do you
do it deliberately, or is it just some kind of horrible natural instinct?
First you clamour to reprint the Worldcon cartoon – then you forget
the credit and don’t even mention the bloody Worldcon....
“...Listen, the reason you don’t get many letters is that your
contents are practically comment-proof. Nobody’s going to have
anything to say about your domestic doings or a pile of secondhand
shit from Private Eye. (And ‘Commonplace Book’ is about right
for the maunderings of that Norwich fellow, who is obviously the
end-product of too much Boring Old Fart inbreeding.)
“You must have some opinions, comments or wild ideas about
matters which might involve the audience? After all, you did
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manage to stir up a bit of response with Quinsy. It wasn’t always
very sensible but at least it was a sign of life. Stop being so fucking
negative. If you don’t have anything at all to say about fans,
fandom or fanzines why are you doing this damn thing.
“For heaven’s sake either do your own stuff or don’t bother at
all. Occasional reprints yes, but not half the bloody issue. Get your
brain in gear and do something original.
“(Of course, I’m quite likely to snarl at you whatever you do,
but at least you’ll feel more virtuous.)”
There’s more, God in Heaven above, there’s much more but I think you’ll get
the gist – but what might not strike you immediately is that I reckon this is
about the best letter I’ve had this year from any of the vast circulation.
The other letter was pretty good too but D. actually says something. Too
many people sit on their arse and say nary a word so that I never know if you
like the thing, hate it, or just throw it in the trash can as soon as it arrives on
your doormat.
Naturally I don’t agree with everything he says about this flawless jewel
of English prose. First, like wot I keep on saying, this is primarily a letter
substitute so that I can keep in touch with all the people I like and value.
Family bits do creep in from time to time – they would do in any letter I
wrote – but I do keep them to a minimum. The same applies to Lord Norwich
and his Commonplace books – I obviously wouldn’t reprint the stuff if I
didn’t like it.
And, shamefully, I enjoy the sexual eccentricities from Private Eye
which fill me with fear and wonderment (I still marvel at the Louisiana
gentleman with the light bulb in his bottom – “Lord lighten our darkness”),
and 50% of the comments that I do get (and that’s the other LoC I was telling
you about) seem to approve of them too.
But, as the man says, I did manage to stir up more response with my old
fanzine Quinsy. I also managed to antagonise Mal Ashworth, one of the
oldest friends I had in fandom and, even more important, I still feel that I was
indirectly responsible for us losing the finest feminine talent we have ever
seen in fandom since the world began.
So this issue I’ll cut down on the Private Eye clippings, and try to spark
some bloody comment out of you lot. Sex and politics don’t seem to move
you at all so we’ll try religion. I know it’s just another clipping (but this time
from The Times, not Private Eye), but I liked it and I thought it might start
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letters pouring in as you all began to bare your souls in public. Tell us all
your deep religious beliefs and... who knows... we could even – gasp – have
Reader’s Comments next time – assuming we still have both readers and
comments.
Aug 11. And, Oh joy and jubilation! Vincent sent me a copy of his K 5
apazine (Lord only knows what the title means but no doubt Vincent will tell
us in our next issue), hot from the small Pieces of Eight Apa that he belongs
to. (You’ve noticed already? D. sez I should concentrate more on fans and
fanzines rather than domestic affairs and I am! I am!)
Vincent won’t forgive me easily but I just can’t resist this mysterious
quote from Vincent’s comments on the July mailing:
“Ken: Re ‘Charrisma’ Chuck’s surname is Harris. Geddit?”
I don’t know who “Ken” is yet – but I will. I will – and so will you after I’ve
phoned Vinny tonight, but I’m hoping it’s that legendary neofan, lurking out
there on the fringes, with a great big dictionary and a firm conviction that he
knows his R’s from his elbow and there is only one of them in “charisma”.
You remember him? The one who got hold of a copy of John and Eve
Harvey’s Wallbanger and then wrote in to query why they chose such an odd
name for their fanzine? But who is this Ken?
Slater? No, it can’t be. Bulmer? No, definitely not. Potter? No, even
though he left us for the Jehovah’s Witless his brain could never be that
addled. Cheslin?? I don’t think so, but how many more Kens are beyond our
ken?
(Later) Well, Vinny wasn’t exactly eager to tell me (it was just an
“aside”, he said), and he won’t forgive me easily for telling you, but it was
my old, and very very very occasional correspondent from a couple of years
back, Ken Lake – who was last heard of swanning around the Far East and
sending filthy pidgin words to Hazel’s Language Lessons.
But, you know, once the sun fries the cortex they are never quite the
same afterwards....
In Hong Kong they strike a gong, and fire a noonday gun,
To intimidate each inmate who’s in late.
In Bengal, to move at all is seldom, if ever, done,
But mad dogs and Englishmen go out in the noonday sun.
It’s a shame, but I wouldn’t be in the least surprised to hear that Ken even
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watches Star Trek now.
And would it help the more intellectually challenged members of the
audience if I call it C.Harris-ma from now on?
12 Aug. For me, the Information Superhighway is the most marvellous thing
imaginable and, for deaf people especially, it’s the yellow brick road with,
almost certainly, a Wiz at the far end. I have seen the future of fandom – and
this is it.
I don’t say it will make all fanzines obsolete... well, not right away, they
are pretty certain to linger on for a decade or so... but it’s so wonderfully
interactive with an almost instant response to anything you care to toss into
cyberspace that there is no way that any fanzine can compete.
Our conference/group r.a.s.f.f. – rec arts science fiction fandom – is a
sort of embryo gestalt. It’s polluted with extraneous bits – filkers, conrunners, organisers etc., but once you tap the right key they disappear forever.
I’ve just wiped out 1076 of them, and retained only eighteen items that I want
to keep for reference.
Have patience. This is not just me banging on my tambourine and
hollering, “Come and join us! Come and join us!” (altho you certainly should
do – Dean Grennell and Robert Lichtman are almost with us; you
could/should be next). I wanted to say something about The Collection.
Just the other day I was chatting to Chris Priest on the Net (you’ll just
have to get used to this name dropping now that I’m a world famous
Personality) about the problems we Collectors have.
Father Priest and my lovely wife wonder why we keep all this
mouldering paper. We still read almost everything we can lay our hands on.
Once we’ve read the books, we hardly ever go back and re-read, but we just
can’t bear to use the mundane equivalent of the wipe-out key, and pass them
all on to the Help The Aged lady when she calls and asks if we have any
saleable junk for her. We fob her off with crockery oddments, tins with
dodgy sell-by dates left over from long gone Sainsbury’s expeditions, beer
mugs that somehow walked home from the pub with us, even my old rugby
shirt with the big number 8 on the back that had served Sue as a nightie, on
and off as you might say (and you probably will), for the last ten years or so.
(Even though, after Will Carling and The Lads’ glorious success at
Twickenham, I offered to supplement it with the fashionable Cotton Traders’
latest accessory, Twickers Knickers – as worn by the best cheer leaders, and
exquisitely hand embroidered with the English rose on the front panel – but
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she would have none of it, and my lovely erotic shirt has gone forever. O
tempora and wossname.
(Tsk. We are trying to avoid domestic details from now on, but as I get
older I tend to meander away like this and lose the thread until nobody knows
what the hell I am talking about. Including me.)
Books. When we got married and I endowed Sue with The Collection
and all the worldly goods, I had a whole roomful of books. Not, perhaps, as
many as Langford or A. Vincent, but enough to cover all the walls and most
of the floor except for the space for the Gestetner.
As Vinny said at the time...
Daniel Dare was a lone wolf fan of the ordinary pattern,
He’d Nova ’zines and BREs and a heap of Vargo Statten.
He’d ninety-seven pocket books and knew the plot of each,
And all the astronautics lore that Picture Post could teach.
(It’s a long time ago but I think it was a bit more than 97 pocket books. I
admit that I was a disadvantaged child born into one of those dreary poor but
honest families who didn’t even own a complete set of Astounding, but you’ll
get the idea).
Sadly, over the years the territory has been whittled away, and now I’m
down to a 6' x 6' cubbyhole packed tight with a four drawer filing cabinet, an
L-shaped desk made out of a kitchen table and an old door, the ancient
Amstrad and the new Vanilla computer, two printers, a deedbox, eight
cartons of fanzines, four boxes of A4 paper, five tiny shelves of books... a
partridge in a pear tree... a huge wastepaper basket that needs emptying daily,
a chair and me.
There’s no room at all for The Collection. Most of it is packed away in
cartons in the loft, and the more recent items are housed in four floor-toceiling bookcases at the municipal library.
No, I’m serious. When we moved to Daventry the library sf/fantasy
collection was three Heinlein books, two ERBs and a battered copy of 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea.
I changed all that. Daventry now has the finest, most extensive
collection of SF and fantasy in Northamptonshire, and one day they’ll put up
a statue to me.
After I’d read the original collection – two days, reading v-e-r-y slowly
to make them last – I remembered that you could reserve books by paying a
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small fee. The Borough Librarian would buy the book if it wasn’t already in
stock at any of the Northamptonshire libraries, loan it first to the requester
and then, afterwards, put it on the shelves for anyone else to read. It seemed a
pretty good bargain for the tenpence fee for each book.
The desk dragon with the little rubber stamp seemed a bit startled when I
handed over two quid and the first twenty request cards. I had to wait whilst
she phoned the Head Man in Northampton to check out the rules, but there
was nothing to stop me – or anyone else – reserving any quantity of books
they wish.
I didn’t take advantage. I was careful. I take a pride in my Collection.
There are no Elrons or Jerry Pournelles and I check out anthologies before
requesting them so that there aren’t too many duplicates.
Just lately, though, I’ve become bored with most SF and sick and tired
of elves and dragons and even werewolves. It’s not the same old magic that it
used to be. We don’t have the warring spaceships falling in flames any more.
We don’t have Earth maidens in their brass D-cups being ravished by horrid
spiders like they used to be. Perhaps it’s me, maybe old age or senility or
something, but too many of the current authors, bereft of ideas, seldom seem
to have a plot to piss in, and I don’t think I’ve reserved any additions to my
collection for nearly three months.
Yesterday the dragon gave me a big smile when I told her I’d lost most
of my interest in science fiction, and nodded approvingly – until I told her the
sea saga collection (Our Glorious Heritage) – was disgraceful – a few tattered
old Hornblower books and a copy of Mr Midshipman Easy – and could I
reserve the Patrick O’Brian novels (these, the Jack Aubrey series, are bloody
marvellous, and you should put this tedious crap to one side, run down to
your library immediately and hope you don’t die before you’ve finished all
twenty of them), and the Sam Sam Llewellyn books for a start.
And, astonishingly, she gave me another smile and pointed to the tiny
printed notice on the desk. The reservation fee is now 50 pence... plus a 19p
stamp for the poctsarcd they send to tell you when the book is available. I
said I am an impoverished Old Age Pensioner. I’d have to think about such
an expense... all that money extorted from us poverty stricken bibliophiles...
there ought to be a law. She nodded at the window where my old
impoverished and newly polished Sierra was sparkling in the sun, and gave
me another knowing smile with little bits of triumph lurking in the corners of
it.
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I think it’s time Daventry had a new, more understanding librarian. I
think D. used to be in the trade – but can you imagine the scathing comments
every time you made a reservation that wasn’t for Performance? – but how
about a promotion and a transfer for nice Bridget Wilkinson who helped to
get me on the Net? We could always put in an extra set of chairs in the
Reading Room for the nine “Fans Across The Sea” Bulgarians or whatever
who seem to accompany her everywhere.
13 Aug. I have to tell you that we had great plans for this issue. Not only
were we going to forget all our secretive and elitist ideas and run off extra
copies for all and quandry at Glasgow, we were going to make this a
“combination-zine” with Ethel Lindsay’s long-gone Scottishe – the finest
fanzine ever to come from Sconny Botland. Atom, who was born in the slums
of Glasgow about the same time as I was born in the East End ghetto,
produced some of his very best cartoons for Ethel, and I was hoping to use a
whole raft of them on the reverse sheets.
Ethel thought it a good idea too and sent me copies – but almost all of
them had been used on tinted paper. When I tried to run them again it was
like viewing them thru a fog. The bacover was the only one used on plain
white paper, and you can see how good it is.
Now, I’d very much like to be able to use the rest. Some of you people
know a lot more about photocopying than I do. Have you any idea how I can
cut out the murky backgrounds when copying them? I can provide murky
copies if you want to experiment.
When you look at the covers this time – D. on the front, Arf on the back
– do you sometimes wonder why neither of them ever won a Hugo? And
don’t tell me that you don’t get a Hugo for cartoons, you get it for ART.
THIS IS ART... and you’re a bloody fool if you can’t recognise it.
I don’t know who will win at Glasgow – Rotsler, maybe? – but it won’t
be Arthur, and it won’t be D., and there ain’t no justice.
And yes, I know, you think I’m a bad sport and still pissed off because,
25 years ago, Hyphen never won. Of course I’m still pissed off... and there’s
a very small drink indeed for you, if you can tell me who took the Hugo
instead of “-”, or the Hugo instead of Quandry, or the fan art Hugo at
Conspiracy when both D. and Arthur were actually nominated for the damn
thing.
That’s one drink only – I am not the answer to your prayers, and D.
Langford Esq is not eligible for this competition because his memory is damn
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sight better than mine.
14th Aug. You remember I told you that no way would I go to Scotland... sky
high hotel bills, sky high admission fees, and not even the traditional showing
of Metropolis?
So Vincent said share my room and I’ll lend you my Metropolis tape.
So I said NO, it’s not just the charges, it’s the Principle of the thing.
And Sue said You’ve gotten Principles? Wow!
So I thought about it a bit and decided that these principles were just a
mirage – and what the next issue of this very fine fanzine needs is an eight
page con-report. So... and it’s quite okay if you want to mention selfless
dedication – I’ll be at Precursor and at McIntersection. Look out for me in the
bar.
And suddenly it’s 8 o’clock in the morning on Thursday the 17th and,
hopefully, Geri landed at Heathrow half an hour ago. If they’ve fixed the big
copier in the Northampton copy shop, and if Sue – who thinks this is a crap
issue and more of a D. West Appreciation Magazine than is decent and
proper for a man of my age – helps me to collate, staple, and address the
envelopes, I might even be able to hand out some copies at Stevenage when
we get there tomorrow morning.
Now, previously I’ve always asked that you don’t review this thing in your
own fanzine because, first, it isn’t a fanzine, it’s just a letter substitute, but
everyone seems to know about it anyway. If I’m going to hand out extra
copies at Precursor and Glasgow there doesn’t seem to be much point in
staying under this bushel. From now on we’ll let it all hang out, blatant and
unashamed.
So, blazon me all over your crudzine. Tell me I’m wonderful. Let’s have
some lovely perceptive fanzine reviews. Nominate me for a Hugo or two.
(You get lots more pages here than you ever do in Ansible, much bigger D.
West cover illos, and my spelling gets better and better with every issue. I
tink.)
There won’t be all that many extra copies anyway, but I’d like to send
some to the people who helped to get me on the Net if only I knew their
addresses. And – this is important – I would very much like to send one to
Bruce Pelz if anyone has his current address; somebody said he’d moved
from the Kalisher mansion. Bruce was instrumental in obtaining two
photocopiers (and offering a third one) for Britfandom’s Heritage scheme –
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which copies old fanzines on demand – and we would be very foolish indeed
to let such a guardian angel go AWOL.
Charrisma. An absolutely tophole Hugo contender fanzine (but not this sad
panic stricken issue). Usually the cat’s whiskers; the dog’s bollocks; and 16
annas to the rupee.
From: Charles Randolph Harris, Charrismama’s boy (and Geri, my Mama
Superior – insert loud cheers here – will be at Glasgow and Stevenage and
Daventry any minute now). Editorial Office: “Arntwee Hall” 32 Lake
Crescent, Daventry, Northants, NN11 5EB, UK.
And – if you’ll pardon a small flaunt – at
Charrisma@cix.compulink.co.uk
August 1995
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Precursor Report
Precursor was a small fannish convention held in Stevenage on the
weekend before the 1995 Glasgow Worldcon. Geri Sullivan helped
our hero with this email. [Ed.]
To Langford, with copies to a bunch of friends in Chuch’s email directory:
Dave: I was really sorry you couldn’t make it. Rob said you had a
deadline to meet, but it was a superb convention and Up There won’t –
couldn’t – be half as good. The hotel was right in the middle of the shopping
centre, and not particularly wonderful; I don’t suppose they will ever know
they were hosts to perhaps the very best convention I have ever been to. I
guess there were no more than 50 people there, but this was fandom fandom
– the Oldest Guard – and this was their family reunion. Programme? There
wasn’t one really. This was not the sort of mob who would sit and watch
Metropolis for the 99th time. There were no films, no dealers and, apart from
a brief appearance on Sunday by Arthur Crutchenbum with a burning desire
to teach people how to play pool, there were no fuggheads and morons either.
So what did we do? We talked, we played Charades – and you haven’t
really lived until you’ve seen an eminent Tor Books editor lumbered with a
J.G. Ballard book title, trying to mime “Why I Want to Fuck Ronald Reagan”
within the bounds of decency with Rob Hansen on the sidelines saying, er,
“Get Physical,” whilst his wife and teammate struggles on her chair to avoid
“doing a burbee” and falling off her chair in delight. And you might even be
dumbfounded late Saturday night when lovely Pam Wells arrived and
murmured, “I’ve got something for you, Chuchy. You’ll like it!!” Now, at 67
years I’m bloody sure I’d like it. I’ve left my blood pressure tablets at home
but... hell, let’s live dangerously. I don’t seem to get many offers like that
nowadays. So the dear girl reaches into her reticule... it wasn’t quite what I
was hoping for but she slips me a cheque for £200 quid. “Whuffo?” I said,
nearly spilling my fresh pint in amazement. “It’s for YOU!!” she said. Well
squire. I tell you in confidence, it’s a long time since my alabaster body has
carried that sort of price tag – in fact the best previous offer ever was a small
bar of Cadburys Dairy Milk chocolate from a gentleman who sat next to to
me at the children’s matinee at the Electric Cinema in Aldgate East and that
was quite some time ago. (It wasn’t very nice chocolate either.) I was,
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frankly, pretty pleased with all the attention. I had a new shirt on – and the
very expensive Badedas aftershave – but I never thought I deserved that sort
of come-on.... It was a bit of a let down when she explained it was from the
Mexicon Hat fund as a sort of Heritage sub, but it was a nice kind thought
and Pam will no doubt bake me a lovely exotic cake full of Eastern spices
once I get to Scotland. And that’s just for starters.... Later, when Geri and I
decided it was far too late – and I was far too full of beer and Chinese food to
attempt the 60 mile trip back to Daventry – we went down at midnight to
book rooms for the night. I suggested we booked as Mr and Mrs Smith and
the little girl receptionist had her eyes out on stalks at this blatant
promiscuousness (I wish I had a bloddy spell check on this thing.... Hold on,
instant comment by Geri who is sitting here wondering what the hell I am
going to tell you next).
[At hearing this, the receptionist looked at me, looked at him, shook
her head, and asked if she needed to book us on separate floors. I
assured her that wasn’t necessary, only to be surprised when she
gave us the keys to 518 and 519 – until I found out that 519 was
across the hall and down one door, but still... GFS]
As it was, I finally crawled up the stairs to bed at 1 a.m. and she impetuously
followed me three hours later, but that didn’t stop the knowing leers for the
people who saw us at breakfast the next day. And I think we’ll draw a veil
over the rest....
And what’s more you missed the Great Baseball match which – as Robert
said – was as good as a play. There was Christina miles and miles away in the
outfield so that you could hardly see her – esp. when she stood sideways –
and Martin in his funny baseball shirt... which looks exactly like a pyjama top
– and, of all people, John Harvey, whacking them over the net full of the
strength of five, whilst every other Brit failed miserably and never even hit
the ball [Geri: except for Martin who hit a real home run!]. And with a shirt
like that and a funny hat he bloody well ought to. No, I didn’t play, I stood
under the shady tree and offered helpful criticism until young Mr Hansen told
me to, er, fuck off... but we had a lovely time and got back to the hotel just in
time to welcome Arthur Crutchenbum... about whom you will have to read
our con report.
Today we took Geri to Hampton Lucy – the place, not the
hermaphrodite (spelt right sez Geri) which was fun, interesting and bloody
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hot. Hoping you are the same.
21/22 August 1995
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I Remember Vincent
And, what’s more, I’ve been remembering him for 45 years – give or take a
decade – but I still know hardly anything about the man. Sure, I know his
address and his phone number, but even after all these years I still don’t know
what the mysterious initial “A” stands for, I still don’t know how old he is,
and I still don’t know what fandom would do without him.
He was the first Real Fan I ever met. He shared a dreadful walk-up flat
called “The Epicentre” (“the place where things happen”) with famous proauthor Ken Bulmer, two duplicators, three typewriters and incredible heaps
of books, fanzines and half-eaten ham sandwiches.
The flat overlooked the railway coaling yards and, no matter how firmly
the windows were shut and sealed with sellotape, coaldust as fine as flour
still seeped through and left a fine coating over everything, including the
inhabitants. It was some weeks, after priding myself on my complete lack of
racial prejudice, that I found out that they were both as Caucasian as anyone
else around here (and definitely a damn sight more than I am myself).
“Sit down,” said my mentor-to-be. “Meet Ken, Ted Tubb, Charlie
Duncombe, Jim Burble burble and Wossname. You are Skylark 2.”
I had come (in my best suit), tooled up with a synopsis of every SF story
I had ever read, all prepared to discuss plots, characterisation, and what the
rocket pushed against Up There. Instead of these stefnical glories, here I was,
third man down on a huge and marvellous game board they had invented. I
had a ship, a fortune in Monopoly money and a free choice to decide the
proportion of fuel to cargo that I needed to buy and ship around the galaxy
and make my fortune in interstellar credits.
So far as I know, nobody ever won. I travelled across London night after
night, week after week but it was not The Game (good as it was and better
than any boardgame ever) – but the conversation, the empathy, the sense of
belonging, that drew me back each time.
Now, most of the people reading this will shake their heads in
wonderment, but a hundred or so, maybe even two hundred, will exactly
know what I mean... the meeting of like minds, the indefinable sense of
kinship.
Well, sir, all this was back in the early Palaeozoic, you understand. It
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was months, perhaps aeons, later when Vincent – oh so casually – baited the
hook and said, “Would you like to help run off our fanzine?”
And we’ve been helping each other ever since.
Wow! Turn the crank! Smooth the stencil flat, and worship at the
Gestetner shrine.
It’s a well known fact that – at every nativity – the Birth Fairy waves her
wand and every child gets at least one talent. Maybe you get bright, maybe
you get beautiful, maybe you get to charm warts away. The most important
gift amongst Vincent’s double handful was the ability to do miraculous things
to the mechanical innards of stencil duplicators. I have seen him with my
own eyes (and it could hardly be with anyone else’s!) with nothing but a
small spanner and a can of light machine oil, magic filthy rusted heaps of old
iron back into life and whirring out perfect copies ad infinitum.
When, imbued with my own destiny, I rushed out and bought an ancient
Roneo duplicator and then found the manufacturers could offer no help about
the vile smelling ink (“no one has ever complained before, sir”), or the huge
blots coming through on every sheet of paper (“the machine has long been
obsolete, sir, and you shouldn’t expect too much from it”), it was St. Vincent
who came to my house, extracted the very flat, very odoriferous, and very
dead mouse from the self-feed, and restored my faith in humanity.
You know, I never, ever thought that I would finish up all these years
later playing Boswell to Vincent’s Johnson, but what can I say about him?
Should I tell you about his house lined with books, and complete runs of
magazines dating back to before I was born, and maybe the 6,000 fanzines
filed carefully in alphabetical order (because they are the most important
things of all), racked up from floor to ceiling and spilling over to heaps on the
floor awaiting filing?
Shall I tell you of his only ambition? He wants to stay alive to see the
transept of Venus in 2004. (He has his own astronomical telescope, of course.
He showed me the rings of Saturn through it... and then laughed at the
delighted incredulity on my face.)
I could, perhaps, tell you his favourite author? Theodore Sturgeon, of
course – but all the Old Guard worship Ted Sturgeon except for a few
splinter groups in the van Vogt shrine.
And what else? Well, he’s my very good friend and he’d sincerely love
to meet you, but he’s a bit shy with people. Why don’t you go over right now
and say the magic words: “Hi there Vincent, Chuck sent me.” I promise you
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he’ll be truly delighted.
August 1995
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Charrisma
Our Leader Speaks... and Eats
From: The Editor in Chief’s Office
To: Editors and Exec. Staff
Date: 23 Sept 95
The “hot copy” of Wild Heirs #9 arrived here this morning so all of you
should now be aware of my promotion.
I am willing to accept – but no later than the first post on Monday –
excuses about the vagaries of the mail etc., but I note that only sixteen of the
editorial board have already faxed me with their congratulations, affirmations
of perpetual loyalty, grovels, and obsequious flattery.
Obviously some members of the board, perhaps through age or
infirmity, are no longer able to keep up our gruelling schedules, and I feel
that they must step down and make way for younger blood. They will not
suffer financially. Separation notices are being prepared, and they will each
be awarded a lifetime pension equivalent to one half of my former salary.
I would like to thank all of them for their past services, such as they
were. At the ceremony (TBA) they will each receive a new, personal bicycle
of the very same model I rode to fame and, at the same time, hand back the
keys for the company Cadillacs they have been using. Cycling, a healthy
exercise as I well know, is recognised by the medical profession as the key to
exhilarating good health. I understand far too many of these pseudo high
rollers have been seen swanning around town in Company transport like
junior Corleones instead of getting on with the hard editorial graft,
Next item. New entries to the Board:
1. Mr Andrew Hooper. I was greatly impressed with Hooper at
Precursor. He bought me a drink.
2. Ms Jeanne Mealy. Mealy is a good perceptive woman who has long
supported my “fair salaries for all” campaign, and knows genius and talent
when she falls over them. She will be entitled to second pick of the returned
transportation.
Typographical errors:
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I have also received Wild Heirs #9.5. This does not carry news of my
promotion. Instead of being listed as Editor in Chief, I have been erroneously
relegated to the bottom of the Editorial Board with no distinguishing marks
whatsoever,* apart from a couple of asterisks.
* Chuch was billed in various ways on the Wild Heirs masthead: “Editor in
Chief (European Theatre of Fanac)”, “Editorial Director (Euro-Vegrants)”,
“Power-Monger in Chief” and so on. [Ed.]

This sort of carelessness must cease immediately. The first person to
send me A. Katz’s head on a salver will receive a lifetime subscription. (And
maybe a Cadillac if we have one to spare.)
Chuchy – The man in charge.
Top o’ the morn from the top of the heap, kids.
And now for something completely different.
On the quick skim thru (my bit, Joyce’s bit and the letter pages! – the
rest I save until after dinner) I saw Joyce talking about Convention food –
prawn cocktails and roast turkey was her choice – and I wondered what I
would choose.
I guess the most memorable fannish meal I had was more than 40 years
ago at Loncon 1. I was new to fandom, fresh out of the Navy, very deaf, very
shy, very hungry. I’d already eaten the sandwiches that were supposed to last
me for the next two days. (Vinny always said that only a fakefan spends
money on food rather than books.)
Forry, GoH of course, typically generous, casually asked Walter
Himself and me out for a meal, even though he’d only spoken to me for the
first time about twenty minutes previously. We went to Café Roma, an Italian
restaurant (you guessed?), and had ravioli – which, 40 years ago, was pretty
exotic for Brits.
I’d never had it before. Here, in fannish heaven, with Walter on one side
and 4e on the other, both scribbling conversation down for me as if it were
the most normal thing in the world, both helpings (he insisted!) tasted like
ambrosia. I’ve eaten a whole heap of ravioli since then, and I once went back
to Café Roma, but the food has never been quite so good.
So, maybe I could have ravioli whilst you have Joyce’s prawn cocktails?
I don’t want to be picky about this. I’ll eat prawn cocktail if I have to, but Sue
forbids me to order one for myself when we eat out. They are too time
consuming. First, all Wheels of IF members are forbidden to eat lettuce. (It is
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against our religion. We don’t make a fuss about it – it’s no trouble to pick
out each scrap of leaf and leave it on a side plate.) But that’s not all. Once –
this is a long time ago too (“...taking leave of your reminiscences again”, as
Walter used to say, and probably still does) – Dean Grennell put me wise
about these cocktails. You know that brown streak down the middle of each
prawn that you Fondly Imagine is the tiny spine or backbone and chonk full
of calcium? It ain’t. Grennell told me. It is the shrimp colon and, in the nature
of things, it is full of shrimp shit. Now, I don’t take shit from anybody,
especially when it comes surrounded by chipped ice in a little glass bowl at
ten bucks a go. Before I put any part of this dead and garnished prawn into
the holy shrine of my mouth I want to dissect the carcass, remove the bowel,
dip the purified remains in the thousand island dressing, and then help it
down with a little of the brown bread you get as lagniappe. Sue, who has
finished her melon portion about three hours ago, gets pissed off and
impatient for me to finish. Waiters stare in wonderment, the maître d’ comes
over a couple of times to ask if there is anything wrong, and by the time I’ve
finished and the steak arrives it’s burnt to a cinder and most everyone else
has gone home.
So, skip the seafood cocktail for me please. If the banquet is included in
the price I have to say I’m a lot quicker on lobster... esp. those Canadian ones
that are shipped frozen into little blocks of sea ice, but I’m easy, really, it’s no
problem. The ones flown in from Maine are quite acceptable too, as long as
they aren’t more than a day old. And turkey for the main course is fine by
me. No problem at all – I’m not the least bit fussy about food.
Except at Glasgow....
The hotel had about ten stars. In the middle of the dining room (very
posh with murals on the wall), there was one of those serve-yourself islands. I
was on a freebie as Minder to GoH Vinnie, so we didn’t have to bother about
sandwiches, and breakfast was a gourmet’s delight... fruit juice (skip the
tomato), get a glass of orange and another of grapefruit. Get a little box of
Cornflakes and another of All-Bran... the old man’s friend... move on, take
fruit plate... grapefruit segments, prunes, apricots... take warm plate...
sausage, bacon, eggs, tomato, hash browns and whoa!... call waiter... ????
“Haggis. Scotch delicacy. Sir”... and we know all about haggis. Scotch soul
food... sheep’s stomach stuffed with pinhead oatmeal, flat oatmeal, sheep’s
blood, butts, bits and pieces, minced todgers, and other unmentionables.
Hesitate... they all sneered at me in the French joint, “Froggy’s”, last night
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because I had “Steak Diane” whilst they feasted on snails with the green goo
oozing out of them (that was Geri and Patrick) and even Vincent, who was
tricked and bullied into ordering frog’s legs, finished on such a high that he
was waving tiny froggy femurs around and damn near got up to sing us the
Marseillaise... carefully heap a spoonful of this black and white mush on the
plate, taking care to keep it well on one side so that it doesn’t contaminate
anything else... last dish has some thick slices of truly horrific dull black
sausage. It was not black pudding which is almost edible; but this, Jesus! it
was indescribable!... as if that black filth you clean out from the gutter after a
heavy rainstorm had been shaped into pattycakes... I daren’t call the waiter
this time in case he told me exactly what it was, maybe mortadella or, more
likely, some succubus fresh from a Lovecraft nightmare. Move on... Teresa is
behind, edging past, eyes wide in horror, staring at the salver as if the Thing
is going to jump off and latch onto her jugular... Ghod, why is it that you
never have an oaken stake when you need one?... my hand trembles as I reach
for the croissants, the marmalade pots and the tiny bottles of ketchup....
And Lo! here is the bottom of the page. See our next thrilling instalment
about how I saved Teresa and the whole world with an oaken toothpick.
October 1995
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Above and Below
Dear Vinny,
I’ve been a bit down in the dumps and not fit company for anyone. I’ve
had a reoccurrence of the colitis that plagued me a couple of years ago. I
thought I’d worked a miracle cure with broccoli and clean living but after
being quite free of it for two years it has suddenly started again. It’s not
painful or anything – just a crimson Niagara when I go to the toilet – but you
know me, worry, worry, worry, with my scanty knowledge of what
sometimes lurks behind it.
Anyway, I have tablets and aerosols to stick up my bum and if it doesn’t
improve within a few weeks I shall go back to the hospital and see the
specialist. (I used to be quite brave about things like this – especially when I
was the sick bay tiffy and not the patient – but as I get older I seem to get
decreasingly brave with each year.)
Now, after you’ve gotten out your magic wand, waved it over the photo
you gave of me (not the recent one showing me with a face like a withered
testicle with vibrant Jas White and D. Langford), repeated the mantra “Om
miney padme hum” and spun the prayer wheel a couple of times, we will
continue with the real business.
I went to a funeral and made an oration. Very good too – not a dry eye
in the house, people sobbing and beating breasts and so on. I shouldn’t say
this – it was our sister-in-law Margaret who lives at Sevenoaks – but after the
initial apprehension it seemed to go down quite well and people (and the
locum vicar at the crematorium) said how good it was. There was no religion
bits or sanctimonious crap but just fond reminiscences. It seems dreadful to
be proud of something like this – and I wasn’t – but I’ve never spoken in
public before and I’m glad I didn’t make a fuck up of it or burst into tears so
that I couldn’t carry on. (I did weep – I always do – at the rehearsals I had
with Sue beforehand, but once I was familiar with the words I was okay.)
I know it’s pretty late in the day, but do you think I ought to write to
Canterbury and see if there is a job going as a vicar? (I could probably get
you in as collection taker and we could split 60/40.) I suppose I could omit
the agnostic beliefs from my CV – altho nowadays none of the clergy believe
all that life everlasting stuff – and I do know all the words of “All Things
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Bright & Beautiful” and the Navy hymn “For those in peril on the sea” –
altho I suppose there wouldn’t be much call for that in a crematorium.
I’m sure I could do better than that oily little bastard Collins in Pride &
Prejudice too.
2 November 1995
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Interim Report
I was lying there on the massage table whilst this hot little cracker was
pummelling away at the anterior muscle and other little bits of Harris,
wondering about when the baby oil would arrive and marvelling at all these
National Health side benefits, when she said, “Doctor doesn’t want to see you
any more. You are better. You get the massage, the exercises, and the tablets
and – slowly – Time, the Great Healer, will restore you to your former peak
of fitness.”
“You’re joking,” I said. “I’m still wheezing and puffing if I so much as
lift a pint glass, and I can’t even walk around the block without Sue running
behind me pushing a gurney ready for any emergency.”
“Give it time,” she said, “do the exercises, take the tablets (all eight of
them every morning), don’t keep on worrying about your health. Take up a
nice hobby.”
I thought about it and decided I already had one thank you very much.
It’s true that I’ve only written two short notes since Christmas, but I’m still
top of the Wild Heirs masthead (look it up, look it up!) and was fifth (dead
heating with Joseph Nicholas no less!!) in the Apparatchik fan-writers poll.
Glory! Glory! So, I thought I’d try a third note just to reassure all those
people who thought I’d passed on or out as the case may be. It will give me a
chance to comment on mail I’ve received too.
I am still more of a vegetable than I care for and offer this as a sort of
ongoing bulletin instead of a Proper Letter or, best of all, another Charrisma.
One of the most memorable bits for me was Walter Himself’s long gone
piece on the Plague origins of “Ring a ring of roses” – and Lo! here is my bit
on “A frog who would a-wooing go”. Geri said the words and the tune were
already familiar to her, so I guess most of you know the nursery rhyme. This
was a scurrilous piss-taking piece referring to Charles II, who after
Cromwell’s death and the Restoration spent much of his time chasing Essex
girls. (A marvellous rewarding hobby that I followed for some 40 years
myself.)
Raised in France, he was The Frog of course. Four East Anglia families
found unwanted immortality – the Rowleys (Roly), Poileys (Poly), Bacons
(Gammon) and Greens (Spinach).
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The Bacon family’s real claim to immortality was great-greatgrandfather Francis, founder of the frozen food industry. On Highgate Hill,
whilst stuffing a chicken with snow and ice to show its preservative powers,
he caught bronchitis and died. It’s about time Clarence Birdseye put up a
statue to him.
Vinny, what’s all this about corkage in your very fine apazine – which I
can’t find right now? “Corkage” is the charge restaurants make for opening
bottles that you’ve brought with you. I took a bottle to that Nottingham
convention – or maybe it was Yorcon II – and they charged me more than the
bottle cost just to open it and give me four clean glasses. Since then I’ve
never attended a convention without a corkscrew in my pocket.
(“Is that a corkscrew in your pocket or are you genitally deformed?”)
“Corked” refers to a wine that comes with a badly fitting cork that
allows air and wild yeasts to get past the cork’s seal and contaminate the
wine. Sometimes the taint is barely noticeable but a really bad bottle would
be completely undrinkable. The fancy ritual when the sommelier opens the
bottle and pours a mouthful in your glass is done so that you can see that it is
taint free – not so that you can express delighted approval of the stuff. After
all, you chose it and ordered it: he is not about to let you change your mind
unless there is something wrong with the wine.
Now, all of this problem could be solved tomorrow by fitting plastic
corks which come with two or three baffles around the body of the cork to
ensure a really airtight fit. And the corks themselves vary. The very posh
wines come with double length corks, ordinary wines have the usual
standard-size corks – either in one piece cut from the cork palm bark, or little
chippings of cork glued and compressed into shape. At the bottom end of the
market there is a plastic and tinfoil top which seems to work just as well as
any of the others and can be ripped off with a fingernail.
At Chez Chuchy we always start with oysters, of course.
Then, of course, the traditional Toad in the Hole... with supporting roles
from Ratty and Moley if we decide to invite them... and finally the revolting
Spotted Dick (if you’ll pardon the expression), to finish.
(Washed down with a rare Chinese wine that Ray brought home from
work last night. It’s called – Vinny, why haven’t I got a Chinese alphabet on
this thing? – %%4&*%%!!! altho I’m none too sure of the spelling. It has a
label showing Chairman Mao, ghod knows why... I hate to think he peed in
the bottle... and an artistic view of the Great Wall. Hidden amongst the
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curlicues is one solitary English word, DYNASTY. It may not be Zinfandel
but at least Joan Collins would approve.)
8 May 1996
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Book Notes
CHUCHY HARRIS
TRUFAN
OCCASIONAL CONTRIBUTOR TO ANSIBLE • THE VARGO STATTEN
MAGAZINE • SLANT • HYPHEN ETC. AND OTHERS TOO NUMEROUS
TO MENTION
ARTICLES PROSODY AND FANTASTIC EXTRAPOLATIONS TO ORDER
Advanced syntax, spelling and punctuation as required
EVERY CARE TAKEN
Head Office: “Harris Hovel”
32 Lake Crescent
Daventry
Northants. NN11 5EB
Patrick! First, I’m sorry I’ve been off screen for so long, but I am much better
now and intend to be a BRE Gary Farber of the small screen.
In fact I saw the Consultant last week, expecting sympathy and hoping
for a full scrotal transplant, and the ignorant fool said there was nothing
wrong with me now and I should take more exercise.
So, once again my fingers flash across the keyboard enchanting acolytes
on two continents... Greenland and Australia. (Joke courtesy of the Dorothy
Parker estate, and ghod bless Dottie wherever she may be.)
Pause for booksy notes. John D. Macdonald is an old favorite of mine –
I think I have all the pbs here but they are pretty badly foxed now. I’m
pleased Teresa likes him too; it shows that we share fine minds and exquisite
taste. I’m pretty sure that Langford is One of Us too... I seem to remember
spotting Ol’ Travis McGee on his library shelves last time I was over there
casing the joint.
(I think I envy the Langford library even more than the Langford Hugo
collection and the Langford wife who can do Christmas cards in
hieroglyphics. And his spellchecker collection.) As for Robert B. Parker, I am
now reading the early Spenser novels... The Godwulf Manuscript, God Save
the Child, and Mortal Stakes. Next I shall read Perchance to Dream – which
is a sequel to Raymond Chandler’s The Big Sleep... which you’ve probably
seen already.
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And that’s it – except for a precis from today’s Times:
Reed Personnel Services (a head-hunting firm for businessmen) asked
38,000 Brits for original ideas that might help our new government (due 1st
of May). They have published 1,000 of the best ideas submitted.... Kung fu
lessons for old age pensioners (i.e. ME!) in fear of muggers. Breathalyser
tests for M.P.s before allowing them into the Commons; and my own
favourite, a sharp eight inch spike welded onto the centre of every car’s
steering wheel to encourage slower, more cautious drivers with a lighter foot
on the brake pedal.
I feel this would do far more for road safety than a statutory air bag ever
will.
My love to Teresa and don’t leave it too long before your next visit. I’m
sick and tired of clearing up after this damn fatted calf craps all over my
lawn.
Letter from Vince Clarke: Re. your letter to Patrick – glad that
you’ve now caught up with my liking for Robert Parker. I have all
of his Spenser books up to about three or four years ago (Walking
Shadow, ’94) – oh, except one or two of the later ones from the
Library only – but he seems to have ceased writing, Not surprising
seeing his character aged at the same rate as the novels were
published, and the first came out in 1973. I also have Three Weeks
in Spring, authored with his wife, which is a rather harrowing
account of her bout with cancer. I could lend any to you, but I
would want them back.
Dear Vinny,
So, after all these years it has come to this. “And I want them back,” you
say as if I were some sort of light-fingered lout who would lower himself to
steal books and magazines from his erstwhile friends.
Sharper than a serpent’s tooth... everyone knows I am a slow reader and
sometimes I need an extended loan period, but thievery never. I dragged you
from the gutter and treated you as a friend and confidant. Did I ever charge
you for autographing your Vargo Statten Magazine (Vol 1. No.3) that you
keep in the glass case along with the other valuables?
Did I not give you a free life subscription to Hyphen, Quinsy, Werty and
even grant you free access to my dirty limerick books?
I was the finest thing that ever happened to you. Did I ever tell people
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you had a secret cache of L. Ron Hubbard books and a signed photo of Jerry
Pournelle?
Did I not share my GoH room with you at Glasgow and forbore to
mention your horrid snoring and groaning which would have kept any lesser
person awake all night?
But... it’s okay. It’s too late now. No matter how you writhe and grovel I
shall never be able to forget the shock horror of your letter. I will forgive you,
of course. I am not a vindictive person. Even if you parcelled up all your
Robert B. Parker books and sent them up to 32 Lake Crescent Daventry
Northants NN11 5EB, it would still not completely expunge the pain, hurt
and grief that I have suffered.
Well, not immediately of course... altho time is a great healer.
Farewell Vincent. We must try to remember the good times and not the
horrid snoring and stuff.
March 1997
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Mortality
Chuchy Harris
Le grand horizontal
Trufan Extraordinary
Occasional contributor to Ansible, The Vargo Statten Magazine,
Slant, Hyphen, Idea and others too humorous to mention
Articles Prosody and Fantastic Extrapolation to order
Advanced syntax spelling and prosody as required
EVERY CARE TAKEN
Head Office: “Harris Hovel”
32 Lake Crescent, Daventry
Dear Vinny,
You’re a lucky boy!!! The place is in chaos!!!! There is a man
downstairs Artexing the ceiling. God chastiseth me with winds, sleet, snow
and other climates that I am too scared to mention. Horrid Sandra still awaits
retribution for doubting my scintillating conversational skills, and I have even
laid aside half a letter to Lichtman so that I can write to you and offer
reassurance.
Be very grateful indeed.
I am pretty certain that Walter Himself still loves and cherishes every hair on
your head. Both of them. But he is an old fan (..........) (fill in the missing
words and win a Grand Prize) and he just doesn’t write to anyone any more. I
did have a note from him some time ago when I was real poorly. If I can find
it I will send it along – but it was kindness and an effort for him to write. He
seems happy enough and plays games on his new computer, but
correspondence isn’t one of his priorities any more. I print out interesting bits
from the Net and send them over now and again. I think he enjoys them but
he doesn’t comment. He was very very ill and damn near died, and I don’t
think he is out of the woods yet. He has given up driving completely (he goes
everywhere by taxi nowadays, but his usual trips are just to Belfast hospital).
He’s by no means in his dotage but I think we have to accept that the old
drive isn’t there any more. I was touched by his letter when he said he
worried about me, but, of course, we all worry about him too.
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The trouble is, dear boy, we are all getting old. I have packed up driving
too – my reaction times went right downhill and I decided to pack it up
before I caused an accident by dithering. I am very fortunate that Sue drives
so that I can sit back and watch the scenery – esp. the scenery with great big
knockers and blonde hair.
I shall be (Dammit) 70 at the end of the year and it seemed sensible to
dispose of stuff that other people might like rather than risk my kids dumping
everything as soon as I pop my clogs. (Not that I ever intend to do such an
irrevocable thing but I am beginning to have niggling doubts over the
immortality potion that Bosh sold me for a pint of Guinness all those years
ago, even though it has worked perfectly so far.)
I’m looking forward to Fanthology ’93. Nowadays D. is very wary of
granting reprint rights on any of his stuff. I suspect this is because, one day in
the future, he hopes to publish another of his highly priced collections like
Performance and its sequel, but this time for cartoon art. He is very poor and
could use the money... and I feel that he is such a brilliant cartoonist that, no
matter what he charges, such a collection would be a true fannish jewel. I
shouldn’t approve of the idea at all but... how can you be truly star-begotten
and take crass cash for such things?... but yes I would buy a copy the moment
it was published. (And, shame on me, I think I actually suggested he
published such a cartoon collection when I was publishing Q.)
I get so angry with D. sometimes – he is arrogant, opinionated and
bloody nasty to people – but he is crawling with talent and stands head and
shoulders over every other cartoonist in the field, and has been badly served
by fandom. We should have given him a Hugo years ago at Brighton or
earlier and yet we persist in awarding them to lesser talents who are clean,
tidy, extremely sober (stand up Teddy Harvia), competent but completely
lacking the genius touch.
And who told you that I had embraced Scientology???????????? Elron
appeared to me in a vision and promised me 10% of the gross but I don’t
want any publicity yet. (Not until the cheque arrives.)
I thank you for the Parker list. I can’t remember offhand which ones I
have read so far. (I am terrible at remembering titles and have to look at the
dust jackets for synopsis before I can remember if I have read them or not.)
However, I will check them out next time I am in the library and then decide
what to do and how to get to you. At present I am reading Michael Crichton’s
Airframe. It’s okay – Patrick doesn’t really approve of Crichton but I like
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him.
Next I have a John Grisham book to read; the blurb sez “most popular
author in the world” (but wot about King James even if he never managed
anything apart from his solitary one-shot??????????).
And as for buying books you make me completely ashamed. Apart from
Jilly Cooper’s Appassionata which I bought for Sue – and only because (a) it
was £2 off in Sainsbury’s and (b) I got to read the dirty bits first – I can’t
remember when I last bought a book. The Times and the telly subtitles make
up most of my reading matter nowadays.
You were going to ask me about the Artex man, weren’t you? Well,
about ten years ago the shower base leaked and made blisters on the ceiling
of the living room below. It wasn’t much but I’ve been paying out to Zurich
Insurance for the last 30 years and never bothered to claim fuck all. So I got a
plasterer’s quote for £430, added £50 to cover the excess that I would have to
pay, sent off the form and Lo! back came the cheque. Easy peasy I thought...
so this week I wrote to Fords and claimed £137 under the car warranty
because the tyres hadn’t been “tracked” before it left the plant and went bald
at 7,000 miles instead of 40,000 minimum. I haven’t heard yet but I have
High Hopes! And Sue lost her gold bracelet so I’m claiming £400 (!!!!!!)
from Legal & General Insurance because she was, er, “jostled” in Sainsbury’s
and I really really think some desperado stole it from her wrist at that very
moment. So there. The policy covers theft and larceny and I’m not too sure
about plain old loss sort of dropping it on the floor, so we definitely think it
was nicked... and we told the police so too because you have to report these
things. (And sneaky insurance investigators check out with the police just in
case you are trying to make a fraudulent claim.)
Who, me????
Actually this is the second bracelet she’s lost, and I never did claim for
the first one which was even more valuable (her Dad bought it for her when
she was 21), so L&G are still making a profit out of me!! (Assuming the
claim succeeds.)
But don’t think, dear Vinny, that I am mercenary. Perish the thought.
And, if you suffer from dizziness, flatulence or constant pains in the mouth,
neck, groin, or toenails, did you know you can claim an Attendance
Allowance, payable to Nicky even though she doesn’t live with you. (She
calls daily of course, to ensure you take the medicine etc. and arranges about
your laundry and stuff.)
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(The procedure is a bit more than that and you need the right form and a
doctor’s endorsement but it is feasible, and most doctors don’t give a fuck
what they sign as long as they get you the hell out of the surgery.)
I will leave you just here and add a bit more tomorrow
8 May 97.
“Early to bed and early to rise makes me completely exhausted by
elevenses time.”
Well now, the “Swirls” man is still down there swirling and looks as if
he will be here for tomorrow too. I’m hoping that the cash-in-hand no receipt
procedure will persuade him to put another coat of white paint on the walls
too. I would have liked to do that bit myself but Sue says the doc, for some
strange esoteric reason, has forbidden me to stretch my hands up above my
head. Even when I comb my hair (a long gone pleasure you may distantly
remember) (this refers to you combing your own damned hair... not mine) she
stands there, with a defibrillator pad in each hand, shouting, “Stand back!
Charge two hundred” like some manic trainee surgeon from ER. It is very
off-putting and worrying, dear boy. I am a little pissed off with it and
seriously considering either a crew cut or a no comb Pickersgill coiffure.
You must be maaad to think of £50 taxis to go see Ken!! Surely there
are trains from Dartford to Tunbridge Wells. Most Nursing Homes allow
visits at all times but prefer you not to come at mealtimes. You usually get a
free cup of tea too. I’m astonished, astonished I tell you, at this nonsense
about phone numbers. It seem hardly credible. I know it is possible, but it
costs a fair bit and... well, I don’t believe it. I think the daft cow is trying to
tell you that his old phone is still in his old house or something.
And, whilst we are about it, I don’t believe all this old bollocks about
perambulators being banned from the Post Office either. Daventry post office
is knee deep in prams and pushchairs and I frequently have to discipline the
idle little bastards with my walking stick before I can get to the counter for
my meagre pittance every Wednesday morning.
Er, I don’t have any shares either... ain’t got no house too. Sue has some
money from her Pa and I made over the house in her name a few years ago. I
spent all my life making money for Henry Ford and I do like to pretend I’m a
financial genius. My Navy pension for being deaf pays me more money than
my Ford pension and over the years it has given me a better lifestyle than I
would have had otherwise. Sadly it dies with me. The elegant house is a sort
of life insurance so that Sue can sell it, buy a much smaller place and have
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the difference in prices as a sort of nest egg for when I finally go to slipsheet
for Towner at the great convention in the sky. I have made just one really
smart decision in my life – I came to Daventry when Fords asked me to and I
charged them dearly for my company and expertise.
So don’t think of me as smart or rich. Walter is smart and clever,
Langford is smart and clever. But me, I’m just nice-looking and modest.
And on that happy note I leave you.
7 May 1997
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An Exotic Foreign Holiday
A couple of weeks ago the phone rang. Sue answered it and came back all
aglow.
“Dearest,” she said, “we have won a Foreign Holiday from the Daventry
Express newspaper. A man is coming in a minute to take our photographs
and they will be on the front page of every edition next Thursday – maybe in
colour even! Isn’t it marvellous!!! You’d better shave and put a clean shirt
on. Now!”
“Blimey,” I thought, “The Maldives!... Seychelles!... California!... The
Gambia... Florida... maybe Australia even... Wheeeee!”
I rushed out to tell Georgenextdoor and all the Mundanes in the crescent
about the Foreign Holiday and then came back to discover that it was a
weekend self-catering foreign holiday in foreign Wales. About fifty miles
away at Pontin’s bloody holiday camp with a Hi-de-Hi and a Ho-de-Ho and
will all the contestants for the Grand Knobbly Knees Area Final now
assemble in the ballroom.
Oh.
I haven’t told any of our posh neighbours yet, but they are sure to
wonder how come we are home again after a mere four days abroad. We go
off on Friday. Tonight they will be knocking at our door to wish us a really
marvellous holiday... and, er, could we possibly bring them back a couple of
bottles of duty free whisky and maybe a few cigarettes too if it’s no trouble....
You know, I used to love holiday camps... but nowadays they ain’t what
they used to be.
You drive in the gate, you say the magic “Hi-de-Hi” and, instead of the
happy ritual reply, “Ho-de-Ho”, the gatekeeper looks at you in amazement.
You try again, “Hi-de-hi!” and he says, “Yeah, park at the Reception car park
and call in the office.”
They don’t do Hi-de-Hi at the office either. Everything has changed
since we won the Children’s Fancy Dress by entering the four-year-old twins
in their nightgowns and getting up at sparrowfart to make golden wings and
halos and barbed tails peeping out from under the nightgowns.
But the chalet was freshly painted and sparklingly clean. The café had
the same old smell of burnt hamburger fat – does anybody ever eat
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hamburgers nowadays? – and the shop is still called a megamarket and sells
everything at twice the price they charge outside the camp except Coke and
wine which is three times the price. Some things never change.
The brochure mentioned the golden Prestatyn sands so we unload the car
and then over the sea wall onto the beach. This is the River Dee estuary. You
remember nursery school where you sang about the jolly miller once lived on
the river Dee – well, he don’t live there any more.
The Mersey is the next river and I think the effluent flows around the
corner and up the Dee when the tide is coming in. I think Sellafield is
somewhere up there too. Sue and Irene paddled in the oily yellow water – and
no, their feet didn’t glow in the dark afterwards – but they are braver than
me... and less liable to fall over without a stick to hold onto. And, anyway, I
wanted a pub more than a paddle.
Away from the coast the Welsh scenery is fine – awesome sometimes – but
the coast is one curse of ribbon development. You’ve never seen so many
trailer parks, holiday bungalows and tawdry crap developments. Rhyl,
seamlessly joined to Prestatyn on one side and Conway on the other, is
incredible. It seems to consist of caravan sites, bingo stalls, candyfloss,
“amusements”, four elephants in a field next to fifteen Shetland ponies (there
was rumoured to be a circus somewhere but we never saw it), barely
pubescent jailbait girls in T-shirts that said “Wine me, dine me, 69 me”, and
the ever present burger and hot dog stalls. And people, people, people
everywhere.
Conway was better. The castle was fine and had twelve gardeloos in the
ramparts so that you could piss from a great height onto the enemy below.
You can walk along the ramparts – and probably piss thru a gardeloo if you
are blatant enough and care for that sort of thing – but the stonework is
uneven and the guard rail is less than knee high. After just one look I
chickened out and was away down the ladder, but Sue as usual was skipping
around like a bloody mountain goat up the towers to the topmost turrets and
doing little to help my cardiac problems. All this was en route to Llanberis,
the base camp for our ascent of Snowdon. Away from the coast the scenery is
quietly lovely, the roads are good and other traffic infrequent. Llanberis lies
in a valley. On one side of the valley is Pen E Something – an incredible slate
mountain terraced with exhausted workings and a museum at its base that we
should have visited but never did – and on the other side Mount Snowdon.
You can, if you have incredible stamina and a good pair of boots,
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clamber up the mountain for free, but most everybody buys a ticket on the
rack and pinion railway that runs to the summit. It was £14.50 return and a
three hour wait... or it would have been if the damn train hadn’t broken down
halfway up on the trip before ours.
They refunded everyone’s money but it was a big disappointment. They
reckon that, from the summit, you can see the Wicklow Mountains in Ireland
and I’d been hoping to wave symbolically and even semaphorically to Walter
Himself and maybe offer a chorus of “Where the Mountains of Mourne run
down to the sea”, if only I could remember the words and the actual location,
but it was not to be.
So, after a bad-tempered row with the car parking attendant who no way
was going to refund my £2.50 parking fee (“Not allowed, guv.”) and made
me feel a nasty Brit shit by stopping us on the way out to whisper, “You can
come in tomorrow for nothing sir, but please don’t tell anybody,” we drove
on to Portmeirion... famed crockery suppliers to Fred and Gavi Haskell.
This was lovely. It’s a village modelled after an Italian one, deep in the
woods, clinging to a hillside running down to a sandy cove with the little
houses pastel washed and the formal gardens laid out with those skinny
cypress trees that you see in the Italian brochures at the travel agents. There
were stone pillars with golden fauns on top of them, fountains, and beds of
scarlet geraniums about to burst into flame and – Ghod help us – a huge jolly
convention acting out scenes from The Prisoner with undertakers in
mourning dress and black muslin hanging from their top hats, and empty
(?????) coffins being toted hither and yon, and nurses and queens and crowds
and crowds of extras and Persons In Charge and it was just like a science
fiction convention except that everyone was sober and almost all of the ladies
were still wearing underclothes.
There was even a huge golden Buddha in a little hut, altho what he was
doing in an Italianate village I shall never know.
The Prisoner, which was a TV series about twenty years ago and ran for
all of seventeen episodes, has spawned a sizeable cult that will probably stay
with us forever along with the Trekkies, the Whosis, and... er, science fiction
fandom.
(The crockery, incidentally, is made at Stoke-on-Trent, but is designed
at Portmeirion. I hardly know how to spoil Fred and Gavi’s dream and tell
them there wasn’t a potter’s wheel in sight – just a lot of fakefans without
beanies.)
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Back at the camp, Cousin Irene, freeloading on the foreign holiday,
played Bingo. Sue and I edged our chairs away from her and pretended we
didn’t know her.
Chester, our next day’s outing, is a lovely “black and white” town full of
Tudor buildings, a good cathedral and ten million tourists. I have a “disabled
free parking disc” but it was still one hell of a problem to find space. You’ve
never seen so many people; there were more Japanese than you’ve ever seen
outside Yokohama as well as the German and French on the cultural coach
tours of Merrie Englande.
Sue and Irene went shopping and, after the bookshops, I finished up in
the Heritage Centre doing brass rubbings. And pretty good they are too... he
said modestly.
The girls came back, gasped in admiration of the artwork and we went
to the cathedral. It’s well known that I am occasionally Jewish, but churches
are pretty secular nowadays – any minute now I expect to see turnstiles at the
entrance – and, if the worst comes to the worst, I can always flash the
foreskin at the prependary or whatever... “One of Us guv, not one of Those.”
It was okay. It was being repaired or restored but there was an incredible
quilt thing that an American needlework genius from Pensacola had spent
half a lifetime stitching. This was a marvellous bright masterpiece showing
the cathedral surrounded by the “mystery plays” (don’t ask) that are
performed in Chester each year or so, and just about the only thing that really
impressed me apart from the winding circular staircase with a chain attached
to the wall to serve as a banister, which led from the nave to a vast flat roof
where, following the yellow footprints painted across the roof as a guide, one
could find the Gentlemen’s urinal. “Nearer my God to thee,” as I said to the
man wetting the next piece of china. He nodded gravely but was obviously
one of those people who have been warned as a child never to speak to
strangers in pissers.
Sue was waiting for me at the bottom of the stairs. They wanted to join a
tour of the place along with a knowledgable churchwarden guide but my leg
was becoming painful from all the walking and climbing, so I sent them on
and sat down, clutching my stick, on a sort of stone skirting board along the
bottom of the wall.
No problem. The tour wandered around and eventually returned to
where I was sitting with the churchwarden or whatever still in full flow... “In
past times there were no seats in the cathedral and the faithful knelt and
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prayed amongst the rushes strewn on the floor whilst the infirm and the
feeble sat on the skirts of the wall. This is where the phrase ‘The weakest go
to the wall’ came from.” And then – Jesus Christ Almighty – the idiot came
over to the weakest and feeblest and patted me on the head whilst the tour
group cooed and aaahed sympathetically and an American gentleman,
overcome by the Holy Spirit and the odour of sanctity, pressed a 50p piece
into my hand.
It was difficult. Should I say, “Gawd bless you, Guvnor,” and hope that
some of the tightwads in the tour might up the ante, or should I prod him in
the bollocks with my walking stick and then set about the churchwarden??
Dear Reader, cupidity won. “Thankee, thankee kind sir,” and I was away
over the road to Scruffy O’Flaherty’s to invest in a large gin and tonic.
27 August 1997
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Winding Down
Dear Vinny,
I’m pleased that the Nursing Home seems OK and I trust they found an
abundance of electrical sockets for you! It’s nice that you seem to have your
own room too. Uncle Bill pays around £260 a week and shares with an
incontinent chap so that the room invariably smells of hot piss, so yours is
very reasonable. (And so it bloody well ought to be. I still think the Sosh
have treated you very badly. So there.)
And before we get off the subject, I might have misled you when I told
you the difference between Nursing Homes and Residential Homes – I said
Nursing Homes have to have qualified staff. I should have said qualified
Nursing staff. This usually means a sister who has served her time in a Proper
Hospital. She styles herself Matron and runs the Nursing Home with ordinary
“State Enrolled Nurses” and completely unqualified “carers” below her. A
Doctor usually calls once a week or more frequently if he is sent for or if
patients need him more often, but he is not residential and has a proper
practice outside. He might also have a Residential Home “registered” with
him and he will call there irregularly when he is sent for. Both types of home
are lucrative private businesses and some doctors invest heavily in them or
even own them outright. Sue’s father, for instance, was in a posh nursing
home owned partly by Dr Justice and other doctors in the partnership who
managed to keep the place well filled. When they threw him out because the
wash basin collapsed (don’t ask!) we could only get him in a down-market
Nursing Home which was like something out of Charles Dickens and mainly
inhabited by mental cases... which her Pa definitely wasn’t. (And yes, we still
feel guilty about it.)
And you’ll pardon me saying so again (I hope!) but I do so wish you
would explain your circumstances to the Sosh people. I don’t think they
should have charged you anything at all for your rest cure – and certainly not
more than your total weekly income. I know it is of little use talking to you.
You are so fucking stiff necked and haughty, and won’t listen to a bloody
word I say, that sometimes I confuse you with Sue. You should tell them
your daughter has to come in early morning and late night to look after you
(as well as the District Nurse and assorted lackeys) and whyfore ain’t you
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getting an attendance allowance. This is not sweet charity; you’ve paid an
insurance stamp all your life that should cover you for such things.
If only you would stop being Mr Nice Guy and screamed and hollered a
bit and enlisted some Sosh people who know the ropes, you could be better
off and could buy lots and lots more Folio books too.
Did you contact the address/phone number in that little booklet I sent
you about attendance allowances?
I take it you have received the £20 heating allowance you are entitled
to? You didn’t have to do anything about this; you should have received it
automatically. Don’t send it back because you don’t feel you deserve it. Mr
Blair has plenty already.
Grrrr.
All right. Stop sobbing. Wipe your eyes and read on.
Madeleine phoned yesterday morning to say that Himself will be
discharged from hospital and back home today. He can read things but his
left eye isn’t too good at the moment so he is not too aware of what is around
him. The consultant rushed him into hospital because she was worried about
an embolism – but happily none of her checks have shown one. M. said he
has a charmed life... but we know that already, don’t we?
(Sensibly, Madeleine was just off to play nine holes... and I wish I was
too!)
Arnie wrote to say Joyce has double cataracts and will be having an op
shortly. I liked Joyce very much when we met in Florida and hope all goes
well. He wants another piece for “Charrisma”, but I just dunno what to write.
I’ve ditched that piece about kosher sperm and might try him with golfy
stories instead.
...There is woodland beyond the long par 5 on the 7th at Staverton, full
of courting couples and weirdos. Cap’n Sue overshot the green and went off
into the tulgy wood to find her ball. Our resident mystery flasher had got
there first. There he was, highly excited, absolutely starkers except for his
black balaclava, and holding out her ball. “Is this yours?” he said. It was too,
but no way was she going anywhere nearer to claim it. She turned around
sharpish, went back on the course and took a penalty.
Back at the clubhouse she complained to the Secretary. He was properly
sympathetic. “We will report it immediately, of course, and warn the other
ladies on the course,” he said, “but do you have any idea about he might be?”
“Of course I don’t have the vaguest damned idea,” said Sue, “but he
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certainly wasn’t a member!”
I guess it’s better than kosher come, but sometimes I wonder....
Do you think Vegas fandom would be interested to know that if you are
playing the Old Course at Sotogrande in the Algarve and you can see
Gibraltar in the distance, it means it is going to rain?
And if you can’t see it, it means it’s pissing down.
Or should I try my medical history again?
I told you that Doctor Justice, now retired, used to yell at the top of his
voice when discussing my intimate problems so that not only the waiting
room but probably people up in the High Street could hear all about my limp
wrist and other parts?
Well now, since he retired we have a new lad straight out of college with
a nice shiny Hippocratic oath. Very clever; very impressive. Full medical
checkover as soon as I saw him. A wee bit doubtful about the blood pressure
and prescribed Tenormin (Atenolol) 50g and I must take one every morning
without fail for the rest of my life. I came out of the surgery all white and
shaking. Sue made me sit down and tell her what had happened. I told her he
got a blister pack out of the drawer, cut off four tablets and that was it. Just
the four tablets! Obviously he doesn’t think I’ll be there for my fish and chip
dinner on Friday.
So she goes in to see him. And... Reprieved!!! He’s faxed thru to Boots
the Chemist and there’s 60 tablets and a repeat prescription for all eternity
waiting for collection on Wednesday morning.
I just dunno. I get fragments of truth and then build on them, and I’m
sure that nobody ever believes a single word that I write.
And you can’t really blame them!
4 September 1998
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Vin¢ Clarke’s 115th Dream
Everyone is remembering little bits about Vincent, and I had a little anecdote
of my own that I want to get down on paper... and who better to try it out on
than you.
I don’t know if this happened to you personally but frequently, when we
had Stateside visitors, Vince would take them down to Greenwich
Observatory and show them around. It’s worth seeing and, among other
marvels and telescopes and such, there is a metal bar set in the ground
marking the meridian – the first imaginary line of longitude which bisects the
Earth’s surface and which, together with the imaginary line of latitude found
by “shooting the sun”, allows navigators to decide just where the hell they are
in the middle of the ocean.
Visitors were suitably impressed and would step solemnly across the
line from one hemisphere to the other – and if you were one of the visitors on
the guided tour I bet you did, too.
But that wasn’t all. The imaginary line extends north and south to the
poles and crosses the M25 motorway (which circles London) near Waltham
Abbey to the north and near Limsfield to the south.
So Vincent, in all seriousness, wrote to the Transport Commissioners
and suggested that, at the appropriate spots, signs be erected on the central
reservations between the dual carriageways of the motorway. On one side
they would say “You are Now Entering the Western Hemisphere, Drive
Carefully”, and on the reverse, visible to drivers in the opposite direction, it
would say “You are Now Entering the Eastern Hemisphere, Drive Carefully”.
We thought this was a marvellous idea, and so thrillingly educational for
the masses. We Brits invented these fucking hemispheres and never get any
credit for anything. It’s about time we got flaunted. But, sadly, not right now.
The high honchos of the Transport Commissioners – probably strongly
swimming Yankee wetbacks or early TAFF winners who never went home –
vetoed the idea. “Only mandatory road signs permitted”, according to the
rules. Also “distracting” and even “ludicrous”. “If we took leave of our
senses and permitted such a thing, every other roads authority in the UK
would make similar demands.” And “Piss off. Yours faithfully....”
So there – but all is not lost. Vincent would have been overjoyed to see
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the letter in The Times recently from another convert demanding the very
same road signs with his very same words. When you come over for your
honeymoon and I collect you at Gatwick, watch out for the sign on the centre
reservation just outside Waltham Abbey. It’s not erected yet, but RSN....
May 1999
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Last Letter to Geri
“The Foundling Home”
32 Lake Crescent
Daventry
Northants NN11 5EB
Dear Dorothy Dix,
After my mommy dressed me in my best swaddling clothes and
abandoned me in the church porch with a label around my neck saying,
“Please adopt this little bastard”, I became sort of dispirited. It seemed pretty
harsh treatment just because I hadn’t answered her last two notes, had fobbed
her off with a cheapo Christmas card, and had ignored Valentine’s Day
completely. And, furthermore, she is well aware that I look bloody ridiculous
in swaddling clothes. So there.
So, last Tuesday when P & T and Rob and Avedon came to visit (and
foolishly took the scenic route from East Ham and arrived an hour past the
ETA – which didn’t help the gourmet leg of lamb which narrowly avoided
becoming a burnt offering), I had a little whine about such selfish uncaring
unloving mommies and they were horrified!!! “No, no,” they dried my eyes
and reassured me, “your mommy loves you. She has not succumbed to yalow
fever. Ho no. The trouble is Uncaring Fandom have dumped a whole
convention in her lap to organise, supervise and run, and the poor girl barely
has time to eat, let alone run a business and earn an honest crust, and don’t
keep apologising for the lamb which is perfectly delicious – altho a little
crunchy – and if you will only shut up for a minute we will tell you truly
Incredible things!!! about Joseph.”
Naturally, I dried my eyes immediately and became all agog for the
latest reports on the nicholodious. It seems that Joseph – such horror! – has
taken to wearing a skirt all too frequently even in the roughest areas of North
London!! This sort of behaviour might be allowed in Edinburgh or Glasgow
as long as there is a sporran to cover the decencies, but is not really the thing
in our Capital City and certainly not with shaven chicken legs as one of my
horrified informants put it.
Also he is wearing those dangly ear-rings again and tinkling a tiny
carillon every time he shakes his head.
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What could I say? What could I do? (Apart from passing my plate down
the table for some more strawberries.) Perhaps I should write to Judith – I am
very fond of Judith who is sensible about gardening and invariably comes
and talks to me at conventions and stuff – and tell her how I foolishly picked
up the wrong watering can and killed all the front garden primulas with
selective weedkiller instead of Miraclegro feed.
Sadly, Patrick had business meetings the next day so they couldn’t stay
overnight. In fact we never left the dinner table. We talked books for a bit –
about Patrick O’Brian’s real name – how awful Greg Bear’s Dinosaur
Summer was a terrible steal from Conan Doyle’s The Lost World and even
pinched the original ending of bringing out dinosaur eggs (instead of
pterodactyl eggs) (the original hatched out during Prof Challenger’s speech in
the Albert Hall and promptly flew out of the window on the scenic route to
South America). I was so pleased that Patrick turned down Bear’s effort, and
admired his astuteness in taking on James after Ballantine unaccountably
dropped him.
Odd bits: Teresa has put on a little weight since I last saw her and looks
fine with it. I love talking with her, crouched over a writing pad to the
exclusion of everyone else. Patrick is growing a little pot belly too, but
nothing like mine yet. Avedon is exactly the same as ever. Rob has tamed his
fright wig hairstyle that we saw at Vincent’s funeral and now has an
impressive ponytail. I keep nagging him to write up his job experiences
(think of the money Dorothy L. Sayers made out of campanology with The
Nine Tailors), and he said he will do RSN and has promised something to
Joseph for Fuck the Tories.
Dave (and I hope you liked the Chuchy tribute in the last Trap Door as
much as I did) wrote and mentioned walking Teresa thru a local graveyard
where they spotted a tortoise. Teresa was a little baffled because she was
pretty sure it was a hedgehog.* I shall have to mention this to Dave next time
I write. Tortoises used to be extremely common because they were imported
from Turkey (where they are an agricultural pest) in huge numbers and sold
cheaply in Brit petshops. The UK stopped the imports some years ago
because it was cruel. They used to ship them over, several layers deep, in old
tea-chests. After the ban the ones here that survived our winters (they
hibernate) became quite valuable. We used to pack our one in a haybox and
keep it in the garage during the winter months, but it always seemed so lonely
that we gave it to a hobbyist woman in Leicester who had several others so
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that it would have company. (And yes, of course I would have sold it but Sue
said it was family and she would no more sell it that she would sell Sean or
Samantha or even Milly the dog!!!!! I foolishly asked how much we might
get for baby Sean and she didn’t speak to me for a week.)
* Mr Langford still has no explanation for how he came to type tortoise when
he meant hedgehog. [Ed.]

Hedgehogs, you will recall, are native animals and no problem. They
hibernate too but are fairly hardy and need little except a heap of old leaves
or such like to burrow in. When I went down for an early cup of tea last week
there were a pair copulating right in the middle of the lawn – very carefully,
very sedately – and so would you be if your partner was covered in razor
sharp needles. I was hoping they would stay for the Visit but they seldom
stay anywhere and, sadly, had both moved on by Tuesday.
This morning there were tiny white feathers all over the lawn, either a
cat or a hawk had one of the pigeons that Sue puts seed out for as an early
breakfast. (No, the seed is for the pigeons’ early breakfast. We don’t even
have bacon but subsist on vast quantities of All-Bran and muesli which is
odoriferous but very healthy and Good for you, and feel free to open the
window if you have problems.)
What else? I had a nice letter from Maureen [Maureen Kincaid Speller]
saying how sorry she was at not having spoken to me at Vincent’s wake.
Apparently she is just as shy as I am and regretted that we never did talk to
each other. It was nice of her to say so; and I will write and perhaps next
time.... I think I did speak to Paul though. I think you or Avedon introduced
us, but you know all too well what a bloody idiot I am and how I say, “Yes,
yes, I am so pleased to meet you,” as if it were the most important milestone
in my wretched mundane life when in all truthfulness I don’t really have the
vaguest fucking idea who I am speaking to, but am far too proud and haughty
to say, “Beg Pardon”. Heavens to Betsy! Somebody might even guess that
I’m a little deaf.
This is the one thing that really really really pisses Sue off and I keep
promising never to do it again but I always do.
Teresa said that James said (!!) that “Walter is happy” which is probably
the best we can hope for. I’ve written to Madeleine a couple of times – sort of
bright supportive letters asking if there is anything I can do, anything that I
can send – but she has so much on her plate that I don’t really expect answers
when we both know that there is unlikely to be any improvement
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I was re-reading the Snufkin’s Bum sheets [TAFF trip notes by Maureen
as above] – she seemed to have a good time at the fair – but was sorry she
never got to Vegas. She would have been just in time for the ABN Awards –
the porn industry’s Hugos awarded for things like “Best Group Sex Scene on
a Video”, “Most Prominent Implant in a Feature Film”, etc. etc. I keep
thinking of Maureen accepting an award on behalf of Charrisma, picking up
the mike for the traditional “Thank, you, thank you, I love you all” and
hoping to Ghod that nobody takes her more literally than they would her
Oscar counterpart.
But enough of these wild imaginings and back to terra cotta as you
might say. Lately I’ve been plagued with a shortness of breath if I do
anything even slightly strenuous, but I saw the nice Dr Davies last week who
thought it might be fluid on my lung. He has given me a new wonder drug
(no, not aspirin this time!) that expands the arteries or whatever (Sue would
rather I did not go into detail about that whatever), and I do feel somewhat
better. Just a little more improvement and I’ll be able to keep that
appointment with Cynthia Plastercaster after all. I’ve had X-rays and have
another blood test next week before seeing him again, and I think I will ask if
he can increase the dosage. I know that I am unlikely to take part in the
London Marathon, but I would like to be a little more active and get rid of
this spare tyre around my waist.
I think that covers everything for now (which is more than can be said
for Joseph’s skirts) (and let us pay no attention to Rob pointing out the
medical dangers of wind dried nuts). We will finish up with my favourite
Robert Bloch quote:
And having said all there is to be said,
The South Shall Rise!
But I’m going to bed.
Much love

28 June 1999
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Appendix
Here, in addition to the usual technical information about when and where all
these Chuck Harris pieces first appeared, we present the Fiction Supplement
– including our man’s famous sale to the Vargo Statten Science Fiction
Magazine, Volume 1, Number 3.

Atom: Arcturan Kama Sutra
Small Ripples on the Sea of Eternity
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Country Cousin
Mr Dennison didn’t look like a werewolf at all. He was sitting in the lounge
of the Bay Hotel, sipping his drink and silently cursing the sticky oven-heat
of Bombay that made his white suit clammy as soon as he put it on. His teeth,
of which he had once been extremely proud, were badly decayed, and many
of them had had to be replaced by glittering artificial dentures. His hair had
receded from his forehead, and his waist thickened with the approach of
middle age.
He didn’t particularly like being a lycanthrope. After his first
metamorphosis at the age of fourteen the memory of the soft body of his
victim had alternately excited and repelled him. The passing years had
increased his appetite for flesh, but had also made him extremely cautious.
He had learnt that the change always came with the new moon, and
lasted until he had satisfied his hunger. Apprehensive of attracting attention
to himself, he had often locked himself in his cellar and sated himself on a
huge haunch of horse-flesh. Frequently, though, his will power had failed and
he had roamed the lonelier parts of England, waylaying late travellers.
However, at the time of the new moon he had been seen dragging a newly
killed corpse through the shrubbery at the rear of his house. The morning
paper screamed, “Killer-Dog at large.” The police, after searching the
grounds, had called to enquire if he had seen any such dog in the vicinity.
Alarmed, lest the police should notice how often he had been in other
neighbourhoods when people had vanished, Mr Dennison had quietly
disappeared. By devious routes he had made his way to France, travelled
across the Mediterranean, through the Suez Canal and across to Bombay.
Dennison suddenly became aware that the Eurasian girl next to him was
sympathising to him about the heat. He threw off his reverie and turned to
her. “Terrible,” he agreed, “Fortunately I’m leaving for Ahmedabad
tomorrow. Another week in Bombay would just about finish me.”
A smile dawned in the milk-chocolate coloured face. “What a
coincidence. I too am leaving tomorrow. I am motoring my way Delhi, but
will be stopping the night in Ahmedabad. If you like, I could give you a lift.
Our railways are still very primitive, and you’d be far more comfortable with
me.” She smiled archly.
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“Well, er... thank you very much, but...” he halfheartedly .protested.
“I insist, ” the girl said gaily, “but we will have to make an early start if
we are to arrive before midnight. Could you meet me in front of the hotel at
7.30 tomorrow morning?”
“Well, thank you again,” he said. “By the way, my name is Dennison –
James Dennison.” With his belated introduction he handed her his card.
“How typically English,” she laughed. “My name is Christna Dravid,
but I’m afraid you’ll have to take my word for it – there’s no room for cards
in this costume. I’m sorry to have to rush away, but I must pack. Until
tomorrow then.” With a wave of her hand she was off, her lithe brown figure
setting off the European suit to perfection.
He arrived punctually next morning, but found her awaiting him, in a
rakish Cadillac, He climbed in beside her. The journey began without
incident. The car, purring over the rough road, ate up the miles. They reached
Baroda in the late afternoon, and after a snack, set off again.
Just before dusk the smooth purr of the engine took on a querulous note,
coughed once, and died away. Dennison, who had dropped a carefully
prepared bag of sugar in the petrol tank whilst the girl was washing in
Baroda, congratulated himself on his timing. However he gallantly climbed
out and examined the engine. He was slightly surprised to find that the fault
seemed to lie in the cooling system and not in the feed.
Christna got out of the car, walked over to the verge and threw herself
down.
“That would have to happen,” she said. “I know nothing about cars and
if you can’t fix it we will be stuck here until the morning. Still, it will be quite
romantic, there’ll be a new moon in a few moments.”
Dennison, perfectly aware of the coming moon-rise, put down the
wrench he was holding and eased himself down beside her.
He felt within his body the peculiar vibration which announced a change
was imminent. He began to look forward with relish to assuming his other
shape and ripping open the young brown body that lay beside him.
In the sky a faint glow heralded the moon. He smiled at his companion.
“My dear,” he said ironically, “you look good enough to eat.” She
laughed, “I hate to flatter you, Jimmy, but I feel that way about you too.”
Dennison decided to panic his victim – he rather liked the added flavour
that adrenalin gave. “No,” he said melodramatically, “I meant it literally. You
may not believe me, but I am that fabled creature, a lycanthrope, werewolf!”
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He tried to look awesome. His bones seemed to be melting and he felt the
ecstatic pain that always accompanied the change. One horn of the new moon
was already visible.
His companion showed no sign of alarm. She giggled. “Oh dear, and
I’ve left my silver bullet at home. You’re very funny, Jimmy. We don’t have
wolves in India – were, or otherwise. We do have tigers, though!”
Through his blurred vision, he noticed that his companion seemed to be
changing too. The laughing face before him was hazy and indistinct, her body
a mass of orange and black.
He managed a sound half way between a howl and scream, before her
smiling, slavering jaws tore out his windpipe.
1950
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Absolutely No Deception
As a special treat Mr Davidson had taken his wife and children to Coney
Island for the day. The kids, replete with candy-fluff, ice cream, peanuts and
hamburgers, were standing on the boardwalk, gazing in awe at an enormously
fat man spieling the crowd towards his concession.
“Gather round! Roll up!” he cried. “See M’Gombi, the albino wizard
from mysterious Africa! Thrill to the magic of the one and only M’Gombi!”
Succumbing to the excited urgings of his children, Davidson bought
tickets, and herded his little flock inside to the front row of benches. When
the tent was filled the lights were dimmed; the spectators hushed as the
curtains swished open.
In the middle of the stage stood the great M’Gombi, awe-inspiring in
multi-coloured robes and feathered head-dress. After demonstrating
prestidigitation, conjuring, and fire-eating he worked up to the climax of his
act. He strode to the centre of the stage and addressed his audience:
“Ladies and gentlemen, for this, my final miracle, I shall saw a lady in
half. Being a widower myself, I shall require the assistance of a lady from the
audience.”
Before he had finished speaking, Mrs Davidson, who had always wanted
to “go on the stage”, slipped from her seat and was standing by his side.
“Thank you, madam,” bowed M’Gombi. “But are you sure your family
will not object?” He looked inquisitively at her husband and children.
“Not at all,” laughed Davidson. The children giggled. The audience
cheered and applauded while Mrs Davidson dimpled prettily and blushed.
M’Gombi pulled from the wings a long box faintly reminiscent of a
coffin. He helped Mrs Davidson into the box, which was so arranged that her
feet stuck out from one end, and her head from the other. After closing the
lid, he sawed her in half.
Mr Davidson didn’t mind because he had her insured, but the children
were unhappy for a long time, and the police made an awful fuss about it.
[Reprinted from the ISFCC’s Explorer by kind permission of Ed
Noble, Girard, Pa., editor of that lively and enterprising fanzine. –
Walt Willis]
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Omega
“Well,” said God, “Let’s finish it all off.” Cities tumbled, and melted into
nothing at all. Planets dissolved, suns flicked out, and even Space itself was
folded tidily away and placed in a heavenly cupboard. The circle had been
completed. Nothing, but nothing, was left.
Except for souls, of course. There were an awful lot of these. If I put a
figure nine, and then typed three 0s and a comma for the rest of my life, I
wouldn’t even succeed in enumerating the planets that the souls originated
on.
You’ll just have to try to imagine it... and, since that is impossible too,
you’ll just have to be content with the fact that there were an awful lot of
souls.
Naturally, they weren’t all good souls, but they were all dressed alike in
an ectoplasmic body and a long white shroud. And every single one of them
was frightened out of his wits.
Especially Cyril. He was solitary by nature, he hadn’t had any breakfast,
and his feet hurt him after the long long climb up the Glory Road.
This was Judgment Day. St. Peter had run himself ragged trying to total
up the count of a million Pearly Turnstiles that he’d used to supplement the
Gates, and had grown quite hoarse through bellowing, “Form an orderly
queue, please,” and, “Kindly stand on the right of the escalator.” His feet
hurt, too, and on top of all this, half the new entries seemed to be illiterate
and just ignored the placards directing the various cultures to their Reception
Centre. He’d mislaid three Cardinals and an Irish saint, and was beginning to
think that they had gone along with the Eddoreans... and everyone knew what
was going to happen to that lot.
Inside the auditorium on the ground floor of Heaven, all the Terran souls
were being formed up into groups by St. Michael and his angels. Cyril
escaped from the deafening “Alleluias” of the Salem Baptists that he’d come
in with, walked a little way down the hall, and mingled inconspicuously with
a group of Quakers. It was quieter there... and there was nobody urging him
to repent before it was too late.
Like all auditoriums, this was a vast one, but even more so than usual.
The floor was of beaten gold, and very chilly to the feet; the roof, supported
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by immense columns of Lapis lazuli, was studded with diamonds, rubies,
emeralds, and amethysts, which sparkled and glittered as they reflected the
light from the multitude of saintly haloes.
Right down at the far end, there was a sort of brilliant mist* of fiery
radiance. This was Glory. Here God sat in judgment. On both sides there
were choirs of cherubim, and in front, rank upon rank of Saints.
* A best-guess correction of “mint” in the magazine. Chuck had complained
there were typos.... [Ed.]

Judgment wasn’t a very difficult business. Matthew and Mark, and a
horde of seraphim, were running all the records, which had been transcribed
to punched cards, through blocks of ENIACS and MANIACS. As the cards
were approved or rejected, souls were taken from the body of the hall to
everlasting happiness or eternal remorse.
First, all the immature souls whose bodies had died before reaching the
age of reason were taken away to a special heaven of their own. This was an
Oz-like place with whole ranges of Big Rock Candy Mountains, where the
tiny souls lived like Peter Pan and never grew up.
In the auditorium, Judgment began in earnest. This was completely final,
with no court of appeal, and inexorably just. Either Heaven or Hell.
By now, Cyril had forgotten how his feet hurt and how hungry he was.
He was just as panic-stricken as the rest of them, and instead of wishing he
had a steak, he was wishing he had a rosary.
The cards had been filed in chronological order, and the first million or
so had whizzed through the machines into the REJECT tray. Adam, Eve, a
host of Neanderthals and cannibals were all marshalled together by a chap
who looked like a used-car salesman, and were taken off to Hell.
That was downstairs. Instead of being happy like the people in Heaven,
all these souls would have to spend eternity... for ever and ever... in sorrowful
remorse. Hell was quite a nasty place, and a large part of the punishment was
the company. After all, it’s not very nice to be classed with Iscariot and
Himmler... and especially so when you know that you deserve to be, and are
sorry about it.
The crowd was soon whittled away. Sometimes a murmur went through
it as a notable name was called, or a decision seemed surprising. Several
eminent Presbyterians looked shocked when Horatio Nelson was sent off to
get his harp and his halo. Almost simultaneously, St. Vincent de Parras, a
smile on his café-au-lait face, led away to Heaven a great crowd of coloured
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people... whilst the Klan and a whole raft of Boer churchmen were taken
downstairs. Gandhi, Jones, and Pasteur were chosen for canonisation, along
with Mendel and William Penn. A Wisconsin politician was hustled
downstairs, protesting that it was All A Mistake. Plutocrats, tycoons,
millionaires, and big-business men discovered that it was all perfectly true
about camels and needles’ eyes. The cards whizzed through the machines, the
sheep were separated from the goats; the souls made their last exit through
one of the two portals.
The machines gradually slowed and stopped. There was a hint of a
Celestial Yawn from behind the shimmering curtains. St. Matthew pushed his
halo further back on his tonsure, and looked around the hall.
There, all alone, nervously crossing one foot with the other, stood Cyril.
To say that St. Matthew was surprised would be an understatement. He
would not have been more astounded if Pilate had been beatified. His
machines were infallible, his cards recorded even the smallest venial sin
committed in 560,384 galaxies. He couldn’t be wrong.
But... there was Cyril.
St. Matthew flew down the line of computers, scanning every feed-tray
to make certain they were empty. They were. He looked under the machines
in case the seraphim had dropped a card. They hadn’t. He read the totals from
each individual machine, and compared it with his master card total. They
tallied. Somehow, there was one solitary soul unaccounted for.
Cyril walked quietly down the hall until he stood just behind the saint.
“I say,” he said.
St. Matthew turned around and looked sourly at him. He was fairly
certain that Cyril was genuine enough.... “Are you sure you’re a soul?” he
said, “or is this another gag by the boys downstairs?”
“I... I don’t really know,” said Cyril. “You see, I’m not certain if I’m
entitled to one.” He began to cry.
“Rubbish,” said the Saint. “Every man has a soul. If you didn’t you
would never have got here. You are a man, aren’t you?”
“Sometimes,” Cyril sobbed, “but usually I’m a wolf.” Between gulps
and sniffles the whole story poured out of him. He told how his parents were
both perfectly normal werewolves, but how he happened to be a mutant. He
was a wereman. It was something to do with radioactivity or cosmic rays. For
most of the time he went around happily on four legs, but at every new moon
he became a man, and he hated it. He hated it. It was nice to be more
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intelligent than the rest of the pack, but none of the females ever took any
interest in him, and he spent every new moon perched in a tree, whilst all his
friends sat around below hoping to have him for lunch. It was always cold,
and usually raining, he had nothing to eat, and once he was slow getting up
the tree, and his best friend took part of his rump for hors d’oeuvre. And it
wasn’t his fault that there was a new moon on Judgment Day. He didn’t want
to be an angel, and please could he go back where he came from.
“O my God,” said St. Matthew.
“Yes,” He said.
The Saint dropped to his knees a split second in front of Cyril.
“Lord...”
“I know,” said God. “We’ll have to do something about it. It’s not his
fault he was born a cub, but became a man, but it’s all rather difficult. He
couldn’t get up to much sinning perched in a tree, so we can’t dispose of him
downstairs. But, on the other hand, we can’t have wolves... no matter how
virtuous they are... just roaming about Heaven scaring people out of their
wits.” He paused thoughtfully.
“Cyril,” He said. “Listen to me a moment, and do stop snivelling.” Cyril
sniffed twice, and wiped his nose on his sleeve as God went on.
“You can’t go back now... there is nothing to go back to. You’re up here
for keeps, and you’ll just have to make the best of it.”
“But I don’t want to be an angel,” said Cyril. “You promise eternal
happiness, and then turn round and tell me that I have to run around in a
draughty shroud, swotting Gregorian chants, and being nice to a lot of people
that I don’t care for. Well, I don’t want to! It was much more fun being a
wolf!”
St. Matthew was frantically nudging him to shut up. Cyril stopped, more
than a little aghast at his own temerity.
“I see,” said God. “There’s no precedent for were-anythings in Heaven.
But...” There was another pause, and through the Heavenly Portal came a
rather scruffy looking saint with a ragged tonsure and a patched brown
cassock.
“St. Francis,” said God, “how would you like to be the holder of the
only dog licence in Heaven?”
There was no answer. St. Francis was busily scratching the ears of the
gorgeous silver-grey wolf that was trying to lick the skin from his face.
April 1954
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Short Takes
Letter to George L. Charters
I’m sorry to hear that you are in hospital whilst other members of Irish
fandom with far greater holes in their heads are still allowed to run around
loose. Just because you drool every time you open your mouth is no reason
for confining you in a home for the aged. [It was NOT a confinement – GLC]
Seriously though, I know it must be pretty painful, and it’s the sort of thing
I’ve always dreaded happening to me. Dentists invariably scare the hell out of
me. Even when I used to look at McCartney [dentist who lives next door to
Walter Willis] I shuddered. He used to shudder right back at me, which only
goes to show the Irish are naturally polite and courteous. I’m glad I didn’t
hear about your teeth before or I would never have been able to visit my own
dentist last Tuesday. I had to have a filling replaced; there was no drilling at
all. I didn’t feel a thing. After he’d finished I casually mentioned that I hadn’t
screamed once. He said I’d probably make up for that when I saw him next
March.
February 1965

Chain of Office
And then, as soon as Hank the Deuce* kicked it, Fords thought they might as
well cast me on the pyre too. The High Cockalorum sent for me, received me
kindly with a coffee and a digestive biscuit, and congratulated me on my
Long Service. They want to present me with a memento for 45 years loyal
service. For 40 years I chose a video recorder and had high hopes of a copier
this time but, sadly, this time there is no choice. This time it’s a bauble. In
front of the people I have worked with for half a lifetime and who respect me
for my cynicism and low cunning, The Management will hand me a gold
chain (18 carat I think) threaded through a gold ingot engraved with the Ford
logo and studded with (this is all perfectly true) four diamonds and a
sapphire. A diamond for every ten years and a cheapo sapphire for the odd
five. (I think I shall wear it around my left ankle.)
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* Henry Ford II had died in September 1987. [Ed.]

Evidently there is a graduated scale of baubles – the longer you stay, the
more precious stones you get. If I could only hang around for a few more
years I’d be in line for the Imperial State Crown emblazoned with the Black
Prince’s ruby – but the H.C. made it pretty plain that such a thing was
extremely unlikely... out to pasture... don’t want you to die in harness... see
you again in a few weeks to discuss terms... end of the year would be a good
time perhaps... oh, and with the chain there will be a special letter, signed by
Top Management at Brentwood and Detroit.
Anyway, we’ll see what happens. If I do get the heave-ho along with the
gold chain, I shall buy a small Canon Copier so that I can continue publishing
Q and stuff.
7 October 1987

Holy Ground
Our hero was all excited to find his old home town in Jeanne
Gomoll’s 1987 TAFF trip itinerary, as reported by Greg
Pickersgill. [Ed.]
Anyway, the bit I wanted to quote was Greg’s comment about Jeanne’s
travels to Ealing, Edinburgh and Rainham. RAINHAM??????????????? What
on earth would the dear girl be doing at Rainham! So far as I know there
hasn’t been the faintest fannish tremor since I moved out 26 years ago. Surely
the sacred flame flickered and died for all time and Lake Ave, Rainham, is
one with Tyre, Nineveh, and Towner Hall?
Surely – bloody hell, surely they are not trying to sanctify the place by
its associations and turn it into a fannish shrine? I mean, Walter’s fevered
youthful dreams found thrusting penile reality at Scrabo, the Donaghadee
lighthouse and the Tower of Trufandom. Will Eckerman Enterprises turn to
Rainham with tacky souvenir stalls, Nature Trails... “Follow the red arrow to
the spot where Clarke and Bulmer discovered and rescued the abandoned
Roneo, carried it to The Epicentre and restored it to working order by
removing the dead mouse from the self-feed mechanism.” “For an extra ten
pence visit the actual bedchamber occupied by Walter & Madeleine Willis,
Rita Khrone, Helen Wemick, etc. (but not simultaneously of course).” “Here
is the actual kitchen patronised by meat-pie lover Olive Thomson.” “Here is
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the holocaust spot where the temporarily deranged Harris, driven to insanity
by the malevolent Madle, committed to the flames the last remaining copies
of the three or four hundred fanzines sent to him by F. Ackerman, together
with the remains of his library that he’d been unable to sell to K. Slater
(Capt). (Souvenir ashes 10p.)”
It seems a nasty money-grabbing idea, glorifying all that is tainted and
shameful in fandom’s history. I wonder if there might be a little job for an
aged curator... unpaid of course, but perhaps a box for freewill offerings? I
suppose I could rely on you people to give me a reference?
December 1987

For Sale: Oblique House
Well yes, the Northern Ireland Tourist Board certainly seem to have missed
their chance here. A good marketing man would have snapped the old place
up, installed a rocking virgin or two, flown Bob Tucker over for the opening
ceremony, and reopened the joint as a hotel/theme park/shrine complex like
Lourdes.
I reckon that, given a reasonable advertising budget, in no time at all
they’d be catering for coach parties from Leeds even. I can see crowds of
gawpers outside every weekend, with Official Guides reverently waffling
away, “This is the actual ghoodminton court where the young, handsome and
very lovable Chuchy, renowned author, co-editor and athlete, frequently won
the supreme world’s championship against all comers. Please do not open the
glass cabinets or touch the original bats displayed there. Excellent
reproductions may be purchased at the kiosk....”
“During his first fannish incarnation Charles Randolph Harris slept
many nights in this very room overlooking the rocket range. Please do not
snip souvenirs from the original sheets and pillowcases....” “Hoi polloi
having the temerity to request salads in this dining room will be instantly and
forcibly ejected.”
When you come to think of it, it’s not a bad idea at all. There might even
be lucrative spin-offs to help out with your bus pass.... “Afternoon trips to
Donaghadee to view the Strathclyde Memorial Garden and life-sized statue of
much loved Chuchy, guru and mentor and Living Legend (deceased) to us
all. See the statue. See the beauty. Feel the Glory. Ladies with poor cardiac
histories, and no nurse in attendance, should leave the premises before the
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ceremonial figleaf removal times.”
Seriously, I must say the price seems ludicrously small by English
standards. It seems in good nick and would probably fetch double that price
over here, even with today’s sluggish markets.
18-20 July 1989

Ladies’ Day
It’s Ladies’ Championship Day at Staverton and I thank God I’m not
traipsing around 36 holes in this heat. Sue is, bless her, but she’s a lot more
dedicated to the game than I am. It’s as big a thing in her life as fandom is in
mine.
She’ll come home tonight, spitting fury about “That Tart... a dirty bandit
and a Disgrace to the Game... that Lin Wossname, who has slept with no less
than half of the Greens Committee [But, sadly, not my half]... and is the
luckiest putter in the history of golf... and in the changing room her
underwear is positively INDECENT [I dare not mention the scarlet lace
Christmas confection, known around here as the Erector Set, that I had to
ban being put out on the washing line for fear of giving Georgenextdoor a
another coronary]... and the 18th green is like a potato field....”
We won’t need to ask who won. We can only hope Sue didn’t stand
outside the main entrance, raise her face to the heavens, and do her Nellie
Boswell act: “SHE’S A TAAAAART.”
Actually Lin is neither tart nor bandit. It’s just that she plays well under
pressure, and seems to get the edge on Sue.
And anyway, I know Sue enjoys all her golf enormously, and it even
seems to help her asthma, which is better now than it has been for years.
She even organised a party to the Woburn Open this week, and had an
enjoyable day there too... except that Lin beat everyone else on the front nine
before fading away, and also “forgot” to give Sue her entry fee money. But
that will sort itself out too.
18-20 July 1989

Feedback Blues
The “Dear Arf” response hasn’t been exactly overwhelming yet, but give it
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time. I got two Ergs and a note from Terry Jeeves who thought the illos were
very good. I was just washing out my belly button prior to the ritual
disembowelling when I got a card from Rob – keen bright perceptive
analytical and appreciative Rob who knows quality when he sees it and
recognised it instantly as »»“a classic piece of fanwriting”««. I thought that
summed it up pretty nicely, and reflected my own judgement. Further, it’s the
sort of hard unbiased soul-searching criticism that I was hoping for. We will
cast Terry Jeeves into the outer depths where even Dante won’t piss on him,
and elevate Rob to the First class stamp/Brand new envelope section of the
mailing list forever. Well done lad – I am glad that, even though you never
formally requested my daughter’s hand in marriage, let alone the other more
interesting bits, I’m glad that I allowed you to marry into my First Family of
Fandom... or at least, I’m provisionally glad as long as “Nadolig Llawen” is
Welsh for something effusive and complimentary, and translatable by my
scholarly Welsh friend Langford.
27 November 1989

Wine Woes
Ray, my son-in-law, works in the drink warehouse for Grand Metropolitan.
Because of the recession here they are heavily overstocked with wines and
spirits, and are selling it off to employees at knockdown prices. I give Ray
the money, he gets two or three cases of Today’s Special and we all live
happily ever after. The only trouble is that some of these wines are very
elegant indeed – Chateau Rothschild, Pouilly Fumé, Chateauneuf de Pape –
and if I’m not careful I shall end up a bon viveur, and I’m beginning to get a
taste for them. I was daft enough to mention this to Ol’ Doc John Justice
when I was at the surgery last week. Predictably, he wasn’t as delighted as I
am. “How much do you drink per day?” he said, reaching for the black cap or
maybe sentencing me to the galleys. “Two wine glasses with your dinner?
Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmm? How big are the glasses? Hmmmmm...
Ordinary wineglasses and not brandy snifters? Hmmmmm... Well, that’s the
absolute limit. Your weight and your blood pressure are still climbing. Can’t
you halve it and drink Perrier water with it or something?”
Bloody hell! You work like a bastard all day putting six (yes, six) coats
of polyurethane hardglaze on the elegant open staircase just to pacify your
perfectionist slave-driving wife, and then you sit down to relax with a stiff
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Perrier water. I ask you: how much of that stuff can a colitis victim drink on
an empty stomach? I’d rather give up the sauce entirely; sign The Pledge,
maybe join the Salvation Army.
Which reminds me....
There was this suave Hyphen co-editor sitting in the pub drinking with
his best friend and severest critic when a gorgeous whore on the prowl
threaded her way through the throng. “What are you drinking, big boy?” she
asked me hopefully. “Er, Perrier,” I said. She looked horrified, shrugged and
walked on down the bar.
And the other not-so-suave co-editor of Hyphen said, inevitably,
“Abstinence makes the tart go yonder.”
Yes, verily.
22 February 1990

Flowers
And I took your advice and “surprised and delighted” Sue with a floral tribute
– a huge romantic bunch of twelve daffodils. They cost me all of 70 cents.
She was so delighted she forgot to give me the money for them too.
Resources are limited, so please don’t give me any more expensive advice
like that. Brit ladies don’t expect to be pampered. Sue was so flustered and
worried that she thought I was Up To Something, and I couldn’t go to the
Post Office without her suspecting an Assignation or worse.
2 March 1990

Vincent in Verse
I’m glad you got Steve Sneyd’s poetryzine War of the Words. I do so wish
more people would publish Vincent’s poetry. He was incredibly good at it
and, along with Art Rapp, wrote really memorable stuff. Truly, I think his
memorial in fandom won’t be Science Fantasy News or the miles of prose he
has scattered through fmz for near on 50 years but will consist of the epic
poems he wrote like “The Ballad of Daniel Dare” with its perfect, slightly
acidulous word picture of the White Horse where the London Circle used to
meet....
Instead of Mars they talked of Marx,
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Instead of kudos, cheques.
Whilst a mixed voice choir, around the fire,
Took a rational view of sex.
That tells you all you ever need to know about the London O.
Incidentally, it took him and Ken Bulmer three weeks to come up with
the word “kudos” to fit into the empty waiting slot, but it was worth the wait,
and, anyway, he was always a perfectionist. One day we’ll riffle through the
old files and find more than fifty unpublished verses that he wrote about
Puerto de la Cruz.
24 January 1991

On Booze
I’m sorry Hazel [Langford] Abstains, but knowledge sometimes comes later
in life. When Sue took me to a barrister’s party in Lincoln’s Inn the place was
ankle deep in Bollinger with one tiny table holding a dozen bottles of
Babycham... specially ordered for Sue because she “didn’t like the taste of
Champagne”. I didn’t mind the Babycham business but I hated the black
Balkan Sobranie cigarettes that made her breath smell like a Great Windmill
Street whorehouse (particularly No. 36 with the red flock wallpaper and the
dirty pictures in the bedrooms).
Fortunately the dear girl has responded to training over the years.
Nowadays smoking is not allowed in the house, and nor is Babycham. She
races me neck and neck down the red wine bottle each evening and has even
developed a taste for vast quantities of John Jameson’s Irish whiskey.
Fortunately our son in law works for Gilbey Vintners and his trade discount
keeps us from penury. (And at last week’s posh Staff Dinner the firm
provided three red and three white bottles for each table of six guests! And, at
the end, with corks and carrier bags provided by me, they salvaged six
opened but untouched bottles.) How pleased I am that she chose so wisely
and rejected that importunate certified accountant who was here every night
flaunting his Mercedes at her.
19 January 1999

That Ceiling Feeling
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Yesterday in desperation (and the new Ford Focus Estate), I took everyone
down to the Churchill shrine at Blenheim. You wouldn’t like it. Ghastly
pictures of ghastly children and paintings on the bedroom ceilings – Ghod
Himself – not Walter, the earlier version... and assorted angels. I can never
understand why people with money, taste and culture – well, money – go in
for this sort of thing instead of investing in a nice tasteful mirror. (Believe
me, dear boy, there is nothing quite so educational, and sometimes even
tasteful, as Harris thru the looking glass.) (Do you remember those slowglass stories that Bosh wrote... and wonder where he got the idea?)
And how I pity all those poor people with nothing more than Artex and
white emulsion – and the poor Pope with the Lord God Almighty glowering
down at him every time his hand strays below his navel.
And I think that’s quite enough for now. This is not the Book of
Revelations.
20 April 1999
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Original Appearances
“Random: Le Porc Entier” and “Why I Never Write Articles for Fanzines”
had already been converted to digital form by Judy Bemis for Fanac.org;
“Seen Any Good Stamps Philately?” was in Rich and Nicki Lynch’s online
archive of Mimosa. Apart for a couple of miraculously preserved emails, all
the rest was scanned for OCR by Rob Hansen, David Langford and Geri
Sullivan. Ace typists Sandra Bond, Claire Brialey and Rob Hansen – and ace
dictator-to-software Rob Jackson – rescued several horrible, smudgy and
OCR-resistant carbon copies. Geri Sullivan supplied material from her own
archives and gave permission to use her photographs. Heroic feats of proofreading were achieved by Claire Brialey and Pat Charnock. Many thanks to
everyone and to all the editors listed below.
In a few cases where Chuck alias Chuch Harris made an interesting
appearance in the letter column of a fanzine where he also had an article, the
letter follows the article as a bonus item subtly headed Letter, not separately
listed below but indicated with the ¶ symbol.
“Above and Below” – letter to A. Vincent Clarke, 2 November 1995.
“Absolutely No Deception” – Slant #5, Autumn 1950, edited by Walt
Willis.
“Advice for the UK Visitor” – letter to Geri Sullivan, 23 August 1989.
“Advice for Vincent” – letter to A. Vincent Clarke, 16 July 1990.
“All Hail Mammon” – letter to Arthur Thomson, 8 August 1989.
“All Our Yesterdays” – Hyphen #6, January 1954, edited by Walt
Willis.
“The Almost Great Escape” – Trap Door #12, March 1993, edited by
Robert Lichtman.
“Atomfoolery” – letter to Robert Lichtman, 20 May 1990.
“Beyond the Enchanted Duplicator” – letter to Geri Sullivan, 13/15
August 1990.
“Better Living Through Steroids” – letter to A. Vincent Clarke, 11 June
1991.
“The Blessings of Roscoe” – letter, 26 April 1993.
“Book Notes” – letters to Patrick Nielsen Hayden and A. Vincent
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Clarke, March 1997.
“Bridges, Dancing & Novacon 21” – letter, 13 November 1991.
“The Chuck Wagon” by Walt Willis – Corflu 6 Programme Book, April
1989, edited by Geri Sullivan.
Charrisma – group letter or letter-substitute personalzine of which only
the first three were numbered: #1, February 1993; #2, 19 April 1993; #3,
?July 1993 (UK release month of Jurassic Park); #4, August 1993; #5,
September 1993; #6, November 1993 (though the cover date is
October); #7, 6 December 1993; #8, January 1994; #9, 9 April 1994;
#10, July 1994; #11, October 1994; #12, December 1994; #13, March
1995; #14, May 1995; #15, August 1995. All issues edited by Chuck
Harris.
“C.Harris-ma” – regular column in Folly #10, August 1991 (“Willis
Plays Vegas”); #11, November 1991 (excerpt from “Bring Me the Head
of Brian Earl Brown”); #12, December 1991 (“A Column Is Born” plus
more from “Bring Me the Head of Brian Earl Brown”); #15, May 1992
(same Novacon coverage as in “Bridges, Dancing & Novacon 21”); #16,
June 1992 (“Synchronised Screwing”). All issues edited by Arnie Katz;
subtitles added for this ebook. The column continued as “Charrisma” in
Wild Heirs edited by Arnie Katz and others, mostly reprinting or
excerpting Charrisma above: original material appeared in #10, October
1995 (“Our Leader Speaks... and Eats”).
“Con Report” – with untitled introductory letter in Peri #3, April 1954,
edited by Ken Potter and Dave Wood.
“Con Badge Thoughts” – letter to Dave Wood, 26 January 1985.
“Condom Conundrum” – letter (dated 14 February 1989) in Trap Door
#9, January 1990, edited by Robert Lichtman.
“Corflu Afterthoughts” – letter, 10 December 1992.
“Country Cousin” – written 1950; not previously published.
“Creative Random History” – one-off compilation in Microwave 8,
March 1985, edited by Margaret Hill and Elda Wheeler. Regular column
in Pulp #2, August 1986 (2); #3, November 1986 (3) ¶; #4, Spring 1987
(4) ¶; #5, Summer 1987 (5) ¶; #6, November 1987 (6); #7, February
1988 (7); #8, April 1988 (8); #10, September 1988 (9); #11, December
1988 (10); #12, March 1989 (11); #13, May 1989 (12); #14, July 1989
(13); #15, September 1989 (14); #16, March 1990 (15); #17, July 1990
(16); #18, May 1991 (17) with added “Postcript” letter to Geri Sullivan
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dated 15 November 1990. Edited in rotation by Avedon Carol & Rob
Hansen, A. Vincent Clarke and John Harvey.
“Deafness, Dogs, & DNQs” – letter, 27 January 1990.
“Dear Arf” – Q #23, November 1989, edited by Chuck Harris.
“Doctor’s Orders” – letter, 11 January 1993.
“Dorothy Dunnett & the Female Flasher” – letter, 10 January 1990.
“A Dream of Fandom” – letter, 9 March 1990.
“Dream Mail” – letter to A. Vincent Clarke, 10 February 1994.
“An East End Childhood” – letter to Rob Hansen, 19 February 1992;
first published in Homefront: Fandom in the UK 1939-1945, February
2020, edited by Rob Hansen.
“Eight Ball Blues” – letter to Geri Sullivan, 21 June 1989.
“Eric the Needy” – mostly from letter to Geri Sullivan, 23 June 1992;
some infill from a 1990s letter to Steve Sneyd.
“Et Tu, Vincent?” – letter to A. Vincent Clarke, 13/15 August 1990.
“An Exotic Foreign Holiday” – letter, 27 August 1997.
“Fetching Attire” – letter, 17 July 1989.
“First Drafts” – from letter to Geri Sullivan, 2 March 1990.
“Flight of Fancy” – letter, 3 April 1991.
“Flying Home” – letter, 31 May 1989.
“Follicle Follies” – letter, 4 September 1989.
“Foreword” by Rob Hansen – as “About the Author” in CHASM, the
Chuck Harris Appreciation Society Magazine (1989) edited by Spike
Parsons; updated by David Langford for this ebook.
“Four Have Fun in Chuchland” – letter to Geri Sullivan, 30 May 1989.
“Fright Train” – letter in The Scarr #7, February 1965, edited by George
Charters.
“From Oast House to Dog House” – letter to Geri Sullivan, 13/15
August 1990.
“Gastronomy” – letter in Trap Door #14, July 1994, edited by Robert
Lichtman.
“Grand Gestures” – letter, 2 April 1990.
“The Greening of Fandom” – Idea #4, February 1992, edited by Geri
Sullivan.
Happy Winter Solstice – group letter or personalzine, December 1992,
edited by Chuck Harris. Follow-up to Q and precursor of Charrisma.
“I Remember Vincent” – Intersection (Worldcon 1995) Programme
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Book, August 1995, edited by Johan-Martijn Flaton and Kees van Toorn
for Worldcon (Scotland) Ltd.
“Interim Report” – letters, 8 May 1996.
“It’s Eney’s Fault” – Grue #23, March 1955, edited by Dean A.
Grennell.
“James White Meets Me” – Hyphen #2, September 1952, edited by Walt
Willis and Chuck Harris.
“James White Owes It All to Me” – letter (dated 22 March 1990) in
Trap Door #10, January 1991, edited by Robert Lichtman.
“Last Letter to Geri” – letter to Geri Sullivan, 28 June 1999.
“Legless” – letters to Arthur Thomson, January-April 1989.
“Letter to a Female Fan” – letter, 7 March 1990.
“Letter to Gregg Calkins” – letter, 23 March 1990.
“Life in the Suburbs” – letter, 27 November 1989.
“MagiCon Memories” – letter to A. Vincent Clarke, 23 September 1992.
“More MagiCon Memories” – letter, 1 November 1992.
“Lonconfidential” – Lonconfidential, December 1957, edited by Chuck
Harris for FAPA and OMPA.
“The Morose Coloured Spectacle” – Hodge-Podge #8, April 1954,
edited by Nancy and Mary-Louise Share. ¶
“The Morose Coloured Spectacle 2” – Hodge-Podge #12, October 1954,
edited by Nancy and Mary-Louise Share.
“Mortality” – letter, 7 May 1997.
“Naseby and Heritage” – letter to Joseph Nicholas, 7 March 1990.
“National Health” – letter to Arthur D. Hlavaty, November 1995.
“Novacon 19 Letter” – letter, 22 November 1989.
“Number Seventy Simmery Axe: or, It’s Agberg’s Fault” – Grue #27,
February 1956, edited by Dean A. Grennell; afterword from letter, 10
December 1992.
“Omega” – Vargo Statten Science Fiction Magazine (Volume 1,
Number 3) April 1954, edited by Alistair Paterson as Vargo Statten.
“On Bagpiping” – letter to Rob Hansen, 26 February 1990; first
published in this ebook.
“A Party for Vijay” – letter, 6 March 1995.
“Persona Non Grata” – letter to A. Vincent Clarke, 2 February 1992.
“Playing Doctor” – letter to A. Vincent Clarke, 30 January 1995.
“Political Fallout” – letter to A. Vincent Clarke, 30 May 1990.
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“Pre Minn-StF Tension” – letter to A. Vincent Clarke, Arthur Thomson
and Walt Willis, 22 April 1989.
“Precursor” – email to David Langford and others, 21 and 22 August
1995.
“Prime Suspect” – group letter, 15 December 1988.
“The Q Files” – letters and added editorials circulated as Quinsy or Q,
beginning with unnumbered bundles whose internal dates include April
1984 (“KTF Meeting – Sunday 8 April 1984”), November 1984
(“Novacon 14 Report”), April 1985 (“Pre-Yorcon III”, “Yorcon III
Report” and “Doghouse”) and May 1985 (“Brunner, Hibbert and
Parker” and “Devon Days”). Further pieces are from numbered issues of
Q: #1, September 1985 (“Letter to Dean A. Grennell”); #2, October
1985 (“The Fates”); #4, December 1985 (“The Strike” and “Novacon
1985”); #6, March 1986 (“The Ghost of Fanzines Past”); #7, May 1986
(“The Joy of Brum” following “Creative Random History 3”); #16, May
1987 (“The Tale of King Arthur and Sir Chuck”); #17, June 1987 (“Piss
Poor Poseur”); #18, August 1987 (“Handjob”); #20, November 1987
(“Mover and Shaker”); werty #1, March 1988 (“Hose and Hosanna” and
“The Music Man”) – werty being a quickly abandoned title change; #22,
August 1988 (“Missionary Position”). All issues compiled and edited by
Chuck Harris.
“Random” – Hyphen #3, February 1953, edited by Walt Willis and
Chuck Harris.
“Random: Advice to the Lovelorn” – without subtitle in Hyphen #8,
April 1954, edited by Walt Willis.
“Random at Kettering” – Hyphen #14, June 1955, edited by Walt Willis
and Chuck Harris.
“Random: Bio Hazard” – without subtitle in Hyphen #12, December
1954, edited by Walt Willis and Chuck Harris.
“Random: Black List” – without subtitle in Hyphen #5, November 1953,
edited by Walt Willis.
“Random: Filthy Pro” – without subtitle in Hyphen #7, March 1954,
edited by Walt Willis.
“Random: First Contact” – without subtitle in Hyphen #11, November
1954, edited by Walt Willis and Chuck Harris.
“Random: Le Porc Entier” – Science-Fiction Five-Yearly #9, November
1991, edited by Lee Hoffman, Jeff Schalles and Geri Sullivan.
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“Random: On Fans” – without subtitle in Hyphen #10, September 1954,
edited by Walt Willis and Chuck Harris.
“Random: A Small Con Report” – Hyphen #9, July 1954, edited by A.
Vincent Clarke and Chuck Harris.
“Random: Title Bout” – without subtitle (but listed as “Title Bout” in
contents) in Hyphen #13, March 1955, edited by Walt Willis and Chuck
Harris.
“Random: Unaccustomed as I Am...” – Hyphen #37, Autumn 1987,
edited by Walt Willis.
“Remembering Arfer” (tailpiece to “Creative Random History 15”) –
untitled in Atom: A Tribute, April 1990, edited by A. Vincent Clarke.
“Seen Any Good Stamps Philately?” with A. Vincent Clarke – Mimosa
#12, July 1992, edited by Rich and Nicki Lynch.
“Sexual Esoterica” – from letter in Idea #8, March 1994, edited by Geri
Sullivan.
“Short Takes” – brief extracts from letters, Q editorials and email, 19651999 as dated.
“Steaks, Golf and Drug Fiends” – letter to Walt Willis, 13 June 1991.
“Stone Souvenirs” – from letter to Geri Sullivan, 2 March 1990.
“Swan Song” – Swan Song 1, Spring 1959, edited by Chuck Harris for
FAPA and OMPA.
“The Thirteenth Day of Christmas” – Lonconfidential, December 1957,
edited by Chuck Harris for FAPA and OMPA.
“The Tour Guide” – letter, 4 September 1989.
“Trains and Gongs” – letter, 2 February 1992.
Through Darkest Ireland with Knife, Fork & Spoon – one-shot edited by
Chuck Harris for OMPA, December 1954.
“Vin¢ Clarke’s 115th Dream” – Trap Door #19, May 1999, edited by
Robert Lichtman.
“The Wealth of Neofans” – letter to A. Vincent Clarke, 7 August 1991.
“When Gillings Published Steffniscope” – Swan Song 1, Spring 1959,
edited by Chuck Harris for FAPA and OMPA.
“Why I Never Write Articles for Fanzines” – Science-Fiction FiveYearly #8, November 1986, edited by Lee Hoffman and Patrick and
Teresa Nielsen Hayden.
“Winding Down” – letter to A. Vincent Clarke, 4 September 1998.
“The World Is My Lobster” – letter, 17 July 1991.
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“Write Your Mother!” – Idea #6, September 1992, edited by Geri
Sullivan.

Artwork and Photos
All cartoons by Atom (Arthur Thomson) unless otherwise indicated. Cover
photo by Geri Sullivan, 1989.
“Arcturan Kama Sutra: The Cloud Held by the Willow Tree” – Q #14,
February 1987, edited by Chuck Harris.
“Arcturan Kama Sutra: Small Ripples on the Sea of Eternity” – Q #15,
March 1987, edited by Chuck Harris.
“Arcturan Kama Sutra: The Butterfly Finds the Topmost Blossom” – Q
#16, May 1987, edited by Chuck Harris.
“Chuchpad” – Corflu 6, August 1989; incorporating an Atom drawing of
uncertain date.
“Chuck Harris” – Mota #13, December 1975, edited by Terry Hughes;
illustration for “The Exorcists of IF” by James White.
“Chuck Harris, 1989” – photograph by Geri Sullivan.
“The Choler Purple” – with Stu Shiffman as cover for Pulp #3,
November 1986.
“Creative Random History” (Chuck with cane and leg repairs) – Pulp
#14, July 1989.
“Creative Random History” (Chuck at Corflu 6) – intended for Pulp but
never used, 1989.
“Neighbourhood Watch” – with Harris letter, September 1989.
“Oblique House Attic” plan – recreated 2021 using GIMP, for the sake
of legibility. [Ed.]
“Omega” masthead – signed JH but otherwise uncredited in Vargo
Statten Science Fiction Magazine (Volume 1, Number 3) April 1954,
edited by Alistair Paterson as Vargo Statten.
“Plane Home” – Q #23, November 1989, edited by Chuck Harris.
“Quinsy/Q logo” – usually with further cartoon decoration in many
issues of Q, 1985-1989, edited by Chuck Harris.
“Three Heads” – James Cawthorn, 1965.
“Tie design detail” – photocopy by Chuck Harris, April 1991.
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The End
This free ebook is exclusive to the unofficial TAFF website at
taff.org.uk. If you enjoy reading it, a donation to TAFF is a fine
way to express your appreciation.
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